Bomb Girls - Social Media Comments

Global TV cancelled the World War II-themed drama Bomb Girls
at the end of April 2013. Since then a great number of internet
users have voiced their opinion on the official Bomb Girls Global
and Reelz Facebook pages, the online petitions, Twitter, Tumblr,
and other blogs and social media.
The main message is clear: Bomb Girls should not have been
cancelled.
The Save Bomb Girls team has compiled this collection of online
comments from viewers that have spoken up after the
announcement of the cancellation. Please visit savebombgirls.com
for more details.
(Status as of May 13, 2014 – a total of 10,654 comments)

Lisa A. M.

It really is a shame that Canadian TV
shows have to be diminished by American
and British film; if anything they should
be added as worthy equals! Personally I
think Hollywood has seen its heyday; I
don't go to the movies much and when I
watch TV I end up really liking shows
which are British or yes, Canadian. I loved
Flashpoint and I love Bomb Girls! I can't
believe such superb shows get cancelled. I
have signed the petitions to save Bomb
Girls and really hope some other network
picks it up.

Mackenzie G.

Bomb Girls is the best Canadian drama in
decades. It is a disgrace that it is being
cancelled to make room for more U.S.
simulcasts.
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Peter P.

Part of Canadian history that made a
difference in the World we live in today.
Much has been said about Canadian
servicemen here and abroad, but this is all
about the infrastructure that made it all
possible. As a naval veteran, I am
saddened by the demise of this Canadian
historical story line. The Avro Arrow was
terminated by Dieffenbaker. Bomb Girls
was terminated by Global. Both are
monumental blunders.

Alain A.

As a fifty one year old white guy I'm fed
up with the increasingly bland
stereotypical, cookie cutter, c**p that's
coming out of the U.S. Period dramas are
proving to be a rich proving ground of
fresh ideas. Even a period that's from an
era that's only 70 years ago, is great in
finding how things had changed since.
Seconded by the fact that this show is
female driven. There's too many "Law and
Order" cop and lawyer shows, and Global
is backing Rookie Blue over Bomb Girls.
Well guess what Global, I don't watch
Rookie Blue. I'm fed up with cop shows,
cop shows and more cop shows. Same
thing with hospital dramas. THIS IS
DIFFERENT!!! We need more T.V execs
with vision and guts, who'd venture into
new territory.

Wendy B.

PLEASE DO NOT CANCEL BOMB GIRLS
!!!!!!! MY GRANDMOTHER WAS A
REAL BOMB GIRL BACK THEN !!!!!!!
AND I LOVE THIS SHOW AND THE
THINGS THEY SHOW ARE THINGS
THAT REALLY HAPPENED BACK THEN
!!!!!!! THIS IS WHAT I CALL REAL
HISTORY !!!!!!! MY KIDS GET TO SEE
WHAT THERE GREAT
GRANDMOTHER DID DURING THE
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WAR BACK THEN !!!!!!! PLEASE DO
NOT CANCEL BOMB GIRLS !!!!!!!
Julie C.

This is the only show on Global that I
have enjoyed in a long time. Finally a
quality program! Bring it back, please!

Judi W.F.

Yes, that makes a lot of sense...cancel an
award nominated program.....

Chris B.

I don't know what its going to take but I
think we need to keep this show going,
there's so much crap on TV and this isn't
one of those, this is a great show and it
needs to stay on the air, I think it mite do
good on the history channel, maybe the
military channel just a few thot from me.

Donna M.B.

ONE OF THE BEST SHOWS ON IN A
LONG TIME!!!!!!

Gail K.

love love this show just found it this year.

Trish A.

What can we do to save our favourite
show!

Sue M.

Freaking RIGHT we're going ballistic!!!

Margaret G.

please don't do this..its one of the best
shows on Canadian TV...

Marianna R.

Let's save this show!!!

Jeanine M.

Love the series

Lee S.

Keep Keep Keep the series!!!!
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Bernice J. D.

wonderful creative show. I found I liked
evey character and the content...so
looking forard to more.

Beth Y.

Bettyh is my new favorite character.

Beth Y.

I love these gals. Mom was their age
during WWII.

Joyce D.Y.

One of the best shows on TV. If it was
made in the US it would have received
tons of awards!

Jonathan B.J.

we all loves the bomb girls,please keep it
on the air.

Teresa M.

Cancelled very prematurely. We should be
outraged!

Julia D.E.

Good for them.. It is a great show I watch
every week. Keep up the good work.

Pamela C.

Too bad they cancelled the show... so
disappointing!!

Virginia M.

Please tell me it wasn't cancelled! Love
that show.

Shannon B.

Good enough to be nominated for best
drama series, but not good enough to be
kept on TV? Psssh.

Bonnie J. H.

Probably the ONLY reason it was
cancelled was dollars and cents. It's all
about the bottom line.....who "cares"
about Canadian culture and identity!!!
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Jeanne M.M.

nominations. More awards. But yet still
we have some of the most talented Actors,
writer, set designers, researchers,
directors, make up artists, lighting, and
wardrobe departments, in North America,
and they are all going to out of work soon!
What a sad waste! #makesmeVERYangry

Allicia G.

SAVE BOMB GIRLS!!!!!!!!

Åsa G.H.

Take note and un

Barbara C.S.

I love this show. Where is it on the
petition drive??

Arena J.E.

I enjoy this show:)

Dee S.

We need another season please!

Marika K.

i don't watch global news anymore
because they cancelled Bomb Girls! I am
almost depressed without my show

Marlene H. T.

Yes, So why is such an excellent show
being cancelled ? Makes no sense give it a
chance Please!!! BTW everybody needs to
sign the petition Save Bomb Girls.Com

Terri B.

yes, please sign the petition. A show like
this deserves to stay.

Amy P.

I'm American and the show was
awesome...its very sad with all the praise
they had they cancelled it!! What kind of
logic is that...they must be smoking
something

Natalie A.

Should NEVER have been cancelled!!!
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Adrienne M.

Bomb Girls receiving a nomination for a
Rockie award is such an honour!!! The
series keeps getting such wonderful
accolades. Sooooo proud.

Jill M.

Good question...then why is it being
cancelled ??? It's getting interesting now
with Gladys stepping into spy waters.

Holly R.K.

Keep this going! Love the show.

Laura M.

Love this show too

Daun F.

I LOVE This show!

Athena G.

Seriously stupid to cancel award
nominated show. Global, what are you
thinking?!?!

Kerianne C. F.

Bring back Bomb Girls!!! And not just as a
special. Do the right thing Global. The
ratings went down because you freakin'
hid the show to broadcast an old tired
American "reality" show and then didn't
even have the decency to bring it back on
the same nights. You suck Global! Unsuck and do the right thing!!!

Mary T. G.

Please don't cancel this show!!! As an
American living on the border, I cannot
STAND most of the crap we put out...It
infatuates me! All that reality garbage and
Survivor--Hello! Give it a rest! I can't
believe people still watch it! I LOVE
LOVE LOVE this show and have become
so connected to the characters...I have
loved Canadian TV since Anne of Green
Gables to Degrassi Junior High to the
Kids in the Hall...This show is AMAZING!
Just because it doesn't appeal to
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American's...Please...We put out Teen
Mom and Jersey Shore, for crying out
loud...Ugh...Please keep Bomb Girls!!!!
Debra D.

Bomb Girls is wonderful TV ... the deep
endearing characters immersed in a tough
time in history and the situations they
find themselves in! Please keep the show
on, it's worth watching!

Janet P.

I thought the US was quick to cancel good
shows. We love this show and hope they
reconsider. We are sick of reality shows!

Debi D.

WooHoo!! Over 20,000 Bomb Girls Likes.
Bomb Girl Fans Rock!!!!!

Nancy B.

Hey Global

Rosalie F.

this is a great show for us women ;) how
can they cancel it...I've had it with the
reality shows...PLS DON'T
CANCEL!!!!!!!!!!!!

Judy L.

Bomb Girls just got Nominated for Rockie
Award for Continuing Series Drama at the
Banff Media Festival . The show got
cancelled why is it getting nominated for
awards?

Monica W.

I love this show more and more every
week. please do not cancel it
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Stephanie M.

Please - do not cancel this show!! In an
era of bad reality TV with ridiculous
excuses for entertainment like the
Kardashians and Teen Mom this show is
not only a breath of fresh air but these
characters are inspiring! I love that it's set
in the 1940s (great job on the fashion!)
and focusing on several "Rosies" who
made a real difference in the world!

Gail T.

I really hate to see this wonderful series
end. There is so much more material for
further shows and it is the best Canadian
drama series we have had in years.

Tracy T.

How can you guys cancel this show? I'm
in the U.S. and I love this show. It's
probably my favorite show on television
right now. Please don't cancel it!

Nancy W.J.

Don't cancel Bomb Girls!!!

Margie P.G.

I absolutely love this series! The show is
informative from a historical point of
view, heart

Meg A.

Monday nights are not the same without
my favourite girls... :

Amanda J.G.

I first saw this show on Netflix becauae I
only have local channels. I am so happy I
discovered it! An era I have such a
passion for and respect so much. Can't
wait to catch up!

Jesu H.

Finally starting watching from season 1
and can't stop watching it. I love all the
characters. But Antonio Cupo takes the
cutest cake of all. Yummy!
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Christine P.

LOVE THIS SHOW!!!! PLEASE PLEASE
PLEASE KEEP IT GOING!!!!!!

Shirley H.

I LOVE this series! It is fascinating! I've
told all my friends about it

Janeen V.D.W.

Wish I could watch all the episodes
online. All I get is "Geographic
Restriction" when I try on Globe.

Coffee P.

I just found this show on Netflix US and
marathoned the whole first season. Then
hit the internet looking for more, and
discovered... cancelled?! Who cancels
such a great show?! Are they INSANE? I
want more Bomb Girls! Already signed
the petition.

Cathrine C.

One of the few programs out there of
quality and substance with an engrossing
story that I can enjoy with my teenage
daughters. We've been faithful USA fans
watching online. Thought Canadian TV
was smart enough to recognize when they
have a hit on their hands!

Janice D.

Love the show. I am upset this is
cancelled!

Gregory E.

Again another great Canadian produced
show cancelled to make way for American
simulcasts. How can the youth of Canada
learn of the great things done by ones left
at home during the WWII if we cancel
great shows depicting it. What a shame!!!
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Sheila F.

Really angry and disgusted that it is being
cancelled. Finally, after the way
Americans treat our history and heritage,
we get a show that we can be proud of and
Global cancels. Maybe if they had not
messed around with it, breaking it into
two viewings and switching nights so it
was competing with a very similar show
based on Canadian history, it might have
done better.

Michelle S.

Is there anyway of saving the show. It the
best written show on TV!

Pamela M.

Please don't go...Bomb Girls is a show I
can't stop talking about! There is so much
story that hasn't yet been told. This is just
the beginning!!

Jennifer P.

I can't believe it. I heard the show didn't
get renewed for next season!!! THIS IS
TERRIBLE!!!

Patti O.

This show is so inspiring! It really drives
home the way WWII changed the world
for women. Each character is riveting. I
hope they do another season. We need to
know what will happen next!

Misty S.

I love this show! :)

Joyce J.

Wondering when I'm going to stop feeling
so badly that our Bomb Girls has been
cancelled.:( :( :(

Bj T.C.

Love love love this show. Makes me think
of my aunt Opal and grandma Bernice.

Debra D.

Love this Show ... Please keep it going ...
History and Entertainment in one ... what
could be better!
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Marisa G.

Can't believe they cancelled this show.
Must have been a group of men who made
the decision

Helen R.

Love this show

Jo-Anne H.T.

DO NOT CANCEL THIS SHOW. Its by far
the best one global has to offer. Stupid,
stupid decision. Global, you are in my bad
books.

Carole Y.

love this show

Kristina L. H.

Help save Bomb Girls! Once again we
need to save an awesome TV show...Not
because the show is too expensive or low
ratings...Nooo! The networks in Canada
don't want to air their locally made show
in favor of some reality bullshit because of
ADVERTISING PROFITS. It's
shameful...Canceling a beloved and
quality TV show just to replace it with
crappy reality TV irks me to no end. So
help by signing this petition to save an
awesome show about some awesome
women!

Courtney A.

Am I missing something?? This show is
not only amazing, but has garnered a
large world

Frank D.F.

I know this comment will probably get
looked over but I was really working hard
so I could at least get a small one episode
part on Bomb Girls and now, that goal has
been halted.
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Tan Y.

To all the actors and crew of Bomb Girls.
It was an amazing show we watched every
episode and are very sad, that there will
not be a third season... but any way we
enjoyed it a lot. In only one weekend we
watched online the two complete seasons
and went addicted:

Debby T.

Hey, I'm from rural Georgia, USA and just
found the show! I am hooked and plan to
do marathon Netflix to see season One!
Awesome show, learning a lot I didn't
know about the war. I'm also reading 'The
Girls Of Atomic City", Denise Kiernan,
about the Secret City (Oakridge, TN USA)
very similar storyline

Craig L.T.

to all the crew, this is simply the best
show, showing another side of the war
that has been hidden by a mountain of
dust, the woman that took over when the
men went to fight. they should be
remembered and this show does just that

David A.

I've never heard of this series. I am a
history nut and would love to see it!

Hedy B.D.

we're HOOKED! Season 2 finale last
night! It's well written, incredible sets and
costumes, and just a good watch!

Geary L.

getting better with every series.

Stéphanie L.

''It's maybe the end of the begining..'' –
Gladys I'm so sad it's over! Can't wait for
the movie! It was a very very good last
episode! My heart breaks with the story of
Betty and Kate :( I'll miss Vera, Marco,
Kate, Betty, Lorna and Gladys! ! They are
amazing actress!
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Judy L.

I went on Global TV facebook and gave
them a message. We should all give them
a message on their facebook. "Global TV
Facebook."

Pat F.

I feel like we are the bomb girls. Like,
women from the 1940s, this time not
being recognized for our viewing
interests. How many shows are geared
towards male audiences? I for one can't
stand reality shows where people are
treated like fodder, screamed at, told they
are being sent home. What crap!

Lisa P.

Who can I contact to protest the
cancellation of this great show?? This is a
program my husband and I both look
forward to watching every single week!

Stéphanie L.

I've wrote them...but they've said that
they don't do for sur another season..juste
the movie...but you know what...screw
this! I'm gonna do my Bomb Girls and
wrote again and again to save this
fantastic show! At least for another
season!

Colleen W.

please save this show

Kathryn M.

Why on earth are they cancelling this
excellent piece of drama. I would set in on
the same scale of some of my favourite
running British dramas such as
Downtown Abbey, Mr. Selfridge and The
Bletchley Circle.
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Lynn M.P.

This show is exceptional! Unlike the usual
crap that we have come to expcect from
some of our Canadian shows, this one is
above the garbage that we have been
seeing the past 10 years or so. We must
keep it on air, we need quality Canadian
made programs in Canada, about Canada!
The fact that so many viewers from other
countries are saying good things about the
show should tell Global how GOOD this
show is. Save Bomb Girls!!!

Erin M.

We've got all sorts of negative role models
for young women, from Snooki to *New
York (from MTV I think it was). Now we
have a show with incredibly strong female
role models, a positive representation of
Canadians and some quality historical
content but Survivor is more important?
Really? The almighty dollar and ratings
are such a driving force that they won't
give Bomb Girls the chance to rebuild the
head of steam it had before the hiatus and
that saddens me to no end. It's a
wonderful show and I don't want to see it
go. "Reality Television" wins another one.

Tanya C.

This is not a show that should be
canceled! Save Bomb Girls!

Margaret G.

Global TV should be ashamed that they
are canceling such am amazing TV
show..one that shows the women who
help during the war..its a way of honour
these people..its that what Global doesn't
like..it shows women did mens' work?
that they were a vital part of the war
effort...shame on you all...

Carol G.

So sorry to hear the show was cancelled
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Sue F.

Please don't cancell this Bomb Girls!!!!!!
It is an amazing show.

Heather D.S.

I have thoroughly enjoyed this show but
was very disappointed with how the
writers decided to end it. Hopefully
Global will consider bringing a series back
using a lot of the well

Faith M.

I can't believe they are chopping such a
good series.

Sara B.

Bomb Girls, why oh why must you be
over! Please, for the love of all is good in
this world, let them renew it! Best show
ever. In only 18 episodes it has captured
all of us and I know for me that I have
gotten genuinely invested myself in all of
these women. What a tragedy!

Carol A. D.

I love this show and so does my daughter,
why is it being cancelled?

Wendy L. H.H

It's a blood shame this show has been
cancelled. Bomb Girls is one of the few
great shows on television AND it focuses
on Canadian women's contributions to
WWII. We need programs like Bomb
Girls, not reality tv crap like 'Pregnant
Teenage Gypsy Hillbilly Handfishing
Amish Mafia Survivors'.

MaryandJoa S.

I am truly disappointed that the show is
over. It was one of the best shows on TV,
and made me realize what a time my
parents had during that point in history.
It is a shame that the good shows are the
ones that go, and all these awful reality
shows continue to be renewed. Canada
has some really great shows to offer, too
bad Canadian networks can't seem to
support that content.
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Robert M.

I am really going to miss this show. I now
hope Global holds true to their promise of
producing a two hour special for the fall
to tie

Geoff B.

Please don't discontinue one of the best
TV series to come along in decades!!!!!!

Emily F.

I can't believe they have cancelled this,
thank you to everyone involved in the
show, it was a magnificent show to watch.

Nicole S.

so very disappointed in the decision to
cancel this show. I enjoyed watching and
never missed an episode. global needs to
reconsider!!!

Sarah A.

That can't be it! It just can't.

Megan P.

So disappointed to see this as the series
finale. It is hard to get a decent show that
doesn't involve police dramas, or reality
tv.

Amanda A.

This show has ruined my life in the best
way possible, and now that it's over, I
want to go on living and refusing that the
finale ever happened because things
cannot end this way with no guarantee
that a TV movie will be made. This is the
kind of television I live for and the reason
why I'm studying creative writing in the
first place. You broke my heart.

Lisa P.

Be still, my beating heart. Crazy episode.
Hope you guys are able to find a way to
properly continue the stories or at least
give some form of closure... that's not an
end, but I guess it could be the end of the
beginning.
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Bernice J.D.

moen please!!! So much better then all the
reality crap. Trump and dancing and
competions on TV is so trite and a waste
of time. Making fools out of people for TV
rating is so dumb. Global you were on to
something, don't let it go. Real people and
real war. I think you really do know about
the interest in this show and just fall into
the trap of USA tripe. You can not go
broke if you continue with this series.
Think of your viewers. When awake I will
get down to this and pass on and yell and
cry for more bomb girls.. I like every one
of the girls and the men and the poor
parents worried about their children
while a war is going on. Wonderful script.
I hope to buy all up to date now... Don't
trust my PVR FOREVER.

Candice T.

The last episode left so many unanswered
questions, and I know they are supposed
to give us a two hour movie NEXT winter
to tie up loose ends, but I hardly think
that is enough time to fully explain
everything. The characters all have their
own plot lines and lives on this show. A
two hour movie is not going to do them
justice. Why on earth would you cancel a
show that thousands of Canadians adore,
plus so many others worldwide? This
show resonates with so many of us, who
had family members in the war, and in
the factories. What better show to air, one
that the general public can relate to?
What do you plan on replacing this gem of
a show with? A brainless, mindless, idiotic
"reality" show? Don't you think TV
channels are clogged up enough with that
garbage as it is? I cannot understand
why... Just weeks ago, articles everywhere
were shown stating that the writers for
the show would love to write episodes up
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until the end of the war, when the boys
come home, and then all of a sudden, we
get notice of a cancellation? Shame on
you.
Jillian J.

It's not fair!I didn't know about the show
until too late!!!!
NOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO
OOOO!!!!... who do i need to write?

Barbara R.B.

I'm pissed....I love this show I sit glued to
it like no other. My mother in law worked
the lines and she said they used coke to
clean the tables as it would eat the acid!
Don't cancel it...keep it going!

Chae A.O.

So disappointed that Global is choosing to
let this show go.

Gen N.

Save Bomb Girls!

Mona P.

I love Bomb Girls and look so forward to
each episode. It is enjoyed by both myself
and my husband. I am proud of
Canadians producing such a great series.
Please do not cancel such a worthwhile
series which shows us and our part in the
war.

Michael S.

We love this show

Leslie M.

was bomb girls cancelled???!!!! i sure
hope not i love this show. ugh i hope its
not cancelled. history, canada, pin up girl
styles. yes please.
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Katelynn W.

Thank you to everyone who was a part of
making Bomb Girls happen. While I'm
sad, angry, and disappointed that this is
the end I'm also grateful that we were able
to see a part of our history, and a truly
wonderful story so thank you, thank you,
thank you for all that you've done!

Kirsten A.M.

Omg please tell me that isnt the laast
episode of BombGirls ... being left
hanging like that is absolutely
insane!!!!!!!!

Elaine T.S.

What an amazing finale. If this show
really is over for good I will be devastated.
:(

Debi D.

Now this is not the end. its not even the
beginning of the end but it is the end of
the beginning. Thankyou Bomb Girls fans
everywhere.

Courtney B.

Would Netflix Canada be an option for a
third season? Let's face it Canadian
Netflix could use the content, and Netflix
is getting into original series now. AMC's
The Killing was revived thanks to Netflix.

Judy L.

E-mail Global tv and tell them you want
Bomb Girls to stay.

Donna D.

Please keep protesting the cancellation of
our favorite show!!! My Grandmother and
Aunt worked at a munitions plant in
Toronto....this show is near and dear to
my heart and many others!!! Lets roll up
our sleeves and flood them with
responses!!!!

Sarah R.

I hope this isn't the end.
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Joicelyn D.F.

n there gonna leave us with a thing like
betty confessing her love thats so not nice
:'(

Erika Lindsay

Is there going to be a triva question for
tonights episode?

S.B.
Ale B.

So sad that it has been canceled. It hasn't
been even 2 days since I started watching
and consequently got really addicted to it.
You must be sure that not only Canada
watches Bomb Girls, I'm from Brazil and I
want this series back!!

Sandy G.D.

Love this show. Please keep it going. We
don't need another reality show.

Linda C.

One of the best shows on TV, really sorry
to hear it won't be continuing.

Meg A.

I can't believe tonight is the finale! This
show has meant so much to me. It is so
empowering to women, Canadians,
feminists, members of the LGBT
community... WHY IS THERE NOT
MORE TV OF THIS CALIBRE??!! Bomb
Girls and all involved, I salute you.

Kim L.R.

Global Tv's facebook page has activated
their message field...now you can leave
them a direct message!
I appreciate the fact that you have
activated the ability to leave you a direct
message. I must share my disappointment
and frustration in regards to your
decision to cancel Bomb Girls. As a 44
year old mother of 3, and a proud
Canadian, i find it incomprehensible that
you would throw away the chance to share
these well acted, historically thoughtful
stories with women and viewers of a new
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generation. In this day and age our time is
precious, and Bomb Girls represents a
show that actively wins the contest
interms of how women like me choose to
spend our time. I am quite prepared to
avoid Global TV in general as your
inability to consider the needs of your
viewers over the money making
obligations to American TV is your
highest priority. Its a shame really, you
had a good thing here. These stories
deserved to be told, for the women who
lived it, they deserved better. I am
saddened by your decision.
Joss H.

So disappointed to hear that Bombgirls is
not returning. It is a very good Canadian
show and shows us one of the big steps
women made towards their own freedom.
It also reflects so many of the negative
attitudes of that time. Good history for
younger people too. We need to develop it
further in future seasons!!

Mj U.

Do not cancell the show. What is wrong
with Canada and it TV shows???? You
cancell all the good ones and leave us with
JUNK.

Lyn S.

Yes a movie they will release a year from
now when everyone has forgotten the
story line; great move on Globals part!

Karen B.H.

I do not want to see Bomb Girls cancelled.
This is a terrific show! It sure beats all the
reality junk on the tube! Typical.

Donna S.

OK, just discovered the show here in
America. Watched first season this
weekend. How to watch the show's second
season from the start?
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Margaret H.

This is a great show so please don't cancel
it.

Alayna N.

So upset they cancelled it but apparently
they will be making a tv movie special to
wrap things up, but are leaving us with
hope it might come back

Christina B.

Since the movie is not finalized, we're
going to fight for the show. At the very
least, don't let them think that we'll forget
the promise of of movie.
http://savebombgirls.com/

Jaleen S.

What sad news of the show's
cancellation,....a true Canadian gem that
is being slighted by a bigger greedy
network schedule!!!

Janet P.

POLEease like and sign! Asode from the
Westminster Dog Show this is the only
show my nieces and nephews (and the
cubs) are allowed to watch!

Laurie S.

Please do not cancel this show. It is
shameful that this show should be
replaced by a show like survivor

Laurie S.

I visited the savebombgirls website right
after I posted on facebook. Hopefully we
will be able to make an impact on their
decision.

Lyn M.H.

I JUST discovered Bomb Girls and really
like it, only to find out it's been cancelled.
GEEEEEZ, what's up with that?!

Joni S.

I love this show & now in true Canadian
style
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Brenda M.

Save Bomb Girls! I can't believe it's been
cancelled. It's one of my favorite shows.

Rianne M.

I know you won't listen but just the same,
Global don't cancel this excellent
Canadian series.

Sherri M.W.

I seriously cannot believe this show has
been cancelled. It is one of the best shows
to come out of Canada in a long time. It
shows a part of history that should be
acknowledged and talked about with
pride.
Shame on global for canceling this. No
doubt it is going to be replaced with some
stupid mindless idiotic reality t.v.
So many people love this show, it is so
well done

Betty H.A.

I love Bomb Girls, can't believe it's been
cancelled.

Claudia R.

Love ur show!!!!

Carol B.

This is a great series......it's interesting, it's
well written and acted....so why is it being
cancelled.......ah, only in Canada eh?!!

Royden M.

We love this show and can't believe it is
being cancelled! A smart well written
series about an important period of
Canadian history. The characters and the
stories that surround them invoke great
discussion. Someone made a bad call.
This is a show that needs to be renewed.
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Royden M.

Well, I have to say a Canadian show about
Canadians, and about women....sure
sounds like something that SHOULD be
Cancelled. We wouldn't want anything to
fly in the face of canned laughter now
would we.

Danna M.

I am disappointed to hear Bomb Girls is
going to be cancelled. I love this show!

Linda H.

Bomb Girls, is a great reminder of the
hardships and difficulties of families
during the war, as well as a great insight
into how women struggled to be
considered equal....something still not
resolved. I cannot believe Global are so
narrow minded...or is is ignorance? This
is a great tale of struggle...keep it on the
air!!

Marti-Lou N.

I discovered this show just this season
and love it. I have just about stopped
turning the TV on except for news.....hate
those reality shows! Now I read its
cancelled? How typical. Back to the
Internet....

Val A.

Cannot believe this show is cancelled. One
of best shows ever. Is it because it is about
women?? Never missed an episode even
when the time and day was changed. Are
ratings taking into account the number of
people that record and watch later?

Paulette H.

One of the few shows I make sure I watch
or record every week. Being cancelled
because it is good, or because it is a great
alternative to reality schlock? How sad.

Cordelia H.

So tired of having favourite shows
canceled. Please, please renew.
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Lynda D.D.

Finally a series equal in calibre to
BBC/PBS's Call The Midwife and Global
decides to cancel it! What's wrong with
you people! Shame on you. DO NOT
CANCEL IT.

Sindy B.

don't cancel love the show!

Susan B. B.

Please don't cancel this show!!

Jeffrey J.J. Sr.

What a great show....

Lyn G.

pleeease keep bomb girls

Lenora C.

Please don't cel !!! One of my favorite
shows !!!! Please keep it ?!!!!!

Angela R.

PLEEEEEASE SIGN THIS PETITION.
WE MAY BE ABLE TO SAVE BOMB
GIRLS. WE JUST HAVE TO CONVINCE
THEM THAT THERE IS AN AUDIENCE
OUT THERE WHO TRULY LOVES THIS
SHOW AND WANTS TO KEEP IT ON
OUR SCREENS. WE HAVE TO FIGHT
FOR IT. SPREAD THE PETITION
AROUND.

Angela R.

This show is too good to only have two
seasons. It is exceptionally well written
with an amazingly talented cast and 20
times better than most shows...

Nina M.

please, please don't cancel BOMB GIRLS,
excellent show, great actors, it has great
potential, give it a chance, please.

Giorgia S.

We Want Bomb Girls SEASON 3!!!!
Pleaseeeee!!!!!!!Do not cancel it!!!!
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Dawn B.

:( Can't believe this is being cancelled.
Finally a show that's not about crap, and
it gets cancelled after only 2 seasons. I
love this show, because it brings you back
to when people had values, dreams and
hope for the future. Plus it was Canadian,
which made it even better because it felt
like I got a glimps of what life was like for
my grandparents.

Vanessa V.

CANCELLED?? Say it ain't so!!

Sheila E.

Guys, is there a FB page for Do Not
Cancel Bomb Girls? Please post the link if
there is. This show cannot be cancelled. It
is great!

Michelle A.VM.

I hope the creators and producers are
working and looking for alternatives to
keep this show alive. This is such a well
made series, and it is the only tv show I
watch right now. Betty is THAT character
I've been waiting to see...Please don't
deny me the delight of having McSwagger
every week on my tv! =)

Linda W.

Please DO NOT cancel this show..it's so
unique and different from all the other
stupid shows on T.V.

Cathy H.

Save Bomb Girls.... I have already written
to Global Tv.... What are they thinking!

Heather B.

What happened to the Save Bomb Girls
facebook page? I can't find it now...is it
still up?

Margaret C.K.

Let's see if we can reverse this
decision...it's a great show. Please don't
cancel the show!
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Terrie T.P.

KEEP IT GOING!!!

Sandy D.

We'll miss the show. Betty was a great
role model for my 17 year old daughter.

Blake H.

Don't cancel Bomb Girls

Tina Y.

I can't believe the show is not being
renewed for a third season! We all just
found you! Can't someone reverse this
decision?! It was so great to see complex
characters brought to life by talented
actors.

Charles M.

This is one of the best things on TV My
family loves it

Daphne H.

NOOOOOOOOO, don't cancel it! Give
viewers a chance to find it again, and
WOM to grow the audience.

Dawn C.

For the record: was the last episode
"Kings and Pawns" (as in chess pieces) or
"Kings and Prawns" (as in shrimp)?

Rosita N N.

I luv this show, truly classic

Judy W.

Sad to see it go. I did enjoy the Canadian
effort. One of the better ones.

Jody H.

really disappointed to read that my
favourite show is being cancelled, it was a
real treat to watch this show on Monday
nights. Television is so full of reality
shows these days, it was nice to sit back
and relax to a TV show that actually had a
story line... Lorna and the gals will be
missed in this household ... oh and we
can't forget Marco.
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Muriel H.

Global, please renew this program for a
third season. It is well acted and period
costumes and atmosphere are very good.

Sue M.

Keep up the pressure on
Global/ShawMedia, folks! They are being
very quiet right now, which makes me
think they are waiting for the uproar to
die down. Let's make sure it doesn't!
Remember, the squeaky wheel gets the
grease. May it be OUR wheel this time!

Shelly C.

Just wrote my letter to Global. Don't
forget to send yours!

Glenn B.

Bomb Girls should not be
cancelled..easier to cancel Global. I have
the ability to change a channel on my
television and I will
cancel/delete/stop/remove Global from
my life...oh and those who advertise on
Global also! Ha...

Kim L.R.

When is Global actually going to
comment on anything...the cone of silence
around this is truly astounding! C'mon
Global i know you can hear us...say
something! :p

Sue M.

Keep up the pressure. If they are waiting
for things to die down, let's make sure it
doesn't!

Kim L.R.

Someone posted that the crew and cast
haven't been approached about a movie
yet...yet that was in their news release.
Hmmmmmm....not sure what to
think...anyway they should speak up and
say something.
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Heather J.

This program was one of few reasons to
watch Global. What is the thought process
in cancelling? Bomb Girls is a show worth
watching and not the usual mindless
drivel we're force

Jane B.

Can another network pick up Bomb Girls?
Why can they not put the show back on
Sunday on another channel????? Really
good show.

Annie B.

Don't put it on Sunday try another during
the week.

Vicky O.

I heard they are not renewing Bomb Girls.
How in the name of heaven could they
take off such a good series? I LOVE,
LOVE , LOVE this.

Joyce J.

I LOVE, LOVE, LOVE it too! Makes me so
sad that it's been cancelled.

Carrie S.

Cancel Bomb girls?? PLEASE dont leave
me to only have "reality" shows to watch!!
A GREAT show! Let us have one good
one, PLEASE!!

Cathy S.

WHY CANCEL????? Awesome show. My
husband and I LOVE it!!!

Jackie A.

Hey I'm with you Cathy. I love Bomb
Girls!!!

Kim L.R.

When i signed it there were about 300
and some...its up over 1000 now but more
signatures are needed for sure! I love the
comments...such passion for a great
show! So well deserved!
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Linda M.

This ridiculous. Do not cancel one of the
few Canadian productions that we as
Canadians can be proud of. You will
reduce us to watching the "reality" fluff
that is pure nonsense. I don't want reality.
I want quality tv and Bomb Girls is
quality. Everyone send emails to Global
with your complaint.

Wendy B.

PLEASE DO NOT CANCEL BOMB GIRLS
!!!!!!! MY GRANDMOTHER WAS A
REAL BOMB GIRL BACK THEN !!!!!!!
AND I LOVE THIS SHOW AND THE
THINGS THEY SHOW ARE THINGS
THAT REALLY HAPPENED BACK THEN
!!!!!!! THIS IS WHAT I CALL REAL
HISTORY !!!!!!! MY KIDS GET TO SEE
WHAT THERE GREAT
GRANDMOTHER DID DURING THE
WAR BACK THEN !!!!!!! PLEASE DO
NOT CANCEL BOMB GIRLS !!!!!!!

Andrea R.

so sad that this is being cancelled. It is
one of the best shows on TV. There are
too many crappy reality shows and
juvenile sit

Huibin M.L

Nooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo
oooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo
oooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo
oooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo
oooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo
ooooooooooooooooooooooooo!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Donalyn P.

Love this show ~
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Annabeth T.

I can't believe that Bomb Girls has been
cancelled!!! It is one of my favourite
shows that I watch every week. I am very
upset and am going to miss it. Hopefully
there is a small chance of renewal. If it
has to end, I hope that Marco and Vera
end up together and I think I am the only
one, but Gladys and Eugene.

Ginni L.

Just heard that "they" have cancelled
Bomb Girls. Why???? We all love this
show. A great CANADIAN show. Good
characters and good story lines. Come on
Global, give your head a shake. Bring it
back.

Jessie M.S.

they need more then their head a shake.
Your right about everything, good
characters etc.

Marianna R.

NOOOOOO! I LOVE this show! I can't
believe it's cancelled :(

Bob G.

good show

Joan F.

Sad to see this show has been cancelled
but hey, if it's good, usually it gets
cancelled

Diana R.

Very sad this great Canadian show has
been cancelled. My friends and I looked
forward to it every week. I loved the
historical information and the fine
blending of actors. I hope it is not
cancelled.
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Karen D.

Sad to hear of cancellation. This is an
example of one of the reasons network
television is losing to channels like HBO
and AMC that are willing to let shows
fully explore story lines and come to a
satisfying conclusion for fans. Change of
timeslot and split season did not help
either.

Janet S.V.

Bomb Girls is amazing. It would be a
crime to cancel it.

Cathy B.

Please don't cancel it.

Rose Anne D.G.

Please don't cancel Bomb Girls. It is a
really good Canadian show with good
characters. Give it a chance.

Victoria P.

I would like to say that i am EXTREMELY
disappointed that Bomb Girls is being
canceled. I mean seriously?! Why cancel
such a well written show?!?!

Chaza S.

Unbelievable!!! Smart, beautifully done
show, cancelled?!?!?!? I am so upset!
Bring back Bomb Girls!!!

Dianne M.B.

If Global have decided to cancel Bomb
Girls, then they are just STUPID!!!!!!!
This is an excellent show, well balanced,
good plot lines, and Vintage is in. I love
this show.

Lorraine G. F.

I was so disappointed to hear that Bomb
Girls is not being renewed for a third
season. This is a fabulous show! Come
on... Let's show our Canadian Pride and
renew this series. It gives us such a great
insight into part of our history.
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Roxanne W.

I LOVE THIS SHOW!! Can't wait until
Season 2 comes out on Netflix!!!!

Jennifer S.

So sad Bomb Girls won't be renewed next
year!

Cassie H.

I just read that the Bomb Girls has been
cancelled...why do they keep doing this???
Bomb Girls is one of the best Canadian tv
shows EVER!!

Brian M

I read that Bomb Girls will be cancelled.
This was a great show. I think the target
demo numbers should be from the post
war babies age group or put the show at a
later time slot. Thanks for a look at
Canadian history in the 40s.

Debi D.

Wow... It is amazing to see my dream end
in something that meant so much to so
many. Thankyou for this entry and to all
the fans of Bomb Girls. And a big
thankyou to all the real Bomb Girls out
their and in our hearts and minds

Aida S.

My heart skipped a beat when I
discovered that the show was being
cancelled. I find it to be a huuuuuuuge
mistake. Nowadays is my favorite show
on tv because so many reasons: It's
refreshing and different from other tv
shows... ( come on.. nowadays we are
stuck into shitty reality shows and other
absurd series), it is also educational
because it allows us to learn and
experience the role women had on the
WWII and I think that is very important
because we are often shown the
experience of men. It also offers the point
of view of different collectives and
harmonize all them. Believe me when I
say I'm really sad and dissapointed.
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Jiska A.

Why is this awesome show cancelled? It
makes NO sense. Sure there will be a
movie in 2014. Is there something that we
can do??

Kim L.R.

WOW i signed this petition this morning
and the numbers are doubled! Global are
you getting the message yet...small
numbers might not work for you but for
those of us who watch your tv station we
are juggling kids husbands dishes laundry
and God knows what else to watch Bomb
Girls and basically the message you are
sending to us is 'who gives a royal crap!'
Thanks alot...we're not happy AT ALL!!!!
Our time is precious...and it was yours.
Don't cancel this show...its not too late,
please change your mind and we can all
move forward!

Angela R.

**I don't understand how an award
winning & nominated show can be
cancelled. The stories are intelligent,
educational, passionate, thought
provoking and are relevant to today with
its universal themes. They improve each
time and surprise its viewers with
intriguing twists and turns. The
characters are well developed and
humanistic. Each with both weaknesses
and inspirational strengths. The cast
members are such talented and amazing
actors and they truly deserve
employment. In a world where media is
fraught of pathetic "reality tv shows" it is
a true pleasure to be able to watch a tv
show of such substance. Bomb Girls is my
favourite show and I look forward to each
and every episode, counting down the
days until the next episode with
excitement. Rather than cancelling the
show maybe time slot or marketing
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adjustments could be made. Analyze it
and change it if you must but please don't
cancel it yet. Give it a second chance.
Please reconsider your decision of
cancelling Bomb Girls for everybody
involved: actors, writers, crew and
viewers.
Natasha M.

So sorry to hear that Bomb Girls is being
cancelled! I've appreciated the well

Liz G.H.

So upset by the cancelation :( soooo sad
like really sad

Dianne H.

Is it true that the show has been canceled?

Ginny B.

Hey just heard the show won't be
renewed, seriously? This is great TV. If
this show is gone it is another nail in
linear TV

Joyce J.B.

I agree that cancelling this show is wrong
on all counts! I am definitely going to re

Lyn S.

Due to the Internet and PVR's, stations
like Global can't count the viewers
accurately. Tens of thousands of people
download programs but are not counted
in the "almighty viewers" numbers. Due
to time constraints people watch when
they have time, not when it is necessarily
on T.V. More shows like this and Harry's
Law will get cancelled because view count
is not accurate! Figure it out Global!

Susan F.B.

Of course this show is cancelled. It is
intelligent, well written and well acted.
Lets make sure we air more inane shows,
that is what people seem to want. I think
Global will not be on my TV anymore
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Karla C.A.

What?!?! Why?? :S I really liked this
show... :s

Maggie O.

Let's write the president of Global! This is
insane!

Judy B.

Terrible news

Maggie O.

They put it up against Murdoch Mysteries
on CBC at 9pm...STUPID move Global
programmers! The ONLY other TV drama
filmed in Toronto, not impersonating an
American city. Gheesh! I wonder how
many American transplants they have
working for Global now???

Ashley S.

Thumbs down about you cancelling bomb
girls... Its such a great show and wish you
would resconsider cancelling :(

Agnes M.

Bomb Girls is a very good show, with a
very good cast, but unfortunately it has
been put up against too many other
equally good programs. I have had to
watch about 4/5 different programs at
different time zones or downloads just to
keep up with all the different story lines
because of this Monday night madness.
Then, come Wednesday, Thursday and
Saturday, there is nothing to watch. I
realize it's about ratings but all of the
shows on at the same time are not a smart
idea. The new series The Following has
been very good. Being Human US, is also
good. 2 Broke Girls has been very difficult
to follow except by watching it on the
Global website at a later time. Murdoch
Mysteries i watched on the Atlantic
Canada time zone. Then of course, I was
also following the great British series
Broadchurch, soon to be released this side
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of the pond. It's almost a relief, that I am
now down to about 2 or 3 shows on
Mondays, but I don't want any of them
cancelled, just spread out, on days when
we have those silly and stupid reality
shows that many of us mature adults
cannot relate to at all. It appears that
Nikita will also be cancelled because they
have moved it around so much in the past
3 years that most fans cannot keep up
with the storyline. It too is a very good
show with good actors, but hard to keep
up when it is only available on the CW at
8pm on Friday nights or at 7pm on CTV
Two at different times. Now that there is
no TV guide available anymore, no one
can keep up with the scheduling or
planning ahead anymore. It's become a
moment to moment thing, available only
on the screen of the tv. I would gladly pay
for a proper tv guide again that is
accurate.
Grace C.

As someone from the United States, this
show is by far much better than any of the
Crappy US reality show.... Fight for
quality Television, because we sure don't
have it here... This show is much more
meaningful than all the reality crap we
have... I wish I knew how to catch the
latest episode... Global, be smart don't
cancel this...

Cait G.

Don't cancel it! This show is awesome!

Gillian M.

Sorry to hear its not coming back!

Janet P.M.

Please don't cancel Bomb Girls
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Debbie B.

The cancellation of this show only goes to
prove how Canadian TV networks do
everything possible to destroy original
programming. They prefer to run
mindless US reality TV instead. Talk
about dumb and dumber!!

Clara P.

A two hour film is HOURS less than a
season! More Bombgirls on our screens!
Here is a less discussed fact: dads and
granddads are Bombshells too and want
the show to stay EVEN if they aren't the
primary tweeters etc. Dads and granddads
ALSO appreciate strong female (and
male) characters and stories. To conclude,
this show has lots of fans that are a little
quieter about the enjoyment they get from
the show, but who would miss the show
lots. Just saying...

Kathy L.

Global TV has cancelled this great show
after two award winning seasons..if
anyone disagrees with the cancellation..
Let Global TV know!

Miranda L.L.

Aww no more bomb girls ...what's up
global??? U take and then you throw
away!

Heather B.

This is an excellent Canadian show

Nina D.

Why take the cancellation of such an
awesome show sitting down..write them
and tell them how you feel~! We can't
change their minds my just sitting on our
hands. I have emailed the network and
signed the petition. I am also sharing so
others can do the same.

Christine S.M.

Love this show! Something amazing on
T.V.
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Jo B.

Please reconsider this decision that was
probably financially driven. This show is
uniquely Canadian and tells our herstory!
Trust your gut not the figures.

Georgia A.

So sad about the cancellation

Aida S.

Why on earth do you cancell the show? It
is amazing... I'm gonna miss it :(

David P.

Cancellation? Ridiculous. Why do
Canadian networks cancel popular shows.
If you pit it against Dancing with the Stars
of course the numbers will drop. I have a
suggestion...fire the idiot who scheduled it
at that time. The show is an excellent
example of Canadian programming that
the network should be proud of.

Susan A.

I just read below that Bomb Girls will be
cancelled after the upcoming episode.
RATS! This happens so often to good
Canadian tv drama. Is this for certain?? I
know that they extended it after one
season, and I was so glad they did. There
would be lots of good wartime historical
content to add in and carry on the story.
As was mentioned, I agree that the CBC
should take it over as they did with
another of my favourite shows Murdoch
Mysteries, and its popularity has soared.
Then Bomb Girls would have a chance to
be seen by a wider audience.

Susan B.H.

Sad to hear that the show has been
cancelled !
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Nan D.C.

What am I missing? What makes people
think that this show is cancelled. I see the
talk about it being so, but I don't see any
evidence that they cancelled it?!???? I
wish someone from Bomb Girls would get
on here and set the record straight. I
heard that they were going to do a two
hour movie for t.v. But I never heard of it
being cancelled. I hope this excellent
show and fantastic cast and writers
continues.

Janet R.A.

It has been cancelled. I received an official
email from Global today in response to
my protest email.

Heather M.

I heard today that the third season, if
there is one I'm not sure, will not be aired
by Global anymore. Please DO NOT
cancel this show. It is well written even
down to the littelest detail about how life
was back. If it needs spicing up to attrack
fans adding famous stars like you did with
Rosie O'Donnell was a great choice.
Advertise that you are on Facebook
because over a million viewers but not
even 20,000 likes.

Meaghan C.

Please don't cancel the show! This is such
an important part of history. Very upset.
Was my favorite show and watching on a
delay in the US on the Reelz station too.
At least come out with a box set DVD for
all if us to cherish it by.

Wanda F.M.

Such a great show
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Habiba E.S.

Women need this show. We need positive,
real, characters. We need a show that
challenges the stereotypes that women
still face today. A show that is against slut
shaming and homophobia. If the girls of
Bomb Girls were around, they would not
take this quietly. Let's channel our inner
Betty and Gladys and fight for the show
we love!

Maggie O.

I am shocked and disgusted that Bomb
Girls was not given another season!!!
What is wrong with these giant
corporations? Do they not value us as
CANADIANS? This is a story about
Canada, filmed in Canada, and if Global
lets this go, they will never get this
amazing ensemble of actors back. If you
follow through, you will see a major
backlash! I encourage everyone who
LIKES this page to post something on
their own Facebook page about this UNCANADIAN move.

Diane S.

I am very disappointed to hear NO
SEASON 3 OF BOMB GIRLS!!
Outrageous! Come on Global, this a
wonderful show. Well acted, well written
remarkable stories of our heritage.

Carol G.

I could make some suggestion of what
Global can cancel to make room for Bomb
Girls!

Kareena S.F.

I just heard there will be no Season 3
,they are going to make a 2 hour long
movie for TV episode :( then that it :(
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Katarina C.

Hey Canada, wake up! If u matter, than
speak up! We had a good show going on,
Bomb Girls to be proud of.., and Global
canceled. If there is anyone who's not
happy about it? Speak Up!

Ian E.

The people at Global who cared about
Bomb Girls must feel betrayed by upper
management, whose primary interest in
the show was obviously to meet the
broadcaster’s legal obligation to satisfy
CanCon requirements. In that context, the
offer of a movie seems like a shallow
attempt at exploitation. I guess because
the show revolves around women
(characters, producers, actors, audience,
real Bomb Girls), the number crunchers
can get away with the decision – sexism
still pervades our broadcasting system,
and trumps pride in our Canadian
heritage.

Kim L.R.

I also signed the petition...I was a little
grumpy this morning :p but singing
kumbaya isn't going to help anyway so
here is what I put: How incredibly
frustrating! Cancelling Bomb Girls has got
to be the biggest goose egg on Canadian tv
execs foreheads up to this point...what are
they thinking? Believe it or not, there are
still some people, in Canada and
elsewhere, who love this show and the
important history it tells, who actually
enjoy a story with great actors who bring
it to life. Just ask the viewers from the UK
and Australia and the US who are begging
for access to our little Canadian show!
What is so incredibly complicated about
having familiar Canadian actresses being
re-introduced to a broader audience,
having the chance to learn more about
our own history as Canadians, and
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catering to viewers who actually have the
attention span to keep watching
something beyond an hour time slot? We
don't need another 'chop her up leave her
in the dumpster for the big detective man
to come along and save the day' type of
show. Been there done that...time to move
on. You have created a great thing
here...and these Canadian heroines
deserve to have their stories told. Don't
give up on them now...a 2hour movie
doesn't give these women justice that is
well earned and deserved! Change your
mind, bring it back and focus on the
stories that have so much potential, and
lets move forward. Thank you.
Janet R.A.

Just signed the petition and sent a snarky
email to Global. Make sure you do it. We
had to beg for a second season, it may
help us to get a third!!!!!

Laura L.

Where is the petition to sign?

Roslyn E.

I just found out that they plan to cancel
Bomb Girls. This is a great Canadian
drama that teaches us history as well
represents Canadian culture. Time to stop
watching Global Tv and most of their
American programming..Maybe the CBC
will pick up this great show.

Kate B.

Noooooo!

Kristina C.

I just found this show and now it being
cancelled. I watch this online from
Australia and really enjoy how it about
women and what they did during WWII.
It way better that some of the shows on tv
today.
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Kristina C.

I have spread the word on my Twitter
account and will email Global & Shaw

Lynne S.

This show is great!! It is so refreshing to
watch drama that is not a cop show...or
realityTV. I love watching and learning
more about history. Thank you for
making Canadian TV exciting and
entertaining as well as educational :D

Andy O.

What a shame about the cancellation.
Canada finally gets a really fantastic,
WATCHABLE, intelligent program and it
gets canned? Seriously, what the hell?
We're all going to bother Global TV about
it. I hope it helps get us a third season...

Leyla G.

no! please don't cancel bomb girls! :( it's
such a wonderful tv show... great stories
and fantastic actresses. i'm going to miss
it like hell. also it seems like the fanbase is
growing with every day, i'm sure it would
be even more popular and successful
pretty soon. so this seems like a really bad
time for canceling. please, please, please
reconsider!

Maddy J.

Please don't cancel Bomb Girls. This show
is amazing! There's nothing else like it on
tv.

Patricia M.F.

We are willing to pitch in for a kickstarter
campaign and produce this as a
webseries.

Lisa P.

Glad to see that the finale's finally going
to bring up that incident early in the
season... it's scary but exciting!!!

Burch C.M.

What the crap!! Everytime there is a great
show they give it the axe! stupid. where
are the petitions??
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Tom D.

Disgusting.... Bomb Girls is a great
Canadian storyline and for Global to
throw out a terrific series as such to
probably replace it with some American
reality crap is sad. Time to boycott all
programs on Global in my house!
http://www.theloop.ca/showbiz/tv

Paula K.

There are online petitions to save the
show. Find them. Sign them. Now.

Kayla P.

Just watched the first ep. On netflix! Love
it! The head lady is a killer actress. Like
her too!

Celina E.

It's a damn shame. But have a look over
on twitter to see if there still is something
we can do. #Bomb Girls Uprising!

Kim L.R.

thanks alot Global now because of you i
have to learn how to use twitter Good luck
ladies i think i will have to leave that fight
to the twitterverse experts!

Celina E.

Well I'm pretty much saying to check the
Bomb Girls Uprising page on twitter.

Kim L.R.

sorry to those who may have read this
already since i posted it three times but i
must repeat myself..i dont understand
why with all this realitycrap tv...we finally
get a show on the air that women can
watch with pride and admiration, and you
take it off the air? Not only was Bomb
Girls a wonderful forum for Canadian
actresses but it brought a whole era of
Canadian history to a new generation...Im
so dissapointed! :( Please change your
mind...don't cancel Bomb Girls!!!!

Gabriella L.

WHYYYYYY GLOBAL!!!!! WHYYYY!!!!
This is the best show on TV.
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Lori S.F.

I'm heartbroken to hear of the
cancellation of this show. Such a great
cast, with compelling story lines. Canada,
get your act together and stop canceling
shows that are popular and often even
have good ratings. It's making me cranky.

Sarah R.

WTH Bomb Girls cancelled! ! NO

Jenny P.

I absolutely LOVE this show !

Ursula W.

One reason I loved watching the show was
because of the partly unkonwn, talented
Canadian actors. Their acting really
delighted me. It's a mystery to me, why
you then brought in Rosie O'Donell? I
think, that was a mistake.

Holly A.L.B.

Where can I watch season 2 in United
States? Many sites won't allow me to do to
geographic location?

Skylar P.

If it is getting cancelled, I sincerely hope
that it gets picked back up. I'm genuinely
the furthest thing from an avid TV
watcher, but this show honestly makes me
take time for myself to sit in front of my
television whilst on the phone with my
great grandmother and consistently ask
her questions. This show, I can safely say,
has not only captivated me, but improved
my relationship with my family matriarch
incredibly; made me see her in an entirely
different light. To me that is priceless. I
do hope they consider a third season.
There's so many more stories to tell, and
selfishly, more moments like this I'd love
to have with my Memere.
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Skylar P.

My memere never served, but she lived
through it, saw the devastation as a young
girl. It's terrifying to think about her
going through that. My imaginary hat
goes off to your in

Christina C.D.M.

Well said Skylar! Here's hoping...

Christina C.D.M.

I am so precisely angry it hurts. Yet
another brilliant CANADIAN show tanked
by the networks. I'm disgusted and I can't
understand why. How do they count their
ratings? Who makes these decisions?? I
can't keep giving my heart to amazing
shows only to have it broken all the time
:'( Bomb Girls is the only show I watch on
Global and they've lost a viewer when it's
over. I'm sorry #bombshells, I'm too mad
right now...

Julie K.

This is a great tv show portraying strong
women doing their best during a dark a
difficult time. Please keep it on so our
younger generations can experience what
these women went through and we can all
enjoy it!

Carol L.

its the best program on TV

Caitlin K.

This is a great show featuring strong
women in an important time in history!

Katie Y.

I love this show and how it brings history
of WWII to life! The best part is that it
gives insight into women's lives during
this time period. I live in the U.S. and love
seeing the Canadian experience with
WWII.
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Kristy L.

This show is not only entertaining but
needed to help educate the younger
generations about the struggles faced
during WWII. It's a breath of fresh air!

Trish A.

This is a wonderful Canadian show whose
appeal reaches across all generations

Brittany C.

I started watching this show when I found
it on Netflix. It definitely captured my
heart. All of the girls are so dimensional.
They all have flaws and weaknesses, and
they all have strengths. They're real.
Watching this show motivates me and
makes me want to push myself forward. I
hope that it will be renewed for another
season. I just watched the Season 2 finale,
and I know there are so many unresolved
story lines. And I know the show revolves
around the war, but I think it would also
be amazing to see how these characters
handle their lives after the war. They have
all been so obviously affected by it I'm
sure watching them handle the changes
that would come would be inspiring.

Cynthia C.

I truly enjoy watching "Bomb Girls"

Allison S.

Love the costumes history, storylines, etc.

Tiffany S

Those women really did risk their lives
every single day. And, most of them, as
the show shows, were away from their
families as well. To me, they were just as
brave as the men. They did their part in
the war-effort, & we should do our part in
recognizing them for it. Plus, Bomb Girls
has an amazing cast, & they help make it
as amazing as it is. It's one of my favorite
shows of all time.
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Martha F.

We love this show!!!!' Don't take it away

Krista T.

Because I haven't found a show that I
exited about like this one in a long time. I
record every week and haven't missed a
single one.

Kimmi T.

I've enjoyed many period pieces on tv like
Mad Men and Downton Abbey. I lucked
up on Bomb girls and loved it! I've
learned a lot about history even though
it's not my own country. The actors are
exceptional and deserve another season!

Karen M.

We need smart well written shows like
this to stay on the air. The teach us about
the women during wartimes, they teach
us about the war effort. The show give us
history lessons and geography lessons of
our country. Please bring Bomb Girls back
for a third season.

Laura G.

Bomb girls is my FAVORITE show. There
are currently no other shows like it!

Ann S.

It is a high quality scripted television
show. I love it and it deserves to be seen!

Rebecca V.

This is an amazing show! Well written
and great acting! It shows what
Canadians did in the war effort and what
we can do now with broadcasting! There
are not enough great canadian shows out
there and when we get one, it gets
cancellled! It doesn't make any sense!
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Jann F.

Bomb Girls is extremely well written, has
a synergistic cast, and complex, believable
plots. This show has the potential to
enrich our understanding of our recent
history and experiences of those who
participated.

Kathleen K.

It is an excellent show, and one of the few
that shows women's perspective during
the war.

Leigh M.

Canadian, history, woman, live in Ajax
near where the factory would have been,
great show, good writers and actresses,
etc

B. F.

Our Grandmothers and Mothers
contribution should be acknowledged.
This show did an exceptional job at doing
just that. Do not cancel this show, it is
empowering and positive, and more of
that vs. all that other garbage on tv is
what we need.

Sandy H.

Bomb Girls is very well done series that
should be renewed because, it's a
historical period about the life and cuture
of WW2. During that time, it was the peak
for women to be have rights,and to be
treated equally. Not only that, it opens up
a new perspective about WWII. What is
remarkable as well, is that a Canadian
based story, created by Canadians.
Americans has "Mad Men" and the Uk has
" Downtown Abbeytown" & "Call the
Midwife", that is adding to their histyor of
television. "Bomb Girls" is a great
addition to Canadian television, and has
the potential to show to other countries
that Canadians CAN make great
entertainment.
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Victoria B.

I love this show. It's so engaging and the
fact that it's about Toronto where I live
and about women, is amazing. Nothing on
tv is like it!

Diana S.

One of the few shows I watch on
television - well written, great cast, and I
want to know what happens to them all!

Darlene G.

Great show!! My Mum was a bomb girl in
Montreal in the 40's. She is now 94. I
remember all her stories so watching this
show reminds me of Mum and the danger
to all these women who came to work and
could possibly be blown sky high. Quite a
dangerous job..hats off to the ladies all!!

Shanna W.

I love this show! I get together with my
girlfriends to watch it every week. You are
making such a mistake canceling it.
Arrested Development was cancelled and
look what happened!

Cheyenne M.

Bomb Girls brought back such an
important part of history to younger
generations today. The cinematography
and acting really captures that 1940's feel.
I never lived back then, but every time I
watch an episode it is as though I am right
in tune with the time, the characters and
this feeling is so rare in today's television.
My daughter who is seven also loves the
show and the girlishness each woman
brings to our household every Monday
night. Please do not cancel Bomb Girls!!
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Beth H.

The quality of writing, the flaws and
fabulousness of such well rounded
characters would make it such a shame if
this show were not renewed. It's so
difficult to find amazingly portrayed and
well-rounded women, and it would be
simply heartless to makes us fall in love
with your characters and not give us
closure with a finale that was written
intentionally as a finale.

C.D.

Need to feed my Bomb Girls addiction!!

Andrea P.

This is single-handedly one of the best
Canadian produced shows about women
that has ever aired! Great characters,
good writing, good stories: what the hell
are you thinking, Global?!

Stephanie V.

cuz the show kicks butt!!

Karen T.L.

Because it is simply good television. It is
Canadian, it contains drama, history and
humour. It features strong female
characters. it relies on good plot and good
characters and good writing, not on a
laugh-rack, skimpy clothes, cheap gags or
half-baked 'reality' elements. It makes me
want to do the right thing, it makes me
feel good. It makes me feel like there are
good peole in the world trying to do right
by others and be better. A little romance
doesn't hurt its cause either. Global shold
be proud of this show and do right byit
and keep it around.

Becky C.

Because this is a breath of fresh air
amongst all the shit that is polluting our
television screens.
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Shannon C.

It's Canadian. It's about women making a
difference. It's about our Mothers, our
Aunt's, our Grandmothers. The women
pioneers of our country, our families.
Why cancel this amazing program when
shows like "Honey Boo Boo" are still
being aired?

Mark B.

I cannot imagine this show being taken
off the air! The writing is great, the
character interactions are fascinating, and
the message showing that the 'simpler life'
wasn't always so simple, shows the
struggles of earlier generations. It shows a
patriotism that should make us all proud - not the 'what is in it for me' society we
have today. A fantsatic show!! I am
hoping this outpouring of fan support
does get your attention. Thank you, Mark.

Becky C.

Because this is a breath of fresh air
amongst all the shit that pollutes our
television screens.

Nicole H.

This is an excellent show! Still so much to
tell! Please do not cancel. This is a great
show that Canadians can be proud of. I
love this show!!

Lindsay P.

This show brings my husband and I
together, we converse on the subjects
offered and it allows me to feel a link to
my ancestory. Please keep it alive!

Stephanie M.

Besides the period setting (love the
fashion!) its about strong women making
a difference. In an era of bad reality TV
with poor excuses for women, this series
is not only refreshing but inspiring!
Please, don't cancel!
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Sierra G.

I love this show. Why take away an
amazing show?

Annamarie B.

It’s history it’s American its a great show
and there is nothing else like this on tv.

Kayla J.

Bomb Girls is an amazing show. It taught
me so much. I never learned about what
women were doing during war times in
school. These characters are such strong
women that every person should have the
chance to watch. This show tells a great
story and has an excellent cast.

Stuart S.

An excellent Canadian series which is
head and shoulders above most of the
other programs out there.

Lesley R.

Proudly watching a Canadian TV show
with my daughter...great stories and great
actors.

Sarah K.

Bomb girls shows strong women in a time
when abuse against women seems to be
rising worldwide. Don't can it.

Kathleen W.

Bomb Girls is unique tv show. The
writers, cast, designers & directors are in
a league of their own. It Deserves 3rd
Season & more. Please RENEW it !

Amy H.

Intelligent and informative television has
fallen by the wayside, but Bomb Girls
portrayed women as smart and complex
individuals and I really appreciate that.
My grandfather fought in the war, so this
time period is especially interesting to me.
The characters are well developed and the
acting excellent. The writing brings to life
so many different stories. This show
needs to be renewed!!!!
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Megan B.

both my grandmoms would be
proud...built bombs at a factory in the
states.

D. M. P.

This is the first t.v. show that I have
faithfully watched in twenty years. I
haven't missed an episode. I already own
Season 1 on DVD. What a refreshing
change from other t.v. fare. Cancelling
this show is just wrong. As Canadians we
need to tell our own stories. Bomb Girls is
doing an excellent job of this.

Shani M.

this is an amazing show. The story
deserves way more than 2 seasons.

Heather L.

Show ratings wouldn't drop if you would
stop interrupting seasons for other shows.
This is a great Canadian show with
Canadian content about unknown hero's
of the war.

Sandra S.

It is a very good show showing how strong
and motivated women can be in a time of
the need. I am proud of those women who
worked so tirelessly when our country
needed them. So tired of the so called
reality shows that are currently on TV.
Bomb Girls depicts the 'real reality' of the
day.

Diane D.

Best show on TV

Katie M.

Bomb Girls is one of the best television
shows I have ever watched. I never knew
it was possible to be so emotionally
involved with each and every character. I
don't think it was given the chance it
deserved.
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Tiffany B.

Bomb Girls is truly amazing and unique.
It is literally the ONLY television show
that I MUST and do watch on a weekly
basis. It reminds us of a part of our
history that seems to have been forgotten
and left in the dark. It is beautifully
scripted, played, and presented. It would
be such a shame to get rid of this amazing
show.

Anthony K.

Terrific show

Desirae D.

The show is well written, and
entertaining. It had me invested in the
characters, which I am not ready to let go.

Nikole B.

I love the show bomb girls, I'm addicted!
The cast and story line are great, and the
strong female roles are something to look
up to.

Andrea K.

This show is TOO good to cancel. It is one
of the only shows on television I feel good
about watching with my 12 year old
daughter. Well written, well acted, and
well made has got to be worthy of more.

Bobbie F.

This show highlights an important and
not well known piece of our colourful
history. It was nice to have something of
quality back on TV.

Tatiana A.

It is an amazing show with great cast and
i'd love to see more seasons.

Andie L.

Bomb Girls is a great Canadian show that
manages to convey important themes on
Canadian history and women's
empowerment. This kind of quality
content is becoming more and more rare
to find.
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Sue C.

My friend really loves this show. Renew it
for her. Plus we have so few depictions of
lesbians from North America where
they're show nto be just people. We need
more of that.

Harnaz H.

this is my favorite show and the only
thing i look forward to. theres no other
shoe based on the 40s on WWII and
women making bombs

Jason T.

This is a magnificent series touch on so
many different items not usually covered
in media portrayals of WWII. -it provides
a Canadian viewpoint, something not
often seen in the media. -rather than
being set on the frontlines, this shows
WWII from the Canadian home front. -its
central characters are women, an
important voice in the war effort yet
rarely focused on in media productions. -a
fascinating hard look at how Canada
treated "enemy aliens" (e.g., Marco
Moretti and his family. As a student and a
teacher of Canadian history, I feel that
this series provides a unique look at
Canada in WWII, and I have
recommended the series not only to
family and friends, but to my students as
a tool for learning a new aspect of a key
point in the history of this great country.
Please allow this series to continue on.

Kayleigh H.

fantastic show with great values and
historical merit
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Amber M.

This is a quality program with interesting
characters and excellent production value.
It is simply an extra benefit that the
content is richly Canadian. The stories
told within this program deserve to be
developed, not cut down in the prime of
life! Is there really no hope for anything
but garbage, 'reality' TV.... are we doomed
to nothing better than Honey Boo Boo?
Please do not do this Global!

Bethany M.

This is the best show I have ever seen in
my life - don't cancel it!

Edwin P.

It is a long time ago that I saw such a good
serie. I live in Holland but also there the
serie is very populair. So please re-think
the idea to end Bomb Girls. Please!

Julia C.V.

Because this show is amazing!

Ariel M.

Bomb girls is an important, moving, and
absolutely unique show and I would
watch at least 8 seasons of it. Please bring
it back!

Derral P.

Please don't cancel this series.

Wendy E.

it is one of the most intelligent shows on
Canadian television (or anywhere). Save
the show.
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Linda G.

This has been an excellent series that
takes you back to an era that provides so
many memories of the good old days that
have past. The series has been well
researched. It has provided tidbits of the
history of Canada. I was born & raised in
the City of Toronto, have ancestors from
that era. It has taken me on a journey
down memory lane, not only with the
streets I once walked in the City of
Toronto but to remembering the slips &
silk stockings my grandmother & mother
once wore. - Excellent acting & an
excellent series that is beyond belief that
anyone would think of cancelling!

Sophie L.

This show is unique, there is nothing else
like it out there. Please don't get rid of
another amazing show.

Cathie H.

This is a great quality show. Why is it
being cancelled??

Beverly P.

I wouldn't sign a petition for just any
show that I didn't want to be cancelled.
Bomb girls is special, and I believe it can
do a lot of good. How often do we learn
about the part that women played in
history? Almost never. How many shows
give us so many different complicated
female relationships? None that I can
think of. Having representation of women
making history and living their lives in a
three-dimensional way is important for
everyone. Bomb girls is a well written,
well acted, well designed show, and I hope
everyone who is a part of it knows that
they are doing something important. I
hope this show gets renewed for another
season. Thank you, Beverly Poole.
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Mary K.

This is one of the best Canadian shows
ever and one of the best on tv today. Don't
cancel it! It is well acted, well written with
great costumes and sets. Keep Bomb Girls
on the air!

Blair A.

There is so much trash on TV. A quick
browse through Global Prime time is to
peer into a proverbial trash heap. Yet,
there is Bomb Girls, a rare gem amid the
muck (ahem, the Bachelor, Survivor...)
this is a show that I would allow, nay
require my daughter to watch. Executives
dont care about the value of a program.
Its the bottom line. Fair enough, here is
your bottom line boys...merchandising
revenue! I for one would pretty well buy
anything Bomb Girls, so would my
mother, grandmother, sister and
daughter. There you have it, FOUR
generations of women for whom this
show is relevent. At say $35 bucks per
item, one family alone generates $175
minimum! Now check out all these
signatures...take out your calculators and
start number crunching. Add to that the
viewership you may alienate by cancelling
this show. Bomb Girls is the ONLY reason
I go to Global. The rest of your shows
are...well...crap. Get creative boys and
youll find that cancelling Bomb Girls is
like killing the goose that lays the golden
egg.
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Blair A.

This show is a raity on TV today. It is
intelligent, witty, well written and cast. A
brief look at Globals prime time line up is
to peer into the proverbial garbage heap
of TV. There is Bomb Girls, the jewel that
shines through the muck. Executives
could care less, if it brings in cash they
will cram anything down their viewers
throats (Survivor Im looking in your
direction...) so I will pitch this from
another angle. If Bomb girls were
merchandised well, the revenues have the
potential to be quite lucrative. Many
women across a diverse demographic
would enjoy a variety of Bomb Girls
inspired clothing and accessories, as a for
instance. Lets not see another wonderful
show be tamped out in favor of "reality"
TV. Come on boys, wake up and smell the
revenues.

Luce M.

It's an exceptional show...why cancel it,
My husband and I look forward to
watching it every week!

Beth R.

Bomb Girls is a great show and I've seen
every episode. Please keep making it.

Lisa D.

good tv is hard to find!

Martina J.

I'm not even supposed to have seen this,
but love it. Why not keep it on, release a
region free DVD, make a few bucks
instead? Go on take my money.

Jessie S.A.

This show is extremely good and I would
hate for it to go away.

Melissa K.

Great show, great characters!
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Sue B.

Excellent show, well written and so
authentic as I remember stories my
Mother told me.

Darlene D.

It makes you sit on the edge of your seat
very real to life.

Amber B.

Bomb Girls is such a terrific show -interesting from a historical perspective
and written with more heart, wit and
intelligence than the vast majority of
what's currently on TV. Not to mention
how rare (unfortunately) it is to have a
female-centric show that doesn't make the
women caricatures. Please keep these
storylines and wonderful characters going
for a third season.

Allan P.

Bomb Girls is an extremely well scripted,
acted and produced show that highlights
the depth and breadth of talent in this
country -both in front of the camera and
behind it. Investment should be made to
continue continue making Bomb Girls
and proper promotion should be
undertaken so it can find more audience
and grow. Lengthy breaks in broadcasting
and changes in show days make it
impossible for a show to find a larger
audience.

DANNY M.

It's a really good show Im learning about
the history of bomb girls I didn't knew
there part in the war. :) love it.
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Tarquini P.

BEST SHOW EVER, the only one I
followed seriously and with interest, very
well written, the characters are so lovely
you get attached to them and as a woman
I find it is important to show what was the
life of women during WWII, their
strenght and their sacrifices. I think that
every women recognize themselves in at
least one of the characters. This is my
little happiness ! Had wonderful times
watching it ! Please, renew this series !
Don't disappoint us!

Carmen R.

Es una serie brillante y con una calidad
técnica y artística más que notable. Sería
una pena verla abocada a un final
anticipado por una supuesta falta de
seguidores, que como se aprecia es del
todo impreciso.

Adrianne C.

It is hard to find quality television and to
have a show of this caliber cancelled is
practically criminal. It is comparable with
the BBC's Call the Midwives which has
very high ratings on both the national and
international levels. Such exceptional
shows with such strong heroines should
be continued.

Patricia O.

The show is a classic. Its vintage costumes
and historical setting make it a rare jewel.
The characters and acting are
phenomenal and the intrigue keeps me on
the edge of my seat.

Jill E.

It's an interesting and little known part of
what happened during WWII, and a part
of history. Too much garbage on. Why
discontinue something as interesting as
this, and is actually factual
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William T.

I enjoy this show about a portion of
Western history that has not had enough
attention paid to it. Save Our Show!!!

James J.

an untold part of Canada's history.

Beth J.

Education, visibility, for these types Of
Characters To Be Recognized And
Appreciated

Sofia T.

ARGENTINA WANTS BOMB GIRLS

Kent W.

It is an island of intelligent writing, good
acting and technical work in a sea of TV
mediocrity.

Emma G.

Great Canadian production!!

Judith B.

Save this show because we like it. Give it a
time slot to allow it to continue to thrive.
The show is comic, tragic, educational,
entertaining, thought-provoking and so
much more. It is Canadian television at its
best and an opportunity to show younger
people what women's lives were like.
Strong female characters are not shown
enough. We need to save this show.
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Sophie P.S.

I love Bomb Girls and I'm very attached to
all of the characters. There are so many
unresolved problems and so many fans.
You can't just end it!! Bomb Girls is a
show anybody can enjoy and it's gaining
popularity! I just went to a Jill Barber
concert. She was in an episode once and
she mentions Bomb Girls at every show!
It would be stupid to waste such potentiel
and end the show now. So many diverse
people watch Bomb Girls, it's crazy! I'm a
fourteen year old girl and I'm in the
fandom, my 40 or 50 something male
math teacher watches it, and so does my
aunt. It needs to continue!!

Dawn M.C.

My friend Ian doesn't do pleas for TV
shows he feels strongly enough about it
then so do I!!!

Kevin K.

I only recently discovered this show in the
UK and quite frankly I love it! It's is
charming while dark in places but
ultimately a very smart and sweet telling
of an interesting story. When I heard it
was to be cancelled I was quite suprised
just how upset I was. Needless to say I am
fully behind the SaveBombGirls campaign
which many are. If it isn't making enough
money in its current format there must be
more that can be done to make the show
viable. Perhaps the show can be sold to
more international markets, if it can be
enjoyed in England, it can be enjoyed in
other places too. Also a focus more on the
online numbers and advertising that goes
with that would create a different
financial picture for the program surely?
Regardless, I am thoroughly unhappy
with your decision and do hope you will
reconsider, we need a new season, not
just a tv movie. Kindest Regards, Kevin
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Kaczmarczyk.
Rachel R.

It's such a wonderful show like nothing
else on air.

Rebecca C.

Quality show! Come back, please

Marlene K.

A Canadian perspective of our effort
during WWII. A well written, beautifully
filmed show. I am familiar with the
Etobicoke factory where the show was
being shot and last summer was thrilled
to see the actors in costume outside the
building.

T.M.R.

Thank you for airing this show, but please
reconsider your decision to cancel it. The
writing is incredible, the actors are
believable and the stories are rich in
content! We women are finally being seen
as more than just eye candy or slaves to a
home. Through our many faults we are
strong and persevere and not so easily
dismissed. This show is a fantastic
opportunity to enrich other people's view
of what women can accomplish behind
the scenes and make us stronger in front
of them as well. I love the fact that these
ladies are not being exploited as we see so
much in our current shows. "Kate's"
burlesque performance was so damn sexy.
Betty faces her struggles head on and
won't back down - I love her ballsy
approach. Lorna, mother to them all and
still she's shown growing and conquering
her fears. And don't get me started on the
stories. So compelling, so dramatic, so
witty, so engaging and so spot on!
Tackling the struggles we all face daily equality, independence, interracial
relationships, racism, secrets, friendship
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and family. C'mon Global TV! You're a
staple right next to the Jays, the Leafs and
maple syrup - help Bomb Girls secure
their place as a home grown force to be
reckoned with as well. Please give them
their due for (at the very least) a five
season run! Thanks for reading.
Ian M.

Typically, the fact that a TV show or
movie was Canadian would be enough to
keep me from not watching it. They are
often plagued by poor production values:
bad scripts, lame acting, and
uninteresting story lines. By trying to
hard to be authentically Canadian, they
frequently ended up looking inauthentic.
But there was something about Bomb
Girls that said "give me a chance." After
watching one episode I was hooked. It is
such a unique show in so many ways. Few
movies or TV shows set during WWII
focus on the home front and certainly not
on the lives of women working in a
munitions plant, let alone one in Toronto.
It tells a unique story about a part of our
history that I suspect most Canadians are
unfamiliar with. And it does so in a most
interesting way. It depicts realistic
characters (all brilliantly acted) in
realistic situations. It's obviously
Canadian, but never in a contrived
manner. I believe Bomb Girls has become
a victim of a broadcasting system
discriminate against Canadian content. In
order for a show like it to succeed, it
requires the network committed to
backing it. Changing it's viewing night
and then putting it on hiatus to air a
cheesy reality show, do not demonstrate a
real commitment. In fact, it appears that
viewship dropped significantly after that 6
week break. The network needs to show
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some vision and determination to commit
to the show, by keeping it on the same
night, buying a significant number of
episodes and airing it consistently. Global,
you've given up the good fight too soon.
Please reconsider your decision, Bomb
Girls is a surefire Canadian TV success
story, just give it a chance.
Marcy M.

Programming on most channels is
absolutely disgusting with repeats over
and over again and to see a series as
interesting and magnetic at Bomb Girls
gave myself and many people I know in
renewed hope that the network would
continue with a running series of it such
as Roots. It appears that some
management on certain networks don't
see a good thing when they have it. If this
continue I'm getting rid of a lot of the
different networks. Bring 'Bomb Girls'
back!

Yaacov L.

Excellent historical series, very
enlightening and entertaining at the same
time. This is a show that has not played
itself out by a longshot.

Maurren B.

There are not that have enough quality
shows on T.V.anymore.I enjoy the strong
female characters who, are not man
haters. Please renew this show, we send
enough drivel to you so you know how
bad our shows are. But honestly
Americans appreciate good television.
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Kelly F.

TV Shows like this dont come around
often, and when they do, they need to be
cherished. I live in the states and have
fallen in love with the show. I am deeply
saddened by the end of this show. Even
though their will be a movie special in its
place. I need my girls.

Sarah D.

I love this show. It is about a time period
that is important in history and is
inspiring to women of all ages. I think it
would be a grave mistake to cancel this
show!

Rebecca H.

One of the best Canadian shows I've sen
in a while. The period drama aspect adds
a lot to it too.

Alison M.

dont cancel the show please!!!

Glynis T.

This is an incredible show. Why would a
successful well-written canadian tv show
be cancelled? I hope some other network
picks it up. I'll be watching!

Janet V.

There are so few excellent historical
fiction series.

Mary J. U.

This is a great show

Shirley H.

I loved the multiple views of history that
overlapped. There was something in every
show that made me think.

Cheri S.

I love the history in the show as well as
the well written storylines!

Caroline G.

Bomb Girls was a wholly unique show
that deserves at least a proper final
episode, if not TV movie, if not a third
season!
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Elaine D.

This show is too good to only have two
seasons. It is exceptionally well written
with an amazingly talented cast and 20
times better than most shows on TV at
this moment

Mar E.

Because there has never been a show like
this one before. It's so original and that's
what makes it amazing. Please don't take
this away from us! Please renew for a
third season!

Shashawna A.

this is a great show please don’t cancel it.

Kerry T.

Bomb girls is an inspiring show that
showcases women in a strong role,
showing what everyone, men and women
were going through during a difficult war
time. It is historic and relevant and
incredibly interesting. the show itself is
very well done, I absolutely love the
characters and am always interested to
see the next development in there roles.
This show is an inspiration to me and
helps me understand the life my
grandmother had a little bit more

Ocean K.

Bomb Girls is an inspirational program
that showcases both the strength of
Canada and the strength of women.
Recently on TV there isn't much worth
watching it's the same garbage repeated
channel after channel Bomb Girls is
something different, something engaging,
and something special.

Jana H.

It has strong female characters and is
amazingly put together- from the music,
acting to the costumes.
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Brenda K

For once a show about the war from the
aspect of those left at home, not the
battlefield, but the effort of the people
supporting the troops.

Susan O.

Love the show!

Johanna F.

This is a brilliant series that doesn't
hesitate to tackle difficult stories or
character journeys. It is beautifully
written, the cast is stellar, and the set feels
completely authentic. I've learnt a lot
about the time period, and each episode
captured me from beginning to end! I
have also noticed that the show seems to
have a diverse audience in terms of age
group, background and interests,
something that should be celebrated! I
want to see more seasons of Bomb Girls,
like the final episode conluded - this is not
the beginning of the end, it's the end of
the beginning.

Elise H.

This is a beautiful, well-written show.

Pierre L.

I think it's important to have this type of
show on the air to remind us of our past,
how we became who we are and that we
had/have a voice in the world.

Amber L.

This is one of the best shows and humble,
close to the human spirit as possible!
Please save this show! I truly appreciate
irs quality storytelling!

John T.

Contrary to popular opinion. The US did
NOT win WW II alone. Shows like this
help put that truth in perspective - not to
mention, it's just a darned good show.
WHY has it been kept a secret?
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Jennifer R.

I love this show and it is one that I can
watch with my family. I love the history
showing how the women and men dealt
with the war. It opens so many
discussions in my household.. The acting
is wonderful and the sets are beautiful.
Please don't cancel this. I am sick and
tired of watching "reality" shows and
greatly enjoy this riveting drama

Debbie G.

This show is my favourite and I hope you
reconsider the decision to cancel it. There
is so much garbage on TV these days, that
I can't believe you would cancel such a
gem.

Chrysty B.

It shows us what took place in world war
II, I love the story.

Sarah G.

Bomb Girls is terrific! It shows just how
important women were in the war effort,
which needs to be celebrated and not
silenced. As well, it is lead by a stellar cast
of strong women; something uncommon
in today's society.

Sophia P.

I love this show! It gives me a view into
the world my grandparents lived in
during their youth. My grandfather was a
rear gunner with the RAF, and this time
was the prime of his life. Aside from that,
the characters are so strong and
interesting, I could watch endless seasons
of Bomb Girls!

Julia A.

When Canadian shows draw Canadian
audiences, they're a hit, when they draw
international audiences, they're fantastic.

Michelle S.

This show is the best written show on TV.
I look forward each week for Bomb Girls
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Sheila F.

This is a show that tells our history, not
how America chooses to tell our history or
usually ignore or disrespect it.

Heather S.

Great characters, great Canadian show.

Rick G.

This is a great series! No guns, no killing,
no american BS. We need more purely
canadian shows like this. Please re-instate
this delightful series. Maybe global just
lost viewers here!!

Julie Z.

I truely love this show. Please keep it on
the air.

Clémentine C.

This show is defintely one of the smartest,
best written, shot and acted on TV and it
would be a shame to see it disappear
while it's both a critical and popular
success worldwide.

Susan B.

Its so rare to find a quality drama on TV
that has a strong female cast and teaches
us all something about our past.

Renelle D.

because it is a ggod canadian series...and
shows us part of our history

Carla L.

I had family fight, die, and get captured in
WWII. It is great television with facts and
fiction. It is a shame that this show has
been cancelled. It’s better than so much
that is out there. Most programs on T.V.
are awful and this has sustenance. I don’t
feel like my brain is rotting when I watch
Bomb Girls. We had brave men who had
to fight in that war. This show honours
their commitment to our country and
freedom. It also paved the way for women
in the workforce.
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Charmaine B.

This is a favourite show - we never miss
it! It's historical, entertaining, well
written, well acted. KEEP IT please!

Karine D. G.

Bomb Girls is one of the best shows on TV
these days. It's well written, deep and just
excellent.

A. C.

This is a smart, well-written show - the
type of programming which deserves
space on television. Through the lens of
time, we are better able to examine the
roots of the women's movement, Canada's
nationhood and our multicultural mosaic.
Bomb Girls also reminds Canadians of
history we would like to forget
(incarceration and/or relocation of
Japanese and Italians residents), and as
the adage goes "Those who cannot
remember the past are condemned to
repeat it". I hope you will renew this
program so we can continue to have a
glimpse of the lives our mothers and
grandmothers lived and the challenges
faced by all Canadians during the Second
World War.

Elaine H.

1. It is a series filmed in Canada with
Canadian actors, keeping jobs here. It
shows an era during the war years that
some people are not aware of & I have
enjoyed watching it weekly. I agree that it
broaches many issues. I have to agree
with all of the positive reasons given in
former comments & I hope that they
reconsider & continue the series.

Wendy S.

I love this show.

Tara E.

This is one of the best shows that I have
ever watched in my life.
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Carisa R.

All of the Rosie the Riveters and the
Doughnut Dollies were real people that
made a huge contribution to the winning
of the war. I think all the young
Americans out there (boys and girls)
would benefit from their perspective.

Matthew B.

This show if phenomenal. It's easily
among the best 3-5 shows on TV period.
YOU MUST NOT CANCEL THIS
MASTERPIECE!!!!!

Ryanne L.

There are few shows I really truly love and
I have seen many great shows like Bomb
Girls get cancelled. I went out of my way
to find a petition to sign this time to keep
this show going. Every episode I watch
presents me with an idea of what women
had to struggle through everyday in a notso-distant historical era just to achieve
decent treatment. Bomb Girls reminds me
to be grateful for the courage and heart
women in the past showed during difficult
and unjust social situations which
eventually led to a more liberated lifestyle
for modern day women, including myself.
I connect with the characters in the show
and appreciate the interesting plot lines. I
have yet to see a boring episode. I ask that
you please reconsider your decision and
renew Bomb Girls. You will always have a
loyal fan in me. Thank you so much for
your time.
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Tara O.

Please keep quality programming like this
alive! It's so important for us to see
history come alive like this. To
understand what life was like for the
people who fought through WWII on both
the home front and front lines. Please
honor those who served and sacrificed by
offering up this glimpse into their
realities. A taste no one else has offered so
well, in my opinion.

Evelyn H.

this is important to me because you have
cancelled a great show. this show isnt just
another series, it represent the heardships
women had to go through during that
time period and the new grudges and
liberties that the inherited from their
husbands. and i personally find this
fascinating because as a young viewer this
how i have a glimpse into our countries
past and all the historical events that took
place in a way i actually enjoy indulging
myself in

Lindsay D.

Not only is it a fantastic show, with great
stories and characters... but it's so
refreshing to see how the war affected
Canada. Wartime movies & shows are
always about the US, or England... we
never get our story. Bomb Girls gives us
that. Plus, my Grandma riveted war
planes at Canada Car & Foundry in Fort
William during WWII - the planes that
would've dropped the bombs made in
Southern Ontario! It's like I'm reliving
parts of her past through Bomb Girls.

Gillian G.

This is quality television. Something that
is hard to come by in today's
entertainment. These storylines and these
characters and these actors deserve
another season. It's as simple as that.
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Kelsey D.

Bomb Girls is an award-winning,
critically-acclaimed show with a steady
fanbase, and somehow it has been
cancelled? Rather than tell the stories of
the men and women who fought on the
Canadian home front during WWII,
Global would rather fill its slot with some
syndicated American reality show. It's
time to support quality programming that
relates the stories of a diverse cast of
characters with integrity and humanity.

Laurie S.

This show had a fantastic lesbian
character, and to end it with her going to
jail for murder is unacceptable and
homophobic. This is a pattern of media
homophobia that has been welldocumented, and I know the creators of
this show can do SO much better than
that.

Robert S.

A well written and acted show, with great
character development and inspired set
design. We've come to love these
characters. Please keep the story going!

Nazanien S.

This show is too good to only have two
seasons. It is exceptionally well written
with an amazingly talented cast and 20
times better than most shows on TV.

Erica B.

This show is fantastic!! It is great to have
an alternative to the reality garbage
flooding the networks! Please, please keep
Bomb Girls alive!

Trinda W.

I love this show! It's an amazing look at
our own personal canadian history! It's
amazing CANADIAN television, don't
take it away!
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Chantal V.

Bomb Girls is a show that Canadians can
be proud of. It has a fresh and innovative
perspective - the perspective of the strong
Canadian women supporting the war
effort, their struggle to maintain families
while working, their struggle to move
forward in their lives regardless of the
war. It depicts a different time in
Canadian society and of Canadian history
- an ideal way for immigrants to learn of
their new country's history and
achievements. It also gives those viewers
in foreign countries the ability to know
Canada a little better. I love this show. I
love its stories. I love its characters. I love
the various settings - they remind me of
places I have been to when I was a little
girl. I love that it is Canadian in every
sense of the word. I watch it and
understand where my parents and
grandparents came from. Bomb Girls is
worth saving and continuing to develop.

Polly M. H.

I accidentally ran across this wonderful
period piece program while channel
surfing. It was a refreshing change to the
programs currently airing in the USA.
Please continue producing and airing this
program. I didn't find out about it until
the second season. The third season, I'm
sure, will yield additional faithful
followers such as myself.

Norma R.

it is that rare thing, a program that is
unashamedly about Canada, Candisns
and our history. ir is also superbly acted
and just plain damn good television! we
need more Bomb Girls and less .u.s reality
crap!
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Hannah L.

this show is amazing, it is one of the few
that i look forward to every week. the way
it showcases the women during wwII
instead of just focusing on the men is one
of the best things about it.

Lauren H.

I would trade any other show on
television to keep this amazing show on
the air.

Kathy M. D. L.

Quality entertainment is so rare these
days. This show deserves to go on...

Kym H.

NO! NO! NO! I LOVE Bomb Girls!!! This
is the ONE show I look forward to
watching every week! I LOVE these
characters!!! Please don't cancel Bomb
Girls. There's so much we still need to see!

Sam M.

I think this show is AMAZING! I just
started watching the first season on
netflix, I wish I had the television channel
to watch it on cable! I feel like this show if
VERY inspirational to woman. It was a
time in our countries history that woman
were starting to gain more respect! I feel
like sometimes we forget and this show
reminds us that! This is why Bomb Girls
should be renewed for another season!

Mchimicha.

I love the second world war history, and
watching episodes it's like being in this
period of our history. The characters are
so incredible, they are kind, beautiful and
the most important thing : strong. I wait
each week, in France, to see these
amazing girls. Plus, the actresses are
P.E.R.F.E.C.T. I love them and, canceling
this show, is like losing friends. Please,
don't do it, this show is too good to be
canceled...! Thank you.
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Kenza.

This is one of the few shows that depicts
history or has settings in the past which I
love.

Liisa L.

This kind of positive and multifaceted
representation of women in media is
incredibly rare, it needs to be supported
so it can become the norm instead of the
exception.

Tracy T.

Please don't kill this show. It's wonderful
and I feel like I get a glimpse back in time.

Anne T.

Great show. Great female actors, good
role models.

Claudia A.

Muestra una visión muy importante y
olvidada por la historia de lo que fue la
participación de la mujer en la Guerra.

Pattie O.

Canadian Content -- great show - a story
we Canadians should be proud to share.
Grass roots of women rights in the
workforce. Too good to cancel. History is
the original "reality show" Why throw
away a great show that tells our history
with the war and women's rights. I have
lots of highschool students watching the
show and they are fascinated with this
piece of history. Canadians need to be
proud and this show lets us shine.
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Dina C.

I love Bomb Girls. The show's cancellation
has only brought out the fire and passion
in its fans. We are fighting for the life of
this series.With brilliant writing, superb
acting, and beautiful sets and
cinematography, Bomb Girls stands apart
from almost every other TV show
currently airing. It cannot be over now.
We need more. Please, don't give up on
Bomb Girls. Canadian History, a different
perspective on WWII both from Canada
and from women on the homefront, and I
love the dancing and music and the
costumes!!!

Megan P.

This show has international distribution
in more than one country! I really don't
get why it's getting cancelled.

Tracy L.

This show is so unique, there's nothing
like it on TV.

Roger T.

Finally a great Canadian content tv show
that I look forward to seeing every week.

Arden J.

Bomb Girls is hands down the most
amazing TV drama I've EVER seen. It's
the first show I've watched over and over,
and still got something new out of it each
time. The script is amazing and original,
and the actors are so skilled at bringing
the characters to life, I get lost in their
world, and when the episode ends, I feel
lost upon re-entering reality. I don't want
these amazing characters' stories to end.

Kavita S.

This show is an excellent portrayal of the
"changing tides" as they said in the last
episode, especially the change in gender
attitudes.
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Ashley D.

The show is educational, provides
intelligent social commentary on many
controversial topics. It needs more time to
allow for its characters and story to
unfold.

Jasmine L.

B/C the show finally gives us a
representation of what gay life was like
back then in a POSITIVE way. We need
this show!!

Lara S.

This show has portrayed a side of the WW
II effort that hasn't been properly shown
before, with women as the major role
players! It also addresses issues that,
while more prevalent 70+ years ago, still
linger on today. Problems such as income
disparity and sexism are dealt with. We
see just how much more difficult is was
for LGBT persons to live and love at that
time in history. This television show has
offered a rare glimpse into the world of
the Have's vs. the Have Not's, those that
were persecuted for their ethnicity and
other racial issues, and how women
proved their intelligence and worth in the
workplace. A story like this, one that is so
powerful, deserves to play out. Please
renew it for at least one more season!

Lita S.

The show reminds me of how people
struggled during the war and not to forget
what people gave up for for the war effort

Beth D.

Such a great show. Great characters, well
written, and different from all the other
boring shows. Please do not cancel the
show.

Liana B.

This is an incredible show and deserves to
be continued!
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Marisa G.

This show honors women who fought for
their country. Unsung heros. The show is
so authentic and well done.

Peggy S.

This show ,shows the strength ,hardships
and callenges that these women indured
thru the war, the show is well written,
well casted, I look forward to every
Wednesday night. Being a seamstress that
has sewn 1940's fashion for theater events
it is wonderful to see the amount if detail
put into this show. It will be a great loss to
the fans and tv if it s not renewed!

Andrew H.

I think it is 1 of the best shows on telly
down to earth not all sex etc

Jordan H.

For an era where terrible reality television
reigns supreme, we need to keep the wellscripted and acted shows in the lineup.
This show is highly entertaining and is a
glimpse into life that we wouldn't have
known. Putting this off the air would be
incredibly disappointing.

Harold &

We love the show and watch it faithfully

Jennifer C.
CJ J.

Love the characters and how they
interacted with one another; GREAT
CAST; loved that story and time period.

Laura W.

Quality television is truly rare these days.
Please don't cancel this excellent
program.

Elaine N.

Great content about part of Canadian and
world history.

Danielle P.

This show is one of the best, give it a
second chance please!
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Grant A.

This show shows the spirit of Canadians
in trying circumstances. Much better than
the usual U.S. drivel we are usually
subjected to.

Katie B.

I love this era, and this show! I am a
swing dancer and love that this show
explores issues of the WWII period. The
actors, characters, and entire show are
fantastic! Renew!!!

Deborah C.

There is no other show like Bomb Girls.
Equal parts entertaining and educational
that honours the legacy of these Bomb
Women. One of the best high production
shows to come out of Canada. We can be
proud of this series!

Carole H.

Best Canadian show ever!! Come on give
it a third season

Julia M.

this show is right up there with PBS'
masterpiece theater shows! It is just
fantastic and so important to remember
the women of WW2 not just the men!

Campbell K.

I'm on a robotics team whose logo is
Rosie the Riviter. To me these characters
are an inspiration. Please don't cancel the
show. We need more strong female
characters in the media.

Janeille F.

Favorite subject is history & being a girl
adding a tad bit of romance/drama is the
best mixture of show so far. Instead of
watching drunkard harlots brawl on
reality television, this keen perspective of
American drama is just what tv needs
more of!
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Haze W.

With the cancellation of Flashpoint,
Bomb Girls is the only Canadian show
that is currently worth watching.
Intelligent tv is rare, and this show hits
the mark! As others have stated, it is just
starting to be discovered in international
markets. Give it the chance it deserves!

Lori C.

I would really hate to lose this show. It
beautifully captures the period and has an
amazing cast of characters! I'll watch to
the very end.

Jaime G.

This has become one of my favorite shows
on TV. I was disappointed that the
seasons were so short and beyond
disappointed that the series has not been
renewed for another season. the story line
has been so great to follow. I tune in every
week to see where their lives are taking
them. I cant believe I wont be able to tune
in next season to see what is going to
happen in their lives next.

Michelle H.

I LOVE this show. It is such a great
reminder of where we've been and what
we made it through in those trying,
uncertain times. We should remember
those things!!!!! Plus it’s just a great show.

Georgina B.

Because it inspires me, and Betty McRae
in amazing!

Alison F.

Amazing to watch a female-centric show,
detailing the contribution made by
women during WW2. Bomb Girls has
really strong writing and performances,
with characters that I can relate to and
don't often see portrayed on screen. It is
the only show of its kind on TV.
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Rodney C.

This is a fantastic show. Please reconsider and bring back one of the best
Canadian shows on TV.

Debbie T.

I am in the UK and have loved this show.
Educational, inspirational and well acted
to boot. Please don't cancel it!

Maggie C.

It empowers women, and it's an
important story line.

Rhea L.

I watch this show on Reelz in the US. It's
a great period show, unlike anything else
on TV. I would hate to lose these great
characters, and not be able to find out
what happens to them. It's a travesty.

Emma B.

We need more TV shows centering
around strong women.

Beth B.

My grandmother was a bomb girl!!..she
worked at the general electric company of
Ontario at eglington and warden in
scarborough. She was sixteen at the time
and had to lie about her age so that she
could support her family. This show must
stay so that my grandmother and all the
other women that worked with her in that
factory are not forgotten. So that their
stories and strength and courage is not
forgotten...please my grandmother's
strong character made me the strong
woman that I am today...don't let her
stories and those like her's disappear

Lauren S.

This show is so progressive, well written,
well acted, intelligent, and just generally
brilliant! Its cancellation is a travesty and
a massive waste of the potential of the
best show I've watched in years!
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Dana H.

Strong drama, great characters, an
examination of Canadian sociocultural
interactions during World War II, and a
piece of Canadian history.

Christine H.

Bomb Girls tells a wonderful story about
sacrifice, loneliness, love, and
HISTORY!!!

Mareike Z.

Because it attracts also international
Viewer.

Alison M.

Love this show. Powerful, historical &
inspiring.

Jerry K.

I always watch Bomb Girls with my
daughter because she loves this series. In
the meanwhile, I became a big fan myself!

Wendy and Ab

Great TV, superbly crafted, intelligent...
so refreshing after all this reality TV.

H.
Brianne C.

This is a quality show, it shows the unique
and often glazed over story of the women
on the homefront during WWII, a story
that's not often told, and not this well!
Please reconsider canceling this amazing
show, It's a refreshing break from all the
reality TV crap. The women in Bomb Girls
are better role models than most TV
women. Keep the show going for a little
while longer, at least give it another
season, you have a real gem on your
hands!

Kayleigh K.

I want Bomb Girls back. Please renew for
a Season three! Greetings from Holland

Rachel S.

Best TV show I have seen for years.
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Adriana A.

the show is simply amazing. enough said.

Rhonda K.

My husband and I have really been
enjoying this show and were in shock to
learn this evening that the next season
has been cancelled. It is so refreshing to
see an intelligent, well-acted show
depicting WWII through the eyes of these
strong female characters as they
efficiently carried out their important job
for the war and interacted with the men
who stayed behind as well as the young
men who went to war. I feel sorry for the
audience who has invested so much time
in viewing this program but especially for
the talented actors who have done an
excellent job in this historical program. I
sincerely hope Global will reconsider their
business decision and allow Bomb Girls to
continue for another season. .

Craig T.

simply one of the best shows I currently
watch showing another side of the war
rarely been discussed and that has been
tucked away in a corner gathering dust

Lilia N.

I love everything about this show. The
storyline, the characters, the way women
were important in World War II, fashion,
figures, the value of things, everything! Is
the best show on television today. Every
week I was looking forward to watch .. so
sad.

Natalia O.

As a queer lady, it is so so so wonderful to
see realistic, powerful female characters
that are comfortable with their sexualities
and that maintain REAL relationships!
We need shows like Bomb Girls!!
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Lauren M.

There is nothing else like it, and the world
needs realistic, human, womens stories

Melanie S.

It is a well-written, gripping story with
intelligent dialogue and wonderful
characters. Please respect the intelligence
of your viewers - we don't need any more
reality shows.

Kirati K.

One of the best i have seen in a while.
strong women, strong characters, great
acting and dialogues (well, except the
phony Clifford). It is refreshing to see that
the show brought up some well thought
questions that should have been, but until
now has never been asked seriously on
any show on tv thus far. I want such an
intelligent show to be watched and
appreciated by everyone, specially
women, to understand and appreciate
what this show is trying to do. There are
too many horrendous tv shows that run
for so many seasons and to see that a
great show like this cancelled is very
unfortunate.

Alexis A.

Save Bomb Girls!! We need this show to
continue!!!!

Kristina H.

I LOVE this show! Please bring it back for
a 3rd Season!
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Carolyn L.

This is a great series my family enjoys. My
husband's grandmother built planes at
Boeing during WW2. We dug through old
family pics and letters, and hounded the
grand aunts and uncles for stories from
those days. My 9 year old son is absorbed
with this history and is writing a report
about it for class. How the characters deal
with social issues and humanity is
complex, intelligent and sensitive. Bomb
Girls has been an absolute positive
experience for my family; and will be a big
loss for us when the season ends.

Joanne K.

It's great to see good quality, Canadian
shows that depict things that actually
went on during the war. It's well written,
you can connect with the characters, and
it's a truly enjoyable show to watch!

Dana M.

I have never found a show where I could
relate to the cast in such a way. I see a bit
of myself in all these strong women, and it
would be a shame to cut their story short.

Brittany B.

I love this show! It's so refreshing to
watch a show based on the female
perspective, which is a high caliber drama
instead of some night time, degrading
"soap opera" equivalent that draws on
cheap and easy tactics to gain ratings
from the female demographic. This show
is inspiring, engaging, intelligent and
superbly done. It is a show Canada can be
proud of producing. We all know our
entertainment industry needs work,
because our talent is forever being lost to
the US. Please keep this amazing show
alive. This is such a shame. Let's stop
selling out to garbage, cookie cutter shows
produced by huge US conglomerates.
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Stephanie K.

You would think that in this day and age,
shows with strong female characters
would not be hard to come by, and it's
true that sometimes it feels like there are
plenty of shows out there, but just after a
few minutes of watching Bomb Girls, it
becomes clear that those other shows pale
in comparison to Bomb Girls. There
simply isn't a show out there right now
that treats its characters with such
respect, that creates storylines from the
heart in the way that Bomb Girls does.
These women are not just good
characters. They are role models. I look
up to them. I see myself in them,
regardless of the time/period difference.
Bomb Girls has found what exists in all of
us. It would be such a travesty to let it go.
As someone living in the United States, I
can't buy the episodes. But I want it to be
known that I would. In a heartbeat. And I
know others that would do the same. I
want so badly to support this show, and
living in the US makes that difficult. I
know sometimes viewership numbers and
money count more than they should, but
PLEASE know that there is a viewship out
here (in the world, outside of Canada).
We care, we're devoted to this show, we
will keep watching (and loving and
supporting). I hope you reconsider, or
find another venue for this show. Thank
you.
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Melissa M.

I haven't been invested in Canadian TV
shows since watching the original
Degrassi series and Road to Avonlea and
that was when I was growing up. I'm not
one who usually joins campaigns to save
shows but this show is too good to just
give up and move on. The storylines are
well written and all the actresses and
actors have great chemistry amongst each
other. I love the friendships between the
women and to see the difficulties and
discrimination women faced at that time.
Plus this show is Canadian, what more
can I say about having Canadian pride for
such a good show! As you can see it's not
only Canadians and Americans that watch
this show but others around the world
too. So please don't give up on this show!

Kashmir A.

I love this show to bits! It makes me feel
proud to be a Canadian woman.

Alisa W.

This show is exceptionally well written.
The cast is amazing. There are not many
shows outlining the history of Canada's
war times. This show has opened my eyes
to everything that women in Canada had
to go through. Smart, well written shows
that center strong women are rare. It is
encouraging for women to see other
women stand up and work for Canada like
the girls in this show. Please renew! This
show has been so moving and powerful,
and the story is far from over.
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Adam M.

This show is important to me for a few
reasons. First off, my cousin-in-law Jim
Codrington plays Leon Riley on the show
and it has been one of the most consistent
roles of his career. It has helped my
family so much and I'm eternally grateful.
Also, as a writer and fan of good TV
Drama, I feel like Bomb Girls has raised
the bar for Canadian TV shows. All too
often, we see the "made in Canada" logo
on a show and cringe in terror at the
cheesiness and forced Canadian
references that will ensue. Bomb Girls
does away with that, ensuring that while
the show is set in Canada, it never gets
cheesy or hokey. It focuses on its
characters and tells a great period war
story. In short; its fantastic. Canada needs
Bomb Girls!

Rebecca J.

Remember the suggestion box? Well this
is ours! The daughters and
granddaughters of the real bomb girls are
DEMANDING another season. This show
reminded me what it means to be a
woman in America. I'd rather watch this
than naked women on "reality" shows any
day. You want good ratings? You want to
make the big bucks? Then quit
disappointing your fans, quit canceling
shows that your audience loves and make
another season of Bomb Girls. JUST DO
IT!
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Diane B.

Can't believe they want to cacel this
program. Has the kind of content so
lacking in today's tv schedules. Those
(un)reality shows so popular with the tv
networks are just stylized form of
bullying. Bomb Girls handles real life
issues of domestic violence, prejudice,
unconventional relationships, poverty and
disability with sensitivity. Keep it on,
trash the Amazing Race, Survivor,
Apprentice, et al.

Pilar J.

This is an amazing show! It is one of a
kind. Please don't cancel it!

Amanda G.

Bomb Girls is a fantastic TV show. It's a
real drama with a good story without all
of the flash, pomp and nonsense. More
shows like this should be on television not
canceled.

Mary R. D.

I love this show. I am proud that it is
Canadian, in it's story and its production.
I especially love Betty. I had never
considered before how hard it must have
been to be gay or lesbian in an era when
there were simply no role models like, for
example, Ellen or Rosie. Please save this
wonderful show - it's refreshing to watch
a show about strong women - who LOOK
like real women - and who have believable
relationships. Please save this show!!

Zoe M.

This show gives me pride to be a lady who
loves lady

Paige W.

This is the first time I have seen a strong
lesbian character with whom I identify on
a television show.
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Crystal M.

I love watching bomb girls please don't
cancel it theres still a lot of stories to be
told with each of them!

Mia B.

Dear, Global Network, I'm am a huge fan
of Bomb Girls it is such a unique show
and has wonderful stories and tells a
history that is very rarely represented so
well on TV. This show connects with me
the characters (especially Betty) connect
with me. The actors are wonderful! The
plot is fantastic! Please, please, please reconsider your decision in canceling Bomb
Girls please, don't be like every other TV
network and take away something so
many love!! Thank you so much!!!

Karen T. H

I have been watching a number of shows
detailing the time just prior to WWI to
just after WWII. All of these shows are
from Britain and I was thrilled to learn
about "Bomb Girls" as it presents the
second World War from the perspective
of Canada and women. I have an entirely
new perspective on war and on our
Canadian History of that time. It is
interesting to then "marry" that
perspective with what I am learning from
the four or five British programs I am
watching set in and around the same time
period. This program is well done and
shows how difficult the lives of women
were even while we were expanding our
horizons through meaningful work. I am
hoping that young women will see how
important it is to fight for our rights and
for the rights of all people. It really is one
of the best programs on TV, well written,
excellent cast. Please reconsider.
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Jonathan B. J

we all loves the bomb girls is the best
show we all ever watched, we look
forward watching every monday,can,t
keep our eyes off that show,true diehard
fan of the bomb girls, we all truly loved
the show.

Elizabeth N.

I believe I speak for many American
viewers who are just discovering this
show via Netflix and were simultaneously
thrilled to find it and saddened to find
that it is being cancelled. Why not take
advantage of this new and growing
audience? Please reconsider your
decision.

Claire W.

Bomb Girls is a great show and deserves
more seasons

Frieda M.

Quality Canadian TV that actually gives a
fair representation of women.

Karen S. D.

Good Canadian shows are so important!

Wendy C.

This is excellent quality Canadian
television at its finest, giving historical
background as well as addressing always
current social issues. There is so much
more potential for this series and it would
be a shame to let that wasted.

Cathy B.

There are very little good shows on tv and
this was one of the best. Canadian made
and set in Canada. We need more shows
like this and less of the reality crap that I
don't watch at all.

Joel F.

Please don't cancel this show. It's one of
the best to come out of Canada ever.
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Emily L.

I feel its important to continue this series,
it provides a view to CANADIAN history.

Valerie S.

Finally a GOOD Canadian show .. Please
keep it going

Brianna B.

This show brings people together, it is
something that everyone can watch and
enjoy!!

Penny H.

Excellent Canadian production, and a hit
in the UK. Could make a lot of money.
Cancelling it is shortsighted.

Wendy W.

It is a great show about women at a time
when women were strong. I think we need
to have more shows about strong women!

Lauren M.

Bomb Girls is a special, innovative,
original show that needs to be on
television because it sheds light on the
untold stories of the heroic women who
put there lives on the line to help make a
difference in the world during war. I think
those stories are needed and surely laking
in t.v these days. I love all the cast, crew,
writers, etc that were able to put a
masterpiece like this show together. You
can't let that group of talented individual
go. I will be watching it in America with a
lot of my friends on reelz. So, please
renew Bomb Girls for a 3rd season.

Spike M.

Good to see a program that tells the story
of human history through the eyes of
women. People who are often left to deal
with the day to day continuation of life.

Susan B.

This is a fantastic show focusing on
historical Canadian events using
CANADIAN ACTORS.
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Michelle I.

Strong women need more representation
on television. This show is inspiring and
still has so many stories to tell! I need this
show, the world needs this show!

Penny M.

This show is very empowering to women
and to the history of their war efforts. So
little is known about women's roles,
outside the traditional ones,

Mi M.

this show is incredible and deserves more
seasons. Its sad how horrible shows that
reeks of misogyny and homophobia like
Glee gets to have 6 seasons.

Emma M.

This show has finally shown something so
rarely displayed on tv; women in real
friendships, fighting for real issues and
not just revolving their lives around who
they're dating and having that be the
extent of their storyline. These characters
are complex, they're complicated, they're
3 dimensional for once. Cancelling this
show and depriving its audience of a real
ending would be a massive disservice to
everyone whos fallen in love with them.

Frances B.

There is no other show on tv, nor
characters so real, that deserves their
stories to be told than this one.

Selena T.

The idea of the show is just excellent and
orifinal, the actors are amazingly good, it
is one of the most well done shows I have
ever seen. The storyline is impressive.
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Cosette P.

Bomb Girls was my favourite TV show. A
smart show about an important piece of
Canadaian History, focussing on the lives
of smart, sassy girls. How much more
intelligent than the endless stream of
reality tv shows focussing on fat, illiterate
Americans.

Laura N.

If I could live for a month inside any TV
show, it would be this one. the writing is
superb and makes the viewer really feel
part of the lives of the characters. Having
a Gay character gives those in the LGBT
community a voice and it's also showing
that true friends don't care what your
sexuality is. This is an important show
and must be saved.

Lea T.

I've been so over tv lately and then I
decided to watch an episode of bomb girls
on Netflix and I was so overwhelmingly
surprised. This show has, hands down,
some of the best writing and characters
I've seen in years. I mean honestly, a show
where women aren't depicted as catty
bitches and mere plot devices for the
men? It's actually rather disgusting to say
that has been so hard to find recently.
Bomb girls really moved me, and I really
do believe if picked up for another season
this amazing shows fanbase will certainly
grow.

Louise G.

I love history and there needs to be more
historical related television shows. Even
more than that it's wonderful to get the
Canadian perspective of the Second
World War instead of the usual American.
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Gina C.

Bomb Girls is a great show that helps
shed some light into what might have
happened in Canada during WWII. The
characters in this show are relatable and
well developed. The story line is
interesting and ever changing.

Erin T.

Far to good of show to be ending now!
Found it on Netflix, and I am hooked!
Please, please, please keep it going!

Brandi K.

I LOVE THIS SHOW! It's created really
well, the details are fantastic, the story
line is intriguing, the actors are
phenomenal. Global's best decision was
making season two and worst decision is
cancelling the series. It's great for
showing females of all ages their
importance and teaching them they, as
well as the men, can have everything,
including a family and a career. It sheds
light on huge part of the war that was
overlooked. BRING IT BACK!

Sue B.

Wonderful acting, truly Canadian; I want
more!

Sherri B.

Finally we have an excellent Canadian
show which I love and won't miss each
week. Why in heavens is it being
cancelled??? It's a refreshing change from
mindless reality shows and silly sitcoms.

Lindsay M.

Finally a show with some drama... not
some stupid reality show! I really thought
this show was going to be around for
many season to come, it has so much
potential for stories... Renew Bomb Girls!
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Angelina F.

Bomb Girls is some of the finest television
that Canada has ever produced. It also
tells the story of women during the war
and how important their efforts were, a
story not often told.

Kristen H.

This show represents what women on the
home front went through during WWII,
and letting the show go would be a
mistake for Global.

Lori G.

We love this show!!! We laugh, we cry and
we look forward to watching every week.
Not only is it entertaining it is somewhat
of a history lesson. My children ask
questions about our (Canadian) part in
WWII. It also allows us to see the type of
place that my grandmother worked
during the war. It shows how women's
roles began to change and how
challenging it was. Please don't cancel this
wonderful program!

Shannon L.

This is an excellent show portraying
strong, independent women fighting a
war on the homefront.

Spring M.

This is one of the best original shows to
air on TV in ages. Period. Not just for
Canada, not just for its genre. Please don't
give in to the American model of garbage
reality TV -- this is a gem and you know
it! Do not cancel something with so much
talent, substance and integrity!

Reinhold V.

An amazing show! Different and
entertaining. Belongs on PBS, too good
for whoever decided to schedule the show
so badly. Low ratings in Canada were
surely not because of the show itself, but
more likely by mismanagement with the
way it was scheduled.
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Vanessa S.

Bomb Girls is an intelligent show with
diverse, strong roles for women. A rarity
in all TV, not just Canadian TV. Let's keep
this homemade gem!

Teresa L.

This is important to me because I feel
bomb girls exhibited not only important
historical events but also portrayed
women during this time in a new light
(which was much needed). The shows
exciting storyline, unique characters and
authenticity is what ultimately set it apart
from all the other shows.

Lib L.

Bomb Girls is one of the best tv shows out
there, and the fact that it's Canadian is
more than enough to keep it on. it's the
only show that let's us see what it was like
during WWII for women, who are the
unsung heroes. without them, who knows
what would have happened? everyone
should know that.

Brian S.

it's the best show on air that has a true
Canadian content.

Raylene F.

I absolutely love this show! Canada needs
more credit for such good shows but they
all get cancelled! This show is the best
that Canada has made in a long time!
Don't cancel it!

Mckayla D.

The show is not only historical but also
interesting. Many young women and
older women alike can relate to the
characters in the show. Not only that, but
the show is completey well-written and
the actors/actresses are great.
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Karen C.

This is an excellent show depicting a very
important time in our history. It shows
how very important woman were during
wartime. My mother worked in a defense
plant and I have been able to see just how
things were at that time. Such a great
show. Not enough good TV. Sick and tired
of reality shows.

Margaret H.

Bomb Girls is and excellent show and it
tells some of our history. It is well written
and very enjoyable to watch. The
characters are believable and I want to
know what happens to them each week.

Joyce G.

Can't imagine why this series would be
cancelled. It's one of the few shows on TV
worth watching. History, superlative
acting, awesome story line. There has not
been an episode that I didn't enjoy. Please
reconsider and keep this show on the air.
There is so much more storyline to
explore.

Ydamor R.

Global Executives! Dare to support
quality TV! Stand behind a show that
presents a different point of view to the
most significant even in the history of the
northern hemisphere! Shows like Bomb
Girls are our last hope to stop the
iditiotization of TV viewers!

Olga B.

Great show, Canadian and stories are
interesting about strong women. Please
keep it!!

Lisa C.

I love watching Bomb Girls! I was
surprised at Global's decision to cancel it
when it's one of the few good shows on tv.
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Kelsi P.

I love this show. It is a thing of beauty and
deserves ten seasons. Even if that can't
happen, please ensure the promised
movie DOES happen.

Megan F.

Bomb Girls is hands down one of the best
shows I have seen in my life. It is not just
entertaining, but moving, thought
provoking and educational. I love
watching the character development of
the strong and diverse female leads.
Bomb Girls does not shy away from
tackling controversial issues such as
infidelity, sexuality, abortion, religion etc.
The show promotes diversity and evokes
empathy from its audience. This is so
refreshing as most stations are saturated
with banal reality shows. As a young
Canadian woman, watching this show
empowers me to consider my impact on
the world, and also helps me imagine my
Grandmother's youth. It unites
generations and has so much potential.
Please keep telling these compelling
stories about great women. Thank you.

Jennifer C.

I grew up listening to stories told by my
Nanny about the wars, now with "Bomb
Girls" these stories come to life. PLEASE
KEEP THIS GREAT CANADIAN SHOW
ON THE AIR!!!!

Jamie M.

Not only is this absolutely my favorite
show of all time, but it's also playing an
important role in showing people what
life was like in that time period for
everybody of all origins/orientations.
Please don't let this show go.

Hannah M.

The show is unlike many shows out there
right now. The different story lines show
different peoples lives back in the day.
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Carla G.

My Grandmother was a Bomb Girl, its like
watching her back then. and I love all the
characters!!!! Save my Bomb Girls

John G.

There are so few programs - TV or feature
length movies - that tell about the
Canadian involvement in WWII. There is
so much we do not know about our own
history! This show helps rectify that, to a
degree. It's well-written, well-acted and
an award-winning show, as well. I really
do thing it would be extremely
unfortunate for Global to cancel it while
continuing to pick up feeds of American
shows from US-based networks. Shame
on you, Global! Where is your sense of
Canadian patriotism?

Kathleen A.

Why on Earth would you ever want to
cancel Bomb Girls??!!!! I love this show,
my son loves this show, my coworkers
love this show, my friends love this show.
It’s what we talk about at work every
Tuesday. Seriously! The cast is awesome,
the acting phenomenal and the costumes
and set decor is so authentic and it brings
back wonderful memories of my Mother
and Father and my childhood growing up
in Vancouver, BC. The story lines, the
plots, everything about this show is so
wonderfully good! I can’t get enough of it.
This is good television, tv watching at its
best. . It is such a refreshing change from
all the boring reality shows, really, how
many more bachelor shows and hoarding
shows can one stomach. Please please
please, I beg you, my son begs you, my coworkers beg you my friends beg you and
all the other Bomb Girl fans beg you,
don’t cancel the show! It’s what we want
to watch! A forever Bomb Girls fan,
Kathleen Allen.
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Linda C.

My Mom worked at the Sydney Steel
Plant during the war and I loved hearing
all her stories of that time. Watching this
show brings it all back. There is and never
will be anything on TV like this again.
Please keep it going.

Beverly S.

It's unique, covering a period in our
history heretofore unaddressed. It' wellwritten, acted, produced.

Diane H.

I love this show . . . please give it another
season. It's better than most shows on
network TV.

Kim R.

People today need to be reminded about
how all Canadians pulled together during
the War and how it affected their
lives....and our future!

Amber M.

It's a wonderful program and theirs
nothing like it.

Krista H.T.

This show is a great drama, showing us a
slice of history with great entertainment
value. Truly one of my favourite shows.

Sue B.

BOMB GIRLS is one of the "can hardly
wait for the next episode" shows. It
encourages so much conversation about
womens' development, social isssues &
changes, personal interactions &
Canadian History, that some of us can
remember & relate to. And, it's won
awards.
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Esme O.

Bomb Girls is very important to me. The
tough, fearless characters have given me
courage in a difficult time of my life. It is
really great to see positive, real, media
portrayals of women, and Betty especially
has given me courage to accept myself.
Thank you Global TV network for what
you have given me so far; please continue
Bomb Girls so other girls can gain
confidence from your show, as I have. The
world needs more positive feminist role
models!

Heather S.

one of the best shows out there now!!!!!!!!
please reconsider another season to wrap
it up at least!!!! 2 hr movie is not gonna
cut it!!!

Mallory B.

There is no other show on television that
we'll be able to find that portrays women
as honourably, as strongly, and as
importantly as the team of writers for this
show do. Each woman's story is unique
and equally important, and essentially
necessary to be told altogether. It's really
saddening that these story lines, history
lessons, character's developments, and
messages of empowerment, are going to
be stopped so short. When there's so
much more to be told and shown through
them. Such important and relatable issues
are addressed and broadened on this
show because of the entire phenomenal
team behind it.

Toni G.

one of the few great shows onTV.. it is
Canadian history and Canadian product..
HOW COULD YOU cancel it??
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Gelyn A.

Because I can see myself represented in
its characters and I think it's one of the
best written shows currently on air. Bomb
Girls still has stories to develop and we all
want to see that.

Sandra B.

Outstanding programming that makes me
even more proud to be a Canadian
woman.

Shana B.

This is a rare show with women at the
center of the cast, and all the women are
strong-willed that need to be more
publicized in this world. They all have
great stories that we need to hear.

Marilyn L.

find out how many independant 'likes' or
tweets they need to realize there are many
of us out here who love appreciate this
show and what it represents for the
women who bravely did this work, and
other factories that made planes and
ammunition . Talk to the sponsors, how
do they feel about this? Is there a larger
sponsor(s) who would pony up and pay
for the show? like pbs does. anyone
selling products to women might be
interested.

Valerie H-T.

Such a good show - why why cancel please keep the show on the air!

Anonymous

Please give this show another chance, and
consider another six-episode season. It
would allow some much-needed closure,
and give the writers the time it deserves to
wrap it up. Also a season 2 dvd and cd
soundtrack would help us share this
wonderful show!

Jasmine L.

Can't wait to get my bandana to show
support for this cause!
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Anonymous

Thank you to all the fans working so hard
to save a GREAT Show.

Kristina C.

This show is one of the best I have seen in
years. Would love my victory bandana
and will take a pic when I get it

Sandy. H.

I LOVE BOMB GIRLS. It's true to the
1940's- 1950's life and culture and very
rare shows/tv are so precisie with detail. I
also love how its CANADIAN! WOOO
HOO! WE LOVE YOU BOMB GIRLS!

Katie S.

I love you guys...

Tricia

Save Bomb Girls! I looked forward to
every week, the story lines, sets, clothes.
So inspiring to all women!!

Melanie N.

I gave to support this amazing and
inspirational show.

Jaimie C.

Best show on TV! Bring it back!!

Anonymous

The world needs more Vera Burr! (sent
here by RophyDoes)

Marilyn L.

Can hardly wait for this show to finish the
story about what happens to Kate and
Betty, and keep shooting with those great
costumes, and drama that takes us back
to what our Moms and Grandmothers did
to make their Canadian contribution and
sacrifice towards the WW2 effort.

Anonymous

With love from RophyDoes (Rin and
Sophy)

Anonymous

We have got to save this show!
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Janise S.

Love Bomb Girls

Anonymous

I fell in love with this series when I first
started watching it; I knew we had
something special here. A period drama
set in Canada during WWII is so rare on
Canadian TV, the last one I remember
being Home Fires that ran between 198183 on the CBC. This high-quality drama
must be continued and not replaced by
some lower-quality reality show or an
American drama. We need more
Canadian dramas that look at Canadian
lives, society, and history!

Kelsey K.

I want this show back because fandoms I
share with my amazing Baba
(grandmother) are few and far between!
<3

Rosanna Lucy

Can't thank you enough for putting
together this whole idea. This show is
something truly special, as are the people
who love it so much.

W.

Hannah

I would love to see this talented group of
writers, directors, and actors get a chance
to continue telling the story of these
compelling women and men.

Anonymous

Bomb Girls being cancelled makes me
incredibly sad, I hope this helps to the
effort. Did you consider to send several
shipments of bandana's a short period
time apart instead of one large one?
Maybe that makes an extra impact :)
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Bronwyn R.

Bomb Girls is the same quality show it
was last year when it was deemed a
"certified hit!". In fact, it got better!
Schedule shenanigans are responsible and
can be corrected! Why start from scratch
with a new show that could be hit or miss,
when they already have one with support,
interest and growing buzz!

Sarah G.

'Bomb Girls' is an important show to keep
on television. Not only does it illustrate a
pivotal moment in our history, it is led by
a strong FEMALE cast. Save 'Bomb Girls!'

Anonymous

This programme means so much to a lot
of us. I'll wear my bandanna with pride
and as a thanks not only to the crew of the
show but to the fans that have the passion
to make this happen and the women who
inspired this and a massive leap forward
in women's rights x

Erin

This show is one of a kind and deserves to
be saved!

Lisa P.

Anything to keep this show on the air!

Anonymous

This show should be seen around the
entire globe! While I am thankful for what
has come so far, there MUST be more.
Let's make it happen!
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Yol Z.

I'm SO proud of all the people around the
world whose lives were touched and
transformed by this little Canadian gem
called 'BOMB GIRLS'; proud mostly
because they have contributed time, skills,
effort and money to get the show back on
the air. We also aim to make a difference
by donating a large sum to the real
women who fought the war 70 years ago
and helped to make this world a better
place: the Ajax Bomb Girls.

Lindsay D.

Please don't cancel this amazing Canadian
show!

Kelsey D.

Bomb Girls is top-notch Canadian
programming, with a great crew of writers
and actors. In a market saturated with
"reality" shows, sitcoms, hospital dramas
and the sudden fairy tale boom, Bomb
Girls is a much-needed breath of fresh air.
The complexity and intelligence with
which these characters are written and
acted is such a gift to the viewer. I'm
happy to do my part to save Bomb Girls. I
hope Global listens!

Tracey S.

LOVE this show SO much! I REALLY
hope this campaign succeeds in getting
more Bomb Girls.

Anonymous

Bomb Girls is worth it.

Anonymous

This show is way too good to go away.
Seriously.
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Anonymous

I love the WWII era. It was my parents
time. Dad was in N. Africa (Algiers) and
later the Pacific theater. Mom had to stay
home but she told me she wanted to join
up real bad.Had kids at home and could
not.

Anonymous

I love this show!! One of the few shows
that I just can't miss! :) It definitely
deserves more seasons! I really hope this
campaign will help!!

Rachel D.

Wish I could give more to support the
effort to get Bomb Girls renewed. This
amazing show deserves a third and forth
season! Truly something special.

Danielle G.

I believe these characters still have more
to tell us. Please give their stories a
chance to be heard.

Tina

Bomb Girls is an amazing television show
that deserves a chance to get all its stories
told. Please give the show a third season,
Global!

Anonymous

I'm with all the Bombshells to support
this cause!

Anonymous

Believe it or not, Bomb Girls taught me a
lot about Canada during wartime. Quality
TV like this shouldn't be pulled off the air
if we can help it!

Anonymous

The importance of keeping quality
Canadian content on air cannot be
stressed enough, especially when they tell
tales that would otherwise be overlooked.
Save Bomb Girls.
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Brittany L.

We won't let this show go down without a
fight. We CAN'T.

Kim F.

Save our Bomb Girls!

Brian McR.

Has anyone contacted oprah's own
network to see if they might pick up the
show?

Tammy C-W.

I think thats an awesome idea!
Enpowering women who take charge!

Sue M.

The bandanas look amazing! So proud!
SAVE BOMB GIRLS!!!

Anonymous

Support Bomb Girls - Best thing on TV.

Jayne P.

This show is too good to not be renewed.
Lets show these people that Bomb Shells
mean business and aren't giving up
without a fight! Bomb Girls needs you.

Siri

This is the best cause I have ever given
money to, besides charity ;)

Kimberly M.

Congrats! I really love this show...I love
the costumes and hats off to the historical
researchers making sure they get the era
correct. Kimberly M. "Founder" Cowgirls
of the West Living History

Esther S.

During World War 2, my father's taxi
company was manned by women to
service the Windsor community. Their
service remains unsung and never to be
forgotten.
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Kat G.

and again... i ponder what reasons you
possibly had for cancelling this amazing
show which continues to get nominations!
So disappointing.

Colleen R.

The show shouldn't be cancelled!

Lenora C.

How do we get another season? I love this
show !!!!

Catherine H.

This show is well worth watching! Please
give us more episodes/seasons!

Sandy W.

I am a USA fan!!!! This is a fabulous show
please don't cancel it.

Jane D.

We still have two more episodes in the
States. I wish our shows were like this one

Kathy S. G.

Why did they cancel Bomb Girls, that was
a crazy decission that I hope they regret.

Judy W. F.

Love this program! Why is it being
cancelled???

Amy W.

And again. Please find a way to un- cancel
this show!!

Steph W.

This is a very good show And it should not
be canceled I watch every week it's on
here

Karen G.

Ditto here in the US!!!!! We love Bomb
Girls!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Brenda B. J.

Dear Television Powers that Be: We are
not above bribery. If you bring back Bomb
Girls, we will provide an endless supply of
cookies. Good home made ones, not Chips
Ahoy. Whadayasay? KEEP BOMB GIRLS
GOING!!
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Cory B.

Biggest mistake canceling this show

Marga M.

#SaveBombGirls

Roxann L.

And still they are cancelling it? Everyone
write in, I did and I receive a response.
Maybe if hundreds of thousands of people
do the same, the network will rethink the
cancellation. Squeeky wheel get the
grease.

Marcy M. C.

I wanna BOMB GIRLS!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Tammy W. M.

So why cancel the show?

Sue F.

@ tammy exactly my thought!

Stacey M. S.

Bring it back! That many nominations
and cancelled? Doesn't make any sense!!
Love Bomb Girls here in US!

Anonymous

Please give this show another chance, and
consider another six- episode season - it
would allow some much-needed closure,
and give the writers the time it deserves to
wrap it up. Also a season 2 dvd and cd
soundtrack would help us share this
wonderful show!

Cynthia M. T.

Bring it back! I love this show!

Sheila E. W.

And still, no renewal of this show! This
just is NOT fair!

Sherri M. W.

totally agree!
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Victoria T.

I guess 4 leo awards just isnt enough to
warrant a renewal. Sadly I got a response
from someone at Global and they're not
renewing for another season. They intend
to do a 2 hour TV movie that will tie up all
the loose ends with the characters. Im
thinking it doesnt matter how many
people support the show or how many
petition and how many people
write...they're insistent on not renewing.
How truly disappointing....but who
knows...many shows have gotten
cancelled and then came back years later

Debbie R.

very very sad...

Courtney B.

Yep. Many awards=cancellation. Makes
SO much sense. :( (This was utterly
sarcastic, in case that is misunderstood).

Candice T.

What I can't stand is that the producers
refuse to give a reason why it's being
cancelled.

Anne M.-D.

I loved Bomb Girls! It was such a
powerful, well written show! Good,
thought provoking shows always get
cancelled. Stupid reality shows that
appeal to the lowest common
denominator are more popular than
intelligent drama.

Janet R.

Why is such a successful and popular
show being canceled? I mean, it is still
being nominated for awards! Just think
how much more popular it could get and
how many more nominations it could
receive after another season. I really don't
understand.
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Jeanne M.

I can't stomach these messages...I love
and want nothing but the best for all
actors and artists involved with
BombGirls, but every time I see messages
like this one makes me furious that the
show is being canceled!

Anthony P.

I agree, with above comment the show
should NOT be canceled!

Kathryn W.

And, this show is being cancelled,
because...?!

Lori S. K.

why do they want to stop a great show
and leave the crap on?

Sandy R. C.

Why is an award winner being canceled?

Alicia G.

SAVE BOMB GIRLS!!!!!!!

Julia D. E.

I assume this AWESOME show is being
cancelled in oder to make room for some
piece of drivel. Maybe another reality
show since only have a few hundred
running. PLEASE LEAVE THIS SHOW
ON THE AIR..

Raymond T. C.

How is it that this show is cancelled????

Maria M. R.

SAVE BOMB GIRLS!!

Donald M.

Its the bean counters at Global. They pay
attention to numbers not us the
consumers. A boycott of Global?

Athena G.

And again I must ask... Why did Global
cancel this show?!?!?
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Kelly L.

Agreed! Keep Bomb Girls going! There
are more fans than the network thinks.
We need good Canadian shows like this
with intelligent content and positive role
models for young girls and women.

Denise L.

'Bomb Girls' ROCKS!

Melissa O.

Award winning show gets
cancelled...seriously!!

Natalie A.

I don't understand... It's a great show... It
won an award... Acting was awesome...
And all this is unworthy of renewal? Does
not many sense to me. I loved this show
and deemed it one of the best Canadian
shows on air... What is the management
thinking????

Brenda R.

This is one of the best TV series I have
seen in years.

Mike G.

Who dare cancelled Bomb Girls?! It was
the only reason I watched Global. Get rid
of Survivor and replace it with Bomb Girls
so we can watch some decent TV for a
change.

Anonymous

This show breaks the mold of shows, I
love watching it and have gotten my mom
hooked. I hope either Global and Shaw or
some other amazing contributor picks it
up. The actors and actresses with writters
and i am sure all support staff are
awesome. GOOD LUCK # savebombgirlz
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Sue M.

I made sure to get my Victory Bandana
right away, but now I want one for my
mom, too. I'm giving her a Bomb Girlsthemed present this weekend, and now
will have her bandana show up magically
in the mail as a further surprise! SAVE
BOMB GIRLS!!!

Christina -B

The 1000 Victory Bandanas are in
production. Victory Bandanas are being
mailed to donors this week. The donation
for Ajax has increased fivefold in five
days. So much progress has been made
and it's all because of you Bombshells!
Thank you!

Jenny T.

RophyDoes/rophite reporting for duty.
For all those involved in the show. For the
fans who are fighting for it. For the real
life Bomb Girls.

Olga N.

Please Please Please renew Bomb Girls.
The stories arent finished and I'm not
finished wanting to watch my favourite
show

Anonymous

Supporting Bomb Girls and the Ajax
Bomb Girls Legacy? Yes, please.

Helen F. F.

We need more shows like this not less!
Please keep them coming.

Claire P.

Keep the Bomb girls going.......we need to
know more real stories from the
War....our elders will not be around one
day.......hey ! my mother is 96 yrs old and
she talks about those days / love / familly
/ economy all the time - EVERY DAY!!!
it's wonderful to hear and listen
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Diane C.

I think this is one of the best TV shows,
Canadian, that has been around for ages.
The writing, the acting and the music is so
clever. Can't wait for more episodes.

Sofi S.

Bomb Girls ♥ merci d'exister, please
continuez ! ;-) (Translation: Thank you
for existing, please continue!)

Louise C. L.

There are so few Canadian tv shows that
remain on air for as long as Bomb Girls
has. Corner Gas, and Flashpoint have
proved that Canadian tv shows can be just
as popular and as good as American
shows. Why are Canadian tv shows being
knocked out of the race early? Canadians
fight tooth and nail to have their tv shows
and movies produced, only to have them
be diminished by American and British
film. This is a serious problem that has
been present since film started. Bomb
Girls is an excellent tv show that is fresh,
educational, edgy, and Canadian! We
cannot afford to keep cutting fresh tv
shows like Bomb Girls, only to replace
them with typical crime shows or reality
shows that offer nothing new.

Melody M.

I live in the States and saw Bomb Girls on
Netflix's. What a shame that the show has
been canceled. This is a terrific period
drama and deserves to be picked up by
another station if the CBC won't continue
to produce it. There are so few quality
television shows out there and Bomb Girls
is a great example of Canadian television
versus Hollywood!
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Marisa W.

Oh last night's episode that aired on BBC
America was awesome! Surprisingly
topical for a show set 60 years ago. And
the scene with Marco showing Vera his
dance moves could have gone on a bit
longer! I also loved how Betty got teary
watching Kate perform. Can't some other
company pick up this show? It's truly
awesome but it hasn't been advertised
enough to give it a chance to find viewers.
I keep recommending it but no one has
heard of it. Then they have trouble
figuring out when to tune in.

Barbara P.

I have been watching this series......must
say I am hooked on it. It really makes you
feel you are there in the 1940's, and the
main characters feel like friends. Can't
wait for the next one!

Bev H.

I can not believe this show is cancelled!
Why is it the good shows go to the TV
graveyard?

Soraya R.

I just read Bomb Girls is going to be
cancelled. Really. Finally some decent TV.
Maybe it could continue on Reelz. Just
ridiculous this couldn't continue.

Gail F.

Booooo Global for cancelling "Bomb
Girls". I want to watch Canadian
television but if they cancel shows like
this, there's not much else to watch but
American.
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Charles H.

I just read the article that Bomb Girls has
been cancelled. This troubles me. The fact
that we finally have a program with a
storyline that is worth watching,
interesting, with a great line up of players,
and networks want to pull it, and replace
it with what, More reality swill??? Bring it
back and make more like it!!!!!!

Louisa F. R.

Is this true? A friend forwarded it to me,
but its dated last month:
http://www.thefutoncritic.com/news/201
3/04/22/global-announces-a-bomb-girlstwo-hour-tv-movie-event-coming-winter2014-771512/20130422shaw01/

Anna M. S.

So sad to see a decent show get cancelled.
WHAT are you thinking?

Ravenjade S.

bring bomb girls back!!!!

Moiyan T.

When is it coming back on again?

Judy R.-J.

It's cancelled and we were left with a cliffhanger???

Lynn K. C.

Love this show...

Jennifer B.

I LOVE THIS SHOW!

Debbie D. S.

I've just discovered Bomb Girls and was
able to watch the last four shows. I can't
believe it has been cancelled. Amazing
show!! My husband and daughters are
hooked too. We only learned about the
show due to the media coverage when
Rosie O'Donnell made a guest
appearance. Global needs to give it
another chance. The cast is fantastic,
especially Meg Tilly!
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Cathy M.

love the show! its like a fresh blast from
the past...actors are amazing director is
great please leave the show on...or at least
conclude it before taking I off the
air...cant leave us in the middle of the
series

Judy L.

The show they just cancelled has won The
Gracie award.

Harry B.

Seems odd to me that Bomb Girls is being
nominated and winning awards yet it was
cancelled. Great show. I will miss it.

Kathy M.

I just learned that this show has been
cancelled and I am so very disappointed. I
just discovered it this year, but watched
all the episodes that I missed from season
1 online. I was excited to find a show that
was Canadian and historical and
entertaining. I truly hope this show will
come back.

Karen C.

Where is the petition to bring this show
back? Amazing content - always looked
forward to it - they drew you in so that
you felt you were living the worries of
WWII just as they were. Listening to
radios, avoiding people with telegrams,
always knowing that bad news was just a
posting away. They could have at least
extended the show to have the full series
wrap up at the end of the war. Great
Canadian history; great Canadian content
- please don't tell me this is replaced with
a "reality" show (ugh/gag). Enough of
them already! We want to be entertained
by professionals at least some of the time,
and not all shows need to be in a hospital
or court room/police station.
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Geary L.

love the series dont change anything.

Francesca B.

Why did Shaw have to go and cancel
Bomb Girls. What gives? Im sure if it was
about american factory workers and aired
on NBC it would still be on the air. Yet
another great show gone. Im sorry but a
two hour tv movie to conclude story lines
doesn't cut it.

Renee R.

I read that Bomb Girls was cancelled. I
hope somehow, you can get a different
network to pick you up. I came across you
on Netflix and instantly fell in love after I
watched the first episode. I had never
heard of it before then. I believe you
would get more viewers if you advertised
a lot more. We need to get back to good
programming, not all this reality crap.
Please think twice before calling it quits,
for good.

Theresa S.

Bomb Girls was drawing in new viewers
and teaching a whole new generation
about the important work we did during
WW2... bring it back!
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Aubry

Since the show has been cancelled, I've
felt this huge gap in my life. My friends
and I would obsess over every little aspect
of every episode and I'd go and read
blogs/forums and get even more people's
interpretations on that week's episode.
This show is what television should be
like: informative, entertaining, complex,
and having the ability to invoke the full
spectrum of human emotions. I hope that
our efforts will show some production
company out there that this show not only
has a large, supportive fanbase, but that
this is a quality show that deserves to
continue to tell its story.

Anonymous

Help save Bomb Girls! Seriously a
wonderful show!

Christine D.

Are there any smart executives from other
networks catching all these comments? I
don't care which channel I watch Bomb
Girls on...my TV remote works !! Just
bring the show back please!!!

Judy P.

There's a group of us in the States who
wish Bomb Girls were coming back. What
a great show!!!

Erica S.

Please please PLEASE bring back this
show!!! Its the best show on TV!!!

Elizabeth L. R.

I'm so upset that this show isn't coming
back! L I look forward to this show!!!!

Gloria D.

When is season 3 coming?!!! I CAN'T
WAIT!!!!!!!! And I'm in Texas.

Tammy W.

aww, dont cancel the show its great!! its
the way life was :)
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Joe M.

Just heard that they are cancelling this
show. What a disgrace. Go to
savebombgirls.com to help save the show.

Racheal S.

We love bomb girls! The information and
getting a visual is fun, and entertaining ! I
always was a history nut.

Mark C.

Just finished Season 2. This is a fantastic
show and I hope the producers reconsider
their decision to cancel. This is quality
entertainment and I was hooked
immediately even though I'm a guy. The
home fronts during the war are rarely
covered and this shows just how
important women were to winning the
war. Our neighbors to the north in
Canada really know how to produce a
show -- lets hope we see more the girls in
a season 3.

Sarah S.

I love this show. It should not be
cancelled. cbc should pick it up lets see
our tax $ at work'

Katherine B.

This show is amazing but needs to be
marketed better, that is why not a lot of
people watch it...because they simply do
not know about it. They only way I found
it was on netflix. Not only is the story,
cast, music amazing but the imagery and
the real world issues presented hit home.
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Diane J.

We came across this series and love it. My
Mom was born in 1923, my Father 1922
and it is just like the stories, fashion and
history they were so proud of for America.
People bash America now and this show is
so well done it makes me proud. We have
one more episode to go tomorrow. I
wanted to see if there was going to be
another season now I am sad. Pleaaasee
consider continuing. We have fallen in
love with the writing and music.

Stacy M.

There are not many shows nowadays like
Bomb Girls.

Heather M.

I am a Canadian Historian who studies
working women during the 20th Century.
This is an invaluable program to generate
excitement for Canadian and Women's
history!

Miriam O.

I will literally die if they do not make
another season.

Bonnie D.

It's historical fiction at it's finest. Bomb
Girls is intelligently written and well
acted, a welcomed respite from the
normal crap!

rebecca h.

I believe this show is an opportunity for
men and women to see how things were
in the 40's, during war. Although, things
aren't the same, it is still easy to relate to
some instances because of women's
rights, the war, and the recession.

Linda P.

Canadian history
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Tracey M.

I enjoyed the insight to the first working
women and see how some of the same
things we deal with today got started. It's
a GREAT show!

Paula V.

This is a very well written program that is
interesting, educational and entertaining
for most of my family.

Susan R.

This is the first show i have watched in so
long that makes you think, feel and fall in
love with the idea of love itself! You
cannot take this away from us!

Kim G.

An amazing show! Great characters, great
storyline... Original programming at it's
best!

Laura S.

The show is incredibly good

LaRhonda M.

As a young watcher, this program, even
with it's hardships, downfalls, racism,
womanism and any ism you can think of,
points out everything positive for me. I
see women stepping up handling business
during a time when the world saw years of
hard times. It has taught me that
adversity does not mean give up but press
on through terrible time. Stand side by
side, stay strong no matter how different
you are or what you believer. Each
episode was well written and although it
told a constant story, there was a lesson to
be learned from each show. I really
enjoyed how each character was given a
voice, was allowed to show strength. This
show seemed to be addressing things that
our country is still fighting till this day. It
is a huge mistake to cancel this program. I
know that if given the chance too, it can
become the best program around. I have
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told so many people to go back and watch
the episodes that are now available on
Netflix because it is a must see. The
numerous times I rewinded the episodes,
just to see what happened. I have not
been able to stop watching and since I
only have 2 seasons, I will rewatch them
again with the guarantee of catching
something new that I did not catch the
first time. Please bring back this amazing
show, with the same amazing actors, the
same vision- to address and bring to light
a view from a womans perspective. I think
even now, people born in this time can
appreciate what women were to them
during this time.
Mary C.

Brilliant series!

Renee S.

I love that it is NOT the reality garbage on
TV, but something that reflects on our
Canadian heritage.

Caitlin B.

Such an amazing show, obviously WWII
hadn't ended by the end of season 2. I
would love to see what happens next!
Please please please create a 3rd season!!

brian m.

I just found the show on Netflix and
couldn't stop until I saw all of it. It's a
fantastic series and I very much hope
they'll make more episodes

Michelle M.

I love this show. It is empowering and
makes us remember the women who
participated in the war effort. (I love the
drama! ) Please keep this series on the air
using the same actors!

Jennifer S.

It's such a great show
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James A.

Bomb Girls is an amazing series with a
brilliant cast. It paints a picture of the
time, showing us the myriad of ways
people suffered without being heavy
handed. There aren't enough female role
models on TV, too many of them are just
walking tropes instead of characters with
depth. It's obvious that this show didn't
receive proper advertisement, give it
another chance. I was going to cancel my
Netflix subscription, bring back Bomb
Girls and I'll stick around.

Colleen C.

Its a great show with a huge fan base. No
brainer!

Jennifer B.

It is a great show! I loved watching it.

Kate G.

I loved this show. It's so much better than
most tv.

Christina E.

I don't have a lot of free time to sit and
watch crap tv. When I do get the chance, I
go for non- reality shows as when i dont, I
can literally feel all my brain cells dying,
gasping for a savior. Then came season 1
of bomb girls on Netflix. I live in the US
And can't get Canadian television. It only
took one episode to get me hooked. And
I've been patiently waiting for season 2 to
arrive. Once I watched it (on my two
consecutive days off) I searched for my
new count down of season 3 to air. Sadly I
learned they were canceled and I'm in
uproar. With an incredible plot and
characters I want to be friends with in real
life, I cannot believe it was canceled.
Bring back bomb girls!!!! I already feel
empty as the spot this show has had in my
heart has been ripped from its fans.
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Sereata L.

I love this show. Better than most of the
vapid crap that is currently on tv these
days. entertaining and historically
relevant drama.

Monique C.

I never had before the opportunity to see
how things were during the war here
Canadian families. Allowing Bomb Girls
season 3 to be aired falls completely
under CBC mandate to promote Canadian
content.

irwin s.

most tv is really bad. this show was
excellently written and acted

Raquel B.

tHE SHOW IS PERFECT AS IS THE
CASTING. Please let us have at least 1
more season to wrap it up!

sonja h.

because its a great show!

jennifer h.

i love the history to it and find it very
inspiring as i am a fashion student i love
the 1940s

Linda O.

This show is amazing, well done,
important to me for these women who
work so hard to help all these men. This is
a inspiration for me and the show deserve
to continue in the future for these women
and men who work and fight for us. They
deserve respect and the world to know
about their story. Thank you from me to
these women and men at war.

David E.

Historical significance as to the great
contribution and sacrifice that women
made for the war effort.
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Yousef S.

Amazing writing, acting and a wonderful
depiction of strong female (and male)
characters.

Theresa W.

This is a very good series and I'm not sure
why the "best" always seem to get pulled?
This has happened on the CW too with
other shows that had great potential. This
is a really good show that depicts the
history and life during this specific
era...very sadden by this news!

tabatha r.

i just started watching this show on
Netflix and I can't get enough. love this
show!

Nadine A.

I've watched a lot of UK WW2 dramas
and this is the first Canadian drama I've
seen. I am a Canadian living abroad and it
makes me feel proud to see part of my
country's history as well as feeling
homesick. Please do not take this off the
air, it is the best show out of Canada I've
seen. It needs to be advertised to its full
potential rather than being passed on for
some stupid American show which the
majority of them I don't watch and I'm
22! There needs to be shows like Bomb
Girls on the air for the minority of people
who are not brain dead. We may only be a
minority now but there have been other
period dramas that have sparked the
interest of the world before.

Linda O.

Because it show that all the women in the
world can be strong when this is time for
their country.

Taylor R.

best show for women in years. i adore it. it
needs to air in the US
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Viviane A.

Because the show is exceptionally well
written and played.

John K.

Though fictional, this show portrays an
important part of the history of 1941 to
1945

Ted K.

Good entertainment is hard to come by.
This is a classic. The solution is in front of
you. Don't over think the problem, you'll
have revenue stream for years, like a
Disney film!

Brianna G.

An incredible show with incredible
storylines- especially Betty's which was
left very unfinished.

Cloé A.

This show is exceptionally good, and its
take on WWII and the war effort is too
good to be stopped before we get to see
the end of the war. Please renew the show
!

gabrielle b.

It's the best show ever and it needs to stay
on air.

Kathleen H.

Great TV.

Heather W.

I really enjoyed watching Bomb Girls. I
was so excited for Season 2 to start and
then have been let down to find only
episode one was going to air. Please
continue the show. TV needs more quality
programming, Two Broke Girls does not
fall into that category.
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Michelle W.

Its a big part of history. Finally a show
that shows morals and what life was like
back in the day. We have a lot of crap
shows nowadays. This shows meaning
and how females learned to help our
country. It should be a show of
inspiration for our young females vs ones
of sex that are already on every station.
That is what kids see today instead of
something inspirational and of roll
models. Then ppl wonder why the world
is going to crap.

Lisa J.

This show is amazing please renew!!!!

Kelly A.

This is a really great emotional show
about a very important and interesting
topic and time in American history, for
both men and women of all races. It
touches on so many important topics and
was done quite well. I'll be disappointed
to not see several more seasons of Bomb
Girls. A 2-hour wrap-up movie isn't
enough.

Marsha H.

Loved this show great acting and I
actually learned something.

Milena L.

LOVE the show! Bring it back!

Nicole S.

I'm currently obtaining my bachelors in
history.... and I may say, it's nice to finally
see a well done, historic show about
women!!

Ashley O.

This show is absolutely stunning, please
don't take it from the fans.

Houston J.

Cause my wife said so.
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Pamela J.

Historical and we see women meeting,
facing and conquering opposition and
challenges head on at a time when we had
very little opportunity, freedom to express
and explore our womanhood and much
less a voice. Young woman today need to
see why many of our excuses, immoral
loose behaviors, and what women before
us had to endure being taken in vain is
UNACCEPTABLE. Really though how can
anyone deny this show has everything you
want.

Pamela J.

Well written and very historical, young
women need to know that some of their
very same struggles today were met, faced
and conquered at time when women had
even less opportunity and practically no
voice.

Olivia A.

Love the show. Needs to continue.

Greta C.

Because it was a good show. Things our
parents and grandparents went through. I
hope they give it a chance.

Colleen S.

One of the best shows ever! Absolutely
can't believe a show of this quality would
be cancelled! Please bring it back, it's a
bright,sophisticated oasis, in an endless
sea of trivial, uninteresting shows. It's a
gem and should be brought back, at the
very least for one or two seasons!!!

patrice a.

Great show!!! featuring strong leading
women roles
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Joan D.

Bomb Girls is amazing! It's well written
and has a lot of heart. It shows the stories
of a wide spectrum of women. Nowadays
it's very hard to find really great shows
with a predominately female cast. Bomb
Girls deserves more than two seasons!

Regina S.

1) THE WRITING 2) THE CAST 3)
WWII HISTORY RE WOMEN

Nicolle J.

I love the show.

Chantal C.

I love this program and i NEED a third
season!PLEASE PLASE do it!

Kelsey J.

This show is an important part of
educating modern women how we got to
where we are today. It isn't anything like
the gossip drama wreaking havoc on
today's networks. Please keep it going!

charlene s.

Love the story line and great actors.
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Bonita L.

With all of the bad tv(really horrible), I
thought perhaps Canadian TV was the
respite I was looking for. I was discussing
just today with a friend, telling him that at
least Canada had raised the bar and we
didn't ' all have to watch usa junk. Well,
that was short-lived when today, after
watching the last episode of season 2, I
learned that the series had been
cancelled. What is wrong with you people
who once in a while produce good TV, and
then cancel and replace with horrible,
degrading, dumbed down reality TV or
some such other muck? Pleas reconsider
or at least finish the plot lines in a movie.
Why do you think call the midwife and
such from young british counterparts
have done so well? Because good TV is
just that...good. Get ready from
pushback...your audience is not going to
consist of adolescent boys for long....you
forgot that we midde agers have the funds
to effect change.

ravenna g.

To hear great stories of strong women
who where trying to be acknowledged at
such a time. The characters in this show
really drew me in with their lives.

Sammie W.

It's great television! An interesting and
different perspective on period dramas

Michelle L.

This show means a lot to me! It shows
how strong women can be, as well as
forgotten piece of history of our country.
Please don't take this away from us.
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Colleen M.

I have only just bought the 1st season of
Bomb girls yesterday and I have 2
episodes left. It's a really great show! I
think that this show is one of those really
great sleepers that need to keep going and
get some publicity as I had never heard of
it until I was perusing the T.V series
aisles. And now that I have it's been
cancelled? WOW! To go from one great
high to a low in a matter of seconds.
Please give this delightful series a 3rd
season as I'm sure that there are a few
people just beginning to find this series. I
am in love with Betty! I am excited to see
where Kate and their romance goes.....

brittney h.

This show can empower women, and is
written in such a beautiful way.

Sally K.

It was the only one hour drama I watched.
Please keep it. may not have been bigger
in the USA because most elderly people
don't know about Reelz to check it out.
They should have adverstised more on
other TV station.

Jennifer H.

Amazing cast! Great story... Need to see
what happens next!!!!!!!!

lisa t.

the show is great. love every character.
season 2 ended so well. i most know what
happens next please

Tammy M.

This series is historically important. It is
wonderfully written and the actors are
excellent. I have never written to a TV
program or a celebrity. I have a degree in
Comparative Cultural studies and I am
the mother of two men who have served
over seas. PLEASE renew this historically
significant program. Thank you
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Bev L.

We LOVE this show with its juxtaposition
of glamor and hard work towards the war
effort. Love the costumes, the social
aspects, the era etc, BRING IT BACK women everywhere will love you for it!!

Ella B.

Because Betty is just perfect.

Karen S.

This is a wonderful show.... shines a light
on another era and paints a picture of
some very brave women

Aimee A.

This is an amazing show and with all the
USELESS ridiculous television that is
broadcast these days THIS NETWORK or
ANOTHER NETWORK should JUMP at
the chance to produce a show that can
make them PROUD!

Josefine J.

Bomb girls inspires me!! Not just the
clothes but the attitude. I think young
girls needs to see this show in sweden..

Megan S.

Please bring back this show! There are so
many stories left to be told!

glynis h.

shows young girls today what women are
capable of then and now

Lynda K.

It's a fabulous series. Something different
and not full of violence or swearing, just a
great show with some splendid
characters.

Lisa S.

I love the show. Telling the stories with
strong women is not seen enought on TV.
Good show, good cast, will hate it if this is
theend of the show! My daughter and I
watch it and it is amazing to a lesbian
especially in this time period. Fingers
crossed!
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Kat K.

Bomb girls is wonderful and should be
renewed for a third season.

LANA V.

This is one the best shows on TV! I have
been impatiently waiting for the new
season to begin so I go online to find it's
been cancelled?!!! My husband and I are
so upset that we my block Reelz from our
programing!! This is just crazy! If it's all
about ratings then change the darn
timeslot!

Cheryl E.

Great show

norma c.

Bring back our heroic Bomb Girls. The
show should not have moved to Mon.
from Wed. It was up against Murdoch
Mysteries which is another great
production .This show had all of my
friends talking about it .My grandmother
and great aunt were bomb girls which I
did not know about until I was telling my
mom about the show. It is important for
people to be educated with productions
with Canadian history. I hope to see the
return of the amazing Bomb Girls.

Susan W.

Because it's a GOOD show with engaging
characters about an interesting era. I
would put it right up there with Call the
Midwife, and well ahead of most other
TV.

Wendi W.

Because I just love Bomb Girls and it
needs to stay!

Nicole W.

I enjoy the show for entertainment and
historical reasons.
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Terri R.

I love this show. It's one of the few good
indie scripted shows out there. Please
come back for a season three. There's still
so much to explore in a plot

Jose P.

I love Bomb Girls. It teaches about the
power of women during WWII.

Karen D.

This is such a great show! I've been
wondering when the new season would
start and decided to look online to see is I
could find out. I was shocked to see that it
has been cancelled. I just discovered this
show in the spring, and it quickly became
a must see for me. Please bring it back!

Sandy D.

Sick Sick Sick of reality tv junk and same
old same old shows.#

Kelly A.

amazing show...

Brittany E.

This is an amazing show that I've really
enjoyed watching and would like to
continue watching.

melanie m.

I love this show!

Paul M.

It's a fantastic program!

Rebecca K.

Love this show, want badly to see what
happens next.

Rachel H.

Sick of the same old garbage on tv! Love
that this is a good clean family show that
shows how strong we women are!
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jennifer b.

This is one of the best tv shows I have
watched in a long time. With all of the
trashy tv out there it is a breath of fresh
air and a story that women today need to
see.

Mark H.

It's a great show!

stacey d.

Because it's the best show EVER!! This is
the only Canadian show that is actually
any good, and it's not only good, it's
awesome, and their taking it away! Stupid
decision! Atleast they are ending it
properly with the TV movie, but I would
still rather watch the show.....new ones!
Just can't believe it, I was absolutely
shocked when I read it was cancelled

J B.

Because it's too good a show to cancel.

barbara d.

Loved the show. Great actors. Tired of all
the trash on tv. Pls don't let it fade away.

kristine m.

Bomb Girls has been one of my favorite
shows. I want to see what happens next.

Lindsay M.

amazing show!!!

Jessie R.

I just discovered and devoured this show
via Netflix. And I'm devastated to find
that it's already been cancelled. Smart,
historical fiction, strong women
characters + compelling story-telling. You
have a hit here with an ever-growing
fanbase. Please don't let it end
prematurely!

Sharon W.

Quality and engaging entertainment
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Anna P.

Female Protagonists. There aren't many
decent role models out there for women
these days, most of the time we just see
gossipy trash, and recently more
supernatural themed goop. But bomb
girls gives a feeling of empowerment to
young female viewers, and it provides a
small insight into the world of war and
history. Bomb Girls is not 100%
historically accurate, but at least viewers
may now see what life used to be like
without cell phones and the internet. It's
good, we all love Bomb Girls, please don't
cancel it.

Margaret P.

Television worth watching, please save
Bombgirls! True Canadian Drama!

Amy K.

Intelligent, well-written tv featuring
strong woman that are very human.
Please give it chance to keep going.

Annie B.

it's awesome and gives more
understanding of the women and the
hardships they have to go through at that
period of time time

Tyna E.

There are so few really good programs on
anymore, this is one. Please keep it going.

Bianca G.

The show makes me happy and it's hard
to come by one with such strong female
leads.

Michael A.

Series is brilliant

BJ S.

it's important to see this side of our
Canadian history of women and how the
war affected their lives
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Leslie B.

Great show to watch with my mom. Then
global shut us out! Love the story IT IS SO
Real.

Barbara C.

We are forced to turn off our TV's so we
don't have to watch the dreck they call
entertainment these days. Please don't let
one of the few intelligent, historic and
eminently watchable shows slip away
from from fans. RENEW BOMB GIRLS!!

Roxana L.

Bomb girls is different and amazing. Over
here in CA we have horrible shows that
are mindless but you guys have something
great please dont cancel it.

Jana O.

We dont have any tv series that portray
this time period and such a unique
gripping story line.

dawn c.

I love, love, LOVE this show! It is so fresh
and so different from anything else on tv.
I have learned a lot about the 1940's by
watching this. Bomb Girls is fascinating!
Bring it back!

Kay M.

Bomb Girls is a wonderful show! It is so
nice to watch a Canadian show that isn't
pretending to take place in a fictitious
American town. Canada and Canadians
have much to be proud of and Bomb Girls
is a prime example!

Phillip O.

Quality shows deserve support and this
show also teaches our youth about a time
no generation can afford to forget.
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michelle w.

Shows that engage both my partner and
me with this kind of intrigue are rare
indeed. Canada cn be proud of this
production - a cut well above it's
competition - strongly written, eye
opening historical perspectives remain
relevant today. World War II dramas
focus on the men - mostly British and
American- this one brings
balance...Canadian women and their
loved ones who who experienced this
pivotal period in history. Please continue
to enteraint - but more importantly - to
enlighten us!

Shannon D.

I love this show and would be deeply
saddened and disappointed if it was
cancelled.

Debbie L.

I love the show and the characters

Beth E.

I was impressed by this show when I
found it on Netflix! The characters are so
endearing, and true to life! Imagine my
sadness at finding my new favorite show
was cancelled before it really got off the
ground. What a shame. Even fictional
women are so threatening that they must
be silenced....

M. K.

This show is the best show I've seen in
years. It came to mean so much more to
me than a regular show. Too bad their PR
sucks otherwise it could have been a
bigger success.

Kelly R.

I nearly cried when I finished season 2 on
Netflix and saw they weren't making a
season 3.

Jacquine T.

Renew...season 3
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Brandi E.

This is an excellent show that would likely
succeed with better marketing support.

John M.

Because it's simply great historically
based TV drama.

Brianna B.

It's just such an interesting look at the
war, and what women did to help.

Shelley F.

Love the show! I would hate to see it end
There's more to be done with the series
it's too good to cancel

Dana W.

I LOVE Bomb Girls!!!! I'm sorry to hear
it's been cancelled. PLEASE bring it
back!!!!

Angil T.

I love this show!

Vicki M.

Just love the show! Come on people, don't
let these characters go!

Jim M.

Love the series!

Katie M.

We need more Bomb Girls! One of the
best and most well written shows I've ever
seen.

Ann G.

This show is amazing! If it had had a
better time slot and there hadn't been an
11 month wait until season 2, season 2
would've done just as well as season 1. I
can't believe such a brilliant show would
be canceled- not good enough global

susan t.

Fantastic drama - this one deserves
another series!
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Karen S.

If Canadian television has too many great
shows there is no room - PRODUCE FOR
NETFLIX !! It illustrates to Americans the
Canadian WWII experience. Great acting.

dana s.

Love the show, love the characters...so
much terrible crap on television these
days I hate it when a decent show is
cancelled. We are not all mindless
zombies willing watch whatever reality
show crap they shove at us. I am not one
of those anyway. BBC produces wonderful
shows, what is wrong with American and
Canadian television execs.

Allison G.

The strong female characters based in an
important part of history

Lysbeth C.

This time in out History is a time we will
never get back! Please keep our lives
enriched by continuing this beautiful
show!

James S.

Me and my wife love Bomb Girls, please
keep the series going!

Gloria G.

This is a quality show. I love the
characters and story line. It provides
history of a very important time that
people may have forgotten. People should
remember the historical events of the
world war II era. Please bring it back.

Ellen M.

This show has a fantastic storyline that
touches the soul of all woman. Please do
not cancel!!

Sammantha t.

Don't cancel great Canadian tv, there's so
little good Canadian tv as it is
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Todd R.

In an era of reality t.v..it is refreshing to
have a well written show with a cast of
character that you can relate to. This
show deserves to continue.

Astra S.

I love this show so much!

W. A.

I love this history-based drama. Great TV
should never be cancelled.

Patty H.

It's a fine drama that deepened as it
progressed.

Theresa K.

There are so few shows that show the
sisterhood, strong female characters, and
history of such a unique time in our
history. Please keep it!

martha q.

Bomb girls is history seen from Canada
when our northern neighbor was helping
england while the United States dithered
promising help but not delivering. These
girls were committed to saving Western
civilization and England. That it's so good
is a plus.

gwendoline c.

I think this is a top rate show. Great
acting , great story lines. I love it.
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Elizabeth M.

Others have stressed the high quality of
the production, acting and writing. The
show is telling an unknown story about
WWII that deserves more notice and that
should be carried out to a satisfying finale
for all the characters. It is reminiscent of
"Foyle's War" in telling about aspects of
history that people would otherwise never
hear about, unless they became historical
experts. The show is great, and we in the
U.S. want more! I have just finished
dashing through the second season and
Netflix and am hoping for a third!

Lisa J.

Excellent writing and unique to anything
out there.

Juliane C.

Bomb Girls is an amazing show.
Americans want season 3!!!!

Yannique F.

Not only was this program interesting to
watch because of excellent writing and
story development, but I think it's
important to have more stories centering
around strong women. I feel attached to
every character on the show. I was
enlightened to Canada's war efforts
during WWII and feel so inspired by the
work the real women in that era did.

Denise S.

Bomb Girls is one of the most intelligent,
well written, & well acted series in all of
current television. I am disappointed in
the decision makers who made the
decision to cancel this series. I hope they
have the wisdom to recognize this as an
unwise decision. And, continue this
valuable asset.
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Sue W.

Here is a show showcasting the best in
Canadian talent. A look into our past as
well as providing us with stories full of
heart and souls of these families. We are
strong because of these women and their
stories.

Sue M.

It's not a reality show. There are too few
really great shows on now. All the best
ones seem to get cancelled and replaced
with stupid reality crap. Please bring it
back!!!

Audrey K.

Strong realistic female leads telling a
story that was historically over glorified
and where the role of women has been
downplayed. This is a fabulously
entertaining and inspiring show that
appeals to many markets and intelligent
women everywhere!

Karen D.

I love this show

Patty T.

I really enjoyed it. My father was in World
War II. I really like story during that era.

Denise M.

Strong female leads! Finally! Mostly
female run cast.

Pamela P.

Love the show have all my friends
watching.

Marion S.

I am an historian and specialized in 18991945. Too little information is widely and
popularly made available of the vital role
of women during those years. Bomb girls
is important.
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Alan C.

This is not just a show depicting a time in
Canada's history and showing what
women went through to get respect in the
workplace. it is well written and
entertaining. Give me this over reality
shows pretending to be real

Brenda C.

It is our history that even I can learn
about and I'm a Nan. In addition it is a
very well written series that is a nice
break from moronic reality shows.

Felicia S.

We need more shows with strong,
independent female leads! Bring back
Bomb Girls!

Melinda S.

This show is outstanding and so
important for women to have available. It
is so awesome to see the historical
contributions made by women, but also
include story lines that are entertaining
and and draw in so many different types
of viewers.

Elizabeth D.

Bomb Girls is one of the best shows I've
ever seen. The actresses and story lines, I
could hardly wait for the next season.
Please don't take Bomb Girls away!

D G.

we love this show. Please don't cancel it

Antonet K.

I love this show. It's very engaging and
entertaining. Very few shows capture my
attention and I want more!

Rosalee J.

I love this show, it is better then most that
we have here in the states!!! Please bring
it back.
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Alisa F.

I loved the series Bomb Girls. This show
was an intelligent and highly entertaining
look at a very important time for women
in history. The media seldom shows
anything that represents women
truthfully and intelligently. This show is
such a powerful and moving insight into
women's lives. Women are very under
represented as 3 dimensional characters.
I am so tired of seeing sex based
portrayals of what women do in culture
and history. There is really nothing to
replace this incredible show. You had
ratings you didn't even know about, albeit
they were women.

Gail Y.

Great Canadian show!

Cheryl C.

It is an amazing show and it was the only
show I looked forward to watching every
week. Plus, the only one I got to watch
with being the mother of 2 under the age
of 5

Tara E.

This is a great show; families can watch
this together.

Emily B.

It is important that the stories of women
like myself and countless others around
the world continue to be created.
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Christina K.

This is more than just a television show. It
showcases amazing talent from Canada
and it pays tribute to the ladies who were
working behind the scenes during WWII.
I fear that the new generations are
beginning to forget what a horrible time it
was for everyone involved (directly and
indirectly), and they see war as just a
game. This show portrays the emotional
toll the war took on people who were not
on the front-lines but still deeply affected
by one of the worst times in human
history.

Stephanie M.

This show portraits another, yet
important side of WWII. A side that we
not always have in mind. It's a wonderful
show. Not to disrespect other tv shows,
but Bomb girls is high on the quality list. I
really think this show should be renewed.

Sherry D.

This is by far the best series on TV. Please
reconsider the cancellation.

Jeannie A.

My grandmother was a nurse during wwll
and my grandfather was in the Navy.
Since they have both passed away, it's
great to watch a show about that era.
More shows should be like it not cancelled

amanda b.

It is s really great show. Not everyone
likes reality shows. Those are the shows
that should be cancelled.

laurie e.

This is an amazing show that CAN NOT
be canceled!

Antonia A.

This is important to me because it is an
amazing show with spectacular acting and
phenomenal writing. please let this show
continue, it is not only inspirational but
also a great pass time.
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Susan S.

Best opportunity since CBC's Avro Arrow
for showcasing Canadian talent.

Oriane K.

Je veux sauver cette série car je la trouve
très interessante, elle apprend beaucoup
de choses sur la vie des femmes pendant
la guerre, et l'histoire de chacunes des
personnages est captivante !

Susan C.

It is a well written and acted show. There
aren't that many good Canadian shows on
television.

margot v.

i realy realy realy like the show. i love it
and hate it to see it gone

Patty D.

Please do not cancel this show - as a lover
of the 1940's - this show brings such
pleasure to watch and it helps me to know
what it was like for my parents during this
era when they were married. This is the
best show - you have to be crazy to cancel
this - this is a show that reminds you of
when things were old fashioned and
people weren't caught up in the fast pace
we have today in life.

Patrick M.

This show has a great story and so many
strong smart and beautiful characters. A
great antidote to thoughtless reality TV.

Cyndy S.

loved this show!

Barbara B.

This was by far the best show on TV last
year - solid stories based on good
historical research, great acting and full of
strong female characters. There will be
almost nothing worth watching on TV if it
doesn't return.
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Leigha W.

Bomb Girls is an exceptional show! It
really brings the importance of American
history into modern day homes.

Debby K.

Love the show. I am a baby boomer. My
parents lived this show. Help to
understand.

Roberta B.

I design alot of uniforms and dresses for
women who portray bomb girls in the
United States and I am interested in the
clothing they used for bomb girls and also
seeing the history the girls and the show
portrayed.

Megan B.

This is an amazing show! Put it in a new
time slot, do something to save it!! Try
again!

Liz L.

very few original stories on the t.v. this is
a great one, best acting of any canadian
show I have see. As good as any American
series. I am sick of reality t.v.

Corinne B.

This is a terrific show with quality writing
and great acting, a real pleasure to watch.

jess k.

Because bomb girls is real. It is moving
and beautiful, and so real!

Robyn W.

This is such a great show with a lot of
historical significance. It's nice to watch a
show that takes place in Canada too.

Karen Z.

It is Canadian and the best show on
television. I watch only this and Law and
Order. That is saying a lot! Great cast and
great story. It must not be cancelled!
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Laurys S.

Because is one of the best tv shows out
there. Beautifully written and highly
inspirational.

Joe F.

GREAT Writing Incredible acting

Kellie W.

I love Bomb Girls. I am signing because
there are no other shows like this and it is
amazing!

LeeAnne M.

historically informative, Entertaining.
Well written storyline. Canadian.About
women and their relationships on the job
,at home,in the community and for the
country.

Andy W.

There are few good tv shows as it is, it
shows women in a positive light and is
entertaining.

Karen H.

This show is fantastic and the thought
that it has been cancelled is unbelievable.
That decision needs to be reversed and
filming needs to begin immediately for
Bomb Girls Season 3.

Debra V.

I love Bomb Giirls! Just a nice changed
from all the cop, hospital and reality
shows!! Love all the character as well!
Please keep this show going!!

Jennifer A.

Great writing, cast.

Tiffany H.

This is an incredibly inspiring show. I
needed something to lift my spirits after a
tornado tore my life apart, and this show
was it..

Adele L.

An amazing story, that needs and
deserves an ending.
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Martin F.

This serial is great.!

Kerri G.

I love the show. My mother was a W.A.C.
in WWII out of respect for women who
served at home and abroad, it should
continue. It's better than all the reality
shows.

Gloria A.

I watch the show on the Armed Forces
Network. It's wonderful to have a WW2
show focusing on women helping the war.

Jason R.

Good shows need to stay on the air. Not
be cancelled to make room for garbage.

Marye P.

I love this show.

Dina J.

I played it for my 92 year old
grandmother and she loved it so much
she cried when I told her it had ended. I
love it as well and have introduced it to
my friends and other family members

Sherry M.

Thoughtful story line, historic setting,
wonderful acting. Please don't cancel.

Christine W.

There is so little worth while TV, this is a
great show, keep it going!!

David E.

This show depicts a significant part of
history. It should not be lost in the pages
of time.

Shauntae C.

This show is better than a majority of
what's on TV now and I would love to see
Bomb Girls continue!

Anne B.

An exceptional Canadian show
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Lizabeth R.

It is so unusual to find a show that shows
the values most people espouse - hard
work, pride of country, close friendship. It
seems the very best shows are the ones
that don't make it.

June S.

I love the history, the story, the girls, the
music. I think it helps the Veterans. My
Dad loves to watch it.

Erin C.

It is an exceptionally high quality show
and 100% CANADIAN! Not aware of any
other show that meets these same
standards. Only show that accurately
illustrates women in Canada during the
WW2. This is too important a subject
matter to lose! BRING IT BACK!!

Margaret G.

Don't be like the guy who decided
canceling Star Trek was a good idea! We
LOVE this show!

Stacia K.

My daughter and I love Bomb Girls.
Please don't disappoint it's huge fan base
by letting the show become a casualty of
circumstance.

monika g.

Great show, well-written, authentic set
and costume design. The story line is
important for the progress of Women's
Rights.

Wayne J.

This is a TOP QUALITY show!

Ana G.

The world needs to know the amazing
contribution that these girls did. Young
girls need role models like them.
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Eleisha C.

This is a wonderful period TV drama. The
finale of season 2 said it perfectly: "This is
not the end." There's so much more to the
story!

Amy D.

Bomb Girls has so much potential, with a
wealth of possible stories and amazing,
strong female characters. It's a crime to
cancel it!

Debbie R.

This show lets today's world have a
glimpse into the hardships felt during
some of the toughest times, that has given
us what we have today...not to mention it
is not full of cursing, sex scenes that do
not leave anything to the
imagination...great story, great actors.
Didn't know they were cancelling until I
was looking for the season premier...for
some reason the good stuff seems to
disappear...

Staci S.

This is the best show I have seen in a
loooooong time. It's so rare to have a
show where you get so wrapped up in
each characters' lives and stories. The
writing is fantastic, and the acting is
wonderful! There needs to be a show on
the air that is this amazing, and it needs
to be Bomb Girls.

Suelen S.

is an injection of reasons to return to the
feminist movement!

Teresa F.

Best drama on TV
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candice c.

I found Bomb Girls on Netflix and Fell in
love with the show! I Don't care for
Reality tv but to find a show that reflects a
time that my Great Grandma went
through and i pictured her there with the
other women. I have admired for what
those women did. Please Bring back
Bomb Girls!!! Thabk you

Monia A.

There is no word good enough to describe
the amazingness of this show. It is just
great. We feel for the characters and it is
really worth watching. I would be a shame
to leave it this way.

laura t.

this is a wonderful series w/actual plot,
from the point of view of our factory
workers during the war. its much better
than anything else on television.

SHAWN B.

I THINK THIS A GREAT SHOW

Roy R.

Great show, doesn't deserve to be
cancelled because Global made poor
decisions in the scheduling.

Ruth C.

excellent show, great acting, one of the
best shows on tv

Irene D.

It is a really well written show and I like it
a great deal. It is very difficult to find well
written shows. It would be a shame to kill
one like this.

Heidi B.

The show has an amazing story line. I love
the characters, the fashion, and it brings
us a hint as to what life was like for the
men and women of the 1940s during
WWII.
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Laura B.

This show is far more interesting than
reality TV and it is based on a very
important part of history. it makes me
proud to see a Canadian show that is so
well written and well produced. More!

Yusha-Marie S.

This show is one of the best that I've seen
in a long time. I would be so very much
like to see more of it. Two seasons is just
not enough!

Wayne M.

This is the one of only a few shows on TV
that is about strong willed women. It is
very well written.

Julien D.

This show is amazing and inspirational. I
love that its Canadian and focuses around
women. Beautifully filmed!

Teresa N.

I've learned about Canada and about the
homfront during WWII. It tells stories
I've never seen anywhere else!

Isabel P.

this series is so wonderful! It really does
need a third season. Season two can't be
the end. I love this show!

Heidi S.

T.V that educates

nicole u.

This show is very special and it portrays
the women who worked in the bomb
factories in a very new and fresh way. It is
a really great show and there is an ever
growing fan-base for this show. Please
continue it!!!
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Monica A.

While serving in the US Army, stationed
in Korea, I came across Bomb Girls and
was hooked. Of all the trash that is kept
on TV, this is worth keeping. Wish the US
had a show like this. Watching this show
is worth my time.

LINDA U.

women's role in history

Francine M.

Love this show about strong women

Kim S.

Finally a show that doesn't
"look"Canadian. Please keep up the good
work!

Holly L.

This is a wonderfull show, also hard to get
in scotland but worth the struggle! The
show is not only hugley entertaining but
also underlines the history of the women
who served in the war all those years ago.
So its educational and great to watch,
what more could you want?

Karoliina H.

I love this show. And I love the cast. We
need something that isn't as popular as
Downton because that will not ruin the
script. I think this is my favourite show
right now and to not getting anything
anymore just crush me.

William M.

This is an excellent show and there are so
few, I'd like to save the good ones.

Nicholas W.

Really enjoyed the show, looking for more
info and seen it was cancelled. Sad.
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Emma T.

The show is amazing and not just a peice
of fluff. I watch it for the characters and
their relation to the war effort. It is also
really imporant to show what it was like at
the home front (much like Foyles War
which was cancelled and renewed!) and
its rare tha we see a series about how war
affected Canada and of course women.
Please bring it back!!

nancy t.

Quality tv

John D.

Best show on tv last year

Lauriem N.

I love Bomb Girl. It's an intelligent serial

Arlene S.

It is a shame to lose good Canadian
television ... especially when there is so
little of it being made!

dave k.

tHE SHOW IS GREAT fabulous story
lines,

Brittany S.

This show shows strong female roles and
it shows sexuality through another
decade! I feel the audience and everyone
who watches it can really learn from that
time and benefit from it. Its well written,
the cast has such chemistry it is insane.
Why would you cancel it? At least do one
more season to wrap it up. I am dying to
know what happens and what will
happen. Please dont cancel it this show is
amazing and has such freaking potential,
its uncanny.

linda n.

Really need to keep quality programs on
the air especially since there are so few
these days.
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Deborah H.

Genuine quality in acting and story line,
which is a rare find in TV or film today.

Carla M.

Excellent show. There aren't many quality
programs on TV but Bomb Girls is a
standout. It is well written, well acted and
very entertaining. Why do companies
cancel all the best shows and leave the
garbage on TV?

Caroline Y.

Hello, Bomb Girls is a history lesson for
all of Canada to see, appreciate and learn
from. I am embarrassed to say I am one of
the ignorant that did not know what went
on in our own city. This series is
beautifully written, which stars
exceptional talent and is very, very well
cast....Shame, Shame on you if you think
this show is not worth continuing. It's a
creation that everyone should be very
proud of and now it is the networks
responsibility, a Canadian Network at that
to make sure it happens. A crack-whip
marketing team needs to be working on
making sure the numbers watching
grow....Regards, Caroline Yli-Luoma

Anna D.

Bomb Girls is great Canadian
programming, it does not warrant
cancellation!

Cornelia R.

because since watching it I've instantly
become addicted. The story line is
different to any other show I've watched.
It shows heroism and the fight of what
would did women in WWII and instead of
other shows just showing men.

Emem U.

it's the most original, simple yet fantastic
show we've seen in a long time
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gretchen c.

this is such an unusual show ...history,
drama, very unique

Melanie H.

So interesting to see what life was like for
both my grandmas. They told me stories
at their knees, and also how lucky I was to
have so many choices in life but I never
really understood. I love this show. Only
one I care about on tv. Bring it back!

David J.

Excellent,well acted series good to see a
Canadian series for a change

Sandra A.

This is a great show!!!! Please don't
cancel!!!

Lilli C.

Love the show!

Colleen B.

We live close to the Defense Industries
site and feel it is important to maintain
the history behind Canada's war support.

George S.

I am a teacher and this show was quite
instructional as to what WWII was like at
home for the women who contributed.
MY grandmother had been an employee
at Wallace Barnes Spring for 15 years
when the war broke out. Much like Lorna,
she had a difficult family to deal with
while working as a caring matron to the
new women on the line. The stories of
Bomb Girls are very reminiscent of stories
she told. For the sake of History and
Culture, please reconsider your decision.

Steven K.

Love the show. There are little decent
programming on TV. Especially
Canadian.
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Chelsea M.

I discovered Bomb Girls on Netflix and
was devastated to learn that I would not
be able to continue watching these
characters I've become so invested in.
Despite the story taking place over 70
years ago, the issues translate to the
present. I do hope Global TV will
reconsider the continuation of Bomb
Girls.

Roman R.

Great drama!

Emma B.

This show is creative and inspiring. It's
unique among tv shows these days which
mostly show drunk stupid people making
poor choices. Bomb Girls hits home on
many important human rights and
womens' rights issues of the time. It also
has excellent actors and plenty of
interesting story lines.

Erin R.

It's good entertainment. And it reminds
us of an important era in world history.

diana g.

bring back this show! it matters, it's
unique, it's our history and it's made very
well,

Kelly W.

I just started watching this show in April
2013. I cam upon it accidentally and have
been hooked ever since. I love the strong
female characters and the historical
setting. I have looked forward to every
Wednesday at 7:00 pm. Please please
don't cancel this quality programming
and wonderful show.

ezra s.

This show is important historically and
has many viewers. Should not be
cancelled due to baseless politics.
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Rachel A.

This show is incredibly powerful both
with the cast and with the story it tells. It
is heartbreaking that due to cancellation
this show may not live up to its full
potential and tell the story it could tell.
Bring back Bomb Girls.

Diane H.

This is absolutely one of the best shows on
TV.

Shoua L.

This is an outstanding show. The cast is
amazing!!! It's nice to see a show the
whole family can enjoy. Also getting to see
WWII through the eyes of these
wonderful women. Getting to expirience
the nation coming together. It's just really
genuine television that you can't get
anymore in todays living. Too many
reality stuff.

Denise G.

KEEP BOMB GIRLS FOR MORE TV
SEASONS!!!!

Robin M.

Canada's role in supplying bombs during
the war is not well known nor is the role
of women as factory workers. This show
brings out many important issues of the
time.

P D.

As I was growing up we learned mostly
about American history. This show
highlights the contribution that Canada
along with its men and women put forth
during the second war. Stellar cast and
great show that the whole family can
watch.

Alexa K.

This is my absolute favourite show. It is
the only one I watch faithfully! It is a
show that debuts an exciting history for
Canada! Please do not cancel.
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Dan L.

A really great narrative portraying a bit of
Canadian history and who we were. We
seem to be denying our history in the
broader world and this is a great antidote

Lisa W.

Rarely does a TV show depict multiple
intelligent, strong female characters. This
show is a positive influence on our young
girls and women

Leah E.

It is a wonderfully crafted television show
that highlights strong female characters
that is truthful and empowering.

Randy M.

A great show that tells stories that needed
to be told for decades.

Raylene N.

Great Canadian Television!

Julia A.

It is a really nice change to see a tv drama
with women fighting against the
stereotypes of the time period.

Meredith L.

This show's strong female characters (and
the actors who portray them) are
breathtaking! Every young women like me
should watch this show! It serves as a
reminder of how much women have
achieved in the workplace and also how
much more we can achieve in the future! I
started to watch this show on Netflix and
finished the first season in a day and a
half because it was unlike anything else I
have seen on television! Please consider
the audience you have and the audience
you could have in the future if this show
got more exposure! Please renew Bomb
Girls!
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Pat R.

Bom Girls is the most relevant show on
TV that shows just how important women
are, both in times of war & in daily life.
The show is so well written, & provides
role models for today's young girls, who
seem to have no idea how to stand up for
themselves, whether it be abusive
boyfriends or bullying, etc. There is so
much garbage on TV, I can't believe that
Global would cancel such an important &
relevant show.

Lynn M.

Represents the important role of
Canadian women during the war. Being
the daughter of a Canadian airman and
British citizen, it helps remind me of life
experienced during those difficult times....

Ashley H.

Bomb Girls is one of the best shows and
has such great characters! You feel
connected to these characters! Please
listen to your public! Keep Bomb Girls!!

Paz M.

Because this show is amazing, it has a
really good message and it's super well
written!

E. G.

Bomb Girls is GREAT show

Judy L.

It's a great tv show about Canadian
women for Canadians.

Chris A.

I enjoy the show, it's Canadian content
and view.
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Mable L.

My Mother was a "Bomb Girl"!! This
wonderful series has remembered my
mother's work and dedication to this
country!! This is why this series should
continue!! The Bomb Girls series, has
brought my own daughters relation to the
past, seeing how her own grandmother
worked as a Real Bomb Girl!!!! Please,
continue the series Bomb Girls!!

Morgan L.

Bomb Girls is one of the most amazingly
written and historically accurate shows I
have ever seen. It's brilliant how a show
set so far in the past can affect and
entertain so many. It really shines a light
on women during this crucial era in
history, many forget all the contributions
women made and what a turning point it
was for feminism and progress in general.
With all the trash currently on television I
think that it is crucial that we keep such a
stunning and genius show running. Save
Bomb Girls!

CAROL F.

This is an excellent show. Guess i should
quit watching TV as every show I really
enjoy gets cancelled. Too bad that some
people could learn about history, but
apparently this is not important anymore.

Cindy M.

This is a GREAT show and there aren't
that many good things to watch these
days.

Sue F.

im learning about another countrys war
efforts to start with...but love the storys of
the familys surounding the factory, found
this program by chance, and never looked
back only wishing i could watch the next
episode there and then. brilliant
program...want lots more..............
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Rhonda S.

I don't watch alot of tv. When I saw a
commercial a month ago. I have been
spending time catching up on globaltv.ca.
I am on season 2 episode 4 now and then
I find out it has been cancelled. With
PVR's and TIVO out there now, half a
season with low numbers isn't enough
time to judge the ratings. I just found it.

Stephanie G.

This is a show unlike any other out there.
Where else can we witness our early
feminists' triumphs? Don't hide this from
the world.

Clare D.

As a Canadain living in The US, this is
brillant Canadian Television. As a
daughter of a WWII veteran and surviour,
this is an important story, this is our
story.

Margaret B.

love this series . please bring another
season back.

BRENDA M.

I love this show. It's one of the best on TV,
and a very talented cast. I love that the
writers are giving such a true account of
the women of WW11. Please Renew!

Katie W.

I don't live in Canada, but I really dig this
show. Please renew it (and syndicate it in
the states!)

Russell H.

great ww2 drama!

Aarlene C.

I want more. Just more.

Carlene C.

Great story lines and lovelable characters.
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Susan M.

One of the best shows to come on TV in a
long time. Look forward to each new
episode.

Karen V.

I never knew that Bomb Girls existed!
That's a marketing problem. Netflix
suggested it. I love it. It's not full of blood,
guts, and gore. It's a quality program that
develops complex characters. If you go
through the effort of producing and
making a series, for goodness sake,
market it! Please bring Bomb Girls back.

simone s.

The show is so original with great actors
and production values. Characters are
really likable. Please give us a season
3....and save me from watching more
reality TV garbage.

Sheila S.

Excellent Canadian historical drama. I
looked forward to each show and was
never disappointed.

barbara m.

This is a well acted historical, important
genre that reflects women's importance in
a crucial time in world war II

Charles R.

It is a well written and acted series. We
have the talent why don't we showcase it?
It is an interesting look at a part of our
history and one of the most engaging
shows on television. I cannot understand
why a show of this calibre is cancelled and
mindless American sitcoms and reality
shows are being aired. This show has a
fan base, a silent one, but it is there.
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Chrystelle B.

It's based on a historic well written,
compassionate story with much potential.
Great actresses & actors , the characters
are unique and lovable. For once a show
from a canadian perspective beautifully
shown on Bomb Girls. The chemistry of
the show is wonderful. Don't cancel Bomb
Girls, it would be a mistake.

Paul B.

Aside from being entertaining, this series
has educated me on issues such as
wartime detention in Canada. It has
inspired me to learn more about how
Canada wa affected by the war and
Canadian culture. (I am a U.S. citizen.)

Jasmine M.

This show has genuinely good actors! I
look forward every week for this show and
it cannot just end after 2 seasons! Bring it
back!

Cristal H.

Because it teaches history in a fun way. It
shows strong women gaining their
independance. Plus it is a great show.

rick c.

my wife & I enjoy watching it. I feel that it
is very well done. It reflects an often
overlooked view of the home front during
ww2. Woman ran industry, & the world
really never was the same afterward. They
were now interested in more than just
being a housewife. Can you imagine what
they went through? Being a locomotive
engineer while your loved ones where at
war oversees. Then expected to go home
& raise children when it was over? The
world hasn't been the same since.

ellizabeth k.

I love the series.....please continue it
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Aimee B.

There aren't enough shows with a mainly
female cast, especially not ones this
awesome. Keep this show and these
wonderful characters.

elise b.

this show is one of the best why take that
away for shows that will not make it

shamil b.

show cases Canada's history and is
generally a well planned show with good
plots

DeeDee M.

The show is so original there will never be
another show even close to this. I've
grown so tired of all of the reality shows
and the shows that aren't even close to
reality. It was so nice to watch a show
about something that actually took place
during an important time in our history.
Love the characters, love the attention to
detail, with everything from their clothes
and scenery, to the way they speak the
correct slang for the time. I hope Global
TV will reconsider and give this show
another season.

Brenda W.

There is only a few shows that Global
offers that have any quality to them and
this show is one of the best. I f they must
give priority to the US then perhaps
anouther channel can pick it up.

Judith M.

Bomb Girls is a great show. Tv doesn't
have a lot of really good shows but Bomb
Girls is by far one of the best.
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Lorine H.

This was the only show I made time for
while I was in paramedic school! My
grandfather was a T4 in the US Army
during WWII and this show allows us to
see what the lives in North America was
like during this time. It is QUALITY
television! I am so SICK of the crap that
passes as television anymore. Reality tv is
a joke! I want Bomb Girls! Please renew it
for another season! It is doing well, why
fix something when it is not broken!!! Go
BOMB GIRLS!!!

Nancy M.

The story line is brilliant and gives us
glimpse of the past that has only been
equaled lately by Downton Abbey! The
cast works together so well that you
caught up in the story line and at the end
of the show have to remind yourself that
WWII is not still being fought! I worked
in a factory myself until recently and they
got the details right! There is more than
enough poor programing out there-- save
this great one!

Lynne C.

I like the show and it's different than
anything offered on tv right now.

Cate M.

The knowledge of the show passes down
information not to be forgotten. I love to
hear stories of WWII and have since I was
very young. This is a wholesome show
that my daughter and I can watch
together while learning about such an
important time in our culture. Please save
this gem of a show!!
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Rhonda M.

As an historian, I value this show for both
its historic richness and its entertainment
value. This is an important piece of
television that is incredibly well written
and performed. It is completely absurd to
cancel it when it is just now coming into
its own so to speak.

Joan R.

great show, interesting story lines, strong
cast

Christine C.

My grandmother was one of these
women. She worked in a similar factory
here in the US.

Penelope G.

This is one of the few great Canadian
shows we have. Why cancel a good thing?
This show had a lot of viewers, and would
have had more if it weren't for the
interruption by an American reality show.
It shows a pivotal shift in our history,
which resonates with people world wide.
Give Canadian television it's chance to
shine.

April R.

My father was a tail gunner in the 8th Air
Force in World War II . I love Bomb Girls
and also believe it serves as a video
history lesson to our younger generations
in an interesting format.

Georgina M.

The best Canadian show. Keep Canadian
Actors working.

Beverley C.

One of the few Canadian shows that I like
to watch. Great female characters. No car
chases. Smart dialogue. Love it.
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John M.

I had a whole list of reasons why my wife
and I love this show and why it should
NOT be cancelled. However, after reading
the many fine comments already posted, I
find that I can't add anything new to the
discussion except to say that this show is
wonderful and meaningful to us as my
wife's mother was a "bomb girl" in the US
during WWII - please save this show!

Rosemarymary

I just love Bomb Girls! Please renew it! Its
also a piece of History and we should be
proud to produce it! Please let it continue!

D.
Kathryn L.

this is an amazing, fun, informative, and
addictive show. I want more, more, more!
My 15 year old daughter watches it too,
and its much more fun than her American
and world history class - its turning her
around from "hating history" to loving it.
keep it coming, please! there is so much
more to see and learn and be "in the
know" about. The younger generation
needs to understand how they got where
they are today. this is a story that needs to
be told- the good, the bad, & the ugly! we
need more, more, more! please! bomb
girls season 3! Aho!

Rebecca T.

It is a fabulous show that is well written
and produced. Keep it going!

Josie H.

It's incredible to see the representation of
women on television in such an honest
and positive light.

Jocelyne A.

Part of our history

Amelia H.

This is the only show worth watching and
it's great that it airs on the global website,
so easy to catch up.
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Chris W.

I love the show. The time frame and
historical Canadian aspect gives me pride.
It's nice to see a show with depth rather
than the mind numbing dribble we are
usually blasted with.

Patty T.

Simply put, the show is smart. The
dialogue, the acting, the storyline; it's real
T.V. ,not reality T.V. And thank goodness
for that. I enjoy watching a good drama
that isn't full of drama queens and stupid
dialogue. It has so much going for it. I
hope you will consider keeping it on. You
should be proud of it.

Eric S.

Great acting, important part of our
history.

Pat K.

This show represents real people and a
part of Canada's history.

Kelly M.

I live in Ajax and one of my Aunts worked
here during the war. The show is better
than most shows on TV today.

Julie P.

I love this show. My grandmother and her
sister worked in munitions factories in
Detroit. I feel like i'm looking into their
lives with this show. I just discovered it on
Netflix and I was so disappointed to learn
that it was canceled before i even started
watching. Please bring it back!
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Kristine S.

This show isn't just another show!! It
portrays our history and what are past
generations have gone through and the
most elegant and beautiful way! It brings
tears to my great grandmothers and
grandmothers eyes! There should be more
shows like this on TV instead of all the
bullshit shows like Jersey Shore on MTV!!
This show means so much to me and to
everyone else I know watching it! PLEASE
PLEASE RENEW BOMB GIRLS!!!

Leanne L.

This is an amazing show, portraying
women, as strong, and resilent. It is NOT
another "reality" show, it educates and
entertains and lets people know about
Canada's envolvement in the war effort.

Angie C.

Bomb Girls is critically acclaimed, has
mass appeal, and the strength of vocal
fans. I am flummoxed by its cancellation.
It makes no business sense to me.
Certainly, there must be another producer
that would pick up this gem? The time is
right for women to see themselves as vital
participants in history.

Elizabeth M.

I love this series so much, I would even go
so far as to say it is my favourite tv series.
The plot is original, the acting is superb
and the storyline is worth fighting for.

Layla G.

This was a great show at a time where you
have to really look for a great show. Do
not cancel a keeper

teresa m.

it is untold story of our history that has
been so far untold
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Bruce H.

It covers an important part of Canadian
history and highlights the significant
contribution of Canadian women during
WWII.

Aimee S.

History lessons never really mentioned
the part women played in the war. This
program was educational, thoroughly
entertaining and endlessly inspirational.
Save Bomb Girls!

Luanne M.

Amazing show that I wish to support.

Jacquie T.

I love this show and would hate to see it
cancelled!

Alicia H.

Bomb Girls is not only an incredible TV
show, it is also an excellent adaptation of
working women in WWII. I am totally
gutted to hear of its cancellation.

Bobbie S.

I love this show! It has an amazing story
line with great actors/actresses and is a
quality television show. It engages you
and is full of emotional complexities and
truth about an era of femininity. I truly
believe this is the type of show that can
renew female relationships and make
women look at one another differently.
This is so much more than just another
television show!
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Carole S.

This is intelligent drama that focuses on
life at home during the Second World
War and the essential role of women and
other people on the home front. My
Mother tells me that her senior friends
are very disappointed. Most do not have
Internet access and will not see this
petition. this excellent show needs
another chance..give it more
publicity..Many people I know did not
even know it existed.

Roxanne E.

This show is not just an entertaining
drama, but it addresses the way women
once had to concede to the male
dominated society. These women provide
a look into how far women have
come...and how far we have to go.

Emily C.

Because its a great show and I want to see
more, why else?

Sandee R.

Our daughter has an undergraduate
degree in History and is now pursuing her
Masters in History. Clearly, history is very
important to our family. The show Bomb
Girls brings history to life. Loyal viewers
want to see this show back on the air.

Art S.

Excellent drama. Counters dumb reality
TV shows. WWII history from the young
Canadian women's perspective.

Anna L.

This is one of the best WWII-related YV
shows I've ever seen. I'd hate to see it go
so soon.

Fran A.

I absolutly love this show. Can't wait each
week to watch. Please keep it on, I love it
so much.
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Sandra R.

I have met many women in the course of
my work over the years who made
immense contributions in various roles
during the war effort. I have always
listened to their stories in complete awe.
This show plays an important key in
keeping their legacy alive. As Lorna says
in the first season... these women were
our soldiers at home. Lest we forget.

Abigail T.

This show is not only entertaining it is
also inspirational. Seeing how strong and
hard working the women are portrayed
can touch any one who feels small and
insignificant.

Melissa R.

Great show I found on Netflix . Love it!

Heather P.

I think this show is great, and should
continue telling the stories of the women
during World War Two. It's smart,
compassionate, well written and
exceptionally acted.

Betty L.

Cast portrayal of strong women
characters who made great contributions
to Canada and the War efforts.

Dawn N.

I just found this show and am wondering
why you have tried selling each episode
on Amazon for us in the United States. I'd
buy the season, this is an amazingly well
written show and the chemistry with the
cast is great. Please reconsider.

Sherry A.

It is an educational show and it shows us
women in their age bracket how different
life was even as short as 70 years ago

Enda P.

Love this show and I would love to see
another season.
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Tracy F.

This has been one of the best shows on TV
in years.

Zoe W.

This show is amazing, with fantastic
female characters and an excellent dose of
rare, well done queer representation

William A.

This show is original, fresh, interesting,
and wonderful. I absolutely love it! Please
save it!

Nancy R.

I look forward to this show every week.
Canadian has come a long way from
Beach Combers Great show, great actors,
and great story line

Denise S.

This series brings back so much history in
an era that was so important and vital to
remember. It really gives the audience a
true picture of the character of people
back then and how they lived. I absolutely
love it, and look forward to each episode.
Please do not cancel it, the younger
generation really needs to be exposed to
series like the Bomb Girls.

samantha k.

this show is to good to let slip away,im so
tired of seeing so many good show "die" in
the 1st or 2nd seasons,to lose bomb girls
so early would be horrible.

James C.

It is an EXCELLENT show, not the reality
crap we are being forced fed. Great cast,
great story line, and GREAT production
work.

Jose C.

It is one of the best Canadian shows I
have seen here in the US and from
anywhere.
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renee g.

i liked that bomb girls was based on
something real, i think it shows how bad
things are when a show that is based on
what really happened and what women
went through to get us where we are now,
is cancelled and the shows about
vampires and werewolfs are top shows. i
wont lie i watch the vampire diaries and
other shows, but i do like bomb girls
because it shows how women were
treated, i was looking forward to see what
happened and how it ended..... im
wondering how i can watch the rest even
though its not being played.

Judith A.

What an excellent series this is! The
historical perspective is unique and
probably new to many viewers. I think the
acting is very good, and it is such fun to
see the period fashions and hair styles.
Please renew Bomb Girls for another
season!

Sharon N.

Class TV

Karina S.

There are so few shows with the writing
and acting quality as Bomb Girls. No
schtick. Just great stories and excellent
acting. Inspiring and moving
performances by lead actresses who
deserve to be seen. I would hate not to see
these women's stories play to their
natural conclusions.

Brittany R.

Bomb Girls is a mighty fine show. I would
love to see more shows with such
gumption and complexities while giving
viewers such interesting characters that
they effortlessly come to know and to
which they can relate. Definitely give it
more time to grow.
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kevin h.

It is important that Canadian stories get
told, and there is a world out there
waiting to hear them! This should go on
as a series. Two seasons is not enough!

Natalie B.

Bomb Girls is one of the most 1. well
made 2. educational 3. feminist 4.
sensitive shows on television.

Karen M.

Very very good show about an important
time in our history, with a unique
Canadian perspective on WWII

Amanda R.

Great show, canadian hertiage and
exceptional all around

alyce k.

this is one of the best shows on and for
young girls having these ladies s role
models is a hell of a lot better than the
kardashians etc please save this show and
save our girls

Melissa R.

I love this show I watch it every morning
as I do my make up. The old timey
fashion and style is so inspiring. In
addition the strong characters help me
feel confident to start my day. Don't
cancel the show. I LOVE the characters!

Deborah M.

A great show! Great cast!

Sharon F.

I think we need to keep good canadian
shows.

McKenzie W.

This show is wonderful!

Shannon T.

I love this show! We need to keep quality
programming on the air.
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Kristin P.

Rare is it to find a show that can make
you cheer for the characters when they do
something great, be sad when they are
hurt, and yell when everything goes
wrong. It's rare to find something that
connects with you so deeply and inspires
you. So please consider renewing Bomb
Girls.

Carrie S.

This show is something worth continuing,
please reconsider the decision to cancel
the show.

Tara C.

The show is entertaining. It is historical
and shows the importance of women
during this time period. The show is very
well written and most of all shows off
Canadian views.

Mary P.

This is the best show on the air. Why stop
a great thing in the making? Whast will I
discuss with my other medical friends.
Please NO! NO! NO let it live on.

Carmina H.

It's a great show

Jenni K.

I just found this outstanding show. Far
better than other shows out there.
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Marti D.

Bomb Girls has really empowered me!
I've never been hooked onto a TV Serious
besides cartoons because in the cartoons I
can escape from reality. Live action TV
Serious in the US currently don't teach
anything worth learning and I thought the
people who wrote and acted in them were
just annoying attention hogs. That's until
I watched "Bomb Girls"... Its sad to have
read that a TV serious that is making
aware of a part of human history,
dedication the lives of the Bomb Girls
who did live in that era and SACRIFICED
just as much as the men, and is
empowering many Women and Men
being canceled. WHY!? I was proud to see
someone create such a beautifully
outrageous story honoring not only the
Bomb Girls and women, but also a lot of
minorities. Please, please don't cancel
"Bomb Girls"!!

Susan C.

This is such a good television show. I have
been captivated from the beginning. So
much of what is on is pure garbage!
Please bring it back!

Cindy P.

One day when flipping through the
channels on my TV, I found this show and
fell in love with it after 2 episodes. The
acting and storyline for bomb girls is
fantastic and I even love the costuming. I
am very upset that the show has been
cancelled and can only hope that the
global tv network can change their minds
and understand that fans of bomb girls
love history and most importantly this
show!

Irin V.

It`s a good and interesting show, I like it.
Please renew Bomb Girls for another
season.
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Allison M.

One in a life time show. Seriously the
best.

kahlil r.

because the show is GREAT!

hillary w.

This is an excellent show that needs to be
kept on the air. It is interesting and
fascinating and much better too watch
than alot or the programming that we
have on television now.

Celeste C.

It's a great Show

Julio D.

Cause I'm a fan of the era and the cast is
great. I want More!!!

Kelly B.

Bomb Girls portrays historical facts about
life in Canada during the 2nd World War;
things that I didn't learn about in high
school history class....and probably
should have.

J. B.

Bomb Girls is not only interesting, but a
true piec eof Canadian history that needs
to be shown. Also, it was placed on
Monday night up against two really strong
shows - Murdoch Mysteries and The
Following. Global needs to put it back
where it was before so that those who
want to watch don't have to time shift it
on their PVR's! please give it one more
season in a better time slot and see what
happens! Finally, stop splitting the season
for other shows, especially for inane
American shows that are useless!

stacy j.

Because it is one of the best shows on
tv!!!!!
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Alain A.

There are too many cop, lawyer, hospital
and "Reality" shows. Bomb Girls, being a
period drama is different. Displaying a
important in history where women were
let out of the kitchen and into the working
world en mass. The differences in
attitudes between then and now is
amazing to see. Watching these women
face new challenges and new ideals. Keep
your blinkin' cop dramas (Rookie Blue)
then, you just lost another viewer.

Keirsten G.

Bomb Girls is is a poular , critcally
acliamed Candian televsion show. It helps
tell a very important part of histroy that
often get forgotten. Please Global and
Shaw please change your'e minds on the
canceling of this wonderful show that
Canad and world so badly need.

Barbara B.

There aren't many good shows on TV
anymore and I think this show is worth
keeping on the air.

Ivan R.

M'y favorite series

Brian I.

It shows my daughter history in a very
different light and from the females point
of view and shows all they sacrificed while
the men were over sea's fighting. how
hard they worked. Its very accurate and
realistic. Please keep such a good show
going.

Debbie S.

The show is grest and I enjoy it, and
please bill it back

ed s.

Great show, well written. Why the split
season?
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Jennifer H.

The best original show I've seen in a very
long time that features very well-written
complex and strong female characters.
Don't stifle a good thing!

Russell G.

Bomb Girls is an incredible show. The
characters are strong role models for
young girls, and brings to life the history
of such an important era. Please
reconsider your decision to cancel this
show.

Anna A.

Lets be honest, there is little GOOD
television out right now. Rarely have I
seen a show that makes me check a
website (global even!) daily to see if a new
episode is out. The story lines are
compelling, you can't not watch! On the
same token, its incredibly educational and
touches a number of social issues without
feeling like a "heritage minute" or "The
More You Know" moment. I love it. This
is what I've been dying for in the
television realm. You watch a really great
episode and go...OMG I have to wait a
week for another episode!?! Then you
stop and go, wait, did they have a lesbian
on a historical TV show? Wait it wasn't
forced! Damn, that's genius. Not only
that, but lets be honest, it seems rare that
a Canadian Television series is good
enough to be seen outside of Canada and
it seems that there are Bomb Girls fans all
over the world. This is an excellent
testament to the amazing people we have
working in the Canadian film and
television industry.

marisol c.

Keep quality tv.
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Akisa T.

Please please save this show!!! I
absolutely love everything about it and
have never missed an episode!!

Maya C.

This show is extraordinary. The acting is
superb and the story is gripping! Please
renew Bomb Girls for another season! It's
so much better then most shows you are
airing at this time.

Lisa M.

So many Canadians complain that
Americans don't know much about
Canada or her history; well this show is a
fine example of a TV show which presents
our neighbor to the north in a very
significant light. Many Americans who
watch this show will learn not only about
the heroic war effort in Canada similar to
our own during WWII but will see Canada
as another producer of quality TV just like
Britain!

Candace E.

Amazing, powerful show!

Jessica S.

this show is a great show to give the
young a more independent positive
female role model. The old can share their
experiences from the past with younger
generations. please keep bomb girls on.

Judy I.

Bomb Girls is well written, and has a
wonderful cast. Please keep this show on
the air.
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Celena N.

It's amazing. It's Canadian. It's the best
show Ive seen since Being Erica or Big
Bang Theory. Its not reality tv. I face
reality everyday. When I turn tv, I want to
be taken somewhere to relax. Not to
someone's reality of teen pregnancy or
survival skills. I dont care if you're the
biggest loser. Im an athlete struggling
with injuries. I have my own health to
focus on. Honey Boo Boo only teaches us
to laugh at the less fortunate. It teaches us
to laugh at overweight folks. It's makes
people think it's okay to make fun of
others. Keep substance in shows alive.
Keep the bombgirls alive!

Torrie S.

It is our canadian history and heritage!

Michael D.

Because there is nothing out there quite
like this show; it gives a glimpse of the
past that the younger generations have
never experienced.

Marie-Anne L.

Bomb Girls is an incredible show telling a
story that is never seen on Canadian
television. And it is done so well it's a
shame it came to an end after only 2
seasons. Plus, there's still 4 years left to
the war!

Heather H.

It's about Canadian woman! It's a time
frame I'm too young to know personally
but have certainly heard about from my
older parents. It's a rare, intelligent show
and there just aren't enough intelligent
things to watch on tv these days...
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Nina A.

This show has easily been one of my
favorites. I adore this time era and it not
only provides historical significant but
also amazing character development.
PLEASE DON'T GET RID OF IT!!!!!

Choley B.

It's a wonderfully, unique show with
extraordinary actors, and that is definitely
a rare occurrence in the flood of rubbish
that society refers to as "entertainment".

Krystal M.

I really enjoy a female empowerment
show as well and learning a bit of
Canadian history.

Lisa T.

I support programs on Canadian History,
even if it is a drama, it was well acted and
spoke to real issue like homosexuality,
racism and gender roles. Their aren't very
many good Canadian shows, this was one
of the very few.

gilbert b.

This show has a truly Canadian flavour.
Compared to the junk (reality TV) that is
currently on TV, this show has good
characters, Canadiana, history, costumes,
and an above average plot line.

Jennifer M.

Great show-intelligent script. With TV
shows it is almost like "only the really
great die young". So sad! Hopefully
another network will pick it up!

amy a.

because this show is part of our history
and shows an important mile stone in
woman history

Jacqueline B.

Interesting, talented cast, witty.
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Paul M.

My dear father fought at Omaha Beach
during the D-Day invasion. He would not
talk about the war, other than how awful
to watch your buddies getting killed.
Approaching 70 years since D-Day. My
generation and especially younger
generations need to be reminded of WWII
and its significance. I visited Omaha
Beach and a concentration camp near
Salzburg. The horrors were very real.

Melissa B.

Finally, a good, interesting and Canadian
show that should stick around. Its the
only show I actually watch!

David B.

one of the best Canadian produced shows
I've seen. Great story, great acting and a
great period piece that some of us heard
our parents and grand parents talk about.
Looked forward to it every week. Will
miss the Girls very much. back to mind
numbing reality TV I guess.

John B.

This is a beautifully crafted show that
explores an aspect of 20th Century
Canadian history unappreciated, or
forgotten by many. The acting is
wonderful, the costumes and sets are
sumptuous, and the storyline is riveting
and everything about this show is
critically acclaimed. It is a very positive
portrayal of fighting for various
individuals rights including women,
minorities and it shows them overcoming
great odds and growing in the process.
We value the richness of the characters
and the plot lines.

Sandy M.

For its historical significance
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Evey G.

This show brings to light things about our
greatest generation to a generation that
has no IDEA what it was all about.

C. B.

This show deals with real issues, with the
drama to keep things going. Excellent
Canadian programming, revealing a piece
of our history that was unknown to many
until now. Keep this show going online if
you can't keep it on TV. The following will
continue to grow.

Colleen W.

I LOVE THIS SHOW AND PROUD THAT
IT IS CANADIAN!

Carolyn R.

This is a high quality Canadian series that
sheds light on an interesting part of our
national history.

Elise M.

Do you see how this show has managed to
bring people all over the world together?!
Don't give up on Bomb Girls. Bring on a
sponsor that fans will commit to support
and you won't regret it (ex. 'Chuck' fans
who bought Subway every week)! Long
live the blue shift!

Diana L.

I absolutely love this show, and always
make it home from where ever I am to
watch it. Its just getting really good!!!

Kiki J.

This is my fav show

Paul C.

A great show with so much potential left.
It is still only halfway through the war.
What happens marco when Italy
surrenders etc
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Alex M.

There is so much mediocre television out
there, when you find a show that stirs
your heart and keeps you interested, you
have to fight to keep it going.

Courtney R.

Its important to see strong women on tv.
I'm inspired with every episode.

jeannie s.

I love period pieces. I had hoped for years
that a series would be made about WWII.
This a great show. I look forward to it
weekly, It's a shame for it to be canceled.

Lois L.

This a show that is thoughtful, caring,
compassionate with characters who show
real feelings. It is a Must Keep show.

pricope v.

It's been a long time since I've seen such a
great show with such inspiring characters.
we need more of it!!

Miranda H.

I have only recently been introduced to
this show, and it is incredible. Having
female and LGBT representation in the
media is incredible, and Bomb Girls is one
of the few shows that does this. Please
renew Bomb Girls for another season.

Dawn B.

Bomb Girls is a wonderful show. Please
reconsider cancelling it.

Sharon S.

Love the story line in particular the
history of Toronto during ww2. It is really
important as a woman to see how our
roles and rights have changed. I think this
is of particular important for young
women who have no. Idea how limited life
was for women not all that long ago.

Donna M.

I don't watch many shows but I look
forward to this one each week!
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Janet P.

I am from the U.S. I find it interesting to
see how life in Canada was during WWII.
My late dad served in the U.S. Air Force in
WWII and I am sure he would have loved
this show. I thinks we all need this type of
programming. It's nostalgic and
somewhat educational to the younger
"reality show" generation.

shiree s.

This show is about the feminist
movement during the war and it has so
much historical significance.

Lotte T.

Finally a show with some damn good
power woman in it!

Ana V.

I'm an immigrant to Canada, and
watching Bomb Girls inspired me. I love
the strong characters and the female
power and determination. I just watched
the final episode of season 2 and when I
looked for the season 3 premier date I
found out about its cancellation. I look
toward to see the rest of the stories.
Please take into account this petition, if
the series wasn't popular people wouldn't
bother to do this!

Caitlin M.

Bomb Girls is a show with unique
Canadian content With brilliant writing,
superb acting, and beautiful sets and
cinematography. Bomb Girls stands apart
by other televised dramas by bringing to
the forefront strong female characters
that are rich and layered.
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Tara T.

This show is an amazing product coming
out of Canada.One that as a nation, we
should be absolutely PROUD of. It is a
show that demonstrates superb acting,
wonderful writing and great
cinematography. Telling a story about a
little discussed subject in our military
history that I never really thought about.
Bomb Girls has opened my eyes and
educated me on the important role that
women played in the war efforts
specifically in WWII. I, for one find it not
only difficult but unfathomable that such
a dynamic show can so easily be taken off
the air. I do believe that the power of the
viewers will persuade the "powers that be"
to reconsider their decision and return
this excellent program to its rightful place
and not relegate it to the memories of
what could have been.

Kelsey S.

Bomb girls is very educational and it also
serves a purpose for the LGBT
community. I have never seen such an
honest representation of a lesbian in the
media yet, i really don't want to see that
end.

Charles N.

Best show on tv, period!

Lia P.

I love the show

Anna A.

This show is AMAZING! I wish there were
more like it. Please renew it for another
season!

marina k.

great tv show

angelina e.

save Bomb Girls!
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CL M.

Wonderful acting, storylines, a top quality
show featuring strong, inspiring women.
We need more characters like Betty,
Lorna, Gladys, et al. Please renew this
terrific show.

Jackie S.

It's a great show

Dale-Anne S.

My mother worked as a manager of the
Massey Ferguson munitions factory
during WW2. I enjoyed stepping back in
time to watch the bomb girls capture this
era. The show was well done and a
triumph to Canadian television. I am sad
to see it so easily dropped by Global
considering its appeal to both Canadians
and those living in distant lands. I hope
the decision is reconsidered by the
outpouring of public support garnered by
the public.

Rebecca T.

Terrific storylines, terrific actors and
terrific exposure of often-looked historical
women's issues and history.

Andrea H.

Found this on Netflix and have been
happily searching for season 2 until the
discovery the show was cancelled. This is
a great show and deserves more time.
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Amanda A.

Why 'Bomb Girls' deserves a full third
season: Great period dramas like Bomb
Girls come along once in a blue moon,
and more often than not, they teach us
something about an era long passed. I
grew up with a love for this era thanks to
the Golden Age of Hollywood, but never
did I see a story so true to the daily
struggles of women like our
grandmothers and great-grandmothers.
Bomb Girls is an eye-opening tale with a
remarkably talented cast that shouldn’t be
laid to rest in such an anti-climactic
fashion. A movie to tie up all loose ends
just won’t do. We need another full
season to fully explore these unsung
heroes of the Second World War.

foghatdw

Easily room for more exploration of the
main plot and the character dynamic.
Nothing but good ink and a large fan
following, what more can any media
production entity ask? This cast is solid
from top to bottom. Every bit as good as
several other productions garnering press
attention, there should be no question of
expanding the series.

@ReadingBukow I NEED a 3rd season of Bomb Girls. I also
wanted a lot more drama between Lorna
ski
and Marco in the 2nd season.
@ReadingBukow I really love Lorna in Bomb Girls. Meg
Tilly is just perfect.
ski
@beesarenotflies

did you guys want to talk about bomb
girls? Because I can talk about bomb girls.
*foams at the mouth*
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@theoceaninour

I miss Bomb Girls.

arms
@CestlavieMario
n

I really need the bomb girls movie or I’m
going to start running around and
pushing street preachers off of balconies.
Me too #BombGirls

@KodaIsNotLank

When the girls sing on #BombGirls am I
the only one that gets goosebumps?

y
@kacimyers

SEASON 2 OF BOMB GIRLS WOO

@retconning

Oh, you haven't watched Bomb Girls s1
yet? Why? The show is awesome. And
Betty McRae is one of the best lesbians on
TV EVER. #swagger

@thetweenerles

Oh my gosh, bomb girls season two is now
on Netflix!! #happygirl

@archivesvintage Netflix just sent me an email notifying me
Bomb Girls season 2 is available,
so.........cancelling my vacuuming plans,
obvi.
@annelisebaer

Bomb Girls season 2 is finally on Netflix!
#yassssss

@NormaAlmaraz Just got the notification @SaveBombGirls
is back season 2 !!!!!
@priscellie

GUYS. Bomb Girls s2 is on Netflix
Instant! If you've been holding off
because having to stop at Season 1 would
cause TOO MANY FEELS, go now!

@AitchEmTee

Bomb Girls. Season 2. Netflix. It's about
damn time. #bombgirls
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@Katjerrr

I usually hate emails from Netflix but this
one was AWESOME. Bomb Girls Season 2
is on!

@invisicoll

I'm in a crisis at work but the email that
Bomb Girls season 2 is on Netflix feels
like the most important thing right now.

@Mini_Professor

#BombGirls Season 2 is now on Netflix.
See y'all in three days.

@MissyAllenPho

Bomb Girls season 2 is FINALLY on
Netflix! I'll be busy for the next 10 hours
or so...

to

@ladyofsealandX BOMB GIRLS SEASON 2 WAS ADDED
TO NETFLIX WOO
@ChooseSPUN

YESSS RT @RachelAMullins Omg Netflix
has season 2 of bomb girls and it's fashion
week. Holy shit god loves me.

@MeanCloneGirl WATCH THIS SHOW! ITS AWESOME!
RT @SaveBombGirls #BombGirls season
s
2 is now streaming on #Netflix pls RT!
#savebombgirls
@AllykatAlex

So excited to watch #bombgirls season 2
yay!

@AngelinaNZ

Bomb Girls season 2 is on Netflix!!! Yay!
Who else is watching this and totally
wanting a 1940s wardrobe?

@roxspam

SEASON TWO OF BOMB GIRLS IS ON
NETFLIX my life is over i can die happy

@Kayylahhh_

Bomb Girls Season 2 is finally on Netflix!
Yesss. @netflix
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@TnnsBAW

#BombGirls season #2 is now streaming
on #Netflix. Seriously, go watch, it's
fantastic!

@MeanCloneGirl i think i might re-watch the season finale
of #BombGirls, but Betty's line "Princess,
s
I can't owe you more." kills me!
#savebombgirls
@gablo32

Silently yelling because #bombgirls is on
netflix.

@certaintragedy

Best news all day

@Peace_Love_RN

Wouldn't want to see you lose your curves
-Marco from Bomb Girls. If only those
words were said these days especially to
women.

@TnnsBAW

#BombGirls season #2 is now streaming
on #Netflix. Seriously, go watch, it's
fantastic! // yay!!

@serenityfound

Bomb Girls season 2 is on Netflix. I repeat
Bomb Girls season 2 is on Netflix. All hail
Netflix push notifications.

@rophydoes

GET ON THAT. NO MORE EXCUSES. RT
@SaveBombGirls: #BombGirls season 2
is now streaming on #Netflix!
#savebombgirls

@buknerd

She's not trying to be a hero, you guys!
She's just trying to live her life! *sobs into
tea* #BombGirls

@buknerd

Let's go, Betts Gladys Witham is a
beautiful perfect unicorn angel and I will
never be over this show. #BombGirls
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@BrianPMiles

Season 2 of Bomb Girls is on Netflix now.
If you've never seen it you're missing out.

@kndraper

season 2 of #BombGirls Now with more
hats. Obvs a great improvement.

@CarlyBeanie

I can't stop watching Bomb Girls. Thanks,
Netflix.

@Madskwash

Season two of #BombGirls is on #Netflix!
There is a God.

@SenoraPoppins

Netflix finally added season two of Bomb
Girls. Gonna get lost in the 1940's all
night.

@staceyoristano

Damn you #Netflix for knowing my guilty
pleasure of Bomb Girls and telling me
Season 2 is up....

@MsMercedi

Bomb Girls is SOOOOOOO good! Most
brilliantly written show ever.

@einsteinsarcade Haven't seen anybody tweet about it, but
BOMB GIRLS is pretty great.
@isthew0rst

WHY'D YOU DO IT @GLOBAL_TV?
WHY'D YOU DO IT #BombGirls

@diaphenas

i miss #bombgirls

@Onceatenor

An excpetional, and now much-missed,
show. As fine a cast as ever was on the
tube.

@MadBettyATX

Anyone else watch Bomb Girls? This show
is fantastic.

@deirdreEmoran Just watched Bomb Girls on Netflix and
loved it!! but why do people cancel really
great shows?!? that was a dumb mistake!
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@jellythekoala

Bomb Girls is like the best show ever

@jozeebear

I'm so sad that Bomb Girls got cancelled.

@SmashSplat

Betty is the prettiest from the Bomb Girls.
Like she is the bomb dot com.

@mckenziewilke
s

Bomb Girls season two is officially on
Netflix and my life is officially complete.
Why does every show I love get canceled?
#savebombgirls

@okerin

bomb girls got canceled!! what!!!!
Dammit canada!!!!

@dem_goddess

On Netflix I highly recommend Bomb
girls(plot is about womens role in WWll)..
It's soooo good! And season 2 is now up!

@Madskwash

Every time I think about going home,
laying in bed and watching #BombGirls
my heart goes pitter pat. #thismustbelove
#grandmatweet

@idaheiseldal

Finally catching up on the final episode of
Bomb Girls. Always put it on hold, 'cause
it's sad that there are no more episodes...

@MockingJ91

How are people still learning Bomb Girls
got cancelled? Come on Netflix! Be a
champion!!! You did Arrested
Development!

@borkedplanet

Bomb Girls Season 2 on Netflix!
Bittersweet swoon.

@lexivonbourbo

I got all the lady friends to watch this
show in Netflix and we love it here in
California #rockabilly #vintage #pincurls

n
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@g1rlwh0w41t3

Netflix has Bomb Girls. I'm so excited.

d
@Stephcarrollpr
o
@Stephcarrollpr

Best discovery on @netflix is #Bombgirls
#sogood
@netlfix please help to @SaveBombGirls

o
@Urban_Tease

New blog post about how much I love
@bombgirls and it hardheaded
women...and why you should too! http

@supergrrl

I loooove Bomb Girls! So disappointing it
got cancelled.

@Cline911

#bombgirls was awesome. Go #Canada
for a great period piece.

@sarahjeanquin
nn

@simonsdaughter If you have Netflix, you
would LOVE Bomb Girls. Canadian
feminist World War II drama. It is
perfect.

@TashyMoo

@SaveBombGirls @YayaHan That is
right, we do want season 3

@Stephcarrollpr

Finished the final episode of #bombgirls
and sad knowing there will be no more.
Please add more!!

o
@KellyW_actress

Love the show Bomb Girls! Just saw the
2nd season was added to Netflix! To bad
it was cancelled this would have been a
dream gig to act in!

@elie_pelie

I'm in love with this show! #bombgirls
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@kchrystle

Watching bomb girls & @Rosie
amazing!!!!

@lexivonbourbo

Help bomb girls get a season 3!
#bombgirls #globaltv #canadiantv

n
@lexivonbourbo
n

@SaveBombGirls saw all the seasons lol
and I want more!

@seasicksheep

I highly recommend #BombGirls. It's a
great show that gives acknowledgement to
the women of WWII. Watch, help save
this show

@seasicksheep

Don't let the women of WWII be forgotten
by the media!! @SaveBombGirls #mom

@KellyW_actress

I'm on board! Bring it back bring it back
bring it back!

@mkimxox

Bomb Girls deserves more than two
seasons

@mamakoid

Also, "Bomb Girls" is a pretty fantastic
show on Netflix, I highly recommend
watching!

@sa_roux

Thoroughly enjoying "Bomb Girls." For
everyone craving a wonderful follow-up to
"Orange Is the New Black," another ladyled excellent show!

@Mini_Professor

Watching #BombGirls 2x07, and
ohmygoodnessdoImiss #BettyMcRae's
face on my screen every week. I want her
back right this very minute.

@SquadAngel

Bomb Girls is amazing!!! <3 I'm not
sleeping tonight must watch all!!!
#savebombgirls
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@wisemetis

Watching #Bombgirls on Netflix. Holy
crap this is good!

@buknerd

When folks tweet about finding
#BombGirls for the first time, I'm excited
b/c it's new to them but sad b/c they're
gonna reach the end

@daenishlove

Bomb girls more like me sobbing and just
wow what a great show

@tacoszourry

BOMB GIRLS IS SO GOOD I LOVE SO
MUCH THIS SHOW

@kurtozinga

i suddenly had a dream that Netflix would
pick it up. Any chance?

@queer_booksplz

That's it? No more #BombGirls??!?
#nooooooooo

@SCBubbette

Started watching Bomb Girls on Netflix.
Great show!

@dem_goddess

I seriously love Bomb girls, sooo good!

@Mollywood4

I LOVE Bomb Girls.

@kabienvenue

@netflix YOU SHOULD DO THE SMART
THING... Pick up #BombGirls for a third
season!

@ultraAllison

Bomb Girls is the shiiiiizzz.

@TheLadyandRo FINALLY finished watching all of
#BombGirls S1-2. It clearly needs to
se
continue! One of the BEST TV series I've
seen.
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@TheLadyandRo #BombGirls is the BEST #WWII TV
series I've seen. It incl. so many issues
se
that most war films leave out. Please
renew it @Global_TV!
@Anajanessa_L

I am very disappointed that there isn't
going to be a 3rd season of #bombgirls

@Anajanessa_L

Dear @Global_TV please renew bomb
girls!!! I loved that show so much!!! And
i'm from the United states where
watching it was hard!

@bob_crowe

It was a great show. It deserves a second
life. #cdnTV

@badbadmargo

@netflix Please help #bombgirls like you
did with The Killing, we NEED a season
3!!!!

@FFLindsay

And I finished all of Bomb Girls, and it's
over, like over over! sad day, no more fun
in the forties

@CoralRockerMa I rated Bomb Girls 10/10 #IMDb LOVE
this series!!!!! Marco be mine!?
ma
@Darling_Nina

Slightly obsessed with Bomb Girls.
Canadian TV at its best!

@MaryMargaret7 Bomb Girls is such a great show.
25
@SnowKitT4

Why did bomb girls end?! Whyyy???

@_BethanySays_

I was so naive to not look into Bomb Girls
before I started. Why did I start a great
show that was cancelled? Why would they
cancel it? Why?
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@saranatanya

Bomb girls is like the best tv show.

@samantha_209

My newest Netflix obsession #bombgirls
The treatment of women during the war!
#samewardifferentbattle

3

@Sarahlouisama Addicted to the series Bomb Girls and
@Rosie showed up in season twoy
excellent! Wish there were more episodes!
@sheriesvintage

Absolutely the best thing that ever
happened to TV. Please don't go away. We
love you!

@AbbySalling

#BombGirls IS LIKE THE BEST SHOW
EVER

@Sphaeralcea

@netflix BITNA ... BlueShift is the Next
Awesome Season 3 - Bomb Girls, because
a princess needs saving! @SaveBombGirls
#SaveBombGirls

@Tweedledee13

Bomb Girls is a really really good show
and I'm so upset it got cancelled.

@Walkingwithca @SaveBombGirls Just finishing up
Season 2 via Netflix in the U.S. and would
ke
love to see a Season 3.
@BeverleyComic

@meggamonstah @SaveBombGirls I Luv
this show!!!! It's a part of conversation
with my sister! What will we talk about
without it! SAVE IT!!

@AllisonTrembl

@SaveBombGirls is my favorite show!
Rosie O'Donell is guest starring - clever,
smart, funny! Watching on #Netflix

y
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@wisemetis

Watching #BombGirls & Tahmoh
Penikett appears wearing a suit and
speaking in a British accent. This show
just gets better and better.

@clumsyjedii

Goddamn it, Bomb Girls is over. That was
my show!!!

@DawnCorleone

@SaveBombGirls They are unsung
heroes! Imagine what this world would
look like had they not done what they did
for us. @TheLadyandRose

@DawnCorleone

@SaveBombGirls They did more than
help win the war - they made huge strides
for women's rights & equality.
@TheLadyandRose

@shanncolleenC

History told from a woman's
perspective?! I'll take it! #bombgirls
#feminist #obsessed

@serenafonze

Just started watching #BombGirls. Why
did I just find this and why are there only
two seasons?? #netflixismybestfriend

@KatieTRS

BOMB GIRLS HOW CAN YOU JUST
END LIKE THAT?! DON'T BREAK MY
HEART BECAUSE YOU'RE ONLY TWO
SEASONS LONG. #STAHP

@MeghanBigHur

Bomb Girls is so good, like don't even talk
to me

t
@andlexisays

Help, I'm addicted to Bomb Girls.

@OldAintDead

@KWQuiche YES! I love Bomb Girls. So
sad it ended and agree with you on
#savebombgirls.
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@FlorenceLucey

Can they please make more episodes of
Bomb Girls? Plz

@LulaLisbon

I LOVE Bomb Girls. Great show about
WW2 munitions factory women.
Costumes, HATS, makeup, AND a cute
#lesbian character. Full of win. #retro

@FknAlyssaa

But seriously bomb girls on Netflix is such
a cute tv show, the fashion the hair and
the way they talk is so cute. From the
40s<3

@_nmjt

BOMB GIRLS THO. #S3please #waaaaah

@betterleftbl_nk

Expect more from @Global_TV this
season except more #BombGirls
#sadforever #SaveBombGirls

@betterleftbl_nk

@kvaker81 Always bummed when they do
that to shows. Bomb Girls getting
cancelled hurt a lot

@SultanWab

Bomb girls is hella good

@AleighaIBe

I want to be Betty from Bomb Girls when
I grow up.

@LittleGreenRS

New favorite show! Bomb Girls! It's set in
my favorite decade and is brutally honest.

@allisenmarie

Started watching Bomb Girls last night
and I think I may have discovered a new
favorite series.

@Pisces_Stace

So funny how you randomly find a show
to watch and slowly become addicted.
#BombGirls
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@jessieinez

Never before have I finished watching a
series and seriously considered
rewatching it literally IMMEDIATELY.
Bomb Girls is incredible.

@brydiek84

Just sent a stack of emails off to the
relevant networks in effort to
@SaveBombGirls! #bombgirls

@dageneralpatto

Loving this series, "Bomb Girls" on
@netflix. #bingewatching

n
@Tv_Gal55

Seeing the Emmys just reminds me how
much I miss #BombGirls and how the
whole cast and crew deserves some Emmy
awards love! #SaveBomgGirls

@deawrites

Watched "Bomb Girls" on Netflix. I love
Canadian tele as much (if not a little
more) than I love British tele.

@theapplescruff

i still love bomb girls with all of my heart
that show will never lose my love. betty
mcrae can have me any day.

@RdHtSklltLickr The only reason I decided to get a twitter
account was to support @SaveBombGirls
s
and fight for the amazing show
#BombGirls to continue.
@ANFlowers17

Found a new tv show to be obsessed
with....Bomb Girls!

@VeronicaRHard @Nora_Nix They have to pick up
bombgirls. I'm counting on it for my
y
@Antoniocupo fix. That man is every
leading man in my works. I swear.
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@VeronicaRHard @Nora_Nix @antoniocupo
@SaveBombGirls To get a lobby together
y
to get it on Netflix, CBC or some other
Canadian friendly network.
@Nora_Nix

@VeronicaRHardy @antoniocupo
@SaveBombGirls Please, God. I'm tired of
good shows getting the axe, never to
return (poor Firefly).

@whirledpiece

@arielkprice @bombgirls @netflix
#bombgirls needs to be picked up for
season 3

@_ih8u_

bomb girls is not some stupid reality show
it is a historical fiction based during
WWII

@CharmingMista Omg bomb girls season 2 I haven't
watched! Yay for my new entertainment.
ke
Best show ever.
@tephiehughes

Bomb girls is seriously such a good show.
#bombgirls

@tephiehughes

@SaveBombGirls I just sent in an email to
global about how ridiculous i think the
cancellation is.

@tamiwillis10

@bombgirls #please dont cancel bomb
girls

@athenavkern

Discovered the show Bomb Girls set in
WWII Canada about the women who
worked in the bomb factories. Great show,
hope there's a 3rd season!

@ayovon

Bomb Girls is literally the best show ever
ever ever
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@rophydoes

We can't forget about #BombGirls! KEEP
HOPING. NEVER STOP.
#SaveBombGirls

@nicolehumbert

@savebombgirls we need more shows like
this!

78
@McCainGmai

Best show ever, even better than downton
abbey! Bomb Girls is amazing check it out
on netflixs!

@ghosty

Bomb Girls, it's got everything in a show
for both the guys and gals.

@harrymypickle

bomb girls is a good show

1D
@samanthaasmit I swear Bomb Girls is the best show
hh
@MorganPynn

Sometimes, I sit and think, "How could
Shaw cancel a show that was promoting
Canadian history..." #BombGirls

@BethEastwood

@sineadw @cairotango Bomb Girls is
fabulous, but if you watch it you'll become
outraged that it hasn't been renewed for a
3rd series!

@HollyweeDrago

Watching "Bomb Girls" from the
beginning!!! GREAT Series!!!

n
@da_Def

I like 'Bomb Girls' and I don't care who
knows it
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@RdHtSklltLickr @MorganPynn @SaveBombGirls even
though I'm not from Canada, I completely
s
agree. There is no reason to cancel it. Too
much of masterpiece.
@VesamoraAIE

Dude. Bomb girls is a really awesome
show.

@charlyblue

Last week discovered Bomb Girls &
watched both seasons in 3 days. Sad to
find it was canceled. Now rewatching it
w/@salanaland. <3 this show

@JanuaryCait

Bomb Girls is awesome.

@toryleeiz_

This Netflix series #BombGirls >>>>
#theshiizzz

@TanaHelmick

I love finding cool shows on Netflix.
#BombGirls is so good!

@HollyweeDrago

@SaveBombGirls LUV this show!!!

n
@smoldyjensen

it's sad there won't be another season of
bomb girls

@RdHtSklltLickr One of the many reasons to save
#BombGirls- It gives me a chance to peak
s
into the lives of my grandparents & so
many.
@DJTonji

Watching the "#BombGirls" series for the
second time. Just LOVE it so much!
#savebombgirls We truly need a third
season!

@KMaggs821

For real, why was #bombgirls cancelled? I
just finished and all I want to do is start it
over so it never ends. Amazing show.
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@asschabs

Also I miss bomb girls

@sanita_sandhu

bomb girls is the best show ever
#bombgirls

@Q_elizababy

I love the series though, great show. Does
a fabulous job at playing the 1940's.
#bombgirls

@RachLHouston

Okay, I'm obsessed. Thank you #netflix
for your BOMB suggestion!

@emilee_bb22

Why did they cancel Bomb Girls? Like
that was my life.. I would understand
jersey shore but not this.
#startingapetition

@kels_aye_

Bomb Girls is such a good television
series. I love WWII era stuff

@MageofMerde

I love #bombgirls so much Queer ladies
real ladies fancy ladies No ones a saint on
this show and it makes so very very happy

@RachelGarfirth 'At Witham we're with 'em' Kinda like me
and #savebombgirls #BombGirls
@HannahSlaski
1

Bomb girls is the best netflix show... I
swear

@bu5y_bea

I can't believe that survivor and the
amazing race are still on but not
@SaveBombGirls

@LMC_7

My parents suggested I watched Bomb
Girls. I usually don't like shows based
back in the old days but this show is
good!!
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@anw_2015

#BombGirls on #Netflix is one of the best
shows EVER! #JOUR230

@Postalpixxie

Ahhhh this show is awesome! How could
they cancel it???!!! #BombGirls

@AsserKate

Bomb girls is like the 1940's version of
gossip girl and it's awesome

@PriscySucks

Can I have a Season 3 of #BombGirls
please?!ὢ

@AleighaIBe

Wait wait wait. Why hasn't Bomb Girls
been brought back as a Netflix Original?
There is something very wrong with this
situation...

@Mari3Amnell

@SaveBombGirls Bomb Girls is seriously
amazing! I don't know why they feel the
need to stop it!

@izzemfairie

Bomb Girls is one of the most amazing
shows! http

@girl_onthego

@anarchival I enjoyed Bomb Girls so
much. I wish there was more.

@gowikdbig

BOMB GIRLS. MORE. MOVIE.

@elle_McB

Y'all. #bombgirls is such a good show! I
think I mostly love the hair & clothes.

@_eessie

Bomb Girls is so good! I love this show.

@brydiek84

Got Mum hooked on #bombgirls, she will
flip when she find out season 2 is the end.
Will have to get her on the
@SaveBombGirls bandwagon!
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@kitchyy99

Just started watching bomb girls and I
think I'm a little (read

@marshall__95

Love Bomb Girls!

@mariagoetz120

Bomb Girls is quite possibly my new
favorite show

@saffron_dickson Bomb girls is actually one of the best tv
series I've ever watched
@PippaMarvin

I miss #BombGirls and wish it had been
renewed for a third season.

@rozemishmae

Bomb girls is amazing

@mang0tammy

Seriously Bomb Girls is so good. Everyone
needs to watch this

@izzemfairie

@SaveBombGirls Keep trying; get Netflix
interested! One Network has to pick up
Season 3!

@KaelaKoolaid

Ugh watching the last episode of
#bombgirls so sad it's over! #makea
#season3 #Canada

@SMC_studios

BOMB GIRLS! This show is so good.
Came across it on Netflix. #bombgirls
#Netflix #shows

@kkfox78

Quite liking Bomb Girls so far. Pity it was
cancelled.

@kita_kami

FUCK AN ADD FOR BOMB GIRLS CAME
ON AND I'M SO FUCKING ANGRY AND
UPSET IT ISN'T GETTING ANOTHER
SEASON.. THE BIGGEST CANADIAN
INJUSTICE
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@buknerd

When a man visits you in the hospital
after your face disfiguring accident and
brings cannoli, THATS LOVE.
#NowImHungry #BombGirls #S1E2

@atlantiaCAG

Been watching Bomb Girls with the wife,
it's a really good show

@PYT_Mayne

Watching Bomb Girls on Netflix why was
this show canceled man it's too good.

@norayah

The last episode of Bomb Girls. Wish
there were more. I need more!

@kaylama5467

@bombgirls @TVGuideCanada
#BombGirls WHAT AN AWESOME
SHOW THIS IS! WHOS IDEA WAS TO
END IT? Our kids need to know about
world war 2

4519

@tslamsin

canada is pretty fuckin bomb at
representation i gotta say and i miss
bOMB GIRLS

@tangledup13

Bomb Girls is such a good show. The good
shows always get cancelled.

@mollyrayburn

If you've never seen "bomb girls" you
should rethink your life

@Tv_Gal55

I joined Twitter to help @SaveBombGirls.
My 500th tweet shall be about my
happiness for the #BombGirlsMovie.
What journey! #BigThingsAhead

@Lindsay_Bionic My grandpa just confessed that he
watched and loved #BombGirls He just
3
turned into the coolest 73 year-old British
dude know.
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@ashlien13

So I just realized that Bomb Girls is not
coming back on. I am not okay with this.

Brenda M.

I love this show. Great role models for
women!

Heather J.

A show demonstrating the strength and
backbone of Canadian women in a
historically relevant and accurate fashion?
Really, who in their right mind doesn't
want this program? Gentlemen? Token
female Executive?

Maria C.

This show is amazing! You can't take it off
after only two seasons! This is the only
show I watch. It's amazingly written and
self empowering.

G.L. P.

This is a great show. Good characters and
great story lines. It also is a CANADIAN
show. You can't get any better than that.

Lisa F.

As period pieces go, this is one of the most
thrilling and unique I've ever seen. As
female-driven shows go, this is one of the
best in terms of characterization,
storylines and cast. And as general
television shows go, "Bomb Girls" is just
too much fun not to be able to watch it
again. Shows like this are what inspire me
to want to become a TV writer.

Tameka T.

I want to save Bomb Girls! I just found
out tonight that the 2nd season has
began. I've waiting for it. Need more
advertising, you'll have more viewers.

Jessie-Anne P.

This is my favourite television show! I
usually watch it online on global's
website... I don't want it to go!
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Colleen Z.

it was a wonderfully written drama that
also served a purpose of educating the
younger generation about a very
important time in our history. bottom
line, we need more well written Canadian
dramas on television....too much reality tv
on now!!!

Helene W.

This is a great show!

Giles A.

Factory girls saved us all in WWII, now
let's save Bomb Girls!

Liz B.

This is such a fine, beautifully made show!
You have no idea of your real viewership
numbers. As a US viewer, I say, teach me
more about Canada--and let me follow all
these wonderful women's stories further.

S Q.

Seriously?! There are so many horrible
shows on TV, WHY would you think of
cancelling THIS one?

Yolanda C.

betty mcrea is such an inspiration to so
many people and shares a story that so
many relate to

Ruth H.

It is the only series I watch....I love it!!!

George T.

I am a regular viewer. I think it is very
well produced Canadian program giving a
historical aspect of our Canadian heritage
during World War 2.

Viv Z.

terrific writing, terrific acting, a really
good story....OUR story!

Christine B.

This is the best show.... I look forward to
it every week.
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Anna I.

This is more than just a TV show. This is
history. Amazing how much you can learn
and understand about the history of your
society through TV. Please keep this show
on to make spread this knowledge to
more people!

Brittany G.

The show has not only greatly enlightened
me on women's roles during WWII, it is
also well acted and all around quite
entertaining. It is by far the best periodpiece I have seen in a while!

Andrea L.

Bomb Girls tells a uniquely Canadian
story in an accessible and universal way.
It is does not shy away from the tough
subjects of sexuality, racism, abortion,
PTSD, etc. It features strong women
characters in a time when we need those
role models. It is well written, well acted,
and it is CANADIAN.

Erica B.

I love this show, I love these characters, I
love the period setting. I need Bomb Girls
to go on!

Meghan K.

Bomb Girls allows viewers a peek into the
world of women workers in WWII. Not
only does the show have an amazing cast,
the storyline covers a broad range of
topics, and there is much more that needs
to be said through Bomb Girls.
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Karen W.

How many shows out there tell such
exceptional stories about women?
Women want more television like this?
These are our stories. And I know just as
many men who are interested in these
stories, especially this show as it is written
and performed so well. You can't discount
the calibre of the talent that makes this
show so successful.. 40 plus don't want
another Glee. We want it stories that
speak to us.

Siri S.

Keep this show alive, please, I wanna see
how this war ends! but seriously, this is
not just a drama series, its a piece of art
that reflects upon a very important time
period in history, all the characters and
stories are dealt with in such a genius
awesome way, and everything just hits
you in the heart as authentic, honest and
real. everything is done with the greatest
care, and we as viewers feel & see that.
You should be proud to support this
series, there shouldn`t be an issue of
renewal or not, it should just be - make
the world a better place & air another
season ..and btw it needs to be shipped
throughout the world as well..Love &
hope from Norway

Hannah N.

Bomb Girls is an incredible show. I have
just found it in the past couple weeks and
hate to think that next week might be the
last episode.

Victoria G.

I looove bomb girls!

Amy P.

Bomb Girls is the best show on television!
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Malia W.

This show is amazingly written and
portrayed. To see it go would be a tragedy
of cinema

Caitlin K.

It shows women that it is ok to fight for
what you want and not what society wants
for you.

Michael R.

This is sane television entertainment,
telling a story based in our history
without a lot of guns and violence and
fear. it could be developed and supported,
and become a Coronation Street. Why
stop it?

L N.

We finally have a world-class, awardwinning Made in Canada series after
years and years of creative drought, and
you want to cut it? And it highlights the
accomplishments of Canada women, for
the most part played BY Canadian
women. What is WRONG with you???
This show puts Canada back on the map
for TV drama, and back on the
international stage of creativity and
audience engagement. Renew this show.
Don't be daft.

Marcella B.

This show is historically significant to
women. It fills a niche that doesn't exist
anywhere else. Let's keep inspiring young
girls to be curious about the stories of
these courageous and strong women! It is
worth keeping for a third season.

Andrea M.

Because everyone need some more Betty
in their lives.
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Cheryl M.

It's a damn good show. Give it a chance. It
speaks to our history and spotlights a
story that hasn't really been told. There
are plenty of stories about the men's war
effort. How often do we see the women's
side of the story? How often do we see
stories about women?

DJ S.

Quality historical piece with complex
female lead characters and an LGBT
character? I need this show to continue.
This is one of the best things on TV right
now. Don't cancel it; renew it and expand
your audience.

Allison B.

I love this show!! As a Canadian, I'm so
proud that this show is home grown.
Great writing and amazing cast.

Fiona D.

I love this show.

Daisy L.

Amazing show, too much potential to let
it just fade off into the distance

Gena S.

Good t.v. shows, smart t.v. shows, worthwatching t.v. shows SHOULD NOT BE
CANCELLED!

Traci G.

This is such a well written and well acted
show, not to mention it is one of the few
shows that have such strong women
characters. This show also appeals to both
the younger and older crowd and depicts
such an important time in history.

Kim C.

I love this show! We need to see more
portraits of women working during the
war.
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Beth H.

This is an amazing series, showcasing
powerful women. It would be a shame if it
were cancelled.

Sarah A.

This show is already incredible, but it has
so much potential to go beyond into the
pantheon of Greatest Shows Ever on
Television. Seeing WWII through the eyes
of these women has been so powerful and
moving - and this story is far from over. 2)
Period pieces are at an all-time high in
popularity. This is the time to market
Bomb Girls to a ready audience, after the
success of shows like Mad Men or
Downton Abbey (which lacks Bomb Girls
consistent writing and acting). 3) The
music essential to the story is an
untapped opportunity for merchandising.
Market Kate Andrews as a singer, put out
an album, capitalize on the romance of
USO-related stories to sell both the show
and the music to a wider audience. 4)
Bomb Girls, by featuring complex, wellwritten female characters and showcasing
Betty McRae has gained a loyal following
within the LGBT community. Popular
websites such as AfterEllen have
championed the show and markedly
increased the audience. Support for the
show will only intensify in the coming
months, illustrating the long-term success
that would result from rewarding Bomb
Girls' loyal viewership. Bomb Girls has
more to offer than you think. It's potential
for story and associated marketing, as
well as for a wider audience (that is
already growing throughout America)
make canceling Bomb Girls, especially
now, a huge mistake.History from a
Canadian perspective is so rarely
showcased, let alone so beautifully as in
Bomb Girls. Betty McRae's journey needs
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to be shown: there are so few LGBT
characters on television, and Betty's story
of strength and determination has
accomplished more in two seasons than
other shows have managed in ten. Just
imagine what would happen with just a
few more episodes! Aside from my
personal feelings about the show, I really
do feel that this is the wrong time to
cancel it from a purely business
perspective: 1) Bomb Girls has a steadily
growing audience outside of Global TV's
Canadian network. While unable to view
the show as it airs, a majority of American
fans watch new episodes a day later when
they appear online. Not counting or
capitalizing on this audience is a wasted
opportunity in marketing and in revenue.
1.5) Bomb Girls has recently become
available to stream via Netflix. In the
coming months the show will make a
large leap in viewers, only to find a lack of
new material when they go looking for the
rest of the story
Natasha F.

A very good show... can't get enough. The
woman are good rolemodels and we need
more female leads that take care of
buissness.

Daffny L.

It truly is one of the best shows on tvdepicting a time in our history we should
never forget-the characters and cast are
outstanding! please dont let it end!
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Karen R.

CANCELLED?? There's no way this can
be true. It is undeniably the best ever
Canadian TV show to come to production,
you would be nuts to let this go and have
an American network pick it up and make
all the money off of it. Beyond it's
amazing entertainment value this
program is significant because if it's
important role in educating and
informing with it's window into the world
of many viewers parents and
grandparents during WW2 and the
incredible role women played throughout
these years. There are only 2 shows on tv
that, in this age of programming idiocy,
my husband and I are sure to sit and
watch and Bomb Girls is #1. PLEASE DO
NOT CANCEL THIS PROGRAM

Tessa K.

We need more shows like this on
television. Bomb Girls has touched not
only the hearts of its audience but also of
some issues which are rarely represented
on television.

Nancy G.

One of the best written shows on TV.
Great actors deserve every award they
earn. Listen to your public!!

Cherlyn G.

This is an excellent show, and a Canadian
show. One of the better shows on tv. Hate
to see it cancelled.
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Dawn C.

Bomb Girls is exceptionally well-written,
and fills a niche in being a period drama
(of which Canada does not have many at
the present moment). It also tells
important stories of history, and puts
faces on the unique roles that women
played on the homefront during World
War Two. Quite honestly there are quite a
few more war years left to cover and it is
very disappointing that one of the only
shows I care to watch is being cancelled in
favour of poorly-written, and repetitive
crap.

Kelli H.

Haven't seen a show this good in a long
time. strong women, strong story lines,
great writers, great actors I don't
understand why you would want to cancel
it.

Erica S.

There has never been a more important
show. There is no point in cancelling it.

Sean B.

this show is fantastic. it has quickly
become one of my favourites. It is full of
female empowerment and wonderful
actors. each character has been fleshed
out and treated with respect. this show is
wonderful and deserves more than two
seasons.

Lesa H.

I have been telling everyone I know about
Bomb Girls. It is such a great show, with
strong female characters, still a rarity on
television. Please keep this show going,
and I will continue to spread the word!

Adéla S.

Excellent series, capturing the time I did
not recognize. It would be a shame
canceling the show.
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Claudia R.

It's what keeps me going.

Amarantha G.

This is one of the best shows I've ever
watched. You are making a big mistake.

Naomi V.

My grandmother worked in a munitions
factory during WWII. I feel it's important
to keep her story alive.

Erin K.

This show is such an accurate
representation of the WW2 era and brings
up issues that can be paralleled in today's
society. It's about feminism, the effects of
homophobia, other social prejudices, and
tons of other issues all while being
exceptionally entertaining! A show such
as Bomb Girls can improve the world, give
it a chance to do so!

Madalyn H.

I love watching this show, and I'm
saddened to see that it will be cancelled. It
stands on its own from all the other
female-centric shows, as it has given
viewers an insight into Canadian womens'
roles during WWII, and highlights the
impact they made in our country's
history. What other Canadian show has
done this? I believe it should stay on for a
few more seasons at least; it has been so
successful, and there is much more
potential for its plot line and characters.

Christina C.

this show is way too good for it to be
canceled! It has a lot of amazing talent in
it. It is something someone could easily
get into.

Katherine H.

I love everything about this show
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Lois W.

It was engaging and showed another side
of war. It portrayed Toronto as Toronto.
We need to support Canadian stories and
talent.

Ruby B.

Shows like this are very few and far
between... it would be a crime to abandon
it when it has so much more to offer. It
has so much more potential.

Daniela P.

It's an amazing show, unlike anything on
TV right now!

Jana Z.

This is the best show of all!

Caitlyn P.

This is amazing show, with wonderful
female role models.

Zoe B.

Alot could be put into this box but heres a
few things - The consideration, depth and
attention to detail in the program is what
sets it flying high. The stories that have
been told have been thorough, heartfelt in
the depth shown and educational (insert
more description words) and I feel that
there are many stories left to tell.
Amazing acting and storylines that tugs
on your heart strings and sense of
relatability even if it was in the 1940's as
some of the topics tackled in the show still
resonate today. The ability to invest
emotionally in every characters storyline
is something special about this show. In
my personal opinion there is not a show
out there that is like Bomb Girls yes, there
is other period dramas but something
about this show which is not fully
explainable in words as it's more of a
feeling that captures many people's
emotions across the world. It is a show
that truly deserves more seasons and, to
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see such authenticity to a show & it's
creators with such consideration and
passion on a level that fans can feel on the
same page is fresh in these times. There is
much more that could be said but I hope
that the network reconsiders it's decision
as it has left many fans around the world
saddened (amongst many other
emotions) to lose such a great show.
Ivan K.

Bomb Girls is the best show ever!

Brittney S.

Because I freaking LOVE this show and
need Betty in my life for at least another
season!

Aine R.

It's important to see all kinds of women
represented on TV from the meek to the
kick-ass, all colors, creeds and classes,
and this show has them all! I found the
show on Netflix and was hooked from the
first episode. I laughed, I cried (esp when
it was cancelled!) and I came to love these
characters. Please don't take these
wonderful women away from us so soon.

Debbie O.

This show is incredibly well-written and
showcases tremendous actors. The best
part is that it's Canadian!! This is no
American patriotic show being funneled
up from the south. It's our very own show,
that highlights Canada's role in the war.
We deserve to share our story - especially
the one about how women played a
pivotal role in the war efforts. Come on
Global! You know what to do.
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Samantha C.

This show needs a third season (AT
LEAST) to do justice to the characters and
storylines of the past 2 seasons. In the
States we got on the 'Bomb Girls' train a
little too late. You'd be making a big
mistake by not letting it finish it's run on
REELZ before assesing those "number"
you say are the reason you are not going
to renew the show for another season.
Heck, I'll take a half-season! Just let
'Bomb Girls' finish the stories you started.

Charlotte P.

There are so many shows that
inexplicably keep getting renewed, but a
very good program with great character
development that deals with real life
issues is being cancelled?

Sophia P.

This show deals with issues that we all
can relate to. It was inspiring and
refreshing to finally have a television
show with strong and intelligent women
navigating the struggles and inequalities
within our society. Please, reconsider.
Renew Bomb Girls for another season!

Jennifer W.

Bomb Girls portrays a very important
time in history. Society changed
dramatically when women jumped in to
fill the holes left by men who were off
fighting the war. This is the only show to
portray this. It needs to keep going!

Clariss K.

This show was the best thing that i've
watched in a long time. The caracters
were awesome, the writing was incredible
and the storyline was fascinating. Please
GlobalTv bring Bomb Girls back!!!
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Shane D.

This has been the best show I have ever
seen that is based during ww2.I look
forward to each new show. I was totally
engulfed in the show on the Dieppie Raid
my uncle was there (RHLI). He ended up
as a POW for the rest of the war.It was
interesting to see how Canada reacted to
the news coming back home.Made me
think about how my aunt and his mother
and father must of felt knowing only that
he was MIA till they found out he was a
POW. Must of been awful.

Erica O.

The show is amazing! It is the best show
I've seen in years! Bomb Girls is
intelligent, complex, and has great depth.
Please keep telling the story. We know it's
not done yet. Thank you.

Tori L.

I have enjoyed watching Bomb Girls since
it first premiered. Every week I am pulled
into the unique setting of 1940's Canada.
Even more intriguing are the stories of
the Bomb Girls themselves. All of them
have very different perspectives but
somehow manage to remain close friends.
It's rare to see such program in a
television landscape rife with shallow
sitcoms and reality shows, very rare
indeed. I hope the powers that be will
allow the series the third season it's actors
and it's audience deserve.

Jiri M.

it is pleasant to see something like this

Kim R.

Bomb Girls is more than a TV show, it is a
tribute, one that deserves every moment
of glory it has acheived so far. I was
thinking about all the women who
contributed so much to Canada and how
Bomb Girls finally gives them a voice.
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They didnt get medals, probably never got
a hand shake or a Thank You, and
unfortunately many have probably passed
away never knowing that Canadians truly
do appreciate their hard work and
dedication. Bomb Girls is their voice to a
new generation, it is an absolute shame
that executives and dollar signs silence
their voices yet again. A true shame.
Please keep Bomb Girls on the air. It's the
right thing to do.
Ruth M.

Bomb Girls is one of the very few
television productions of quality, and high
standards. Why in the world would you
cancel it?

Cassandra H.

It is an amazingly well written and very
educational show. The best Canadian
show ever produced!!

Aragorn M.

Just one more season!

Kim L.

I love this show. For once you have a
show that is not made up of a bunch of
fools trying to get their 15 minutes of fame
and money. These people are real actors
and are really showing us all what it was
like to live during the war when the
women had to build the bombs. My
father, father-in law, many uncles and
even some aunts fought in World War 2
and I have learned so much from this
show regarding the war. Things that they
could not think about or talk about that
much. I love this show and if it is canceled
you can be sure I will never watch Global
Television again. This show is meant to let
us all know about the war. My aunt is 88
and lives for this show. Perhaps just try
putting it back in the Wednesday night
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time slot. The older people do not care
about stupid reality television.
Kayla S.

I love Bomb Girls!

Emina I.

its a great show that has amazing
characters and writing is A+

Arlene S.

.............because it is one of the better
shows on TV.

Kirsty M.

Bomb girls is an amazing show with
amazing actors and writers, I think its sad
that it is potentially off the air when it
represents generation that we have a lot
to thank for. The characters are real and
relatable and I've fell in love with all of
them in their own way because they're not
perfect, and that makes them better. Its a
fantastic show and there is so much
support behind it, taking it off the air
would be an insult to the fans, the writers
and the actors.

Liz J.

I only just discovered this show recently
but I immediately fell in love with it! I am
not aware of any way to watch the show in
broadcast in the US but I do watch online.
Please do not cancel this show. It is
important for women, it is a work of art,
and reflects well on your network. Renew
Bomb Girls!

Siria M.

I love this show! Kiss from Italy
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Kendra W.

Bomb Girls is the only show that I have
found that really works to create
wonderful plots, great characters (that are
true to their characteristics, yet are
developed well), with fantastic actors.
This show portrays powerful female role
models which is exactly what TV needs!
We need strong, independent women on
television who's plots area not shaped by
the male characters. Bomb Girls gives us
exactly that! I am so pleased to call myself
a Bomb Girls fan, and one can see that the
fan base is fighting for this show. We are
loyal and dedicated fans who will not go
down without a fight! We love Bomb
Girls!

Ylva H.

Bomb girls is one of the best shows I've
ever seen on tv, its so refreshing with a
quality drama telling a historically
interesting story centered around strong
female characters. It´s quite unique, and
so well written and acted! This is what tv
should be like! Please consider the fact
that this show has resonated with viewers
around the world who don't have access
to Global and hence will not be included
in your ratings. And since it only recently
became available on Netflix, we haven't
been able to pay for it until now, but i
promise you I will be happy to if there is
another season!

Helena M.

Well written. Best show on television
right now.
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Ayanna G.

This is a wonderfully written show that
depicts strong female characters along
with the problems faced by many
minority groups during the 1940's. I love
the characters of Bett McRae and Gladys
Witham as well. All of the characters are
three dimensional and continuously
develop and grow with each episode.
Please renew the show for one more
season. It is inspiring. It is motivational.
It is entertainment at its finest.

Christina G.

Because this is one of the best shows in a
long time. What do you need more?

Justine G.

it is important to me because I believe
there are not enough well written, or
accurate portrayals of strong independant
women or queer women for that matter in
the media.

Delilah J.

This is one of the few shows I scramble to
watch the newest episode as soon as I can.
It's an excellent show, very character
driven and is a period drama that is never
boring while remaining true to the time
period it takes place. I've been greatly
upset that because I live in another
country I haven't been able to properly
support the show

Arthur W.

Great Canadian show!

Tomas T.

One of very good TV Show, War from the
other side.
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Janet R.

i think this show tell a bigger story about
our mothers and grandmothers with all
this new technology we have the kids
don't get what wit was like for them " back
In the day" i have a14 year old who love
this show as well as my 20 year old niece

Karalyn M.

For a Canadian network to cancel an
award winning Canadian show is
absolutely appalling. Bomb Girls is one of
the few shows that is truly family fare. As
a multi generational family watching this,
we discuss the history of Toronto, discuss
the family members that were involved in
the war effort; as workers in the bomb
factories, as soldiers, and those that
stayed home and how they were affected.
I suppose this cancellation is to make
room for some "reality show". Thanks, but
no thanks.

Lana B.

It is so hard to find a good Canadian
show. I Love BOMB GIRLS!!!

R T.

A great show that informs us about the
amazing work that was done here during
world war 2 and how Canada was
evolving at the time.

Judy T.

Canadians deserve to see their own
culture and history represented in the
media. Canadian actors and others
involved in television and film production
deserve to work in Canada to produce
quality programming like this, that is far
better than most of the drivel being
produced in the U.S. Both of my children
trained in arts programmes (music and
dance) and it sickens me to watch as so
many young people like them have fewer
opportunities to work in their chosen
profession in the country that educated
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them. This show is an outstanding
example of what Canada has to offer the
world. It should be nurtured with pride,
not cast off, to be replaced by yet another
mindless American reality TV show.
Christina M.

Bomb Girls is an incredible show and
should be given another chance!

Marta A.

It's great show and I would love to see
more.Please continue this show.

Lauren R.

Bomb Girls is the greatest TV show on
television. It captures the human
condition and the full spectrum of human
emotion

Ashley L.

I need a show where both strong women
and queer woman (and now women of
color) are being displays as strong and
independent people who actually made a
difference in history. I need a show where
the aforementioned groups are not
treated like sideshows or stereotypes. I
need a show where a main character can
be gay and deal with her sexuality
realistically. This is a good show; I'd hate
to see it cut short.

Christi P.

BEST SHOW EVER

Meaghan M.

Such an amazing show, and shows so
much important Canadian history!
PLEASE RENEW IT!! <3

Rebecca L.

Quality writing, layered characters, great
acting, production. Plus, we need to see
ourselves reflected in stories!!

Iie L.

Best Tv shows i've ever watched so far.
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Gigi I.

Because this show features a side of
Canadian history we have never seen.
Women's stories need to be told.

Dorothy W.

The show is an exceptional example of
Canadian television! With a talented cast
and intriguing story lines, it has been a
favorite in my household.

Katie M.

Where else on television can you find: -A
middle aged woman who still has it "goin'
on" -A lesbian who isn't stereotyped
(heck, seeing a lesbian on mainstream
television is RARE). Canada has led so
many break-throughs for the LGBT
community. Don't stop here! -A lesbian's
nice Christian friend -- they exist! -A
wise-cracking girl who won't let a scar get
in the way of fulfilling her desires Women with AGENCY -A believable
portrayal of an era where women had it
rough -An interracial couple -Quality
writing -Quality acting -Quality sets -And
I could go on and on. I have your answer:
ON GLOBAL TELEVISION. Why get rid
of something that will only improve the
image of your company? Prove to Canada
and the world that Global can make a
better show than CBC!

Lilli C.

There has not been any other show like it
and it shows a side of the war which we
have never seen before, from a whole
other perspective. Also I love each and
every character so muchh! :) Especially
James! ;)

Jenna M.

Bomb Girls is an its gets better message of
the past that is aiding my present.
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Jess G.

This is a truely amazing show.
Poignant/interesting storylines, a
fantastic cast, and a wonderful insight
into a womans world during such a
profound time in history. Vera, Lorna,
Gladys, Betty and Kate, would love to see
more of their stories told.

Elroy G.

This show is great and it's way better than
anything that is on TV today. This is my
#1 show hands down because their is no
competition. As a military veteran that
spent some time doing exactly what these
ladies are doing at Victory munitions, it's
a great piece of history that will never be
repeated. Where else could you go back
70 years into history and feel a connection
of what it must have been like way back
when. Please give them 100 more
episodes so I can make it to the end of the
year in one piece. Thank you.

Janet R.

Bomb Girls has everything I've ever
wanted in dramatic television. Please
don't take it away from me.

MaggIe O.

Canadian location for the plot, Canadian
location for filming offering Canadian
jobs, Canadian writers, directors and
actors. This is an EXCELLENT melding of
brilliant writing and gifted ensemble of
actors. The subject matter is
compelling...What more do people want
in television???

Amanda F.

I absolutely love this show

Sarah R.

It is quality tv. Also being a member of
lgbt community having story lines that
reflect our lives is important.
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Whitney B.

Great show, best thing on TV

Oliver S.

Bomb Girls is the best show to grace our
television screens. We can't let it go.

Angela R.

I don’t understand how an award winning
& nominated show can be cancelled. The
stories are intelligent, educational,
passionate, thought provoking and are
relevant to today with its universal
themes. The characters are well developed
and humanistic. Each with both
weaknesses and inspirational strengths.
The cast members are such talented and
amazing actors and they truly deserve
employment. In a world where media is
fraught of pathetic "reality tv shows" it is
a true pleasure to be able to watch a tv
show of such substance. Bomb Girls is my
favourite show and I look forward to each
and every episode, counting down the
days until the next episode with
excitement. Rather than cancelling the
show maybe time slot or marketing
adjustments could be made. Please
reconsider your decision of cancelling
Bomb Girls for everybody involved:
actors, writers, crew and viewers.

Rachel O.

This show has been one of the greatest
things I've viewed on TV in many, many
years!! Please, give it more time!

Keri Z.

Because smart, well written televisions
shows that revolve around strong women
are rare, and need to be championed. As a
woman these characters resonate with
me, and as a member of the LGBT
community, it is encouraging to see a
character like Betty McRae treated not
like a token character added for
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"diversity" but like a three-dimensional
person whose stories are handled with
respect. I only discovered this show at the
beginning of its second season and am
sad to see so many trivial programs
succeed when important shows like this
are cancelled without a fair shot at
building the characters they create and
the audience they deserve. I hope you
reconsider. Thank you.
Deborah C.

I have never been one to like canadain
television. i tell everyone to watch this
show... from my friends in australia to my
dad. surprisingly after i told my dad what
this show was about he told me that his
grandmother was a bomb girl! i love
everything about this show... the actors,
the sets, the real houses they're filmed in,
the costumes and the music! it's
beautifully written and i love all the
characters, though betty is my favourite.
please don't cancel this wonderful show

Meg C.

Bomb Girls is one of the best series I've
seen. It represents a variety of minorities
who often aren't represented in TV and
shows their struggles and issues in a real
way that fans can relate to. The writing,
acting costumes, sets, EVERYTHING is
brilliant and we want more of it!

Alysse T.

bomb girls came at a really important for
me when i needed it most and i am so
thankful for it don't take it away!

Ashley C.

its an amazing show, needs another
season!
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Lila A.

I fear there isn't going to be another TV
show any time soon that will understand
the things that the Bomb Girls' crew
seems to so effortlessly achieve.

Annie G.

Bomb Girls is more than TV, it's a small
revolution. Its loyal and intelligent
fanbase see in it a show that FINALLY
speaks to them, to women, queer people,
the disabled and other minorities which
have rarely if ever been portrayed with
such craft, depth and empathy. So many
of the plots and themes are unheard of for
television, please don't silence these
important voices so early in the story.

Rosa P.

This is one of the best Canadian television
series yet and you want to give up already
!!! Get Rosie O'Donnell to help with the
advertising in the US if you have to. She
loved the story line, the writing the great
cast, the costumes, the history etc. I can
go on and on. I want this show to remain
on the air as long as possible. Shaw media
needs a better advertising campaign....so
Canadians can stop watching stupid
reality crap and learn about your show
that contains substance!!!

Marisa B.

This show is the best Canadian series i've
seen in YEARS!!!! Real, historical
reference, relevant to every family in
Canada, including the immigrant voice...
Amazing actors, fabulous fashion, and a
wonderful storyline.... YOU MUST BE
INSANE to CANCEL IT NOW!!! (We need
at LEAST another season!!) ... Listen to
the fans... we watch the show!!

Melanie A.

cuz this show is da bomb baby!!!
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Mel A.

Bombgirls is da bomb baby! Puleeease
don't cancel it!!

Mary M.

Bomb Girls shows us Canadian culture at
its bravest and best!

Caroline C.

Canadian Content is important, and
Bomb Girls is possibly the best Canadian
show on television right now.

Bob S.

Great Canadian show

Barbara H.

Visibility, bomb girls does it right, very
good portrayal of a lesbian character.

Leyton C.

Because it is pretty much my life so....

Karen G.

Please do not cancel! Great show!

Emily C.

This is far and away the best show on
television. I have loved the characters
from the very first episode and am
nowhere near done watching their
adventures.

Jason S.

exceptional show! DO NOT CANCELL !!!

Giulia U.

This is genuinelly one of the best shows of
these last years. It would be a true shame
to cancel it. It deserves a new season and
the chance to be appreacited abroad!

Bronwyn R.

There has to be a place on TV for smart,
diverse, 3-Dimensional women to be
portrayed.

Maria A.

Because I've invested so much of myself
in these characters, I can't just let them
die.
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Rachel B.

Bomb Girls can not be cancelled! I don't
watch any television except for this one
show. I've introduced it to numerous
people and everyone that has watched one
episode can't get enough of the show. I
had a friend I showed the first episode of
season one and she sat down and couldn't
stop herself from watching the rest of the
season on GlobalTV.com in the same day!
Also, it appeals to all ages: I myself am 20
years old and I watch it with my Mom
who is 50 years old and recently I
introduced her Mom who is 78, my
grandma, and all of us appreciate the
shows historical value and all of the
amazing characters! You can't cancel it,
you just can't! If you try to introduce a
new show in its place I promise it won't be
near as good, as historically significant or
as loved by its devoted followers as Bomb
Girls has succeeded in gaining.

Karen C.

Please renew Bomb Girls

Nuria R.

I like Bomb girls!!!!

Betty H.

This is the best Canadian series ever! The
actresses & actors are really good! People
in the U.S. have commented that they
want the show broadcast on their
stations! It's so sad that everything comes
down to the allmighty dollar. Maybe you
should try to broadcast it on a different
night??
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Patrick T.

It's hard to get me to turn a television on
at all. TV is 99% crap. This show is
impressive enough to actually get me to
turn my TV on at least once a week! Hear
that Global? Can your advertising
customers hear that? Don't cancel the
most well written show in years!!

Tomas S.

because this show helped me a lot and it
deserves to continue

Roseann L.

It is a very well written and acted show

Robyn T.

This is by far the best Canadian show to
date. Not only is it superbly acted but it
tells an important part of Canadian
history that is often forgotten about. Save
Bomb Girls!

Pat A.

This is the best show on TV these days. It
is so wonderful to travel back to a
historically impacting time in Canada!
The characters are REAL and refreshing
The subject matter touches on many
aspects of life from that era and has
enlightened me to things I never learned
in school! It would be such a loss if this
program doesn't continue! There is so
much more to tell from those years!!
PLEASE reconsider! We need Bomb
Girls!

Heather B.

A wonderful Canadian program that is
both entertaining and educational.
Engaging stories, wonderful acting,
gorgeous costumes...what is there not to
love? Plus we need more strong female
role models on television like our beloved
Bomb Girls!
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Megan R.

Bomb Girls is one of the best television
shows on the air. The production, writing,
and cast are brilliant, and I would love to
be able to continue watching.

Stephanie I.

This show is far too brilliant to be taken
off the air when there's so much trash
currently on it. The Bomb Girls cast and
crew should be impeccably proud to have
been a part of something so monumental
to so many people.

James C.

Everything about this show is great. The
acting, writing, production, etc., is so top
notch. I actually consider this my second
favourite show on television right now,
just behind the Walking Dead, but in
front of the Game of Thrones and Mad
Men. Yes I do think this show is that
good. Global don't be stupid, renew it.

Brenda V.

It is a great show that highñights the role
women played during the 2nd World War
and I think it is important to highlight
that on television.

Laryssa H.

Because it is a great Canadian show!!

Joana C.

This show is the definition of quality tv.

Rebekah R.

It is such a GREAT show!!

Megan C.

This show is doing things that no other
show would dare to do. It tells women's
stories as they deserve to be told, and it
reminds us of the integral part women
have played in our country's history.
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Marylynn R.

Bomb Girls is an amazing show! You can't
get rid of it. The cast amazing, the acting
is really good. Please don't cancel it!

Don L.

Well developed plot line. Needs to viewed
at a better time slot. We watch it on
rogers on demand.

Katie B.

This show is to brilliant and beautiful to
let go of. If there be any more art, any
more feelings, or any more excitement
even if only for an hour in this world, let it
live through this show.

Nick C.

Because I need queer representation in
the mainstream media.

Ana F.

Betty Mcrae.

Brian W.

Bomb Girls is the best show on TV. It
reflects an incredibly changing time in
history for women. Please keep our show!

Marta J.

We need more queer characters on tv, we
need to get rid of heteronormativity!

Jennifer M.

Such a well written show with great
actors. Even better it shows women who
are strong and empowered. Do not cancel
it!

Shell B.

Love this show

Catarina S.

Its an incredible and well acted show that
needs to be renewed.. Its a great and
powerful show for everyone and its very
educacional.
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James C.

Interestingly I am looking down at the
signatures on this petition, most are
women, few are men... come on men! But
as the other petitioners, I want this show
to continue for many more seasons,
because... this show hasn't even begun to
impress. Combined with the absolutely
amazing production values, writing and
acting, this is giving Canadians and
hopefully others in the world a sense of
Canadian history and the struggles that
our society went through to be in the
place we are today. Every episode brings
has been pitch perfect and I truly cannot
name a better production that is on tv at
the moment, and that includes the
American shows such as Mad Men. Global
you need to open your eyes, you are
making an enormous mistake by
cancelling this program. Either that or
you need better employees.

Skye E.

Unique series, which happens to be my
favourite tv programme. It deserves at
least another series, I love the show. Great
actors and fantastic storylines. Please
don't give up on this show!

Renita S.

Essential to keep Canadian History and
the History of Canadian Woman alive in a
time where reality tv and violence have
overtaken the airways.
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Nan C.

First the writing, producing, acting is
excellent and the story line and continuity
in the show itself is great. It provides a
definitive source for in class students to
learn and discuss the women's effort
during world war 2. It is set in Canada
and it discusses the importance of the
homefront and the war effort at home.
The set is authentic. The acting superb. It
is not a boring show. It moves along quite
well. It is very interesting. Why throw
away a winner? I really don't get it. SAVE
THIS SHOW. RENEW this show. If not I
hope you are scooped by a US
conglomerate who signs it. This show will
be a winner whether on Global or on
History station. Doesn't matter . It is a
winner! Right up there with FOYLES
WAR but this is staring mostly women
because that is the topic... women on the
homefront keeping the boys at the front
going. PLEASE I don't know why you
would even consider ditching this show!
Sincerely, Nan Clarke, Ottawa.

Lily W.

This show is inspirational and shouldn't
be cancelled only after two seasons.

Joan M.

One of the few shows with substance and
civic pride that demonstrates a time in
our history women played a major role.
Plus, being set in 1940's Toronto gives us
a 'living' look back at what our beloved
city was like and our role during the role.

Maria M.

Because Bomb Girls is my refuge. I find
solace in this beautiful show.

Gabriella W.

Best show on tv that is why! How dare
Global do this.
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Stephanie H.

It is very important part of our Cdn
past....a reminder of the way my
grandmother lived...education for those
today to see how it once was...so many
reasons.

Lyndsay W.

My family watches this show together. My
husband remembers his grandparents
talking about some of the places that are
mentioned on the show. It is truly great
tv, please reconsider.

Kelly P.

This show has done an exceptional job of
creating entertaining and heart felt
Canadian TV drama. To let it go would be
to lose some fantastic Canadian content.
We need more shows about strong
women, and this IS one of them!

Ashley W.

this is an amazing show with characters I
can connect with. also this is one of the
very few excellent portrayals of queer
characters on tv. how can we let that go.
it's important.

Laura Anna H.

I've always ever learnt how the WW2
effected middle europe, especially Austria
because i live there. i think it's important
to see it from other sides as well and we
don't have much chances to do so. it's as
well important to see how strong women
were back then behind the men. it's
amazing, the whole show, it's basically
one of the only shows i know that treat
their women with the respect they
deserve. please this show needs to be
renewed
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Habiba E.

Finally a show Canada could be proud of.
A show that promoted rights for
minorities. A show that shatters
stereotypes about women and empowers
us all. We are all Betty Mcrae. We are all
Gladys Witham. We need this show.

Laura W.

Bomb Girls is an incredible programme
that still has so much more to offer. As
such a huge hit as a Canadian show I have
absolutely no idea why Global would
cancel it, and it would be a travesty if it
ended on the second season. Please bring
it back!

Carol G.

Let me count the ways: a canadian show,
talented cast, great writing, slice of
history, better than dozens of stupid
shows on TV, did I say Canadian.
Honestly, cancel Donald Trump and give
us Bomb Girls!

Michelle E.

This is a great Canadian show that has
been accepted and loved by the world.
DON'T CANCEL IT! It has a great
following and gives the world a view of
Canada that they would not have known.

Aine M.

So many great characters, so much
unfinished business - and we want to see
HAPPY endings, dammit! :-)

Victoria H.

The story of strong women in the 40's is
rarely show, they are usually portrayed as
the women at home. This story needs to
be told!

Kate B.

This show is so good on so many levels...
And I can't have the only lesbian on TV I
don't want to stab snatched away like this.
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Lara R.

It's important to support good Canadian
productions. There aren't enough out
there to begin with!

Dr. Catherine P.

A superlative program in vision, acting,
plotting and dialogue, both important for
its historical perspective and for its
intelligent, compassionate, complex
portrayal of women as full participants
and agents in history and the human
experience. More, please! The accolades,
loyal viewers and narrative and character
potential are there. Play to your strengths.

Dianne M.

Bomb girls is an example of the amazing
work that's been coming out of the
Canadian TV industry. It tells stories that
this generation needs to hear. Please do
not cancel this show. Give it a chance.

Jada B.

I watch this show every week & am blown
away by the story & the acting it needs to
continue

Raven D.

This is one of the few shows that don't
have women as some background support
to leading men. I have been so inspired by
this, even in this male dominated world
there are women who refuse to be
silenced, that's what the world needs
today, not some show about teenagers
ruining songs. Give these ladies a voice,
show the women of the world they are
greater than the odds, because that's
exactly what this show does,
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Andrea B.

The show helps me in a lot of things, my
language first of all, i learned a lot of new
things in english and with my sexual
orientation too, i started to accept my self
for what i really am. Also i enjoyed
watching it because its so good, the
stories are well told and the characters
feel real.

Kim R.

How incredibly frustrating! Cancelling
Bomb Girls has got to be the biggest goose
egg on Canadian tv execs foreheads up to
this point...what are they thinking?
Believe it or not, there are still some
people, in Canada and elsewhere, who
love this show and the important history
it tells, who actually enjoy a story with
great actors who bring it to life. Just ask
the viewers from the UK and Australia
and the US who are begging for access to
our little Canadian show! What is so
incredibly complicated about having
familiar Canadian actresses being reintroduced to a broader audience, having
the chance to learn more about our own
history as Canadians, and catering to
viewers who actually have the attention
span to keep watching something beyond
an hour time slot? We don't need another
'chop her up leave her in the dumpster for
the big detective man to come along and
save the day' type of show. Been there
done that...time to move on. You have
created a great thing here...and these
Canadian heroines deserve to have their
stories told. Don't give up on them now...a
1hour movie doesn't give these women the
justice that is well earned and deserved!
Change your mind, bring it back and
focus on the stories that have so much
potential, and lets move forward. Thank
you.
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Dianne S.

Bomb Girls is first-rate quality TV. Great
acting and historical. I must protest
vehemently over its cancellation! Bomb
Girls scripts are excellent, wonderfully
acted and gripping to watch. On a shallow
note, I must say the costumes the female
leads wear are lovely. I was stunned to
hear of its cancellation. Bomb Girls is one
of the best examples of quality TV
anywhere in the world.

Gisele C.

Please renew this well-written program
which focuses on an era where women left
their homes to work in munitions
factories for the war effort - too many
stories to be told. The actors greatly add
to the show - they are well-cast...please
give us more!!

Kim R.

Do NOT cancel Bomb Girls

Anne Sophie P.

Bomb Girls is an amazing show cancelling it would be a great loss.

Lynda S.

The show not only sheds light on a
fascinating time in Canadian history from
a woman's point of view, which is unusal
in itself, it is also well written and
compelling. Come on Global, no more
reality shows. We need meat, not more
dessert. Cheers, Lynda

Hung H.

One of best well-written TV series ever.
Excellent casting, fabulous
cinematography, authentic period settings
and music and the list goes on. Please
really re-consider your decision and have
this show renew for another season.
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Sue M.

Bomb Girls isn't just about our history,
it's about all of us. It's about women
supporting one another and their country.
It shows us how to be better people, and
gives us a reason we can be proud to be
Canadian. A real reason. It gives us hope.
Please don't give up on our girls.

Clare B.

It honours women and our history, and its
characters are truthful and threedimensional. Besides that, Bomb Girls IS
(I'm hoping I don't have to say 'was') at
last a solid, well-made, WATCHABLE,
and enjoyable Canadian show we can be
proud of. There aren't enough of them;
something went very right with Bomb
Girls, and it's just a shame to cancel
something so heartfelt and worth
watching. I hope Global reconsiders and
gives us another season or two. There are
more stories left to tell, even if they're in
the postwar years; there are further layers
in the characters, and in the social climate
of the time, to unravel and explore.

Noris S.

This show is wonderful. Its one of the few
shows that has a wonderful portrayal of
women and really does a great job of it,
dot take that away...

Linda G.

These characters are too interesting to
leave already! Please let them continue to
evolve over several more seasons.

Heather L.

This show is empowering to women and
teaches history at the same time. It would
be a shame to see it go.
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Юлия Булахова
О.

It was one of the best series about women
on WWII I've ever seen. Russian girl
wants to see her favorite Canadian
women. There're so many talented
actressess and so well written script.
Please, re-open it.

Ligia G.

Bomb Girls is the best show I've ever
seen. Every single thing about it is great
and it desrves to live a long life. It makes a
difference, and it's made with passion. We
deserve to get to see where the story goes,
PLEASE.

Jane G.

Because I love this show, the strong
women we don't really hear about now
despite their effort in the war and I see
myself in them. The story isn't finished
yet.

Natalia P.

Bomb Girls is an amazing show, one of
the best ones on TV at this moment. Not
only it's extremely well-written and has a
superb cast but it's also portrays women
in an empowering and realistic way that
you hardly see in media nowadays. If
Bomb Girls doesn't get another season it
will be a great loss.

Leah A.

I love this show so much, I hope you'll
please consider even a six-episode third
season. The first season was wonderful
and I can't wait to buy the 2nd season
dvds.

Danielle C.

This is one of the best shows out there! it's
so well acted, has amazing story lines and
is so different to anything else out there.
Why take away something so great?
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Angela V.

In the first few minutes of the first
episode of Bomb Girls I fell in love with
everything it was. The stories are a stark
historical insight into the often
unacknowledged home efforts of World
War II, but at the same time its themes of
empowerment, prejudice and conflict (not
just wartime but the internal struggles)
are timeless. The characters are so
complex and layered, but manage to
remain truly genuine and relatable in all
their flaws and virtue. It's well written,
thoroughly detailed, and has a
phenomenonly talented cast and crew. It's
a rare think to come across such an
intelligent show lacking in the
misogynistic, racist and
homo/transphobic humour that's so
rampant in popular entertainment. Bomb
Girls is the kind of show that can make
you laugh, think, cry and genuinely feel
for what's happening on the screen. It has
a great wealth of potential to carry the
characters through the war and beyond,
and if it remains cancelled the television
industry has lost a great asset.

Nicole J.

hands down the best show I've seen in a
long time. glee is literally painful to watch
now and it got 2 more seasons. what the
hell is going on society??
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Andrea U.

Bomb Girls is one of the best shows that
has been made in a very long time. The
stories about these women, their losses
and their wins, the struggles to overcome,
about friendship and love. The stories the
show tell us we can identify with even
today. The characters feel like real people,
with their flaws and their strengths. It
represents something that most other
television shows seem to ignore and it is
too important to receive this treatment.
This show is amazing. Personally I also
love it because it represents me in a way
that no one has done before. It is more
than just entertainment, it is, like so many
has said before me, it is a fantastic show
that week after week takes up important
issues that still exist in the world today
and gives a voice to those of us who
previously have been ignored or turned
into objects instead of a person.

Nora M.

it is a canadian show! about women in the
war! it has great actors and great
storytelling.. why would you cancel this?

Ruth B.

A female-led show with the best portrayal
of a queer character I have ever seen.
Please don't cancel it.

Angelica G.

This is one of the few shows that portray
strong female leads during an era that is
considered the dawning of female
empowerment and independence. Also,
this show is amazing.

Jade H.

because its historical and the characters
all have a place in every fans heart
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Veronica W.

So many reasons. This show brought
myself and others so much joy, and an
insight to the amazing things women did
in wwII. It was a gorgeous production,
and I have no idea why people would
think to cancel it.

Joanne S.

IT IS HONORING CANADIAN WOMEN
IN THEIR WAR TIME EFFORT AND AN
HONOR TO ALL PEOPLE INVOLVED IN
WW2. THE BEST TV SHOW i HAVE
EVER WATCHED..

Zoe S.

This show is so feminist which is the best
thing ever

Georgina B.

Because Bomb Girls is way too amazing to
end!

Sonia B.

This show is mindblowing in the careful
consideration it takes of both its plot and
its beautifully nuanced characters. There
is nothing else like it on television right
now, and it deserves another chance.

Kristen L.

I'm a woman and I'm queer and there is
no other show that respects me the way
this show does. As a queer female tv
addict I feel like I've been waiting for this
show my entire life.

Katelynn W.

Renewing Bomb Girls would be amazing
because of two big reasons: 1) there is no
other show on TV right now that treats
women not as accessories to men or as
whores if they choose to be sexually active
but as real people with lives, flaws, and
strengths. There is no other show on TV
that has a cast of women that doesn't
reduce itself to cattiness and fighting
amongst the women to provide titillation
to male viewers. 2) because women so
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rarely get a chance to tell their side of the
story because it is seen as less
extraordinary than men's narratives. How
many WW2 films and shows have we seen
with an all male cast of soldiers in the last
20 years? A whole lot. How many have we
seen from a woman's perspective?
Uh...pretty sure Bomb Girls is one of the
only ones if not the only one. Oh wait, one
more. 3) no where else on television do
you see gay and straight relationships
getting handled with the same amount of
care as you do on Bomb Girls. Betty
McCrae is not played for the male gaze
but played as a human being with real
feelings and as a bisexual woman myself I
breathed a sigh of utter relief when Betty
was not forced into the role of the "hot
lesbian chick" there for men to get off on.
If you don't renew Bomb Girls you're
playing it safe. You're playing it just like
everyone else and I expected better of a
Canadian station. How is it that shows,
American shows like Glee with their
sexism, transphobia, and biphobia get
renewed on Global and yet shows, OUR
shows, our blood, sweat, and tears, our
PASSION gets thrown away like it's not
good enough? Support a Canadian show
as much as you support an American one.
Please renew Bomb Girls. Thank you.
Lisa P.

This show is so well done and tells many
important stories, and it has lots of
potential to keep going strong if you give
it another chance and put it not against
DWS and Murdoch Mysteries.

Jess R.

This is one of the few shows that actually
has a majority female cast. And every
single character is actually three
dimensional.
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Aynsley H.

There are so few amazing shows centered
around women and this one is the
absolute best! Don't take away Gladys,
Betty, Kate, Vera, Lorna, Reggie, Sheila,
Carol, Marco, Ivan and the rest of our
lovely gang!!!

Anita C.

This is one of my all time favorite shows
ever, the cast is incredibly talented and
the characters amazing, especially Betty
McRae, Gladys Whitham and Vera Burr.
Please don't cancel it!

Aliisa P.

Bomb Girls represents (and represents
well) characters that are on no other
current shows. It fills a necessary void in
the media fabric and can't be lost.

Andrea R.

It's so rare to have a well written show
about women, let alone to have a period
piece that so brilliantly depicts the life
and times of the homeland during war.
It's an absolute travesty that this wasn't
picked up for further episodes when your
network continues to air schlock like
Celebrity Apprentice.

Riley F.

Bomb Girls is the best show ever!

Natalie G.

Feminism with a side of misandry,
sprinkled with gay.

Valda R.

A wonderfully well done Canadian
production about our history that was
overlooked for far too long. Renew this
show. Keep this in production. Global &
Shaw do the right thing!

Kimberly R.

I love this show and the storyline's are so
important to me.
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Heather G.

this show is art and we need more art in
the world

Dylan W.

Bomb girls is such an inspirational show
and it can't possibly be over!

Gal Z.

Being Canadian and from Toronto, I love
getting a sense of my city's history! The
show is one of the most well produced
and the result of all the hard work put
into making the show authentic is
phenomenal!

Mia W.

BECAUSE THIS SHOW IS TOO GOOD
TO GO.

Anna R.

Women in television are neglected.
Historical drama is neglected. Locally
produced television is neglected. Writing
with care and panache is neglected. But
not Bomb Girls.

Alice B.

This is important because the issues
presented on Bomb Girls are relevant
today, 70 years later. Bomb Girls also
represents the comonwealth countries
and women the parts of history so often
left out of the narratives of WWII.

Natalie C.

Bomb Girls is a wonderful show, and so
refreshing among some of the slab
"entertainment" shown on TV. It is a great
period piece, full of strong and
independent women, which is what girls
need to see. I am looking forward to
watching every upcoming episode, and
buying the series to watch over and over
again.
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Ana Flavia A.

Bomb Girls is one of the best shows on TV
right now. It's beautiful in its technical
aspects and also in the stories that are
told. The actors are all extremely talented
and convey their characters feelings
majestically. It would be a shame to loose
a show that is so great in representing
women and the relationships and
friendships they engage in. For a show
that is set in the 1940s it is still so
incredibly current. It's amazing and it
would hurt to see it gone.

GABRIELA R.

i like the show

Ellyn G.

Bomb Girls has changed my life and made
me into a stronger person. It is so much
more than a show about superficial
romantic interests or petty fight, it covers
deep issues and shows a perspective that
isn't usually seen.

Amanda A.

I may not be Canadian, but Bomb Girls
represents a very important part of
history people need to hear about. I knew
nothing about the women's war effort in
Canada because my school never talked
about it. And unfortunately, as time goes
by, history is condensed; however, in film
and television, these fictional
reenactments of a time long-passed can
be immortalized for generations to come.
So I'm asking you urgently, not just as a
fan of the show, but as an American
woman to please renew this show.
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Emily L.

This show is more than entertainment. It
is a monumentally important
representation of feminism,
homosexuality, history, and freedom that
is unrepresented in any other television
show to date.

Allison P.

The writing, acting, drama, history, all
combined together have delivered terrific
storytelling. Bomb Girls has the goods for
many more seasons to come.

Sandra A.

There aren't a lot of good shows on TV
these days. Bomb Girls is a terrific show
that is about an important period in
Canadian History.

Jessica W.

Bomb Girls is truly one of the most well
written shows on TV. To show the world
that there can be a show with a large
female cast that is strong and
phenomenal, a show that celebrates
femininity, just to take it away would be
destructive to the minds of young women.

Nicole G.

This is a great show. Great characters,
great drama and story lines and it's about
Canadian History. I love it when they
mention streets and areas that I know.

Sky L.

I Love the show Bomb Girls because it is a
show full of strong women and he shows
us how women were portrayed back in it's
time frame. It is the first show that I have
come across that positively portrays what
roles women portrayed in helping out
with the war. The show has many strong
characters and many stories still left
untold and I think it deserves another
season.
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Soraya G.

This program allows for a real dialogue
between Canadians. It allows for more
shows of this nature -- of primarily female
cast, with discussion of issues of race and
sexuality, delivered as period pieces -- to
exist. As a woman, this is one of the best
television shows I could have possibly
encountered in my life. It makes me
genuinely excited to watch every week,
something I have not been able to say
about any other program in a long while.
There is an art that exists in every frame,
in every costume, in every researched line
of dialogue. Losing this show means a
huge loss for Canadian television, and
speaks volumes about the kind of
networks we would support in its stead. I
hope whatever efforts the fans make to
have this show renewed will be realized
and respected.

Heather S.

bomb girls is literally the only show on tv
right now that makes me feel like a valid
human being as a young girl

Erin T.

Because queer representation and such
strong feminist messages are vital!
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Kirsten P.

Bomb Girls stands apart from other
popular contemporary television series
because it actively works against
expectations. It portrays women as far
more than bodies for consumption and
sexual gratification. Bomb Girls’ writers
and actors rely on intelligence,
imagination, complexity, originality, and
a sophisticated aesthetic commitment to
defy what society considers the truth—
and it is society’s false truth. The stories
this show creates redefine the limits of
our collective vision so that we can write
new truths— truths that are far more
meaningful for who we are and what we
believe is possible. This show, as Betty
McRae says, represents the power of
“crossing lines,” of holding women up to a
prism, refracting light, sound, color, body,
breath, motion, and voice and showing us
in our essential human vitality

Gesa P.

As a lesbian from Germany Betty McRae's
story struck a true chord with me. On
mainstream television there is currently
no other character I can even remotely
identify with. Bomb Girls has a lot to offer
for a lot of different people. It's a show
driven by compelling characters, many of
them female, who all have strong voices,
and a story that needs to be told.

Pierrah J.

I love this show. It in my top ten of tv
shows.

Victoria A.

This show is awesome. We need more
show like this.

Lena W.

Because this is an incredible show with
AMAZING REPRESENTATION OF
LESBIAN CHARACTERS!
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Y C.

Bomb Girls has many leading female
characters, plus a lead gay female
character and historical context make for
an amazing show! The whole cast has
great chemistry! I cant imagine WHY
Bomb Girls would be cancelled!!

Brenda M.

I love that this series shows the womans
perspective of the second world war. Not
much if at all is seen from their
perspective. Their struggle, challenges
and the contribution they fulfilled. I am a
big fan of the show and each of the
characters in it. Please continue the
series. Thank you!

Alyssa G.

Because media matters. Because in a sea
of terrible shows that regurgitate
problematic stereotypes and bow to
patriarchy Bomb Girls is a much needed
reprieve. This show is far from perfect but
it is amazing and it tries. It's actors are
brilliant, it's cinematography beautiful, its
costumes phenomenal. It is a show about
women and driven by women, it does not
regulate women to secondary characters.
It has one of the best representations of a
queer woman I have seen on my tv. It is a
show that has given many people
including myself hope and we won't let it
go without a fight.

Hayley G.

Amazing show, amazing characters,
amazing stories.

Rebecca M.

Bomb Girls is an excellent show. Please
reconsider and give it a Season 3. It
deserves more time to grow outside
Canada and should be available on DVD
as well.
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Emily R.

This show is very much needed in this
world. It features so many strong and
complex female characters that television
is so hideously lacking. There's not one
woman or person in general who can't
connect to one of the characters. Betty
McRae is an inspiration to me. As a young
adult lesbian, I've struggled with
everything she's gone through. We do not
get this kind of representation anywhere
else. We need characters like her. Not just
for the LGBT community, but women
everywhere who don't fit in to what
society expects a woman to be. The show
is beautiful, complex, and very well acted.
Cancelling this show will not just be an
injustice to the fine actors, but to women
around the world.

Nicole A.

As a bisexual good girl with an abusive exfather, Kate Andrews means a lot to me.
And I love all the characters too.

Kenzie P.

This program is simply amazing and the
story it tells is vital to all of us in the
historical context it creates. What else do
we have? A League of Their Own?

Holly W.

I'm signing because the TV landscape
needs stories, characters and emotions as
true as the ones portrayed by Bomb Girls.
Also the number of Canadian history
shows that focus on the intrepid women
of the war era are nonexistent if this show
goes off the air. Lets not make that a sad
reality.

Skylar P.

This show helps me connect with my
family matriarch in ways I never have
before. Means everything! The show is
also well written, likable and enjoyable.
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Laura G.

Because it is a good story, and one worth
continuing

Katie S.

Bomb Girls is the only show with a
character that closely relates to me IN A
MAJOR WAY! Not only is the whole show
AMAZING, the character of Betty McRae
is far from generic.

Sonja .

the writing and acting is impeccable, and
it's one of the few truly great female led
shows on tv.

Chloe S.

Bomb Girls is an incredibly important
show and it's fantastic representation of
women and their relationships is
something that is sorely needed.

Vanessa W.

Bomb Girls is one of those rarities. It's a
Canadian-made show that has the quality
to stand up among shows from the rest of
the world. Beautifully made for so many
reason, and the cast and crew deserves to
get a chance to provide proper closure.

April G.

Never have I seen such an incredible show
led by great women. The writing, the
music, the clothes, the actors. It all comes
to life in such a great way. We can see the
path created by women from the past to
now!

Holly M.

We need more shows like this - that
represent strong women and LGBT
characters!
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Stephanie S.

Bomb Girls is the most well written, well
acted, important show on television right
now. The stories being told are focused on
women and are, unfortunately, extremely
unique to Bomb Girls. Even though the
show is set in the 1940s, I still feel like my
story is being told through these
characters.

Jennifer G.

Bomb Girls is one of the most amazing
shows I have ever come across...It has
truly changed my life.

Barbara and

SO VERY SAD!!!!! We found "Bomb
Girls" on our Netflix "Instant Play" and
dearly LOVE it!!!! We are VERY
disappointed there will be no Season 3,
and hope the network will amend that
decision!!! We have told many friends
how excellent it is!! we live in USA, North
Carolina. Bomb Girls is so well written,
acted, etc. etc. The characters are so
interesting, their stories deserve to
continue to be told!!!

Don

Andrea M.

Give us back Bomb Girls! I'm from the
U.S. and I love this show!

Michelle H.

Awesome show!

Lisa G.

I agree, miss this series. They are a great
cast and a wonderful show.

Shannon G.

i miss this show so much it hurts!

Dawn A.

Why do they always take good shows off
the air!

Sharon W.

Missing this program much!
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Glenn B.

Girls. Guns Garter belts. A winning
combination!

Pauline M.

Bring it back on!!!!! Love it

Larry S.

best series ever!!!

Lisa N H.

Why bother updating it, if it all comes to
an end once the "movie" is aired....if we
even get one.

Savannah G.

Wheat Sure do miss that show!

Bev R.

Sad that they won't bring it back on.
When is the movie is suppose to be ?

Nan D.

I am in Ottawa and have cable from
Rogers. what cable station is it on and at
what time!??? I love this show and just
want to see this!

Peggy H.

I want it BACK!!!!!

Barbara B.

bring it back, want more

Linda V.

Please bring it back!!

Debra F.

Wish they would bring the show back!

Pilar N.

I was thinking of this show today, funny.

Erica S.

Miss this show!!

Barbara P.

Sears love that show.

Karen T.

Betty! Perfect!
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Celine H.

Thanks, my new background!

Destinee L.

This show was so great. Miss it

Yavanna B.

Bring it back

Deirdre W.

I miss this show please bring it back

Lisa N H.

I take my comment back. Production for
TV movie starts October 28!!!!!

Heather .

BRING IT BACK!!!

April G.

MORE BOMB GIRLS #SaveBombGirls

Deb S.

YES YES..bring it back!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Patrick T.

Let Acorn the people who make Foyles
War take over production.

Sheri F.

BRING IT BACK!!!!

David W.

Betty's the cats pajamas! We lose these
folks we may lose the war.

Kewin B.

OMG =OOOO

Beth P.

Bring it back!!

Izzy E.

More please!

Amy S.

My 22 year old daughter and I watch this
from Dallas, Texas on NETFLIX. My
daughter detests TV and this is the ONLY
show she will watch. We are on the
second to last episode. So sad that this is
not continuing.
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Kyle B.

This needs to come back no questions
asked. Just get it on a network big enough
to get it into more homes.

Pj J.

It's the best show I've seen in ages! Bring
it back!!!!!!

Jennifer D.

Makes me soooo mad that this show won't
be back!!! The last I knew the ratings were
good so I don't get it!!! Not satisfied with
just a movie!! This makes the third great
show that got cancelled on me...all they
want is same ol same ol crap shows!!!

Michelle F.

Please bring it back! I love this show!

Lynne R.

second season just started here and i'm
loving it

Alysse T.

i miss my girls

Terri B.

Bring it back!!!! What a great show

Virginia M.

Miss this show!!!!!

Marilyn Ann C.

Me too....want it back !!

Jonathan B.

Bring it back

Kandi H.

Love this show

Stacey S.

Man I miss this show!!! Any word about
another season?
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Darlene-Joy G.

Sure do miss this show!! It so reminds me
of the stories my Mum told as she was a
bomb girl in Montreal. Please bring it
back, it is a quality show that gives us a
little history of how these women helped
the war effort.

Peggie T.

I t hink we deserve another season or
two!!!!!!!

Crystal P.

Does anyone know when the next season
is coming out?

Karen Dicie M.

Miss the show - I looked so forward each
week to it and now it's gone. Such a
shame for us Canadians

Lyn S.

Come back!

Tanya F.

Yeah very disappointed here!!! Love that
era!!! BRING IT BACK!!!!!!!!

Tammy N.

Inspiring a whole new wave of pin curls
and victory waves in women ---The look
of the 40s is making a comeback thanks to
shows like this--Wonderful to have
something different hit the TV instead of
the brain rot of so called reality TV

Tracy V.

This show is the "BOMB"!!! And I'm
reading that they are going to cancel it!!!
WHAT THE HELL???-!!! III'mm
bummed!

Theresa R.

love this show

Al S.

Great show with tough choices. Bring 'er
back for another season. After all we are
still in '42 on the story line.
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Diana L.

Loved this show. It would be great to see
it back!

Sarah N.

Cancelled, really? I just started watching
it on netflix.

Belinda M.

LOVE this show. Please donot cancel it.

Angela C.

Love this show, wish I lived in this Era : )

Monique D.

MISS THEM!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Sandy H.

Wish they would be coming back this fall.
Can't believe it got cancelled!

Lynn K.

Love this show. Bring it back!!!!!

Judy L.

Love this show.

Sandra C.

bring it back

Shawn R.

When is this show coming back?

Amber J.

Bring it back!!! Bring it back!!! This is an
outstanding show!!! Come on you execs,
don't be FOOLS!! We need this back on
air!!! Don't leave us
hanging..PLEASE!!!!!!!!!!!!

Priscilla P.

yeah seriously, this show was actually
good. GAHHHH

Carla G.

Please bring back Bomb girls!! This show
means a lot to us girls, my grandma was a
bomb girl.

Krista L.

Bring it baaaack! I dont understand how
it couldve been cancelled. Soo stupid.
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VJ Ed B.

Bring the show back,it was a great show!

Blaine M.

Loved that show and I'm an Oregonian
male (but then the show was loaded with
gorgeous women!), but I really liked the
historical premise upon which it was
based........and did I mention the gorgeous
women?

Claudette M.

Cancelled???? Seriously??.....I love that
show!

Marlene B.

Really, it is cancelled??? Such great TV
and yet they continue to produce that
trashy crap like Two and a Half Men!

Patty S.

Love this show. We want more, more,
more.

Casa P.

Miss the show!

Donna Jean P.

Bring it back...we want more!!!

Stephanie K.

Where is season 3

Anna B.

loved this show...... I wish they didn't end
it at season 2, I would have continued
watching it season after season......

Christine B.

Is this a sign that Bomb Girls is coming
back? I miss the show too!

Debbie R.

I miss it too.I feel like there is so much to
finish

Zenobia E H.

Bring back Bomb Girls..so tired of those
reality shows they are so over played.We
need more musicals,family shows and
bring back the Saturday and Sunday night
movies.
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Bridgette D.

Don't cancel this show!!!!!

Adriana O.

Super bummed it got cancelled! ;( they
better hurry in the movie!! I need closure
lol

Stacie T.

I love bomb girls too!!! Bring it back to
the USA!!!!!!!

Lois C.

Bring it back!

Rose M.

bring it back for more seasons it a great
show

Elizabeth B.

My friends and I LOVE Bomb Girls!!
Bring it back

Clyde F.

Bring it back great show

Kamila JOAN:.

Bring it back !!

D.
Christina R.

Please bring it back...I love this show....

Barbara M.

Great show. When is it returning?

M H.

You are greatly missed.

Crystal D.

Miss the show.

Lorraine F.

Miss that show soooooooo much!

Susan S.

Great show. Can't believe it's been
canceled. I'm watching television less and
less.

Dawn G.

When's it coming back in the US?
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Patricia O.

They never should have cancelled this
show! Waiting for the 2 hour movie.

Nichelle P.

i miss this show so much!!!!! = (

Marlene H.

Don't know why they always seem to
cancel all the great shows, makes no sense
to me !!!!

Holly R.

I love this show. Watching seasons 1-2
over and over! Need more!

Lynne D.

Why did it have to end ;(

Jenny P.

More Bomb Girls! We need moreeee!

Kathleen M.

Bring on the new season.

Carol M.

Is it time????

Gretchen P.

Even my husband loves Bomb Girls!
Bring it back!!!!

Maggie J.

I honestly can't believe it was picked up in
the US last year and UK this year and it's
been cancelled. Unbelievable! Why is it
that the network doesn't think that the
work that OUR women did to help the
war effort isn't worth anything?

Marcy M.

miss it soo much

Maile R. T.

I miss it ..

Brandy G.

I just want season 3 to happen

Starr N.

I love it
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Brian W.

Still so mad that this amazing show was
cancelled. It was one of the most well
written stories, and such an important
part of history for how the role of women
changed during the war. Glad the UK
folks will see it. It's a world wide story line
of how things changed in that era. Bomb
Girls made Canada proud.

Erin B.

Its on Netflix if knowone didn't know
that. I really hope a season 3 happens

Deborah C.

what a GREAT show . . .miss it

MaryAnn M.

Yes, what about the US?

Mae G.

Another great T V show ,can,t wait until it
stars again OCT

Patricia B.

I'd still would like there to be a season 3
in Canada!!!!

Recycology .

What about downunder here in Aussie!? I
only ever see it on aeroplanes!!

Maria P.

I really like the show. I would love to have
it back in the US.

Diana D.

I see it on netflix...late but I don't care as
long as I see it! love it ... hope they can
save it! great win for Meg Tilly,TX,USA

Bob C.

Lovely. The greedy Canadian network that
sold it has now made certain that we
Canadian fans can never see the
continuation of the series. As for Netflix,
we pay enough already for our satellite
and cable TV. For shame, Global.

Nanci R.

Never mind that,give me a season 3!
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Carrie S.

What about here in USA??

Rebecca E.

When is season 3!?!?!?!

Jennifer D.

Yes what chanel in the USA?

Katharine J.

Such a great show. It's a shame shows like
this get cancelled but the Real
Housewives is on everyday.

Jane D.

Big deal. A repeat of season 2. No season
3 cause its cancelled

Leah S.

That sucks that its been cancelled. I loved
that show!

Jolene L.

Loved that show.

Chad Matthew

Wish it could continue.

H.
Gillian M.

I really miss this show..hope they decide
to bring it back!

Christine G.

Great show! Don't miss it! No season
three as yet. Talk of a mini movie!

Elexa H.

Season 2 in on Netflix in the US!!

Linda W.

How can we watch Season 2 in the US?

Lyn S.

Yeah and we have to suffer without it!
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Angel W.

HUH? It's been canceled? NOOOOO!
Why do they take off all the good stuff?
Can't tell me it didn't do well in ratings.Of
course it was on Reelz here & not many
people I know watch that channel. I found
by accident.

Barbara B.

hope we get it here in the us

Stacey L.

Wish they'd make a season 3....miss that
show !

Olivia H.

PROUD CANADIAN over here with so
much sadness my Grandfather served in
tw Second World War. My family was
here during the rest of it and now the
ONE show which is truly Canadian. They
decide isn't worth it. Dispicable.

Shirl O.

Thanks for letting me know I'm looking
forward to it x

April S.

I can't wait to see it in the USA

Casa P.

I want season 3

Vanesa K.

Yay! I hope there will be a 3rd one

Cheryl N.

I hope they will put season 3 on in the
USA! I love Bomb Girls!

Terrie G.

I'm waiting for season 3!

Jill M.

Really enjoyed this show ! Was so mad
they cancelled it.Hope they will
reconsider making a season 3 in the near
future.
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Sorlie M.

Come on ITV3...get a third season made.
If North America won't pay for Season 3,
maybe the UK will.

Nancy P.

Yay!!!! I love this show! So glad it's back!

James W.

Just watched season 1 on DVD. Great
series about WWII and women's efforts
on the home front!

Zoe T.

Ill be on the sofa Saturday night...

Becky B.

Just bring it back!!!! This is one of the
only shows I watched every week!!!

Aimeé J.

we can watch it on Netflix in the USA and
i love this show!!!

Lynne R.

so glad I seen this loved this show

Courtney B.

i thought it was exciting news like, "We've
decided to bring the show back"

Moira R.

Excellent I've got mine on record bloody
love it x This should be on our ITV 1
instead of ITV 3 but who cares it's back
and that's all that matters x

Julie R.

Looking forward to this

Elizabeth A.

Just watched it on netflix & literally was
glued for 2 days lol. I got my sister to
watch it already loves it season 1 ep 2
really wish it didn't cx & had a season 3!!!
I'm dying over here!

Sarah A.

Love the show!!!! Sadly I've only seen
what's out on Netflix-- hopefully the new
episodes will be on hulu?!
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Jennifer Mary E. Just seen its on tonight, is this the first
episode? I have literally searched once a
week for it, the week i dont it restarts!
Rage!!
Catherine A. H.

I LOVE this show!

Cathy L.

I love this show too. I can't believe they
cancelled it. BOOOO to Global!!! I don't
care about some 2 hour movie. I looked
forward to the show every week!!

Tianya W.

when will it come back to the U.S.???

Meriannea C.

Hoping the 2 hour series movie finale airs
soon in the US

Natalia D.

Can we just for once have a never-ending,
good show that we can all look forward
to... instead, we look aimlessly through
netflix for BBC series or something else,
just to find out that they EVENTUALLY END...

Stacey D.

is there going to be another season ?

Roxann L.

Sad that there will be no season 3. Why
bother watching any news series if there is
no future.

Judy C.

when will it be back on in Canada.?

Carman H.

when is the new season airing in Canada ?

Maggie G.

Oh, how I wish they would change their
minds and bring you back!!

Linda L.

Please make another season!
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Nicole A.

noooooo!Please dont cancel my favorite
show!

Susan J.

What can I do to persuade the producers
to continue and create Season 3??? How
does a show win awards and garner a
large, adoring fan base across several
countries and get cancelled????

Rocio C.

Speechless. Thank you... Perfection. A 3rd
Season would be lovely. Thank you.

Cathy L.

I moving to Saskatchewan early in 2014
and I am not even going to bother getting
cable or satellite any more. You finally put
on a decent series and you cancel it after 2
seasons. All the stations are the same,
they run these stupid "reality" shows
season after season and there is never
anything decent to watch half the time.
I'm not paying for this any more! I'm
going back to a digital antenna, at least
it's free and I can get a few half decent
shows and I won't be paying for friggin
infomercials and mindless reality shows.

Susan J.

Please tell me Bomb Girls has been picked
up for a 3rd Season. Can't get enough!!

Cathy L.

I'm so pissed off that the cancelled this
show!!

BethAnn L.

i just finished season 2, what is this I
hear? No more? Please tell me it ain't so!

Sharon C.

Best damn dramatic roll for Meg Tilly
ever! She rocks!

Melissa S.

I am obsessed with this show!!!!
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Judy L.

Global is playing reruns of Bomb Girls on
Friday night at 8.00 PM. Maybe if we the
fans watch it, it will change the minds
who cancelled it.

Gill P.

Thoroughly enjoyed series one in UK now
enjoying series two. Only sorry it's not
getting the press it deserves.

Kate C.

Bomb Girls and Sin Bin don't have much
in common, except for the fact that they
both star Michael Seater, which I think is
enough reason to make both of these
great flicks. The Adventures in the Sin Bin
is a movie that revolves around a quiet
high school boy (Michael Seater) who
seeks attention by lending out his van,
called "The Sin Bin" to his classmates to
have sex in it. Overall, I found the movie
to be quite hilarious and definitely
recommend watching it when it comes
out on VOD on Oct.18th!

Marj F.

Very saddened to find out this show has
been cancelled. Why, why, WHY are good
shows cancelled? And why do mindless
stupid shows like The Bachelor or
Bachelorette survive? Arggggggghhhhh

Samanthaa S.

what days is it on

Karen Y.

Please tell me when on again last watched
5th October , miss it so much

Sue H.

I just watched this on Netflix.. I love it!
Will this show continue?
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Jennifer M.

I just started watching this show on
Netflix and am so sad to hear that they
canceled the show I love it so much and
have been addicted to it from the second I
started watching it. I wish Netflix would
pick up the show and start making new
episodes like they did with Arrested
Development fingers crossed

Veronika D.

Love the show, but mainly love how it
gives the female perspective during the
war, and not through the eyes of the
housewife cookie cutter image the text
books like to promote. It is a shame this
show was cancelled. Seems like poor
advertising, because the script and acting
are well done. Bring back BOMB GIRLS!

Megan F.

I just started watching this on Netflix -Love it!!

Aimee W.

I want Season 3! Waaaaaaaahhhhh

Bella G.

This is my favorite show, I wish there
were more like this show with substance
and history but I do so wish that it hadn't
been canceled.....please bring them back.

Joyce J.

It was...is...my favorite show too. So sad.

Janet M.

LOVED the first two seasons streamed on
Netflix. HATED that no season 3 is
forthcoming.

Ashlyn R.

Save Bomb Girls!

Victoria L.

Obsessed!!!!! I want season 3!!
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Bella G.

Great show, wish they would have more
shows like this on TV instead of all the
idiotic reality shows everywhere on tv,
please bring back this show is one the best
shows on TV...

Bella G.

Just finished Bomb girls, can't believe
such a great show was cancelled, that was
just a idiotic move. This show need to
come back and at least close all the story
lines, you wonder why viewers ate leaving
network tv well here is the answer you
cancelled it.

Mae G.

Will there be a new season 2013?

Victoria L.

No they're doing a 2-hr movie instead
season 3

Kevin D.

I love this drama the best in a long time

Bridgette D.

You can't cancel this quality program.
There is so much trash on television that
if people actually got to see Bomb Girls
they would become instant fans. The
show is not the reason it hasn't been a hit
show, its your publicity department. All
you have to do is advertise "Catch up on
the first 2 seasons of Bomb Girls on
Netflix before season 3 begins in..." If you
develop Vera & Marco's relationship
rather than Mrs. Corbit then you'd be
doing yourselves another favor because
it's called Bomb Girls not 'Bomb awkward
older women who think they can have
affairs against her veteran husband'. Not
cool.

Traci S.

This show is amazing.
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Renee S.

I hope there is a 3rd season.! love it.

Aimee W.

this show!!!!!!

Gretchen A.

Just watched both seasons on Netflix.
What a great show. I wish they would
make more!

Janet R.

Just got Season 1 on DVD. This show is
amazing! From the writing to the
wardrobe, spot on!

Mae G.

When do the show start again in Canada?

Laurel D.

Why did they cancel this show! Loved it.

Joseph B.

Excellent series. One wonders what
prompted the cancellation of such a far
reaching exploration of a little
acknowledged aspect of WWII. Gender
bias?? Congratulations to producer,
director, writers, cast and crew. Bravo!

Hannah J.

There needs to be a season 3! This show is
unique and amazing.

Andy O.

Brilliant series! Just discovered it,
repeated in the UK before the next series
starts this weekend.

Nancy B.

is there not going to be a Season 3?
Obviously this show is a hit in at least
three different countries, how can they
possibly consider canceling it?

Aurora R.

Loved this show until season 2, episode
9....ugh really...why Rosie O...so
obnoxious! Very hard to watch and
annoying..trying to get through this
episode.
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Larry S.

I just found this on Netlfix and is by far
one the best series I have ever watched. I
hope they decide to either make season 3
or at least and extended finale. Better
than anything we have had in the U.S. in
many years. Not sure why it cancelled. It
is a gem! I need another dose!

Patricia O.

Any news on the movie they are supposed
to make to tie up loose ends? They could
save themselves the trouble by just
putting out a Season 3! I'm in the USA,
but I loved this show!

Vicky C.

just read they are gonna have a two hour
movie to wrap things up... at least that's
something....

Stephanie G.

I just found this show on Netflix and I'm
so sad to know that it's already cancelled.
It was a great one!

Mona T.

I am so upset! I just found out that Bomb
Girls is not coming back and I LOVED the
show! Why does every GOOD show have
to be cancelled? We need good
programming, not most of the trash seen
now. Please, please come back to us!

Katherine H.

I just starting watching this show and I
cant believe that I found out its was
cancel

Elisabet M.

I want it back! !!!!!!!!

Kate O.

Any broadcast dates for season two in the
UK yet?

Kate O.

Save Bomb Girls, not seen any adverts!
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Karen M.

Watching a Bomb Girls repeat on Global
but wishing it was a season 3 new
episode.

Paulette P.

I love this show. Finally something you
can relate to with some history to it
instead of all the stupid reality shows.

Tami W.

i might as well cancel the reelz channel if
no more bomb girls i dont wanna pay for
a channel i wont watch.

Cayley B.

I am so sad to just find out that they are
not making season 3... I was looking
forward to watching this fall! this sucks!!

Lizzie L.

My favourite quote from Season 2 is Ep9
Dotti to Lorna..."There are as many paths
as there are men, you just have to make
sure you're both traveling in the same
direction"

Michelle T.

So excited for Season 2 on Netflix!

Bridgette D.

You can't cancel this show! It's far too
addicting!!!! MAKE SEASON 3!!!!!!!!!!

Jacqueline P.

Please keep making more
seasons!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! I just recently got
into this show, but it's amazing!!!!!!!
Great combination of history and
drama!!!!!

Cyndie L.

Need a season 3!!

Melissa N.

Why did you cancel? This show was really
great.
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Jen T.

I just finished watching the second season
and when I asked my hubby “When does
the third season come out?” He told there
wasn’t anymore. I think I’m going to go
cry in my beer.

Barbara D.

Disappointed no Season 3. So much
trashy programs on tv now. Hope they
change their minds.

A'Manda M.

Watching both seasons on Netflix now! I
love this show! #BombGirls

Christy B.

PLEASE keep us advised about the
upcoming TV movie!

Laura G.

I am a little slow on the uptake...just
found out about this show here in the
States and love it! Also, just found out
there will NOT be a season
3...heartbreaking!!

Lisa T.

Just finished the series! Please bring it
back... we have to know what happened to
Betty!

Pamela W.

yep, once again, one of the best series I
have seen in years...cancelled too bad for
tv.

David W.

Perhaps there'll be enough fan input to
convince Global to reconsider. Fingers
crossed.......

David W.

Am I alone in my belief that Betty is the
best character in Bomb Girls?

Natalie G.

I love this show...I'm so disappointed
there will not be a season 3. Why?
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Tiffany H.

SO happy to see Meg Tilly back onscreen!
LOVE this show. Pleeeease make another
season! GIRL POWER at it's finest!

Natalia W.

Best Show ever!!! Please keep making me
seasons!!

Kwanda F.

This show is awesome!

Patty S.

We want more. Great show, please bring
it back.

Lindsey S.

Just found this show on Netflix and blew
threw two seasons in a week. Now I find
out there's no third season. Cruel Global.
Low and cruel. We're hard up for good
shows in the States, don't take this away!

Lindsey S.

I'm in. I heard there was going to be a two
hour movie, is that true? Even if it is, I
still feel ripped off. Shows today are
typically so crappy, this one had
everything. Good actors, good writing,
good set design, good costume design,
good photography, just so great overall.
What was their reasoning for cancelling?
Were the numbers just not that good?

Jorja B.

Any chance they will be back with Season
3?

Jorja B.

what do I need to do? Love that series.......

Cheryl H.

What a sleeper!! This is a great series. I
can't believe there will not be a season 3.
Any way to change their minds?
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Nurse L.

This show was uniquely different. It
provided an insight to a little known piece
of history. WW II changed the roles of
women. These women in this show
depicted the change from stay at home to
a role with dangerous consequences. I
love this show and after investing two
seasons, would like the stories to have
some endings rather than left in limbo.

Cassidy M.

Bomb girls was an amazing show. Im glad
to hear there making a 2 hour tv movie
but it sucks there wont be more!!!

Liza L.

GREAT show... Sad it was cancelled.

Karen M.

Just watched a repeat of episode 1 on
Global, got excited about the next season
& was shocked to find out this show has
been cancelled. It is such an amazing
show. I got hooked on The Following last
season but as soon as Bomb Girls
episodes started up again & came on at
the same time, the big network American
show actually didn't win, it didn't stand a
chance actually, which says a lot. Please
bring back Bomb Girls.

Amy S.

So very happy to have found BOMB
GIRLS on NETFLIX. My 22 year old
daughter deplores TV, but LOVES this
show. We have just started SEASON 2. So
very sad that SEASON 3 is not happening.
We love BOMB GIRLS - with love from
DALLAS, TEXAS!

Amanda S.

there NEEDS to be a third season of
Bomb Girls!!!!!

Cynthia B.

Save Bomb Girls!!!!!
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Tina M.

is there a season 3 and when

Tina M.

I have and love the show..

Laura Z.

I hope there will be a season 3. I really
hate not knowing how is all turns out for
the girls.

Christine M.

So disappointed to hear that there will be
no season 3....I don't watch many shows
with great regularity (or much tv for that
matter), but this was one show I could
really get in to and never want to miss an
episode....guess it's back to netflix
watching shows from my youth (which
beat most of the reality crap out there
now)!

Jennifer E.

When will series 2 be on in the uk?

Dana B.

Bring Bomb Girls back. Love the
show...hate television executives.

Thomas L.

I'm really sad about Bomb Girls. I just
found it on Netflix and became addicted
only to find out that it's already cancelled.

Abby O.

Un-cancel Bomb Girls!

Andrea M.

I absolutely LOVE this show! Who is the
jerk who cancelled this show? Finally a
quality show with awesome women.

Tanya F.

K whens the next season start??so I can
mark it on my calender. lol

Tanya F.

What!!!!??? Noooooo it was such a good
series!! Why??:(
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Sheree J.

I LOVE that show! Bring it back please!!

Sammantha P.

Save bomb girls! Don't cancel! !!!!!!!!

Kayla S.

Miss this show far to much!! i love
knowing more about Canadian's and the
history be hide women of this country it
was empowering to know how far this has
all come. sicken to see shows about sex
and slutty women are more worth it then
shows that can teach a hole lot to women
and men

Beth D.

is it true there is not going to be. a seson
3? dang it

James M.

To the Bomb Girls Team ... Thanks for a
great drama. My mom was a bomb girl in
WWII (in the US.) My wife and I enjoyed
the episodes and we're sorry to hear it's
canceled. Y'all did a great job.

Bob W.

Not since Deadwood and Firefly have I
been this disappointed a series has been
cancelled.

Anne-Julie O.

I want the show back!

Teri C.

Who sings the final song in Episode 13:
The Party Line? She sounds a bit like
Sarah McLachlan. I can't find anything on
it. Thanks!

Nellie K.

Kudos to costume designer Debra
Hanson! I love everything about Bomb
Girls, but as a vintage clothing lover, I am
particularly delighted with the costuming.
There is incredible attention to detail, and
the play of colors is wonderful. I get so
much inspiration from this show.
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Sarah V.

I Miss this show

Sarah V.

I just want it to come back on all ready

Patricia O.

My mum and I got addicted to Bomb Girls
when we found it on Netflix. We have 2
episodes left of Season 2 and then via the
internet I found out it was cancelled!
What?! This show is perfection. It is as
good as Downton Abbey and I love, love,
love Downton! Who do we write and
complain to about it's cancellation?!

Rebecca M.

Hello Can anyone tell me when Bomb
Girls session two is coming to uk.

Ramona H.

The Bomb Girls are the BOMB!

Mary-Jo R.

LOVE this show...so of course it's been
cancelled! I guess any show which
actually uses writers and scripts and
talented actors cannot last long on today's
television. Apparently they need more
screen time for the Kardashians and the
like! Kill me now!

Nicole M.

season 2 on Netflix now!!!

Jeanne B.

My husband and I have watch all of
seasons 1 & 2 Bomb Girl shows, and I was
just checking into when season 3 would
start and discover there won't be a season
3...SO DISAPPOINTED!! Please don't
cancel quality TV shows...there is so little
out there to watch!

Linda L.

When is season 2 coming to the uk? I
don't want to miss it?
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Angelica V.

they need to make a season three!!

Heather M.

I am very disappointed they are not
continuing the show-how can they
possibly cancel Bomb Girls and keep
running all those CRAP TV shows???
There are so few quality TV shows like
Bomb Girls. The networks need to
understand that the public is tired of
"reality TV". Cancel the garbage and
KEEP BOMB GIRLS !!!

Nanci R.

So? What about season 3?

Shirley R.

are they still making more seasons

Alaxaundria K.

Can be true you have to bring a season 3
and beyond PLEASE!! — at Orlando
International Airport.

Jennifer F.

Finally Season Two on Netflix

Patti C.

Is it true there will be no Season 3???

Katie C.

Will there be a season 3???

Katie C.

Well pooey! I loved that show.

Kim R.

is it true that this great show is not
coming back this fall?

Sherri G.

Are they making a movie to tie up loose
ends?
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Win F.

I CAN'T BELIEVE THEY'VE
CANCELLED BOMB GIRLS! WE
FINALLY GET A GOOD CANADIAN
SHOW AND LOOK WHAT HAPPENS. I
THINK THE RATINGS WENT DOWN
ON SEASON 2 BECAUSE THEY MOVED
IT FROM 9 PM TO 10 PM. I'M SO
DISAPPOINTED! IMAGINE HAVING
THAT DUMB BONES WIN OVER BOMB
GIRLS!

Layla R.

...I love the music...Is there a CD
available...there should be!

Layla R.

Watched a marathon...S1 & S2...what a
great show. Can't wait for next episode.

Leila V.

When is season 3?

Joyce J.

Sorry...there won't be a third season. The
show has been cancelled. There will be a
two hour movie to wrap up the storylines
sometime in 2014...no date announced
yet.

Nicole M.

Rosie O'Donnel, really, she's off her dam
rocker, kinda just ruined the season for
me. Thanks Obama.
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Jeryn D.

I'm in the process of finishing up my MA
thesis on Canadian women in WWII and
fiction (which includes a section on bomb
girls). If you have the time, could you
please respond to this comment with what
you like about the show or how it has
affected you? Can be anything: like seeing
a show about women in WWII, gave you a
better appreciation for what your
grandmother went through, educated you
about women's involvement in WWII, got
you interested in history etc. Don't spend
too long on it but it would be a huge help
for me if you could leave your experience.
Thanks!

Kim R.

My parents met during WW2 in
Cheltenham, England. They married in
1944 and my mother moved to the US to
be with her American husband. I am
always fascinated by shows that highlight
this era, and like to imagine what it was
like for my parents.

Derek G.

When I was a boy in Montreal, circa 1972,
we met this old british lady who had
worked in a british factory making air
planes during WW2. This lady had a dog
named Yogi and a group of us would stop
and play with Yogi on our way home from
school.

Kris K.

I love this series. When willl the new
season start?
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Janice T.

Please bring the Bomb Girls back,
whereas I'll give you no flack! They were
the best-Give us the rest! This show gave
us a piece of history, something I could
feel what could of happened during my
parents days. We loved everyone in the
show, we could not wait for Wednesday to
come around. Please bring them back!!!

Bj O.

Please tell me they are coming back for
season 3. I hear the show was canceled
and I just couldn't believe it, especially
not after winning so many awards!!

Lynn D.

so by the time they come out with the
movie won't it be to long for anyone who
watched to remember the story lines??

Jennifer D.

When will season 3 start?

Jennifer D.

NO!!! I loved that show!

Meghan C.

Does anyone know when the t.v movie is
to air?

Susie S.

Got to put back on air from US love he
show

Kate O.

Will we get season two in the UK anytime
soon do you know?

Lydia M.

Why has the show been cancelled?! :'-( I
loved the programme!

Laine C.

I really like this show - and there aren't
many I do like.

Wendy P.

When are you coming back to T.V.?
Daughters and I can't wait !
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Wendy P.

WHAT? Oh that is terrible and sad news.
WHY, it appeared to have a huge
following?

Alisa F.

I am so disappointed that this show is
cancelled. It was so good. Why would they
stop?

Marilu D.

Global is a bunch of idiots for cancelling
this show. I hardly watch anything on
Global but this was one I never missed,

Kate O.

Great, a decent drama with a female cast
and it's been cancelled???

Ellen M.

I am loving this show! Will there be
more???

Linda M.

Just watching the episode "Where There's
Smoke". Why is the CWAC's hair on her
collar. Any ex-servicewoman knows the
hair had to be 1" off the collar.

Mark H.

Please bring Bomb Girls back for a 3rd
season. Please. There is no other program
of this quality on TV...not on PBS,
anyway. Hey, there's a thought, pitch the
show to PBS. Bomb Girls is a masterpiece.

Cheryl G.

I was just looking to see when the next
season of Bomb Girls starts and was
stunned to see they've cancelled the show.
Global you are a bunch of goofs!!! They
keep crap on like the Morning Show with
that horrible host but, they take Bomb
Girls off. Who makes these decisions??? I
read there are petitions online so I'm
going to look for those and sign up.
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Brighid W.

I've watched one half of an episode, and
already I'm outraged this show was
cancelled.

Joanna W.

no, no, nooooooooo! Bomb Girls can't be
cancelled! This is one of my FAVORITE
shows, and i'm very sad to hear the news!
If this show were released on Netflix, ala'
Arrested Development, I'm sure it'd be a
hit. The attention to detail and writing
were fantastic. BRING BACK BOMB
GIRLS!!!!!!!!!

LeAnna J.

I'm missing the beautiful woman of Bomb
Girls i love this show!!!!!!

Sandy S.

It's a shame that they decided to cancel
the show after the 2nd season. : (

Louis-Guy S.

Bomb Girls une bonne p'tite série
d'époque...Votre 2e saison arrive quand?

Judy L.

You can watch second season of Bomb
Girls on " Show Case "

Dianne M.

I love this show. I have watching the
Reruns and hoping there will be new
shows, PLEASE.

Lisa G.

Does anyone have a suggestion? I missed
ep 3 of the second season. I'm in the U.S.
Where can I see it?

Nancy Z.

when is that going to be on agan? I really
like it.

Eileen M.

Is there a place on line to watch season 2
for free?
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Erin J.

Just heard that this amazing show has
been cancelled. I cannot begin to explain
how much I loved this show. I was born
and raised in Toronto. My mother went to
nurse's training there during WW2. I
loved her stories about it and Bomb Girls
helped me relive the memories she had she would have been the same age as the
girls. I often thought that there were parts
of each character in my mom - made me
miss her a little less. Now I will miss my
mom and all the girls!!

Vicky L.

love this show!

Rachelle N.

Love this show! How can I watch season 2
in the US?

Bev R.

Hi . Is there gonna be a season 3 ? What a
fantastic show !

Bev R.

oh that is too bad ! i thought it was one of
the best canadian shows that i have seen
in a long time

Debi D.

Biggest Congratulations to Aiden Leroux
for his DGC nomination for best
Production Design for Bomb Girls episode
103!!!! Yay Aiden

Wendy W.

This was shot in Toronto, Ontario
Canada. The places they talk about and
things that happened at that time are
true. My mother actually worked in a
munitions factory during this time in
Toronto. When she talks about Rosedale
that is an actual very elite neighbourhood.
I don't understand why they took it off the
air.
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Emma S.

What an amazing show - incredible
stories, characters and history that makes
me proud to be a Canadian woman

Beth W.

Late I know but I just finished with the
second season. I absolutely loved this
show from the very beginning. Sad to
know there will not be a season 3.

Beth W.

Deff will do!!

Kirstin G.

There is supposed to be a two hr. (Movie)
length finale in winter 2014 to wrap the
series up.

Eileen M.

I am legally watching it on the internet.

Candi R.

Best show I've ever seen.

Preet K.

Can't believe they've cancelled the show
for another season

Nancy L.

My father was a WWII bombardier on a B
17 in the 8th Air Force. He was very young
but one of the oldest at age 26 so they
called him 'Grandpa'.

Jessica K.

Anyone know how to watch season 2
episodes in the states?

Andrea H.

Does anyone know where I can see the
first episodes of the second season? I
didn't realize it was back un the air until
around episode 5 or 6

Kathy U.

Did anyone catch the name of the
champagne that Clifford gives Gladys
when he comes to her hotel room? I know
it was a 1932 vintage and sounded
something like Lenard Joulet.
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Ava S.

great writing , great concept one of the
better shows on the Tele and yet all those
other shows that mean nothing and are
written so poorly are on air I will never
understand the minds behind those
decisions...

Devyn C.

Bring back Bomb Girls!!!!!

Carole R.

Please don't cancel. We want more!!!!!!!

Kathy O.

My grandmother was a "bomb girl" in
Kansas City ,KS. She was a widow and
single mother, from a small town. She
never talked much about it, but it has
always fascinated me.

Ron T.

Wow I can't believe the network execs
cancelled this show. You guys up there
getting American television disease? Oh
we are producing something good, quick
cancel it so we can get back to showing
junk that nobody cares about.

Veronica B.

Looking forward to season 2

Tina J.

Just saw the episode with Rosie
ODonnell. and I spotted a "blooper".
When she was sitting at Lorna's kitchen
table, the jar of ketchup kept
"disappearing". First it was on the table,
then it was gone, then it was back and so
on. Happened several times. Think the
"props" person needs to be more careful.
BUT I STILL LOVE THE SHOW. Just fun
to catch things like this.

Blaine M.

Miss this show already.....
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Joyce J.

Me too...

Vivian R.

with the awards won how could they
cancel this show.

Nays P.

someone wasn't thinking they are idiots,
This was a great show...

Thomas W.

First heard about this show today, I don't
have Reelz channel but I will look to track
down past episodes and watch online in
some way.

Vickey S.

Love not Like Bomb Girls!!!!

Mishaela P.

Does anyone know how or where I can
watch season 2??

Tracy B.

I love those shows! Watched it for the first
time last night on Netflix, sat and watched
6 in a row...lol

Danielle F.

Please come on over and Save bomb
Girls!!!!

June A.

Congrats Meg Tilly and Ali Liebert for the
Leo's. You were both amazing and I hope
you will be seen again in new roles. All the
ladies did an amazing job in this series. I
wish the show would go on - it was so
wonderfully different with incredible
attention to detail. It was good to hear
from someone in the States.

Mary A.

I live in the states and LOVE (or rather
loved) Bomb Girls. So surprised to find
out it is a Canadian broadcast. I am
disappointed it was canceled.
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Gretchen G.

I am hooked on it too and want to watch
reruns. Can't get Global tv in my part of
the US (Virginia) !! How can we get them
to continue this show??

Dawn N.

Any update on the effort to save the
show?

Sugano S.

This show is really interesting. I never
knew that Petawawa was an internment
camp during WWII interring 28 different
nationalities. The Hair, Make up &
Costumes are outstanding but I found a
few flaws with some of the diction that I
don't find actual for that time period. for
example, "You got that right." and 'Blush'
(ladies rouged their cheeks in that time
period)

Sakura M.

One of my fave shows

Darrin D.

No more Bomb Girls and no more
Antonio Cupo to share my Wednesday
nights with. I may as well just work a
double on Wednesdays.

Lauri P.

Bomb Girls was canaclled since when? It
said season finally on The Reelz channel.
That would be bad if it was. We all love
that show

Lauri P.

UGh we loved that show. Its sad to see it
go

Sue M.

D-Day...yet another event I wish we'd
been able to see through the eyes of Bomb
Girls.

Skylar P.

Global TV is ridiculous for cancelling this
show.
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Katherine W.

Will we be seeing a Season 2 DVD? I
really hope so. I treasure this show.

Barbara S.

This is so very sad. BOMB GIRLS
CANCELLED! I am so sick and tired of
'reality shows', idol, survivor, big brother,
desperate women, blood, guts, & killing! I
am so proud of how the women stepped
in to support the war effort while our men
were fighting for FREEDOM!! This IS a
reality show.

Mega L.

I started re-watching Bomb Girls (I had
originally only gotten 4 episodes). Just
excellent, such a great show!

Dianne H.

has there been any news on saving this
show

Judy L.

If we all go to Save Bomb Girls facebook
there are email addresses to all of the top
people we can email and ask them to
bring back Bomb girls the TV show, I
don't want the movie I want season 3,4,5.

Michael S.

Could have been a good series if it wasn't
for the low budget and many mistakes.
Shells and bombs that look more like toys
and the use of modern day "Poppies" so
very different to the actual war time ones.
We still watch it but shame about the
authenticity!

Sonja L.

This is a fantastic show, I wish y'all would
have done a 3rd season. Social media
could help propel this show to the world.
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Kalene I.

This show is a gem! I just happened upon
it and found myself looking forward to it
each week. It was wonderful to watch the
characters and story develop.
Unfortunately it was broadcast on a little
known cable station - none of my friends
had heard of it. Please let there be another
season! I'm looking forward to updates
here!

Mega L.

cancelled? gahhhhhhh!

Nancy E.

I love Bomb Girls. I can't believe they may
not go on to a 3rd season.

Isis M.

I LOVE THE SHOW...!

Betty K.

This is one of the best series I've seen stories, acting, music - it has it all. I can't
believe they cancelled it after just two
seasons.

Suzanne S.

Hi there, just wrote a blog about how sad
I am the show is cancelled and how to
recreate some of the fantastic looks seen
on Bomb Girls

Rocio C.

Was thinking: Surely the fans of
"Downton Abbey" and "Mad Men" would
appreciate this series. They just need to
know about it first. Once you've reached
them, they'll want a 3rd season as well.

Jo-Anne H.

I am so very happy that someone had the
smarts to revive this great show and oh
happy day, its now a movie! I was so
disappointed that it was cancelled. Silly
Global.

Sherry W.

we want more! we want more! we want
more!
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Jenny G.

So excited about the movie!

Ann B.

I hope I will be able to see the movie in
the U.S.A. Will they rerun the show again.

Dee A.

will they be on tv again??

Michael S.

Many Canadian men and women were
involved in Radar during WW2 see
www.raf-marks-castle-and-rafsennen.co.uk

Brian M.

Really hope there is a soundtrack that I
can purchase for all the music in this
series. Like all great Canadian shows, this
one was ended too prematurely

Danielle M.

I thought there was not going to be
anymore ? Did they change there minds ?

Lauren D.

Will it be re-aired on television?

Andrea M.

So happy to read that season 2 is now on
NETFLIX! We love this show! Thanks so
much! You made my day! Much love from
California to Canada!

Olivia H.

Any news on how the petition is going?

Angela S.

Netflix please buy Bomb Girls and make a
3rd season. Such a shame when a well
written, strong female lead show is
cancelled.
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John G.

DVD set for Season 1 is out in Canada;
apparently Season 2 DVD set comes out
in November (just in time for Christmas gee, I wonder if they planned it that way
on purpose?). A special made-for-TV
movie is supposed to be out sometime
this fall to wrap up all the loose ends in
the series.

Cathy R.

sure wish you'd bring the show
back!!!!!!!!!!! I really miss the girls!

Peggie T.

Why didn't you just continue the
series???????

Katie C.

Not fair that you cancelled this great
series. Hard to find an actually decent
series now-a-days.

Caryn S.

Bring it back! I want season 3!!!!

Bonnie R.

Season 2 is NOT available for streaming.

Erin A.

I wish they would have concluded the
series, I really would have liked to have
seen a happy ending for Marion.

April P.

I would love it if Season 3 were to air. It
was a great show. The only one I really
watched. I want to know the ending.
Maybe they can write a book about it.
That would be amazing!!!!

Jason T.

This was a show that Global TV could
have and should have been proud of. I
guess they are more proud of the money
they make my importing foreign-made
"reality" television. Such a shame. Such a
waste.
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Mayra S.

I just started watching season 2 on Netflix
it is awesome!

Cymbria A.

Christmas list!

Sandy W.

love this show! hope it comes back.

Gail T.

I don't want DVD's. I want new episodes
of the best drama series to come out of
Canada in years

Carrie S.

Please tell me this wonderful show is
coming back!!

Diana D.

If it doesn't come back,I am one of many
very unhappy fan from Texas USA! Please
keep this award winning amazing series
going...

Alyssa H.

Sad that there isn't going to be a season 3.
Everyone, go to savebombgirls.com. Help
get the choice of cancellation reversed so
we can get more episodes.

Cathy N.

Guilty of binge watching. Caught both via
Global TV in Quebec. Unfortunately, no
series 3 in the works.

Cindy H.

one of the best shows EVER on Canadian
tv .... so sad it won't be coming back!!!!

Alison L.

gutted itv3 in uk has not shown series 2
yet

Lisa H.

If the movie to wrap the story lines up is
going to be airing in the fall, why hasn't
production started yet?

Mae G.

Can,t wait for the show to start T V stinks
right now
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Angie O.

Awesome I can watch season 2!!!!

Pauline M.

Cant wait for the show to begin. Cable
sucks right now

Angie B.

I heard it's been cancelled?! I want to cry

Monique D.

So not fair! A great show, one of the best
ever and it's cancelled! I watch very little
TV but I would not have missed Bomb
Girls. Shame on you Global!

Misty Dawn R.

Great another good show being replaced
with mind numbing garbage

Patti C.

I am totally disappointed.....

Jill M.

The only thing I want to hear about BG is
that they have listened to their fans
petetion to bring the show back !!

Natalie G.

Yay I've been waiting!

Telly A.

Are you able to confirm whether or not
ITV3 in the UK have the rights to season
2?

Patricia M.

Great show..enjoyed past seasons with my
teenage granddaughters..cant wait for
next season

Peggy M.

bring bomb girls back

Christine G.

My friends in the UK watch this one!

Sheila F.

i am from the states ...just watched the
entire season 1 & 2 in a week!!
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Sheila F.

if the show was aired on a better station it
wpuld ha e stayed a hit

Eva-Michaele B. I discovered this show on NETFLIX and
was so excited when we got season 2.
Here in the USA with all our cable
stations we still have mostly crap and
reality shows. Here was a wonderful story
with great character development and all
to soon now it is gone.
Tami W.

i want bomb girls back on

Susan P.

Wait...has it been canceled? I just saw
here that season 2 is on Netflix now. Is
there no season 3? I just discovered this
show too and really like it!

Janelle W.

Just watched the last of season 2 on
netflix. I saw that season 3 was cancelled,
but there is talk of a movie to bring an end
to the series. I want to see more. Save
Bomb Girls.

Timmy H.

Best show I've seen in s long time

Timmy H.

Bring back bomb Bomb Girls

Janice M.

Love the series...bring 'em back!

Nicole M.

When is Season 3????

Ciera H.

it should have been put on a better
channel and it would have faired better . I
dont know anyone who has ever heard of
it unless they saw it in passing on netflix.
maybe netflix should pick this show up as
they did with arrested development.
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Heather M.

Love the show! I'm hooked

Lilia R.

Hopefully Netflix will pick it up! I am so
sad its been cancelled!

Tina K.

Sad it's not continuing....it's a great show.

Christy S.

I just started watching this show on
Netflix and I love it! It has great acting
and plot lines. I hate that it isn't going to
have a 3rd season. I wished Netflix would
pick it up and do another season like they
have done with other shows lately.

Bill H.

I love the show! although its made for TV,
it really gives u an insight into the life
people lived here in Ajax before my time!
I grew up here in town and still live in
town and remember well all the old bomb
whare houses and all the old railway lines
all over the place that have all but
disappeard!

Heather A.

me to i loved it just finished it today really
wish there was more

David H.

Hope there is a third season

Mike A.

I hope this series isn't cancelled, it's part
of our history !!!

Sheila F.

woooowho. the best show EVER!! please
make movies with sequels. please!

Kim B.

Please do something to finish the story
lines. This is the 2d Canadian show on
Netflix that I have loved and has been
cancelled after 2 seasons. The costumes
are amazing and the characters are
endearing.
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Deborah S.

I want it back in the US!!

Valerie C.

JUST WATCHED THE WHOLE TWO
SEASONS! SO AMAZING!!! Can't wait for
the movie but wish there was a 3rd
season!!!

Ruby B.

just finished season 2. I really love this
show. Sad to see it go..

Andrea M.

I never noticed whether the shells/bombs
were low budget or fake looking. The
storyline was what captured my attention
in the first place. To be able to tell a story
about the women who did their part back
in WWII was amazing. I considered it a
great series.

Emily T.

I enjoyed this show, and I'm sad there
won't be a 3rd season

Michael S.

bought season 2 of Bomb Girls, on disk 2
Episode 5 it will only play in French even
when setting it to the English audio
setting, anyone else have this problem ?

Gretchen T.

When will this show ever be released on
American DVD, iTunes, hulu, or Netflix.
It is easier to get British TV than to get
this series for some reason and Canada is
only a few hundred miles away.

Jenn F.

finished both seasons and very sad there
isnt a 3rd.. patiently waiting for the movie
in its place... wish they just continue the
season though
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Katherine C.

My Mum who is 89 loves this series and
we have enjoyed watching episodes
together as her life draws to a close. Can I
buy the theme music ? Does anyone know
what it is ? Many thanks in advance

Aly R.

Is Season 2 coming to the US? I miss this
show terribly!

Peter C.

Caught some of this series on Reelz TV a
few months back and was quite impressed
with how historical accurate they seem to
be in each scene. Movie quality in a TV
series...

Lyn S.

Bomb Girls; you were one of the best on
T.V. and never should have been
cancelled by Global. It was the only time I
ever watched this station. Now all we get
is Vampires and crap!

Dawn V.

Excellent show.

Angel B.

I Love This Show I love learning about
Women that were strong then and now!

Taija N.

Omg I just watched both seasons of this
show on Netflix. I am from the U.S. and
had no idea it was a Canadian show. The
characters and story line is amazing! You
can only imagine my dismay when I found
out it was cancelled already. What a
tease:(

Misty R.

I'm sick of it I'm ready to get rid of my TV
so many of the shows I like got cancelled!!

Misty R.

Why do good shows get cancelled? no
smart person give a crap about stupid
reality shows but they get to stay. stupid
people
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Bj-Tori C.

Omg OMG omg! YESss!

Andrea M.

It's great the movie is being filmed and it
is the least you can do after cancelling this
brilliant TV series, but nothing will
replace the full series. Some head honcho
from your company decided to cancel
such an extraordinary, brilliant series to
make room for reality and dumb-down
TV. Give us back Bomb Girls, the SERIES!

Joan S.

Interested!!!??? Yeah we're interested!!!

Vivian R.

why was IT cancelled??

Kevin N.

Bring it on! PLEASE!

Marie K.

Woa wait it was cancelled

Lizzy S.

Can't wait... LOVE THIS SHOW !!!

Tanza P.

Just discovered this on Netflix and am so
disappointed that it wasn't renewed.
Please tell me the movie will be on Netflix
too!

Niki N.

Pumped... Go girls can't wait to see the
premiere

Patricia O.

Does the Snoopy happy dance!

Kim L.

i hope the ratings for this movie convince
the suits to renew production on this
incredible series
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Krista P.

YAHOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO
OOOOO!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! Please bring back
Tamoh Penikett as Gladys' "spy boss" and
new love interest!!!!!!!! They made such a
great pair!!! I am so afraid this movie is
not going to get into the depth that
everyone wants. We want new seasons,
not just a two hour movie!!!!

Sarah M.

WOOOOHOOO yes!!! I really wish they
put the series down here in the US, I
know it would take off and maybe get
picked up for more seasons. My
grandmother was a proud wwII yard
worker/delivery girl. This series gives
honor to every woman who all stepped up
to get the work done.

Nan D.

I am glad for the movie but I still wish I
could have a piece of it every week in the
form of a series. It should NEVER have
been cancelled.

Chris M.

YES!!! Great show that I really miss.
Would love the series to continue. But I'm
sure the movie will be great! I look
forward to it!

Lyn S.

Global doesn't deserve to air this after
cancelling the show!

Carolynne P.

SO upset that the series was cancelled ! It
was terrific!

Valerie K.

only make the movie if you bring back the
series!! You get something you love and
then you go and cancel it..makes no sense
whatsoever ...sheesh!

Barb C.

My favourite show can't wait
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Susie S.

Yay hope it shows in USA

Jason T.

Better than nothing (e.g., THE
BORGIAS), but still not as good as a full
season would have been.

Margie G.

Wish the show was still on but this is
better than nothing!

Jamie B.

!!!!!!!!! McBond

Ruth S.

Norisah Kadir-Jensen , did u see this ?
Whoo hoo

Elizabeth S.

Can't wait to see the movie, but it will
surely be bittersweet. This and Call the
Midwife were the two best series on the
air in 2012 and 2013.

Chastity O.

bring the show back

Jenny P.

Cool, but it just reminds me how much I
miss the series

Dani B.

OH YAAAAAAAAY!!! I think you should
be shopping other networks to bring the
tv series back! It was SOOOOOOOO
good!!!

VJ Ed B.

Love the show, I hate they cancelled the
show.

Cathy N.

Shame the show has been cancelled. Am
for sure looking forward to the movie.

Al S.

Movie will not replace the series. Easy out
guys. Bring back the real thing!
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Michele M.

So disappointing. The Agnes-as-secretagent plot was the least interesting of the
series. We need more Betty McRae!

Blair F.

as sad as I am that there won't be a third
season thank you for not leaving us
hanging! Love bomb girls!!!!

La E.

YES! I need closure, I was heartbroken!

Jessica L.

So excited!! Please let it happen!!

Barbara F.

Loved this show.

Veronica J.

Ali Liebert and Meg Tilly are the definite
standouts in my opinion.

Andrea N.

Wish I could visit the set during
production.

Barb F.

Oh, I miss that show.

Michele M.

We want lots of Betty McRae in the
remainder of the story!

Alexandra K.

I'd prefer a series...

Debbie R.

im still sad

Susan S.

Wait, were they picked up for season 3?! I
heard they weren't? I'd be thrilled to find
out they were still taping for a third
season! Anyone know?

Holly R.

Keep it coming!

Karen O.

The article I read said a large fan base,
then why did they cancel it?
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Elisa G.

Make it a SERIES! The movie is NOT
enough! We want Bomb Girls!

Eileen P.

This is one series that should'nt have been
cancelled will be looking forward to the
movie

Karen S.

I am SOOOOOOO sad it was cancelled!!!
Finally a show I Liked!

Andrea M.

You've got many fans who want Bomb
Girls back as the FULL series. Don't
disappoint us! Bring Bomb Girls back for
more seasons!

Diana M.

The show was awesome and it would be
really great if it was brought back.

Danielle P.

Every aspect of Bomb Girls is worth
saving. The story line, acting, and
production quality are absolutely stellar. I
was heartbroken to hear of its
cancellation, it was by far my favourite
television program. I sincerely hope that
the show is brought back once again.

Sheri D.

I live in McLean, Virginia and LOVE the
BOMB Girls Series! I sure hope it will
have new shows and stay on the air. The
acting is superior and story line is very
interesting! I wish I would have saw this
sooner! I know so many people in the
USAwould have responded if it was
shown on the next work! This history
touches all of us and I believe it is
valuable to go on!
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Steve & Rosalyn
N.

Denise A.

Bomb Girls - utterly brilliant. It's great to
see a series that combines accurate
historical representation with authentic
plotlines, great characterisation, writing
and good honest entertainment. We saw
the first season over here in the UK
around last Christmas and are looking
forward to the longer Season 2 soon (way
overdue, I might add). It's a disgrace that
a terrific series like this gets shelved
without going to further seasons. It's
always the good TV shows that seem to
get cancelled early. All the dross especially reality TV - just goes on and on
and on for what seems like forever. I hope
the 2 hour finale comes through. Actually
I hope some TV executive somewhere has
the courage to revive the series as it is. Oh
yes, I forgot to say we love the music
featured in the show too. I'll need to check
all those out and do some serious CD
buying.
One of my favorite shows. Please consider
bringing it back. Sometimes a TV show
needs more time to find its audience. I am
in the US.
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Louise R.

I stumbled across this show on Netflix
(luckily I can also catch this on Reelz) and
since I've enjoyed this era of movies,
music, clothes and other things, I watched
the first six episodes and was thrilled to
find out they expanded it and did a
second season. Just after finishing
episode 11 of season 2, I went online to
look for something pertaining to the
show, I think to verify how many episodes
were in the season, when I discovered it
had been cancelled and a 2-hour movie is
planned to wrap up some of the story
lines. I was shocked, dismayed, and angry
that this happened. This show is one of
the best shows to come along in a long
time. What caused the cancellation? Were
the ratings low? It would be wonderful if
someone else would pick it up, like Netflix
who is now doing a lot of original
programming which has turned out to be
pretty good, inlcuding the recent season
they did of Arrested Development.

Cindy

plzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz save this
show i really love it why do networkstake
off such awesome shows

M. B.

It was my favorite show on tv. Being it
back.
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Jacquie

Until this past weekend, I had never
heard of Bomb Girls series. I started
watching on Netflix on Saturday and
became so entralled with the quality and
level of story twists, before I knew it I had
watched all episodes of the two seasons. I
live in Fairfield, California USA and am
very impressed with all aspects of the
show. I was disappointed to learn the
show was cancelled but definitely look
forward to seeing the two hour movie in
the future.

June

I was wondering if you'd considered
partnering with Miss Representation or
the Geena Davis Institute. I think "Bomb
Girls," is a show that both organizations
could really get behind and they have a
large following. More people in the U.S.
need to know about this great show! It is
such a unique and wonderful thing to
have so many principle, dynamic female
characters whose lives revolve around
more than just getting man! Even the era
that it was set in was such a pivotal time
for not only the world as a whole, but
women as an entire gender.

Monica

We are so disappointed that Bomb Girls
was cancelled. Just started watching it on
Netflix and was wondering when Season 3
would start. The good shows are always
cancelled.
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Roger L. and
Graham C.

My partner and I watched Bomb Girls
religiously. It had great story lines, a great
cast and great Canadian history content.
It is one of the only Canadian series I
watch apart from the French CBC shows
that I watch being that I am French
Canadian. We hope that Global will come
to their senses and reinstate this series in
January. I am pleased to see that a lot of
other Canadians see the value of
Canadian series of this calibre and have
organized this campaign to revive this
series. A two hour movie in my opinion
will not cut it. Hope comments such as
mine will help convince the executives to
see how the fans were attached to the
series and that it merits to be reinstated
in Global's winter programming and if not
Global, maybe a another network will
seize the opportunity and save this great
series.

Linda R.

One of the best shows I've seen! Terrific
acting and story lines, compelling
characters, outstanding production values
all round. Please don't cheat fans of the
ability to follow these much loved
characters to the end of their stories.
Thank you.

Cleavon B.

bring back bomb girls for a 3rd season.
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Helen M.

I love bomb girls, I have visited Bletchley
park several times where it was mostly
young women who cracked codes, no one
thought about all the hard work they did
during the war, I've met a woman who
flew planes from bases to bases, Bomb
girls is a great reminder of what was
sacrificed by many people during the war,
we remember the troops who died on
November 11th but not the women who
gave their lives producing bombs they
used.

Anonymous

From the time I saw the first episode of
"Bomb Girls", I made sure I never missed
an episode. I will say I didn't watch the
episode with O'Donnell. Other than that
episode I have been an avid Fan of the
show. I refuse to watch any of American
TV shows. "Bomb Girls" was something
new and fresh as opposed to the other
trite ridiculous shows produced by any
American Broadcasting Stations. I just
can't believe the show was cancelled.
Please bring it back.

Christoph

Love the show. It artfully combines my
favorite genres with great heroines,
history and war. Discovered it on Netflix
(USA) and am dreading the end of season
2.

Judy L.

I was so disappointed when I heard Bomb
Girls was cancelled, for 2 years I looked
forward to the ups and downs of the
women on this show. This is a great show
only to be dumb down to a 2 hour movie.
I would love it, if it got renewed with
season 3, 4, 5. The fact that they are
making a movie only proves that Bomb
Girls was and still is a very popular show,
I think it got cancelled cause Global
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network wanted to make room for a
stupid American reality show. What
really makes me mad is that we " the fans
of Bomb Girls " was IGNORED by all of
the executives of Shaw Media, Global
Networks and Bell Media. Letters and
Emails and Bandana's were sent to all of
the executives asking to undo the
cancelling of Bomb Girls, and nothing
happened. TV networks Executives do not
care about the public they do what ever
they want and the HELL everyone.
Laura S.

Bomb Girls is a fascinating look at women
during a very unique time in history. As
an aspiring screenwriter, who also
happens to be female, I am often annoyed
at how hard one must search to find
movies and television shows that feature
women in interesting and important
roles. Bomb Girls offers a wonderful story
from a time period and point of view that
is too rarely seen. There is truly nothing
else like it and the story deserves more
time to be told.

Tonje N.M.

I’m from Norway and discovered the
show ”Bomb Girls” only a few months
ago, and I fell in love. I’m about to watch
season one and two for the third time.
What I think is so wonderful about this
show is the setting, the themes, the
characters, the clothes, the production
design, the mise-en-scène in itself. This
recreation of the 40s is so well done!
Everything works amazingly together. We
need TV-shows like this. It’s different;
“Bomb Girls” stands out of the crowd. It’s
good to see a female driven show that is
based on history. The 40s is such a
fascinating and beautiful time. This is
where the women took a pretty big step
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towards the start, of what we now call
gender equality, showing that they could
do a man’s job. As mentioned by others,
we are tired of all the cop-shows. There
are too many alternatives in shows that
are too alike. So why cancel “Bomb Girls”?
Yes, there will be a movie, but I won’t stop
fighting for a third season. A two-hour
movie is not a long time, and I won’t say
goodbye to the characters. The characters
are so lovable, complex, and we can relate
to them, even if it’s the 40s. I say we
should make more room for Canadian
shows.
Emily R.

A few years ago I grew tired with what I
saw in television. I was bored (and am
bored) with the vast majority of it. I have
no patience for reality tv and no fondness
for cop shows and hospital-based soaps.
There is no shortage of US exports (timed
with their shows) on Canadian Televison.
What there is is a shortage of shows like
Bomb Girls. Canadian period drama that
has been highly successful - and has many
fans all over the world. What I do love is
Bomb Girls. From the very first time I saw
the show - I was hooked. It tells our
stories; the stories of Canadian women
during World War II. In history class in
high school I think our textbook had one
sentence on women working because the
men (the vast majority of them) were
overseas. A footnote in a small box
besides a picture of a poster of Rosie the
Riveter. That was it. Bomb Girls has
opened my eyes to the world of women in
1940s Canada. I began watching for
Betty and Kate's storyline - that is how the
show was advertised to me by my sister
(who figured her lesbian sister would get
a huge kick out of it). The entire show has
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caught my heart. All the characters are
complex and flawed; extremely human.
Extremely relatable. Admittedly, I've
always loved period shows. I have a
weakness for them. And Bomb Girls is by
far my favourite. This show deserves a
second chance, they have many more
stories to tell and it would be a crime
against Canadian television to not allow
them to continue.
Morgan T.

I and my family are very disappointed to
learn that Bomb Girls will no longer be
airing. Bomb Girls serves as an
educational and entertaining program
that teach vital history to young women
about what we can do! Speaking as a
woman Bomb Girls is absolutely inspiring
and it would be a shame to let it go.

Veronique S.

Why do I want to save Bomb Girls... I only
recently saw Bomb Girls for the first time
(September 2013). And I loved it right
away! I watched both seasons within a
few days, I became obsessed with the
show. So when I read that the show got
cancelled earlier this year I was so
disappointed. You see... Bomb Girls
reminded of my grandfather.. or the
stories he used to tell us. I've always been
interested in history, but the things you
learn in school, they're nothing compared
to the stories from someone who actually
lived during the war. Even though my
grandfather was still very young during
the war, he was born in 1934, he told us so
many stories about growing up during
such a difficult time. He passed away in
January 2012 and I still miss him so
much! We were really close. And I miss all
of his stories. But when I saw Bomb Girls,
it was like I was listening to one of his
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stories. I can't get my grandfather back,
but I can try to bring back Bomb Girls! So
please, please, please... Bomb Girls can't
end like this. There's still so much more
that has to be told!! I even made 3
websites about 3 of the cast members!
That's how much I love the show and
everyone in it!! Check out the links to my
website below: http://ali-liebert.com/
http://charlottehegele.com/ http://jodibalfour.com/ Bring Bomb Girls back!!
Susan G.

There are so many war movies out there
about the men and what they did,
especially American, and I stand for them
and would stand for them forever for
what they gave up for us. And when the
show Bomb Girls came on, it was a tribute
to what our women did during the war
effort also besides lay on our backs and
wait for the men... I just came from a real
bomb girl's speech, she is Canadian, was
there building the bombs in Ajax.. Louis
Johnson, and I found what she had to say
very interesting, and such a tribute to our
Canadian Women. There is not much out
there applauding our country like the
Americans, and this was a bit of history
that told that we were there, we
contributed to the winning of the war
also, along side helping the Americans. It
was part of our history, our romances
during the war, and it hits home with not
everything went on in America, England,
Germany, France, etc. etc. etc. Something
went on in Ajax, Ontario, Canada that
contributed to winning the war that I did
not realize until Bomb Girls. I was finally
made aware through the media about
some of the Canadians past efforts during
war times. We were there along side all of
them... To take off Bomb Girls and the
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tribute to our romances and war effort is a
sin.. It was a wonderful show.. maybe you
should change your critics and whom ever
is in charge of saying we have to watch
another lawyer show, or stupidity shows
you call comedies... I love our past, love
hearing about our past, and what gave
Canada the back bone it has. When I told
my grandson about taking off Bomb Girls,
he also never knew that bombs were made
here that helped win the second world
war... What a mistake to take Bomb Girls
off! All of the women at the speech all
watched it and loved it also... as I will bet
a poll would show what a mistake you
have made. Bring it back, show our
history on television every week, just like
Mash, American!
Christina W.

I <3 this show!

Cami U.

I didn't know the show was cancelled.
Glad to hear about the movie, the series
should continue at least through the end
of the war!

Shannon H.

I still can't believe they cancelled such a
good show!

Denise E.

WE WANT A NEW SEASON not just a
wrap up Thank EACH CAST & CREW you
are doing GREAT WORK

Andrea M.

Bring on the FULL SERIES! You had a
GEM and you cancelled it! I LOVE this
show. I'm happy about the movie, BUT we
want the FULL SERIES!

Crystal M.

Love love love!!!!!!!!
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Louise B.

I loved the series!

Peggie T.

One of the best reasons for my daughter
and I to watch and share a TV show. Miss
it.

Frédéric L.

Another serie pleasssssseee

Aimee W.

OMG!!!! It's really going to happen! Look,
I have had 2 of my favorite shows end this
year...I can't take anymore abandonment!
LOL

Tara C.

Please bring back the series. No more
reality garbage.

Catherine H.

Love the show!!!!!

Evy T.

Please bring back the series.

Katie M.

Is this real?! I love the series so much!

Krista P.

I would give up all the other shows I
watch if Bomb Girls came back!!!!!! This
show was the best Canadian show out
there and I would love for it to have a
movie to tie up all the loose ends, if
possible!!

Jul G.

oh emm gee if this is real i LOVE it***

Patti C.

Really enjoyed the series ...was very
disappointed it ended.

Bridgette D.

Bring the show back!!!!!

Tracey C.

Yes.... Bring the show back please ...
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Sophie S.

OMG GENIUS!

Spring R.

It ended so abruptly. Please bring the
show back. The story, the cast and the
setting is AMAZING. I love this show!!!!

Melanie H.

So excited for the movie, but am sad that
series didn't have a longer run....

Christina M.

Meh, I preferred the series... But I guess
beggars can't be choosers, and a movie
will have to suffice!!! I'm glad the cast is
the same!!!

Alexandra K.

BOOOOO GLOBAL TV. You wrecked
something wonderful by doing this.

Dolores G.

I love this show/program/series!

Mary K.

Bring the show back!!!

Agne S.

Bring the series back!!!!!!! It was original.

Charis D.

Yes!!! I miss the show.

Tammy M.

Miss this show, so sad this series ended,
bring it back!

Stephanie C.

They took away a good thing.... Keep it
going listen to the fans!!!

Brandy H.

Omg can't wait. Love this show
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Ken W.

Bittersweet as I loved this program, and I
would Like the series continue. As well as
entertaining it was thought provoking and
showed how women's rights have evolved.
Remember the scene where Betty went to
the bank to try and mortgage a home on
her own? She was told to find a husband
cause women could not do something
Like that. Global take your head out of
your ass and bring back this incredible
series. Ditch that sci-if and reality crap

Judy L.

Who cares I don't want a stupid movie, I
wanted the show back, season 3,4,5.

Amanda A.

I know some people aren't happy about
the fact that the series got cancelled, but
I'm just glad that we'll be seeing these
beloved characters again.

Sharon L.

Really miss this great program and very
talented cast....wish it was back on the air
instead of the garbage that's on there

Lori S.

Love the movie idea but pleasr keep the
series going!!!!!

Amanda B.

Really?! Now if only I could watch season
2 in America life would be so swell!

Amanda B.

O.O they finally put up season two on
Netflix! Homework be damned I know
what I'm doing when I get home!

George L.

They can still keep the series going.

Natashia H.

That's awesome news but I love the tv
series.
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Rocio C.

Hope it's a 3 hour film. But if the series
continued that'd be even better: the lives
of these women, the minorites, and
soldiers post-war...maybe even spanning
over an entire decade, into the 50's,
similar to what they did with "Mad Men"
(50's-60's).

Chris L.

just had a survey asking people to post the
shows that we would Like to have back.
Bomb Girls was one of my responses!

Martin .

So, will it be on one of the 3 major
networks or on cable? Reelz?

April L.

Yay!!! So excited to see how it ends.

Dawn G.

A movie would be cool!!!!

Lexi H.

Amanda Barrus season 2 is on Netflix. I
just watched both seasons, can hardly
wait for the movie! Wish the series wadn't
canceled...

Theresa T.

YAY I'm so excited this is the best news I
have received all day

Catalina C.

Does this have Pink's name on this
script???

Chris L.

Take Bomb Girl - The Series onto a crowd
funding website & get it funded!!!

Shawn R.

Please come back--We need another
season

Elisa G.

Do the right thing and bring back Bomb
Girls, the TV series back in the air! A
movie will not suffice!
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Sharon W.

Why??? Why was it cancelled???
Why?????

Patricia M.

Great cant wait..

Mary H.

Loved this show!

Jessica T.

boo I want the show, not a movie!

Lora G.

I just erased the last 3 episodes off my
PVR. I didn't bother watching them
because I was so disappointed about the
show being cancelled. I'm happy it's going
to be a movie but why couldn't they just
keep the show? it had a good following.

Susan W.

Nice there will be a movie but that is not
the same as a week by week experience. I
felt Like I was a bomb girl

Teresa O.

yesssssss! at least we get SOME
continuity! there are so many good shows
that are cancelled and don't even get to
have a movie

Nancy K.

Bring back the TV series!!

Jennifer D.

Well if they tie up everything in a movie
then they definately won't come back with
another season!!

Laura R.

Happy....but disappointed on a weekly
level!!

Michelle C.

So disappointed FINALLY a show worth
watching, and it gets cancelled!!
Meanwhile, all the other crap TV (ie.
reality TV) still on the air, ugh!!!
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Rhoda S.

Can not wait!!! miss this show so very
much!

Soraya A.

I hope that this movie is coming back
because we are all speaking out how much
we loved it. Spread the word for the movie
and perhaps the interest will be seen and
the series will be brought back!!!!!

Trevor O.

They are filming in the park next to my
house tonight.

Caro D.

I wish there was more seasons but at least
the movie can let us in to what is going to
happen next, closure!

Robbie L.

Sheehy Movie??? Wow, that would be
FANTASTIC!!!!!

Sue H.

Can't wait!! Would rather have the show
still on!

Cynthia L.

I'm just grateful that we will get closuretoo many series walk off into the sunset
with no resolution for the fans. Can't wait.

Cathy N.

I suppose it's better than nothing but Like
most people, I'd prefer another series. On
the whole good news.

Heather J.

I loved this show. Give me more!

Debbie R.

I still will miss the series

La E.

I was heartbroken! Please bring them
back!

Amy W.

Very excited about this movie - have NO
idea WHY they decided to cancel this
really excellent tv show.
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Joyce D.

I agree! Looking forward to the movie!
But why did they cancel the series? One of
the best shows on TV!

Lisa A.

When is the series coming back

David A.

So glad we will get some sort of tie up
loose ends and closure. A great pity no
other networks took it on. It must still
make money with worldwide sales and
maybe multi-region DVDs

Greta C.

I wish they would have not stopped the
series. I really enjoyed the show .

Rich W.

Wish they would have kept the show on,
was a awesome show.still will take the
movie

Kathy W.

Loved the series!

Cathy A.

Please please please! A trilogy would be a
good idea...

Ashley-Anne N.

So sad about the cancellation but it's great
that they are going to finish things of with
a movie unlike most series where they just
leave you hanging.

Gail P.

Loved it! Can't wait for the movie!!!

Lisa H.

That script would look a whole lot nicer if
it said, "Bomb Girls-Season 3."

Sue H.

Series was great! One of the most
worthwhile ones on TV.

Ann W.L.P.

I'm so excited about this just wish it was
still a series, it was so good
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Debbie S.A.

I totally agree!! Series too short!

Teresa M.W.

Hopefully the will be using the same
actor/actresses and characters from the
series.

Cheryl W.

I am so happy to hear this but I wish the
series had continued. There are so few
good shows on TV anymore but Bomb
Girls was wonderful. Watching reruns on
Netflix now.

Paul A.

This is/was a great series & am quite
surprised they are not doing another
season. Great series & a wonderful
talented cast! Looking forward to the
movie & hope it will tie up lose ends

Lyzah N Josh

HELL YES!!! Thank You BombGirls
Goddess!

Richann J.

It is on Netflix! At least it was when I was
flipping through this week. That's the only
way I saw it since I don't have cable!

Nell E.

Yes! Can't wait! Hope it shows in
NewYork!

Kelley C.

Yay! I hope it airs in the US!

Lillian L.

Have been watching it since first Season
and falln in love with it. Love and adore
the 1940's. .......and yes too short of a
series.

Maggie S.

i am so excited i loved Bomb Girls

Georgie R.

Great!
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Jodie V.

Yay!!!!!!

Holly Y.R.

Yeah. I sure miss the show.

Janice D.

I LOVE BOMB GIRLS!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Tabytha W.

im so happy now. will there be anymore
seasons of bomb girls?

Bobette K.

so happy to hear this! I'll be first on line!

Darlene WC.R.

Yay.can hardly wait

Leslie G.

So excited!! please bring back the series!!

Lisa W.

This is great news!!!

Mia C.

Oh thank gawd!

Elizabeth P.H.

I loved the series also!! Never missed it.

Linda P.E.

Sure would like for the series to show
reruns on a channel, loved the show!

April &

woo hoo

Stephanie C.
Ingrid H.S.

Can't wait. Hope it comes to the US

Zyna P.

Woo hoo!!!!!!!!

Katie J.B.D.

Cannot wait. Very excited.
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Pamela M.H.

Glad to see this but I too wish the series
had continued. They need to stop Nielsen
ratings as they don't take into account if
the show is DVR'd or watched on Netflix,
hulu or on demand

Kelly C.S.

Can't wait!! Started re-watching the
series on Netflix last night - any news on a
release date?

June R.N.

I was still mourning the loss of this show!!
I can't wait and I'll be first in line!!!

Laurie Z.P.

i miss the show,they always take the good
ones off

Levinia M.

I hope it's the same Actor's

Gerry M.

I will SO be in the theater to see this. I
loved the series, and grieve that it was
only two seasons.

Alexandria F.

Oh my gosh! I loved the series and I just
know I'll love the movie!!! I'm so excited!!

Ernestine P.

Yayyy! This was a part of history that I
knew nothing about. I'm looking forward
to watching the movie! Good to see
Gladys Witham (Jodi Balfour).

Barbara M.

my glob i just got chills

Crissy C.G.

The series should never have been
cancelled in the first place!

Deanna W.A.

Looking forward to seeing it! Wish the
series had continued

Amber B.

Words can not express how exciting this
is!
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Audra B.H.

So does this mean the show was
cancelled?

Chantel M.

Yaaaay!!!

Vanessa H.

Cant wait to see it

Nancy H.

Fantastic. Keep us posted!!!

Linda D.

I'm so glad, loved the series. just got done
watching season 2.

Cynthia C.S.

Hooray!! We are so excited in Tulsa!!!

Lindacaro C.

I can't wait!!

Shannon M.D.

So excited wished the series would have
continued!

Bethany E.

When will it be on?

George F.

will there be another season or just a
movie?

Crystal D.G.

I can't wait for this and the new season!!!
I miss this!!!

Claudia L.R.

Non ho capito: trasmettono la serie in
televisione o ne girano una nuova negli
USA???? Se trasmettono mi sai dire su
che rete e a che ora ????? Grazie

Amy E.M.

When does the series return???

Cherryl G.

This is going to be a good movie, can't
wait. I too Loved the series. Wish it were
still on.
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Stephanie H.

YAY!! Can't wait to see it!

Maribel G.

Yaay can't wait!!!

Tiffany M.

Yay! Thank goodness we will get some
closure, loved this show much!

Julia L.

AWESOME NEWS!

Ali M.

Can't wait, still have it on my dvr, hope it
comes to the us.

Misty S.

So can't wait

Kathy F.G.

Yes! I loved the series!

Cortney B.C.

WOOHOO I can't wait. Love Bomb Girls

Carmen L. D.

Ahhh yay!!!!

Roberta W.

OMG that is awesome... was just thinking
about the show the other day.

Keith N .B.

I'm a sooooo happy!

Sharon G.P.

exciting!!!!!!

Connie S H.W.

yep am happy to hear there is gonna be a
movie AND hopefully this will get it back
on television!!!

Don R.

we can only hope...

Cathleen A.N.

yeah, yeah, yeah,
yeah!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! when?
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Danielle W.S.

Hurray! Maybe since our cable option
doesn't carry Reelz (after getting us
hooked on BG before our move this past
winter) we can finally get a BG fix with
the movie! Hurray!!!

Holly B.

YAY!

Ruthann M.

I have so missed "Bomb Girls". It was a
wonderful series. I wish they were smart
enough to bring it back. Also, "Last Tango
in Halifax" just wonderful also.

Marcia N.

Love this show so much,sad that another
good show is gone- looking forward to the
movie. Is the TV series available on DVD?

Marilyn M.P.

Miss you guys.

Katie J.B.D.

Season 3???

Samantha M.

I miss this show! Still have all 18
episodes. #bombgirls

Susie C.S.

Put back on love it best show on Tv

Barbara S.

Terrific! Bomb Girls is a great series.
Thanks to Reelz Channel for bringing it
back.

Cathy B.

Makes no sense....

Brighid W.

More Bomb Girls, please?

Connie S.H.W.

So is Bomb Girls gonna be back on or is it
totally kaput? Hope another network
picked it up! PLEASE!
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Charissa R.

I don't think I've been so hurt by a
cancellation of a show since Flashforward.
But, Bomb Girls is especially painful
because it's so different than any other
show on TV right now and puts an all
female cast, strong and empowering
female roles set in a time when women
were treated as 2nd class citizens.

Anne L.

The first season is going on TV here in
Finland, (in North Europe). Today we saw
section 8, "Red roses". I'm totally in love
with this series I hope it will continue in
the Finnish television. By the way, I work
for explosives factory here in Finland.
Maybe that is why I am so excited about
Bomb Girls! Keep calm and make bombs,
sisters!

Kathy H.S.

I see where OPRAH just picked All My
Children and One Life To Live maybe she
would be interested in BOMB GIRLS!!!!
Hey ya never never know. Anything is
with a try. I wont watch anything on
REELZ Have a Grea Day

Veronica L.T.

I want the show to come back too, but if it
doesn't, I think there should be books.

Brittany T.

My Gladys inspired look, from my WW2
re-enactment at the reading air show

Jennifer C.N.

Any idea when Season 2 will be on Netfix?
Anywhere else to watch it in the US?!?
Help!

Kathy H.S.

Have any offers for anyone to pickup
BOMB GIRLS?????

Tracie S.V.

i keep hoping too...haven't heard a word
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Bobette K.

How can the Kardashians still be on tv
and Bomb Girls not????

Toni S.

at least reelz...have a bomb girls rerun
marathon! I love this show.

Tom B.

First, it was "New Amsterdam" then "No
Ordinary Family" and now "Bomb Girls."
Every one of these was canceled with a
huge cliff-hanger in the last episode. I am
really getting sick of networks pulling this
s**t!

Toni S.

I absolutely love bomb girls!! bring it
back!

Joy L.

Am so disappointed Bomb Girls was
cancelled! I absolutely LOVED that show!
All the actors are wonderful and the
writers did a great job of showing us what
it must have been like back during WWII
in Canada. Kudos to all involved in this
series!

Kathy H.S.

I hope that you are still looking for
someone to pickup the program? I PRAY

Bill T.

Saw the finale, finally Good set ups for
the next year, and if I got the signals right,
for entry of the US into the war. I'm not
sure about the Betty/Kate situation, but it
was a nice twist.

Jim P.

I loved the show. Bring it back.

Pamela A.

Just watched the first season on Netflix
and loved it, wish we would have found
the show earlier. RENEW BOMB GIRL!!!!
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Criss T.

Finally watched the final episode...all they
needed was one more season! It makes no
sense why they canceled this now! They
have a regular fanbase who watched
regularly, so it can't be about the
money...it makes no sense. I read about
the talk of doing a 2 hour thing to wrap
things up, it wouldn't be enough, it would
leave things out and go too fast! Wish
they'd reconsider, give the show the
sendoff it deserves.

Jessica C.

Seriously they can't cancel this show with
a cliffhanger like that its cruel I love these
caricatures and I wanna know what
happens to them there has gotta be
another network that will pick this show
up what about reels that's the Chanel I
watch it on

Debbie D.

So sorry to see it go. I truly enjoyed the
show, and LOVED the 1940's

Jeanne C.

Will someone at least write a Bomb Girls
book to continue this story?

Kathy H.S.

I there anyother network that take this
show over??

Bamby L.N.W

Two straight hours of Bomb Girls. If I
died right now, it would almost be worth
it.

April G.

So, I hit my Tweet limit. Only for Bomb
Girls

Meredith H.

Just watched the last episode. Still so
upset that the show is being canceled. So
many unanswered questions and so many
places for the show to take the characters.
I am still hopeful we will see Bomb Girls
again.
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Angus S.

Have you approached Lifetime Network??
This show would fit in beautifully there. I
am so disappointed it's been cancelled
and all the idiotic reality shows just go on
and one ad infinitum.

Melisha C.

Is this show being cancelled? I hope not!

Kathy H.S.

Please Don't Say This Zthe End!!!!!!!!!!

Siobhan M. O.

We {heart} Bomb Girls!!!

Siobhan M. O.

PLEASE DO NOT CANCEL THIS
SHOW!!!

Lydia B.

Are they still cancelling Bomb girls? And
if so, is there anything we can do to
help????? They can't take one of the only
two shows I watch off the air!!!!!!!

Jill M.

I feel so sad for Betty now that her soilder
has shipped out.I have a feeling if the
show got renewed,Betty would see her
again.

Leesa S.

My grandfather, when in the Navy....Love
this show! Thanks for a wonderful time
every Wednesday, & Sunday. Love seeing
Betty's smirk, Princess(Gladys) smart
answers & the other characters.

Brittney P.

How do we get it back? I've waited for
something like this for ever

Tracie S.V.

I CANNOT believe this show wasn't
picked up for another season...very sad : (
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Jaymee T.B.

Woo I'm dying for the gorgeous bra and
panties Vera is wearing while teaching
Kate burlesque! I adore the show and
wish my grandmother (who was a Riveter
during WWII) had direcTV instead of dish
so she could watch too. Bravo!

Kathy H.S.

Iam sure that the pawn show is good but.
Bomb Girls or another pawn show?? Or
the new Race something or other that's
coming on. WHO CARES!!! I would ratter
have Bombs Girls . One of the BEST
SHOWS ON!!!!!

Bamby L.N.W

I just had the most amazing dream and
then I realized.........I was awake and
watching The Bomb Girls.

Lisa P.W.

I'm glad you decided to air it in the US.
My Mom lives in Canada and raves about
it! I bought Season 1 on DVD!

Lori W.

Loved last nights episode! It had
everything, suspense, love, romance, and
a little bit of fighting...

Vanessa R.

Seen this poster on an outing over the
weekend and it reminded me of Bomb
Girls!! I {heart} this show!!

Jaymee T.B.

Woo! Great episode!!!!

Sara F.

I hope they keep Bomb Girls around, My
great grandmother was born in the 20s so
its nice to be able to talk to her about the
show and how spot on everything in the
show really is. I'm obsessed w/the show,
its too good for them to let go of it! : )
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Allen L.

Looks like bomb Girls is indeed cancelled,
not only in the U.S., but by their Canadian
producer, Global. Too bad. An excellent
show with some real resonance and a
good feel for the 1940's. Not to mention
WW II eye-candy.

Annamarie B.

It is really upsetting that the show is
cancelled it is such a good show why can't
they just put it on a different time I think
the show is really take off if it was on a
different TV station in a different time it
is a great show

Willy V.

Just when one gets to enjoy a show where
one can see what took place years back it
is one that could be cancelled. WHY....
Because we enjoy it. Do people always
have to see series where one is always
getting killed etc. Network give us a break
we really enjoy this show. Love the actors,
music and the story line.........

Sandra C.

Please Ohh please don't cancel this show!
It's the first show I actually take the time
to watch and rush home to watch.

Jess M.

I'm so sad they cancelled Bomb Girls. It's
the the one show that my mom (a baby
boomer) and I (an echo boomer) regularly
sit and watch together and bond over.
There are so many cop/medical/reality
shows on that neither of us like. My
gramma (mom's mom) was actually a real
life Rosie the Riveter and helped build
planes in a factory during WWII so this
held a special place in our hearts too. This
really breaks my heart.

Sherry J.

So sad to hear that this show won't be
renewed. My mom and I love to watch
this show together.
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Susan A.K.

Why would they cancel a show like this? I
absolutely love this show! My Mom was
young in this era and sewed uniforms for
our soldiers. I can't get enough of this
show. Please bring it back!!!

Sue M.B.

Just found this show and watched most of
this season and now I hear it won't be
renewed?? Please!! It brought back
memories of stories my dear Mom who
worked at what she called Small Arms in
Toronto during the war told me. This is
an amazing show and so authentic. Please
don't cancel it!!

Sue M.B.

The fact that it's been syndicated to the
USA should tell them it's worth saving.....
Not every viewer is in their 20s....The
baby boomer generation remembers all
this from their childhood.

Mary S.B.

As I was watching Call the Midwife, I
thought..hey...Bomb Girls would fit
perfectly on PBS!

Richard N.

Good show--historically accurate----

Susan K.

Will there be a Bomb Girls marathon
anytime soon? I caught it on Netflix and
have only discovered it on Reelz and I
would love to see all episodes so I can
catch up.
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Loretta T.

Love Bomb Girls ! The writers,
producers,directors, staff, etc etc. pay so
much attention to detail. Everything is so
authentic. Great job, guys! Keep up the
good work. Keep going. Don't ever cancel
the show. BOMB GIRLS should have a
long run for many years. You're bringing
back memories to those of us old enough
to remember - and you're showing the
younger ones what life was like during
WWIIl Thanks.

Nicholas R. P.

is it wrong that i made a donation; not
just because i want to save the show, but i
also wanted the bandanna lol? well, in any
event, good luck, hope you "keep 'em
flying!" (I know its bomb factory, but
what ever its a good slogan)

Criss T.

Why is it that all the REALLY good shows
get canceled and all the crappy ones like
Real Housewives and such keep going???
I LOVE this show, it's believable and
everything about it is amazing! I really
hope they reconsider canceling and go for
another season.

Tracy T.

I just heard today that Global isn't
renewing the show! How can this
happen?! Please some network save this
show!

Carol O.

Found this show 'by accident'. Think I
may be hooked. Loved, Party Line.

Caro V.

You are amazing, just discovered you
Bomb Girls, I am an INSTANT FAN

Keith N. B.

Party Line......... oh wow! I'm crying
elephant tears here..... joy, fear, love,
deception, confusion......... life during The
War......... very well done. Thank you!
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Patty G.

Cancelled??? What a stupid decision!
Guaranteed viewers and they're cancelling
it???? I'm speechless!

Stephanie B.

I was really sorry to hear about the show
being cancelled. What a shame foe such a
great show with kick-ass story line's get's
the boot. I enjoyed the show , Thank you !

Susan F.C.

I hear Canada is cancelling Bomb Girls!
Aren't we going to do anything about it?
COME ON!

Tracy T.

I can't believe more people haven't 'Liked'
this show on here! It's brilliantly done and
one of my favorites. I even like it more
than Mad Men now. Much more positive
for women.

Erin M.

We've got all sorts of negative role models
for young women, from Snooki to *New
York (from MTV I think it was). Now we
have a show with incredibly strong female
role models, a positive representation of
Canadians and some quality historical
content but Survivor is more important?
Really? The almighty dollar and ratings
are such a driving force that they won't
give Bomb Girls the chance to rebuild the
head of steam it had before the hiatus and
that saddens me to no end. It's a
wonderful show and I don't want to see it
go. "Reality Television" wins another one.

Keith N .B.

I hope you've figured out by now that I
just absolutely love you Bomb Girls.....
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Rob F.

I have been a loyal follower of Bomb Girls
from the beginning and felt very said to
learn it was discontinued. I hope the big
wigs at Shaw and Global over turn their
decision and renew the series for another
year.

Don R.

This show is the bomb...don't cancel
it!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Siobhan M. O.

How dare they cancel Bomb Girls!!!
ILOVE this show..please reconsider....

Burlap S.

Why do networks always seem to cancel
the BEST shows???

Jennifer S.N.

DO NOT CANCEL THIS SHOW!! We love
it!!

Angus S.

Bomb Girls USA -- is Reelz going to play
the last 5 episodes??? Have you tried
marketing your show to Lifetime
Network??? They are great for shows
directed to females. I can't bear that you
are going to come to an end!!! What
happened???

Angus S.

I will definitely read the article and share
it with my Bomb Girls friends!! We your
show!! You put forth a lot of effort with
the wardrobe and set....it's just wonderful.
All the actors/characters are brilliant.
Thank you for this wonderful show!!!

Craig S.R.W.

Don't cancel the show!!

Jessica C.

What! Why isn't Bomb Girls being
renewed? This makes me so sad! Can
they change there mind?

Jessica C.

I sure hope another network picks it up
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Olivia G.

my favorite show this season...my busy
working husband even stop to watch then
asked me to DVR it

Tiffany N.S.

Im excited about the last 6 episodes, but
sad at the same time because it has to
come to an end soon... I've been watching
bOmB gIrLs from day 1 been hooked
since

Meaghan C.

The show is getting soooo goooooood! It
can't end! I'm so upset!

Marie C.

I am so sorry to hear this wonderful show
has been cancelled!! It seems the
networks always end the great series and
leave the crap! Thanks to everyone
associated with this show for the
awesome work and dedication. I will truly
miss it!! Very poor decision on the part of
Global !!

Emerald L.G.

Enjoy the show. Can't wait until
tomorrow night. A must see for my
household.

Jennifer L.

I heard the show is cancelling...WTH??!!
No dont leave!!!! You are an awesome
show in no matter where its being
aired!!!!

Linda F.

I read yesterday that Bomb Girls will not
be coming back for a Season 3. How in the
hell can they not continue with a such a
great show is beyond me. The people that
make these decisions are just idiots. So
sad.......
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Eboni S.

I am so upset that this amazing show is
not getting renewed for a third season!!!!
I e-mailed Global TV begging them to
keep Bomb Girls on the air and they
informed me that it would not be
returning. :(:(:( I'm sad

April C.

I love this show. I'm proud of my Great
Gran for being a bomb girl. I love hearing
my Gran and Mumma talking about her
achivements. I wished I knew her. But
watching this show makes me feel closer
to her memory.

Jenny A.

where/how can I watch bomb girls online
in the US? 1st season is on netflix, but
can't seem to access the current season
through hulu or any of my usual channels.
I can't wait another year for netflix to
catch up!!!

Wendy W.B.

I {heart} BOMB GIRLS!!!! LOVE IT!!!

Tammy L.C.W.

I am in absolute L<3VE with Bomb Girls!
I can't even pick a favorite!

Marquita D.

Love this show, love me some Vera!

Izzy W.

I past my history test because of this show
now I'm addictive to this show

Bamby L.N.W

I was born in the 1960's but I lived in the
1940's. Thanks Bomb Girls for taking me
back there every Wednesday night.

Kelly C.S.

Just discovered this show a couple of
weeks ago and absolutely love it!!!

Debbie M.

LOVE this program !
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Jennifer O.

Love this show! So glad it got a season 2

Lisa B.

I got so excited when I found season 1 on
Netflix, please do season 2 there too.

Wendy E.C.

Just discovered! Love it! Thank you
Reelz!!

Crissy C.G.

LOVE this show! I've even got my Dad
hook on it.

Jessica C.

I love this show so much I dressed up
from that era for Halloween lol

Jessica C.

I'm so glad I found the U.S. Bomb Girls
page lol I love the 1940's and I love this
show I didn't realize until this season that
it took place in Canada haha

Lizbeth C.

Watching my favorite show Bomb Girls USA

Crystal C.

We love Bomb Girls at Atomic Closet so
we dressed one of our mannequins in
these 1940s coveralls. — at Atomic Closet
Vintage Boutique.

Susan F.C.

FINALLY found the U.S. Bomb Girls site!
HOORAY

Giovanna T.W.

I just LOVE Bomb Girls, it's my all time
fav

Denise B.D.

Good show...

Pamela M.

My mom and grama worked in factories
like this during WW2 and it makes me
feel like I am seeing them in action. I love
this show.
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Debbie M.R.

My husband found this on Netflix and
knew I'd enjoy it. I watched every episode
back to back.

Carleen L.S.

This is a great period piece. I'm so glad I
discovered it last season.

Joseph E.

I love Bomb Girls! I'm glad season 2 is
finally on US Television!

Rita M.S.

i love your show

Susan H.A.

My mother was a Rosie The Riveter at the
Willow Run Bombadeer Plant in Ypsilanti
,Mi. during WWll. She had wonderful
stories about her experiances very similar
to the Bomb Girls. I enjoy your series very
much. Keep up the good work.

Susan B.P.

This is such a great show!!! The clothing
is to die for, great costumer designer.

Patricia D.

Love this show

Peggy J .P.

I really enjoy this show and I'm glad
Bomb Girls is back on. I always enjoyed
shows about WWII.

Denise S.

In honor of the Bomb Girls premiere
double header tonight, I'm breaking out
my Glenn Miller, Dorsey, Artie Shaw, etc.
records!

Keith N. B.

Mom was a "Rosey"....... I love this show!

Tinisha T.

Killer back to back two episode's of my
bomb Bomb Girls - USA..way to kick off
the season

Pat P.F.F.

Love the show!
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Megan B.

Bravo, can't wait for next week

Porsche N.

the premier was explosive! I love this
show!

Alyssa P.

Finally!!! I'm so happy to be watching the
season 2 premier of Bomb Girls right
now!!!!!

Kathy H.S.

SITTING HERE WATCHING SEASON 2
ITS GREAT THANK
YOUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUU

Renee P.

its almost time!! "do not disturb Bomb
Girls is on" lol

Gai E.R.

My husband and I are so excited for the
new season of Bomb Girls! love it!

Lyn C.

BOMB Girls!! Cant wait for the new
Season tonite!!!! Show is so well done
with the story of these women and their
lives while making bombs in the time of
the onset of WWII. Love it!

Sally A.

Who is ready for some Marco tonight?? I
Sure Am

Jennifer D P.

Love love love the show! My mom and I
were glued the first season and cannot
wait for season 2 to start!!!!!

Joy L.

I LOVE this show...Was sick and
accidentally found the BG marathon
yesterday. I watched all 6 episodes and
now can hardly wait for the start of next
season!

Lisa G.D.

I just discovered this show today because
of the marathon, and I love it!
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Michelle T.C.

Cannot wait for the new season of Bomb
Girls...the sneak peak got me excited!!!

Robinson D.

Love this show!!!

Donna D.M.

We want Bomb girls to come back!

Gerry M.

What a phenomenal show and cast. What
a shame we don't get another season.
What's next for those beautiful actresses?

Carla G.

I want them back, best written show,
great group of women, best show!!!!!!

Regina W.

Please bring this show back next year!

Porsche N.

I miss this show.

Paula S.

I miss this show so much!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Katherine W.

Meg is hilarious...and gorgeous, Charlotte
is absolutely stunning! I am going to miss
Bomb Girls SO MUCH.

Tracie S.V.

i don't want this show cancelled...PLEASE
another channel pick up this gem of a
show...ty

Debbie P.

miss the show, absolutely loved it

Penny M.G.

yes we do want Bomb Girls BACK

Jennifer L.C.

Any chance the award will prompt anyone
to renew it? Great show. Miss it!

Lisa O.M.

And yet it's still cancelled. Makes perfect
sense.
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Mia C.

Paul, you took the words right out of my
mouth-I hope so!!

Paul S.

did any network renew bomb girls

Benny LM.J

My god, Meg Tilly is so ebullient and full
of energy! So happy to have watched
Bomb Girls blow up from the beginning,
and to see Charlotte Hegele, Ali Liebert,
and Jodi Balfour's characters develop.
Would love to see more of this show!
Congrats, you lovely ladies!

Jasmine D.

i'm hoping netflix will take it up.

Jill M.

I wish they would bring this show back ! It
was really a good show.

Stephanie H.

I miss this show. *sigh*

Rebecca C.D.M

I wrote Oprah top ask her to look into
picking up Bomb Girls for her OWN
channel. It was worth a shot. I absolutely
LOVE this show. I watch only one other
show on TV - nothing else is worth my
time.

Janice C.M.

Congratulations ladies & bravo on a great
show.

Dominique M.P.

Love my BOMB GIRLS!

Ann W.L.P.

Miss this show and I'm hoping the
network comes to their senses and brings
it back for another season

Leota D.

I hope your show can stay on TV some
where, wonderful show great Ladies just
loved your show.
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Sandra M.S.

Every time I love a show, it gets
cancelled!!! This is a great show!!!!!

Zoraya S.

There is still so much to say from that
period... At least a couple more years of
episodes are necessary. Two hours won't
cut it!

Barbara C.S.

Please come back!! I'm bored on
Wednesday now!!

Bivian G.

Yay yeah!!!! Well deserved!!! Love you so
much! Keep my shows coming!

Zyna P.

Way to go girls!!! We will ALWAYS love
you and the characters you brought to life.
Those characters we ALL could relate to.
They made us laugh, cry, and find our
history!!! I will truly miss each of you.

Jessica H.H.

Va va voom, Ladies! Please don't take
away my show!

Cherryl G.

I so look forward to this show every
week.....I just Love it !

Lisa C.

The seasons are too short

Glynda W.

Love the show!!!! My mom worked in the
Seattle ship yards in WWII. I didn't
understand the hardship women had to
overcome during those times! She is 93 &
still lives on her own. She did give up
driving a year and 1/2 ago. Still sharp and
still smoking!!!!!

Pam J.

just come back!!!!!!!!!!!! my favorite tv
show!!!!! i love love love you all!!!!!!!!!
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Julie B.

What were they thinking to cancel such a
great series that was so interesting to such
a large variety of people?..What a talented
cast, they worked so well together! In my
opinion they could never be replaced, &
the subject matter was very important to
the audience. They will be missed!

Holly M.

So sorry to see this series end, it was
tremendous!

Maggie S.

i dont understand so many people love
this show why arent they gonna renew it

Rosanne F.

Yes,, y is it not coming back.. It's a great
show. Each one of the likes on Facebook
stand for over 1,000 people, because not
all bomb girls fan r on FB.

Sharen P.S.

Gonna miss this show. Better than all that
reality TV crap.

Ali B.

Great show tonight. Still holding out
hope!!!

Tim B.

I'm still of the hope that the series will
come back...or at least a movie to end the
series.....

Andra L.

They cannot leave us hanging like this!
We have to have a third season!!!

Nancy Y.

Gonna miss the show, loved the story
lines and the people who brought it to life.
Such a great show, such a sad day because
I don't want the show to be over!!!!

Luisa F. R.

First season was really good, second
season was brilliant. What a shame a
great show is ending. But they're going
out really strong. Cheers Bomb Girls!!
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Bamby L.N.W.

I NEED MORE BOMB GIRLS!

Vallee M.

Makes me think of Pan Am they have to
take all the good stuff away... gonna miss
this show!

Tiffany N.S.

really sad right now

Michele B.

I'm so bummed.. I love this show so much
I want to see more

Mary S.B.

I just watched the "finale" for the third
time. While a lot of storylines were
wrapped up more quckly than they would
have with another season, there were a
couple areas that left you to speculate. I
hope this show can be saved and shown
SOMEWHERE. I love this show. It's well
written, and just sails along. There's so
much garbage on tv, and this has been so
refreshing. Let this show be saved!

Barbara C.S.

So sad to see this show leave. Loved being
transported back in time. What a great
cast!!

Cathy L.

Great show, I'm going to miss it a lot.

Toni S.

love this show!!

Penny M.G.

don't give up,,,

Tami B.

Miss you already! I have saved the last 3
episodes so I can have a mini marathon.

Janice D.

I will be lost w/o my Bomb Girls show. I
look forward to it every week!!!

Brenda W.

Gona really miss this show.
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Judy B.

I hope some network picks this up, really
good show.

Terri D.S.

I love this show. Someone needs to have
another network pick it up!

Rachel H.

Such a great show I rarely watch any
thing but reality shows but I loved this
show and am truly going to miss it

Kristine S.

So sad this show is ending!! There is still
so much to tell!!!!!

Rita W.

I am UBER bummed! Can't Lifetime or
Oxygen pick up the show?

Colleen R.

Sad, sad that it's ending! Why do they
cancel good shows?

Zyna P.

This is such a classy show with so much to
tell about OUR past and present! This
does NOT need to end!

Tammy D.J.

My heart is breaking. This was the first
time I had a favorite TV show in years.
Best show ever!!

Gerry M.

Gonna miss this show.

Nicholas R. P.

well, i hope our donations will maybe be
able to get a film in the works.

Pam J.

love love love this show! gonna miss it!

Peggy J.P.

I love this show!

Cathy B.

Makes no sense at all to cancel a show
that has won awards and gathered more
fans each season. Why to put on more
mindless shows like Honey Boo Boo?
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Chad M.H.

Bomb Girls was a GREAT show. (so was
Pan Am) Ridiculous that it was
cancelled!!!!!!!!

Nancy H.

Please say it will return!!!

Siobhan M. O.

I love love love this show!! Thank youy for
bringing this to TV..

Vanessa H.

any chance it will be on again? i missed it
last night and am very sad cause i had to
work late

Kolby W.

Why are all the good shows cancelled

Susan B.R.

thanks for the memories and I will miss
The Bomb Girls

Joyce T.W.

We'll miss you all!!

Patricia K.

Really going to miss this show. It was very
creative, good story line, I hope they
change their minds and bring it back. Too
much crap on TV, all those reality shows
are a complete joke.

Shelly S.

I think it will be back....they left too many
open story lines!!! My other favorite show
SMASH was cancelled this past week and
they wrapped that show up in a nice tiny
little bow. So sad!!!

Gabrielle B.

I am so sad about this show! I think it is
one of the better shows on tv. I am hoping
another channel might buy it

Erin T.

I was extremely disappointed with that
ending.

Bonnie W.

Love the show! Keep it coming!
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Carolyn B.

Please try to keep this going...

Annamarie B.

I still can't believe their canceling this
show what a shame

Karen H.

Such a great season finale tonight!!!! I
love Bomb Girls! I love a show set back in
time (like Pan Am) and that was cancelled
too! Wish there would be all new episodes
next season!!!

Jill M.

That last set of words between Lorna and
Gladys were,what else could they say
.Hoping BG will return SOON.

Carla K.

Please tell me the third season is going to
happen!!

Teri S.

I am so sad that this show is cancelled,
while smutty, stupid reality shows with
toothless losers and Amish runaways stay
on the air. Bad decision.

Shelly S.

So sad this show is ending!! Two of my
favorite shows were cancelled this year!!!
I do not want to watch anymore reality
tv!!!

Elizabeth K.

Unfortunately,Bomb Girls got
cancelled.(Which I am really pissed off
about,cause I LOVE the show!!) But there
is going to be a movie in about a year to
tie up all of the lose ends on the show.At
least they won't just leave us hanging at
the end final episode tonight!!

Jodie V.

I love the show!
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Holly B.S.

Every time I find a show I love it gets
cancelled. I am so sad. I loved Thursday
morning after the kids went to school. I
would sit down and watch it on my tevo.
So sad. I hope we get a conclusion to all
the characters

Pamela M.H.

Isn't it coming back? What's wrong with
these networks ?

Ruth C.

Great show

Leila F.

There's always hope, they brought back
arrested development years after it got
cancelled, just gotta keep vocal

Kathy F.G.

I am so upset, this is a terrific show with
a great cast. Quality programming.

Connie S H.W.

If you are a fan of this show, spread this
around to get more likes, THEN maybe
that 3rd season will happen!

Susan F.C.

I am completely bummed that this show
is ending!

Amy M.W.

I love this show

April G.

Yes we do. Love this show... will always
have a special home in my heart

Lori P.H.

Love this show

Pat K.P.

Such an incredible show!!! I hope we can
enjoy another "vintage" time period
program again! This was great!!

Ashley B.B.

This is just heart breaking
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Amber B.

What an amazing show! I'm really going
to miss it The characters are so wonderful
that you just get emotionally invested. It's
gonna take me awhile to get over it!

Nicole N.C.

I am so sad and disappointed this show is
cancelled. It was so good my teens even
really enjoyed watching this show!

Karen V.

Oh Man i Hope they change their minds
and let them do another season!:( i love
this show!!

Sean M.

I have never seen this show and still I am
so sad that there is a possibility it may
end.

Mis EMily-Sue

i wanna cry. thanks to reelz i was given a
signed poster, free chocolate and not to
mention the chance to see what it was like
back in a time that seems so much more
real than todays "reality" thank you reelz
and thank you bomb Girls and thank you
Canada! i am really gonna miss that show.

P.

Motown H.

I love Bomb Girls. I am hoping for a
miracle because I am tired of all these
reality shows.

Lyzah N. J.

On one hand I'm soo looking forward to
tonight's episodes but on the other hand
I'm not because I know this is the end!
SAVE BOMB GIRLS!!!

Georgie R.

Love this program . heard they aren't
coming back . Hope that isn't so!
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Kelly C.S.

Wouldn't you know it - I find something
worthwhile watching on tv and they
cancel it! I really hate to see this show go it was creative, classic, original
(something that's sorely lacking in all tv
today!!!) and just plain good story
telling.......

Dani B.V.

Why has this show not yet been saved? It
has won awards, there is a petition and
outcry from fans....WTF??

Amy P.

I want this show back!!!

April C.

So sad..... I wish it will come back

Paul S,

sure going to miss this show

Elexa H.M.

What Chanel can you watch it in the US??

Janice D.

I have all of them recorded so I can watch
it when it's no longer on. Sure wish they
would keep it going, like forever!!! I LOVE
THIS SHOW!!!

Theresa D.C.

That stinks ! I love you gals!

Lynne C.V.

I just finished watching Season 2 on and
don't want to wait so long for the 2 hour
finale. It is such a good show.

Connie S H.W.

Like Janeen, I feel a lot of fans found this
show to late~ I hope this IS NOT the last
we see of this wonderful and history
makin' show! Same as with Pan Am, if any
of you remember that show, it was
history, early days of Pan Am flights. Both
of these shows have history in them!
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Linda W.J.

Nook loo. I don't want it to end

Zyna P.

Need more seasons!

Tami B.

I do not want to see you go!

Don R.

so sad to see this great show come to an
end...come on Reelz bring it back...

Karen H.

So excited for tonight's episodes!!! Will
there be a season 3? I sure hope so!!!!

Claudette M.

I am so sad that it came to an end!
Sigh...Thank you, Bomb Girls! it's been
fun!

Fran R P.

son of a bitch ! this was the best show on
tv !!!!! rat bastards !!!!!!!!!!

Don R.

we will miss the Bomb Girls...they are the
BOMB!!!!!!!!!!!

Peggy J.P.

I loved all the lovely strong ladies on this
show and the sexy men too....

Tami B.

really sad to see it go

Jenna B.

All the really good ones get canceled

Fran R. P.

they can keep honey-boo boo & those
kardashians & other crap on tv, but not
BOMB GIRLS ?? this show shows part of
the U.S. history. this show is important !!!
KEPP IT ON !!!!! we can turn this around
!

Sam F. J.

I wish Netflix or maybe even Amazon
would come on board to produce new
episodes.
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Pam J.

we love love love gladdy!

Yolanda Z.

Season 2 got more intense with each
passing episode. I still pray for S3 to
happen.

April G.

Gotta love this show. The best, hands
down.

Tracie S.V.

my fingers are crossed for season 3
too...any word on an official cancellation?

Lydia B.

Mmmmmm Marco is so hot lol Love this
show, awesome cast and great everything!
I'm just hoping that next week's is merely
the season finale not the last episode ever

Lorraine G.

this show is fantastic they cannot cancel it

Karen R. C.

Bomb Girls is one of those shows that you
start watching out of curiosity and then it
just grabs you and won't let go. I would
gladly give up all my 'regular' shows:
Revenge, The Good Wife, Nashville, etc.,
to ensure that Bomb Girls stays on the air.
This show is too good: the writing, the
acting, the amazing fashions, the reality of
the era, to just toss it away. Let's fight for
this show to entertain and educate us for
years to come Bomb fans!

Kathy L. E.

Love her has Lorna. She is perfect in the
role. Love show, which is was being
renewed. I will definitely miss it.

Kendra J.

She's the reason I started watching, but
the whole gang kept me. I love this show!

Kyla P.B.

They received the Gracie award and still
want to cancel?!?
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Brenda R.J.

such a waste to not be renewing this show
...

Sandra M.

This show is amazing

Bonnie W.

Love this show!!!

Janice C.M.

Been telling people they need to watch it.

Dale S.

It doesn't get any better than this

Marie C.

This show is awesome!!!!!!!

Paul D.

We've got a war to win!

Melinda B.T.

Fantastic series. So glad you created a
historical tribute about this time in our
history. The characters are all unique and
full of depth. Thank you. I thoroughly
enjoy watching! Meg Tilly rocks!

Kim K.

Yea! back in the USA! Can't wait to see the
new shows.

Connie S H.W.

If it's not renewed, they are gonna lose a
wonderful show! if it's cancelled,
hopefully another station will pick it up!!!
Please Please Please!!!! One of the better
shows on TV!!!

Amy P.

Reelz, you need to bring this show to the
States, I want this show back and so do
other people

Lyda S.

cant believe that they are not coming back
for another season....BOOOO.
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Kimberly E.

Is there a woman in charge of the Reelz
channel?!?! If so, they should work on
continuing this show!!!!

Tammy L.C.W.

Yes please continue Bomb girls

Debbie M.

LOve, love, love this show.

Calandria M.

No man needed to make a big decision.
Betty Mcray you have my heart. I love
Bomb Girls!

Carla K.

The ride shouldn't have to end, especially
if it's a good one'

Tammy P.

Finally a show I'm passionate for and it's
going away:(

Susan F.C.

Someone needs to take out a full-page ad
in Variety to get someone to take on this
show!

Wanda R.W.

I can't believe it another decent show,
that you look forward to watching,
cancelled!! what's wrong with these
people??
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Veronica B.

OH HELL NO!!!! This is such the bomb!
Not only is it a story line, but it's history.
Knowing what we are dealing with in
2013, reminds a girl...it wasn't all that
long ago...how could we be so nieve as
women and seeing women who are strong
in their belief, dealing with feelings,
choices.... I record new series, then delete
after I watch them (several times,
skipping through the commercials)....Put
them on NETFLIX!!!! Make a deal for
them to continue/support the show. That
way we can see the entire series, minus
the commercials, and watch the new
episodes : ) Please don't stop making
them!!! Like if you agree w/me & pass it
on.

Patricia K.

come on, lets keep this show instead of all
the stupid reality and crap they put on TV.
It is a great show, fictional plus a lot of
history that so many people do not know
about.

Rose L.

I agree Ms Kushnir, 100%. I love this
show and the only one that makes sense!
Please, to the powers that be, WHAT IS
THE PROBLEM?!!! Do not b.s. us, what is
making you take a perfectly great show off
the airways? Is this a publicity stunt? Are
the actors off on other projects, what is
the big freaking problem here?!

Sandy R.C.

Guess I'll downgrade my Dish now. No
reason to keep TV or Reelz. This is the
reason I don't watch. Get an incredible
show and it's gone.
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Judy L. H.

I would really miss this show if it is
canceled. Finally a decent show about
women and interesting men in a time
when the world went crazy. Please
reconsider.

Lori P.

Couldn't another station, maybe in the US
pick it up? Maybe have it on a more
visible station where they could get even
more of an audience?

Carlette P.J.

I'm in the US too and love love love the
show! What can we do to save it?

Trisha M.

I'm a HUGE U.S. fan. I'll be writing,
tweeting, anything I can do. What is the
fandom love video?

Shawna L.

Where's the DISLIKE button!??! Bomb
Girls is the best series on TV!!

Tracie H .C.

Is this for real? No way. I LOVE Bomb
Girls. To cancel them would be a travesty.
This is one of the best shows on
television.

Dani B.V.

What bullshit!!! Any quality shows that
air, which are far and few between, always
get the ax! Thank God for books because
there is next to NOTHING worth
watching anymore!! I have my entire
neighborhood hooked on this show,
EVEN MY HUSBAND!!! Canceling is a
huge mistake!!

Dani B.V.

I just realized this was a Canadian tv
show! I knew they were in Canada for the
premise but I didn't realize that it was a
Canadian show....I thought Canadians
were nice, friendly and accommodating?
WTH??? LOL!
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Susan H.A.

This show is fantastic. I swear I don't
know what these suits are thinking.

Sam F. J.

BG is a well crafted quality show, of
course it got cancelled. Netflix is
streaming the first season. Maybe they
would be willing to take over production
as part of their new Netflix Originals
project. Let's contact them and plant that
seed.

Tianya W.

UGH!!!!! ANOTHER DECENT show I like
gets cancelled!!

Lydia B.R.

you have got to be kidding..this is a show
that me and my daughter, who is old
enough to watch this series, watch
together. It shows her what women's lives
were like in those times and it gives her a
sense of empowerment and how women
had strong male roles. How
sickening...where do i sign the petition!!!!

Lily J.

I love BG and I cannot allow it to be
cancelled! Pass it on to all your friends
that this show needs to stay on the air!
Women in strong roles are what we need!!

Victoria M.

This is the only decent show for women
on T.V. It has heart and soul, it tells the
story of an important time in our
country's history, and it does so
accurately! So many people are going
through now what those families went
through then. And besides, even my
boyfriend likes it! My car mechanic, grew
up in the country, 4-wheeler riding
boyfriend! What does that tell you?!

Josh &

NO NO NO NO!!!! We Love the Bomb
Girls!!! Awesome show!!!

Jeanerette B.
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Karen A.

Something good to watch, and they cancel
it!? That's not nice!!!

Jodie V.

I love the show and already signed it....

Keith S.

Once again good tv show Cancelled but
100 crappy ones get to stay on. not right.

Ethel M.

OMG!!! why are they cancelling such an
awesome show???

Kat D.V.H

They don't think is the problem. It doesn't
work for them so they cancel it. Does
anyone remember Lost? that show was
going to be cancelled also and we the
people saved it. We can do that again

Ann W.L.

Well this totally breaks my heart, best
thing on TV as far as I'm concerned. The
people in charge are idiots. This should
stay on for nothing else but because it's
great. I mean this is awful.

Michele M.

Damn.. Just like Pan Am they are taking
away Bomb Girls I look forward to this
show every week.. You bet I will sign any
petition to help save the show

Christine B.M.

Why is it when theres finally a decent tv
series it gets cancelled!!! Shop it
around!!!!!!!

Kim S.

Bummer; this is one of the best shows out
there right now.

Gerry M.

So VERY Disappointed. This is a great
story. With drop dead gorgeous girls.
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Yolanda Z.

We're thankful to Reelz (and ITV &
Netflix) for continuing to ask for more
"Bomb Girls" content to be produced, in
spite of the cancellation. We do hope that
GlobalTV reconsiders its decision.
Meanwhile, the nominations for BOMB
GIRLS continue to pour in, as they did
before: the Monte Carlo International TV
Festival has recently considered the show
for their "Best Mini Series" category, as
well as Meg Tilly for "Outstanding
Actress". With all due respect, I think
GlobalTV executives seriously need to
remove their goggles and pay attention to
this if artistic value matters to them.

Pat S.W.

Please save Bomb Girls! It's an amazing
program!

Jean W.

just when i find a series i like. pleeze dont
take it off. it is great. i look forward to it
every week

Angela P.D.

OMG - Hell No! I love this show. Bring
my girls back!

Linda C.P.

Just found the show and have been dvr it.
Love it it is history that was never
discussed.

Christi P.

This is one of the only good shows on TV.
Hate this.

Anna A.E.

i am the USA and enjoyed the show.

Paula J.P.

I love the show. My mom work in one of
these plants in 1942. I love hearing her
talk about it
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Ginger C.

Nooo!!! I love this show! I've told
everyone about it. This is the kind of tv I
want to watch.

Luisa F. R.

Sad to hear; signed the petition and
hoping!!

Gracie P.

I love this show , how can they take good
show off and leave crap like the major
networks have?

Jennifer B.

Noooooooooooo they must make a third
season!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Darlene W.C.R.

That stinks!!! I love BG!!! Will miss all of
you, great show & cast!!!!!

Ellie K .K.

It's one of the best shows on television!!!

Jeana R.

I love this show!

Adria B.T.

This makes me so sad, I can't even
express it in words. Bomb Girls is my
very favorite part of each week.

Gloria D.

I'm sure going to miss bomb girls it was
such a great show.

Paul D.

We've got ANOTBER war to win!

Sarah P.

This is truly sad. The day I discovered it
on REELZ I was hooked. There are so
many more wonderful story lines that
could be written if they didn't cancel it. I
signed the petition, and I'm crossing my
fingers!
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Louise J.

Probably replace with another crappy
reality show that I will not watch. There
are only about 3 shows I watch now and
that will cut it down to 2. Television is
getting to be a BORE!!!

Edna K.M.

I CAN'T BELIEVE THIS!!!! The most
awesome show on TV in a LONG time and
they are cancelling it. INSANE!!!!

Kelly C.S.

Wouldn't you know it!! Everytime I find
something on TV that is actually worth
the time to watch - they cancel it!
DAMN!!!!!

Monalyn A.

Can you go to another network?? I've
wanted to watch a TV show that takes
place during the 40s and I got it! This is a
wonderful show!! NO!! Thank you Canada
for giving your viewers a fantabulous
show. Aloha from Hawaii... still sad.

Melody C.

there goes another one of my favorite
shows! Hope they change their minds!

Shannon W.P.

I love this show !!!

Clare H.

No.no.my favorite show..

Sara F.

That is a very big shame. All the best
shows get cancelled

Lisa S.Z.

I love this show. Please keep it.

Cynthia C.S.

We love BG and can't wait for the newest
episode. Did they really have a show idea
that they think wi'll sell more ad time?
Shop it around! It is a fantastic show!!
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Jennifer M.O.

Great show and it should not end. Can it
be taken over to Hulu? Any other
production company willing to pick it up?
Too good to end.

Nancy B.

Why are all the "good" shows cancelled??

Karen A. B.

I gave up Law & Order SVU to watch. Just
keep your fingers crossed. After all they
canceled Cagney & Lacey and they had to
bring them back because of all the
complaints. And that was before the
internet.

Cortney B.C.

BG can't get cancelled. It's not fair..take
half the other crap off and keep this one.
It's part of history. PLEASE KEEP IT ON
PLEASE!!!!!

Barbara F.L.

I love this show. I'll be writing.

Mary S.B.

Maybe someone else will pick it up.

Sandra R.

Sad indeed! I'm gonna miss my favorite
girls Betty and Gladys and of course the
sexy Marco

Michelle R.

Signed all the petitions and sent all the
emails; fingers crossed!

MaryAnn H.K.

No! Love this show.

Wendy W.B.

this show is awesome!!! Please dont
cancel an please make a 3rd season!!!!
Please Please
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Jill M.

Im also in the USA and LOVE this show
!!! There are going to be alot of angry fans
on this cancellation and signing a petition
hopefully will help keep the show on the
air,but so often the way it goes,petitions
don't stand for much these days !! This lat
yr has seen so many great shows
cancelled,petitions signed to no avail !
PLZ DO NOT CANCEL THIS SHOW !!!!!!
EEEEEEEEERRRRRRRRR !!!!! I had just
read somewhere too in the last couple of
days the show had been renewed for a
third season now this crap of cancel !!!!

Rick H.

No! It is a great show.

Jennifer S.S.

That Sucks. I love this show!!

Michelle S.

I love this show! Cant believe such a great
show is cancelled.

Cheryl N.

I really enjoy watching the historical
factor and very well written show. It
shows what the women and men went
through during that time period. Would
be instrumental in schools teaching that
time period along with them reading the
accounts in books. It would make it all too
real for the students.

Sarah L.

What!? Why!? We love the show!

Janice C.M.

NOOOO... Another channel needs to pick
this up & advertise so more will realize it's
out there.
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Laura R.B.

I already sent an email to Global TV in
Canada! I'm from the US market, and to
submit an email in Canada you need a
Canadian Postal Code! It took me forever
but I did it!! They definitely needed to
know!! I want my Bomb Girls!!

Brenda M.

noooooooo I love this show

Rebecca N.

Ofcourse, every time I like a show it gets
canceled. why??????????

Sherra B.

Happens every time I find a good show. I
am so not happy.

Joni R.

Maybe a more popular channel should air
it! Best show ever...

Amy C.

No!! I look forward to watching each
week! I finally found a show that is not
reality TV!

Claudette M.

They could produce it in the USA!

Claudette M.

Disappointing, that's for sure! I have
signed the petition as well! It has been a
good show! I will keep watching it until
it's done!

Shelly S.

NOOOOOO!!!!! I love this show!! Two of
the shows I watch have been cancelled Bomb Girls and Smash. HOW SAD!!!

Katie S.

I love this show!!! People only care about
dumb dating shows.

Angie F.W.

They always cancel the good shows!!!!
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Lorraine G.

Oh God why this show is so great. why do
they get rid of good shows and keep all
the garbage on.

Melisa I.

Oh No!!! This is such a great show. I love
watching it every week...

Joe R.

Excellent show. I signed.

Dominique M.P.

I signed....and I'm extremely irritated I
love Bomb Girls!

Annabelle B.

oh no im gonna miss them finally
something worth watching then they go
and not renew wth!!

Diana W.H.

Keep this show love it!!

Tami B.

Signed I hope this works!

Kelli B.

Love this show so sad. Betty McRae and
the girls lives forever in our hearts

Nona H.

I love this show!!! . Hope they change
their mind. I really will miss watching.
What a bummer!

Michelle S.L.

It's awesome, just got finished watching
last nights episode on my DVR.

Stephanie W.

I love this show it is amazing and should
not be cancelled.

Carianne C.R.

Great show. Great story lines. Hope it
isn't true!

Raechelle K.

What?!? No!!! Finally had something to
watch every week.. So not cool!!
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Thailia J.

I love the show. Very sad!

Leslie R.

really. dumb. move. why i so rarely give
my heart and loyalty to any series. i
thought this one was a sure thing.

Kyla P.B.

I'm so sad! I love this show.

Rita M.S.

What! i love this show

Ashley G.

Signed!! This is my favorite show!!

Maile R. T.

Signed !!! Love this show so much !

Marilyn M.P.

My favorite show. So sad

Tommad L.

Drop dead diva is cancelled and now
bomb girls? What the hey? Just when I
found a show I liked.

Thomas F.

I can not believe this to be true. It is such
a worthwhile effort and the acting is
superb. I love this show.

Chris B.

That sucks and some one needs to have
their butt kicked, BG needs to keep going
its Awesome!!!

Isabella B.

This is a true, real loss. This show is a
truthful look at life in a period of history
that has touched us all.

Jennifer H.C.

Wow, all these terrible reality shows out
there, and they take something good off
Go figure!

Elizabeth H.

BOO! One of my fave shows. Dumb tv
execs.
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Mindy D.C.

Very disappointing news. Of course, these
days if you aren't airing some reality show
about a bunch of idiots acting like idiots,
then quality shows don't get much of a
chance.

Meredith H.

What idiots decided this was a smart
move?!?! Hopefully they change there
minds or another channel picks them up.
Some of the WORST shows go on and on
and on and on and a good one like this
gets canned. SMH!!!

Motown H.

I am sad that Smash is going off the air
and not Bomb Girls. I love this show. I
pray that another network picks it up.
damnnnn

Anne Marie

They have got to be insane to not
renew!!!!!

D.S.T.
Pam J.

agreed. i love this show---and wow! can't
believe it! it is such a great show...always
look forward to it every week...what the
heck?

Melissa M.P.

Signed the petition and crossing fingers
the "head who are" change their minds
and keep this on air. One of only two
shows I watch (seriously) during the
week. Sad indeed if it's cancelled. Boo!

Kendra P.P.

why cant someone else pick them up

Erika R.

This is a great show and should be on
basic cable where more people can fall in
love with it.

Elizabeth P.H.

Bomb girls are the bomb LOL
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Stephanie H.

I absolutely LOVE the fashions on this
show. Too bad we couldn't bring that
back!! Instead we have to look at kids who
think wearing jeans down to their knees
looks cool. (PULL 'EM UP!! Nobody
wants to see your underwear!!)

Laura R.B.

The story paths your taking us on are as
unpredictable as real life!! Just better
dressed!!

Kristine S.

I hate having to wait until every
Wednesday to watch MY SHOW! Hope I
can buy each season on DVD eventually!

Monalyn A.

LOVE IT! I want to watch more!!!! I love
this show.

Kelli B.

Just love this show. Betty the best

Vanessa C J.

One of my FAVORITE shows ... can't wait

Kendra J.

My new favorite!

Julie L.

I love this show.

Courtney S.

I'm so upset. I have to wait now for
season 2 on netflix because Time Warner
Cable doesn't have Reels CHANNEL. omg
omg omg. Bummer. I'm gonna cry.

Sue L.

Love the show!

Stephanie B.

It feels Awesome ! Keep Bomb Girls
coming…

Jill M.

Love all thoses gals ! Gladys is a real go
getter !
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Stephanie B.

I am in love with this show.

James B.

Great show!

Courtney S.

I'm so happy! Yes I have netflix. I will be
watching. Thank u thank u thank you!

Debbie M.R.

I don't have Reelz Channel so I'll have to
wait until Netflix picks it up. You can bet
I'll be watching when that happens. This
show has pasted Mad Men as my favorite.

Pamela J. A.

I absolutely love this show

Monalyn A.

Anything with Bomb Girls is fantastic! I
could watch this show all day long.

Tinisha T.

I'm such a dvr er and like to watch my
shows later so I can skip the commercials
but I couldn't wait to watch last nights
bomb girls and loved every minute of it
and hated when it was over...my number 1
favorite show

Leota D.

Your show is so great! I can't wait for each
Wed. night to come around. I'm going on
vacation but I"m going to DVR your show.
That will be the first thing I do is watch
Bomb Girls when I get home. Keep up the
wonderful work everyone is doing.

Tiffany N.S.

I love bomb girls keeps me on the edge of
my seat!!!

Nakeia D.

I love Bomb Girls!!! Im also happy they
are showoing more women of different
ethinc backgrounds this season!
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Amanda H.

EPIC!!! so happy my vicmu crew is back!!
And 2 episodes back to back merry early
christmas to me!!

Angus S.

Love this show!!! Sorry for anybody who
missed it! Why dont you re-air it? Is it on
your website?

James A. B.

watched them both.GREAT.I can't wait
for next Wednesday to see more

Jane W.

Was eager for season 2 and it isn't
disappoining!

Anthony R.

I love Bomb Girls!!

Edna K.M.

Woo Hoo!!! My show is BACK!!!!!!!

Jenny G. B.

Can't get enough. What is Kate gonna
do??????

Nikki W.

Love this show!

Tracey S.

LOVE this show!!! Hope it gets renewed
for a Season 3.

Crystal C.

So excited!!!!! Planning my viewing party
with friend 40s attire required.......and
whipping up my own version of Withams
Rations

Kathy M.

Fabulous show, please continue. There is
a huge audience for this type of drama.
We will spread the word.
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Lorraine Q.

Bomb Girls is a rare series in the tawdry
world of television these days. I have
never seen a show that evoked so many
emotions. The characters; strong, layered
and flawed brought out something in me
and the other fans of the show that I don’t
think has been seen for a long time.
World War II was such an important time
in history. The fact that this series centers
on the Canadian effort to defeat Hitler at
home, and the all-out nationalism of the
Canadians at that time is truly
remarkable. The women who worked in
the factories building bombs, bullets and
planes is a part of history most young
women today are not even aware of. It
needs to be told. The Bomb Girls
characters developed by Michael
MacLennan and Adrienne Mitchell were
powerful each in their own right. They
showed how people from all walks of life
came together for a common cause. They
explored the depths of the insecurity and
strength these women (and men)
possessed. These are the reasons we are
fighting for the show to live on. Bomb
Girls has so many more stories to tell; the
fans know it, the writers know it, and the
actors know it. We just need you to
believe it. How a show gets cancelled after
the awards and accolades it received is
beyond me. Bomb Girls was cancelled
before it really got off the ground leaving
in its wake many disappointed and
broken-hearted fans. Fans, I might
remind you that have banded together
under the moniker “Bomb Shells”. When
it was announced the show was being
cancelled, “Bomb Shells” from around the
world sent letters, emails and filled up
social media with our disappointment.
There are so many more stories to tell
about these courageous women who stood
with their shoulders to the wheel during a
time of crisis. Please don’t let this
beautiful 397
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Bella G.

Best show on TV it is such a shame that it
was canceled, please bring it back, again
this is the best show on TV ......

Anonymous

I love Bomb Girls so much

Aliisa P.

Bomb Girls has the smartest writers, the
smartest cast, and the smartest fans.
Above all the myriad options for TV
today, Bomb Girls stands apart. Please
don't let it end here.

Hayley G.

Incredible show. We would love to see the
stories continued with a 3rd season and
TV Movie

Reanna P.

This is my favorite show. Please keep it
running.

Vanessa W.

Bomb Girls is a fantastic show, with a
strong fan base that wants more.
Bombshells want proper closure, and we
want to do whatever we can to make sure
we get that.

Anna R.

To whom it may concern, It is
fundamental to the continuation of good
television and feminist visibility that you
continue with Bomb Girls. Not to do so
would also be an insult to female war
veterans, who also fought to keep us all
safe today. Kind regards, Anna Rumbold

Brenda M.

Love the show please It would be a shame
to see it end so soon!

Jayne

don't let a show that wins awards and has
such substance be cancelled! the fandom
is loyal and will love you forever
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Eric

Cancelling this show would be a tragedy,
it already was so popular that it went
from Miniseries to full fledged show, why
would you even consider cancelling it?
Come on Canada, you used to be cool..

Karen T.

Everyone I've ever met had at least one
show they absolutely loved and held close
to their heart. For me, that show is Bomb
Girls.

Jessica

This show is one of the few shows on
television that is just incredible. The fact
that it got cancelled is just awful. Please
bring it back!

Anonymous

Betty McRae is a character who has
helped me with my own sexuality, please
don't take this show away!

Anonymous

I literally just started watching this show.
I had no idea it existed until Rosie O
donnell was on it. NOW IST ONE OF MY
FAVORITE SHOWS. Please dont cancel it
*cry*

James K.

I love hard working women, My Mom was
a mechanic.....

Marly J.

PLEASE do not cancel Bomb Girls - it's
one of the best shows on TV! Thank you!

Naomi D.

don't let this die!!!!!!!!!

Melissa K.

Please save Bomb Girls!!!!

Ana A.

Please keep this show alive. It's a rare gem
on TV.
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Riley .

Please renew Bomb Girls for a third
season!

Leyna A.

Not too many shows exist like Bomb
Girls; it's the perfect representation of
women empowerment that society needs
to see more often on television.

Anita C.

Save Bomb Girls!!

C. S.

PLEASE STAY WITH THE SHOW !. :-)

Rebecca .

Please save this show!! The fans are so
passionate about it!

Anonymous

Bomb Girls is the best show on tv right
now!! please give it a 3rd season! it has so
many fans around the world!

Anonymous

Shows like Bomb Girls need to stay on the
air. Market it, and make it seen. The
audience will grow.

Jaimie C.

Best original tv show is Bomb Girls! Keep
strong, complex, unique female
characters on TV! PLEASE!!!!!

Ashley W.

Great show , especially when Rosie is on
it.

Issy D.

Bomb Girls is such a great show!!! Please
don't cancel it!

Kenzie P.

The world needs this show. End of story.
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Rachel H.

This era of of history isn't portrayed
nearly enough on television. Bomb Girls is
bring this period to the forefront and
really getting people interested in WWII
and the homefront involvement. This
show is worth saving and fighting for!

Leslie H.

Save Bomb Girls!!

Alexandra F.

Don't let this show become another
Canadian television tragedy.

Donna S.

I have learned so much about Canada &
Cdn History while being entertained by
such skilled actors & creative stories. First
rate, UNIQUE drama! As I enjoy each
new episode, I think 'they can't top that'....
& then the next week, I am blown away
again. From Donna in WINNIPEG (yep,
we had our wedding there too)

Anonymous

Bomb Girls is amazing and truly
important to have more representative
television!

Nora F.

Save the Bomb Girls!

Jennifer W.

Love this show please don't cancel it!

Jean E.

This is a great show and we should always
try and save great Canadian talent

Heather G.

this show is art and we need more art in
the world.

Dylan W.

bomb girls is such a great show, better
than a lot of other ones out there!

Alexandra G.

Save bombgirls!
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Heather G.

this show is amazing and should not be
cancelled.

Tricia H.

Best show. Hands down.

Breanne

Bomb Girls is a fantastic show that
deserves to remain on the air. It has a
loyal and devoted fanbase who want to
continue supporting and enjoying the
show

Jamie N.

Better than history books, I had hardly
any knowledge of what these ladies went
through..PLEASE bring Bomb Girls
BACK!

Desiree B.

I just really want to see Betty happy.

Riva G.

Bomb Girls is the best thing on TV.
Change your minds and renew for season
3 and more!

Amy E.

pleeease. I need this show in my life.

Kyla T.

This show is fantastic and I'm so proud it
comes from Canada, the stories of these
women need to be told!!!

Joyce J.

Please don't cancel a show that makes me
proud to be Canadian. Please consider the
enthusiastic fans of the best show on
television...any network.:)

Merina T.

This show is a rare thing these days. It's
something worth fighting for. Please do
everything you can to help us.
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Anonymous

I have never been able to identify with a
character as much as I have been able to
with Betty. The honesty and respect with
which the Bomb Girls writers write all of
their characters is outstanding and
unique. In so many ways, the show is
groundbreaking - it would be such a
shame to let that go.

Aynsley H.

Please keep this series going!!

Katie G.

I just recently started this show and fell in
love, it's fantastic, inspiring....just it's
amazing. Please don't cancel it!

Nicole .

This is easily one of the best shows on TV.

Anne S.

it makes no sense to cancel this as it
continues to find support around the
world. Allow it to grow into what it meant
to become

Monica D.

This is an amazing, Canadian show! It
needs to stay on the air!

Brooke K.

I love this show. It needs to get a third
season

Jennifer V.

What a gem of a show

Anastasia G.

Please renew Bomb Girls!!! It is a great
show! Best wishes from NZ!

Kathy S.

Please reconsider your decision. One of
the best shows on TV and is Canadian!!
Season 3 please! and 4 and 5 :)
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Carly H.

For a girl growing up in this day and age,
it has been a blessing to watch a show
with such great writing, actingeverything- and with such strong female
characters. I hope that Bomb Girls
continues to delight me and girls around
the world for years to come- with more
than 2 seasons!

Sarah .

Please renew Bomb Girls, it's one of the
best shows on TV.

Caitlin G.

these characters have influenced me in
ways I don't think you realize

Imogen G.

please make a tv movie!

Catherine G.

a tv movie would be amazing

Joanne C.

I cannot believe this is coming to an
end..Please keep it going.It is my favorite
show and I am a faithful viewer every
week

Marcella R.

Please, save this show!

Brunella

please save this inspiring show
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Lynda

Please renew Bomb Girls. It is one of the
very few TV shows on right now that
treats its female characters with the
utmost respect and love. None of the
characters are shamed for making
mistakes, for loving and essentially, for
being. Bomb Girls is a show that helps
encourage a dialogue about women's
societal roles, about victim-blaming,
LGBT rights, the efforts of those left out
by history and a lot more. A show this
fantastic cannot end like this. It's
horrifically unjust.

Anonymous

SAVE BOMB GIRLS

Kim R.

I am in utter shock, Global, you have
created a golden goose egg here and you
willingly smash it against a brick wall?!
Why? Bomb Girls has fans in the US, the
UK and Australia, not to mention Canada,
and for many people such as myself it
brought me back to Global, this decision
does not make any sense whatsoever. A
movie is not enough...you have too much
material to work with here and this show
deserves to live on as an exemplary
example of quality Canadian television
programing. It brings a whole era of
Canadian history back to a modern
generation, you had a good thing going
here...why are you sabotaging it? Why?

Ligia G.

SAVE BOMB GIRLS
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Siri S.

This is an amazing original drama series
that needs to be kept alive and shipped
throughout the world so they to can fall in
love with these characters and their
stories that also reflects upon a very
important time period in history in the
most heartfelt way. Please save this piece
of art. Hope and love from Norway

Dianne S.

I was thoroughly taken aback, hurt and
disappointed when I heard that Bomb
Girls was going to be cancelled after its
second season. Unbelievable! A first rate
Canadian show! I believe this decision is
asinine. To be replaced with what....a
reality show maybe? I won't be tuning in
for that. Bomb Girls is quality TV and we
should be striving for that. Please bring it
back for a third season and don't air it
opposite a show like Dancing With The
Stars and don't put it on hiatus for weeks
on end between episodes. Were you trying
to kill it?

Leslie C.

Let's keep this show going people! It is
very rare to come across a show with such
good quality and great characters in a
world inundated with reality shows that
are mindless crap. I recently watch a true
documentary on the History channel
about the real Bomb Girls in Canada and
was happy to see such a tight resemblance
between the two shows. It was a unique
time in our history and its is nice to be
exposed to the 'other side of the story' and
what people faced here at home while our
boys went off to fight the war.

April G.

It's a travesty to ax a show with so much
acclaim, awards attention, brilliant actors,
great writing, ... I can go on and on.
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Laura W.

Please, please bring back Bomb Girls.
This is an incredibly important show for
so many people, and is something that
any channel should be incredibly proud to
show. I hope somebody in the TV world
sees these petitions and realizes what an
opportunity is at hand with so many
people that adore and support the show.
Bring Bomb Girls back for season 3!

LORIE S.

I always look forward to watching "Bomb
Girls" ...although a movie would be great,
I will miss watching it weekly.

Scott M.

Shame on Global, what were you thinking
moving this to Monday nights. I get that
you needed a spot for Survivor, but you
could have moved Bomb Girls to just after
Survivor and it would have thrived! Just
goes to prove that Global/Shaw really
doesn't care about this show, otherwise
they would have found a way to keep it.
Saying that the ratings are down on it is a
BS excuse when they themselves moved it
to the current time slot which is a direct
result of the low numbers. Sometimes I
wonder how these network execs. got to
where they were making dumb moves like
this.

Stephanie S.

Please let there be a third season! The
characters still have so many more stories
to tell. Great show!

Kori R.

okay so you guys may think that this how
only attracts middle aged women or
whatever but I am a 20 year old male and
I genuinely enjoyed watching this show
the whole time and I'm very annoyed that
you decide to cancel it because it was just
a place holder for survivor
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Anton F.

Best show on TV!!!! The pride of
Canadian television.

Anonymous

This show is so powerful in showing how
the women of the world can participate in
world movements. I was completely
unaware of how important female roles
were in war-time efforts but this show has
shed some light on the wonders we
women can do if we unite. The stories,
friendships, and romances seem much
more genuine than what is on most
Television series these days. I implore
Global to back this show since it is a true
gem in todays world. I love all these
characters and I enjoy coming back every
Monday to indulge in their world, to help
me forget about all the stress my own
world causes. I hope that someone out
there sees the true value that is Bomb
Girls.

Anonymous

This is a wonderful series that not only
teaches of the struggles women had to
endure in Canada at the time of war, but
also brings light to the fact that Italians
were interned. A fantastic Canadian series
and a lovely cast of characters! We are all
waiting for Season 3! Love this show!

Annie G.

Bomb Girls is more than TV, it's a small
revolution. Its loyal and intelligent
fanbase see in it a show that FINALLY
speaks to them, to women, queer people,
the disabled and other minorities which
have rarely if ever been portrayed with
such craft, depth and empathy. So many
of the plots and themes are unheard of for
television, please don't silence these
important voices so early in the story.
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Angela R.

I don't understand how an award winning
& nominated show can be cancelled. The
stories are intelligent, educational,
passionate, thought provoking and are
relevant to today with its universal
themes. The characters are well developed
and humanistic. Each with both
weaknesses and inspirational strengths.
The cast members are such talented and
amazing actors and they truly deserve
employment. In a world where media is
fraught of pathetic "reality tv shows" it is
a true pleasure to be able to watch a tv
show of such substance. Bomb Girls is my
favourite show and I look forward to each
and every episode, counting down the
days until the next episode with
excitement. Rather than cancelling the
show maybe time slot or marketing
adjustments could be made. Please
reconsider your decision of cancelling
Bomb Girls for everybody involved:
actors, writers, crew and viewers.

Lila A.

I've spent a long time being cynical about
audiovisual media, I went to school for it,
so I learned the tricks. Bomb Girls
manages to get a smile out of me every
week, not just because of the arcs or the
characters, but the love and
thoughtfulness put in by the crew that
permeates the screen. It humbles me.

Candace W.

Please keep Bombgirls for another season.
You have something special with this
show, it helps us to better understand
ourselves by looking at the past. My
grandparents met at a bomb factory in
England. Bomb Girls helps me to
understand what they went through and
why their love stood the test of time.
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Nikki R.

BG is amazing!! Give it a chance!

Elroy G.

As a military veteran that enjoys the 40's
and 50's era as if it were my own, their is
truly no equal for Bomb Girls. The cars,
props, and elegance/sharpness that goes
along with these great actors is something
that I look forward to seeing every week
on Reelz. Their is no show like it today,
and I've been looking for something like
this for some time. Please allow Bomb
Girls to make at least 50 more episodes or
more. Where else can I see the "Belle of
the ball" ? Gladys Witham aka Jodi B.

Katie M.

Where else on television can you find: -A
middle aged woman who still has it "goin'
on" -A lesbian who isn't stereotyped
(heck, seeing a lesbian on mainstream
television is RARE). Canada has led so
many break-throughs for the LGBT
community. Don't stop here! -A lesbian's
nice Christian friend -- they exist! -A
wise-cracking girl who won't let a scar get
in the way of fulfilling her desires Women with AGENCY -A believable
portrayal of an era where women had it
rough -An interracial couple -Quality
writing -Quality acting -Quality sets -And
I could go on and on. I have your answer:
ON GLOBAL TELEVISION. Why get rid
of something that will only improve the
image of your company? Prove to Canada
and the world that Global can make a
better show than CBC!
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Jayne P.

I prefer my shows with substance, and
that's what bomb girls has. The stories
and characters resonate with everyone in
some way and having strong female lead
characters is needed more in TV. We need
more shows like bomb girls, not less!
These women are strong, they are role
models and are helping people to believe
in themselves and fight for what the
believe in. Also it's portraying history. A
side of history many of us would not have
known about without bomb girls. By
canceling the show, it feels as if you're
saying those women's stories and war
efforts don't matter!

Maddie

This is by far my favorite show on
television. It would be an absolute waste
to let this show be cancelled. Where else
on TV can you find such women that are
empowered & are such great role models
for young females such as myself? (I'm
only 15) I also love the historical aspect
that the show brings. Please save this
show.

Ashley

I need a show where both strong women
and queer woman (and now women of
color) are being displays as strong and
independent people who actually made a
difference in history. I need a show where
the aforementioned groups are not
treated like sideshows or stereotypes. I
need a show where a main character can
be gay and deal with her sexuality
realistically. This is a good show; I'd hate
to see it cut short.
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Anonymous

This show gives modern day citizens a
chance to learn about life in Canada
during WWII. There are already not
enough resources to showcase the
Canadian efforts, to help new generations
remember, but there are even less
showcasing women's contribution. Please
save this show as a tribute to all those
Canadians n the past who have given their
efforts and lives during this dark era.

Rossella

Interessante serie TV . seguitissima ,
molto ben recitata , con scene e
personaggi avvincenti e
appassionanti.Sarebbe un vero peccato
sospenderla, aspettiamo con vera gioia la
3 serie . Grazie !!

Christina C.

I am in love with Bomb Girls in every
aspect. The portrayal of strong women
and Canadian history is a requirement on
television when all other popular shows
are vapid and senseless. Please save our
beloved Bomb Girls-- for the sake of
intelligence, Canadian media, women,
men, vintage fashion and everything else
that makes Bomb Girls ground breaking
and unique!

Rachel B.

Bomb Girls can not be cancelled! I don't
watch any television except for this one
show. I've introduced it to numerous
people and everyone that has watched one
episode can't get enough of the show. I
had a friend I showed the first episode of
season one and she sat down and couldn't
stop herself from watching the rest of the
season on GlobalTV.com in the same day!
Also, it appeals to all ages: I myself am 20
years old and I watch it with my Mom
who is 50 years old and recently I
introduced her Mom who is 78, my
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grandma, and all of us appreciate the
shows historical value and all of the
amazing characters! You can't cancel it,
you just can't! If you try to introduce a
new show in its place I promise it won't be
near as good, as historically significant or
as loved by its devoted followers as Bomb
Girls has succeeded in gaining.
Elroy G.

This has been the greatest show to come
to Reelz and the entire cable network.
Their is nothing on TV like it. I would love
to see a season 3 and 4 and I would be
more than glad to spread the word for all
my friends to tune in as I have already
posted Bomb Girls on all forms of
communication available today. Please
save this sharp and elegant show that
makes it's fans want to live in the 1940's
and work at Victory. Respectfully, Elroy F.
Galvis US Air Force Munitions Veteran
(2W071)

Erica O.

I am from California and first watched
Bomb Girls on Netflix a few weeks ago. By
the end of the first episode I was
completely in love with the characters and
their stories. Please keep telling their
stories in a Season 3. This is by far the
best show I have seen in years. Thank
you.

Pat G.

Please do not cancel Bomb Girls - it is one
show that I look forward to watching
every week. With all the silly reality shows
on right now (which I do not watch) I find
this show a refreshing and interesting. I
also love the actors and the fashion.
Please , please and please !!!!!
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Louanne A.

There's so much more to learn about
WWII era in Toronto, even if through a
TV drama series. Plus not to mention,
Bomb Girls has given notice to our own
important project,
www.ItalianCanadianWW2.ca (exhibits,
book, website/digital archive) -- federallyfunded by Citizenship and Immigration
Canada. We must keep more of these
educational shows on TV and less of
reality TV crap.

Madalyn H.

I love watching this show, and I'm
saddened to see that it will be cancelled. It
stands on its own from all the other
female-centric shows, as it has given
viewers an into Canadian womens' roles
during WWII, and highlights the impact
they made in our history as a country.
What other Canadian show has done this?
I believe it should stay on for one more
season at least; it has been so successful,
and there is much more potential for its
plot line and characters.

Bernadette

I live in the United States - I actually
signed up with Graboid so I could see
Bomb Girls season 2 because it was not in
the US yet. You have to be kidding. I tell
everyone about Bomb Girls and they do
not know the show, we just need to get
the word and and advertise what a great
show this is, that is how I found out about
the show, word of mouth, and look at me,
I became so hook, I will pay $20 a month
so I can watch it.

Brenda H.

Save Bomb Girls
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Mary D.

You should have known better than to pit
"Bomb Girls" against "The Voice" and
"Dancing with the Stars". By so doing, you
foolishly and needlessly caused its ratings
to decline. A far better option would have
been to change it to Thursday evenings at
8:00 pm. when there is little serious
competition. Please reconsider this
decision as seldom do such high quality
Canadian series come our way. I urge you
to give "Bomb Girls" a second chance, and
shift it to Thursdays next year.

charlyblue

Why Bomb Girls? Why do you like this
show? What's so great about it? Will your
letter actually matter? Do fan campaigns
ever really work? These are some of the
questions that my sons, ages 14 and 12,
asked me after finding the draft of a letter
I was writing to some Canadian networks
and to Netflix in an effort to try and save
"Bomb Girls", a show that I had recently
fallen in love with. I hadn't meant for
them to find my draft letter. I had
accidentally left it out in the rush to get to
my second shift at work. I ended up being
glad that I left it out though because that
letter and my answers to their questions
are what ultimately got them interested in
watching the show with me (and the
catchy phrase, "Don't be Hitler's helper!")
which has led to some very interesting
discussions with them about Canadian
history, gay rights in the 1940s, women's
rights in the 1940s and what motivates
people to make the choices they make.
We've done research to find out anything
we didn't know about Canada's history
during the war which was an awful lot!
We've tried out a week on war rations for
dinner to see what it was like although no
beef tongue was consumed nor were
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strange jello molded salads. Not many
shows get my whole family this interested
in wanting to know more and seeking out
that knowledge! Originally I started
watching this show because I needed a
way to pass the time while washing
dishes. It was in the "Top 10 Suggestions
for You" on Netflix and all summer long I
would read the description of the show
then change my mind and watch
something else instead. I hadn't heard of
the show before nor seen anything about
it online even though Meg Tilly was in it.
So I figured it must not be that good and
put off watching it. I'm so glad that I was
WRONG! Within 2 episodes I was hooked
and by the sixth episode of Season 1, I was
googling to learn everything I could about
the show which is how I came to learn
that it was canceled. After much
disappointment over the cancellation, I
started Season 2 and managed to finish it
off within a few days. Then I started with
selling the show to everyone I know to try
and get them to watch it. Why Bomb
Girls? Because it's a great show filled with
great acting and storytelling featuring
extremely nuanced female lead characters
in a time period in history when women
were expected to do nothing more than
get married and have children until the
war changed it. With the majority of men
overseas fighting, women had the
opportunity to move away from their
families, have some freedom and step into
the work world that had once been
reserved for men. Bomb Girls is a
Canadian show so it focuses on the
Canadian experience during World War II
which gives it a unique perspective on the
1940s and the war. Why do I like this
show? What's so great about it? I don't
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like this show. I love, LURVE, this show
because of all the reasons I listed above:
great acting, good storytelling, and
believable, strong nuanced female lead
characters. No character makes only
"good" or "bad" choices, they are more
complex than that. Their decisions are
more in the grey area like real people's
decisions are which makes the characters
more believable and certainly more easy
to relate to. Supporting character
storylines are fully developed and feel
real, you get upset when something
happens to them instead of feeling like
they were just fodder added by the
writers. Not many shows invest in their
supporting characters as fully as Bomb
Girls does. Also the dialogue is perfect
with tons of easily quotable lines that get
stuck in both your head and your heart.
My favorites besides "Don't be Hitler's
helper" are "Smile when you're giving it to
Hitler" and "You don't need everyone
liking you, only the ones that matter."
Will my letter actually matter? Do fan
campaigns ever really work? I think my
letters have mattered. I've received
correspondence in the mail from Netflix
about BombGirls and promising to look
into it to see if it fits in with their original
programming on offer. I've received two
emails from CBC thanking me for my
interest in the show which may not be
what I wanted but it's better than my
letter and email being ignored. I think fan
campaigns can work but only when
conditions are right between the network,
production company and the fans [I left
out the actors but only because in most
shows I've loved that were canceled, the
actors were thrilled about what they were
doing and wanted to continue]. Part of
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what leads to shows being cancelled is the
networks misunderstanding of the show's
viewers and their need to maximize
advertising dollars in order to survive so
they often cull shows that are slow to
build up the target audience that they
want and replace them with more
mainstream ones that will accomplish
that. Those two reasons alone have killed
many shows over the years that I liked.
Sometimes a well done fan campaign can
make a difference and secure the outcome
the fans would like (Roswell, Felicity, Star
Trek). But sometimes they fail miserably
too (Firefly, Veronica Mars, Angel). Still
other times it takes a dedicated writer,
actors, and the fans plus a kickstarter
campaign to achieve the closure that
everyone involved has wanted like in the
case of Veronica Mars. It took 6 years
after cancellation to finally bring the
Veronica Mars movie to life through fan
funding so there is always hope. What can
I do to help Bomb Girls? Join the network
writing campaign to try and save the
show. While it's great that a movie is in
production which may offer some closure,
another season or more would be better of
course! Write or email the networks listed
at http://www.savebombgirls.com. Also
consider writing to Hulu since they are
picking up shows to add to their
programming too. Let them know what
the show means to you and why it's
important. Consider taking part in the live
tweet alongs on Twitter every Saturday
while season 2 is airing in the U.K. to help
show support for the show and meet other
like minded fans. But most of all never
give up and keep trying because who
knows what can happen if we all pitch in
and do our part. All shoulders to the
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wheel!
Amy K.

pls do more series of bomb girls

Billie-Jo S.

it's a great show, sets good examples for
young ladies & excellent Canadian
programming

Alyson

Bomb Girls is in my heart. I can't believe
it's cancelled, I would buy all the seasons
on DVD. Even if it went to season 30!

Leah A.

Please consider our request. Even a
shortened third season would make your
fans so grateful! (And I definitely plan to
buy dvds and a cd soundtrack if/when
they become available!)

Anonymous

This show is SO fantastic and well
rounded. It's QUALITY must be seen
television!

Jess N.

My life will never be complete without a
third bomb girls season. Not even a movie
can compensate that.

Anonymous

Please save bombgirls. It's a great show.

Elise P.

Gutted! There is so little decent tv around
these days!

TeeJay

It's a terrible shame that a quality show
like this is being cancelled. It's the best TV
show that came out of 2012, and treated
all its characters and storylines with
respect. Dear Global TV/Shaw, please
reconsider and give it a third season.
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Kim R.

I am in utter shock, Global, you have
created a golden goose egg here and you
willingly smash it against a brick wall?!
Why? Bomb Girls has fans in the US, the
UK and Australia, not to mention Canada,
and for many people such as myself it
brought me back to Global, this decision
does not make any sense whatsoever. A
movie is not enough...you have too much
material to work with here and this show
deserves to live on as an exemplary
example of quality Canadian television
programing. It brings a whole era of
Canadian history back to a modern
generation, you had a good thing going
here...why are you sabotaging it? Why?

Marie D.

please please put bomb girls back on

Anonymous

This is the only TV portrayal of a lesbian
character that is not exploitative, horribly
depressing, or poorly written. Please don't
cancel this show.

Nikki

I honestly think now that this shows on
Netflix and more easily accessible it
would have blown up if given the
opportunity

Anonymous

love this show so fricking much, don't
leave us!

Lawrence G.

excellent entertainment, we look forward
each week To see what the characters are
up to as the play their part during WW ll.

Anne T.

Bomb girls is a great show, please keep it
going.
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Linda G.

Please explore these characters more with
one (or several) more full season! They
are too good to leave to a two hour
special.

Kk

Save the show!!

Siri S.

This is an amazing original drama series
that needs to be kept alive and shipped
throughout the world so they to can fall in
love with these characters and their
stories that also reflects upon a very
important time period in history in the
most heartfelt way. Please save this piece
of art. Hope and love from Norway

Lorraine

More! We need more of these characters.
They represent us all.

Ann

I` ve never seen such ineresting
characters and storylines before and I
hope I`ll have a chance to continue
admiring Bomb Girls in season three!

Anonymous

This show is too good to cancel!

Sheila H.

this is a great show rich in Canadian
history and its a shame to see it go

Clare B.

Please get on Global's ass to RENEW
Bomb Girls, not just give us a movie.

Elizabeth

What is with GLOBAL etc? What more
reality shows are needed? Are good
scripts and acting a dying art? We are
now left with reality trash or cop shows?
Don't let BOMB GIRLS GO!

Emily C.

This is the best show on television - to let
it end without getting the change to tie up
loose ends is a tragedy.
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Tom D.

Bomb Girls is one of the best programs on
Canadian television removing it is like
removing the Maple Leaf from the
Canadian flag. Maybe its time to also
boycott all Global television
programming.

Kristina

I have to watch this show online as I am
in Australia. It's such a good period
drama about what women did during
WWII. The characters are excellent and
the story lines are better than other shows
currently on air

Sue M.

Please don't give up on our girls. We
haven't.

Dianne S.

I was thoroughly taken aback, hurt and
disappointed when I heard that Bomb
Girls was going to be cancelled after its
second season. Unbelievable! A first rate
Canadian show! I believe this decision is
asinine. To be replaced with what....a
reality show maybe? I won't be tuning in
for that. Bomb Girls is quality TV and we
should be striving for that. Please bring it
back for a third season and don't air it
opposite a show like Dancing With The
Stars and don't put it on hiatus for weeks
on end between episodes. Were you trying
to kill it?

Jaime H.

Hi There, I am so disappointed that you
are canceling Bomb Girls, it is a
wonderful series and so well done. I hope
that this petition, will help to save a
wonderful Canadian show!

Janet R.

Great Canadian show!! Please don't
cancel
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Donna L.

It's a shame that such a wonderful show
will be cancelled. Finally some great
quality tv with a great story to be
told...why would you cancel such a show?

Kimberly D.

There are very few quality shows on t.v
these days and Bomb Girls is one of those
very few. In a t.v. land of mediocur
"reality" shows, it is nice to watch a show
that reveals the true side of a reality that
many would not know ever existed.

Anonymous

i love this show,it's great.please give us a
third season!! thanks,from italy.

Colleen H.

This is one of my favourite shows. Please
bring it back. While I didn't always watch
it when it aired (thanks to putting it on
the very crowded Monday night schedule)
I always make sure I see it On Demand or
the Global website.

Anonymous

Please keep this quality tv series. Thank
you

Leslie C.

Let's keep this show going people! It is
very rare to come across a show with such
good quality and great characters in a
world inundated with reality shows that
are mindless crap. I recently watch a true
documentary on the History channel
about the real Bomb Girls in Canada and
was happy to see such a tight resemblance
between the two shows. It was a unique
time in our history and its is nice to be
exposed to the 'other side of the story' and
what people faced here at home while our
boys went off to fight the war.

Jada B.

This show is amazing & so important! I
watch it everyweek & am blown away by
the story & the acting!
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Terri S.

With channel after channel showing utter
rubbish ,this is cut? Why?

Chris W.

Write till the boys come home!

Melissa L.

please save this wonderful show!

April G.

It's a travesty to ax a show with so much
acclaim, awards attention, brilliant actors,
great writing,.. I can go on and on.

Lori I.

Please give Bombgirls a chance to make it.
It is a great show.

David C.

This show means so much to so many
people; it is fantastically made, written &
acted and gives us all a much-needed
insight into the untold stories of women
at war

Carol G.

I can make some suggestion of
programming to cut to make room.
There's plenty of junk on TV. Bonb Girls
rises above it brilliantly! We want more!

Yvonne K.

Why oh why would you cancel one of the
best Canadian tv shows ever. Your ratings
are through the roof with this show, it
makes no sense. Please listen to viewers
worldwide and change your decision

Scott B.

This high caliber series deserves a full
season 3!

L. S.

Nothing but Vampire show and the like!
You are a Canadian station; show your
colours!
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Laura W.

Please, please bring back Bomb Girls.
This is an incredibly important show for
so many people, and is something that
any channel should be incredibly proud to
show. I hope somebody in the TV world
sees these petitions and realizes what an
opportunity is at hand with so many
people that adore and support the show.
Bring Bomb Girls back for season 3!

Wendy E.

please do a movie!!!

Sarah M.

Its a great show!! Bring it back!!!

Carley B.

There isn't anything like this show on
television right now. The costumes, the
acting, the excellent dialogue and
amazing issues that Canadians had to deal
with during that time is great to watch.

Sue E.

Please save Bomb Girls. It's one of the
best shows on TV.

LORIE S.

I always look forward to watching "Bomb
Girls"..although a movie would be great, I
will miss watching it weekly.

Kelly P.

Excellent show that will be a severe loss to
Canadian (and worldwide) television! We
need more strong female characters in
TV, and this show was doing a
phenomenal job!

Todd S.

A wonderful show -- entertaining, an
evocative period piece, and a compelling
depiction of a changing world Great
rapport among the five main women, too.
It would be a real shame to see it go.
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Cathy S.

So much on TV is unwatchable, but this
show is compelling. I care so much about
the characters!

Scott M.

Shame on Global, what were you thinking
moving this to Monday nights. I get that
you needed a spot for Survivor, but you
could have moved Bomb Girls to just after
Survivor and it would have thrived! Just
goes to prove that Global/Shaw really
doesn't care about this show, otherwise
they would have found a way to keep it.
Saying that the ratings are down on it is a
BS excuse when they themselves moved it
to the current time slot which is a direct
result of the low numbers. Sometimes I
wonder how these network execs. got to
where they were making dumb moves like
this.

Alex B.

please renew the show, its so wonderful. i

Nick C.

I need queer representation.

Chantal C.

This is the best depiction of women's
rights and struggles that I have ever seen
on television with one of the best lesbian
characters ever depicted. Please renew
such an important program.

Joana C.

This show is the definition of quality.
Please let it be renewed.

Brenda V.

You have to keep this show on because it
depicts great women characters and it is
well-written, well-acted and it definitely
deserves to be renewed.
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Megan R.

Bomb Girls is not only one of the best
shows with a primarily female cast, it is
also one of the best shows on television
period. I would love to be able to continue
watching.

Lydia P.

We need to keep this show about strong
Canadian women!

Anonymous

love this show so cool!!!

Carmela Z.

Very very nice and important story

Karyn M.

This is the best show from Canada in a
long time! Don't kill it!

Mariagrazia

Bomb Girls è una delle più belle Serie tivù
che abbia mai visto;una delle migliori
trasmesse fino ad ora...L'interpretazione
di Antò è magistrale come sempre,ma non
è giusto che venga annullato il lavoro ti
tutti gli altri protagonisti.

Kori R.

okay so you guys may think that this how
only attracts middle aged women or
whatever but I am a 20 year old male and
I genuinely enjoyed watching this show
the whole time and I'm very annoyed that
you decide to cancel it because it was just
a place holder for survivor

Maria G.

Please don't stop the movie. Thank you.

Anita C.

Save Bomb Girls! Do not cancel this
show!

Gary T.

An excellent show. My mother was a
bomb girl! Get rid of the US reality shows
instead.
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Giulia D.

It's absolutely unbelievable that a show
such as this one might be cancelled. Such
quality wasn't seen on TV in so long and it
makes Canadian TV shine bright!

Dorota M.

Why can't we have smart good quality
shows? Why there is nothing to watch any
longer but cheap and dam shows. Is it
that how we are educating our audience?

Angela L.

one of the best shows on TV. it's a shame
to not renew it. it's csnadi

Emily C.

I love every character on this show. I want
to see them fight, and I want to see them
win. Please renew it for another season!

Christine B.

Young women need positive role models
and they are far and few between on tv.
however, bomb Girls fits the bill!

Anonymous

This show is so powerful in showing how
the women of the world can participate in
world movements. I was completely
unaware of how important female roles
were in war-time efforts but this show has
shed some light on the wonders we
women can do if we unite. The stories,
friendships, and romances seem much
more genuine than what is on most
Television series these days. I implore
Global to back this show since it is a true
gem in todays world. I love all these
characters and I enjoy coming back every
Monday to indulge in their world, to help
me forget about all the stress my own
world causes. I hope that someone out
there sees the true value that is Bomb
Girls.

Diana C.

please bring bomb girls back for season 3.
makes me proud to be Canadian!!!
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Deb D.

This show is a Canadian Treasure.

Rachel

Please renew this show, everyone
involved does an amazing job and the
stories they tell need to be heard.

Elaine W.

Love this show and the history
surrounding the story lines is so realistic.

Marisa B.

This show is too good to be cancelled after
only 2 seasons - the best Canadian series
to hit the television in YEARS. You must
all be INSANE. We should support our
canadian shows...intelligent, beautiful,
and talented writing.

Vickey S.

Love this show! Please don't cancel the
best thing on TV right now!

Anonymous

This is a wonderful series that not only
teaches of the struggles women had to
endure in Canada at the time of war, but
also brings light to the fact that Italians
were interned. A fantastic Canadian series
and a lovely cast of characters! We are all
waiting for Season 3! Love this show!

Reena S.

I had the wonderful chance to act in an
episode with this amazing cast and crew.
This is a unique show with a large
following. Bomb Girls must go on!

Adrian B.

It is a wonderful show! I have thoroughly
enjoyed it. Antonio Cupo is an incredible
actor, and he is the reason I started
watching it. As a result, I discovered a
wonderful cast.
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Annie G.

Bomb Girls is more than TV, it's a small
revolution. Its loyal and intelligent
fanbase see in it a show that FINALLY
speaks to them, to women, queer people,
the disabled and other minorities which
have rarely if ever been portrayed with
such craft, depth and empathy. So many
of the plots and themes are unheard of for
television, please don't silence these
important voices so early in the story.

Angela R.

I don't understand how an award winning
& nominated show can be cancelled. The
stories are intelligent, educational,
passionate, thought provoking and are
relevant to today with its universal
themes. The characters are well developed
and humanistic. Each with both
weaknesses and inspirational strengths.
The cast members are such talented and
amazing actors and they truly deserve
employment. In a world where media is
fraught of pathetic "reality tv shows" it is
a true pleasure to be able to watch a tv
show of such substance. Bomb Girls is my
favourite show and I look forward to each
and every episode, counting down the
days until the next episode with
excitement. Rather than cancelling the
show maybe time slot or marketing
adjustments could be made. Please
reconsider your decision of cancelling
Bomb Girls for everybody involved:
actors, writers, crew and viewers.
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Lila A.

I've spent a long time being cynical about
audiovisual media, I went to school for it,
so I learned the tricks. Bomb Girls
manages to get a smile out of me every
week, not just because of the arcs or the
characters, but the love and
thoughtfulness put in by the crew that
permeates the screen. It humbles me.

Deborah C.

please don't cancel this wonderful show!

Jennifer V.

We need positive portrayal of women and
the lgbt community. We need this
portrayal of history and we need this
portrayal of Canada during the war. This
show is a true gem!!

Peggy D.

Please save this wonderful Canadian show
with amazing strong female characters

Oliver S.

Please please PLEASE renew the show!

Kristen

Bomb Girls is a amazing show!

Janet

Bomb Girls is the only show of its kind
and it needs to continue to be out there.
Furthermore, we are not ready to say
goodbye to these characters.

Claudia C.

Bomb Girls is a good tv show and it may
be a good movie

Candace W.

Please keep Bombgirls for another season.
You have something special with this
show, it helps us to better understand
ourselves by looking at the past. My
grandparents met at a bomb factory in
England. Bomb Girls helps me to
understand what they went through and
why their love stood the test of time.
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Amanda C.

Please don't cancel Bomb Girls - there's
no other show like it!

Meghan R.

Bring Bomb Girls back!!!

Kendra W.

I have so much love for Bomb Girls, and I
refuse to say goodbye to such a wonderful
show so easily. We want season 3!

Cindy S.

Love Bomb Girls. First heard about it
from RosieO'Donnell. I don't think it is
well publicized in the US.

Maggie

This is an important show, don't cancel it
before the war is over!

Anonymous

please save bomb girls. please

Elroy G.

As a military veteran that enjoys the 40's
and 50's era as if it were my own, their is
truly no equal for Bomb Girls. The cars,
props, and elegance/sharpness that goes
along with these great actors is something
that I look forward to seeing every week
on Reelz. Their is no show like it today,
and I've been looking for something like
this for some time. Please allow Bomb
Girls to make at least 50 more episodes or
more. Where else can I see the "Belle of
the ball" ? Gladys Witham aka Jodi B.

Allison

Between the costuming, writing, acting,
and set design, there is nothing this show
did not do right. It's only getting better
with each episode. It's way too soon to
end things.

Craig N.

A great show

Vaerna

Bomb Girls Movie?! Whaat?! COOL!!
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Leanne

Love this show :P

Lois V.

Bomb Girls is an good show. Please find a
way to give it another season.

Jeneasa

This show is amazing and means a lot!

Amanda W.

Cancelling this show would be a great
disservice to some talented actors and to
Canadian television! Save the show!!!!

Katie M.

Where else on television can you find: -A
middle aged woman who still has it "goin'
on" -A lesbian who isn't stereotyped
(heck, seeing a lesbian on mainstream
television is RARE). Canada has led so
many break-throughs for the LGBT
community. Don't stop here! -A lesbian's
nice Christian friend -- they exist! -A
wise-cracking girl who won't let a scar get
in the way of fulfilling her desires Women with AGENCY -A believable
portrayal of an era where women had it
rough -An interracial couple -Quality
writing -Quality acting -Quality sets -And
I could go and on. I have your answer: ON
GLOBAL TELEVISION. Why get rid of
something that will only improve the
image of your company? Prove to Canada
and the world that Global can make a
better show than CBC!

Kaitlyn K.

Love the story, the writing and the acting.
To add to that its a Canadian production
that needs to keep coming and show what
we can produce.

Vanessa L.

Don't let Bomb Girls get cancelled! I want
a great show to finally shine and not be
shadowed by horrible shows that get to
stay on :(
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Anonymous

Bomb Girls is my favorite show ever.

Jayne P.

I prefer my shows with substance, and
that's what bomb girls has. The stories
and characters resonate with everyone in
some way and having strong female lead
characters is needed more in TV. We need
more shows like bomb girls, not less!
These women are strong, they are role
models and are helping people to believe
in themselves and fight for what the
believe in. Also it's portraying history. A
side of history many of us would not have
known about without bomb girls. By
canceling the show, it feels as if you're
saying those women's stories and war
efforts don't matter!

Stephanie W.

Please reconsider renewing Bomb Girls. I
am in love with this show, it's so
empowering to women and makes me
proud to be Canadian!!

Dorothy W.

I love this show!!! It is a historically
relevant piece that is an exceptional
example of Canadian television. Please
keep it going!!

Maddie

This is by far my favorite show on
television. It would be an absolute waste
to let this show be cancelled. Where else
on TV can you find such women that are
empowered & are such great role models
for young females such as myself? (I'm
only 15) I also love the historical aspect
that the show brings. Please save this
show.
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Jimmy W.

I was surprised to find out how much I
enjoyed this show! It has intriguing
storylines that appeals to both a male and
female audience. It has been a Monday
night staple in my house.

Anonymous

This is too high quality a Canadian show
to remove from your schedule. There's
nothing like it on the air. Please give it a
chance for a third season.

Arshad K.

It is a wonderful show and my entire
family watches it. It must not be
cancelled.

Sami M.

Please renew Bomb Girls for a third
season! The queer community, especially
queer women, have been so blessed by the
portrayal of Betty; it would be a shame for
us to loose such a ground-breaking
character.

Meaghan

This show is truly amazing, and
wonderfully full of Canadian history!
Please renew it for another season!

Ashley

I need a show where both strong women
and queer woman (and now women of
color) are being displays as strong and
independent people who actually made a
difference in history. I need a show where
the aforementioned groups are not
treated like sideshows or stereotypes. I
need a show where a main character can
be gay and deal with her sexuality
realistically. This is a good show; I'd hate
to see it cut short.
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Asma A.

It is an important story and defines the
history of not only an era but also a sign
of changing times..The women of this
arms testing facility were proving them
worthy of every thing that Canada could
be proud of..It is a beautiful show

Balexi

Bomb Girls is an amazing, original tv
show fronted by a brilliant female cast.

Alan W.

Canadian shows need a chance to survive
and thrive.

Brandi C.

I love this show; the acting, writing,
production - everything is amazing. We
need more powerful, positive female rolemodels like this on television.

Aarlene C.

Argh! I love this show! --Disappointed, in
the USA. :-(

Kam L.

We love the show and especially Antonio
Cupo!

Ilsa

please renew it for a third season

Nonnee G.

This is intelligent, engaging Canadian
television. It needs to be promoted, and
nutured by anyone who cares about
quality programming. I won't watch
anything reality based, but I never missed
this show. Very clever...

Ligia G.

Bomb Girls is the best show I've seen in a
really really long time, don't take it away
from us, PLEASE!

Marie-Josée F.

for once, a serie about realistic girls, not
just high class rich models
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Bob M.

Please save it!

Colleen B.

the stories of these women are too
important to lose. at least give it a proper
season to end

Anonymous

This show gives modern day citizens a
chance to learn about life in Canada
during WWII. There are already not
enough resources to showcase the
Canadian efforts, to help new generations
remember, but there are even less
showcasing women's contribution. Please
save this show as a tribute to all those
Canadians n the past who have given their
efforts and lives during this dark era.

Anonymous

Keep it on!

Delilah J.

This is a fantastic show and it'd be a
shame to see it snuffed out so early!

Anabelle

This is one of the most well-crafted TV
shows on air right now.

Katie H.

Save Bomb Girls! one of the best show's
on TV right now!

Jiska

I love this show!! It portaits the brave
women in a factory. The story of WWII
has only been told by the men fighting in
the war. Not what the women were doing
during this period.

Taylor

willing to sell a pretty large chunk of my
soul for this show not to be canceled. just
sayin
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Rossella

Interessante serie TV seguitissima , molto
ben recitata , con scene e personaggi
avvincenti e appassionanti.Sarebbe un
vero peccato sospenderla, aspettiamo con
vera gioia la 3 serie Grazie !!

Kayla L.

I think it's a great show. Global doesn't
have many. Why mess with A good thing?

Linda D.

Want more times of broadcast in US!

Elizabeth E.

We need more high-quality dramas like
Bomb Girls, not fewer. This show is
brilliant and must be saved!

Christina C.

I am in love with Bomb Girls in every
aspect. The portrayal of strong women
and Canadian history is a requirement on
television when all other popular shows
are vapid and senseless. Please save our
beloved Bomb Girls-- for the sake of
intelligence, Canadian media, women,
men, vintage fashion and everything else
that makes Bomb Girls ground breaking
and unique!

Carmela Z.

very nice and important story for Canada
and Italy

Cathy M.

Bomb Girls is one of the best shows on
television right now. Please reconsider
and give the show a third season. Cheers.

Mariagrazia

Go Bomb Girls!!!

Sarah D.

Renew Bomb Girls! And sell it on
Itunes/Amazon to make it more
accessable to American viewers. I would
gladly pay for it.
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Dante K.

Bring this show back!! It's awesome and
quality television! Bring it back!

Jasmin B.

Please don't cancel one of the best female
centric shows on television. Be the
change.

Rachel B.

Bomb Girls can not be cancelled! I don't
watch any television except for this one
show. I've introduced it to numerous
people and everyone that has watched one
episode can't get enough of the show. I
had a friend I showed the first episode of
season one and she sat down and couldn't
stop herself from watching the rest of the
season on GlobalTV.com in the same day!
Also, it appeals to all ages: I myself am 20
years old and I watch it with my Mom
who is 50 years old and recently I
introduced her Mom who is 78, my
grandma, and all of us appreciate the
shows historical value and all of the
amazing characters! You can't cancel it,
you just can't! If you try to introduce a
new show in its place I promise it won't be
near as good, as historically significant or
as loved by its devoted followers as Bomb
Girls has succeeded in gaining.

Maggie C.

Please don't cancel on of the greatest
shows on TV right now. this show
empowers women and is very
inspirational!

Emily T.

This show is so awesome and it means so
much to so many people.

Anonymous

So sad to hear that the show is coming to
an end. It's my most favourite show and I
will miss it so much! Please do a 3rd
season!!
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Mike N.

Keep the series alive. We enjoy the Bomb
Girls

Lyn K.

Please do not cancel Bomb Girls! Thank
you.

Kim R.

In memory and respect to all the women
to whom Bomb Girls pays to tribute to,
it's the right thing to do...keep it on the
air!

Elroy G.

This has been the greatest show to come
to Reelz and the entire cable network.
Their is nothing on TV like it. I would love
to see a season 3 and 4 and I would be
more than glad to spread the word for all
my friends to tune in as I have already
posted Bomb Girls on all forms of
communication available today. Please
save this sharp and elegant show that
makes it's fans want to live in the 1940's
and work at Victory. Respectfully, Elroy F.
Galvis US Air Force Munitions Veteran
(2W071)

Victoria H.

This is my favourite Canadian show ever,
smartly written and produced. Please
keep it going.

Erica O.

I am from California and first watched
Bomb Girls on Netflix a few weeks ago. By
the end of the first episode I was
completely in love with the characters and
their stories. Please keep telling their
stories in a Season 3. This is by far the
best show I have seen in years. Thank
you.

Kris

Bring BombGirls back for a 3rd season!
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Alana G.

Please just renew it. It's one of the best
Canadian shows i have seen. It's actually
one of the best shows I've seen ever.

Monica S.

Love the show. Please keep it going!

Pat G.

Please do not cancel Bomb Girls - it is one
show that I look forward to watching
every week. With all the silly reality shows
on right now (which I do not watch) I find
this show a refreshing and interesting. I
also love the actors and the fashion.
Please , please and please !!!!!

Cathy J.

Fantastic Show. I look forward to it every
week and miss it when it's not on.

Ros F.

one of the best Canadian shows on TV
and you cancel it???? how dumb

Anonymous

Please don't cancel

Rosalind F.

this show and its actors have just won
major awards!! how dare u cancel it!!!

Rosalind F.

This show and its fantastic actors have
won major awards. how dare u cancel it!!!

Josybel H.

Is one of the best Shows in this moments
for some many reasons, but the most
important is that we need some kind of
closure with Betty and Kate

Kathy S.

Don't let Bomb Girls die!!!
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Lorraine F.

Very disappointed at the news that Bomb
Girls has not been renewed for another
season. This is a great show and it
deserves to be kept on the air. A much
more valuable series than much of the
other stuff that is on television these days.

Louanne A.

There's so much more to learn about
WWII era in Toronto, even if through a
TV drama series. Plus not to mention,
Bomb Girls has given notice to our own
important project,
www.ItalianCanadianWW2.ca (exhibits,
book, website/digital archive) -- federallyfunded by Citizenship and Immigration
Canada. We must keep more of these
educational shows on TV and less of
reality TV crap.

Alanna M.

I have really enjoyed Seasons One and
Two of this great Canadian show!!!!
Please consider a third season!!

Fanta

Bomb Girls is phenomenally written,
don't cancel!

Liermann

I love Bomb Girls, please a third season

Christine P.

A great Canadian program. With all the
crap on t.v. It's nice to have a show with
history and great acting! Keep it going for
season 3!

Anonymous

I Look forward to watching Bomb Girls as
it has a very unique story line.I love the
fashions as well!

Sandy C.

There hasn't been a show like this on tv
for many, many years...Please save it!
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Madalyn H.

I love watching this show, and I'm
saddened to see that it will be cancelled. It
stands on its own from all the other
female-centric shows, as it has given
viewers an into Canadian womens' roles
during WWII, and highlights the impact
they made in our history as a country.
What other Canadian show has done this?
I believe it should stay on for one more
season at least; it has been so successful,
and there is much more potential for its
plot line and characters.

Heidi M.

Finally a good show based out of
canada...please dont cancel...its actually a
show my husband enjoys with me too.

Sara K.

We love Bomb Girls!

Maureen B.

We love this show - the acting, the story,
the costumes, the message about strong
women.

Bernadette

I live in the United States - I actually
signed up with Graboid so I could see
Bomb Girls season 2 because it was not in
the US yet. You have to be kidding. I tell
everyone about Bomb Girls and they do
not know the show, we just need to get
the word and and advertise what a great
show this is, that is how I found out about
the show, word of mouth, and look at me,
I became so hook, I will pay $20 a month
so I can watch it.

Melanie R.

I really hope they keep going with Bomb
Girls, its an amazing show....its not there
fault Global messed up the schedule and
put them in an ackward time
slot....BRING BACK BOMBGIRLS
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Anonymous

Keep this awesome show! If Global
doesn't want it, I am sure another
network will!

Jen R.

Keep the show going!!!

Teri J.

We need this type of series.. please don't
cancel it!

Hannah

Please please keep bomb girls on air!!!
There is so much more to unfold and I
must see it all!!!!!!

Kristy T.

Please give us a movie. This is such a
phenomenal show that deserves a good
ending!

Kurt O.

What other show has such depth and
power with female characters? This is a
landmark show. It is very well written and
acted. I have been so pleasantly surprised
with Canadian television lately! One more
year!!

Maria L.

Brilliant Show! A shame to cancel it.

Gillian L.

I really enjoy Bomb Girls. Don't take it off
the air! At least make the movie, to close
all story lines. Thanks.

Chantal

Bomb Girls is by far my favorite television
show. If it is dropped or not relocated to
another station I will

Sarah A.

Bomb Girls has an American audience
unable to watch the show on
Global/Reelz, watching every Tuesday as
soon as it goes up online. Don't discount
your growing audience in the States!
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Shayana G.

save the show! I love it!

Sandra H.

Bomb Girls make Wednesday's something
to look forward to. LOVE, LOVE, LOVE
this show!
Pleeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeease keep
this awesome show going!

Anonymous

Bomb Girls is too good to lose.

Anna

We need more good Canadian television
on the airwaves. Sometimes more is just
better.

John O.

Finally a Canadian show that entertains
while in is own way educates new
generations about Canadian life during
WW II and of course it is cancelled to
support foreign content!!

Cynthia H.

This is such a fantastic, high-quality
show! Canada needs more programming
like this!

Sydney

RENEW IT

Dayna N.

my mom and I love this show and watch it
religiously every week.

Nancy B.

Such a wonderful Canadian show.
Everthing on TV doesn't always need to
be American.

Zoey A.

There are so many great issues this show
brings to light, don't cancel it! Believe in it
and it's following.
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Mary D.

You should have known better than to pit
"Bomb Girls" against "The Voice" and
"Dancing with the Stars". By so doing, you
foolishly and needlessly caused its ratings
to decline. A far better option would have
been to change it to Thursday evenings at
8:00 pm. when there is little serious
competition. Please reconsider this
decision as seldom do such high quality
Canadian series come our way. I urge you
to give "Bomb Girls" a second chance, and
shift it to Thursdays next year.

Wayne C.

let it live.

Lily J.

I love Bomb Girls! They highlight just
how strong and unbelievable these
women were during the war. PLEASE DO
NOT CANCEL BOMB GIRLS!

David H.

This show needs to stay on the air its a
true recount of events that happened if we
close the past how can we learn for the
future

Kathy A.

Bomb Girls is one of the few shows that
my husband and I watch together. It is a
great show and needs to be saved!

Mel G.

I have loved this show since the very first
episode. Please reconsider the
cancellation!

Anonymous

Keep it!

Kyla B.

Please save this show. It is one of the best
shows on television right now.

Michelle B.

This is a great show! Please reconsider!
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Brian C.

Good quality entertainment is hard to
find unless you like watching mindless
people making fools of themselves on
"reality" shows. Please keep this show on.

Jill

this show is great!!

Motown H.

I love watching Bomb Girls and it would
be ashamed to take it off the air. I am sick
of all the reality shows that are on tv.
Please give it another chance.

Jennifer C.

Please do not cancel Bomb Girls. Bomb
Girls is one of the few TV shows that I
follow. The concept of the show is
fantastic, and the writing and acting are
exceptional.

Jackie S.

please dont cancel the show!!!

Sonya W.

Please don't cancel this show!

Sam F.

Bomb Girls is one of the most well crafted
shows ever created for TV. It shines a
light on an important part of history that
should not be forgotten.

Ethel M.

bomb girls is such an awesome show!

Kaitlyn G.

Bomb Girls is my new favorite tv show! I
absolutely love the story lines and all the
wonderful characters. Don't take such a
riveting show away. We need more shows
like this!

Jessica J.

This show is amazing! It shows the
courage and strength that all women
possessed during that time period.
Because of women like them, we as
women are we where we are today!
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Shereen A.

Come on cancelling another excellent top
notch Canadian production... what does
the CBC have against Canadian shows???
Smarten up!! Renew it!

Meredith H.

This a a great show that deserves to stay
on the air. Don't make a mistake by
canceling such a wonderful series.

Anonymous

we need more canadian content

Allison R.

Bomb Girls is a great show! It highlights
the "other" areas of war. My husband and
I enjoy watching it together and we are in
our 30s. Please keep the show going!

Pollyanna H.

I NEED this show!!!!!!!!!!!!

Veronica

Please have another season of Bomb Girls

Maggie W.

This show deserves a third season and
many more! I absolutely love Bomb Girls
and hate to see it cancelled.

Chris

Bomb Girls is an absolutely amazing show
that I look forward to weekly. please keep
it on the air!!!!!

Diana P.

Keep Bomb Girls its a wonderful show,
and I would be lost without it!!
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David M.

This show is a great example of how
Canadians can make good shows too; not
just Americans. This show is one of my
favourites since it's not reality, its
Canadian-made, and it tells a story of
something very historic in Canada. So
what if the show's ratings were low
against Dancing With The Stars? I'd much
rather see a Canadian-made show on a
Canadian TV broadcasting channel than
some dancing show from American.

Jennifer C.

Please don't cancel Bomb Girls!

Kathy S.

WHY WOULD CANCELL THIS
SHOW??????? FINALLY SOMETHING
ON TV THATS WORTH WATCHING
AND YOUR GOING TO TAKE IT OFF.
YOU PEOPLE ARE NUTS!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
KEEP BOMB
GIRLS!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!!!!!!!

Marian C.

Bomb Girls is such a good show that it
deserves to be kept on the air. It's smart,
well acted, and has some amazing role
models for women all while giving a bit of
a history lesson. Please reconsider.

Rick M.

please reconsider and back a third season

Sheryl C.

Please keep bomb girls on the air

Dina C.

IM IN LOVE WITH SHOW!!!!!!
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Shelly C.

This show is exceptionally well-written
and brilliantly acted and produced. You
know what other show was also brilliant?
My So-Called Life. Guess who regrets
cancelling that? Give this show a chance
to build a following.

Kendra P.

save this show- hit up A&E

Francesca

Bomb girls is a great show and needs a
proper conclusion!

Dee G.

I like to believe that I'm the biggest
BOMB GIRLS fan in Pensacola Florida

L. M.

B Girls deserve an ending and so do their
fans

Janet M.

Canadian history came to life in this
series. Save Bomb Girls!

Michelle R.

Please don't cancel this show!

Andrew H.

fabulous show - " looking forward to
season 3"!!!!!!

Alexis W.

This is an amazing show with a brilliant
plot, if you cancel it, I hope another
network will get wise to pick it up. It's
loved by many.

Lisa

SAVE BOMB GIRLS!!

Danette B.

Bomb Girls is unlike any thing else on tv.
We are quickly losing our history and
Bomb Girls helps us remember all that
women did during the war to keep
everything running while the men were
fighting. Plus, Betty just found love!
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Paula S.

Please renew this show!!!!!! Its one of the
few things I have to look forward to each
week. I love this show so much.

Debbie M.

This is the best show on TV and one of the
only shows that portrays women in such a
positive light. Please do not cancel this.
We love Bomb Girls!

Karen B.

This has been a real shock. I would look
forward all week for the new episodr

Jessica W.

Please keep this show on to
commemorate the amazing and hard
working women of WWII that often get
cast in the shadows!

Arthur W.

What a shame that Global TV plans to
take this terrific show off the air. Move it
back to its original night if there is a
concern about viewers.

Pat T.

"Bomb Girls" is one of the most
outstanding productions of recent times.
It's authenticity and consistently gripping
story line should assure it of a much
longer run. Please, please reconsider.
Sincerely, Pat Taylor, Paducah KY

Chris

please keep this show!! I love it.

Kristina

It is such a good show and the strong cast
of female lead is brillant. This is better
than reality tv or other tv series that are
out

Anonymous

I love this show! Don't end it!

Rose M.

RENEW BOMB GIRLS SEASON!!!
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Lolita N.

With all of the crappy reality shows on TV
it was refreshing to have a SMART well
written and well acted Canadian show
based on REAL events that many people
didn't know about. If you're basing your
decision on social media surveys you're
neglecting a much broader market base of
boomers, near boomers, their kids &
grandkids who are intrerested in a part of
their family history.

Sandra S.

This show is TOO brilliant to cancel!

Irene M.

Love Bomb Girls! Please, save the show!

Sarah D.

This was such a good example of what
Canadian tv could/should be!

Anonymous

A very well-written show, with an
outstanding cast; not to mention a
fascinating period in history( a period in
history that many viewers actually lived
through, believe it or not.)

Rose M.

Please keep Bomb Girls alive with renewal
of seasons to come! Great show, with
great acting and story line, can not find it
any better on any other TV program
airing!

Christine D.

Make a Chritmas movie special instead
and keep it going with season 3!

Mwallack

great show keep it on...ww2 themes with
contemporary echos

Betty A.

I would like to see a lot more of Bomb
Girls

Megan W.

This show is amazing please don't let it
die!
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Jennifer C.

This is an amazing show that shows
strong empowered women and is set
during such a crucial turning point for the
world. Not to mention the actresses are
amazing and it's just a pleasure to watch!

Lesley A.

save this show!

C. B.

this is an amazing show. please do not
cancel

Earwin

"We love Bomb Girls. We will never stop
loving Bomb Girls. We plan to go down
fighting." Bomb Girls inspire us. Please
don't take them out of screen. Actors and
actresses from the series made a great job.
It would be a shame if truncated the
beautiful story you have shown us.

Pam F.

Bomb Girls is completely relevant to me
as my eldest sister worked in a war factory
helping the war effort. After the war I
remember all the unhappy female
workers having gained unexpected
confidence in themselves from doing and
I quote "mens work" at having to return
to the unpaid job of housewives. Bomb
Girl captures all the anxiety created by the
war on the home front. Bomb Girl is an
important piece of history which should
be valued, shown and not lost due to a
drop in viewership. I am extremely
dissappointed that Global TV is cancelling
the show.

Mehdi D.

please keep the show on the air. I love it ;)
thanks
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Ulla G.

A quality Canadian production that
touches on many social issues...some that
were taboo in those days. It's well written
and the actors are believable. While a
movie to wrap things up would be great,
even better would be another season or
more.

Marg K.

Love the local history and story line of
this show! Please don't cancel it!!!

Leigh M.

bring the show back. change the day or
time. I watch online since I don't have
cable. so take that into account too

Sonya P.

Please keep this show - I love it!

Amanjit T.

This show is amazing. Cancelling this
show is not amazing. The end.

KIshwar I.

what does one have to do to keep a show
on the air in this country???

Tanya S.

This will be a complete shame if this
seriers is cancelled. Not only is it a
Canadian production but a program that
can be watched by many different types of
people. It seems to me as soon as there is
a great show on tv they decide to cancel it.
Please rethink this decision!

Charlotte R.

Wonderful series - appointment viewing
for me!

Alicia J.

I am extremely proud to claim this world
class series as Canadian - wonderful
stories, important to the history of our
social culture here in Canada. Please
honour all of the fans with a third season.
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Donna D.

Please do not cancel this show, my
Grandmother and Aunt were Bomb
Girls......

Neil F.

Truly a great show- It gets better and
better!

Ginger D.

I love this show. Its shows how women
came together, supported one another. A
time when everyone worked together and
supported a great cause. It also has
beautiful costumes, the actors are
amazing. Its a show thats like reading a
book, you become part of it, you feel like
your right in the middle of the whole
story. It draws you in and when you so
deep into the hour is up and you feel like
it just started. Its a show that I DVR
because I know my husband cant' stand it
but I LOVE LOVE LOVE this show. Please
oh please don't cancel this show.

Rick B.

A show we never missed from the 1st
show. My wife and I have looked forward
to each week's instalment in the lives and
events plotted. There is nothing like it on
TV and it will be missed.

Charles N.

Sorry to say that it looks like Global is just
making room for more U.S. shows or
reality programmes rather than support a
critically-praised, character-driven show
which is unique.

Andrew G.

Please do your bit and help save this great
show! We do have an industry and we
need to keep it working. Andrew

Jaclyn M.

Love Bomb Girls! Please, find a way to
save it. Reelz?
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Hal E.

The only reason this show lost viewers is
because of breaking up the run and
moving its night. It's too good to lose.

Kat P.

Please don't cancel my favourite show!!

Ashley H.

This show was brilliant Canadian
programming. Please do whatever you
can (and more) to keep it on the air.

Peggie T.

I see no reason to end this show , there is
so mu -ch more story to tell - a least give
us season three and then four to take us to
the end of the war. Then you can start a
new series for the 50's. There is so much
crap on TV and so little quality that
cancelling this show seems to be so hard
hearted. You haven't even given a valid
reason !!

Tara C.

Please save Bomb Girls! It's one of the
quality adult shows we have on Canadian
tv. I'm tired of watching American
imports and "Bomb Girls" gives us a
glimpse into our own history. It is well
written, acted and produced. Remember
Shaw and Global my cable fees as your
customer go to produce these shows and I
don't want anymore crappy reality tv!
Bomb Girls made me proud to be
Canadian with all the awards it has won.
Please don't cancel this quality show.

Susan M.

Please do not remove Bomb Girls. It's one
of the best shows on these days. Get rid of
some of those pathetic reality shows.
Bomb Girls Rule.
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Sally P.

I don't think Bomb Girls was promoted
enough. Everyone I know who starts to
watch it - loves it! I used to turn my nose
up at Canadian TV shows, but no more.
Bomb Girls is the best. We need another
season!

Zenaida H.

Please PLEASE Save this show and bring
it back! It's AMAZING! I am TRULY
Passionate about History and this is just
FABULOUS! It's great for women of all
ages and great role models. I just love
this. And Men love it too! :)

Vanessa V.

Please don't cancel Bomb Girls - it is a
uniquely Canadian show in a TV world
filled with horrible (mostly American)
reality shows.

Joanna P.

Great shows are few & far between!

Tierra G.

Such a great Canadian show.

Emily

best show on Canadian television. please
save bomb girls!

Emily P.

Keep unique, Canadian television alive!
Continue telling stories of dynamic,
realistic and fantastic women! And
continue to show this side of history!

Stefanie W.

Keep quality canadian programming on
the air!

Sarah T.

Thank you for this beautiful show. Please
don't let it end like this. It fills an
unfillable niche.

Tori A.

Please reconsider canceling such a unique
and entertaining show. You have far more
fans than you realize
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Yvonne M.

We LOVE Bomb Girls!!!

Heather S.

One of the best television shows to come
along in a long time. And Canadian. Come
on people find a place for something this
great!

Holly M.

DON"T CANCEL BOMB GIRLS! This is
the one show I pre-program. It is the only
show that has superb
writing/casting/believability. With all the
superfluous bilge that permeates the tv
nowadays, Bomb Girls is the one quality
show that should be renewed for about 4
more years. The generation that lived
through that era learned so many
essential lessons that they passed on to
the next generation, and it was the start of
many social movements that are being
delt with openly and honestly. To cancel
this show would be an unnecessarily
servere slap in the face to the intelligent
public that tunes in every week. For the
love of all things good, DON'T CANCEL
BOMB GIRLS!

John S.

One of the finest shows EVER produced.

Anonymous

Save quality TV!

M.Scott

Please do not cancel this show...one of the
best Canadian shows in years.I don't
always watch it in it's time slot but always
DVR..your ratings count is not always
accurately measuring viewers!!

R.Scott

PLEASE SAVE this great show!!!

Anonymous

It's an AWESOME show!
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Bruce W.

Please give us season 3!

Penelope P.

This is my favorite show! It is so
wonderful! I watch the episodes over and
over again! Please renew it!

Giorgia

We want a new season of Bomb Girls. You
can not cancel it. Please!!!!

Deva S.

Please be as proud of our history and your
abbility to entertain the world with this
show as we fans are. Season 3 please.

Monica V.

Please do not cancel this show. I have
learned a lot about Canada's history from
this show.

Elicia B.

An amazing Canadian Historical drama,
there is so much more you can do with
this show! Don't give up on it yet!!!

Nina M.

i am sooo upset about the terrible news
that they have decided to cancel the show,
BOMB GIRLS, l have been watching this
show, from the beginning and l have truly
enjoyed it, always looking forward to
Monday evenings,please, please
reconsider, don't cancel, the actors and
actresses are amazing.

Anonymous

please do not stop producing the show
bomb girls it is a wonderful show many
people would love if they knew about it,
please promote it better thank you

Bradie B.

I am not eloquent enough to express my
love for this show in words

Kayla

One of my all-time favorite shows!
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Phyllis K.

This is truly a great Canadian show.
Canada should be proud and cancelling
this show isn't the way to be PROUD TO
BE CANADIAN!

Angela R.

I don’t understand how an award winning
& nominated show can be cancelled. The
stories are intelligent, educational,
passionate, thought provoking and are
relevant to today with its universal
themes. The characters are well developed
and humanistic. Each with both
weaknesses and inspirational strengths.
The cast members are such talented and
amazing actors and they truly deserve
employment. In a world where media is
fraught of pathetic “reality TV shows” it is
a true pleasure to be able to watch a TV
show of such substance. Bomb Girls is my
favourite show and I look forward to each
and every episode, counting down the
days until the next episode with
excitement. It seems to me that the
networks decision to change time slots
and put a gap in Series 2 is what caused a
drop in ratings rather than the show itself.
Before cancelling the show can you
reconsider the time slot and not put a
gap/hiatus in the middle of the next
series. See how that goes before cancelling
it out right. Even adjust the marketing, or
accentuate the Betty/Kate/Teresa story as
the show does have a large LGBT
following. There are many avenues you
can take before cancelling Bomb Girls.
Please consider them before cancelling
Bomb Girls, for everybody involved:
actors, writers, crew and viewers. Please
give the show a second chance.
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Cliff S.

A unique Canadian story about unsung
heroes , told with professional quality and
integrity

Kelly B.

Great show and I'm learning something
about the war!

Anonymous

i love this show

Rischa S.

Wonderful program. Please don't end it!

Hannah D.

This show is amazing! No only does it
have great production values, and
awesome stories, but it's a win for
Canadian television, Canadian artists, and
one of my best friends! Don't let it slip
away!

Rossella

Scrivo dall'Italia e sono una delle tante
fans del seguitissimo e bravissimo attore
Antonio Cupo che interpreta il
personaggio di Marco Moretti
nell'interessante serie tv Bomb Girls. Ho
saputo che forse la 3 serie non si farà e
questo è sia a me che a tutte le fans
d'Italia dispiace molto. Le chiediamo di
ripensarci e di proseguire con le
avventure della seguitissima serie TV
Grazie !! Nella speranza di vedere BOMB
GIRLS anche qua in ITALIA , compresa la
3 serie , Cordiali saluti Rossella

Caroline M.

I love bomb girls!!!!!!

Joana C.

Please save this show! It's quality stuff
and it's so rare to have these kind of series
to watch nowadays!

Kendall

Please don't cancel the show! It's one of
the few good ones still out there!
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Anonymous

I'm from The Netherlands and I've
watched all the Bomb Girls episodes.
Please continue this great series cause I'm
loving it!

Anonymous

Please don't cancel our favourite show!

Pam H.

Keep this wonderful show on the air! one
of the best series in a very long time !!

Rosanne L.

love this show

Debbie T.

This is a great show and needs to
continue. It is a fantastic Canadian

Patricia M.

This is one of the smartest programmes
on TV now. To cancel this so we can get
more of the same garbage of "reality"
shows, and formulaic sit-coms and crime
fiction, is a real shame. There are so few
GOOD programs, and just about nothing
that tells our Canadian story and is
historically accurate. Please give us
Season 3.

Sharon N.

please bring back the bomb girls. it was a
great show. it will be greatly missed

Melanie

i really love this show!! much better than
all those talent and reality crap

Krista R.

please keep Bomb Girls alive

Kerry R.

I love Bomb Girls!

Barbara R.

save the show!

C. R.

save bomb girls!
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Elizabeth N.

This is one of the best shows ever, you kill
good shows but keep the crappy ones and
you'll end up with no viewers at all...

Dr. B.

please, can't we have ONE good show that
doesn't get cancelled?

Anonymous

it's getting to be cause for dissension, yes
even anarchy when we cannot count on
being counted as legitimate voices with a
right to be heard, counted, measured,,,
whatever it takes, but we are willing to
pay these outlandish cable prices for
packages full of junk that we do not want - and when we show how strongly in
favour of a program we are we are ignored
-- without naming names there are too
many pockets being lined for bandwidth
control: it's the last frontier of corruption
in this country where our culture is being
completely undermined by the
domination of patriarchal "entitlement"
to sex, sports, war, violence, etc.. guns!!!
let's get serious and do something about
this blatant totalitarian abuse of power
being wielded by men funded by
corporations owned & run essentially by
white males who understand nothing but
money & power -- THIS HAS GOT TO
STOP NOW -- IT HAS GONE ON TOO
LONG & IS DAMAGING OUR
CHILDREN & OUR GRAND-CHILDREN
& WILL CONTINUE TO DAMAGE
THEIR CHILDREN WHO WILL BY
THEN ALL BE VIOLENT SPOUSES,
CORRUPT BULLIES, RACIST
TERRORISTS, PORN-ADDICTS,
GAMBLERS, GUN-WIELDING KIDS IN
SCHOOLS
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Tami B.

Good Canadian show that shows how our
women helped in WWII. Don't cancel
Bomb Girls.

Brittani

This show has brought a new perspective
into my life. It has shown me that there
are people out there, even in decades way
before my time, that have experienced
what I have. I can see a part of myself in
Betty McRae. As one who has had to hide
my true sexuality, it's refreshing to see the
LGBT portrayed on tv, gaining exposure,
and showing the hardships of what some
of us actually go through. If renewed, it
will teach many of the realities of life.
Plus, the show is incredibly well written.
Absolutely stellar. The cast works so
perfectly together and makes the scenes
flow so effortlessly. The directing is
impeccable. There's literally no other
words to describe this show. Please Global
TV, look at this fan base. So many people
have been touched by this show. I know I
truly have. I can only imagine the amount
of people it could possibly reach, but that
imagination will come to reality if, and
only if, you renew for a third season. I'm
only 17 now, but I know a damned good
show when I see one. And I don't want to
have to live the rest of my life knowing
that my favorite character, Betty McRae,
didn't get the proper treatment she
needed. Don't make a mistake. Save
Bomb Girls.

Angela A.

Why is it when a Canadian show does well
our networks insist on cancelling it?
There is something terrible wrong here.
You don't get any better then having Meg
Tilly as the star of show!
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Kim O.

Arrgghhh - we get a great Canadian series
- well produced, human interest, intrique,
historical, super acting and..........it's
cancelled! For shame!

Lisa

Bomb Girls was quality television like no
other. Please reconsider the cancellation.

Anonymous

Show is great for Canada. Keep it on!!

Anonymous

A great drama show that rivals an US
production. Would like to see more
seasons!

Jennifer

Love the show. We need more shows to
remind us where we came from and how
good we have it now.

Yian

To: Global (TV network) This show is too
good to only have two seasons. It is
exceptionally well written with an
amazingly talented cast and 20 times
better than most shows on TV at this
moment. Renew Bomb Girls for another
season Please. Sincerely, Yian

Anonymous

You're the only period drama with queer
female leads.

Didi

BRING IT BACK!!!!!!!

Charlotte

bomb girls was at first a guilty pleasure
but as the stories unfolded i found myself
appreciating the writing, the direction,
and impatiently waiting on the next
installment. Shows that do that are few
and far between. DO NOT CANCEL
please

Karma S.

bring it back yo
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Catherine F.

Such a great show. So many people
everywhere talk about it and LOVE it. Do
not cancel!

Allison V.

Bomb Girls was one of the best Canadian
shows that Global has developed. It's a
shame that you can't keep quality shows
on the air but will continue to purchase
American shows to fill the time slots. The
whole system may be broken but you
don't seem to be doing anything to try and
fix it.

Jim B.

This is a great show. It has super story
lines and great acting.

Erin

Bomb Girls is one of the few television
shows that focuses on strong, empowered
women!

Jennifer J.

I can't believe you are cancelling this.
Your decision sums up everything that is
wrong with our society these days. I'm 52.
Can't stand all those reality shows.

Ol R.

"Our passion burns bright, and we aren't
ones to throw up our hands at the first
rejection" wonderful show with so much
heart. it's unique and deserves to be
continued.

Maddie

Save Bomb Girls!!

Emily

Save Bomb Girls!!

Rhiannon

Bomb Girls is a groundbreaking show that
deserves to continue! Women's stories
need to be told.
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Rose O.

Bomb Girls is an Excellent TV show! I am
in the US, and I wish even half of our
current-day US TV shows were as GREAT
as Bomb Girls! PLEASE KEEP IT GOING!
It is a fantastic show! Great writing, great
acting, great wardrobe and hairstyles, etc
that really bring the viewer into the

Daphne S.

Please do not cancel Bomb Girls, it's a
terrific show, superbly acted and well
written.

Avery C.

Bomb Girls is a fantastically ambitious
show. I truly believe the creators are
doing their best to reveal a side of history
rarely seen in mainstream media: the
stories of Canadians who for whatever
reason did not go overseas but who
nonetheless overcame obstacles and who
deserve to be honoured for their
contribution to the war effort and the
feminist movement. I believe that if this
show is given a chance-- either as a TV
movie or another season-- it will be even
more engaging and insightful than the
second season. It's not just that I've
become incredibly invested in the
complex and charming characters-- I
really do think it's important for young
Canadians to see this side of our history.
So please consider the feedback of myself
and my fellow Bombshells.

Mary F.

I love this show.

Macy H.

Just started watching and would be a
shame for it to stop, it's a lovely show,

Jess G.

Bomb Girls is a wonderful show, with a
great cast, that deserves a 3rd season.
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Dominique

Bomb Girls is the reason I want to get into
the entertainment profession. It has such
amazing writing and acting. Every aspect
of the show amazes me. Please, do not let
this show slip away.

Anonymous

One of the few bright lights amidst all the
rubbish on Canadian TV.

Anonymous

our family loves this show- please keep it
going

Anonymous

keep bomb girls

Selina C.

I love this show! the characters are so
deeply layered and I love that they
highlight strong women.

Kanitta C.

Please save this show and allow these
amazing female characters to tell their
stories at least one more season.

Krista

This is one of the only shows on tv with a
cast of strong female leads. it deserves to
stay.

Debra M.

Intellectually stimulating and humourous
entertainment is what we all need. The TV
stays off unless I have something great to
watch so put this show back on the air.

Anonymous

Bomb Girls is too fantastic of a show to be
cancelled. PLEASE PLEASE don't stop it
now

Joan F.

Really love the show. Quality
programming is so hard to come by these
days
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Shelley

OMG>>>the best Show ever!..finally a
great Canadian show, empowering
women! Don't cancel this amazing show!
There are the most stupid noneducational reality shows, and THIS show
you want to cancel??? I say NOOOOOO!

Russ M.

With all the junk on TV these days,Bomb
Girls is a well acted decent program. The
fact it is a Canadian made show makes it
even better. My Mother worked in a
WWII factory and this period show gives
a look at Canada during the war years on
the home front. Shame on Global for
cancelling it!

Alvin B.

I'm a 56 year old American that loves
Bomb Girls! I hope you will reconsider
and have a third season.

Sherri M.

Global tv should be ashamed of
themselves. This is a wonderful show that
shouldn't be replaced with trash tv.

Heather C.

If your advertisers want viewers with
normal to high intellect then keep the TV
shows like Bomb Girls that appeal to
viewers with normal to high intellect, like,
BOMB GIRLS. I won't watch un-reality
programs like survivor, that are so staged
and fudged that they are insulting to most
peoples' intelligence! Remember: There
are lots of alternatives to watching TV!

Jenna S.

Please reconsider the decision to cancel
the best show on television...any network.
I love the Bomb Girls and can't imagine
my week without them!!
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H. S.

Please do not cancel this fantastic series.
High quality, excellent writing and acting.
We need this more than the rubbish
broadcast most of the time.

Laurie S.

This is a wonderful show and we should
be supporting the Canadian arts.

Anonymous

Please don't cancel this show. I love the
portrayal of Canada's war efforts and how
we came together as a nation. Do not let
this show end before the characters see a
victory!

Rachel E.

We want a third season!

Georgia H.

This show had a huge impact on me and I
found it very inspiring. I cried every
episode and found that it hit really close
to home. We NEED queer representation
and strong female role models in
television. This is a quality show that
needs to be on the air. Love, an American
teenage lesbian

NormaHarrison

great show, tired of reality tv. finally
something good.

Rianne M.

Don't cancel this excellent show.

Anonymous

great CANADIAN show, move to CBC like
Murdoch Mysteries

C. S.

I LOVE THE SHOW. PLEASE
RE_CONSIDER

K S.

My wife and I enjoy the show together.
Please bring it back

Christine K.

BEST SHOW ON TV
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Kevin S.

Canadian content is important and should
be something your network focuses on.

Allison H.

This is a great show, period. Not a great
Canadian show. Great characters,
compelling storylines, really wellproduced. Give it another season to build
the audience it deserves.

Donna J.

would like the show kept on

Brenda M.

Love this show. Great role models for
women. Don't cancel it.

Donald R.

This show is the "bomb." Please don't
cancel it...

Anahita D.

save it.

Jessica C.

Bomb Girls is one of the most unique
shows I have ever seen. It's characters and
exploration of the 1940s is wonderful to
me and I would hate to see such a good
show be cancelled.

Cristen B.

I ran upon this show on the U.S. Reelz
channel last summer and didn't know
what it was but enjoyed it. Now I've gone
back and watched it again from the
beginning and have even introduced
friends to the show. I'm not ready for it to
end.

QUEENIE

BOMB GIRLS IS AN AMAZING
PROGRAM.....FINALLY A SHOW WITH
GREAT WRITERS AND AMAZING
TALENT!

Jadelynn A.

Save bomb girlss!!!!
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Margaret M.

An entertaining show.

Barry S.

I've been enjoying Bomb Girls and would
like to see it through to the end.

S. B.

I have watched every episode with great
pride for Canadian women. The show was
extremely well done telling a story that all
Canadians should be proud of. This is
another blatant case of women getting the
shaft. Our story should be told. Please
proceed with season 3.

Mallory B.

Please don't have the incredible writers
and actors/actresses behind this show
end their storytelling here. There's
nothing else like it. And there never will
be again. They have so much more to tell.

Kai

I love this show!

Kayla H.

SAVE BOMB GIRLS!

Jennifer W.

There must be a canadian broadcast
company that will support canadian
shows; expecially one with such a
following and decent ratings like this one.
To see it gone again is so disappointing.

Susan T.

This is a well done piece of Canadian work
which brings our history of the times to
life. The personalities are well developed
and real. let's keep it alive. There are so
many detective shows NCIS etc that are
taking over the waves. Let's have a
program where we can also learn
something about a much under
appreciated group of women and their
role in the war.
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Anonymous

Why not let the viewers decide!!!

Anonymous

The world needs strong female role
models, and Bomb Girls gives us just that!
Please don't end it yet!

Linda M.

This is quality show about Canadian
history and strong Canadian women.
Don't miss the opportunity to pass the
word to the world with this show.

Krista H.

A funny, witty, well-written show. A great
drama with historical accuracy. Strong
female characters in a time when women
were truly learning how strong they could
be. Please allow this show to continue.

David B.

keep the show..very entertaining and
Canadian

Sam S.

One of the best Canadian dramas

Christine L.

Being raised in a border city, we watched
a LOT of US television as there was
"nothing good" on Canadian TV. Now,
you cancel one of the few bright lights on
Canadian television. I'm tempted to
boycott Global altogether. You can come
and get your Shaw satellite dish too!!

Chae O.

Bomb Girls deserves a season 3!

Beth B.

I love this show! Please keep it going.

Karen

DO NOT CANCEL SUCH A GREAT
PROGRAM. A real loss for viewers who
prefer quality programs to "reality" tv.

Celina E.

This show means the worlds not just to
me but to it's millions of fans.
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Maggie H.

I'm on the edge of my seat and dying for
more!

Amy S.

love love LOVE this show !! Cancelling it
would be terrible!

Rich C.

We have so few shows in Canada that we
can be truly proud of. This is one of them.
It would be an absolute shame if it were to
not continue.

Leslie K.

Such a well-acted series in a sea of
insulting reality shows.

Keely H.

There aren't many great Canadian shows,
and this is one of them. I'm so addicted to
this show, I look forward to a new episode
every week. Please, keep Bomb Girls on
the air!

Audrey

This is really really a good show.. It's an
important topic ! I know you plain a
movie but an other season, with more
episode could be perfect !!!

Dana B.

Love Bomb Girls! Nothing else like it on
tv! Love the story lines and time period

Jessica

PLEASE BRING "BOMB GIRLS" BACK!
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Kathleen A.

Why on Earth would you ever want to
cancel Bomb Girls??!!!! I love this show,
my son loves this show, my coworkers
love this show, my friends love this show.
It’s what we talk about at work every
Tuesday. Seriously! The cast is awesome,
the acting ,phenomenal and the costumes
and set decor is so authentic and it brings
back wonderful memories of my Mother
and Father and my childhood growing up
in Vancouver, BC. The story lines, the
plots, everything about this show is so
wonderfully good! I can’t get enough of it.
This is good television, tv watching at its
best. It is such a refreshing change from
all the boring reality shows, really, how
many more bachelor shows and hoarding
shows can one stomach. Please please
please, I beg you, my son begs you, my coworkers beg you my friends beg you and
all the other Bomb Girl fans beg you,
don’t cancel the show! It’s what we want
to watch! A forever Bomb Girls fan,
Kathleen Allen

Anonymous

Such a shame that an awesome Canadian
show has been cancelled!!!

Penny

Please please please! Series 3!

Roseanna G.

The most unique television show on the
air right now shouldn't be cancelled.
Much of the new viewership is outside of
the US and doesn't get a say.

Sheila M.

Love the show. Please don't end it

Zoe B.

This show is just to awesome to end it!!
there must be other seasons upcoming!!
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Kathy A.

Excellent Acting and Superb Content!
There is not a show on TV, like Bomb
Girls.

Paul M.

Excellent Acting and Superb Content!
There is not a show on TV, like Bomb
Girls.

Jennifer C.

I grew up listening to stories told by my
Nanny about the war, now with "Bomb
Girls" those stories come to
life.....PLEASE KEEP THIS GREAT
CANADIAN SHOW ON THE AIR!!!!

Marie S.

This is the best show on TV today!

Sandra M.

Save Bomb Girls! It is so much better then
all those horrible reality shows on TV
these days.

Anonymous

I love this show. It offer much better
entertainment than the reality shows that
are only garbage.

Mary D.

favourite show!

J G.

Please do not cancel this important, well
written, interesting show.

Cathy B.

Please reconsider this insane decision to
cancel such a great show.

Michelle N.

Please do not cancel this great show.
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Margaret H.

As stated so eloquently above 'Bomb Girls
is a smart, spectacularly acted, brilliantly
written, and wholly unique television
show among media today. We can't get
enough of the strong female roles, the
deep female friendships, and even the
loving female romances. Of course, you
make us love the male roles and malefemale relationships (friendships and
otherwise!) just as much. There is no
equal for Bomb Girls and there should not
be a gap where it fits so well'. Get rid of
the American shows that clutter up your
network and keep this great Canadian
show.

P M.

Such a different, interesting, vibrant
show!!

P M.

Great Show!

Karen B.

I love this show. It's different and it's
about the lives of women who actually
worked in the bomb factories. Why on
earth is it being cancelled? This is a show
that makes Canada proud. They even got
Rosie O'Donnell to guest start.

Aislene S.

I love this show so much, it is the sort of
Girl Power that we need in society.

Anonymous

My 14 daughter loves this show. What a
great way to learn about an important
time for women in Canadian history. It's
too bad Global/Shaw Media doesn't see
the relevance of such a well written and
poignant show. SHAME!

Kelly

This show is amazing and deserves more.
There's more to their world that
desperately needs to be discovered
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Patricia D.

Bomb Girls is an outstanding series.... It
is the best Canadian production I've ever
seen. Most others fail to interest me and
are often boring... they do not have the
quality of acting and interesting story
lines that this series does. I've nothing but
praise for it, SO..... PLEASE DO NOT
CANCEL IT.

Rebecca M.

I love this show please don't cancel it.

Jim K.

A fantastic show with amazing
actors/characters. The bomb girls
revolutioned women's rights especially in
the workplace ( but not limited to that ). A
shame this awesome show was cancelled
due to the networks juggling its show time
around too much to make room for more
useless mindless "reality tv" shows in its
place...very sad...Bring it BACK!! Please!!!

Courtney Q.

if u cancel this show, I swear I will stop
watching anything on global and I no I
won't be alone

Gina Q.

cancel and I swear I will never watch
global

Jan B.

Please keep this show for another season.
It is a great show that stands apart from
all of the other reality shows that are
garbage and the endless shows focused on
violence, death and sensationalism.
Cancel this show and I'll be turning
Global off.

Raylene F.

This show means so much to me! Its such
a good show! Canada doesn't get enough
credit for shows like this! Please don't
cancel it!!!
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Arlene L.

I love Bomb Girls. It is one of the best
shows in a long time, and yet it gets
cancelled & for what, to put another
stupid reality garbage show on. I'm sick of
reality shows, they are a waste of t.v. Your
mistake with Bomb Girls was the 6 week
hiatus & changing it from Wednesday to
Monday. Wednesday was a great night for
it & I think that's why it got so many
viewers, because there isn't alot on on
Wednesday, so it was perfect for this
show. Please bring it back & enough of the
reality garbage. It really makes me mad
when I see a commercial for a new reality
show. Makes me want to scream & throw
the t.v. out.

Anonymous

An amazing Canadian show - too good to
have it all end now....

Lib

Please DO NOT CANCEL Bomb Girls!! for
once, Global actually has a Canadian
show in its roster and it's a great show,
and you cancel it? this just proves that
Global does not care about Canadian
audiences at all. come one, prove us
wrong!

Vanessa S.

It's so rare to have a women-centric show
on television, especially Canadian
television! Bomb Girls needs to stay!

Emily R.

It's ridiculous that we even have to do
this! The brilliance of this show is
apparent, giving the show a season 3 is
what the show, the cast and crew and the
fans deserve!

R V.

Great show... bad management at Global
to schedule the timeslots the way they
did.
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Bonnie B.

I love the show. Please follow through
with your word to air the movie in 2014.

Neve S.

Please don't let this amazing show die. It's
very, very good.

Meghan R.

In a TV universe that's gone to the dogs,
THIS is a rare gem! Please don't cancel.
Not when you have something SO GOOD
with still so much potential in it!!

Jaimelynn K.

the hair, the makeup, the story, the cast,
the sets....it's one of a kind, don't take it
away!

Shannon L.

I am a loyal viewer of this exceptional
Canadian television series, and was
shocked to learn that it is facing
cancellation. It deserves to live another
day. Please renew this wonderfully
captivating series.

Angelina F.

This show is some os the best Canadian
television ever produced. You are making
a huge mistake in canning it. :(

Kristen H.

It would be easier to accept the show
leaving if there was some closure!

Anonymous

It is the first time that a Canadian drama
show has not only gripped the nation,
highlighting our past achievements, but it
also is creating a wildfire across the globe.
I want younger generations like myself, to
not only put our past in perspective, but
enjoy a fresh new and exciting way to
experience it. From fashion to
technological advances in the 1930's and
1940's, this series has it all! Please, renew
for another season, or atleast give us one
hell of a movie finale!
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Alysia T.

I fell in love with Bomb Girls. I am so
saddend to hear that it is being cancelled,
especially as there aren't many shows out
there that promote women like this one
does. Bomb girls makes me proud to be a
Canadian women. This show is fantastic.
You fall in love with the characters, and
their stories. You cry when they cry. Im so
sick of most tv shows now-a-days. Bomb
girls really was a nice change. Play it over
the summer if it cant hold up to winter
lineups. A lot of series are ending in a
season or so, so why not play Bomb girls
then? truly disappointed! :(

Claudia M.

I love this show!!

Brandi K.

I LOVE THIS SHOW! It's created really
well, the details are fantastic, the story
line is intriguing, the actors are
phenomenal. Global's best decision was
making season two and worst decision is
cancelling the series. It's great for
showing females of all ages their
importance and teaching them they, as
well as the men, can have everything,
including a family and a career. It sheds
light on huge part of the war that was
overlooked. BRING IT BACK!

Anonymous

Please save bomb girls! I just discovered it
and have caught up on the shows online. I
want more!

Jennifer V.

This show is a true gem! You are
discrediting women, lgbt people, and
Canada alike by canceling!
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Anonymous

I installed the Global app specifically for
this show , will not keep it if show
cancelled.. Shameful to cancel in favour of
dreadful cheap " reality " TV

Jen K.

Bomb Girls is one if the best Canadian
made shows in a long time

Paula E.

I just found Bomb Girls a couple of days
ago, and wow, am I impressed. This is
television at its very best. How could you
let this jewel slip away? Please stand up
for quality this rare.

Jordan

I LOVE Bomb Girls!! I would like to see it
continue to season three and on. It is a
very informative look on how Canadian
women lived there lives during world war
ll because not a lot of people know how
much the Canadian's did during the war.
It makes no sense to kick a great show off
the air.

Two fans in

Please save the show...

Maryland (USA)
The Warden

Bomb Girls is a informative look on how
Canadian women lived there lives in
World War ll because not a lot of people
know how much the Canadian's did in the
war. I would really like to see this show
continue on for more seasons. Not only
was the cast excellent but the show was
getting to the point of begging for more. I
LOVE Bomb Girls and doing everything i
can to save it.

Brittany P.

With so much unoriginality in TV shows
and movies these days, I was relieved to
find Bomb Girls. Not only is it original
but it's also informative to my generation.
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I'm 21-years-old and while I do know
about WWII, this gave me a whole new
perspective. These bomb girls could've
been my grandma or my great aunt. Also,
it shows how badly gender equality was
needed back then. Ugh, I could go on for
days how beneficial this TV show is.
PLEASE, re-consider canceling this show.
Valérie

I saw the tv show and I sincerely liked. I
love the characters, their history, the
clothes, the way of living in this period :
the 2WW. Tell what they are going to
become in 2 hours is short. It's much
more interesting to follow them during
several episodes. So I would say I love
Bomb Girls TV Show: Keep Keep it
Please.

bombgals

We in Ireland love Bomb Girls. I'm
watching it from the north of I Ireland TV
sothat means that it is love in the republic
of Ireland. North of Ireland and over seas
in England. Please please do not cancel a
great show that is great. Thank you

Michael D.

Wow, I can't believe the show has been
canceled. I was wondering why I hadn't
seen any thing on REELZE. I really
enjoyed the show. Even though I am a
Guy. This show reminded me off my
Mother who worked in the factories here
in the States during the war, working for
the war effort. She often spoke of those
days, when she was in her youth and my
father was in the war. It really clicked
with me to see the things that she spoke
off. Not just the physical things, but the
way people where and how they acted. It
was peering into the past, a past that my
Mother and Father knew so well. Sorry to
see it go, I did enjoy the few season that
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we got to enjoy. Thanks for the memories,
maybe someday it will return. I do hope to
see the movie to set things in order for the
finish of what, when and how it all ends.
Theresa M.

My Grandma was a bomb girl!! This show
has given us lots to talk about. I love the
history, the costumes are amazing and a
great storyline! We should be proud of a
very well made Canadian show! Bring it
back.

Brenda & Greg

Love the program! Please reconsider
cancellation.

Katy G.

No!!! Just watched this on netflix and
learned it's been cancelled. How is this
possible??? Please bring it back!

Heather T.

I love retro and vintage things and this
show is a perfect example of why; the
beauty of props/costume and settings, the
historical importance, investable
characters and the way all that comes
together!! Bomb girls is magical, I'm
happy when the characters are happy, I
care about their causes, all thanks to
excellent writing & acting! The cast are All
amazing in their roles, be it as characters
we love (many) or characters we love to
hate, the portrayals are very near perfect!

Gloria G.

I wholeheartedly plead with the Bomb
Girl Show producers to keep this first rate
TV series going for many reasons – the
acting, the storyline and the vital time in
women's history in which this show takes
place. This series showcases women and
camaraderie. What TV show out there
has the formula of women working
together in unison in a time of need? TV
shows today especially reality TV
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encourages women to hate one another
instead of coming together in support of
the cause. World War II was an especially
important timeline in women's history –
their stories need to be told and this show
does an excellent job in telling us about
their plight. Please continue the great
formula of this excellent TV series by
renewing many more seasons. WE
WANT IT BACK NOW!
Schmidt A.

This was a fantastic show and we
thoroughly enjoyed it. We hope that this
show will continue to be broadcast. Very
good acting.

Joanne B.

This is a wonderful TV show. It's history
packaged into a beautifully written,
wonderfully acted story about characters
that bring history to life. This is TV at its
best. PLEASE RENEW BOMB GIRLS
THE TV SERIES.

Sandra & Jack

My husband and I just finished watching
"Bomb Girls" on Netflix. We loved it! We
are disappointed that the show was
canceled so abruptly. We grew to like all
the characters and want closure to the
stories. We hope the movie will be made
available via Netflix.

K.

Gina C.

Bomb Girls is a great show that helps
shed some light into what might have
happened in Canada during WWII. The
characters in this show are relatable and
well developed. The story line is
interesting and ever changing. Please
renew it

R M.

LOVE BOMB GIRLS! Great show,
different from all the crap on tv right now
and love seeing the Canadian side of
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WWII, something I've never seen
portrayed in a tv show that isn't a
documentary
Abigail I.

Love this show so much! It's made an
amazing impact- please rethink the
decision!

Lea T.

as much as I would love to see this show
have a third, forth, and tenth season, if
that is not something that can pan out a
movie would be wonderful closure for a
really incredible show.

Anonymous

This is a great show. I cant see why you
would cancel it and prob put on a crappy
reality show. Please dont cancel a good
CANADIAN show.

Frances E.

Need more money? Sell the show to ABC
Australia, they'd love it!

Anonymous

I found this series later in the second
season....I have taped and watched every
show. Excellent acting and a great story.
Pulleezzzz keep it going. Thx

Barry D.

Why can't we have both Murdoch and
Bomb Girls?

Crystal P.

I love Bomb Girls! It's a fabulous show!
Please give us a season 3!

Amanda A.

great show,

Paul R.

I understand the realities of how hard it is
to keep good canadian content on
television especially when things are
dominated by us television, but I loved
this series as it was so well written and
acted and showed Toronto. Its a shame it
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can't be saved when all over the networks
are filled with "reality series" which just
panders to the lowest common
denomiator and go on for years and years.
Helen W.

It would be criminal too loose this
program. It is an excellent show that is
not about Doctors Lawyers and police.....a
much needed option. Well produced,
exceptional acting and again, please do
not take this show off the air!!!!!!

Brenda B.

There is so much more of this story to be
told. When explaining "Bomb Girls" to
friends, most are not aware of the role
women played during the war in bomb
factories and doing whatever possible to
support our men overseas. It was often
dangerous work and took so much
courage for these women to venture
outside of their comfortable homes and
family life. It's about time both the men
and women "back home" gain some
recognition and awareness of their
valuable work.

Kat M.

A wonderful show that is entertaining,
gorgeous to look it and historically
relevant. Please do NOT cancel this great
CANADIAN program!

Alice

Please another season....

Angela

It's a great show with substance. I have
never understood how great shows get
cancelled.

Nancy B.

This is my favorite television show! I love
Bomb Girls. Such a shame to cancel it!
Please reconsider.
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Morgan L.

Bomb Girls is a great Canadian TV show
that should not be cancelled!!! Amazing
stories, amazing actors....please bring
back this classy show!!!

Rosie M.

This show gives a prime opportunity to
face many issues that are still currently
around. It has a more insightful storyline
and is more entertaining than some
shows that have twice as many seasons. It
deserves to be renewed.

Holly H.

This lovely show has really been coming
into its own this second season. There is
so much to explore with themes that have
been developing.

Wendy W.

It is a great show about strong women. It
is important for young women to have
show like this.

Brianna B.

This is an amazing show!!!!!

Judy L.

Don't cancel Bomb Girls, its one of the
best show's going. I look forward to
watching Bomb Girls every week. I CAN'T
BELIEVE YOU CANCELLED MY
FAVORITE SHOW.

Roberta

i love this show,is fantastic!!please,give us
a third season!!thanks,from italy.

Valerie S.

Please keep it on the air.. finally a good
Canadain show.

Georgia A.

LOVE the show - too many unfinished
story lines.

Lynn F.

I love this show, please don't cancel it!
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Carol

Please, my daughter and I love this show
and tune in every week. Why would you
cancel it?

Cathy B.

So little good tv out there and this was
one of the best. A Canadian show, set in
Canada, with great actors and great
storylines. Loved seeing what things were
like in Toronto at that time. Hate all the
reality crap shows that are on tv and I
don't watch any of them. Please bring
back Bomb Girls

Bettie L.

Come on, Corporate...Think with your
hearts sometimes, not always with the
bottom line. There is great love for Bomb
Girls. You know that!

Corinne

Save Bomb Girls!

Debbie M.

PULEEEEEEEZE DO NOT CANCEL
THIS Wonderful historial canadian
drama. It lost its momentum when
waiting to 11 months to air season 2 but I
waited patiently. Give it one more season.
I personally know a bomb girl still alive at
age 90. Do her proud!! Debbie

Sara B.

Bomb Girls, why oh why must you be
over! Please, for the love of all is good in
this world, let them renew it! Best show
ever. In only 18 episodes it has captured
all of us and I know for me that I have
gotten genuinely invested myself in all of
these women. What a tragedy!

Tiril

Because it's my favorite show and it would
break my heart if it got cancelled. And I
think its a really great show with a great
story and actors.
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Debbie D.

Bomb girls is the best show in years. Not
into the reality shows like survivor etc.
Feeling sad that the Canadian media will
lose out on another great show. Debbie.

Dave B.

Bomb Girls is a thoroughly enjoyable TV
program. Given the caliber of
programming on TV these days, it would
be a shame to lose this show.

Claire W.

This is such a good show, it's a shame to
end it so soon.

Melissa L.

Need more great canadian shows!

Daniel B.

Come on GLOBAL be CANADIAN THIS
SHOW IS ONE OF THE BEST IN A
LONG TIME DO NOT MESS THIS UP.

D. M.

Ah come on! Excellent show, excellent
acting and it's Canadian. Let's hold on to
this gem!!

Carine

Keep the Canadian Shows Alive:)

L. S.

Please renew Bomb Girls!

Dan D.

We need a show like this. Talented actors
and Canadian!

Jonathan J.

please keep the bomb girls on the air,we
all loves the sure,waiting more of it to
come,is the best show there is,never
missed espidoes of it,keep on the air
please,we loves the bomb girls,bomb girls
rock!!

Jenna

I love the show! Please keep it.
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Pamela C.

i just finally discovered this show this past
season. It is a one of a kind show. Please
allow a third season. It is a breath of fresh
canadian television worthy of primetime.

Sonia T.

Please don't cancel Bomb Girls! A movie
would be great, but don't cancel the show!
We love it so much! I don't know how the
ratings are calculated but so far I've
watched every single episode on TV. I
even watched the encores. Cancelling this
excellent show would be a mistake and a
huge disappointment to Global TV
viewers.

Julie Z.

Please re-new Bomb Girls. its by far one
of my favorite shows.

Teresa M.

finally a great Canadian show that
captures an important point in time with
our perspective - compelling story lines,
great acting, fantastic scripts and
costumes. It's time for this show!

JanG

Every well written Canadian tv series ends
long before its time...stop the madness!

Audrey

I have been trying to bring last weeks
bomb girl up on Demand Series and could
not. So I went on internet to see whats
happened and I can not believe it is
cancelled I've been telling all my friends
what a great show it is and that is
Canadian. There are so few good shows
on T.V any more this is a shame.

Judy O.

Catching up on Netflix and then looked to
see when season 3 was coming. So sad to
see it was cancelled but look forward to
the movie!
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Gabriela R.

I love this show, it's brilliantly written and
represents women! We need more shows
like this, it can't be cancelled.

Anonymous

Don't mess this one up, Canada!

nanapatty

This is probably the best show out there..
Enjoyed by generations myself daughter
of a bomb girl and a navy WWII
sailor..my daughter and her teenage
daughters, Please continue this..great
program..historic..timely well
written..well acted..AWARD winning
program

Michael A.

Bomb Girls is the cats meow

Sari C.

My husband and I have loved this
remarkable show ...please extend this
show with more episodes!

Jan J.

Love the show! Please continue it so we
can enjoy their exploits!

Klair

I started watching Bomb Girls because it
reminded me of the stories my
grandmother told me about when she was
young. As I kept watching I started
realizing how much the world has
changed since then. Most war shows I've
seen focus on the men and little on the
huge role that women played during that
time. I want to Thank Bomb Girls for
giving me this insight into the world my
grandmother grew up in! There is nothing
else like it on Television!! Please save it!!

Prairie P.

We here in North Dakota would like to see
at least one more season of Bomb Girls.
Please.
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Susan M.

We love the bomb girls

Ellen T.

Please bring back bomb girls! Finally, an
intelligent captivating show that
combined all the elements of great
storytelling, including suspense, drama
and empathic characters but instead of
garnering praise, it is halted before its
time. Although I am not usually a history
aficionado and tend to watch American
television, my interest in Canadian
history was piqued by the great
storytelling and superb performances. I
was intrigued when I heard the names of
Canadian towns I have passed through
and wanted to learn more about their
past. The character development was
both riveting and diverse as we came to
know what made these people tick and
provided insight into the fabric of
Canadians society. Even the music drew
my attention and motivated me to
research the artist and song titles that
were featured. In addition, if all that
wasn`t enough there was even a super
attractive male who had both the looks
and depth of character to keep me
entertained. This show truly had a bit of
everything, in I particular I enjoyed
watching the fashion of the day and noted
how class difference was made most
apparent in the clothing that was worn.
Now, with this show cancelled all that
remains are silly American sitcoms, since
I live in Quebec I have taken to watching
the French stations since they at least
feature some intelligent content. Finally
there was an excellent Canadian show to
watch, so it is disappointing to see that a
production with so many fine elements
cannot be maintained. I am sorry for the
actors who gave powerful performances.
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I guess I will be spending even more time
on my computer which the people in
charge should know is an ever growing
trend, I believe that they should be
questioning these decisions with a
different outlook and reconsider keeping
this production .
Graham C.

Very disappointing that this great series
was cancelled! Wished I'd heard about the
cancellation earlier. I absolutely loved this
series.....incredible sets/ acting/ story
lines......VERY professionally put
together, and oh.....of course.....an
incredible cast!! It's sad that the real
trash-type series on TV these days gets
signed on year after year.....

Debra R.

Wow, i read a post from a fellow fan. And
i could not agree more. As a an American
fan, we are stuck with reality shows on
every turn. Just tonight i saw an ad
for...wait for it...Christmas lights
wars...really? I have a few American
dramas and comedies. But most of my
viewing pleasure comes from, Canada,
and UK. As a fan of history, this show is
another home run on Period shows. I am
truly saddened to be left hanging with so
much going on. This show is awesome.....
Please rethink the options.

Ingrid Z.

I just found this series on Netflix. I do not
see how you can wrap up WWII in a 2
hour movie and give these fabulous
character justice. I would definitely enjoy
another 2-3 season finish.

anonymous

Bonjour, I discovered Bomb Girls a few
months ago... But, oh my, what a
discovery! This show has exploded in my
face, no pun intended. Bomb Girls has
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taught me a lot and helped me greatly.
I've never had the opportunity to know
my grandfather, who was drafted into the
Nazi army corps. He was later captured
and tortured by the French army to serve
for them. My mother married an alcoholic
and abusive man who beat her and
cheated on her. One night when he was
drunk, he raped her, and nine months
later my half-brother was born. His father
died later from alcohol abuse, and my
mother married my father, a sweet and
funny Spanish man. I was born almost a
decade after they met. My father then
went to live in another country when I
was 4 years old. He could not stand being
with my mother, who was manicdepressive. I grew up with it, I helped her
get through every day life and took care of
her as best I could. My brother then
enlisted in the Air Force when he was
sixteen. I was six. There he began to
change, became violent, racist,
homophobic. He wanted me to fix my
failed Spanish education, because for him
the fact that I love my Spanish family was
not correct. I quickly learned that I am a
lesbian, having my first relationship with
a woman when I was 11 years old. My
brother went crazy, beat me and raped
me. My mother listened to him doing it
every night. And every night, she
remained silent. There was a time when
she reacted; she first asked me what she
had done to deserve this, and then she
told me to make an effort. During my
teens, I fell into a life of drugs, alcohol
and sex. At 13 years of age, I was going to
"street teen" parties. I drank and
gradually became addicted to cocaine.
The sexual, sometimes degrading
experiences became more and more
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frequent. I fled my home when I was
sixteen, the legal age in France to leave
school. I fled without a degree, without
money, without hope or self-esteem. And
from then onwards, I began to grow. At
present, I do not drink a single drop of
alcohol. I take no more drugs. I have a
fabulous girlfriend and three totally crazy
cats (they are important, my cats!), an
apartment of 90m² I pay for myself, and I
study law through evening classes so that
one day I might, I hope, help others and
get punishment for those who do not
respect life. Bomb Girls represents to me
everything I have fought for in recent
years. Love, hope, equality, life. The
episodes of the show have soothed me,
made me smile, laugh and cry. And they
have made me proud, proud of what I've
done so far, the person I am now. The
show told me that everyone, without
exception, one day, will suffer
discrimination. And in a sense, it showed
me a sad truth, even if the show takes
place in the 40's, some themes are still
valid today. For this, for these slices of life
you offered us--stories that fill us with
hope, courage and love--thank you. And I
wish with all my heart that Bomb Girls
will come back. Thank you all--actors,
directors, producers, behind the scenes
crew... A big thank you. Come, give us
courage again. I will fight with you,
because I know that this series is worth it;
because I know that hundreds, if not
thousands of others have found their own
courage upon seeing the show. I give you
all my love (and a lot of bombs for the
fight!)
Gail S.

love this show, please bring it back.
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Lupe C.

I just started watching this show, and you
cancelled it?!! DON'T!! It's an excellent
drama among so many crime and mystery
dramas on TV today. You need to find a
way to continue the series until the end of
WWII and the characters make their way
in life post-WWII. PLEASE KEEP BOMB
GIRLS ON THE AIR!

Ocean

Bomb Girls is to good to get cancelled it
rare to fine something so good on
telelvision that deals with history in an
interesting relatable way. it also
beautifully showcases the strength of
Canada and in particular it's women

OLIVIANA C.

WE NEED TO KEEP THIS AMAZING
SHOW ON TELEVISION.

Julie C.

Please bring back Bomb Girls! Many
viewers just heard about it for the first
time when the cancellation was
announced and then fell in love with it
when it was too late. Bring it back and
give them (and me - I've been watching
since the start) a chance!

Karisha

this show is really meaningful,and has
some of the best actors I have seen, also
it's way between then most of theses lame
shows we have in America

Amanda G.

Bomb Girls is a fabulous Canadian
television show that should be extended
not canceled.

Pilar

This show is critically acclaimed and one
of a kind, do not cancel it.

Leslie

what a shame!!! this show is amazing not
only that but it is canadian ANNNND it
shows what life could have been like for
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the people who shaped the society we now
live in. Please please please bring back
this show
Anonymous

I wholeheartedly agree with this petition.
In a world of oversexualized, mind-rotting
reality TV, this CANADIAN show, is
showing how great TV should be done. Do
not cancel this show!

Mikhaila

how can you cancel such a gem of a show?
I am truly disappointed

Rebecca J.

This is our suggestion box. Do NOT cancel
this show! You would be extremely foolish
to do so. If your network wants to make
money, then listen to the audience and
quit canceling shows that we love!

Kashmir A.

This is one of the best series I have even
seen and am astounded to find out that if
has been cancelled. You need to give
Bomb Girls another season at least!

Anonymous

another US fan who loves Bomb Girls-save women's history and this fantastic
show--it's too good to let go.

Larry B.

Easily one of the best dramas on tv...why
why why would you want to cancel it? I
am so sick of great shows leaving the air!
SHOWCASE or CTV should take it.

Liz S.

This show has been an incredible
inspiration for me. There are so few
shows on television with real, strong
female characters who exist outside of
romantic story lines. If any show right
now deserves a chance to flourish, it's this
one.
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TJ W.

Finally a good show with a good plot that
is not reality TV and it gets cancelled. A
CANADIAN show that is as good as this
should not be cancelled so easily. Quit
letting American TV trends control
Canadian television.

Stephanie K.

I have never seen myself reflected in a tv
show or movie as much as I have in Bomb
Girls. The storytelling and
characterbuilding ability demonstrated in
this show is beyond what you would find
in other shows. This show is simply too
good to let go. Too good to let end like
that.

Carla

This is one of the best shows I have seen
in years. Please keep it goings!

Dana

Each of these women you have shown us
during the course of Bomb Girls is smart,
independent, strong, and capable. They
are an inspiration to us dedicated viewers;
we have come to see a bit of ourselves in
each of them.

Kim

PLEASE do not cancel Bomb Girls. It is a
great show and I look forward to watching
it every week. It would be sad to cancel
such a great Canadian show that
showcases how strong women were
during the war.

Stew B.

If the show had "bombed" I could
understand the cancellation. Keep things
going on the production line!

Brendon G.

keep the show on the air man,i can,t get a
enough of it,loves it.

Sandra

I cannot believe that you are not renewing
this great program. I hope you change the
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plan!
Zamira

We love Bomb Girls.!!!!

Maria M.

i love this show dont cancel!

Regina M.

I live in US and all of my friends and
family are hooked on Bomb Girls. It is a
travesty to cancel such a great show.

Ashley

This is my favorite show! Please bring it
back!

NINA

Save BOMB GIRLS

Lori B.

If you've based your decision on ratings
then you are so far off the mark, it's
laughable. People all over the WORLD
have watched Bomb Girls, and are willing
to fight to keep the show in production.

Lilia N.

I love everything about this show. The
story, the characters, the way women
were important in World War II, fashion,
figures, everything! Is the best show on
television today. Every week I was
prepared to see. so sad.

Lilia L.

Please don't cancel Bomb Girls!!

Julia X.

I love Bomb Girls!! Is the best tv show
EVER!!! Do not cancel!! PLEASE!!

Craig

best show ,please reconsider it has so
many fans.

John M.

One of the best television dramas on TV
today. Great writing, great actors and
Canadian! Keep it going.
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Felicia C.

The show is simply incredible, the
writing, the acting, the stories. There have
been many shows on the war, but few
have every told the story of women and
the war outside the war of bullets and
actual battlefields. There has rarely been a
show which has been able to portray such
real and strong women without being
overly heavy-handed (ie Look at me I'm
such a strong woman character). The
women in Bomb Girls are simply women
trying to lead their lives and fight for such
a right, which remains a struggle for many
up till today. Personally for me, I enjoy
the show tremendously, and even though
I live practically halfway across the world
I eagerly await each new episode. Also,
with the end of season 2, I feel that there
is just so much more story to tell for all
the girls. Don't let it end here please. Be a
part of something amazing and save
Bomb Girls.

Sarah

Save the show please! It's amazing and
the fans really love it!

Anonymous

Bomb Girls is superbly crafted,
entertaining television viewing... so
refreshing after all this cheap to produce
reality TV.

Ali M.

I'm a fan who just discovered this show &
Netflix (only season one) & am saddened
to learn that it has been cancelled when so
many others make it. This show is
AMAZING! Powerful, inspiring, I love it!
PLEASE SAVE IT & BRING IT TO
AMERICA! This Wilmington, North
Carolina, United States fan needs it.

John N.

Great show always look forward to
watching it. Much better than most of the
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trashy American shows
Wanda W.

Please cancel one of the many reality
shows instead of a quality show like
Bombgirls.

Lisa C.

why pull a quality show?? the culture
drain will just continue. sad. save bomb
girls.

Anonymous

If at all possible, PLEASE do not cancel
Bomb Girls!

Beth B.

my grandmother was a bomb girl!!..she
worked at the general electric company of
Ontario at eglington and warden in
scarborough...my grandmother was
sixteen at the time. She had to lie about
her age to be able to work there because
she had to support her family...she has
since died and not a day goes by that I
don't think about her and the strong
woman that she was...this show must stay
so that my grandmother and all the
woman that were with her in that factory
can have a voice and let their stories
finally be told and not forgotten

Anonymous

Please save this remarkable show!!!!!!

Rhea L.

I love this show and watch it on Reelz in
U.S. Please reconsider and bring it back
for another season. It's too good to cancel.

Maggie C.

Save Bomb Girls!

Alison F.

Amazing to watch a female-centric show,
detailling the contribution made by
women during WW2. Bomb Girls has
really strong writing and performances,
with characters that I can relate to and
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don't often see portrayed on screen. It is
the only show of its kind on TV.
Anci

You could do 6 episodes instead of 12 for
season 3 again! c'mon you can do it! don't
end it like that! #hope

Sherry L.

Such a good canadian show. We want it
back!

Jacquie H.

This is an excellent weekly show. TV
stations need to provide intelligent tv
drama for those of us who are not willing
to watch the drivel that is shown.

Gayda J.

One of the best Canadian shows ever.
How can you even consider cancelling it??

Sandra D.

support Canadian TV we do

Kristina

this show is amazing I have never seen a
show like it before.

Sharon N.

This is by far my favourite show on tv...I
look forward to it each week. It would be a
terrible loss to have it cancelled!!!

Lori C.

Please keep making this show. I really do
not want to lose it!

Madeleine

Why would you cancel a terrific Canadian
award winning program that's watch
every week by so many people!

Katie B.

I love this show! Please renew it!

Grant

Promote the exploits of Canadians not the
rehashed U.S. drivel that is the usual fare
on TV.
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Rachelle M.

It is wonderful to watch a Canadian made
tv show about strong Canadian women
Don't give up on a great show.

Laura W.

Please don't cancel this excellent
program. Quality television is so rare
these days.

Peggy S.

Save my favorite show !!

Andrea S.

This was one of the best shows on tv - an
absolute shame it has been cancvelled.

Lara S.

This show has meant a great deal to me
personally, as I like to see how all the
different story lines and issues have
played out. From income disparity and
women's rights in the workplace, to LGBT
and racial issues, Bomb Girls had it all! A
show of this caliber deserves resolution.
Please grant the show a 3rd season and a
Finale Movie! Thank you!

Jovanna

#savebombgirls

Kavita S.

Please do not cancel this show, we need a
closure.

Arden J.

Bomb Girls is hands down the most
amazing TV drama I've EVER seen. It's
the first show I've watched over and over,
and still got something new out of it each
time. The script is amazing and original,
and the actors are so skilled at bringing
the characters to life, I get lost in their
world, and when the episode ends, I feel
lost upon re-entering reality. I don't want
these amazing characters' stories to end!

Mary

This is a high-quality programme: wellacted and well-written. It deals with
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interesting thematic issues that are often
under-developed in the mainstream
media, and does so with a wholly
engaging range of characters. To abandon
this show would be to leave a significant
gap in the market.
Siri N.

renew bomb girls, i wanna see how this
war ends!!

Graham B.

As a history student, Canadian history is
underrepresented in film and tv. Never
mind the shows fresh perspective on
WWII, focusing on the homefront and
from the strong female cast of characters.
Not to mention how I love the costumes,
music and dancing. Please save this show,
Global!

Claudia

Esta serie muestra un punto de vista
diferente pero real en lo que fue la
participacion de la mujer en la guerra,
ellas tambien son heroinas y con este
show se da un reconocimiento a esas
mujeres que dia a dia salian a buscar la
forma de ayudar a sus hijos y esposos
(Translation: This series shows a different
view and a true picture of the
participation of women in the war, they
are also heroines and this show honours
those women who tried every day to find
ways to help their sons and husbands)

Anonymous

Love this show and the characters, would
love to see it continue another season, but
would settle for a tv movie with closure to
the storylines.

Elizbeth M.

This is a truely entertaining show that
shows a awesome time period in canadian
history. It shows relavent issues of the
time and is very well written. They
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tastefully cover lqbt issues and other
cultural issues of the time very well.
PLEASE keep them around or have
another channel pick them up their story
is not over.
Kirsten & Steve
M.

my husband and i started watching this
wonderful series when it started and were
floored that isnt not being renewed. this
series is a jem and needs to be saved no
buts ifs or ands. I have even dvred it for
my 9 yr old son who has been asking
about ww2 a lot and how we were at home
during it. being the granddaughter of a
vet and the grand daughter of another
immigrant canadian that almost got put
into an internment camp this put a face
on both sides of the coin. My generation is
heading into our 40's my parents are in
their 60's and theya re the children of the
war age... the children of today need to be
made aware of how things were. This
series helps put it in perspective and gets
conversations going about things that
never should be forgotten. My god I even
dug out my late grandmother's war cake
recipe and tried it..( totally gross) but it
was a recipe that was standard during the
war. Please save bomb girls and renew it
it's part of our heritage as canadians and
part of history that should never be
forgotten.

Angela W.

Please don't cancel this show! It is so
good!

Ana S.

We need to know what our parents,
grandparents, aunts and uncles
experienced. Please help preserve history.

Kathy D.

Please save this quality entertainment
which is SO rare these days.
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Anonymous

I'm in love with this show and there is
absolutely nothing else like it on TV!

Elaine H.

This show is tto good to cancel after such
a short run. Please reconsider or perhaps
another tv network can pick it up??

Lauren H.

I would trade any show on TV to keep this
one on the air.

Hannah

There is too much to be finished, don't
leave us hanging.

Jim W.

This is a superb and entertaining show all
canadians should be proud of.give it
another season, promote it properly.treat
it like the gem itis instead og going 11
monthe between seasons and yanked for
6 weeks for the millionth itiration
ofsurvivor. do not cancel itglobal! Be
proud of it! You have created exceptional
television!

Anonymous

Global should be so proud of this show.
Great acting, narrative. Realistic role
models for young women. A history
lesson without pushing. Bring it back and
I will support your sponsors.

Anonymous

Only just got into this show but I'd love to
see more!

Flora M.

Please reconsider this decision. It's such a
worthwhile show, both enlightening and
entertaining !

Trinda W.

This is far too amazing of a show to
cancel!

Roberta S.

What a shame to cancel such a
wonderfully scripted, acted and
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historically relevant show. Bring it back
for several more seasons. I set my PVR
and watch religiously!!! Don't cancel the
best Canadain made show! Continue to
make Canada proud!
Nazanien

Please, as a young woman from Toronto
that takes great inspiration from the 30's
and 40's this show is one of my favourites,
please do not cancel it. To be able to see
how women in my own city would act in
that era is inspirational and keeps me on
the edge of my seat, not to mention up
dancing along with the music. Please
reconsider a season 3. Thank you.

Anonymous

Bring in Season 3!!!!!

Anonymous

I started watching this show after my
mom recommended it to me! It's
frustrating that good Canadian content
gets cancelled for reality-tv crap. After a
bajillion seasons of Survivor, are people
really watching anything new? The time
period and fashions of Bomb Girls is
incredibly enchanting, and the fact that
it's set in Canada makes it even more fun
to watch!

Jules W.

why get rid of a popular show. Save Bomb
Girls a great shoe

Laurie S.

To end Bomb Girls' stellar lesbian Betty
with a murder-jail storyline is simply
following a historical pattern of media
homophobia wherein women whose
sexuality is unconventional are written to
die, become sick or are otherwise socially
punished. This is unacceptable,
homophobic, not to mention very low
brow.
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Kelsey

Bomb Girls is an award-winning,
critically-acclaimed show with a steady
fanbase, and somehow it has been
cancelled? Rather than tell the stories of
the men and women who fought on the
Canadian home front during WWII,
Global would rather fill its slot with some
syndicated American reality show. It's
time to support quality programming that
relates the stories of a diverse cast of
characters with integrity and humanity.

Lindsay D.

Please rethink the cancellation of Bomb
Girls. I haven't been as engrossed in a
show in a long time, and it's refreshing to
see the story of how WWII affected the
Canadian homefront. This is not only
important history for women like myself,
but important history for the world written, acted, and produced at a topnotch level. I only see Bomb Girls gaining
more and more success and viewership as
time goes on, it would really be a shame
to miss out on that. Please, give this
unique program another chance.

Evelyn H.

this is important to me because you have
cancelled a great show. this show isnt just
another series, it represent the heardships
women had to go through during that
time period and the new grudges and
liberties that the inherited from their
husbands. and i personally find this
fascinating because as a young viewer this
how i have a glimpse into our countries
past and all the historical events that took
place in a way i actually enjoy indulging
myself in

Tara

I watch virtually no television. Haven't for
years now. A friend told me about Bomb
Girls on Netflix and I can't get enough!
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I'm desperate to see these women's stories
continue! Please! Bring them back to us
next season! We need more shows with a
moral compass like this!
Matthew B.

This show is amazing. Among the great
shows of this century so far. It is building
an audience in America. Everyone I have
convinced to watch it has LOVED it. DO
NOT CANCEL THIS AMAZING SHOW!!!

Robert & Ginette This is a GREAT series! Why cancel a
winner? There is so much trash TV
S.
(reality shows) that this one was
entertaining, exciting, and historical - all
in one. DO NOT CANCEL IT - PLEASE!
Libby S.

Please keep this amazing program on the
air for season 3!

Vasimon

Good show like Bomb Girls should be
continually made and allowed to
broadcast.

Elizabeth G.

This show is truly amazing and I'm a huge
fan! Please reconsider your decision.

Anonymous

Great series...wonderful acting....

Charmaine B.

This is a favourite show. Please don't end
it!

Andréanne P.

Bomb Girls is an amazing show that teach
us the strengh,pride and courage of the
canadians during WW2. It is well written
and amazingly played. We need this show
back on air.

Lise

It is a great show, and i personaly think
that there is so much to do with it. Please
give it an other shot
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Julie

Please save my show

Anonymous

this is about Canada, not about the way
Americans mess our history up. We need
to have our history told by Canadians and
this show is about women who were
strong and brave and helped win a war.

Rick

Great Canadian show.

Kathryn M.

One of the best period dramas I have seen
on TV in recent years. It must be brought
back for more seasons!

Anonymous

I really like this show please don't cancel
it

Sophia P.

I love this show! It gives me a view into
the world my grandparents lived in
during their youth. My grandfather was a
rear gunner with the RAF, and this time
was the prime of his life. Aside from that,
the characters are so strong and
interesting, I could watch endless seasons
of Bomb Girls!

Sarah G.

A strong show lead by equally strong
female characters depicting women's vital
contributions to the war effort needs to be
shown through to the end, not given a
shabby cancellation.

Chrysty

The tv series teaches us a lot about world
war 2 and how the system operates back
then.

Daria R.

This Is One of the Best Shows on TV
Today Please Keep It Alive. The Time and
Generation we Need to keep in Our
Memories and Learn More about
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Debbie G.

I love the Bomb Girls - please don't end
this great series!

Jennifer R.

Please don't cancel the show. It is
wonderful and different as well as
superbly acted.

John T.

We, in the U.S. need to see more shows
like this. It helps put in perspective the
larger truth that America did NOT win
WW II ALONE as many of my
countrymen believe. My only question is
why this show was kept secret for so long.
I had to stumble across it on a "if you
liked this you might like this" teaser!

Amber L.

Please save this quality, most heartfelt
humble show on television! I cannot live
w out this show! Please!

Anonymous

We need shows with strong characters.

Caitlyn C.

just discovered this amazing show!

Anonymous

All seasons need to be available in a DVD
format that will work in the US....there
are many fans here who want to continue
to replay this wonderful show. I would
also like to share it with my mother who
doesn't get this on her cable as she lived
these stories as a young girl.

Alexandra B.

fucking good show

Sandra P.

I've watched little else on TV other than
bomb girls we want season three!

Chashawna A.

please dont cancel bomb girls
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Kim U.

I don't watch a lot of TV, I normally wait
until a show I like is out on DVD and then
buy the DVD... With Bomb Girls, I can't
wait for the DVD. It's that good. I can't
wait until the season wraps up -- I must
know what's going on ASAP. Please,
PLEASE, P-L-E-A-S-E bring Bomb Girls
back for a season 3. It's amazing
television.

Claire

This show is so original, so real, so
entertaining and so inspirational. The
women are so strong and are represented
so WELL. Bomb Girls has helped me
become more comfortable with who I am.
I really do not want it to be cancelled. :(

Marnie R.

I want Bomb Girls to continue!!

Caroline G.

Please give this show a proper send-of!

Shirley H.

LOVE the show- esp. w/ Rosie
O'Donnell!. Most of my friends didn't
have REELZ on their cable list. Can't you
partner with History Channel?

Anonymous

I love this show, it is well made and very
good actresses and actors, please keep the
show on!

Jane R.

Very smart, well directed and played
show.

Natalie

This is such a great show and relief from
reality TV and game shows. Hope every
effort counts to bring the show back.

Sarah D.

Please bring back Bomb Girls! You will
have great ratings and support. Give back
to those who support your industry!
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Yaacov L.

Outstanding historical drama. Should be
fully actualized.

Robert B.

please bring the show back. Thank you

Steve R.

Please renew Bomb girls. This series
depicts the important role the men and
women at home played in the war effort. I
cannot believe Global could allow this
well made show to slip away after two
seasons. It is truly Canadian and we
should be proud to have this show
available to us. In a time when successive
generations are gradually losing
awareness of our role in the "Great Wars"
this show is of importance. It will be a sad
day when we no longer have this series.
Sad indeed!

Arroll S.

One of the best dramas out there. Please
don't let this be the end. We need good
Canadian TV!

Elizabeth S.

This show is the best! It`s so down to
earth and well researched and what a
wonderful change from that godawful
reality T.V.!!!

William T.

SAVE THIS SHOW!!!

Adrianne C.

Please continue such high quality
television!

Tarquini P.

Renew this serie, it is the BEST I've ever
seen! Don't disappoint the fans ! We're
addicted to it!

Lynda G.

I love the show and do not want it
discontinued.
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Heather

SAVE BOMB GIRLS!!!!!

Elizabeth B.

We want to encourage Canadian made
shows for movies and TV. Please don't
cancel Bomb Girls.

Mary W.

this is a great show that captures a period
in time that reflects the role of women
and their place in soicety.

Shannon

please don't cancel this show!!

Eden

I live in the US. I'm a university student.
So I have to go out of my way when I want
to watch Bomb Girls. And it is totally
worth it every time. I can't remember the
last time I've seen a show with such a
commitment to a well-rounded, fullydeveloped portrayal of its female
characters. Bomb Girls is the only show
on TV today that always (or even often)
passes the Bechdel Test. And it does it
well. Though characters frequently
experience sexism /within/ the narrative
of the show, they don't experience sexism
/by/ the narrative of the show. While Vera
is often the victim of bullying and
harassment, she is still given the
opportunity to own her sexuality, without
being shamed for it by the writers or
directors. Bomb Girls treats women like
people in a way I've never seen before.
And it's good. It's really, really good. If
you want to hear about the way the show
is uniquely and refreshingly feminist I'll
be happy to tell you. I could talk for ages
about the beautiful sets and costumes, the
fantastic scripts, and the emotional
investment I've made in the characters
and stories. But I know that's not what
you want to hear. You want to hear about
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the money. I'm ready to buy the crap out
of the DVDs and any other merchandise
you can sell me. I have a wall covered with
posters from my favorite shows and a
windowsill lined with Star Trek action
figures. I would love to have Bomb Girls
merchandise to add to that collection. If
the show stops airing and you stop selling
it, I can't give you any of my money. I
would pay you to watch the episodes if
that's what it took. And I tell every woman
I know to watch this show. Which means
that much more revenue for you. Please,
please consider renewing the show. I do
not ever sign online petitions. I am
signing this one.
Anonymous

Save bomb girls!

Agnes M.

I know I speak for many friends in my age
group who love this show and prefer it to
the stupid reality shows which are the
only other options these days. Please keep
this show alive. Thanks

Meghan H.

This is one of my favorite shows. I would
rather watch this than Survivor any day!

Mary K.

Bomb Girls is one of the best shows on
TV. Why it is being cancelled is beyond
me. It is well written, well acted, and has
great costumes and sets. Don't cancel a
great CANADIAN show - there are too few
of them!

Cathie H.

I love this show!. Quality television and
proudly Canadian.. Please keep it on the
air!

Sophie L.

This show is amazing and unique please
do not stop it airing and renew it for a
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third season.
Anonymous

Really love Bomb Girls. Please do not
cancel.

Anonymous

Please bring this quality show back. Too
much crap on TV today, time for Historic
series like this to stay alive. Thanks

Wendy I.

please save this very important and
intelligent show.

Gaye K.

my mother worked in a factory making
bombs during the war, so this series is
particularly nostalgic for me.

Ariel M.

Bomb Girls is an important, moving, and
absolutely unique show that deserves to
stay on the air. I would watch at least 8
seasons of it - bring it back!

Julia

This show is amazing!

SkepticalChick
J.

Please don't cancel this show. It's hard to
find quality shows these days. This show
has a ton of fans, so give it another shot.

Stephanie M.

Please reinstate Bomb Girls!!

Sylvain H.

Please give BOMB GIRLS a chance.

Lori K.

It is such a disappointment that Global
cancelled this unique and wonderful
show. Bomb Girls was a wonderful show
and a wonderful break from the
overwhelming number of
police/doctor/lawyer shows. I hope that
Global doesn't plan to replace this
wonderful show with another poor
Canadian copy of a successful US show.
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Daniela H.

please dont cancel this show. Its
amazing!!!

Bethany

dont' cancel this program - it's the best
program I have ever seen!

Sherry N.

Why in the name of God would you cancel
such a great show. It's one of the few that
I have any loyalty for.

Troy N.

Why cancel a great Canadian Show

Stephanie W.

This is a well written show that focused
on the lives of women, we do not have
many shows that do this. It showed a side
of history that has been forgotten and
shows how a movement was started that
lead us to today.

Michelle L.

This is such a good show!

Jason T.

This is a magnificent series touch on so
many different items not usually covered
in media portrayals of WWII. -it provides
a Canadian viewpoint, something not
often seen in the media. -rather than
being set on the frontlines, this shows
WWII from the Canadian home front. -its
central characters are women, an
important voice in the war effort yet
rarely focused on in media productions. -a
fascinating hard look at how Canada
treated "enemy aliens" (e.g., Marco
Moretti and his family) As a student and a
teacher of Canadian history, I feel that
this series provides a unique look at
Canada in WWII, and I have
recommended the series not only to
family and friends, but to my students as
a tool for learning a new aspect of a key
point in the history of this great country.
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Please allow this series to continue on.
Ashley W.

I live in the U.S. and I love this show!
Please bring it back!

Harnaz H.

this is my favorite show one of the only
things i look forward to, plus no other
show is based on the 40s and on WWII
about women making bombs

Jennifer K.

My wife and I love Bomb Girls!! This
show demonstrates strong female roles
and brings to life a time in Canadian
history that most young people know
nothing about! What better way to get
people into Canadian History!! We love
that the story lines are strong and
meaningful and that, while there is adult
relationships, there is no nudity but
plenty to imagine! We also love that the
characters are believable, lovable and
multi- cultural. Please, please create a 3rd
etc season or at the very least a movie to
provide closer for the characters we have
come to know, love and root for! With so
much crap on TV, it is a pleasant feeling
to tune into Bomb Girls. We look forward
to it all week!!!

Yolanda

Save Bomb girls! Save a lesbian!

Grace H.

Save this wonderful Canadian show!

Dawne W.

Bomb Girls is smart, with great acting,
wonderful writing for the characters and
uniquely Canadian. We love Bomb Girls.
We will never stop loving Bomb Girls. We
plan to go down fighting.

Noémie D.

An awesome show should never be nipped
in the bud!
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Rachel D.

this amazing show still has great stories to
tell.

Deanna

RENEW BOMB GIRLS!

Stacy

RENEW BOMB GIRLS!

Nikole B.

Please bring around another season!
Theres no show out there like bomb girls
and its truly a canadian show to be proud
of!

Kathy S.

I HOPE THAT YOU PEOPLE THINK
TWICE BEFORE YOU CANCELL ONE
OF THE BEST SHOWS EVER!!!!! IT HAS
HISTORY. SHOW THE WAY FAMILIES
WERE HOW FRIENDS PULLED
TOGETHER!. PLEASE PLEASE!!!!!!!!!!!
DONT CANCELL THIS SHOW

Jimena M.

A fantastic show with relevance to today's
women, it is both engaging and addictive.
Words cannot begin to describe how
quickly this show burrowed its way into
my heart, and I implore you to reconsider
renewing the series.

Gavin P.

A quality tv show that depicts the
homefront in WWII with realism and
depth.

Tiffany B.

Bomb Girls is truly an amazing and
unique Canadian show. It is literally the
ONLY television show that I MUST and
do watch on a weekly basis. It reminds us
of a very important part of our history
that seems to have been forgotten and left
out in the dark. It is so beautifully
scripted and played. Please, you can' et rid
of it!
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Irene C.

So little with such strong female roles on
tv.. save Bomb Girls.

Natalie L.

LOVE the show. Please don't cancel it!

Anonymous

Please keep the show going, I really enjoy
the way they show women working in the
factories.

Diane D.

Please bring back Bomb Girls. I honestly
can't take another reality show!!!!!

D. M.

This is the first show I have faithfully
watched on t.v. in about twenty years. I
have not missed an episode and would
love to see a Season 3 and DVDs. I already
own Season 1 on DVD. This show should
not die. If Global is out then CBC should
pick it up. I'd love to see my tax dollars go
towards continuing Bomb Girls

Nancy J.

This is the best historical drama on TV!
Why ever would you cancel it? Please save
Bomb Girls!!!

Jasmine L.

Geezus. Please do NOT cancel this show.
Finally there is something on television
that honors *every* single race,
orientation, gender, and background in a
unified way. Your viewers can't wait to see
this show. If it had any trouble ratingswise it was not due to the show content,
but rather due to bad marketing. BRING
IT BACK!! Season 3 MUST happen. Other
than the horrible spy storyline, everything
about this show is perfect. Cancelling this
show will be a bigger debacle than when
FOX cancelled Arrested Development
years ago. Don't make that mistake!!

Max O.

We deserve great Canadian television
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shows.
Lesley

Come'on...finally Canadian TV I look
forward to every week and you're
cancelling it?

Barbara H.

Very disappointed to hear about
cancellation of Bombgirls. We have
watched it since the beginning and have
been very proud of the quality of the
production. One of the few good shows on
T v. May have to switch to computer
downloads instead of T v.

Craig S.

Love the show! Good acting and good
storylines.

Charlotte

Please keep the show for more seasons

Annamarie

This is a great all american show there is
nothing like it please don't cancel

Nadia T.

Please save this show. This is one of the
best Canadian televsion shows as it
represents our history and the plight of
women!!!

Anonymous

Finally a show I could really enjoy! And
now it's gone. Please allow us the viewers
to have some choice in what we watch.

Lindsay P.

This show provides me another topic of
discussion with my husband, as it reflects
on history. It links me to my history and
ancestory. Please do all you can to keep it
alive!

Karen T.

Please. Take a stand for good
programming. Don't simply rely on a
typical model of reality shows and
sitcoms. Do the right thing. Please.
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Stephanie G.

It's a fantastic show, please continue it!

Betty S.

Keep Bomb Girls on the air. One of the
best shows in along time. I loved it

Lee-anne L.

please keep this show on the air!! it is
fantastic and shows such an important
part of history

Amy

Bring back Bomb Girls! Its one of the few
shows I liked on global, actually the only
reason I watched global at all.....guess I'm
not watching global now :-(

Adriana G.

Keep the show!!!! There is such GREAT
talent in Canada from the actors to the
writers to the producers!!! This is OUR
time to shine!

Misty S.

This is the best show.ive seen.this show
being together wemen everywhere.

C. D.

A great piece of Canadian history that
needs to be told to keep their memory
alive!! Bring it

Sandy H.

Bomb Girls must continue! It has so much
potential to widen the Canadian television
industry, and can help Canadians get
more business with other
flim/television/entertainment from other
countries. Help Canada grow!

Ann S.

Season 3 please! This show is brilliant!

Laura G.

I love Bomb Girls! It's my favorite show.
It's refreshingly different than all the
other shows currently out there!

Kent P.

Great for women.
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Tiffany S.

My great-grandmoter worked in
Tennessee to help make part of the atomic
bomb, & this show has a lot of
sentimental value to me. I also think that
the women that worked in the factories
did their part in the war-effort, & we
should do our part in recognizing them
for it. Bomb Girls is one of my all-time
favorite shows, & the cast is amazing!

Ann T.

lets save this show!!

Cynthia

I watch Bomb Girls. It is my favorite
show.

Susan S.

I want season 3,4,5....

Trish A.

This is the best Canadian show in many
many years- cancelling it is short-sighted

Shantella B.

Please give us another season! Me and my
17 year old daughter so enjoy it. A very
good show with strong writing and classic
societal issues.

Barbara S.

Please do not cancel Bomb Girls. It's the
best show I've seen in many years!

Lydia

please save bomb girls this show is
amazing.

Robin A.

Bomb Girls is refreshing compared to the
many reality shows that many of the
networks carry these days. It touches on
real issues that occurred during that era
and were not talked about. Please
reconsider and reinstate Bomb Girls.

Jen

Please don't take away this amazing
television show.
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Valentin G.

One of the few TV shows I actually
enjoyed. What a pitty and wasted talent if
it is really cancelled for good. Please,
reconsider!

Jackie P.

Loved the series and I don't watch much
television anymore.

Anonymous

Love this show! Please don't cancel. It's
one of the few decent shows on T.V.

Anna A.

Save the show!! BRING ON SEASON
3!!!!!

Linda P.

There has always been a criticism of
Canadian history being "boring" and not
given the credit or attention it is due. Now
we have a wonderful show full of
incredible Canadian history with a loyal
following of young and old alike, and
short sightedly - it has been cancelled.
Please do not deprive us of great
Canadian entertainment and the chance
to remember all those who fought for our
freedoms to express our opinions. "Bomb
Girls" is a great way to engage our people
in working together for the future.

Annemarie R.

Love the show in the States

Lexie A.

such a great series!

Kerrianne F.

We Can Do It!!!

Anonymous

THIS SHOW IS TOO GOOD TO DROP. I
just found out about it as it was coming to
an end and caught myself up in a matter
of days. Such a great story and teh
audience can really connect with the
characters all the while learning a bit of
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Canadian history, and the progression of
women's rights. So much value in this
show!
Ana R.

I'm an immigrant to Canada, and
watching Bomb Girls inspired me. I love
the strong characters and the female
power and determination. I just watched
the final episode of season 2 and when I
looked for the season 3 premier date I
found out about its cancellation. I look
toward to see the rest of the stories.
Please take into account this petition, if
the series wasn't popular people wouldn't
bother to do this!

Lotte

Love this show

Janet P.

Love the show! Would love for it to
continue or at least a TV movie for
closure.

Susan T.

We love this show! I watch it with my
parents, who do not get online. So
consider this as 3 votes to keep the show
going!

Vio

We need a third season of Bomb Girls. It's
way too good to be cancelled!!

Elsie D.

I love this show and the cast.

Lois L.

when a show can make you think, cry,
laugh, worry and care about every
character as does Bomb Girls, WHY
would the powers that be, decide it is a
good idea to kill it?!!

Courtney R.

Season 3! And 4! And 5! Please!!!
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Linda S.

This was a wonderful program and has a
GROWING fan base, therefore it's
ridiculous to cancel it

Kiki J.

Save this show

Anonymous

Really hope you guys consider doing at
least one more season! Long live the blue
shift!

Colleen W.

I love the show "Bomb Girls". It's one of
the best TV shows on right now! It has a
wonderfully canadian feeling and I am
proud that we make it here. Please keep it
on the air. Thank you!

Linda W.

Please do not cancel Bomb Girls. It is my
favorite show!

Pat & Brian L.

Finally a show that we can sit down to
watch with out it being filled with Reality
Shows, which in reality is just wanna be
actors. Let's bring back TV programming
and start cancelling some of these reality
shows. May end up with more viewers.

Dorothy M.

This is a show unique among thousands,
bringing to the forefront strong female
characters that are rich and layered.
Instead of being merely entertainment,
Bomb Girls is moving, inspiring,
motivating, and part of Canadian history.
This would not happen to a US historical
based TV show. Please renew it for a third
season.

John B.

This is a magnificently crafted show that
portrays a rarely remembered important
part of Canadian history. It is important
because it shows through rich characters
and superb writing the struggles and
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triumphs of these many diverse
Canadians who overcame many obstacles
and supported one another displaying the
all-to-rare altruism that has made the
Canadian character and country great,
this is much needed today.
Lorraine R.

Love the show, proud to seesome of the
Canadians part in ww11

Laurie M.

I am a WW11 history buff and this was an
amazing opportunity to see how the
Canadian women took up the challenge
following 5 different women of the time. I
sat with my 15 year old daughter each
week for two seasons to watch and learn
more about that time and how life was. It
was and has been an eye opener for her
and enabled us to discuss life for women
and men during that period of time and
how things have changed. Talking
sacrifices and love of country has given
her just a brief glimpse into history that
actually interested her. As a teenager and
a girl, war stories do not interest her or
her friends but this show was different
and it captured their imaginations
allowing for discussion at school and at
lunches. That is a worthy show!

Diane B.

Best show in many, many years! Fools to
cancel it.

Melissa

It's a wonderful show - please keep it
around! Keeping making the big effort to
keep good Canadian talent on line.

Paul M.

We need a reminder of the horrors of
WWII. My Dad fought at Omaha Beach.
He would not discuss the war. I was not
allowed a gun as a child because he knew
the horrors created by guns. I visited a
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concentration camp in 2002. I stood in
front of an oven one foot away and I stood
in the showers. We cannot forget the
events of 70+ years ago.
Jennifer M.

Be smart-keep Bomb Girls running!

Elizabeth H.

Bomb Girls is a refreshing break from
tiresome reality shows..I love it and was
disappointed to find out it had been
cancelled. With TV PVR capabilities when
it was moved to Monday I would always
PVR it and tune in later if it conflicted
with something else I wanted to watch!

Gilbert B.

Bomb Girls is a more realistic show about
events in Ontario during WWII. I find it
useful in that it shows that WWII was not
won just by the USA with a little help
from the rest of the allied countries. It has
a great Canadian flavour. Don't cancel it.

Anonymous

please dont cancel!

Clare M.

This show was not only a great way to
showcase Canadian history in a relevant
manner, but it was also all around
creatively beautiful.

Elizabeth M.

Please save an amazing show that breaks
the mold of all other lame cop drama. The
depth of charaters and cultural situations
is well represented Please Keep a good
show going.

Anonymous

It is very rare to find a Canadian made TV
show with actual Canadian content, based
on events that actually happened in
Canada. I love this show and hope the
network will re-consider a 3rd season.
With all the garbage shows and reality TV
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out there, this is one of the only drama
shows I watch. Please keep it going and
continue to empower women and
Canadians alike. Thank you.
Jen

Love this show. Please don't cancel it!

Anonymous

Save the show!! I haven't come across a
show like this in a long time.. to cancel it
would mean more garbage reality shows
on tv!

C. D.

Amazing show, loose ends to tie up,
please don't cancel!

Louise L.

Wow, where to start. It is a mistake
canceling Bomb Girls. It is a smart, sexy,
edgy tv show that is filling in the gaps for
this viewer between all the other old,
already been done tv shows out there. It is
wrong to keep canceling new tv shows
that challenge the viewer and are
imaginative. Thanks a lot for sucking out
the creativity in the tv shows you offer.

Michael D.

Keep this show going, it is unique in every
way.

Roxanne D.

This show revives a long forgotten era, it
is fabulous in every way

Anonymous

Bomb Girls is the only sensible program
on television! I fell in love after the first
episode. Please don't let us down.

Tasha W.

Bring Bomb Girls back!

Anonymous

The show is fresh and well written. Give it
time to develop a bigger following. It
needs more press coverage in the US.
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Judy I.

Well written, well casted. Please bring
back Bomb Girls!

Melody M.

I live in the States. THis is an excellent
show but I could only view it on Netflexs.
Don't be Hollywood - keep producing
quality television and grow your audience
in the States!

Natalie

SAVE this show..

Beth P.

Television is so inundated right now with
reality garbage shows that finding Bomb
Girls has been a breath of fresh air! As a
history teacher, I have been so impressed
with this series, and as a woman I have
loved how you have portrayed the women
of this era. Please give us more of Bomb
Girls, not less!!

Chris B.

Bomb Girls is a gem! The sets, costumes,
and scripts are spot on. The cast is a well
tuned ensemble. We love it down here in
Asheville, North Carolina! Please don't
kill a great thing like BG.

Laura M.

Save our show!

Anonymous

Excellent relevant (Historical) Canadian
Content...... which you seem to be always
looking for, and guess what - "no singing
contest" !

Richard S.

I couldn't believe my eyes when I read
that Bomb Girls was cancelled. I have
loved watching this tv series about women
and about a time period that has not been
touched on in a long time. I think it is
entertaining at the same time it is
informative and historic. Please continue
making Bomb Girls.
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Lisa M.

This show is a prime example of quality
TV from Canada. Many Canadians
(justifiably) complain that Americans
know nothing about Canada; this show is
how Canadians can proudly show
Americans and others what they are about
as a nation. It is just outstanding drama,
period and something that is in short
supply these days!

Roxanne B.

Great show and proudly Canadian!!

Anonymous

Please save this wonderful show....and
some publicity would have helped. I just
found it a few weeks ago...then went back
and watched the first season in a day.
Love, love, love it1

Debra F.

I love this show! It gives us an insight on
how life may have been and how women
were so important during the war by
ebtering the workplace and face adOne of
the best shows yet and not junk like those
reality tv shows.

Rev. Paige W.

This is by far and away the most original
show on TV right now. Nothing else is as
supportive of strong female characters, as
gracious to all its characters. There is a
market for this. Please bring it back!

Russell G.

Bomb Girls is such an incredibly well
researched, written, and acted show.
Bomb Girls is a breath of fresh air with all
the fluff and pablum on TV today. Please
reconsider your decision and give the
show another season. Thank you for your
time.

Rasheda

this is the best show, i would love to see it
on the air again.
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Anonymous

Please keep Bomb Girls, it is a great
show....I really enjoy watching
it....PLEASE Keep this show on TV. There
is not a lot of good productions on TV-reality shows are not good. Thank you.

Shelley S.

Yeah Bomb Girls - even the moms at
hockey (all of us 40+ years old) were
talking about Bomb Girls. We love the
retro fashions, along with the story line!
Keep Bomb Girls - I'm sure that it can be
scheduled at a time when Survivor won't
interfere with the ratings - that is poor
planning on the part of Global TV!

Brian I.

ITs a terrific show that shows what our
women went through while the men were
away...they helped keep us going and hold
up the home front. Great writing and
characters...please think about saving it.

Ashley I.

Bomb Girls is a great show! It is very
entertaining, and sweet!

Ivan R.

My favorite show.

Joan H.

This show opened our eyes to amazing
Canadian history - wonderful show

Sue G.

Other than Murdoch Mysteries and Bomb
Girls, there is literally nothing much good
on TV. Please give it another chance.

Linda N.

I look forward to this show every Wed.
night. One of the reasons I like it so much
is that it takes place in the era od my
parents who are both deceased. I enjoy
learning about This era, as my mother
worked in an airplane factory in Detriot,
Michigan at this timeframe. Through this
show I can envision a bit of her life.
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Besides, I really like the girls. Please
renew this show.
Patricia F.

I learned so much from watching this
show and had fun doing it. Great acting,
costumes, etc. I looked forward to it every
week and was proud that it was Canadian

Alain A.

I'm fed up with cop, lawyer, hospital
dramas. Bomb Girls is an excellently
written and visually distinctive period
story. Advancing the "new" ideas of
women's work, and equality, during war
time. Advancing new social standards
such as lesbianism with Betty McRae, and
the right for women's self expression. Up
to this point in history women had been
hamstrung by restrictive social norms, to
actually see a period piece like this show
us the "changing of the guard" is
phenomenal....And your going with
"Rookie Blue" instead. Another damned
cop show. I--- am---so bloody FED UP
WITH COP SHOWS!!!!

Ana P.

I'm from Portuga and I just LOVE this
serie, PLEASE don't cancel this!! It can be
so good and inspiring for so many girls
out there!!

Alexa D.

Such a great Canadian show with smart
content, please keep it going!

Rick H.

Both my wife and I enjoy "Bomb Girls" !
We look forward to when the season
starts and watching it each week!

Tonya C.

Love the show...

Hillary

This show needs to be brought back to
television and highly promoted!!!!!! Bomb
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Girls is an excellent show and everyone
should see it. I wish that it would be
picked up by a network here in the US.
Greg M.

an absolute credit to the party's
involved,it feels like living in the time,and
so proud of the Canadian aspect of that
period,which won't take away from it's
international appeal. --thanks for a great
ride,thus far the war is nor over yet!

Krishna B.

Why is it that you would support stupid
fighting and real live shows and not
stories that tell us history. Get rid of
stupid reality shows!!!! Especially the
Kardashin's!!!!

Marc H.

Save a terrific series! BombGirls. There is
so much junk on the air now, pls don't
take such a quality product off!

Michelle F.

FINALLY a great show that I only got to
see because of Netflix! Please do another
season!!!!

Susan C.

The letter says it well. I love the show
because of the characters: Meg Tilley is
wonderful! Also, I live in Ajax, so this is
part of the history of where I live. So
many people who live here do not even
know that.

Marti D.

"Bomb Girls" has really empowered me!
I've never been hooked onto a TV Serious
besides cartoons because in the cartoons I
can escape from reality. Live action TV
Serious in the US currently don't teach
anything worth learning and I thought the
people who wrote and acted in them were
just annoying attention hogs. That's until
I watched "Bomb Girls"... Its sad to have
read that a TV serious that is creating
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awareness of a part of human history,
dedicating the lives of the Bomb Girls who
did live in that era and SACRIFICED just
as much as the men did, and is
empowering many Women and Men...
being canceled. WHY!? I was proud to see
someone create such a beautifully
outrageous story honoring not only the
Bomb Girls and women, but also a lot of
minorities. Please, please don't cancel
"Bomb Girls"!!
Eric G.

keep this show

Gudakesin S.

I'm from India, and we need more stories
that can inspire Indians: among the most
heinous of our many sins is the way we
treat our women. If a sensible country like
Canada can relinquish one of its finest
exports, what hope for those of us who
look elsewhere for inspiration and
exaltation?

L N.

U.S. viewers are delighted with Bomb
Girls. Must watch TV. Watch first, before
any U.S. network prime time
programming. Please un-cancel. We'll
watch.

Linda H.

In a lacklustre season this is a highlight.
Keep the 'girls' on the air!!!

Rita R.

A well acted drama series wins over any
silly reality show, of which there are way
too many, any time.

Carmina H.

great show, better then all the reality tv
garbage out there

Joseph M.

I have been an avid fan of Bomb Girls
since the beginning and am very upset at
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your decision to cancel this wonderful
show
Tara C.

This show is so entertaining and
showcases the Canadian view. It is well
written and I looked forward to watching
this every week. This could have a very
long run...please give it a chance.

Anonymous

Bomb Girls is a great show that
introduced Canadians to a time in our
history that many people weren't aware
of. It's a great Canadian show and doesn't
deserve to be canceled. Bring back Bomb
Girls!

Helen F.

This show is great! I hate that they cancel
all the good shows out there.

Anonymous

With all the lame reality shows on TV it
was so refreshing to have a show that
educated and empowered women. A
brilliant show like this can only last 2
seasons and rubbish like Family Guy is
still on after more then a decade...

Ashley

Please make a movie! it's a great show
that helps keep our history alive!

Shannon T.

I love this show! Please give us another
season!

C. B.

Loved the show

Rachel F.

I discovered this show online, and it really
is wonderful. It would be a great shame if
it wasn't rounded off with a third series.

Kirstie E.

love this show has to be one of my most
favorite an watched show. please don't
cancel it!
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Melissa R.

I love this show, please don't cancel it!

Cindy M.

LOVE the show!!

Elizabeth R.

please don't cancel this show! this show is
so awesome & I look forward to it every
week!!!!

Brittany-Lynn

Bomb Girls is more than just a show to
me, it's history, passion, longing, and
growth. Everything that our modern day
society can be defined by. Bomb girls was
amazing and if continued it will grow to
be even more amazing.

B.

Amanda R.

Great show to keep going!!

Maureen B.

It is a sad day in Canadian television
when a classic production like 'Bomb
Girls' is cancelled and reality 'junk'
continues. PLEASE reconsider this
decision to continue this very worthwhile
and enjoyable historic/fiction series!

Karen M.

Excellent show which shouldn't be
dropped so soon!!

Natalie B.

Bomb Girls is one of the most 1. well
made 2. feminist 3. educational 4.
sensitive shows on television

Gloria D.

SAVE THIS WONDERFUL SHOW
PLEASE!!!

JENNIFER V.

I happened to watch this show on netflix
as I live in Chicago IL. I really love this
show, they should put this show on a good
American network and it will do
awesome. It is on par with Mad Men and
look how well other shows have done on
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the CW like Smallville did...its just
ashame we cant tune in to a great show
like this.
Sharon N.

Save this Class TV show

Anonymous

What idiot thought they should cancel
this, my wife and I looked forward to this
every week. What a tremendous program.
These tv execs haven't a clue.

Renee G.

if your going to cancel bomb girls, I think
itd be nice if we could just watch the last
couple episodes online or even sell them
in a store,... now the idea of a movie
doesn't make sense to me because usually
a show is already been made, so why
would a movie come out.... anyways, I just
want to knw what will happen

Carrie W.

This is such an inspiring show for women
everywhere and it's really showcasing the
amazing talent coming out of Canada.
Please don't cancel it!

Amber R.

I love this show! Such a great historical
drama! Please don't cancel!

Caroline W.

This show is divine! Please save!

Anonymous

'Bombgirls' is a history lesson intelligently
woven into a modern and exciting
tapestry of stories. These stories are
relevant today to everyone - but especially
to women. The Canadian backdrop is
particularly important to our history,
culture, politics and our 'story' in general
and there is absolutely very limited
opportunities for Canadians to access this
kind of show on T.V now-a-days. Please
let the show go on. We really need stuff
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like this to keep Canadians aware and
thoughtful, rather than consumed by
terrible reality t.v shows and backward
representations of women. I want to know
more about what the women before me
fought for and I want to learn more about
our role in history, culture and politics.
This show is entertaining and very clever
and very uplifting and empowering.
Without such narratives being portrayed
more often (and for more than 1 or 2
seasons!) we risk losing them all together.
T C.

Wholeheartedly love the women of Bomb
Girls! Great writing and cast. Please
continue.

Dorota M.

How can you cancel a show that
everybody loves and wants more of it

Amanda B.

The fanbase is growing over the internet
like wildfire. So many people are out there
just waiting for this show to come into
their lives. I found it after it was already
canceled, and so many of my blogging
friends are also just discovering it now.
Please rescind the cancelation because it's
popularity is just getting started.

Nancy

Great show. What are you thinking????
Please rethink this decision.

Alexz A.

PLEASE KEEP BOMB GIRLS GOING!
LET THEM FIGHT THE GOOD FIGHT!
(:

Penney M.

Love Bomb Girls. It is a great period piece
and very entertaining. A great Canadian
Show....Please do a season 3.

Tracey F.

The best show on TV!!!
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Anonymous

Bomb girls encompass a wide variety of
issues.. aside from it's obvious excellence
in being able to inform younger
generations of what women went through
during WW2 it is one of the few Dramas
on TV that deals with Women in an
honest manner. It reminds me of the kind
of quality show HBO does.. the big
difference is HBO doesn't shy away from
unusually subjects and is not as quick to
cancel; to give the audience a chance to
become caught up in the drama! This
show has (perhaps) had a slow beginning
but I know a number of people who have
just recently started watching it and will
(would?) continue to do so. Give it a little
more time, please! Canadian shows often
have a hard time at first. But the quality of
the writing, acting and production is there
for this to be a hit if you could persist for
at least one more season. Please don't
replace it will another testosterone filled
police program or innane comedy.

Sherry A.

this tv show teaches us women in their
age bracket how we have to value the
liberty and equality we have today and
how much women in the past even 70
years had to fight for it.

Dawn N.

When are you bring out Season 2 on
DVDs? Why not put it have it on
streaming media for us in the US?

Christine H.

Please make available to everyone! It's a
fabulous show

Christine D.

Why on earth would this show be
cancelled? It's a breath of fresh air
compared to all the other GARBAGE
being shown on TV these days!! Bring it
back, please!!
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Alexandra N.

Please give this show a chance at the
ending it deserves!

Tom R.

when a good show comes along do not
end it

Anonymous

Continue the show. I'm a 43 yr old
straight male and I love these girls for
their courage and true friendship because
they remind me of my Mom. My mom's
86 and has lived through these days. She
knew what the war worries were like and
helped serve the war by working in
factories. This show is my Mom. Listen to
the masses.

Lisa H.

I absolutly love this show. I watch every
episode, and will continue to do so. It is so
well written, and the actors and actressess
are so amazing. it has such a great
message about the women of that time,
and how they were such hard workers and
really believed in the work they did.
please keep the message alive.

Simone O.

never been interested in war dramas
before but this show gave a womans
versions & now it's being pulled. typical

Vanessa M.

don't quash the best canadian tv show in
decades!

Emily C.

SAVE BOMB GIRLS

Tina N.

Please! It's such a unique show. It would
be greatly missed!

Kenya S.

this show is amazing. Please stop
canceling great programming.

Faith E.

Best drama award at the Gracie Awards in
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LA and yet Bomb Girls is cancelled!
Incomprehensible! It was one of the best
series onTV and it's loss will be felt by
many viewers. Yes, a third season would
be most welcome!
Carole S.

Please bring back this excellent series. It
was refreshing to watch intelligent
interesting programs that shone a light on
a very important part of our history.

Bobbie B.

I LOVE BOMB GIRLS!!!!!

Landon

I love the show, so amazing and was very
upset to hear that it was cancelled. Please
bring back the show!!!! P.S I know this is
asking a lot, but if you do bring back the
show, maybe you should bring back
James Dunn. I don't know save him
somehow. I know it won't happen but I'm
just dreaming, cried horribly when he
died. Oh and if he does come back (plot
twist, which won't happen) he should
totally reunite with Gladys Witham!!!
They are totes adorbs! Thanks!!!! Bomb
Girls Fan!!!

Ylva H.

Best show ever!

Anonymous

Please don't cancel Bomb Girls! There is
so much garbage on TV, it's to the point I
almost stopped watching. Bomb Girls
brought me back! This is quality
programming. Please reconsider.....don't
cancel the show!

Crystal S.

Bomb Girls is excellent. My mother
worked an an aircraft factory in WWII
before joining the Army.
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Kathy M.

I think this is a fantastic show and there is
no reason to stop showing it. It show a
great history of our girls in wartime who
took it upon themselves to help in a great
time of need. We need more shows like
this one!

Anonymous

The best show on tv at the moment

Jacquie T.

I would rather the series not be cancelled
than to finalize with a movie

Sheralyn B.

Please keep Bomb Girls on the air. My
husband and I both enjoy this slice of life
from our parents era. We only became
fans this past season and watched the
older episodes to get caught up on story
lines. This is a true Canadian gem.

Cathy J.

This is a fabulous show....plus history at
the same time.

Luanne M.

Bomb Girls is an amazing show that
deserves air time. I'm a huge fan.

Rachael

love the show. hate to see it end.

Mary L.

loved this show! it was pure family
entertainment. history. the only decent
show on tv now. instead of all those crap,
unreal "reality" shows. who cares about
keeping up with "whoever", love and hip
hop/basketball etc..and "real
housewives"???seriously,they're anything
but "real". mindless,pointless shit TV..

Jennifer H.

Please save this show. There is nothing
else like this on tv.

Anonymous

Please to NOT cancel this amazing show
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Leslie

Great Show

Nancy M.

Save Bomb Girls!

Steve M.

We don't have very many good tv shows
in Canada, now or historically. This is one
of the few. Do what you can to support
this industry, especially when you come
up with the occasional gem like this.

Anonymous

This is a quality Canadian program. We
need more, not less, of this!

Kathryn L.

please allow us to put our suggestions in
the hatbox - please read them and ACT
upon them! It would make for a much
more successful line up for you if you
bring us bomb girls! we must have our
bomb girls! don't let your show be a bomb
that blows up in your face - give us more,
more, more of the show we love -bomb
girls!

Zyna P.

do NOT cancel please this is such an
original series

Rosemary D.

Please save Bomb Girls! I just love that
show. Great acting and a piece of History
as well!

Anonymous

Great show! It should continue!

John M.

This show is not only excellent, but totally
unique in its content. It is well written
and acted and the story lines are very
good and historically accurate. We love
this show a lot and look forward to it
every week that it is on. I am not sure the
producers realize the exposure it is having
world wide, but it is growing in popularity
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everywhere. I can't see any rational
reason to cancel "Bomb Girls" and can
only ask that it be saved. You have
something truly EXCEPTIONAL here don't lose it prematurely.
Stacy H.

Save Bomb Girls please!!

Myron D.

Bomb Girls is the only reason I keep
Direct TV.Please reconsider your
decision. There is outstanding talent on
this program.

Mike

This show has helped me as a history
teacher relate the achievements of women
in WW2.

Laryssa U.

completely disappointed with Global that
they would cancel a show that finally has
some substance and a story line. This is
the only show that I have discovered that
I can watch with my whole family and we
are all addicted! Bring back Bombgirls so
that we can continue our family viewing.

Georgina M.

Great show, great acting, couldn't wait for
the next episode. Keep Canadian actors
working.

Gwendolyn G.

Love this show

Kim P.

Fantastic show celebrating women and an
important era in history.

Ginette H.

Love Bomb Girls, please keep it going.
Thanks!

Christina C.

I love this show! It warms my heart. I see
my grandmother in every episode.
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Rhonda M.

This is one of the best shows on
television! It is well written and
performed!

Nancy G.

Please don't cancel this show!

Gail T.

My husband and I really enjoy this show.
So disappointed that it is being
discontinued.

Albert S.

You cannot discard a show that has such
compelling characters and storylines. This
show stands tall against the usual
Hollywood drivel with great originality
and terrific actors giving us a glimpse at a
vital piece of history.

Kim C.

I enjoy this show every time I watch it, my
parents were the age of most of the
solidest and bomb girls At that time, let's
me get a glimpse of what their loves were
like back then. Would hate for this show
to end.

Eric O.

This is a wholly unique series in
television, and its story is too involving to
simply drop. It's extremely well-acted,
superbly written, and it serves an
important role in the landscape of
television. This show has character, and
like so many other series cancelled before
their time, the fans of the show simply
refuse to let it die before the fight is over.

John O.

Show is very well written and acted.

Judith M.

Bomb Girls is one of the best shows on tv.
I love to watch it so please bring it back
for season 3.
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Adrienne M.

Bomb Girls is an amazing show with a
fantastic cast. There is nothing else like it
out there and I don't want to lose it. There
are people out there who appreciate the
beauty in costumes, makeup, hair, and
cinematography of this show. Please don't
block us out.

Cher G.

This is a great show! Please don't let it be
cancelled as so many good shows seem to
be.

Sjenn

Bomb Girls is one of the best shows on
television right now. So tired of all the
reality crap. Keep this good show for
those of us who appreciate "real" stories
played by real actors!

Ralph

please save bomb girls this show is
becoming very popular

Dallas A.

A great show! It would be a shame to not
do more of them.

Julie C.

In a media washed in gore, banality, and
inane scripts. Bomb Girls stands out in it'
s smart writing, complex characters, and
less predictable storylines. Please keep it
going. It's a breath of fresh air.

Judy S.

SAVE BOMB GIRLS

Bob D.

My wife and I love this show. Please
continue it!

Sherri F.

I just binge watched bomb girls on netflix.
I was absolutely heart broken to find it
was canceled. Perhaps Netflix will pick it
up like arrested development? Bring the
show back!
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Jenn

every time a good show gets going, it gets
cancelled. its ridiculous.
a show needs time to get its base, just as it
does, it gets cancelled.
sick of it. reconsider.

Ronald V.

Please save bombgirls. Over here in the
Netherlands we like it very much!

neuralhandshak The show is beautiful and powerful and
doesn’t deserve to be off the air so soon.
e
At about sixteen episodes, it’s easy to
digest and wonderful.
VBDubGirl

This show means a lot to so many fans.
Saying it means ‘a lot’ doesn’t actually
really do justice to the connection people
have developed with this show. It’s very
hard to articulate how a show can
resonate with some people.

miniprofessor

[Excerpts from letter written to Global:]
After only eighteen episodes, the potential
end to a series of quality, integrity, and
strength of character, speaks to a sense of
corporate impatience rather than a
committed investment in an artistic and
commercial venture...The stories this
show creates redefine the limits of our
collective vision so that we can write new
truths— truths that are far more
meaningful for who we are and what we
believe is possible...Betty McRae is the
first character on television who tells my
story. I look at her, and I see me. I see me.
A television show is finally making my life
visible through Betty’s integrity, grit, and
determination to live her life without
shame. Ali Liebert, in partnership with
the writers and their commitment to
telling Betty’s story in its fullness and in
its honesty, have given me the gift of
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affirmation. Because Betty McRae is on
my television, I am no longer invisible. I
cannot express how utterly life-changing
this is...Cancelling this show after
eighteen episodes sends the message that
a dollar has more power than art, more
worth than the writers, actors, directors,
editors, designers, and crew who make
art, and more importance than the
incalculable intrinsic value contained in
even a single episode of Bomb Girls.
dinosauresrex

I have loved Bomb Girls ever since it came
out. I remember watching the preview for
thie show and thinking how great it will
be. And every expectation I had rose
greater then what I could ever imagine. I
am extremely upset by the cancellation of
this show. It shows the part of the war
that no one knows of. Please bring this
show back. The rich storylinesand
character development is what television
needs. Not another "reality" show like
survivor.

needingyourswa

I cry because I loved Bomb Girls so
much…and now I have to wait until the tv
movie and then it’s out of my life forever.

y
spookypossum

Ugh this show is so good. I am so upset
that there are only 2 seasons.

DeeDee M.

Please Save Bomb Girls and let them have
a 3rd season!

Rebecca W.

A thoughtful and well acted show. Such a
better choice than reality TV.

LORI C.

I LOVED BOMB GIRLS AND I'M
SHOCKED YOU DON'T WANT TO
CONTINUE IT. IT GIVES SO MUCH
INSIGHT TO WOMEN'S RIGHTS AND
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HOW THINGS PROGRESSED FOR
WOMEN FROM THE WAR ON. YOU
DIDN'T DO A GREAT JOB
ADVERTISING THE SECOND SEASON
EITHER!! I HAD TO SEARCH AND
SEARCH AND HAD TROUBLE FINDING
THE SECOND SEASON SHOWS. I'M
CATCHING UP WITH REPEATS NOW.
REELZ DIDN'T DO WELL WITH
RELEASING THE SHOW TO BE TAPED
EITHER!! PLEASE RECONSIDER!!! MY
HUSBAND EVEN ENJOYED IT!!
Rick C.

I think it a shame to let this so important
& mostly overlooked view of life on the
home front end. I've never seen anything
like it. I think that it is very much the way
that it really was. It changed the role of
woman in the workforce as well as the
world forever.

Susan C.

Love this show!

Amy B.

Why is it that all historical/good shows
are cancelled? All generations can learn a
lot from this show and many others that
have been cancelled after one or two
seasons. It isn't right that we can only
watch junk on tv now a days. We should
be teaching and showing the younger
generations what it used to be like in an
entertaining and tasteful way. Please
bring back Bomb Girls!

Cristal H.

Bonb girls is one of the only two tv shows
I care to watch. Please don't cancel it. It
teaches some history and shows women
in a very positive light. Not much of that
happening on TV anymore. Don't cancel
this show.
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Paul F.

This is an entertaining and educational
series.

Liz A.

Good show just watched the last episode.
They at least need a final send off ot he
charectors

Anonymous

strong Canadian female role models...do
we need to say more?

Gail H.

please, please, please keep Bomb Girls on
television. I want to watch Canadian tv
but will go back to US programming.

Liz M.

I absolutely love this show, and was
devastated to hear season 3 has been
cancelled. There isn't anything quite like
it on TV at the moment, the plot is
unique, the characters inspiring, and the
story worth fighting for.

Alice

Love this show!

Sheila S.

Excellent historical drama and from a
Canadian perspective. Don't understand
why such a quality show would be
cancelled. I've recommended this show to
many friends and family members. Keep
the Canadian content on TV and this is
one really worth keeping.

Denise B.

Please don't cancel Bomb Girls. It is a
fantastic show, and the women are people
young girls can identify with and look up
to...

Anonymous

Keep Bomb Girls

Anonymous

Very well thought out series.Good tv.
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Kathy G.

I love this show! Please bring it back!

Victoria

Give bomb girls a future!

Anonymous

Great show, Keep it coming for all the
fans both in Canada and the USA!

Anonymous

Do not cancel Bomb Girls!! I have been
watching Bomb Girls in the USA on
REELZ. I was so grateful that Canada
shared the Bomb Girls series with the
USA. I love Bomb Girls!! Bomb Girls is
the one of the best series that I have seen,
and it is educational. With all of the
garbage reality shows that are stupid and
pre-scripted, it doesn't make sense that a
network cancels a high quality show like
Bomb Girls.

Anonymous

This is the best show on television. Please
don't let it be cancelled. Women and girls
need this. Just let of have this one this
time.

Susan M.

The best TV show to come along in quite a
while. I enjoy the storyline and the fact
that for a change it is not a police or
medical drama. There are not many
period dramas and I hope we can look
forward to more of this one.

Anonymous

This is an amazing show. Has to be one of
the best on television. Although I was not
born until the 80's the 40's has to be one
of my favorite time periods. I love how the
show gives us a drama to watch but also
does a very good job of incorporating
history into it. This is such a great series
that needs to come back for a third
season, to finish up the show and not
leave us hanging like this.
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Manny M.

Only show I've been waiting for all
season!!!!!

Sonja L.

This is the first Canadian show I have
bothered with since the original Degrassi
High.

Alyssa L.

Please bring this show back!!

VBerube

Bomb Girls was one of the most brilliant
shows ever! Save Bomb Gurls!!

E. G.

Bring Back Bomb Girls. Never miss it on
Reelz

Paz M.

This show is amazing and it has to keep
going!

Anonymous

Save a great show! give the fans what they
want!

Anonymous

This show has been a refreshing change
from the US style drivel we have been fed
in the past. Please keep it going!

Lauren K.

I have really enjoyed watching Bomb Girls
and would love to see a third season!

Lynn M.

loved the show, great acting, and story
lines, grew up in the 50's, near area where
bomb factories had operated during the
war years...

Christina

Bomb girls is a GREAT show its got to
come back!!!

Pat R.

There is no show on TV with such great,
strong women role models. With the lack
of good shows on TV today, I can't believe
that Global would cancel one that is far &
away one of the best. Bomb Girls would
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be fantastic on CBC, back-to- back with
Murdoch Mysteries. That would be a
dynamite line-up!
Gita

we need more strong female actresses
playing strong characters on tv. the time
to change is NOW

Lisa W.

You can make a positive effect on today's
girls and women by continuing one of the
only TV shows that honestly and
genuinely depicts women as strong,
hardworking and interesting in their own
right.

Julie R.

please save bomb girls!!!

Carol L.

Great program. So few out there. People
need to see this history!

Alexa K.

This is my favourite show and promotes
an interest in Canadian history!

Cathy R.

Outstanding show!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! Not enough
people know about it. Advertise!

Lea M.

We want Bomb Girls!!!

Vicki R.

This show is so awesome fun to watch and
educational. I am sure alot of people
didn't even know that women worked to
make bombs during the war. This show
contains all the things to keep you
interested drama, mystery, love and
sometimes even comedy. Please keep this
show on TV

Susan W.

Great writing, excellent characters, please
renew
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Sheila P.

I love Bomb Girls. It is one of only two
shows I watch. Please keep them.

Denise G.

KEEP BOMB GIRLS ON THE AIR!!!

Anonymous

This is a good show! Keep it going!

Gessica G.

We need TV shows like this back on air.
So many TV shows have no actual value
and only center around materialism and
egotism. This is creative, intriguing,
beautifully put together from every crew
department that was apart of this show,
and it's historical. This is what today's
world is missing!

Linda P.

Save Bombgirls!

Esther

save this show its amazing

Mark

Please consider keeping this alive, the
show is great. It's your distribution and
marketing that's holding you back. Get
this on amazon and iTunes etc..

Steven K.

Little decent Canadian programming.
Lets keep Bomb Girls going.

Anonymous

My husband and I love this show, please
bring it back!!!

Sheila T.

this is the first WW2 show to showcase
the important role of women

Colleen B.

Love the show and want more, PLEASE!!

Anonymous

fantastic show with great female
characters, bring it back!
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Gretchen C.

This show is historical, has drama, is very
unique, and different from so many
mundane TV programs

Wilhelmina R.

There are too few Canadian made
programmes. Why cancelled a top rated
one? I'd rather have the series back, than
a made-for-TV movie.

Rick

I loved the show and it was far better than
what's being shown now!

Lynne D.

I love the program!

Kathy R.

there are so few really good tv.
shows(series) it would be a crime not to
bring back bomb girls...a really fine piece
of entertainment.

Adriana

the first show for women by women gets
cancelled go figurebring it back

Theda E.

This is one of the best shows on TV and
gives some history as well as good
storytelling and acting. Please save it.

Mark B.

referred by John Challus and I support
this petition. MJB

Linda N.

With so few quality programs on the air
these days, it's all that much more
important to save the ones that are.

Sergio I.

save our bomb girls!

Mariah

please bring back this show and don't
make it into a movie! i discovered BG on
netflix and was hooked. i watched season
one on my day off and i loved(love) it.
SAVE BG!!!!
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Lauriem

I love Bomb Girl. It's an intelligent serial
!!

Neil

I love Bomb Girl. It's a very smart media.
Bomb girls are women served during the
2nd WW ! They deserve this duty of
memory ! Vive Bomb Girls !

LEANN B.

Can't you sell the show to History
Channel or H2? Sell it to Netflix, It has a
growing following as one of it's most
watched Streamed shows. I cannot believe
YOU'RE GIVING UP!

Anonymous

This is the absolute best show that I have
EVER watched. Don't let a network
mistake for changing the time slot cause
the show to be cancelled!

Nick W.

Please renew this series

Trudi R.

Bomb girls, finally a show about the 40's
with great writing and diversity, keep it
coming!!!

Nathalie

I'm from Dominican Republic. I love this
show, and I'm sure many people around
the world love it too. Its story is so
appealing to me. Its a shame that a show
so well made, doesn't continue. Please
give us a Season 3!

Sienna

I love love love this show! Total bs to
cancel especially after the season finale
cliffhanger. What is wrong with you reelz?
This is your best show yet. Forget about
beverly hills pawn and 13.2, we want
Bomb Girls!!!!!

Karoliina H.

I'm so in love with Bomb girls. My mother
suggested this to me and it only took for
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less than a week to watch both series 1
and 2. And now I'm wanting more. And
this dosen't only touch canadians. My
feelings were tested badly even I'm from
Finland. I babled like a baby. I love this
show and hope to see more.
Ibti

save bomb girls!!!

Barna Á.

Végre nem egy értelmetlen látvány
sorozat, hanem valami tartalmasabb. Kár
lenne érte. (HUN) (Translation: Finally a
show that’s not just meaningless action
but offers something of substance. Would
be a shame.)

Anonymous

Et en France nous aimons aussi cette série
qui se déroule durant cette période
sombre qu'est la guerre de 1940!
(Translation: And in France we also love
the show which takes place during this
dark period of war in 1940!)

Jennifer L.

I watch in the US. I adore this show!!!

Anonymous

I think viewer nmbers were down because
the return of the series wasn't well
advertised.it was just by luck that I
watched the last shows.

Sandra O.

I loved this series. Please do whatever you
can to continue a bit of real Canadian war
history with concentrating on the valuable
and dangerous contribution of women.

Michael R.

A great show! I don't understand what
fool decided to cancel it. Maybe Bomb
Girls could move to CBC like Murdoch
Mysteries?
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Branden C.

I love this show and just live for it! Please
save it!!

Courtney B.

love this show. don't take it away!

Harpreet K.

This is one of the best period dramas I've
seen, and believe me I've seen almost
everyone that has been made. Please do
not cancel it?!

Beth D.

Please bring back this well acted high
quality show as we feel that so much more
could be told to the wonderful character's
stories that enriched this period drama.
Could someone tell me how an award
winning show gets cancelled ?

Anonymous

Please renew this series. It has been a
wonderful experience discovering our
Canadian History.

Kyle

Crazy global! Good show that you did not
market!

Donata

Bring 'Bomb girls' back please...

Ronald S.

More good Canadian drama needed not
less, get rid of stupid American shows like
Survived.

Kathryn A.

Why would you cancel such a successful
show ? There are so many other shows
that could be cancelled instead. Is a great
show !!!!!

ANN B.

Please produce a Season 3 of Bomb Girls.
I thoroughly enjoyed the shows & the
history of the ammuniton factories

Evelien T.

It's for a great cause!
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Carolyn R.

Love the Bomb Girls show. Keep it
coming as there is not much on television
other than murder shows. We need more
shows like the Bomb Girls to bring the
history of this country forward.

Anonymous

I love this show and am so proud that it is
Canadian, please keep it going!

Erin N.

awesome show!! please don't cancel it

Hans K.

Greatest show of this decade, please give
us a third season.

Shelley W.

I love love love this show - please dont
cancel it!!!!

Alexandra L.

I love the show! Bring it back!

Clifford J.

I think it's the best tv. show since
M*A*S*H, I don't watch many shows
these days, but I feel this one is worthy of
my time. Do what is right and needed,
keep the show going. Thank You.

Gil W.

TV is infested with mindless, so-called
reality shows. Finally, an original
Canadian show that is believable &
moving. It is admired worldwide & gets
cancelled, another Canadian trait. Give
me one last season to wrap it up, or I will
never watch another Global production
ever again !

Stacia K.

Please reconsider your support of this
wonderful program, which was a victim of
circumstance that unfairly concealed it's
huge fan base.

Lily S.

Bomb Girls is great TV!
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Margaret G.

How could you cancel the best show on
TV? The guy who canceled Star Trek
probably thought that was a good idea
too. You have loyal fans for this show.
Bring it back!

Red N.

My wife loves the show, please bring it
back.

Cynthia M.

just saw the first season on Netflix and I
instantly fell in love the show! please
bring back the show! so muc

Christine W.

I've been watching Bomb Girls on
Globaltv.ca, great show! Please keep it
going!

Dina J.

Keep this show on!!!!

Charles A.

Please keep the show. It's one of Canada's
best productions.

Dana H.

amazing show

Anonymous

This show deserves better than an axe.

Tiffany H.

This is an incredibly inspiring show. I
needed something to lift my spirits after a
tornado tore my life apart, and this show
was it...

Marie T.

Please, please more Bomb Girls! My
grandmama was one at the Dominon
factory in Quebec City.

Sandy A.

Please renew for a third season!

Andy W.

Please make a new series
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NJ T.

I love this show!

Anne E.

love this show. Support Canadian made
shows!

Guy R.

As a Canadian, our TV networks should
have a responsibility to showcase
Canadian talent and shows on a regular
basis.

Brenda R.

As a Canadian, our TV networks should
have a responsibility to showcase
Canadian talent and shows on a regular
basis.

Nancy C.

Great show - that's what I call "real" TV!

Robyn W.

We need to save this great Canadian
show!

Kimberley J.

Please don't cancel good Canadian
programming!

Anonymous

A very strong Canadian show, showing
historical events but with a fictional
appeal. The reality of World War Two for
many women, and deserves to have
another season at least!

Geri C.

I would really like to see additional
seasons of Bomb Girls. There are so many
stories to be told about such an important
time in our history. I understand that
Bomb Girls is also popular outside
Canada. Please reconsider additional
seasons - it's honestly the best television
today!

Cliff S.

The show has a growing following and is
critics have given it a thumbs up. I would
think that something should be given to
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those who pay.
Carol L.

This is one of the most important shows
on TV. The role of women changed
forever during WW II. This show not only
these changes, but a little known part of
history. It is so important for women to
understand that the freedoms we enjoy
today, started during WW II.

Norma A.

I want season 3.

Roberta B.

Seeing the past is so much better.
Watching something like this is so much
better than all the reality crap that is on
television. How are the children coming
up in this day and age suppose to learn
about past history.

John E.

Quality TV is a must in an age where
reality TV rules the airwaves with
worthless "entertainment". Please bring
back this quality show!

Kristy

When I first watched the series earlier
this year, I couldn't help but watch the
entire thing over again! Bomb Girls is
brilliantly-written, historically-based
show with a top-notch cast of welldeveloped characters, which is so rare in
"girly" TV shows! Although the show
takes place in the 40s, the situations that
each of the characters must deal with,
both in and out of the workplace, are still
relatable today. As an American, learning
about women on the Canadian homefront
during WWII adds an additional level of
interest to the show. A Bomb Girl movie
would be great...but more seasons of the
show would be BETTER!
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Mark S.

Really enjoyed the show and would love
to see it continue.

Sylvie F.

Keep the bombs girls alive

Chiara

save Bomb Girls!! One of the best shows

Eduardo A.

Just finished watching season 2 and I
really want to know what happens to the
girls. A third season is a must

MARY P.

I just shake my head and role my eyes
when a reality show from the US becomes
more important that "our reality show"
the Bomb Girls.

Laurie

Save Bomb Girls!

Anonymous

Please save Bomb Girls. It needs its
proper closure

Jeannie A.

Please save this show!!!!!

Paul R.

This is such an original show about life
when Allied nations were at there best for
the good of all nations. A third season
would give us more of the same. Please a
third season!!!!!

Anonymous

I'm from Australia, and I love this show,
cannot believe that such a great and loved
show has been cancelled- please bring it
back

Geneviève P.

This is an excellent canadian show that
can really compete with the US' ones. The
story, the actors, the filming locations, the
director, everything is perfect. I can't
believe there is one good reason to
cancelled Bomb Girls! So please don't!!
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Natasha P.

PLEASE KEEP THIS SHOW!!! This is like
Firefly all over again - Listen to the fans!!
don't make the same mistakes as Fox!

Anonymous

Love the show

Judy C.

Excellent show. Great stories and cast.
Bring it back!

Cheryl C.

I loved the show. It was amazing and I
looked forward to watching it every week.
The only show I really got to watch with
being a mom of 2 under the age of 6.

Diana A.

great show !! better than those garbage
reality shows .i can't believe what people
watch today.

Ruth J.

I had never heard of this show before, and
happened to been loaned a box set of
season 2. I was only going to watch on
episode and next thing I know, I've
watched the whole season in one day!
This is a great show! With so much crap
on television these days, can't we keep
something of substance?

Anonymous

I loved the series Bomb Girls. This show
was an intelligent and highly entertaining
look at a very important time for women
in history. The media seldom shows
anything that represents women
truthfully and intelligently. This show is
such a powerful and moving insight into
women's lives. Women are very under
represented as 3 dimensional characters.
I am so tired of seeing sex based
portrayals of what women do in culture
and history. There is really nothing to
replace this incredible show. You had
ratings you didn't even know about, albeit
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they were women.
Sam

Save the bomb girls!

Ann C.

I love watching this show. I could hardly
wait for the new season. I had no idea that
it was cancelled. Please put my name on
the list to get the show back on the air.
This may have started off as a miniseries
but it has been very enjoyable to watch
and I would like to keep it going.

Connie

Love the series great work

Linda M.

I loved this show, I told my mom about it,
who I must say worked on planes during
the war at Curits Wrights in NY Also my
Aunt who worked in the uso's in Nigara
falls We all watched and then talked
about it. I was born furing this time. Even
my daugther who is 47 loved it. How
could you taked it off the air. Please
Please for a family of women who work
hard, and loved this show put it back on.
thank The Bomb Girls of NJ and NY

Anonymous

We want Bomb Girls back. Pleaaaseeee!

Yvonne O.

Bring back Bomb Girls NOW!!!

Anonymous

Really enjoyed the show, would love to
either see a movie to rap it up or a
continuation.

Anonymous

Please keep Bomb Girls going!

Anonymous

Don't end the show Bomb girls!
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Anonymous

I absolutely love this show. It shows a lot
of power women received in those times
and reminds women today they can still
be just as powerful if not more.

Golden H.

This is a great show. My dvr has been set
to record since the very first episode..
How dissapointed am I to hear it's been
cancelled..SAVE OUR GIRLS!!!!

Sue W.

We love bomb girls. You want people to
see the best of Canadian showcase. This
was a wonderful way. Its our past and
made us what we are now. We owe it to
these people to tell their stories.

Denise S.

Bomb girls is an intelligent, well written,
well acted series. It is an act of dumbing
down television to cancel this program. I
can't see this program on US tv, so I have
to wait for it on NetFlix, and I will be
waiting to see it.

Juliane C.

Please film season 3 of Bomb Girls. This
show has been so amazing... WE NEED
MORE!

James A.

Please bring back another season for us
here in the USA who enjoys quality TV !

Gwendoline C.

I don't understand why such a great show
has been canned. ?

Angelina V.

Please DoNotCancel

Gina F.

This is one of the best written shows on
TV please give it another try

Kate L.

Passionate about the show.....story line
and the great job done by the actors. Got
the second season on Netflix....saw the
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whole thing in one day. Why ditch great
stuff like this? Cheaper to have cheesy
competition shows? One must pay actors
and writers for work...we the audience
deserve it.
Dwayne W.

Yes. Networks really piss me off when
they cancel a show that's doing good. Stop
canceling shit!

Michelle S.

Can't believe you're canceling such a great
show!!!

Marisa D.

Save Bomb Girls

Anonymous

One of the best TV shows. Helps educate
everyone about an important time in
history. Excellent production values.

Bailey C.

This is an amazing show that deserves to
be seen!

Sammantha T.

Don't cancel great Canadian tv

Anonymous

I will not watch Global television anymore
until you reinstate bomb girls.

Robert B.

Great cast, great scripts, great story lines,
great loss. Please bring it back. Thank
you, Canada!!!

Anonymous

Awesome show. Just caught it on Netflex.
Was looking forward to season 3!

Vanessa G.

Please don't leave this wonderful program
unfinished like happens to so many other
shows. The ladies of that era, like those
portrayed in "Bomb Girls" who paved the
way for us women in the workplace since
WWII,deserve a better tribute than an
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unfinished show.
Cheri P.

Most amazing, riveting series I have ever
watched. I was spellbound, and could not
bear it when each episode ended. Such a
compelling story, well-written, well
directed, and well acted. I loved, loved,
loved it. PLEASE bring back another
series. This is something women relate to,
our mothers lived, and draws the
collective together. I have never been so
totally engrossed in a series as Bomb
Girls. Please bring more.

Lysbeth C.

Please continue enriching my life with
this show I love everything about! I have
been in a deep depression but found the
show on Netflix, the show I always
wanted to watch on TV, and now snd the
show has made me desire the simple
things in life that will make me happy..
like tea. Strange but true.. something has
lifted from me and I dont want to let go! I
too was abused and I also love the
relationships/friendships in this story!
Please kerp the seasons coming! I need it!

Steven K.

excellent show and should have been
promoted better.

Laurel

I love this show! I recently found out
about it. Please do not cancel the show

Leean

Oh please, PLEASE bring BOMB GIRLS
back! I have fallen deeply in love with
every character and, as an American, even
deeper in love with CANADA! Us Yanks
were slow to catch on to "Foyle's War" but
now that we have, we have an eighth
season to look forward to! Go make it
and, hand-on-heart, we will watch!
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Ray F.

This is a drama of relationships that are
complex and endearing. One sees the war
from the perspective of "Rosie the
Riveter" please do not cancel this show.

Larry M.

A major chick flick - but oh so well written
and acted. As 67 and 70 respectively, my
wife and I just discovered this show on
Netflix a week a go and literally raced
through the episodes. With proper
marketing and widespread awareness this
being continued would be a no brainer.
Have you approached Public Television or
FOX?

Vicki P.

Please have a season three. There are very
few good tv shows. This is one of the best.

Karen M.

I just finished watching a repeat of the 1st
episode of Bomb Girls on Global and got
excited about the next season. I decided
to look up when the new season would
start, only to find out that it has been
cancelled. Period dramas are so popular
right now and this is Canada's answer to
Downton Abbey...better in my opinion.
Please do not cancel. Thanks, Karen
MacIntyre

Lynn B.

The best show in years!! Just finished
watching season 2 and am suffering
withdrawl. Looking forward to the 2 hour
movie but please reconsider future
seasons. Best, Lynn

Alice U.

I'm interested in gender studies, and this
show is both, educational and
entertaining, i hope they bring it back

Viola S.

Save Bomb Girls!
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Kendra C.

do NOT cancel this show. I finally found a
show I love.

Kelly R.

My all-time favourite show.

Theresa

Save this show!

Ellen Y.

These are our mothers and
grandmothers!

Anonymous

Love, love this show!!!

Cindy F.

This show is too good to only have two
seasons. It is exceptionally well written
with an amazingly talented cast and 20
times better than most shows on TV at
this moment.

Anonymous

Just found this on Netflix and I think it's
fascinating! Please consider another
season!!!!!!!

Robert H.

Please continue Bomb Girls. It is a great
show.

Debbie H.

it's a little piece of CANADIAN history;
makes some of the stories that our
parents and grandparents told us come
alive

Barbara

Please don't let this show fall into
oblivion. It's intelligent, well written and
very watchable. We want more than a
Season 3 we want Seasons 4, 5 and 6!

BJ S.

this is a great show that gives us some
insight, even if it is a bit dramatized, how
things may have happened during this
moment in Canadian history for women.
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Derrell G.

If you are going to cancel this series that
has such a great following I won't be
watching anything else you bring on
because if I find I am enjoying it you will
cancel it also. In other words you are
setting a precedent for future series.

Anonymous

This is a great series. Please let the story
develop to the end.

Anna B.

WANT TO SEE MORE OF THE BOMB
GIRLS

Judy B.

Keep Bomb Girls. It's too good a show to
cancel. I can't believe why so many good
shows are cancelled while crappy shows
and stupid reality shows seem to keep on
airing. Please reconsider your decision to
cancel this show and keep it on your
station. Thank you.

Stacey D.

Bomb Girls is an amazing show, especially
because it's Canadian, and I can't believe
they are cancelling it, I am so
disappointed! :-( I am very glad to hear
that they are atleast ending it properly
with a TV movie, thank you for that....but
I still think you should continue the
show!!!

Kristina R.

Id be a loyal watcher for years to come.
Bomb Girls is tv at its finest. Bring it
back!

Marlene D.

Amazing show! Please continue it.

Holly M.

This is the one show Canadians can be
proud of!

Teagan C.

save this show!
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Megan J.

Cancelling this show was a horrible idea,
and reflects poor judgement on the part of
network executives.

Sandy D.

i found Bomb Girls while surfing Netflix
one night and was hooked after just one
show. It's rare to find a show that is
entertaining, character driven,
educational, and most of all affords a
glimpse into another era for women.
Although I don't care for the lesbian
storyline, I do enjoy the show and would
hate to see it cut short before it concludes
the time period of WWII. Please do
everything possible to keep it in
production.

Lidiadiaz96

This is a great show!

Anonymous

I sign this petition whole heartily. Bomb
Girls is more than a television show, it is a
historical masterpiece that I cherish as it
has brought my mother and I closer
together in our relationship. There are no
other shows that are as beautiful as this
with the characters, cinematography, and
stories. One more season to enjoy this
wonderful show would be a wish come
true.

Susan S.

Please come up with a way to continue
bomb girls. It has so much more potential
and stories just waiting to be told.

Anonymous

Please save this amazing show!

Wendi W.

I Love " Bomb Girls " please save the
show for all women in Canada!

Jeff K.

This was a well written an acted series. I
first saw it on an Air Canada flight and
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immediately bought the first season. I am
very disappointed that Global is not doing
a third season.
Anne C.

A rare treat on TV. It stands out in a
world of wasted air time. Please bring it
back.

Lana V.

We are so upset to find out Bomb girls has
been cancelled!!! Why???? Compared to
all the other crap on TV this show
depicted REAL life events of that era. So
so so disappointed!!

Lisa S.

Great show with great acting is so harde
to find on TV....It is filled with reality
crap. I like to be entertained and I really
like this show.

Meg

Please bring back this show! There are so
many stories left to be told.

Bev L.

Love this show!! So well acted, beautiful
costumes, great story being told about an
era we don't need to forget - but be
inspired by. A 3rd Season would be an
incredible gift!

Jacqueline

Great canadian Show.

Veda M.

To Whom It May Concern: Just saw
Bomb Girls on Netflix. Absolutely loved
it! I checked immediately to see if there
would be a 3rd season and found out it
wasn't going to happen. What a shame!
It's so hard this day and time to see
quality TV. This show was able to cover all
the issues that have been addressed
during this time with grace and taste
rather than trash and profanity that is so
much of today's TV. Why can't we have
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more of this type of TV with quality
script? -- Regretfully, Veda M.
Melanie P.

I really enjoy the Bomb Girls series. It
reminds me of my grandmother working
in an a ammunitions factory durning that
time.

Cj

I have only just become aware of this
show and its excellent! I am in love with
the characters! .... especially Betty and
Kate... lol

Tracy R.

Love this show!!!!

Vanessa S.

please keep the show it's so amazing and
it shows how women were so strong
through all this

Ravenna

The characters in this show really drew
me in with their lives. To hear great
stories of strong women who where trying
to be acknowledged at such a time.

Natalie

Bomb Girls has far more to give!

Aimee W.

This is such a fantastic show for women
especially! It really shows how far we've
come and how much we've struggled
throughout the years. The cast is amazing
and it's a shame you aren't giving the die
hard fans closure!

Chantal

I really love this program and i NEED the
third season!Please do it!

Colleen S.

Please bring Bomb Girls back, at least for
one or two more seasons!

Amira D.

bring this back!!! it's a great show and one
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of the few that shows powerful women.
Susan G.

This is a terrific show - there is nothing
else on the air remotely like it. BRING IT
BACK, PLEASE

Anonymous

This is a great show & with poor quality
TV viewing I really hope this program can
be saved.

Myrna

Love the show. Hate to see it go!

Ashley O.

This show needs to stay on the air! You
are better than this!

Leslie K.

Produce a 3rd season! I love period pieces
most of all WWII. It's well written and has
great story lines. Nostalgia and the real
heros. If anything get that movie out
there! Now, how do I get a bandana!?

Jason

Too good to cancel..

Chelsea R.

soooo great!!

Lisa J.

This show is awesome keep it going!!!

Michelle

Its a big part of history. Finally a show
that shows morals and what life was like
back in the day. We have a lot of crap
shows nowadays. This shows meaning
and how females learned to help our
country. It should be a show of
inspiration for our young females vs ones
of sex that are already on every station.
That is what kids see today instead of
something inspirational and of roll
models. Then ppl wonder why the world
is going to crap.
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Tammy D.

Please bring back this show!!!

Lory

CONTINUUUEEEE PLEASEEE

Maria R.

I watched both seasons on Netflix and
LOVED it! My husband is Canadian and
he enjoyed watching the series with me,
as it contains a lot of historically accurate
references. Please reconsider for a 3rd
season, or at most a TV movie made
available on Netflix that we can watch to
tie up loose ends.

Richard N.

Would like to see the series continued

John K.

Though fictional, this show depicts an
important part of the history of 1941 to
1945.

Anonymous

This show had excellent acting and
content, not to mention fans from around
the world. Why was this cancelled?

Chase B.

Too good to cancel. Complex and human
characters, fantastic stories, and great
acting. We need this more than anything
else on TV now. Bring it back!

Linda O.

Good show which these women deserve at
that time.. please come back and renew
on the 3rd seasons....

Theresa W.

Very saddened that this show has been
cancelled! This show was a good way of
learning about the times and life during
that specific time era. It definitely depicts
a bit of American History and I really
enjoyed watching it...the cast members
were great as well! Such a shame...
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Joanne D.

Smart, well written televisions shows that
revolve around strong women are rare,
and need to be championed. Women also
played a very important role in this war
and nowhere else exists such a venue that
shows what it was all about. Please
reconsider and keep this show alive

Kaitlin L.

Its a fantastic show! Compelling plot,
intriguing characters, great vintage
settings. The next downton abbey! Please
save

Jennifer H.

love the 1940s for fashion. I am a fashion
student and love this show as i am so
inspired. Also great acting so effortless
and an amazing cast.

Roberto S.

Save the series it's too epic !

Ataeres N.

I love this show. Better than most of the
vapid crap that prevades tv these days.
entertaining and historically relevant
drama.

Jennifer B.

I love the show. It is one of the best shows
on TV.

Michelle M.

Love this show! Please bring it back!!!!

Renee S.

I love that it's NOT the reality garbage
that glorifies being a redneck... it's a
heritage show that has great story lines
and depth. Please keep it on.

Susan R.

Love this show must continue!

Lynne P.

Please continue the series
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Kathleen M.

why would you not renew a hit! excellent
show, fantastic characters --- makes no
sense not to continue with this series!!

Caroline

I love this show and really hope we get a
chance to have the movie come out.

Marylu S.

I was looking for a powerful girl cast on
netflix and I found it with bomb girls
please put this show back on, at least on
netflix like (mini series)house of cards :)

Liz

I live in Australia! Bomb Girls is one of
the best shows share it with the world!!!

Anonymous

Please continue season 3. This is a decent,
family, historical entertainment that we
rarely see. It is wonderfully done and
much loved. The stories, fashion, music,
history.

Jeannette M.

Love this TV Show. Cant wait for more
episodes.

S. F.

This would be less of a network financial
risk than many of the other TV pilots
under consideration.

Jennifer

Unfortunately I didn't know about the
show until I watched both seasons on
netflix. It truly captures a time in our
history -historical fictions rules and we
should support more of it!

Kathy H.

Wonderful show! Well written.

Hannah L.

I am an American who just recently found
Bomb Girls on Netflix. I am a Women's
Studies major at The Geoege Washington
University in Washington, DC. Due to my
education background and my history as a
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television show junkie, I was absolutely
thrilled to find Bomb Girls. This show
encapsulates an intrinsic piece of
feminism and history about which few
people are educated. Bomb Girls brings
light to this. I hope you will consider
extending this amazing series to a third
(plus!) season, as so many people support
and realize the excellence of this program.
Thank you!
Bmw

Please save this wonderful show !!

Nicole T.

What a disappointment that this show got
canceled.. I will be looking forward to the
movie!

Jim W.

So the formula is to create a unique award
winning television show loved by both
critics and fans alike, and then cancel it
on a cliffhanger? It's like the BBC's The
Hour all over again. What an utter
disgrace.

Chris W.

There are just not enough Canadian,
women-centric, WWII-based shows on
TV! Only just started series 2 - so glad
there'll be a TV movie to properly end the
series!

Sylvia M.

we need this show back it tells lot of the
people and current event for the time
please reconsider it AND BRING IT BACK

Michael S.

Just watched another in the series, I am
puzzeled that the girls are not turning
"Yellow" using Amatol. This was the trade
mark of all girls in the armaments
factories in UK during ww2 ?

Kimberly M.

So I am bummed that this show is
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cancelled. The story lines were getting
better and better every episode. It needed
to be on another network to get better
exposure...like AMC or TMC would have
been a good fit.
Suzanne S.

Hi there, just wrote a blog about how sad
I am the show is cancelled and how to
recreate some of the fantastic looks seen
on Bomb Girls Red Velvet Rosie: Bomb
Girls and Bombshell Vintage
redvelvetrosie.blogspot.com

Andrea M.

We want more than a week of filming!
Bring back the series! More Bomb Girls!!!

Japhia J.

yay i thought it was cancelled! Love Bomb
Girls!

Andre G.

MORE BOMBS GIRLS PLS GLOBAL !!!
#globaltv

Geoff L.

And, thankfully, they are doing a two hour
summary movie to complete the series.

Heather M.

they need to bring this show back!!

John P.

They could stretch this out for more than
one two hour movie.Are the Canuks afraid
of success ? Meg Tilly still looking good !

Stina K.

I wish I could be an extra! I live the
vintage life already

Stephanie R.

Vintage life is the best!!!

Tina R.

Love this show!

Bobbi W.

Loved this show. I was heartbroken it was
canceled. Thanks for the TV movie!
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Catherin H.

We don,t get Global!! I may cry!

Bob C.

Fantastic show, can't believe it was cxld.
Wasn't it a CBC record-setter of some
sort?

Bob C.

Gave me a completely new insight into
US-Canada relationship and the unique
struggles of Canadians in WW2. Just
watched episode tonight of fall of
Singapore, brought tears to my eyes.

Sarai D.

Enjoyed the show very much in US on
Reelz network, bring back!

Elizabeth S.

Still cannot believe that Bomb Girls got
the axe and so many shows which are
undeserving are still on the air.

Harry B.

I love the Timmies cup with the 50s
costume

Erika P.

Filming is right near my house! Must
drop by! My whole life is 1940's; can I be
an extra?

Ruth C.

Got hooked on the show when I was living
in Canada. So happy you are making a
movie

Debbie C.

Please bring back "Bomb Girls", it's based
on real life. It was so refreshing to see a
show with some actual Canadian history.
It doesn't make sense, stopping a show
with such high ratings:(

Sue C.

Maybe if we all ask... They might listen.

Jennifer S.

I cannot believe they cancelled this show.
It was great. I just came on this page to
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see when it was going to start again. I
have so many people watching it. Wow I
hope someone else brings it back. All the
shows on TV are for the 'younger' set. For
once they had a show the some of us older
tv fans to like and appreciate and they
cancel it. I am really disappointed. This is
better than some of the other shows they
have on Reelz channel.
Shawn M.

if they don't bring the show back I will kill
myself. and it will be their fault.

Barb S.

It's too bad they couldn't film in one of
the original communities the war
involved. I feel lucky to be living in a war
time home in Ajax, ON. I loved The Bomb
Girls series and was saddened to hear of
the cancellation. Nothing could turn back
time like the producers of the the show :)

Andrea H.

cancelled?....... dang. I love that show

Lori B.

I'm so sad this was cancelled!!!

Greta C.

I can't believe they canceled the show.
Just let's u know they aren't to smart for
sure.

Derek G.

It was only supposed to be a mini series,
be happy you got what you got.

Yvette B.

Need the series back!!!

Teresa L.

Loved, loved, loved that show!

Precillia B.

Cancelled? I can't believe they did that.
Best show ever. Well at least me get a
movie to close the series out...
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Jim W.

The idea of a movie is great! As a
replacement for Series 3? Horrible
concept. Congratulations Canada on
creating your own The Hour. I hope y'all
are proud of whatever reality pablum you
replace one of the best shows on
television with...

certifiedcompani Ugh! Bomb Girls is gonna hurt me and
I’m only on the first episode.
on
juli-withrainbows

Can we just… Rookie Blue and Orphan
Black and a Bomb Girls movie all next
year I’m hyperventilating rn.

Wanderingaroun These scenes with Kate alone in the house
at night scare me more than any horror
dyoutube
film I’ve ever seen.
beyoncesbum

every so often throughout the day i get a
little teary eyed thinking about how the
bomb girls movie is being filmed at this
moment

aqueeroadmap

Watching Bomb Girls makes me want to
rock some 1940’s men’s fashion.

tahmoh-

I’m so glad they’re making a movie but
really I wish they hadn’t canceled the
show. :(

penikett
anchorsawaysets
ail
cucumbersandwich
andyandtherobo

Don't toy with my emotions, Is a Bomb
Girls movie ACTUALLY happening!???!
FOR A LITTLE WHILE THERE I
THOUGHT I WAS OVER BOMB GIRLS
BUT NOPE NO I CANNOT
I’m falling in love with Bomb Girls
because it’s about World War II but IT’S
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t

REALLY ABOUT FEMINISM

relentlessrebloggi II am having some serious Bomb Girls
withdrawal.
ng
over-the-l

SEASON 1 FINALE OH MY GOD

cuntcarousel

okay guys I don’t have enough emotional
capital atm to deal with these bomb girls
emotions

mianishelle

I’m watching Bomb Girls and it is making
me cry every 5 seconds. But i cant stop
watching it

thenotsoevilquee

I may or may not be addicted to bomb
girls

nlana
jobethdalloway

OMG BOMB GIRLS - ONLY THE
GREATEST THING TO HAVE EVER
EXISTED EVER.

somedayuwillfin (Angry Face) Why do all of the really good
shows get cancelled after one or two
dme
seasons?
bitchcrazy-3

Bomb Girls: Im only on the 2nd episode
but im hooked. Good show.

poeticpromise

PRAYS EXCESSIVELY THAT SOMEONE
PICKS UP BOMB GIRLS BECAUSE WE
NEED MORE THAN JUST TWO
SEASONS

thesharpestcrow

Bomb Girls season 2 just started on itv3.
Yay!

n
breathcue

whoa y’all if you’re not watching bomb
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girls yet START
faesoundslikefu

Marco doing the burlesue thing. LAWD

n
themuggleinstru
ments

if you haven’t watched bomb girls you
need to it’s on netflix and after you do go
here to try and save it because it got
canceled and that’s not okay. it’s really
good and it’s also educational like come
on.

senatorkhaleesi

BOMB GIRLS SEASON 2 IS ON
NETFLIX CRYIGN FOREVER YES
GOOD EXCELLENT

lemonayde

Just watched the first two episodes of
Bomb Girls, *incoherent screaming*
WHY DIDNT I KNOW ABOUT THIS
BEFORE WHO KEPT THIS FROM ME IT
IS PERFECT

remotexconcern

you guys...Why did i wait so long to start
watching bomb girls?

pineapplesituati

Bomb Girls is on TV again. Why do you
taunt me so, Global?

on
pretzelpuppies

I am in a world of pain after watching the
finale...I think I’ve cried enough tears to
fill up an Olympic-sized swimming pool.
fucking hell why’d they cancel this
amazing show dammit

thedullroutineof I just learned that this series I watched on
Netflix called Bomb Girls was cancelled
existence
and I’m pretty pissed because I
reeeaaallllllyyy liked it D:
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sin-tillate

started watching Bomb Girls on Netflix
last night and I’m about to start the
second season, it’s sooooo good

Mel C.

I just discovered Bomb Girls on netflix
about 2 weeks ago & have already found
myself dreading and holding out watching
the final episode.I was hooked instantly.I
don't get that way with many shows
either.I am a proud young US Army
Veteran wife and seeing a military related
show with accuracy is just exciting! I have
a real fascination with WWII & the way it
made people come together.I think our
country lacks that now and this show is a
sweet reminder of the good ole
days.Anyway, it seems shows I end up
liking always seem to get canceled.Maybe
because a lot of people are just too
modernized to watch a show like Bomb
Girls.Either way, I was devistated to hear
the show was canceled right when I
started watching it.Cant wait for the
movie though!!! :)

Marian O.

save bomb girls

Greta C.

I loved the show. I wish they would have
keep it going.

Anita R.

Save Bomb Girls. Absolutely fascinating
series

Julie V.

I connected deeply with Bomb Girls. I
grew up in 90’s bushland Australia: the
2%. There were 24 people in my class in
from year 6 to year 10. We didn’t watch a
lot of TV; there weren’t any stations out
there. The channels we got were static. In
any case, our Christian school thought
that the devil spoke through the
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television. So not a lot of us even had one.
So in that sense, 90’s Australia isn’t that
different from 40’s Canada. We had the
radio, and we spent our days in fields with
cows or horses or dirt bikes or tractors
and running barefoot through bushland,
exploring caves, catching bob-tailed
lizards and never quite knowing what to
do with an angry lizard at the end of your
arm, running screaming from a newlythrown lizard. We lived outside. We
worked outside. When we got TV we were
allowed to watch those old movies; the
classics, the musicals. Ginger Rogers was
my first crush closely followed by Doris
Day and Katharine Hepburn. We caught
up in the 00’s, but I miss that sense of
waiting for the next song, of waiting for
Ginger’s skirt to fly out just right. TV’s
come a hell of a long way since then, but
still not far enough if a show like Bomb
Girls can get cancelled. It’s an audiovisual splendorama of beautifully distress
chaos. It’s everything I always wanted but
never knew how to ask for. I know that
look on Betty’s face when Kate sprang
away from her; I’ve been the recipient of
that look. Hell, haven’t we all? And I’ve
been head-butted (in a gay bar no less) for
telling a man that I wasn’t interested
because I was gay. His reply? ‘That’s what
you get for not looking like a dyke.’ It’s
confusing, but it happens. We still get
beat up. That scene where Betty is
dragged toward that car – it’s something
we fear. And it happens. And it needs to
be talked about. Every issue in this show
is something that's still relevant 70 years
later. They need to be talked about, and
Bomb Girls was opening the door for
some heavy discordant discussions. When
I moved to the big city, I got myself some
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big city learning in the form of a
Literature degree. I wrote. Constantly.
About 7 years ago shit went down. Heavy
shit. I don’t talk about it because most of
my friends didn’t need telling; they saw
the CCTV footage on the news, as did I
when I woke up two weeks later in
hospital. If you’ve ever seen your own feet
dangling helplessly... after kicking for so
long... But I digress. I drank through that,
and came out the other side pretty damn
broken. I got a cockatoo 3 months after I
quit drinking and she keeps me strong on
days I might crumble. 6 years worth of
days. At the start of this year, in the gap
between Bomb Girls season 2 part 1 and
season 2 part 2, my mother called and
told me she thought that my abstinence
from a homosexual lifestyle was
honourable and all sorts of Christian junk
and the word abomination was mentioned
and I kinda went to the place that’s not
good and then I found out Bomb Girls
was cancelled so I got mad. It was
something to focus all that mad on. And I
started writing again. Paint Over It All
was the first thing I wrote since my
deposition 7 years ago. The support I got
from the community was humbling and
overwhelming. Studying engineering, I’d
been living in an all-male hetro bubble for
so long. I hadn’t seen hide nor hair of a
lesbian for years. I forgot there were
people like me out there. People like me
that connected so fully to these old-timey
women. I gave them every possible happy
ending, because that's what they
deserved, these cancelled characters,
these heart-broken fans. It's not just the
show, in this case,that's important. It's
the fanbase. It's the people this show has
touched. It's your everyday Bomb Girl.
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Because there's a little piece of us in every
one of them. Bomb Girls got me writing
again and if I can do that, I can do
anything. I can answer an unknown
number on my phone. I can open the
front door to a stranger. I can sleep with
the lights off. I can let someone hug me
and not mind if their shoulder brushes my
throat. Not today. But one day. One day
soon.I love this show for what it is, and
for what it is to me.
Deborah

LOVE this show! Keep[ it going. Out
entire family looks forward to one of the
best shows on TV. DON'T CANCEL!

Val C.

Canada is notorious for stopping
production of it’s hit shows after a couple
of seasons. Meanwhile, mediocre shows
(those with little or no budget) are
telecast for years even though there is
virtually no viewership, just to fill the
void. Canada needs more series such as
Bomb Girls if Canada wants to stay a
contender in the television entertainment
industry. I would prefer to watch
Canadian made sitcoms, series, and
movies over American or European if it’s
content was equal to or better than it’s
counterparts. It’s time for Canada to step
up and make quality shows that are worth
watching, and leave them on the air for
more than one or two seasons! A
frustrated Canadian

Betty W.

I have fallen in love with Bomb Girls! TV
needs more programming like this! A
serious slice of life show that helps us all
to understand a generation of courageous
women during a time that changed things
for women and men forever.
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David & Susan
L.

Please bring back production of Bomb
Girls. We accidentally found this show on
Netflix and have become devoted fans. At
a time where American TV is devoid of
intelligent, meaningful, or interesting
shows, Bomb Girls has brought all of that
and more. There are many of us here who
are disgusted with reality TV and
Survivor-like TV. Period dramas are the
rage, but only if they are well written, well
acted, and deal with issues critical in their
era, as much as they are still critical
today.Bomb Girls is quality TV that
deserves to continue. We don't need more
reality TV, which is not reality at all.
SAVE BOMB GIRLS!

Robert B.

save the show it is very good

dnm219

Watching Bomb Girls, it’s so awesome but
at the same time it breaks my heart into a
million pieces. I can’t lie it’s like a better
vintage version of Army Wives. It’s just an
amazingly casted and written show!
Season 1 made me laugh and cry, time for
season 2.

pluviophilesqua
ll

Netflix pointed me in the direction of
Bomb Girls. Does anyone else watch it?
Why am I just now hearing about it?

cuntcarousel

I just miss Bomb Girls alot

the-secret-vegan

If you haven’t watched Bomb Girls omg
what is wrong with you go watch right
nowwww

delilahmidnight I just finished the second season and am
absolutely dying, mostly because, in case
you don’t follow it, they’ve decided not to
continue the series, even though it is
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literally one of the best, well-written,
thoughtful, beautifully-shot, subtly-acted,
and timely, relevant shows on television
at the moment.
savvylikethat

I can’t stop swooning over Betty in Bomb
Girls

natglee

Binging on Bomb Girls thanks to Netflix.
Oh my god, Betty. Episode after episode I
just wanna hug you.

catsuitmonarchy Bomb Girls is just getting tenser and
tenser. I think the last four episodes have
given more feels than all of Season 3 of
Game of Thrones did.
aqueeroadmap

So, I’m finally finishing season two of
Bomb Girls. I was so disappointed when it
was cancelled that I didn’t want it to end.
What we’re they thinking canceling thsi
show? A female leading cast. Queer
characters. Feminist sensibilities. Ugh.

violashipwrecke

As I’m on the topic of ensembles that I
love, I finally finished Bomb Girls season
2. I say finished because there are no
more episodes to watch.
Why? WHHHHHHHYYYyyyyy? Can we
talk about how wonderful this show is
though? How shockingly excellent the
writing was for its female characters? Or
all of its characters in general? And how
it found a way in only a handful of
episodes to let every character find some
kind of agency and dignity and voice all
his or her own? I’d go on, but I’d start
speaking in cliches. The episodes are
streaming on Netflix right now, so it’s
pretty easy to give it a try. Before you
know it, you’ll realize you’re watching
some damn good tv.

d
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mooka219

I just still really fucking miss Bomb Girls.
I mean what the fuck Canada? You make
me love a thing, then you make me wait a
full year for the second season, then you
take the whole think away like that. There
better be a movie or something coming
because I am still so very disappointed in
you Canada. You have never disappointed
me like this before, and this is the show
you decide to take away? Ugh doesn’t
matter that it happened months ago I am
angry every time I think about it.

jo-siris

THERE WON’T BE A SEASON 3 FOR
BOMB GIRLS?!?! my heart hurts..

cucumber-

Bombshells, I miss our show.

sandwich
extollereblog

There is a surprisingly large and active
fan base online for this show. Originally
slated to be a 6 part mini series, Bomb
Girls now has 18 episodes, and a movie in
production, that will tie up the loose ends.
The fans of this show fought hard,
sending letters and petitions, to have it
given a second season. I suggest it to
everyone, and I am glad that it had such a
loyal fan base! This show tells a great
story of amazing women in a precarious
time in history, and it deserves to have a
spot light shown on it.

firefliesnight

I never before have been looking foward
for a movie like I’m looking foward for the
Bomb Girls TV movie!

beautyandtheme I really need the bomb girls movie or I’m
going to start running around and
ss
pushing street preachers off of balconies.
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Jim Clark

Why such a unique, well presented show
is getting cancelled is beyond me. This
show is the best I have seen in a very
LONG time on Television. Reconsider and
do not cancel this fine show. Thank you.

Monique

What are you doing!! Bomb Girls is an
interesting and awsome Canadian film. It
won awards a reminder to all that this
show is great and imperative that you
should look into keeping it alive . It
deserves recognition. The cast is
professional (excellent actors). Thanks
for listening.

jobethdalloway

#savebombgirls! In only 18 episodes I feel
like I have learned so much more about
homefront struggles during WWII than I
ever imagined. The intensity of the
emotion in this show is so moving and so
rare on TV these days and offers such a
unique historical lens. It adds a new
perspective to a subject we think we know
everything about (how the war made "the
greatest generation"). Please bring back
our empowering, emotional, one-of-akind bomb girls!

barrelfish

Bomb Girls is hands down one of the best
shows I've ever seen. The skilful
characterisation and writing left me
impressed each episode and I love the
cast and the warmth and depth they bring
to the characters. I love this show and
have recommended it to everyone I know.
Please bring me a chance to love it some
more! A few years ago I grew tired with
what I saw in television. I was bored (and
am bored) with the vast majority of it. I
have no patience for reality tv and no
fondness for cop shows and hospitalbased soaps. There is no shortage of US
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exports (timed with their shows) on
Canadian Televison. What there is is a
shortage of shows like Bomb Girls.
Canadian period drama that has been
highly successful - and has many fans all
over the world.
Lady Canuck

A few years ago I grew tired with what I
saw in television. I was bored (and am
bored) with the vast majority of it. I have
no patience for reality tv and no fondness
for cop shows and hospital-based soaps.
There is no shortage of US exports (timed
with their shows) on Canadian Televison.
What there is is a shortage of shows like
Bomb Girls. Canadian period drama that
has been highly successful - and has many
fans all over the world. What I do love is
Bomb Girls. From the very first time I saw
the show - I was hooked. It tells our
stories; the stories of Canadian women
during World War II. In history class in
high school I think our textbook had one
sentence on women working because the
men (the vast majority of them) were
overseas. A footnote in a small box
besides a picture of a poster of Rosie the
Riveter. That was it. Bomb Girls has
opened my eyes to the world of women in
1940s Canada. I began watching for Betty
and Kate’s storyline - that is how the show
was advertised to me by my sister (who
figured her lesbian sister would get a huge
kick out of it). The entire show has
caught my heart. All the characters are
complex and flawed; extremely human.
Extremely relatable. Admittedly, I’ve
always loved period shows. I have a
weakness for them. And Bomb Girls is by
far my favourite. This show deserves a
second chance, they have many more
stories to tell and it would be a crime
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against Canadian television to not allow
them to continue.
thusspokemandy Great period dramas like Bomb Girls
come along once in a blue moon, and
more often than not, they teach us
something about an era long passed. I
grew up with a love for this era thanks to
the Golden Age of Hollywood, but never
did I see a story so true to the daily
struggles of women like our
grandmothers and great-grandmothers.
Bomb Girls is an eye-opening tale with a
remarkably talented cast that shouldn’t be
laid to rest in such an anti-climactic
fashion. A movie to tie up all loose ends
just won’t do. We need another full
season to fully explore these unsung
heroes of the Second World War.
izzy31flavors

Bomb Girls is truly a quality show. It’s a
special show to have so many fans
anticipate a third season or several films.
The cinematography, and the recreation
of the 1940’s is really well done, and
beautiful to look at. Plus the actors are
very talented! The internet fan base is
fascinating therefore, the series will
succeed on any Network. Bomb Girls has
soul; it has touched a lot of people around
the world! A third season or more films
should be developed.

Debbie J.

I started out watching Call the Midwife,
but when that ended, I started looking for
a similar series. Bomb Girls proved every
bit as entertaining. Please save this show.
It is truly a gem.

Katie N.

I just discovered Bomb Girls not too long
ago on Netflix and have absolutely
*consumed* it. I LOVE love love this
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show! I am nearing the final episode and
started to become worried about the fate
of the show so I googled it and discovered
it has now been cancelled. While a movie
is exciting, I am still so disappointed a
show of this caliber has been cancelled! I
have learned so much from Bomb Girls, I
find it fascinating! Bring back Bomb
Girls!!!!
Anissa H.

I love this show!!! My grandmother
Annetta Hart-Hendley was a bomb girl in
Toronto! She juggled her job at the
munitions factory while caring for my
uncle while my grandfather was fighting
the war in europe. He was part of the
troops that liberated Holland! Every time
I watch this show my heart bursts with
pride for them! I think of them often,
especially on this Remembrance day. This
show is such an important part of our
Canadian History! SAVE BOMB
GIRLS!!!!!!

Barbara W.

We love this show both myself and fiance
Gary Smith!Why! Because it's a Canadian
story and because it tells the stories of our
parents and their lives during WW11. My
father served 1939-1945, signed up at 17.
It is a human story that connects our
present to our past.We don't need more
American tv. We need and want Canadian
shows! Bring back Bomb Girls please!!!!

Sara B.

Great show, keep it going!!

Heather C.

A great Canadian show!!!

Akila R.

I just finished watching Bomb Girls on
netflix. I LOVED it!
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Marcy H.

I was captivated by this show and could
not stop watching it on Netflix. I am
saddened that there will not be a third
season. Even though it does not air in the
United States, I would gladly purchase a
DVD of a third season or purchase
episodes on Amazon.com.

Gloria M.

Love the show. More seasons ... please.

The Bletchley

I love that Bomb Girls has a strong female
cast to tell women-centred stories about
WW2 time. We don't often get that
perspective on war history. As a
Canadian, I also appreciate that the show
is set in this country and shares important
Canadian history. And it's so well done. I
am looking forward to the movie, but
would rather see the series continue. So, I
add my plea and support to the Save
Bomb Girls campaign! Four apparently
ordinary women have returned to
domesticity, quietly setting aside the part
they played in the Allied victory in World
War II. But in fact, their brilliant work at
top security HQ Bletchley Park helped
crack the codes used by the German
military.

Circle Watchers

Kolynda R.

Bomb Girls is amazing. I like that there is
a show that gives a bit of a history lesson
without being boring, shows girls what
things used to be like and how lucky we
are nowadays. I love that it shows
different aspects of the world and how
much society has progressed. It teaches
girls of today to be their own woman,
without telling them to get their clothes
off!! It teaches you that whatever your
sexuality you should be happy. That you
need to work hard. There are just so many
different things you can get out of this
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show and i love it. FINDALLY an
interesting tv show that isnt about
vampires and other fictional/mythical
stories!!
Krystal M.

I just watched all of both seasons in 3
days. I'm so sad I just found it, it's such a
great show! I wish there was more!

Barbara W.

Please please don't cancel the show!!!!

Lisa W.

Bomb Girls is one of the best shows I've
seen in a long time. As soon as I finished
the last episode of Season 1, I went to my
computer so I could order Season 2. Keep
this great show going! I'm thinking of
sending Season 1 to KVIE, our local
(Sacramento, California) PBS station, so
they will start showing it.

Dave R.

Just found this show on netflix and
watched all the episodes...Only to find out
its canceled? That hurts more than
finding out there was no Santa!

Chris R.

Bring back Bomb Girls. Great show

Dorothy B.

Hope to see more of Bomb Girls this
season!

Kyle B.

I love this show and want to see more. I
hope it can find a new home! One movie
is not enough!

Amalie B.

Don't cut this show! It's great. Even us
crazy Yanks think this show rocks!

Rosalyn R.

Bomb Girls is a great show, well written
with wonderful actors. It is so much
better than most of what is shown on TV.
It should not have been cancelled.
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Bamby L.

I WANT MY BOMB GIRLS BACK!!!!!! I
am an American 48 year old woman that
has seen a lot of television programs come
and go. I have never had a "favorite
show". Until now. Bomb Girls is more
than a series, it was a wonderful escape
back to a simpler more naïve time before
technology, school shootings and reality
T.V. It was my saving grace. Please give
me back my innocence and bring back the
world's best program. Today.

Wynne E.

It's Canadian, it's about strong women, it
has a great story line and it is not a red
neck mindless reality show. Maybe that is
why it was cancelled.

Audrey R.

Absolutely love this show and think that
having more seasons would be brilliant.

Toni E.

Can't wait to get on set and play Marco's
mama again! Gianna!

Lorraine Q.

Betty McRae: one of the most brave,
courageous, heroic, fearless, scared,
flawed, strong-willed female characters
EVER portrayed. Ali Liebert played her
perfectly. It is a shame that women and
young girls do not have this beautiful
portrayal any more. A time in history that
needs to be remembered for what it was:
Women, called upon to help their
countries in wartime; selflessly, bravely
while their husbands, sons, fathers,
uncles, brothers fought. It changed
everything! So many stories. So much
potential for a great series squandered.

Kathy D.

LOVE BOMB GIRLS! The characters
portrayed so beautifully by the actors.
Couldn't pick a better cast. Love the
clothes, cars, sets - all so authentic!
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Should be part of high school history
class!
James R.

Finally a show that I actually LOOKED
forward to seeing when I saw the original
trailers for Season One. Loved the show
from the start!

Jennifer D.

As someone who has taught a women in
history class, I appreciated the realism of
Bomb Girls to the time period. The
costumes, lighting, story lines, conflicts,
even inner struggles of the characters
shed light on a very interesting time
period for women. The characters are rich
and deep and the storylines are creative.
Any network could show the previous two
seasons and easily pick up with a third to
a huge audience. I think USA or TNT
would be a great fit for this character
driven drama. #savebombgirls

Carol F.

One of my favorite shows. Was so sorry to
hear it was ending. Loved Pan Am, Smash
and Bomb Girls and all three shows were
cancelled. Guess no one appreciates
quality TV.

Nicole A.

Why do they always cancel the best
shows??!My so called life,freaks and
geeks,playboy club and now bomb
girls!But the Kardashians are still on?And
honey boo boo?This is a travesty!

Marquisha V.

This show is not just a fictional drama,
with every episode it enlightens us on how
women were the fabric of the country, the
effects on our troops, and other sacrifices
that had to be made. I hadn't watched tv
in over a year until coming across Bomb
Girls. If you can't fit it in to Reelz'
schedule, can you at least make it a
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Netflix series??? Please
Anonymous

Love this show and I hope it can be saved!

Andrea M.

I really love this show. I've emailed, sent
letters and postcards. Can we really save
Bomb Girls? The show was cancelled in
April. Probably, most the actors have
moved on. It has been a long time and yet
no word from any network, except the
regular template responses.

Lara E.

It's too bad that tv executives want to
further diminish our percentage of
Canadian shows. American tv is alright,
but Canadian television is like your
favourite sweater...its warm and cozy, and
it fits perfectly. We have so many amazing
Canadian content shows. Bomb girls is
one of them. Instead of cancelling,
perhaps try a different time slot. The time
slot of the last season sucked. Was that
premeditated? If it was successful in the
first season, why not stay on the tried and
true. To heck with
Global/Canwest/Shaw...make a pitch to
CBC! They rule! We want tv shows,
fictional or not, that pertain to Canada.
Please keep Bomb Girls going!

David .

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fb
id=413096218792312&set=a.4130961654
58984.1073741940.176901322411804&ty
pe=1&ref=nf Personnel of the Canadian
Women’s Army Corps taking part in a
firefighting exercise, London, England, 28
February 1943.

Bella G.

Best show on tv, please bring it back, I
just can't believe it was canceled, again
this is the best show on TV... I live in USA
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and have been watching it in netflix I so
wish for this show to continue is it an
amazing show oh did I mentioned how
much I love it? Anyway I do hope it comes
back and wish for more show like bomb
girls to make their way to American and
world tv, I'm so sick of reality shows like
the Kardashian they ate useless and no
subject other than vanity and greed,
please bring back the girls they are
awesome..
Ashlyn R.

Video I made to promoting Saving Bomb
Girls!!!!! I mention
www.savebombgirls.com in the video
http://youtu.be/9kp4Q-AYVWQ

S.r. E.

http://www.today.com/video/today/5312
1958

David W.

Love this show! the perfect, "Bomb
Opera". Sad to learn they won't shoot
another season. Not many shows out
there as good as Bomb Girls. Betty is, "Da
Bomb". Watched the last episode last
night. Now, I gotta tell ya', they're gonna,
"Tie up" all the loose ends in a two hour
finale, no way. No way at all unless they
blow up Vic Mu in the last 10 seconds of
the finale. Now I get it, it's all about
money. Ratings and all that good stuff TV
execs get excited about but surely to
goodness Bomb Girls has a strong market
share, right? Perhaps a large number of
the lead cast have other projects, that
happens. Who knows for sure? This is just
one whacking great show with a ton of
potential. It gets solid reviews and I doubt
it's a niche market show. When 90% of
what's broadcast or view-able is totally
insipid and unwatchable, Bomb Girls
shines like new money. That is exactly the
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dead opposite of how to do business.
Viewers= Potential advertising revenue.
That's business 101. Case in point;
Seinfeld. Did well in it's first season in a
good time slot. Next season it was moved
and almost tanked.
Ginger C.

I love this show! It is the kind of show I've
always wanted. I connect to it soo much!
Its definitely my favorite!!! Please keep
Bomb Girls!

Barbara K.

I love this show!!!!!!

Alice U.

Bring the girls back! I love this show! I
hope i could see millons of seasons!!!

Liza L.

My mom and I just found this show last
week on Netlix, and have already seen
both seasons. we are both very
disappointed that it was cut off and I want
to know what the heck is going to happen
next.... Who cares where the show comes
from or is based of it's an amazing tv
show and should come back on air.

Mary S.

Why does this always happen I watch a tv
show for two seasons and they decide not
to keep it going!!!! Don't end such a great
tv show!!!

Kurt O.

this needs to be posted every few hours:
http://www.savebombgirls.com/wordpre
ss/?page_id=108 Contact details for Shaw
Media and Global TV | SAVE BOMB
GIRLS

Claire P.

bring them back

The Thriftaholic New fan from Chicago! I just finished
season 1 on Netflix and am sad to hear
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that there won't be a season 3. I hope
you'll be able to change that!
Beverlee B.

Greetings! We at the The Murdoch
Mysteries Winnipeg Constabulary lend
our support and wish you success on your
campaign!

Patricia O.

Only 2 episodes left of Season 2 and I find
out it's not coming back?! My mum and I
are addicted! I just read there will be a 2
hour movie to wrap things up. I'm hoping
one of the Bomb Girl pages on Facebook
will be sure to announce when it is and it
will be available in the USA shortly after.

Denise M.

just finished watching all of season 2 on
Netflix. I'm addicted. How can they cancel
such a great show?? They can change
their minds, can't they?

Jessi C.

OMG I just discovered this show recently
and watched both seasons. I absolutely
love it!!! Wish there were more. I want a
Victory Bandana!!!!! can I still get one
somewhere?

Janet R.

A friend of mine works closely with the
creator-producer of Bomb Girls and so
far, no Canadian network will touch it. I
just don't get it. Fabulous plot line, great
actors and all those awards. Go figure...

Vicki S.

any chance of saving this great show

Paul S.

wish that I could help save the show--our
family loves "Bomb Girls"

Paula R.

Please bring this series back. I miissed
season 2 because I had no idea it was on.
How about promoting it better, and
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getting it on a more watched station. I
loved everything about this series.
Bj O.

Bring the girls back!!! I miss them
already!

Suzie K.

So is there any hope they'll bring this
show back? I absolutely loved it.

Lara M.

For your interest, some pics of WW2
women at work, restored and retouched
in colour:
https://www.facebook.com/TheBletchley
CircleWatchers/posts/299920560151670

Beth W.

just found Bomb Girls and now I find ur
cancelling u. That really bites. What a
great little series. ~~ SAVE BOMB
GIRLS~~

Jennifer W.

HUGE fan from the US. It's available on
Netflix. Keep promoting to save Bomb
Girls. Quality programming needs a
comeback!

Christina W.

I just discovered this show on Netflix. I
love it. Figures they'd cancel it - the same
thing Fox did to Firefly, another show I
love. Just sent my email to all the Shaw
Media execs to not bomb the Bomb Girls!

Michele S.

Nashville, TN here - LOVE the show - just
wrote the CEO a letter. I finally find a
show to watch between Downton Abbey
seasons (award winning no less!) and it
gets cancelled ?!?! WHAT THE HECK?!

Aubry S.

This girl in Chicago, IL just got her
bandanna! Thank you guys for all of your
hard work; we can only hope that this
show's legacy continues even after (or
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preferably before) the tv movie. Many
shows have come back from the grave
only to become megahits. This show has
the potential to become a worldwide
success. As an American who was taught
very little about Canadian history, I was
absolutely fascinated by the Canadian
WWII home front perspective and has led
me to some self-study of Canadian
history. Though I'm sad it's gone (for
now), I'm so glad that it had a second
season to continue its story.
Shelbi B.

Absolutely love this show, it's my favorite
era!!! I loved Homefront in the 90's and
thought I died and went to heaven when
this show came on.....my mom and I never
missed an episode!!! Please save the
show!!

Felecia S.

I'm sorry to hear about the cancellation
but a two hour movie is cool too. My
grandmother worked in a defense plant
building B24s so I love a show about these
awesome women who did their part. Good
luck Bomb Girls.

Tanis C.

I just found out. As a proud Canadian I
have to say we are noted for bad TV. BUT
it has been changing over the last few
year. This is a great show, I just bought
season two yesterday (shift worker, don't
want to miss any). Better check, make
sure Republic of Doyle is going. Stupid
Global.

Alyshia S.

A great CANADIAN TV show. A great
history show. A great show empowering
women. A great show displaying the
LGBT community. And they cancel it
despite it being adored in many more
places outside of Canada.
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Claire P.

Come on ....that is sad! ....this is history CANADIAN HISTORY! and not TRASHY!
let's pull together for the all the GALS!

Marianna R.

My hand made greeting card was sent to
Shaw Media. LOVE this show! Let's save
this show!

Hokie P.

What a shame. Bomb Girls is one of the
few shows of merit being shown on TV
today. Bring it back!

Judy L.

I'll be writing down all of these e-mail
addresses, and write all of these people
letters, telling them that is cancelling of
Bomb Girls is a BIG MISTAKE!

Mary H.

Just found this show on Netflix and love
it! Also just found out it's been cancelled.
I already signed the online petition,
though I think the dimwits running the
networks can only cater to the lowest
common denominator--the reality shows.
They don't want to keep the good shows
on.

Glenn I.

Bring back Bomb Girls! My wife and I
love this show!

Shannon L.

The email I just composed to Global
Viewer Relations: Who the fuck cares
about a 2 hour movie? You think that
makes up for (or is equal to) another
season? NOT. IMPRESSED. If you’re so
concerned with your viewers and our
input….LISTEN TO WHAT WE SAY. We
are saying “DON’T CANCEL BOMB
GIRLS”. It’s ratings have only ever
increased, and has been nominated for
awards….WHY would you cancel it?
WHY? WHY? WHY? I am fucking livid to
say the least. LIVID! You are taking away
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a show that pays tribute to Canadians. To
women. To the female pioneers of our
country, our families. A show that pays
tribute to our Mothers, our Aunties, our
Grandmothers!
Judith R.

I get over 240 channels in my satellite
package-I watch only 60 on an occasional
basis-and most of the time I just turn the
TV off-nothing but garbage. Bomb Girls is
one of the few programs I watch on a
regular basis. I record it to send to my
sister in another state because her carrier
doesn't have that channel. She loves it.
And it's being cancelled-are you people
out of your mind? What is your problem?
What possessed you to do that? What is
left for those of us who will not watch all
of that "reality" trash? PBS, that's it! One
channel. Sad state of affairs.

Joell H.

Are you kidding me,why cancel this show
when do many of us love it!

Allison J.

I think a Save Bomb Girls campaign
would stand a better chance of success, if
it were directed towards Netflix rather
than Global TV.

Kathryn M.

Just got the my victory badges off in the
mail! Was able to get 13 (this is a lucky
number for SBGs!) people to sign as many
and coloured them to show Global TV
that people who set aside time to do that
must really love the series. Chose flowers
that grow in Vancouver gardens such as
lilacs, passion flowers, hollyhocks, wild
roses, pansies and poppies, to name a few.
Too bad I forgot to take a photo of them
and post it.
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Sharon N.

Pleeezzzeee, save this wonderful show.
My mom was a General Motors factory
worker when the guys left for war. Might
not have been dangerous but the show
reminds me of her youth.

Nicole T.

Save Bomb Girls, best show in a long
time.

Gloria D.

I literally started watching this show a
week ago, and I'm so hooked. My heart
just broke when I found out the show was
cancelled. ="(

Tina B.

Wearing my Victory Bandana with pride!
Now Global just needs to come to their
senses... #SaveBombGirls

Allison J.

I just finished the final episode. I'd like to
say "I can't wait" for the movie that's
supposed to wrap everything up, but ....
I'm still waiting for the "Xena" movie that
was promised 12 years ago when Xena
went off the air.

Kim C.

Daisy says Save Bomb Girls!!!

Monica T.

Just a week or two ago I started watching
Bomb Girls. I got attached to the show
instantly! I then started the second season
online. The characters and plot line is
well-developed. I think this show is wellmade and has a lot of potential in the
future. I hope to hear that we can save
this wonderful show!!

Kevin S.

Canadian stories and content are a
requirement for broadcasters and the
show should get a chance to tell this story
longer.
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Robert C.

Great canadian show...!

Devon B.

Canadian television must be supported!

Christine K.

It's the best show I've seen in years!

Ted B.

Stories from the Homefront. Well written,
well acted, Rare!

Zachary W.

If you can't even give Canadian TV series
a fighting chance to survive, why even
bother making Canadian television? Very
disappointed in Global if they actually
keep this show cancelled. Save Bomb
Girls! P.S. I know that this show was
originally pitched to CBC who turned it
down (and later regretted it). I know it
would do well on that network and CBC
has saved other failing shows. If Global
won't do anything, maybe CBC can.

Cathy S.

I LOVE the show. EVERY SINGLE
CHARACTER!!!

Rianne M.

Its a damned good show - top quality
Canadian drama. Don't cancel

Jolyn B.

Just found season 1 on netflix. Holding
my breath for season 2. The progeam is a
blessing, it shows the female side of war
when handling it from home. As a veteran
and a member of the LGBT community i
find the show well written as well as
wonderfully portrayed by such a strong
female cast. Please keep up the great work
and keep the show going. Thank you.

Angela S.

Good Series
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Wanda M.

A show that I truly enjoyed watching.
great writing, great acting. Loved the
story line and the time era.

Jemina P.

it's the ONLY tv show my mother lets me
watch.

Lauren B.

This is good Canadian tv! So amazing I do
not want it to end!

Laurie S.

It's a wonderful show and global should
support the Canadian arts.

Jenna S.

Please...I LOVE Bomb Girls...please, don't
cancel my favorite show!! I can't imagine
what I will do without my Bomb Girls!!

Sherri M.

It is a wonderful show that portrays an
important part of Canadian history.

Kim R.

I had a terrible foreshadow the other
night of what it will be like if Bomb Girls
gets cancelled. I found myself folding
laundry while watching A certain show
containing various women living in large
houses wearing big hair and lots of
jewelery. No disrespect to those
ladies...but what a waste of an hour.
Bomb Girls has so much more to offer,
and Global willingly throws it away. There
is absolutely no sense in cancelling a show
like this...what are you thinking? Please
DO NOT CANCEL BOMB GIRLS!

Shelley S.

Finally...a great Canadian
show...educational and empowering us
women!! Do the right thing, and keep this
show!!

Miranda L.

its a great show made in Canada and
shows some unique social details from the
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time. Sparks an interest, is entertaining
and is a great historical time ~!
Anna C.

Beautifully made example of how to write
varied and complex characters that also
happen to be female. You just don't
realize how rare it actually is til you see it
done this well. The show portrays 'strong'
women without resorting to stereotypes.
It is doing what no other TV show has
managed to do for a long time. The world
needs another season!

Katharine L.

it is a good quality show. It shows how
women were empowered to become
independent and how they joined the
work force. Excellent acting by Meg Tilly!

Bonnie H.

Haven't missed a single episode of this
show since it began. It's absolutely the
BEST show on TV. How can a network
even consider cancelling such a popular
show????

Kelly N.

What a great historical drama that shows
a period where women made a huge
contribution to the war effort and
changed their lives forever. I love the
variety of women from difference classes
and background becoming friends and
crossing society barriers. This is a story
that needs to be told. Love the show!

Nathan L.

Poignant view of an unseen parts of life
during wartime. Stunning period detail of
timeless 40s style and culture. Don't lose
this show. It is far more than tv
entertainment. Artfully crafted and
brilliant!

Kanitta C.

A well-written, complex, women-center
TV show is a rare gem and Bomb Girls is
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that show. Why cancel such a wonderful
story premature when it hasn't finished
telling its story yet? I just want more
women to watch this show and realize
how much women in that generation have
been through. Bomb Girls has given so
much positive messages to young females
who can look at those characters and can
relate to them and know that they can
grow up and be strong women like them.
Farah M.

It's an amazing show with an incredible
cast. And THE BEST LESBIAN
CHARACTER on TV. It deserves 10 more
seasons because there are still too many
stories left to tell.

Thais R.

This is the only show that truly shows
strong women first and relationships
second and we need more of this. Please
give us another season.

Linda M.

Such a smart, well written piece of work
on television. So nice to watch something
from an important period in Canadian
history, with interesting complex
characters. Love this show and can't
believe it is being cancelled. Can it be
picked up by a Canadian network such as
CBC? What a shame to have it disappear.
Somebody made a bad call.

Shirley W.

Good TV show that deserves another
season.

Jan H.

Great characters and story line

Andréanne P.

This show is incredible. Well written, well
played with an incredible plot.

Catalina O.

DUDE! WTF?! YOU CAN'T CANCEL
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BOMB GIRLS! IT'S EPIC!!! I FCKING
LOVE THE SHOW, NOW I'M SUPER
UPSET NO COOL
Mary F.

I like Canadian history.

Shannon B.

This show is so well-written and very
popular. it features strong female
characters and a great portrayal of what
life was like back then. It sparks the
interest of those, like me, that were never
really interested in history, to learn more!

Siobhan O.

I love this show. It's the best show that
has been on TV so far.

Avery C.

Bomb Girls is a fantastically ambitious
show. I truly believe the creators are
doing their best to reveal a side of history
rarely seen in mainstream media. The
stories of Canadians who for whatever
reason did not go overseas but who
nonetheless overcame obstacles and who
deserve to be honoured for their
contribution to the war effort and the
feminist movement. I believe that if this
show is given a chance-- either as a TV
movie or another season-- it will be even
more engaging and insightful than the
second season. It's not just that I've
become incredibly invested in the
complex and charming characters-- I
really do think it's important for young
Canadians to see this side of our history.
So please consider the feedback of myself
and my fellow Bombshells.

Gil G.

Enjoy the show

Joan L.

iT IS ONE OF THE4 BEST CANADIAN
SHOWS EVER PRODUCED
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Lisa M.

My daddy is a WWII veteran...and I am a
woman!

Ol R.

this show has it's own beating heart and
deserves to be continued. wonderful,
touching and powerful

Nicola H.

It's an AWESOME show! Smart, great
acting and actually historically accurate.
This is gem amid all the utter crap on TV
and it kills me that this is what is being
cancelled. What a stupid decision.

Jim B.

This is such a great show. Super story
lines and great acting.

Allison V.

I am a proud supporter of Canadian
content and am always sad when a great
show gets cancelled. Bomb Girls was
fantastic and it's a shame that we can't
support out own talent in this country.

Kay W.

This show is getting international
attention, and makes me proud of
Canadian television. (And, believe me, I
do not feel that way often about Canadian
TV). It's a classy, quick-witted show that
connects with me for its timeless
characters, not just the period of time it is
set in. The characters and relationships
developed are real and honest, and
deserve 42 mins of screen time at least 13
times a year. Sometimes, in a sick twist,
TV shows don't garner as much attention
until AFTER they're over (Battlestar
Galactica, Friday Night Lights to name a
few). I really feel like this show is being
"cut-off" right when it's snowballing into
something bigger.

Bethany N.

Quality shows so rare!!!
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Laura M.

I love this show so much!!! Its got great
actors and well written. I enjoy the stories
so much!

Tiril S.

This show is very important to me
because, I really enjoy watching this
show, I think the actors da a great job,
and it's well written. he show has a unique
theme and story that is different form
other shows in a positive way. It also
brings up important terms and problems
that is placed back in the days, that makes
the show very intresting and makes the
audience love the show even more. It also
gives me as an audience hope and
knowledge about the past and for my
future as well.

Rachel W.

because this show is the bomb.

Jennifer L.

ITS ABOUT TIME GREAT TV COMES
BACK. great historical insight for the
forgotten time period with awesome
acting and storylines to do this show
justice!!! It will be a shame to lose another
great show on TV, please stay!!!!

Dawn N.

Because I love this show!

Teresa E.

Bomb Girls is a great show depicting an
important period in women's history. It
has captured viewers from around the
world and has won awards. Way better
than all that stupid reality tv. Please
support quality Canadian programming.

Yian L.

This show is too good to only have two
seasons. It is exceptionally well written
with an amazingly talented cast and 20
times better than most shows on TV at
this moment. Renew Bomb Girls for
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another season Please.
Yian C.

I haven't found a show as good as this for
a really long time.over ten yrs! Please
don't cancel I record this show and I look
forward to watching it every week! I will
be a loyal fan as long as it is airing..

Lisa P.

Bomb Girls was outstanding quality
television. Please reconsider.

Britanni S.

This show has brought a new perspective
into my life. It has shown me that there
are people out there, even in decades way
before my time, that have experienced
what I have. I can see a part of myself in
Betty McRae. As one who has had to hide
my true sexuality, it's refreshing to see the
LGBT portrayed on tv, gaining exposure,
and showing the hardships of what some
of us actually go through. If renewed, it
will teach many of the realities of life.
Plus, the show is incredibly well written.
Absolutely stellar. The cast works so
perfectly together and makes the scenes
flow so effortlessly. The directing is
impeccable. There's literally no other
words to describe this show. Please
Global TV, look at this fan base. So many
people have been touched by this show. I
know I truly have. I can only imagine the
amount of people it could possibly reach,
but that imagination will come to reality
if, and only if, you renew for a third
season. I'm only 17 now, but I know a
damned good show when I see one. And I
don't want to have to live the rest of my
life knowing that my favorite character,
Betty McRae, didn't get the proper
treatment she needed. Don't make a
mistake. Save Bomb Girls.
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Ginette H.

Love the show. Keep it going.

Elizabeth N.

Bomb Girls is such a great show, superior
to all that crap we see everyday. Please
don't cancel it!!

Michele B.

It's a high-quality show that shows
Canadian society in an important time in
our history.

Sophia A.

It is a good show that has to much heart
not to be canceled!

Susan B.

excellent show, well acted, revealing
history that many forgot or never knew

Allison H.

This is a show which gives me a glimpse
of my mother as a young woman. She had
been married a week when her husband
went overseas. His plane was shot down
over the English Channel and he did not
come home. Superlative show. Fantastic
acting. A real glimpse into a very recent
chapter of our history. Getting a phone
installed. Please do not cancel one of the
best shows on television!

Carolyn S.

This is a very good show. I don't see
enough advertising about it's time slot. I
thought the series was over but then my
PVR picked it up again. Give it another
chance.

Marlene V.

I Love it!

Deb E.

Bomb Girls is an excellent show! Great
acting and well written

Gabrielle K.

It's so gooooooood!!
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Rosanne L.

i love this show. My mother in law was an
original bomb girl in Ajax

Carrie B.

This show interested me as a view of
Canada's side of the war effort. All history
lessons I attended during my education
completely skipped Canada's contribution
as if it never existed. Although this
show's excellent script and great casting
are important, it is the handling of LGBT
issues and discrimination that really drew
me to it. Please renew for at least another
season

April W.

great show!

Kendall L.

The show is amazing! Don't cancel it!

Rosella G.

I am italian fans actor Antonio Cupo.
Renew Bomb Girls for another season. A
superlative program in vision, acting,
plotting and dialogue, both important for
its historical perspective and for its
intelligent. Please, è possibile vedere
presto tutta la serie TV anche qua in Italia
?? Grazie !!

Cheryl T.

The show is a little bit of history,truth,
and I fell in love with each and every
character,set, costumes. Most importantly
the show makes me happy, I look forward
to when the show is on. Please renew
Bomb Girls.

Philip V.

Great show

Michelle L.

Great cast, writing and subject line!

Donna N.

My neice is an actress on the show.
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Mandy Z.

Bomb Girls is such an amazing series!! It
should have more seasons!!

Marion A.

Canadian content - good stories - good
acting - the whole nine yards

Julie H.

This is my favorite show!!!

Ruby-Violet T.

This show is soo awesome! I actually dont
watch a whole lot of T.V. And I finally
found a show that I LOVE. Please dont
take it off the air

Robin M.

This is a quality show that offers great
acting and story about a period and
subject that fascinates me.

Lesley F.

a high quality CANADIAN show - why are
you airing crap shows and killing this
great seris - if Bomb Girls is not re-newed
for more seasons - I will boycott Global
and encourage my friends to do the same
- shame on you Global - very bad
decision!

Bradie B.

I love this show and it depicts an
important time for women.

Shahrazad E.

This show is simply amazing! I've been
captivated from the first episode and I
can't imagine not having another season
to look forward to! It's a beautiful
representation of the time period and is a
perfect way to educate people about a
vital turning point in history. Please keep
Bomb Girls!!!

Loni W.

Bomb Girls takes me back to a time I
couldn't live in. I have always been
fascinated with this era, and Bomb Girls
reminds me of a time of class and respect.
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Paul D.

I do like the show...and it has strong
support on both sides of the border.

Penelope P.

This is the best show on TV! Wonderful
acting, great writing and strong female
characters. It is such a wonderful change
from all of the low brow reality shows and
mindless comedy out there. Please renew
it!

Giorgia S.

Please save Bomb Girls. One of the
greatest show ever!!

Victoria L.

Bomb Girls is an amazing show, it teaches
us women quite a lot. Don't cancel a good
thing!!!!!!!!

Sarah P.

This show is based on real events that
occurred during World War II. All we see
on television anymore are reality shows
and talk shows. The beautiful dramas are
always the first ones to get axed (Pan Am
is another example). Keep this show - it
has made this girl very happy!

Tiffani I.

This is such an amazing and heartfelt
show. Most of what is on TV is such awful
dribble. PLEASE don't give up on Bomb
Girls! Please help continue to teach &
enrich the lives of America with Bomb
Girls!

Teresa W.

The is such an educational show and so
well written. There are no shows that
teach the young viewers about our history
and the way people in this era lived. Very
sad that we have to lose a show that is so
beneficial to viewers with a great
storyline. Bomb girls surpassed all other
network shows and the viewers
appreciated and welcomed this great
change. Would love to save the Bomb
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Girls!!!
Bethany S.

ts a good show with a strong female
message

Judith M.

One of the few current TV offerings with
valid historical backdrops, marvelous
acting and addicting story lines....Please
keep 'Bomb Girls' on. This is a Canadian
'Rosie the Riveter'..!!!

Samantha G.

Shows that teach us about our past and
about the strength women had are
important to me because those are the
kinds of shows I want my daughters to
see. Props to the ladies to busted their
butts for the war effort!

Meryem B.

Because Bomb Girls is the best Canadian
Show ever and it would be such a shame
and a waste to cancel it, you have a strong
and loyal base of fans, please reconsider
this and renew Bomb Girls.

Shanti B.

Excellent, high-quality show that is one of
the best Canadian series ever! The
characters are all well developed and
wonderful and this show is consistently
brilliant. It's also very different from
anything else on TV right now!

Sarah T.

This is the first show I've ever watched in
which every single character is engaging
and complex. Please don't make TV a
worse place by cancelling it. Season 1
hasn't even been released on DVD in
Australia, how can Global TV cancel this
show based on one countries' reaction? Its
impact is global. Please renew this show;
it's amazing.
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Joanna P.

Great shows are few & far between!

Deborah A.

I gave up watching TV years because there
was nothing worth watching BUT I stop
everything to watch this show....LOVE IT!
It gave me a reason to turn on the TV
again.Don't take it away!

Alliston T.

Please don't take away one of the best
shows to come from Canada.

Peggie T.

This is the first series in a long time that I
have enjoyed watching. I don't see any
valid reason to cancel a winning show.

Kat P.

Even I myself am surprised that I would
get hooked on a TV Drama, let alone a
CANADIAN one! I really do enjoy this
well written show that shows how women
struggled, and how things were shaped
historically. Please do not cancel this
show!

Ginger D.

I love this show. Its shows how women
came together, supported one another. A
time when everyone worked together and
supported a great cause. It also has
beautiful costumes, the actors are
amazing. Its a show thats like reading a
book, you become part of it, you feel like
your right in the middle of the whole
story. It draws you in and when you so
deep into the hour is up and you feel like
it just started. Its a show that I DVR
because I know my husband cant' stand it
but I LOVE LOVE LOVE this show. Please
oh please don't cancel this show.

Carrie B.

Awesome history. Too good to cancel.
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Robin F.

Bomb Girls is one of the best written,
well-acted dramas on TV today. With
reality shows taking over the networks,
it's refreshing to see such an historically
accurate, interesting show these days with
actresses and actors who have real talent.
It's also been amazing to see a show
(finally) that emphasizes the role that
many women played during WWII. Please
don't cancel Bomb Girls!

Emily B.

Such a good show and so much better
than the plethora of average shows that
have so many seasons. Not only a great
show but piqued my interest in the
history of women munitions workers, you
owe it to history to keep it running!

Kathryn F.

This is an amazing show with history! it
shows what the ladies of that time had to
do to survive as well as help out the war.
very good show and lets save it!!

Alma N.

I don't want the show cancelled! Bomb
girls is my favorite show, you cant just
cancel after two season's! Please, save the
show!!!!!

Jessica H.

♥ the show! Setting, costumes, hair, make
up, music, story line and especially the
actors are so believable. I feel like I'm
there. Truly can relate to every
character... male or FEMALE!

Tanya S.

It will be a complete shame if this series is
cancelled. As people of all ages watch this
show. Please don't let this happen.
Everytime a great program is on tv it
seems to get cancelled. The ones that
seem to last the longest are the reality
shows.
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Yvonne F.

History about Canada and our wartime
contributions has been sadly blown off are you waiting for CBC to pick it up ? If
this is cancelled to be replaced by another
series which does not showcase Canada's
importance during any of the WWars or
Korea , I will not be watching Global AT
ALL in future.

Susan C.

Love the show -- shows a strong set of
women at a time when most were
regulated to home and hearth

Kristina A.

Love this show. Wonderful stories. Please
do not cancel this great show.

Sue P.

I love this show, true Canadian...great
actors and actresses...so look forward to
watching it on Monday evenings!

Melissa M.

love the show

Erika B.

Great show!

Sonya P.

It depicts an era I love reading and
watching stuff about! It's great, and I love
it!

Marg K.

Story line is very interesting and love that
it is local history!

Ulla G.

A quality Canadian program that
outshines many American produced
dramas. It touches on many social issues
and what it was like for people of all
backgrounds during WW2.

Catherine L.

This is the only new show in the last 3
years I watch. Please keep it on the air.
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Gregory W.

As a guy, and an American, it's an
important historical lesson to see the
sacrifices of women and Canadians writ
large. Plus, the writing, casting, and set
design are fantastic!

Jennifer C.

Bomb Girls is an amazing empowering
show. Not just about women but about an
important, culture changing, time in the
world!

Ishbell A.

In a TV land of yawn-worthy reality
shows, carbon copy comedies and
depressing dramas, Bomb Girls is an
absolute breath of fresh air! This isn't just
good TV, it's absolutely amazing, heartwarming, educational, inspiring TV!
Every character is well-rounded and so
thoughtfully put together and the actors
and actresses and everyone involved
clearly pour their hearts into the project.
As a non-Canadian watching series 1 in
the UK, I have learnt so much about
Canadian history during WW2, and as a
woman it has been so refreshing to see a
series with such strong female characters
and role-models, seeing how they
overcame so many issues in a world so
different to how it is today. I could watch
this show forever; it would be so sad to
lose such a good thing. Please renew!

Nathan E.

I love this show it shows a part of history
that is rarely looked at

Bojania G.

It's an amazing TV show with a wonderful
cast. It would be such a shame to cancel it
after only two seasons!

Laura M.

Save the the "Bomb Girls, of course! I find
history to be most excellent when blended
into visual arts media programing. My
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Grandmother, was an active participant
during this era while "The Boys" were
away fighting. So much of the past slips
away a little every day unless documented
in fresh / current programing, such as
Bomb Girls! I can only sing the praises for
"Bomb Girls" and ask for reconsideration
of program cancelation!
Karen M.

This is a show is very well written. Love to
see the clothing they were wearing in that
era. Love the cast.

Maggie K.

ONE OF THE BEST CANADIAN SHOWS
ON TV. THIS WOULD REALLY BE
POPULAR IN BRITAIN TOO, IF YOU
GAVE IT A CHANCE.

Louise J.

one of the best shows on TV and there
aren't that many good ones.

Alex D.

Love the show, I want a next season!

Claire E.

I think its an incredible show!! and We
want more of it in South Africa!

Natalie B.

It's an amazing show!!! There's NO show
like it! SAVE BOMB GIRLS!

Paula W.

Close to home

Erin B.

Listen up, Global TV! You must renew
Bomb Girls for another season! The story
and characters are beginning to show
substance, the show has only just begun
to take off. Like that classic WWII fighter
jet, the Spitfire, that took time to develop
and streak through the sky, Bomb Girls
could do with some fine-tuning and
development. Give the show another
season to do just that. Bomb Girls is a
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great show about Canadian women
breaking new ground and joining the
work force in the 1940s. It is interesting
from a historical point of view and
entertaining as a series. You have a great
cast, beautiful sets and a show with so
much promise. All that potential deserves
another season in which to be realized on
screen. Since the first season, Bomb Girls
has dramatically improved in quality,
from the acting, to sets, character
development and script writing. Please
keep producing with this show. It has
begun to show its promise and the team
behind Bomb Girls deserves the chance to
keep developing and enriching the story.
Jeanne M.

This show is so different to all the other
shows out there! Entertainment,
educational, and SO feel good... why
would you cancel it?

Ailsa H.

A fantastic, unique story which just keeps
on giving- don't end it now, I want Betty
to have a chance!

Emily B.

betty

Angela S.

There aren't many historical fiction shows
out there. And this show is about women
coming out of their homes to be more
than just housewives. There are many
good role models on this show. And I
can't stop talking about it to everyone. I
love it. And Betty is my favorite

Carol N.

This show is fantastic. Working women in
the 40s, great story line, etc,

April B.

I am a history buff. My husband and I
share an interst in military and its history.
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We enjoy watching bomb girls to feel
what life was like when our One grandpa
of mine was army airborne and the other
navy pilot. I would hate to not see more
Bomb Girls!
Jessika V.

Because it is a good show!!! I am so sick of
all these "reality" and fake shows that
revolve around human stupidity. Bomb
Girls is a breath of fresh air that allows
younger people such as myself (23 yrs
young) to see how life was back then
during the war while still having that soap
opera feel.

Vickie F.

With the overwhelming variety of garbage
available for viewing, it would be a shame
to lose a program that is this good.

Lesleigh J.

It is one of the few shows I look forward
to! So different & it puts you back to that
era & What they went through. Please
don't take it off!

Lolita N.

Because there's so much crappy reality TV
it's refreshing to have a show that's based
on real events and portray real and strong
women who played an important role in
the war effort & Canadian history that
many people weren't aware of. I don't
know what kind of research led you to this
decision but you're missing a broad
demographic of boomers, near boomers,
their children and grandkids who can
relate to the well portrayed characters and
storylines. The show is a big hit with my
coworkers of all ages and they are
spreading the word to friends and family
as they get hooked. Give this amazing
show and talented writers, actors and
crew a chance to show what great
Canadian programming can be.
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Bethany M.

This show is really good! Good story lines
and something different than all the other
shows out there. Please give it another
shot

Misty M.

I love the stories of the different women
and men the show displayed. I adore the
WWII era with the beautiful clothes,
shoes, and hairstyles. I also think it's
wonderful that this show had the courage
to portray a lesbian during war time, and
when it was still illegal to be gay.

Ashley F.

Global has cancelled many programs over
the years and they need to keep this one.
Its important to our country history and
the actual bomb girls

Lena N.

This show is amazingly done and very
different from what is aired on tv these
days. It is a relief to the bad media that is
presented to us.

DeShunta C.

Bomb girls is a well written, well acted
show. It is different than anything else on
TV. In an era with all these so called
reality shows it is nice to have a scripted
good quality show on TV. Please renew it.
Save our show.

Mirian M.

It is a pity to not keep this great show on.
This is by far one of the best shows out
there. I hope you guys reconsider and sign
them for a third season.

Rose M.

IT IS THE ONLY WORTHWHILE GOOD
CLEAN SHOW TO WATCH ON
TELEVISION!!!

Samantha G.

This show is full of strong women.
Everyone should be watching.
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Darren D.

Honest, well written shows are far too few
these days, especially ones with brilliant
female lead characters.

Rebecca H.

This is one of the top 5 best produced
shows on television. Amazing writing,
acting, costumes, production design, and
cinematography! If its not getting enough
ratings, that just means you need to
advertise. You've already got the goods!

Samantha K.

Bomb girls is such a unique show that
FINALLY tells a different story from
everything else on TV

Cynthia J.

This show is wonderful! Please don't
cancel it!!

Rachel H.

This is a great show!

Liz M.

How often are we going to come across a
historical television show that
demonstrates the strength and ability of
our female predecessors? Not very damn
often, I'll let you know. Save Bomb Girls!

Leticia G.

This show is so good ... love the era its
based on very interesting stories and
cast!!

Maggie P.

It is great to see strong independent
female roles on TV.

Carol G.

I love the show. great scripts and great
acting

Maile T.

This show reminds me of my grand so
much And what a strong women she was,
don't take these ladies off the air !!!
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Jessica W.

This is an amazing show. It has a great
story line and plot. There are tons and
tons of WWII shows/movies about the
men and all their hard work and
sacrifices, the women have very few!!!!
They were a huge part of it as well and
need to be recognized! We were able to
finally have some freedom and got the
ball rolling on many other women's issues
because of the independence we gained by
being able to work outside of the house in
this time period. PLEASE KEEP IT
GOING!!!!

Stacy L.

My aunt was a "Rosie the Riveter" making
parts for aircraft during WWII. I have
never really thought about what life was
like for her during that time. It also
addresses racism, homophobia, women's
independence, and the way all these
things impact us. It is really a great show,
that is original and not covering the same
old ground every other TV show does.
Please reconsider.

Andra L.

This show is so well-written and has such
an emotional impact on viewers. There
aren't a lot of shows you can say that
about. Please renew!!!

Teri S.

Bomb Girls is the best.

Roslynd F.

I love this show! This show is educational
, it is a part of history. It is refreshing to
watch a show that is not mind numbing
like some shows that are out there.
PLEASE DON`t take it off the air!!!!!!

Cheryl W.

Keep Bomb Girls
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Tom R.

I simply love interesting stories that are
well acted

Sarah S.

love this show. it shows how people dealt
with the issues of the day. it gives me a
glimps of what it was like for my
grandparents

Jennifer P.

My name is Jennifer Post and I am a
student-athlete from Massachusetts. Over
the summer, I underwent some shoulder
surgery that is keeping me from playing
the sport that I love. Near the end of
October I found this show in my
recommended to you section on Netflix.
This part might seem irrelevant, but my
favorite movie of all time is A League of
Their Own. I am fascinated by the 40s
and the WWII era in general, which made
Bomb Girls an easy choice on my part.
Instantly I started to connect with the
characters. I love Gladys - she was
amazing! But I especially understood
Betty. I could see that she could make
being more of the tomboy image work for
her and that is an image that I have
always had of myself. Not so much in a
butch way, however I can see that in her
time period she would have been
considered more butch. My deepest
connection to the show though comes in
the form of Vera. As I mentioned earlier, I
had shoulder surgery over the summer.
Seeing the accident that Vera had in the
munitions factory was obviously horrible
to witness and would be one million times
worse to physically endure but the biggest
thing about Vera was that she got back in
the factory. The strength that she showed
to overcome her fear and the courage
displayed was inspiring to me. I get
extremely nervous just looking at a pull
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up bar, or thinking about hang cleaning or
benching again. I have dreams that my
arm gives out entirely and that my career
is ruined. Seeing that Vera came back to
the place the changed her whole life
completely with such bravery made things
a little easier for me in the weight room.
She gave me the strength to know that
even when it doesn't look like the odds are
in your favor, go out and try anyway. You
just need to fake it until you make it. And
finally, I just got one of my aunts hooked
on this show and she loves the 40s too!
Thank you for putting together this
campaign and I really hope more seasons
of this show can be produced. Good luck!
Mark S.

This is such a compelling program. I
began watching it on Netflix last week and
I have done nothing but work and come
home and watch this series. I like every
one of the characters. Thank you for
bringing this part of world history to life
with such life, feeling and intrigue. Please
produce more seasons.

Lenta K.

I love this show! Please bring it back!!!!!

L. G.

The show Bomb Girls has several years of
future story lines in it. I am flabbergasted
that it would be cut off at such a ripe time.
This show is as excellent as any that has
had a run for 5-7 years. I do not
understand what the producers can be
thinking. Dumb decision people.

Linda D.

I am writing because I just finished
watching Bomb Girls on Netflix and loved
it. The stories of that era and how much
the war affected the people at home was
mesmerizing. I will definitely be
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contacting Netflix about taking up the
show since I do not live in Canada and do
not have access to Canadian TV. You
don’t see shows like this here in the
States, which is too bad, because I am
sure the war affected us here as much as it
did Canada. Good luck with your efforts
at continuing the Bomb Girls story with
more than just a 2 hour TV movie.
Nikki H.

I just recently discovered Bomb Girls thru
Netflix about 5 days ago, and have already
finished both seasons. I am a working
mother of two busy little boys and don't
have much free time. I fell in love with the
show with the first episode and couldn't
stop watching. I was extremely
disappointed when I went online just now
to find out if there was a season 3 that
hadn't hit Netflix yet to discover the show
was cancelled. You have a hit here. If you
ask me, your target audience. .. (20-35)
I'm 29 mind you, you made a bad
business decision canceling the show. I
had never heard of it before I saw it 5 days
ago, randomly and I've had Netflix for a
year and a half. If the show wasn't doing
well enough, someone wasn't doing their
job in marketing it! Maybe you should try
hiring someone that knows what they're
doing. This show is amazing! The actors
and actresses are fantastically talented
and I can relate to each and every
character. You have wonderful writers. I
saw there are plans to make a movie. I
think that's great, but continuing the
show would be 100 times better! Please
pass this on to whomever needs to see it.
I'd love for the cast to know how much I
have enjoyed their work! I relate to Mrs.
Korbitz as my boyfriend of almost 5 years
and I have been through relationship
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challenges. I see my spitfire in all the lead
women. I see my religious upbringing in
Kate, even though mine wasn't crazy like
hers. I relate to finding my worth like
Vera and my voice like Kate AND Gladys.
Anyways, I'm tired and need to sleep but I
wanted to share my two cents. Thanks for
taking the time to read.
Joan O.

We just finished watching the 2nd season
of Bomb Girls via Netflix. We loved every
episode and introduced it to others in our
family. Our in-laws love it so much they
watched 8 episodes in one day!!! We hope
very much that you continue with this
show and have a few more seasons. We
are very interested in WWII history
because of our parents' involvement in
the war overseas. Please go ahead and
have more seasons of this wonderful
show!!! Your show is very much loved!!!

Beverly A.

Please keep this show going. The story is
great. The acting is terrific. It is
sooooooo refreshing to watch a show with
substance. PLEASE DON'T THROW IN
THE TOWEL!!!

Sally L.

I want to add myself to the number of
people trying to save bomb girls we need
more quality shows like this on t v not
some of the nonsence shows that have
taken over like reality shows etc.

Mel C.

I just discovered Bomb Girls on netflix
about 2 weeks ago & have already found
myself dreading and holding out watching
the final episode.I was hooked instantly.I
don't get that way with many shows
either.I am a proud young US Army
Veteran wife and seeing a military related
show with accuracy is just exciting! I have
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a real fascination with WWII & the way it
made people come together.I think our
country lacks that now and this show is a
sweet reminder of the good ole
days.Anyway, it seems shows I end up
liking always seem to get canceled.Maybe
because a lot of people are just too
modernized to watch a show like Bomb
Girls.Either way, I was devistated to hear
the show was canceled right when I
started watching it.Cant wait for the
movie though!!! :)
chellesbelles

Found Bomb Girls on Netflix last night
and just finished watching both seasons. I
love that they are making the 2 hour
movie, but really wish they would
continue the series. Meg Tilly is amazing.

Colleen P.

History of women during the war!

Brittany D.

Its inspiring and brings perspective to
what life was back then

Debbie H.

it is a great show with wonderful, complex
characters

Dawn B.

By far one of the BEST shows on TV.
SAVE BOMB GIRLS!!

Judy H.

Historical, strong portrayal of men and
women during WWII. Very entertaining
with good acting and solid story lines.

Tracey S.

Great show bring it back

Katie S.

My boyfriend is going over seas, I identify
with the characters issues of loved ones
far away.
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Jackie B.

I really like the show!

Teresa P.

This show is great and very inspirational.
its has great story lines, awesome
characters and the character development
from the first to the second season is well
thought out. I hate the thought of not
knowing how far these girls will go after a
second season. please do not cancel.

Anne S.

You must be insane to not renew! One of
the best shows on television, in fact,
probably the best!!!

Nancy K.

It's a great show and true to the era the
are portraying. Please don't cancel this
show!!!!

Nakisha J.

I love this show! It has good storylines
and one of the few tv shows i will even
bother to watch. Please keep this good old
wholesome program on tv. When i say
wholesome, i'm referring to the fact that
i'm not embarassed to say i watch it.

Allison C.

Shows demonstrating both queer and
women's history are woefully lacking.

Shelby D.

I just loved the story line to the show.

Jenifer S.

I LOVE this show!!!!

Ronald F.

we love that show

Alexis W.

This is a great show, with a brilliant plot.
Someone has to pick this up if you drop it.

Sarah B.

Bomb Girls is the only program that
shows another era of women that is
relatable, historically accurate and
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touches your heart. Don't cancel my
favorite show!
Bobby B.

This is a great show, with great
characters.

Rose P.

it’s a great show

Nancy Y.

I love the history of the era and the
characters bring it to life.

Christine H.

It's a great show!

Lisa M.

This is a wonderful show. I have not seen
such a meaningful show in years. I have
learned and enjoyed the stories that are
purely Canadian. Why can't we sustain
and support our own industry?
Cancelling this show is a sad statement . I
am sure if we exported this show
worldwide they would embrace these
wonderful stories. Keep this show going.

Kristen R.

I feel that Bombs Girls is a very good and
well written show. It gives very good
information on what it was like during
WW 2. This show isnt available to me in
my region of the U.S. but i always make
sure i dont miss an episode. Im a very
loyal fan to this show, it devastating to me
that its cancelled. Please renew Bomb
Girls for another season.

Teresa K.

The insight of what it was like for women
joining the workplace for the first time is
inspiring! I am so grateful for these
pioneers that joined the workforce in
support of the war effort.

Dale M.

Too much crap on TV this is a quality
show!
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Courtney F.

This show is fantastic. Is shows a piece of
history and is relatable to the war we see
today, but on a different level. It is
unique, has a great cast and fantastic
story lines.

Wendy B.

I love this show!! It is amazing Please
dont cancel it an make a 3rd season!!
Please Please Please

Linda K.

This is a terrific show and helps us
understand our own generation, too. With
recording equipment so prevalent, the
channels may set 2 -3 shows against each
other and we can watch them all, to heck
with the programers and their ratings
battles. Unfortunately, we are the loser in
the end because they only count the "live"
version...I'm in US and love this series!

Janine G.

It's an excellent show. An important part
of history, that hasn't been shown before.
We in the US, usually get the many
excellent Canadian TV shows, a couple of
years behind live in CA. I just found this
series a few days before the second series
started. Excellent writing, excellent
acting-Just a really good show. PLEASE
don't cancel! PLEASE

Mayra A.

I luv the show. It show how thing were in
that time. It also teach is us girl and
women how to be strong and fight for
what we believe in. I also love the hair and
fashion they use.

Lindsay M.

Please renew Bomb Girls, it's the best
show I've seen in years and it deserves
another chance to be seen by more
people, it'd be a shame to end it now.
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Christy S.

This is one of my favorite shows to
watch...no matter what is recorded on my
dvr...this is the first show I watch
whenever it airs. Bring it back for another
year.

Patsy W.

So much garbage on TV. Quality
programs like Bomb Girls always lose.
The group advertisers are marketing
aren't even home to watch their garbage
programming.

Shelly C.

I hope Bomb Girls doesn't become this
decade's My So-Called Life.

Rachel D.

This show is so inspiring. It can't go away,
the war is not won!

Gretchen W.

This is a fantastic-- and inspirational-show. The acting is superb and it really
transports you to a different time in the
not-so-distant pass, showing vibrant,
strong women whose stories I actually
care about.

Ruth M.

It is a part of history that needs to be
remembered!

Angela D.

Bomb Girls is a one of a kind show. It is
smart, sassy and gives a wonderful
historical perspective of women. There
are few shows that are focused on women.
I can think of a lot of war movies, but
there aren't any shows that celebrate how
women kept countries alive and running
while the men were fighting for freedom. I
sincerely appreciate the perspectives, the
complex characters, the wonderful writing
and the way with which the 40's come
alive in my living room every Wednesday
night. Shame on you for canceling one of
the best shows I've ever watched on
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television. I can't even imagine where
your logic comes from. Just from a
trendy, fashionista aspect, the 40's are
super hot right now. People flock to flea
markets & antique stores to purchase
items made in the 40's, the latest
cookware and housewares are modeled
from 40's styles, women's hairstyles are
leaning toward hairstyles pioneered in the
40's. Do I really need to go on? There is
FLAW in your logic. Bring my girls back!
This American loves her Canadian
bombshells!
Rick M.

this is a great production and should get
at least a third season if not more

Sheryl C.

I love this show

Traci G.

This is a great, quality show. Hard to find
on TV these days. And you learn a lot
about our history.

Marian C.

I can see the show being a bit of a hard
sell right up until someone watches the
first episode. And then? Then you just
want to sit there and watch everything
until you run out of episodes and then you
need more. We need more.

Susan S.

If u cancel at least give ending! Love the
show

Gordon B.

Finally there is a decent show on tv and
they want to cancel it. It happens
everytime.

Yolanda M.

I love this show. World War II the
fashions and the characters are well
portrayed.
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Melody T.

One of the few really good shows on TV! I
never go to movies, so rely on TV for
quality entertainment, something I found
in Bomb Girls! Keep this show alive and
on the air!

Ellie K.

Finally we get an amazing show that
supports the troops that's classy!!!

Heather F.

I really enjoy watching this show not only
for the acting but for a show showing the
lives of working class women. I can't think
of anything I don't like about this
wonderful show. Please keep it on.

Amber M.

I love this show it is amazing!!!

Robin R.

Because I love this show!!

Leanne D.

Bomb Girls tops Mad Men. I was so
bummed that there was only 6 episodes in
the first season, and I look forward to this
show every week. Please don't kill the
Bomb Girls.

Vanessa F.

I love the show.

Cheryl N.

I love this show and good historical
dramas are hard to come by.

Samantha M.

Because the show is great and we need
more shows like these. I'm sick of reality
shows! Keep it up please!

Alia M.

It's an amazing show, with a wonderful
storyline. I also enjoy learning a little bit
about the 40s and the things that women
had to go through while waiting for their
soldiers to come home.
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Megan V.

This is the only decent show for women
on T.V. It has heart and soul, it tells the
story of an important time in our
country's history, and it does so
accurately! So many people are going
through now what those families went
through then. And besides, even my
boyfriend likes it! My car mechanic, grew
up in the country, 4-wheeler riding
boyfriend! What does that tell you?!

Brooke P.

Love the show!

Dana R.

We love this show. Please don't let it die
like Firefly did.

Kimberley A.

This is a quality show. It matters to me as
a female because it is telling women's
stories and showing our work and lives
during a pivotal period in history in a way
that it has never been shown before.

Laura B.

Save Bomb Girls!!!!!

Nadene M.

I'm so tired of reality shows and 24 hour
news shows. It's refreshing to watch a
show that is well written and has
interesting and well developed characters.

Linda S.

There are not nearly enough shows
depicting strong, capable women

Belinda R.

Love. Love. Love Bomb Girls.

Diana P.

I fell in love with this show, and got my
80 year old mother watching it too, said
brings back many memories for her.
Please dont take one of the best series off
the air. I am sick of the reality shows that
are on and look forward to MY Bomb
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Girls
Shana W.

It's something different from everything
else on TV now and very empowering for
women!

Norma S.

Please! Save BG this show is educational
to all of the people that didn't know about
the war back in the day. Please don't
cancel it .

Sheryl D.

Love the show. Reminds me so much of
my parents who did the same during the
War

Connie B.

This show is good tv! Please don't
cancel!!!

Sonia C.

I love this show! Too many shows still
have the women as the submissive role
and this show is the epitome of women
being empowered! Besides, its just a great
show!

Maggie G.

I love this show!!! I discovered it on
Netflix and fell in love with it. I think it's
awesome to see how women helped the
war effort and the acting is superb as well
as the plot line. Please renew!!!!!

Kathleen L.

love this show! We can't even see it on the
internet because it is restricted for us!

Donna T.

Love the show love going back in time.

Emily T.

The characters are very real and very
relate-able.

S. E.

This show is not only entertaining and has
incredible fashion, it is educational and
celebrates one of the most fascinating and
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important parts of our history. These
stories need to be told!!!!!
Margaret P.

I love this show because I feel it is a part
of history & that is a very important part
of the way people had to deal with a lot of
issues. It would be a shame to cancel
something so important to a lot of people.

Darla S.

I love the show!!

Rachel A.

This is the best series in a long time that
has held both my husband & I captive. It's
engaging and we enjoy the humor, the
music - espcially from church mouse! the clothing - everything. Please keep it!

Melisa I.

This is such a great show. It's got great
history in it and an added bonus it's a
clean show. It's not some stupid reality
junk show like those ridiculous mtv teen
mom, buck wild, jersey shore that is pure
trash. Too many kids don't know enough
about history as it is and this was a way to
be able to show that history in an
appealing way to younger people. Don't
throw that away.

Carmen B.

I absolutely love this show its my favorite
era one of my favorite shows on tv i would
hate to see this show go away.

Diane G.

Great Show PLEASE!!!!!!!!

Cristina R.

i love this show please dont cancel my
husband just left for patrol and i always
look forward to this show it keeps me
from not being lonely and i love the
stories they tell about each girl PLEASE
PLEASE DON'T CANCEL PLEASE!!!!
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Elizabeth M.

It is a great show showing all walks of life
and cultures. In an amazing time period.
The characters a very 3 dimensional and
very interesting . It shows the way a
whole generation of men and women
lived and made there choices thru war
and at home. It is a fresh change from all
the same old shows cop shows regular
themed shows in the mainstream . It also
shows untouched issues of the time LQBT
community has very few awesome
characters. It show a character in a true
light and portrayed very well.

Tammy M.

Love the show and is a bit of history.

Theresa L.

Great show. Hope they reconsider. Makes
me sad.

Lydia B.

its a good quality show, with amazing
actors portraying a time where war was
affecting our countries, and how women
had to step into male roles because the
men were out fighting the war. Please do
not cancel such a great show. My
daughter and I watch this show together
and she loves it just as much as I do.

Melissa A.

It's a great show, with thoughtful content,
and talented actors/actresses. Better than
most shows on TV right now!

Meaghan C.

It's important to our history to keep this
show going. For all our daughters and
sisters!

Tami B.

I enjoy the show very much. It has taught
me things about Canada and about WWII
I did not know. It also shows the sacrifices
made by men and woman alike.
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Alan H.

great historical entertainment

Linda J.

I want the bomb girls to continue

Meredith H.

This a great show, with a positive
message. It has gained a strong
viewership for season 1 to season 2 and I
only see it getting higher. Save this
GREAT show!!!

Gretchen S.

I love this show and it's historic info in
has embeded in it. It's not trashy, there's
no swearing. It's good!

Kelsey S.

There is nothing else on tv like it!

Rainey S.

this show is well done and EXTREMELY
relevant and educational. shame on
anyone for cancelling a show like this but
keeping "reality" tv drivel around.

Natalie N.

It is a great show! Great actors... and
great story lines. You can keep the stories
going... and going...

Valerie W.

This is an amazing show, that I look
forward to watching every week!! Please
Keep it

Kerry S.

This show is about history! Strong women
that worked then went home to care for
the household i don't think there is a
better show then this on t.v.right now.

Diana P.

I love Bomb Girls. I enjoy watching and
talking about it with my 80 year old
mother who says it brings back many
memories for her. Please Renew it!

Barbara F.

My husband and I absolutely LOVE Bomb
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Girls and look forward each week to the
new episode it is the BEST show on
PLEASE renew it!!
Denise C.

I enjoy watching Bomb Girls on Reelz please renew it!

Jami P.

This series is amazing and I love the era it
takes place. I beg of you to renew this
show.

Jackie S.

I love this show!!! there really isnt
anything out there like this, so much
history that is shown from the show
alone.. please don't cancel it

Harriet F.

I love this show so much and would be so
sad to see it go. I am sick of all the reality
tv that is being shoved down our throats.
Please give Bomb Girls another change. A
faithful Bomb Girls fan here.

Veronica T.

I don't know how it is in Canada, but in
America, decent historical shows (even if
they are realistic fiction) are few and far
between. Bomb Girls is gritty, much like
the time was. It tackles real subjects of
World War 2. Please reconsider this
cancellation.

Katherine H.

It's a great show, I love it and don't want
it to end. I don't understand why you take
the great shows off? It has never made
any sense to me. Please renew Bomb Girls
for another season.

Savannah W.

I discovered "Bomb Girls" by accident and
it is one of my favorite shows. It features
strong, independent women succeeding in
a man's world. Their struggles are still
relevant. These types of shows are
uncommon while mindless "reality"
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shows flourish. Please bring these ladies
back. Thanks!
Sam F.

Bomb Girls is one of the best shows ever
created for TV. Not only is it a great piece
of storytelling it shines a light on an
important part of Canadian/US history
that shouldn't be forgotten.

Kaitlyn H.

Bomb Girls is a great representation of
the strength and versatility of the women
in that era. The stories are so inspiring
and a great way to remember the
sacrifices, lives, and veterans of the war.
Please keep Bomb Girls on the air. Thank
you.

Chelsea E.

I love this show! Great for all Pin up girls
looking for some styles to learn. Love
Love Love this show!!!!! i dont watch a
whole lot of tv anymore but this is my
favorite right now.

Jeffrey C.

Bomb Girls is truly wonderful. It's not
afraid to talk about issues that actually
existed during the 1940s and the
characters are all relatable. It's one of the
few shows I can truly enjoy. It also brings
focus to Canada during WWII especially
for Americans who watch the show.
Please renew it.

Susan T.

This is one of the best shows I have seen
in quite a long time! It is so well written
and it is wonderful seeing these historical
events through the eyes of women.

Chad H.

Bomb Girls is a great television show. For
me it gives me a connection to the WWII
history that I have devoted my life to
learn. For young people who know next to
nothing about that time period, it gives
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them a glimpse into life at that time.
PLEASE reconsider renewing this
excellent TV show.
Kyla B.

This is one of the best shows on television
right now.

Adria T.

Bomb Girls is an amazing show. I only
just found it via Netflix, and I was
instantly hooked. I am so terribly upset to
hear the news that Bomb Girls is not
being picked up for a third season. It's
such a rare gem of a television show.
Please, please reconsidering letting this
show go! In a matter of only 2 episodes, it
became my very favorite part of each
week since season 2 started.

Terri G.

I love this show. This is a completely
different type of show and I love it. I
barely watch tv anymore cause its all
"reality" shows.

Lily J.

BG is inspirational to so many girls and
myself included. PLEASE DON'T
CANCEL BOMB GIRLS!!!

Tim B.

This is a side of the story that's never been
told before.

Hope E.

Love this show in a world full of FILTH
on TV I can watch this and not worry
about my children walking into the room

Alicia M.

I love this show!

Dawn S.

Amazing show it can't be cancelled!

Bianca S.

Really think this one of the best show on i
watch it online and when it comes on in
America. So please keep it on one of my
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favorite show.
Tiffany S.

Bomb girls is a great show

Sofia B.

One of the best shows I've ever saw. Great
construction of characters, very good
storylines.

Staci M.

The show is a well written period drama
featuring a core cast of strong female
characters, showing a part of WW2
history that few really know about.

Kendra J.

I just found this show this year and
rewatched all of last season. Loved It! It it
was advertised more on local stations
anywhere in the USA it would do
awesome. I had never heard of it before or
the channel Reels. Please renew!! Or do a
show in the USA for USA. I guarantee it
will do great!

Susan A.

My mom was a Rosie The Riveter at the
Willow Run B24 Assembly Plant i8n
Ypsilanti,Mi. I feel like I can get a
connection with her on this show.

Shawna F.

Please, PLEASE don't cancel Bomb Girls!!
It is the best series on TV!!

David B.

This is such an awesome show. Great
charachters who are great role models.
The writing is fantastic as is the acting.
Keep this show going!!!!!

Meritxell M.

It makes me happy.

Anna K.

This is one of the best TV shows to come
along in a LONG time! I so have missed
Meg Tilly & was so thrilled to see her on
Bomb Girls. The entire cast, writers, crew,
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all involved do a wonderful job! Don't
take away our Bomb Girls!
Dave E.

Its a great Canadian show with great
characters and a great Canadian story. A
nice change from the constant barrage of
shows about the USA view point.

Linda F.

Canadian women's role in the
development of our country has always
been under-rated, not explained very well
nor well written about. The Bomb Girls is
one television show which portrays a
period in Canadian history of how much
women have contributed; how they have
struggled and the many obstacles they
have overcome. Sadly, this is another
obstacle to overcome...to have our voices
and place in history not taken seriously.
Shame on Global for cancelling this wellwritten,well-acted, informative and
enjoyable programme.

Lucie L.

it´s amazing serial

Kylie S.

This is one of the best shows that Canada
has produce in a long time and it's leagues
ahead of what other programming is
trying to do. It has perspectives and story
lines that are so rarely shown on prime
time tv. Everyone who starts watching the
show loves it, it just needs time to get to
the viewers!

Vicky O.

Amazing acting, story and history. Love
this show

Emily T.

This in one of the best TV shows I have
seen in a long time! I'm 23 and I love how
I'm actually learning things about history
that I never knew about, while watching
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this INCREDIBLE show and cast!
Edward F.

This is good, quality, Canadian drama
that speaks of social issues of the day that
still resonate today. Keep this show or sell
it to the CBC. They took over another
gem, Murdoch Mysteries.

Kate G.

Because I absolutely LOVE the show
'Bomb Girls' and I would be devastated if
they cut it off

Toni E.

It's our story, it's original material, it
features strong women characters.

Natalie H.

Its a great show CANADIAN at that ,
Canada never has great shows and this
one is great.... This show shows our
history and that's not something we
should let go for some stupid reality show
... PLEASE KEEP THIS SHOW

Carrie S.

Sick of reality shows! Love the reality of
THIS show! Girls are wonderful!

Linda M.

This is a Canadian produced program
with an excellent story line, fine acting
and production. It shows our history with
pride as very few shows do. I am devoted
to very few shows on tv, definetely not the
"reality" fluff shown, but Bomb Girls is
one that I NEVER fail to tune into. This
show has so much potential for future
episodes. The exploration of Betty's life
and how lesbianism was handled in the
40's. The strength Lorna must gain to be a
working mother supporting her family
and the future of her relationship with
Bob. Don't cease production of the fine
Canadian show. We, the viewers deserve
better. Let us make this decision this
time, not the suits on Bay street.
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Cynthia H.

This show is one of the best on television,
and does a phenomenal job of making
Canadian history come alive. I am
devastated to hear that it is not coming
back for a third season. This show
deserves better!

Peter M.

These are our stories told in a way that
intrigues the viewer and will also serve to
educate.

Michelle V.

this show is AMAZING!!!! how can you
possibly end it like that?!!!! NO WAY!!! i
need more in my life, thankyouverymuch

Aprile G.

It's simply a great show

Fabienne B.

For once there is a quality show on t.v
which displays interesting character and a
dimension of WWII rarely mentionned.

Judi M.

We deserve some decent shows to watch a
refreshing change from all the mindless
drivel that is on each evening.

Jessie S.

I love this show, it deals with every day
life and the actors are awesome. No darn
wonder all our good actors go to the
united states because Canada doesn't
know when they have a good thing, and
great actors.I don't watch much tv but this
show I love.Most of the shows on TV are
trash.I think you are making a big mistake
taking this show off..

Celina E.

I love this show. Bomb Girls is a very
entertaining television show and we will
all be losing out if it ends. It's one of the
most brilliant shows around and we need
more of it. The actors are very great at
portraying their characters. TV today
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needs a show that's about strong women
fighting to make a difference and to be
heard. Please save Bomb Girls!
Mary A.

Good show, well written, excellent
Canadian cast. Save Bomb Girls

Anonymous

Bomb Girls is not only an important piece
of Canadian history but an important
piece of history for woman everywhere
who lent their hand to the war effort. By
cancelling the show, Global/Shaw are
saying women don't matter, their stories
don't need to be told. We're not going to
sit by a lose a fantastic array of female
characters. "We can do it!" Join the
@SaveBombGirls twitter!

Katharine W.

I look forward to watching this show
every week, because it is a very well
written show, telling important stories in
their historical context. The acting is
excellent, which brings the characters to
life, and makes them very relatable. The
show has so much potential, and I think it
would be a waste to cancel it after so few
seasons.

Linda I.

I am an expat Canadian and like the fact
this show is well done and it's Canadian

Liesbet D.

The show is amazing and deals with a
neglected subject (the "home" part of
WWII) and a neglected group (aka
women). So keep up the good work and
give us an extra season.

Susann L.

this show is just great, fun to watch and
characters / storylines are really well
written.
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Lucy H.

Because I look forward to watching it
every week. It's one of the best Canadian
shows out right now and it shows the
history of Canada's contribution in the
war effort - something most people know
nothing about, let alone culture in that era
in the 1940's. There are real quality actors
in this - I cannot for the life of je
understand why anyone would consider
dumping this show. If its ratings add
more advertising and promote it more.
Once you watch it you're hooked! SAVE
THE SHOW!!!!

Chelsie C.

because its canada

Julie B.

Originally, I began watching "Bomb Girls"
because of the importance I place on
being able to view complex, honest
LGBTQ characters (lesbian in this
situation) such as Betty McRae. From
there, my own love of the era helped my
adoration for the television show flourish
with its beautiful set design, production
values, and character development. The
historical value alone is important to
share in its Rosie the Riveter way. Not
only should girls and women have these
strong role models to have in their lives,
but the world should see the brilliance
that women accomplished even decades
ago. "Bomb Girls" has given me (us)
complex characters and storylines that I
have not had the opportunity to enjoy
elsewhere on television in a very long
time. Even lesser characters like Theresa
Hill and Sheila Corbett are still threedimensional and present a positive
portrayal of women in the media. With
forward-thinking characters like Vera
Burr and Gladys Witham and even Marco
Moretti, the show has become an
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incredible ensemble of tremendously
talented actors that deserve to continue
the stories of their characters and the
people of history they may represent.
This show is an amazing production and
it would be a terrible loss for it to end so
prematurely.
Riva G.

I urge you to renew Bomb Girls for
another season! By canceling this show
you are silencing the voices of woman all
over the world. The stories that this show
tells so beautifully resonate with the lives
of every day woman. Not only that, but
Betty McRae is the most realistic,
incredible portrayal of a young gay
woman on TV. This show has barely met
its potential, it has years of storytelling to
go. It is a visual masterpiece, with an
amazingly talented cast. And oh the music
and costumes! There is nothing about this
show I don't love, it never ceases to amaze
me with its thoughtful and tender care it
takes of its characters. Please renew bomb
girls!

Nat H.

It is simply an amazing show with
incredibly well developed characters and
it surpasses most of the entertainment
that is currently out there. I'm not ready
to leave this masterpiece behind just yet.

Sarah E.

Bomb Girls is the best show on TV right
now. It has amazing writing, great wellrounded characters, and sends a great
message about equality.

Phyllis M.

lessons in Canadian history -great acting
and awareness of how the war changed
the world. good tv - beats reality shows tasteful acting
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Lynn S.

As an aspiring screenwriter, I turn to
Bomb Girls for lessons in writing strong,
diverse women, and as a viewer, I love to
soak in the 1940s gorgeousness. So well
written and well acted. Support the fine
television you have brought us!

Nicole A.

I've never been so inspired by and
touched by a show. I've never related
more with a character than with Betty
McRae. The loss of this show would mean
both the loss of her and the loss of so
many strong, intelligent, complex female
characters that are still so uncommon in
the media.

Bob L.

Because it is a great show and it is
Canadian. It's time we started looking
after our own. Our stupid Liberal
government gave bollywood 12 million for
nothing but they won't give anything even
support for a good Canadian show. What
the hell are they thinking?

Susan H.

this is a well written show and it has a
great cast of Canadian actors we don't see
very often..it introduces the general
public the fact that many women worked
during WW2... as my mum did and the
efforts they did should be discussed far
more than they are...they are
underrepresented in all media which is a
shame and putting forth such a good
show will only further awareness of their
efforts.

Achele I.

Bomb Girls is one of the most amazing
shows I have ever come across...It has
truly changed my life. It is one of the best
shows on TV
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Peggie T.

Hating Gloval and Shaw at the moment Bomb Girls series finale was left so
unfinished - movie in 2014 BIG DEAL.
Just continue the series and 6 episodes a
year is a cop out. Has our American and
British viewers as well as we Canadians
out in the cold. BOO!!!

Katherine N.

Totally agree I hate the way it ended!

Angel N.

It's a shame there's so much more that
can be done with the show.

Erica J.

Not a single photo of Ali Liebert/Betty
McRae in this album, but several of Sir
Terrible British Accent. I just don't get it.

Mary-Jean B.

Another important, engaging, and
creative show chronicling Canadian
history is cancelled. It is a crying shame!

Yolanta K.

No sense of closure at all for a series
finale! So much was left up in the air!
Very unsatisfying ending! This was one of
the best TV series ever! Too bad there will
be no season 3. A trilogy could have led
up to the end of the war and shown how
all the lead characters went their ways
after the munitions factory closed.Pity
that we who have followed the story
faithfully will never know

Lacie P.

Ohh Marco. Ill miss you.

Bob C.

Those responsible for the sudden and
unexpected cancellation have some
explaining to do. We, the viewers, deserve
nothing less.

Maria C.

Beautiful Marco!!!
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Debbie C.

Well said bob...please put bomb girls
back!!!

Sheila W.

Ok - did I miss something?? The series is
cancelled!! Unbelievable - its such a great
show! There's a long list of crap on TV
and yet they kill off another great series.
I'm pissed.

Morgan L.

When I read the description for this
episode it said "series finale" and I was
confused...I thought it was a typo....but
sadly NO!!!! Why cancel such a great
show? One of my all time favorite tv
shows. I can only hope our voices are loud
enough to get Global to bring it back!!!

Jenny M.

That is soooo not cool! I mean I had to
wait for season two to air three months
after it originally did.....& now they cancel
it?! What the heck?!!

Christine T.

Bomb Girls is probably the best series to
ever come out of Canada. I watched last
night's episode without knowing it was
the last one ever. Was even commenting
how good the acting was. How can they
cancel the show with nothing resolved??
Reminds me of Deadwood.

Siri N.

I actually feel physical pain because of
this way to early end, of probably the best
tv series I will ever encounter, it was just
so perfect, genuine, original and packed
with talent from writers to actors..such a
shame

Marlene H.

Trenchard Have already signed the
petiion ! Bring Bomb Girls back just like
they did Rookie blue!!!
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Carol A.

I LOVE Bomb girls, where can I sign the
petition Please?

Kiersten E.

That was the series finale? I thought it
was just the season. They can't do this!
NOOOO! I NEED more Bomb Girls.

Lorraine H.

Someone made a mistake, surely! It hd to
be season finale. They can't just stop like
that. There has to be morre to come!!!!

Marcy M.

Bomb Girls is the best!!!!!!!!!

Colleen D.

How come every time I get hooked on a
little known unique TV series that is a
breath of fresh air (considering some of
the garbage on tv these days) it gets
cancelled!! Geez....so disappointing.

Margaret G.

oh please don't hurt my Betty please

Margaret G.

Oh my God how stupid can these people
be to cancel on of the few great Canadian
TV shows..are they just total
idiots...Global you are asses we stop
watching your news due to how you
always bashed the party we likes..you are
to report news not comment and how
this...you are total total idiots

Maria F.

great show...quite a cliff hanger...hope it
returns in the fall

Paula B.

An absolute shame that this fantastic
Canadian show is cancelled!

Judi M.

how unfair that was a great show ...who
makes these stupid decisions anyway??

Sandra B.

How can they cancel such a great show?
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This show has really taught me what went
on during WW2. Hopefully CBC or CTV
will pick up the series just like Murdoch
Mysteries when CityTV cancelled it.
Lisa N.

Instead of giving up on a great show like
this, the network should have made it a
summer series. Broadcast it on the same
night as Rookie Blue. Couldn't have done
any better than that, but it's just easier to
toss one of the best shows ever made,
aside. Thanks, Global.

Amber R.

Not sure what's coming in the mail but
alls I know is I've got a date with some
bomb shells Wednesday!

Lynn Marie P.

Global Tv has a facebook page...and they
have a message button at the top that
doesn't require liking the page! So get on
it Bomb Girl fans! Let's "Bomb" them with
messages demanding they listen to us and
bring back the show. Keep it polite or they
will have you banned, but tell them how
much you love this show and want to save
it! If we start now, today we might save
the show!

Sandy H.

One of the best episodes so far and it's the
last. Go figure!

Melanie L.

I can't believe it This is the best show
ever. Global tv you suck!! It was the only
show I ever watch on your network. your
network is now banned from my tv.

Andy O.

Yup, Global is permanently off in my
household too (even though it means I
can't watch The Simpsons anymore!). Go
to www.savebombgirls.com to help!
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Claudette M.

Miss u guys already....

Kashmir A.

This can't be right! Bring back the Bomb
Girls!

Darlene R.

Can't believe they are cancelling!

Laura L.

I am so disappointed that a quality show
like this has been cancelled while all the
garbage reality shows stay on the air :((

Stéphanie L.

it's over and i'm Sooooooooooooo sad! It's
so good

Maria F.

:((

Kristina C.

Go to save the bomb girls sites and help
out

Cathy R.

Just SICK that this fantastic show is being
cancelled. Here's the sad truth: most
people just don't care about history ~ not
even about the Greatest Generation who
saved our country & our butts!!!

Joyce J.

I feel like Kate looks in the top photo...so
sad.

Elizabeth H.

Why was this show cancelled? It seems
like any show or movie with a strong
female lead is cancelled or doesn't do well.
This is the only series I watch because of
the strong female characters in it...really
disappointed.

Valerie H.

I am saddendd - get a decent show and
then bam cancel!

Neil K.

love bomb girls stupid network again not
caring about its viewers
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Pat B.

l fall in love the show. Well miss it if they
take it off the air. Leave it on the air. A fan
of the show.

Leota D.

I think Bomb Girls is one of the very best
shows in TV . Be smart and keep the
show. This is history the stories need to be
told.

Marie S.

When is it Back on ITV 3 ???

Kim A.

just finished watching. great episode.

Sue R.

But it's over so why make us feel worse by
posting. Keep the show!!!

Astara K.

Oh, damn,. I liked this series. They always
cancel the shows I like.

Lindsay C.

Do not cancel this show Global & Shaw
Media!

Nicole M.

I wish the show wasn't canceled

Leanne B.

I'm going to miss this show so much.....I
don't understand why they would cancel
such an amazing show, and leave all the
crap on TV

Jeanette H.

Hurry up and release it ALL to Netflix!

Lucia A.

I totally agree leanne the cancel the good
ones and keep all the crappy ones

Jessica C.

Love this show!

Debbie B.

Dont cancel this show please!
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Kathy W.

and dont cancel the show

Kathy W.

we need dvds

Sam S.

Bomb Girls cancelled, I'm so
disappointed. I didn't know 'til I saw this
post this morning. I'm surprised they did
a second season in the first place, but it is
a great drama.

Dana P.

Thanks for the painful reminder that you
cancelled one of my fav shows.

Nan D.

Don't CANCEL this show! GAWD! NO! It
is excellent! Give it a chance!

Caped M.

NOOO!!! Keep the show going!!! It's so
good!!!

Sandy D.

These characters are great roll models for
young women. My daughter sees herself
in Betty. Don't take that away from us.

Brian W.

Please sign the petition to not have Bomb
Girls cancelled!!! This is the best drama
on TV.

Karine A.

Amo!

Georgia H.

Just read today's announcement that
Bomb Girls has been cancelled and there
will be no season three. HOWEVER, there
will be a two-hour movie to tie up the
loose ends and bring closure for all of us
die-hard fans.

Pat M.

Bomb Girls is being cancelled! PLEASE
sign the petition in hopes we can keep it
going!!
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Hw W.

Hate that its being cancelled

Tessa M.

That was the best episode!!! Loved it!!

Kim L.

i still have to watch it...trying to avoid the
spoilers lol

Gwen R.

You can catch the episodes you missed on
Shaw on Demand if you have it, oh and
it's free!!

Vicki R.

LOve this show gives me a new outlook on
my Mom!

Jolene L.

I'm down here is South Carolina. #6 is on
tonight. We are a bit behind you all up
there in Canada.

Susan A.

Love this show, the storyline, fashion and
cars of the time. Let us also remember the
women of that time who helped to win the
War on the home front while their loved
ones fought overseas. Keep the Series
going please.

Kathleen R.

This is a wonderful show. Global should
be ashamed.

Lynn Marie P.

Global Tv has a facebook page...and they
have a message button at the top that
doesn't require liking the page! So get on
it Bomb Girl fans! Let's "Bomb" them with
messages demanding they listen to us and
bring back the show. Keep it polite or they
will have you banned, but tell them how
much you love this show and want to save
it! If we start now, today we might save
the show!

Maria F.

great show
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Ann W.

Veraaaaaaa!

Ali R.

I wish I could press the "like" button 10
times!

Suzanne S.

loved it.......Marco is soooooo handsome
and I don't want to see him in
trouble...smarten up!! (I know, it's just
pretend) lol

Blanka K.

Not enjoying the Gladys as a spy storyline
at all. But love Marco!

Michelle F.

Please renew for a season 3

Linda J.

Love this show: also not enjoying Gladys
and the spy storyline and also do not want
Marcus to turn bad ...

Arlene T.

I so love this show!

Amy P.

This is an awesome show...I'm all caught
up on You Tube and I can't wait to watch
more episodes...Canada makes great
dramas and has great actors!!

Mary T.

I found this show Saturday on Netflix and
watched the whole first season.... All
caught up via YouTube and was ecstatic to
find it on Reelz... Love this show!

Judy L.

Love it.

Kareena S.

so glad Vera and Marco have hooked up ...

Veronica G.

cant wait tomorrows the show here in us

Marika K.

Love that Vera & Marco have hooked up,
not sure what to think of the Gladys spy
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thing, but its intriguing .. if Marco could
hear me yelling 'nooooo' at my tv, he
would walk away from the trouble he is
gonna get into ... kate bugs me .. lol .. wish
teresa was staying ... love this show!!!!
Kathleen M.

was a girl back when this was
happening......she told me about the
knitting that was done by all the women
she knew when they were sitting and
talking. They were knitting socks for
soldiers. I am missing that. But I love this
show.

Kitty L.

I love this show, thanks to Netflix I found
this show and am a hig fan of it now...
Great show!!

Eli L.

Cupo rocks....I love this show

Christina J.

My mom knitted socks to send my dad,
who was a medic....he was imprisoned in
a pow camp, never got the socks....she was
still mad that a german soldier probably
stole the socks...

Hw W.

Keep this show going. It's amazing!

Stéphanie L.

I LOVE iT!

Marijana I.

BEAUTIFUL!!!

Sarah B.

Love this show

Rachael B.

LOVE THIS SHOW!!

Karen M.

Love this show too.... My mother lived
it..... so cool seeing the the stories she
would tell us about, being re-acted in real
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life
Recycology

When is it coming to Australia! I cant
keep flying around on AirCanada
watching episodes!!

xxsurvivalistxx

After being separated for eight years,
Bomb Girls was the first thing my Dad
and I were able to share together. We
didn't have much in common, the silences
were awkward and painful. But we shared
a love of history and watching Bomb Girls
together always made the visits easier. We
miss this show. It was an important
foundation for rebuilding our shakey
relationship. Just wanted to share so
everyone could understand just how
important this show is to me. <3 SAVE
BOMBGIRLS!!!

pandorasol

Bomb Girls is such a fantastic show
ahhhh I’m in love.

notyourmanic-

Everyone go watch Bomb Girls. Then cry
because it got cancelled after two seasons

pixiedreamgirl
fragrantwoods

Thanks to tumblr and randomness, I
found “Bomb Girls” and it’s killing me in
the best way. I love everything about it
(except the part where it gets cancelled).
Another reminder that Canadian TV is so
often awesome. I know I should stretch
out the watching…but I know I’ll be
marathoning, then be sad it’s over.

seusskey

Bomb Girls has to get picked up by a
network. It's really clear how much people
love it. I think the show is really unique
and any network that passes on it is crazy.
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Susan B.

great show

Gary G.

I love this show, every thing about it ! the
music is great !

Rose M.

Love this show too, but pleeeease not
Rosie, yuk!!!

Deborah F.

While telling my mother about how great
Bomb Girls is, she pointed out a picture of
Rosie O'Donnell in the Toronto Star and
pointed out an uncanny resemblance to
her mother.

Alorah A.

I work where they film sometimes!!!
Parkwood!!!

Cynthia V.

Love this show. Makes me feel fortunate
to live in this day and time.

Kristina S.

LOVE LOVE this show, Can't get enough
Bomb Girls!

Alison H.

When you back in the UK????

Marija V.

Jedva cekam! (Cannot wait!)

Kim L.

whether you like rosie or not you have to
admit she sure looks the part! I like her
and i can totally hear her voice doing this
show...she is a perfect choice! Too bad i
cant watch it though...my satelite dish
blew off the house...havent had tv in 2
weeks! Agggghhhhhhh!!!!

Kelly H.

you gotta admit Rosie is a good actor, and
yeah she really is perfect for the part

Mary C.

I am so very happy that we can now see
this here in U.S. on Reelz. I love this
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show..
Mae G.

great show tonight

Gail J.

Rosie O'Donnell was fantastic on Bomb
Girls tonight. I look forward to Monday
nights and can't wait until next week.

Jo-Anne M.

Inspiring episode!

Lynn S.

full of beautiful, talented cast.

Judy L.

I LOVED last night show, It was so
great!!!!!!!!!

Cristina S.

I love this show...

Rene O.

What a great episode. Rosie did not
disappoint. My favourite show.

Lynn S.

I haven't seen this episode yet...does
Rachel Wilson make an appearance????

Della S.

Ive got to stop reading about the show. I
cant watch it until it comes as to reelz on
directv. I wont see these episodes until
fall. Bummer

Deb D.

loved rosie in this episode! hope she
comes back again!

Angie G.

great episode, love the programme

Darlene-Joy E.

Love this show!!! And I think Rosie did a
bang up job!!

Nancy R.

Love this show!
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Joan S.

Great show last night! Love how the
writers are giving the characters such
great depth as individuals, and the actors
really seem to embrace their characters
beautifully! As I said before, I am not a
Rosie O'Donnell fan, but she really played
her character very well.

Kim L.

I love the guest actresses you've had so
far, Sonia Smits, Mrs Kensington ( i cant
remember her real name hahaha) Rosie
O'Donnell...but you have to get Megan
Follows...she is pure Canada eh! I love
this show!

Sandy W.

Will be watching in Michigan on
wednesday night! Thanks Reelz!

Justina L.

Can't wait for the 2nd series to get to
England!!!

Sisely K.

goooo Canada!

Earon A.

have always been a fan of burlesque
thought it was so well done !!! keep up the
great work

Jackie O.

Love Bomb Girls !

Spring R.

Netflix needs to put season 2 on so I can
watch it!!!

Diane F.

Always a great show!!

Carisa W.

Thank you Netflix for introducing me to
my newest addiction!

Janet R.

I wasn't sure how I would like Rosie O'
Donnell's character, but omg, she nailed
it. She was wonderful. And I thought my
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husband's eyes were going to pop out of
his head with the burlesque. Well done!
Stéphanie L.

Best Canadien show with Lost Girl!!!!! I
LOVE IT!

Pam B.

I love this show!

Susan P.

his is the best thing on TV!!!!

Suzanne S.

Another proud Canadian...we have the
BEST OF THE BEST!

Carole F.

I love this show!!!! Did you know that you
can watch full episodes online?

Lorraine H.

Great Show!!!

Karla C.

Love this show! And this episode was
excellent.

Kiersten E.

Monday's are now my new fave day! I
LOVE this show and my husband has
gotten into it too. Thanks for creating
Bomb Girls.

Michele D.

This is such a fascinating show! The
characters are real and complex but
human.Haven't missed an episode!

Patricia L.

episode 9 was S-P-E-C-T-A-C-U-L-A-R!!!
Thank you soooo much!! xoxo

K.j. M.

Love love love this show

Gibson S.

Ahhhh! I have to "hide" you from my
newsfeed, these episodes haven't aired in
the US yet! LOVE BOMBGIRLS
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Lorraine H.

Absoulutely Love this show!!

Bernice J.

Victory garden. COOL!

Bernice J.

Nice to se a semi smile on Bobs face.

Bernice J.

I hope this show goes on forever. I think I
will be picking up the series on DVD I
would enjoy sitting down to 4 or 5 hours
at once rather then waiting a week. Never
having lived thru the war my family did
and my mother and father had many
things to remind us of. I love the
furnishing from the 40's and older and
love all these characters.

Jo P.

Watching this right now! How
serendipitous!! KABOOOOM! Love it!

Auroarah S.

awesome as always. Intense even more
than last season.

Jessica G.

Luv luv this show so glad it's back n us so
we can c it to my husband knows not to
bother me when I'm watching bomb girls
lol it's one I my weaknesses can't help it

Adrienne P.

I am loving this show... please make
more!

Michelle F.

Come on season 3.

Jim W.

Keep up the great work, all !

Julie H.

Come on UK. When can we see season 2
??????

Cathy C.

I am the biggest fan!!
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Claudette M.

LOVE this show!

Dori T.

This is definitely one of my favorite
shows!

Marc H.

HOT

Judy C.

love it!!!

Maria L.

Uk calling please can we have 2 nd season
x

Margaret G.

This is such an amazing show

Michele D.

Vera's character has such moxie! She's a
survivor!

Marylou C.

love Vera. shows pizzaz..

April G.

Perfect show, perfect cast

Diana P.

This episode had it all. Every cast member
had different Storylines going.

Brittany S.

I want them alllllll on dvddddd

Alison B.

Is there anywhere people can watch
online? I just watched season 1 on Netflix
and I'm hooked. Can't find a place to
watch missed episodes if season 2

Kelly B.

When does series two start in the uk?
Anyone know?

Nicole S.

I love bomb girls

Katrina B.

Once a week is not enough. Totally
hooked on this amazing show!
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Jim W.

Well done cast. Super ensemble.

Carol A.

I LOVE all the fashion.

Christina B.

Can't wait till they start airing season 2 in
the US!!

Mat D.

I Love This show! Gladys & Kate

Marlene L.

Excellent episode !!!

Carmen S.

Great Show!

Justine F.

C'est quand que ça recommence? (When
does it continue?)

Kim M.

I can't wait for this in the UK!!

Alorah A.

it's already started up in Canada! its
awesome!

Pam P.

WHEN for the US? And will the season be
longer?

d'Arcy F.

it has so far been awesome

Boston R.

Cant wait for the 2nd season to air in the
US...

Sue N.

Can't wait for it to come back to DirectTv!

Kathy R.

Boy, I miss watching Bomb Girls! When o
when is it coming to California?

Shirley R.

Love Bomb Girls!!!! Hope it's doing well
in the ratings so it keeps coming back!!
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Jennifer M.

Great show last night! Can't wait for next
week

Heather G.

The fashion last night made me happy! I
loved Gladys' pants!

Brian M.

Jodi...I want to hear you SING some
more...gorgeous silky voice! Bravo and
love from us both xxoo's

Christina C.

I'm totally in love with the wardrobe style!
I know the ladies have costumes made for
the show, but I wish I could buy Vera's
closet!!

Judy L.

Great show last night.

Betty T.

was an awesome show last night....... can't
seem to get enough of Bomb Girls

Georgia H.

So looking forward for season two to
come to the Reelz Channel.

Judi M.

wonderful show

Carol M.

This show rocks!!!

Judy L.

This is such a good show, can't wait for
episode 3.

Marlene L.

Looking forward to it !!!!!

Michael L.

I love this show a lot, but I have to wait till
Reelz Channel shows Season 2 here in the
U.S.

Gary A.

thisi is a great show...cant wait till spring
ta see season 2...
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Kim C.

Love this show, but really HATE the
spoilers since US doesn't get it until much
later. Can't you come up with some way to
show it all over closer to the same time?

Lisa P.

LOVE you guys..n dolls!! You keep me
goin until Downton Abbey comes on on
Sunday night. XO

Maureen F.

Love this show

Gisele D.

Just love these series!

Deborah C.

Such an awesome show!

Rich W.

Can someone tell me what
channel/network this show is on now.it
was on Reels last year & this year I cant
find it anywhere on my Direct tv.

ShawnandDanie Excellent show. Really well done.
lle M.
Shirl O.

When is it been shown on british tv please
x

Joanne H.

Love the show

Denise S.

AAARRGHHH It's killing me that I have
to wait so long for Season 2 because I am
in the States! BLAST!

Marie S.

when is it goning to be on ITV 3 again ?
The last series was really good

Marlene L.

This could be a very interesting season
!!!!!!
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Judy L.

Season 2 is just as good as season 1.

Michelle F.

Season 2 is good,

Linda M.

Cast - fantastic!

K.c. S.

When is Bomb Girls coming back to the
States?

Chrissie N.

I adore the fashion, hairstyles, and makeup of these girls; congratulation to the
professional staff behind the scenes; your
artistic skills are outstanding.

Lynn N.

So bummed that I can not longer find this
on REELZ in the States.

Judy L.

Love it.

Ashleigh M.

loving S2 never want it to end

Linda D.

Interesting Show!

Kelly T.

I agree with Lynn. I'm not sure if I can
wait until Spring.

Souad B.

j'adore ce feuilleton ! génial ! (I love this
show! Genius!)

Jessica V.

season 2 be airing in the states? Anyone
know? I thought Reelz was picking it up
for a second season.

Meredith S.

This show is great! I have my alarm set so
I don't miss it!:}

Gayle L.

Very good show!
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Linda J.

I love this show, my dvr is set for the
series

Cee P.

Awesome!

Sarah S.

I LOVE this show! Every episode is so
intense. I hope it lasts for many seasons
to come.

Joe H.

Great show, keep making this is
wonderful

Ilene J.

Thank you for the Great show!! I DVR
also. This show has given me a great gift
of having something to talk with my 88 yr
old Mother (who worked on a bomb line)

Kelly M.

My Mamaw was a bomb girl in Huntsville
al at redstone

Carolyn Y.

My aunt was a Rosie in an air plane
factory.

Lisa H.

My Mommaw was on the artillary boat at
NORMADY

Darlene G.

my dad was a mechanic in england during
the war and then after the war he got a job
at general motors in oshawa, where i was
born and still live, so the show is so
exciting for me, most of the filming is
done five minutes from where i live, i love
it,a...See More

Darlene L.

I can't wait for season 2!!! A billboard in
NYC, wow!

Nicole M.

Love that 1940's fashion!
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Laurie S.

when does this start again....love this
show?

Elizabeth Y.

PLEASE tell me how much longer til we
get Season 2???!!! I was JUST saying last
night I am itching to know and here's the
billboard! I can't read it so hopefully it
doesn't say on there and I'm making
myself look silly LOL. Can't wait! You're
all beautiful!

Taylor W.

Season 1 just started in US. And I LOVE
IT!!

Tara F.

When BombGirls was on it was the night
my Mom and I would get together, pop
some popcorn and watch it. Now that it's
not on we have to find something else to
do that night together lol Can't wait for
Season 2!

Andora S.

Can't wait for season 2!!!!! Season 1 was
awsome!!!

Elizabeth Y.

Well this is all just wonderful news thanks
for the update! I'm so glad our American
friends are finally getting to watch this
awesome show! I think they will truly
have an appreciation for Season 2 the
most...keep up the great work! I think the
best is yet to come!!! Whooooo-hooooo!!!

Joanne P.

I was giddy while waiting for the US
premiere, and Bomb Girls ROCKED!

Sandra F.

Some sympathy for the UK.. We haven't
even got season1yet! I KNOW the BBC
drama loving types will LOVE this! We're
waiting for Call the midwife to make its
return, put bomb girls on!
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Edna S.

When's it coming back for season 2 in
Canada I loved season 1 I need to know
what happens where's season 2?

Kirsten M.

cant wait for season 2 here in canada!!!! i
heard something about feb for season 2 is
it true????

Larry O.

Gutsy ladies in WWII...not and easy job.

Maria D.

when are you going to stream season 2?

Darlene G.

proud to say mostly filmed in my home
town of oshawa ontario canada at the
parkwood estate where the bombs where
really built during the war at our general
motors plant oshawa is also home town to
the historical camp x

Andrew D.

So glad to see the next season.

Vikki S.

Only seen 1st epi but loved it an looking
forward to the next one

Liz K.

only saw one episode last week....can't
wait for tonight at 10!! Loved the show!!

Petra A.

so excited to be at the party to watch this
episode!!!

Gail H.

I love this show - so happy it was picked
up for another season! Season 1 finale
Wed night!

SkepticalChick

Any idea when Season 2 will be on?

J.
Dianne F.

Another really good series in Into the
West on APTN on Sunday 9 Oclock p.m.
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Sarah R.

is there going to be a second season???

Lucy M.

Best show on Canadian TV these days - by
far.

Maria C.

Antonio Cupo Marco Morelli Wonderful
actor!!

Shauna G.

Fantastic show! Im sad that next week is
the season final....does this mean there
will more seasons? I sure hope so!! Too
good to end this quick!!!! I cant wait for
next week!! looks like its going to be a
great episode!!

Sheila F.

Am loving Lorna and Marco!!

Sarah R.

i really like this show, i hope they get
another season!!! or at least end it well!!!
to bad i dont get canada chanles, cause im
in californa.

Susy G.

I agree 6 episodes isn't enough I was it to
become a regula show

Farren B.

I totally watched it. it was awesome. there
is always an unexpected twist. I just love
Bettys character. the actress is amazing i
always feel so much for her. and the show
has amazing music! and its even better to
know that they arent faking it, they can
actually sing. I hope people love the show
enough that they do a seccond season.

Valérie P.

I'm so excited I miss the show so much
and can't wait to see how Gladys Will be
after her lost !

Karen K.

Awesome Canadian show. I love all the
characters and acting, but my favourites
are Gladys and Lorna!
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Elsa-May P.

Love this show. Makes me feel even
prouder to be a Canadian woman!

Mary H.

When does it come back to reelz?

Marjorie H.

Is series 2 on in thje uk

Nichelle P.

can't wait until it comes 2 america

Michelle K.

When will it come to the uk!!! Loved
series 1 xxx

Linda M.

So looking forward to the return of Bomb
Girls!!

Karen K.

Great Canadian show with quality acting.
Kudos to Jodi Balfour and Meg Tilly for
their amazing talents.

Donna H.

love it how lucky we r to view this great
series EH

Lena M.

I love this show!!

Sarah A.

When is season 2 going to be on in the
UK? I can't get enough of this series at the
moment!

Betty P.

So excited Bomb Girls are starting season
2 in January!

Fiona C.

Oh gosh, Betty's storyline looks amazing!
I really hope it turns out okay for her...
come on she's gotta be with Kate, not
some scuz dude!

Meryem B.

It looks amazing

Maria L.

love this series
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Kaeleen M.

Super excited for January!!!! This series is
my new all-time favorite show!!:)

Anne R.

So far, I love everything this new season
chose to be. Can't wait.

Maria O.

WOW!!!

Amanjit T.

so excited for the new season

Miranda P.

Kinda wishing I live in Canada right now
because you guys have Bomb Girls AND
Lost Girl! Lol. But at least we get Lost Girl
like a week after you guys. Still no set
release date for Bomb Girls and that
sucks. So glad Kate is back, though...
hopefully she'll realize she wants Betty
back!

Samanthaa S.

i love this program its my favroite

Joanne C.

the best show from your best fan !!!

Nina N.

Cannot wait for season 2.. love this show

Steven L.

Netflix UK & Ireland need to pick this
series up! It's so well written with
believable characters. When I say pick it
up, I mean make new episodes.

Melinda J.

I want this show to have a ten year run!

Sarah K.

WHY DID THIS SHOW GET
CANCELLED?!?!

Loretta B.

ok.. so I didn't know there was going to be
a movie until just now (which I think is
great!), but is the show going to continue
on as a series or not? Just curious.
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Missy J.

I really enjoy watching this show. It's a
big difference between all that pop culture
crap you see nowadays. I always wanted
to have an idea what women, and people
in general went through in the 1940's.

Dawn M.

When will season 2 be on Netflix U.K?
Thank you

Ella B.

Why is there no Bomb Girls
merchandise?!?! Bomb Girls posters and
mugs are a must. I need McRae on my
wall!

Eldiablo E.

I am trying to watch this on Netflix but
the episodes either jump about without
warning or are badly edited as people
disappear, then they are back in the next
episode. I just cant get my head around it.
Lorna mysteriously becomes pregnant,
episode 3 has got thefts, according to the
premise but none occurs, nope sorry
difficult to watch, I am now more
confused.

Leigha W.

Eager to see the movie, but still wish to
see a season 3!

Mike H.

I really like this show. I found it on
Netflix. Looking forward to the movie.
Run long and prosper!

Amy R.

I went on a marathon spree of watching
this wonderful series! I'm glad to hear
about the movie; I so much wish the
series would continue, though!!

Lynn Z.

Love the show, but please, please, please stick to the music of the era in the future.
Even in the end credits, it's a bummer.
Thanks!
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Victoria T.

I love that Betty now has a role on Lost
Girl as Crystal

Lisa M.

I absolutely LOVE this show!! Keep it up
girls!

Wendy E.

love bomb girls

LeeAnn S.

LOVE LOVE LOVE THE SHOW wish
there were more than 2 seasons

LeeAnn S.

I wish they would bring it back and pick
up where they left off because we were left
hanging

Linda D.

Love this show!

Donna C.

Love this show!

Matthew S.

Just came across this recently on Netflix,
gotta admit I'm hooked!

Kathryn M.

Glad to see that the movie is underway
after all those badges I illustrated and
sent to Global to make them aware of how
many people I knew liked the series and
signed those badges. Just wish it was a
full season!

Lyn H.

Started watching this tonight on Netflix! I
love it!

Robert H.

Are there any war scenes in this show?

Akila R.

I just finished watching the series on
Netflix. I can't wait for the movie to come
out!
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Jane B.

Looking forward to the movies but will
miss the show.

Debbie R.

I cant wait either but I still miss the show

Rhoda S.

Cant' wait for the movie! Miss this show!

Andrea M.

Love her, but one movie is NOT enough.
Bring on the series! We want more
seasons of this brilliant drama!

Susan M.

so sad the show will not contiune

Jewels B.

Yay love that show

Ted S.

Meg Tilly is such a talent And I the only
guy who likes Bomb Girls?

Neil K.

still not happy about the series ending
though

Robbie S.

When will it be out in the USA? Hard to
believe no more series...sad.

Cherlyn M.

Still don't understand why this was
cancelled.

Erica F.

This was cancelled because the masses are
idiots.

Laetitia S.

It's a shame for the show, but at least we'll
have an ending to the story, thanks !
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Kirsten M.

When global cancelled bomb girls my 10
yr old son stefan got very upset he and i
would record it and watch it together on
saturday night before the hockey game
because he really loved the story about
girls during the war it's a perspective that
the kids these days and most adults don't
know happened during the war.. it's a
travesty that it was cancelled.. reality tv
sucks the big one!!!!

Katie J.

Your show is by far one of the best shows
I have seen on television (or in my case
streaming on Netflix) This is one of the
best series I have seen. It is so refreshing
to see something that is well written with
real content to the story-line. I had
despaired before I saw your show,
because there is so much bad
programming out there that is targeted to
teenagers or young adults showing no
intellectual content, instead pandering to
sensationalism and people's libido. I for
one would remain a loyal fan.

Amanda W.

Bomb Girls is an amazing, unique, and
inspiring show! While flipping through
Netflix I saw it and was instantly
intrigued. After the first episode I was
immediately hooked. As a US citizen, I
was grateful to have such a great
opportunity to watch the portrayal of
Canada in the war unfold. I can honestly
say that I've never been so personally
invested in the characters of a TV show.
When I found out there wouldn't be a 3rd
season I was devastated. People need
these kind of role models! Bring it back.

Mikyn R.

I started watching Bomb Girls on Netflix
recently and I love it! All the characters
are great and the show is exciting. I have
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to know what happens next, they can't
cancel it!
Thomas R.

I am an American viewer who watched
Bomb girls since the initial pilot show. In
fact, i tried to stream the show during its
initial Canadian broadcast but was
blocked from doing so. I had to wait until
a U.S. network picked it up. The show was
well cast with a good story line. It's a
shame that broadcast economics
overshadows content quality.

Tiffany M.

I love the story & all the characters!
Please save this show!!!

Vikky/Fran

please oh please do not cancel Bomb
Girls. There is so little quality tv to watch.
Bomb Girls is one of my favorites.
Excellent acting, script,photography etc.

George C.

Please have a 3rd season of Bomb Girls.
WE love it. I can remember the day the II
WW Ended!

Meg V.

Hello thank you for taking the time to
read this short plead. I discovered Bomb
Girls in Netflix about 3 days ago and I
have fallen in love with this magical show.
I have watched every episode (some more
than once) and I was heartbroken when I
heard that this fabulous show what sadly
canceled. I feel that it was a mistake to
cancel such a powerful show. This show
means to much to me because of one
character in particular, Betty. I have been
struggling with being a closeted lesbian in
a small town for years now and I strongly
relate to Betty. I felt for the first time that
I was fully represented on TV. Everything
Betty did and felt I have and am feeling
now. More than once her story has
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brought me to tears. I see her as a strong
proud and powerful role model for me.
I'm begging you not to cancel this life
changing show I must know what
happens to Betty and the rest of the
amazing characters. This is my favorite
show and I feel like it deserves to be on
TV. Again thank you for reading and
please consider saving bomb girls.
Oliwia W.

This is kind of a double letter; I'm writing
almost as two people or from two
different stances. And though the two
views are rather different, they both
convey a similar attachment and
admiration for Bomb Girls. Firstly, I
would like to express my enthusiasm for
Bomb Girls from a culturally historical
perspective. I'm interested in the history
of women between World Wars I and II
and their service for their country.
Unfortunately, this history is still
relatively unknown and so grievously
overlooked. It's so refreshing to finally
have a show that not only introduces or
revives this chapter of history in the
minds of today's TV watchers, but also
reveals both what women had to go
through and how war is not something
fought only on the frontlines. It is so rare
to find a show that takes place during the
times of war that doesn't depict women as
either frail little creatures who simply
gossip and pine and sigh away the days
waiting for their true love to finally come
home or as heartless witches who
"comfort" soldiers right and left. So rare! I
can imagine the seas of viewers enjoying
the show to later tell themselves and
others "oh, I didn't know it was like that; I
didn't really think about that; I never
imagined it to be so hard for women; I
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didn't think those women were so brave!"
Generally, the historical accuracy of Bomb
Girls in a TV/movie world where sex and
explosions take center stage while the
history and reality of the story are of no
importance is both refreshing and a
diamond to hold on to. It's portrayed so
well and all the different aspects it
touches are shown without any of that
white-washed-shove-it-directly-in-yourface-and-on-a-platter political correctness
typical of American shows. Indeed, it
seems to portray more of a more objective
view on the story, as if we were looking
through a window into people's lives, a
thing extremely hard to do, but so
fantastic to watch when done correctly.
History is generally overlooked on the
basis of a rather mistaken notion that
something already happened some time
ago, so who cares now. Yet, we should
care because these are the stories and
events that create our identity, tell us
where we come from, what we are capable
of, both good and bad, and what we
should strive for in the future. These
women need to be spoken of! These
women should be put in the spotlight,
their history promoted as real and living
proof that women can do and did much
more than just write sweet letters while in
their aprons. It is the great fault of the
present to allow this rich history to
crumble to pieces forgotten in the
shadows of ignorance; this noble history
of endurance and sacrifice for both
women in general and Canada as a nation.
How can they be remembered if no one
will tell their story? You see, I am from
Poland. As a Pole growing up in the
United States (I moved back to Poland
when I turned 18), I know the feeing of
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always being somewhat foreign no matter
what you do. I also know the sad fact that
though incredibly rich and influential,
almost even the smallest scrap of Polish
history is completely lost outside of
Poland. Unfortunately, when it comes
down to a more detailed history, such as
women during wartime, this is completely
lost even within Poland itself. Yet, I took
heart in the fact that (here I'm speaking
from the position of a non-Canadian)
Canada in a certain way shares that same
dismal fate. Just like most people find it
hard to place Poland in the correct
continent, those same people usually
consider Canada a simple extension of the
U.S.; just the 51st state. Since I have a soft
spot for the forgotten and ignored, when I
began to take an interest in women during
World Wars I and II, I sooner or later
came across Canada's contribution to the
wars and was shocked with how little I
had ever heard about it. This only
intensified after having watched Bomb
Girls. And it all came as enough of a shock
that I decided to do something about it. I
had toyed with the idea of creating a site
dedicated to the service of Polish women
during wartime (both in the military as
well as the home front) for some time.
Yet, Bomb Girls planted the idea in my
head to do the same thing for Canadian
women. It may be a small project for now
(Facebook page- Women on the Front:
Canada), but then again, you have to start
somewhere. But, that's why I also almost
had a heart attack and a half when I
learned that Bomb Girls was being
cancelled. I had thought that Canada
would take more pride in it's history and
in the contribution of its women and show
this off not only to Canadians, but also to
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the rest of the world to see. Secondly, I
fell in love with Bomb Girls on a much
more personal level. With each episode, I
found myself being drawn in more and
more in a general fascination of what that
time period looked like for women in
Canada, but also with a curiosity of how
all the characters' stories would play out.
Yet, above all others, I fell in love with
Betty of course. Her story and her
character reflect mine sometimes to such
an extent that I could swear somebody
just put my self down on paper and asked
someone else to play it; it's like watching
yourself outside yourself. This year has
not been kind to me to say the least. I
somehow stumbled upon Bomb Girls at a
particularly rough point in my life and I
found myself immediately captivated. To
watch a fantastic show is one thing, but
when you find yourself, at times, almost
practically watching your own life play
out before you on screen, it's an
experience nearly impossible to describe.
To be honest, I don't think it would be an
over exaggeration to say that Bomb Girls,
especially Betty, in some way may have
saved my life. H. Jackson Brown, Jr. once
wrote "Never deprive someone of hope; it
might be all they have." Sometimes, that
hope can be found in an excellent TV
show, in a very realistic character, even in
a heart-wrenching story. It somehow ends
up that you see your life on screen being
played by someone else and instead of
sitting there crying over the broken
pieces, you end up cheering for that
character, watching them survive one
more day, telling them that it's not all that
bad, supporting them in their mistakes
and successes, believing that it will all be
okay in the end. And if it's going to be ok
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for Betty, if Betty can do it, well then why
the heck can't I? It's a small kind of
miracle I suppose. I really can't stress
enough how much I enjoy Bomb Girls,
how spectacular of a show I think it is,
and how heartbroken I am over the fact
that was cancelled. I'm still hopeful that
someone will pick up the show in the end,
there is still so much more to been said
and shown! Save Bomb Girls!
anonymous

Bomb girls is an inspiration to all aspiring
women in the workplace.

Sally E.

My husband and I live in Sacramento,
California and have just finished watching
the 2 seasons of Bomb Girls that we got
through NetFlix. We “love” the show and
have watched at least 2 episodes each
evening. The story lines are great and the
actors are all terrific in their parts. There
is so little worth watching on TV anymore,
that we tend to watch more through
NetFlix. If this were aired in California, it
would be on our “must watch” list. What
a disappointed to see another great series
bite the dust! Based on the reviews I have
read, the only reason it didn’t have a large
audience in the 2nd season had nothing to
do with the show – only the poor
scheduling by management. Such a
shame to cancel a great show for more
mindless fare.

Gail K.

Yes Please Save the Bomb Girls!! I really
like the Bomb Girls and was very
disappointed to hear they were cancelled.
By writing this email I am hoping that the
power that be will change there minds on
this. I must admit I normally don't like
Canadian programming. But I really think
Bomb Girl is just as good if not better
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than most of the programs out there. The
Writers are great and the Actors go well
together and really suit the parts. The
program is very interesting to say the
least. It has charm about it and I love the
characters. What really kind of makes me
mad is that I finally find a good show to
watch and after a couple of years you
cancel it. I should of just waited and
watched the reruns there were only 18
episodes in all, you can hardly call that 2
years even. Finally Canada's puts out a
decent program that is most interesting
and shows that Canadians do have talent
in the film industry and they cancel it!!
Not a very good idea I would say. You
have my Vote on saving the Show Bomb
Girls. I'll keep my fingers cross... and
toes.... and arms... and...
Madalyn H.

My name is Madalyn, and I'm 24 years
old. First of all, I wanted to say that I'm
really glad you've kept up this petition to
bring back Bomb Girls. Not many would
fight for a tv show for this long, but I
certainly agree in that--as many of us do-it deserves a second chance! What I loved
about Bomb Girls was that it was so
different from anything else on Canadian
tv: it's not often you can find a show that
highlight's a period in Canada's WWII
history (outside of a documentary), where
women's roles made a significant impact.
We have a tendency to overlook what was
happening in Canadian society while war
was raging around the world, and it shows
an appreciation for the women who
worked under dangerous circumstances
in munitions factories. Along with the
beautiful 1940s' costumes and set designs,
another thing I loved was the complex
story lines; the characters, all portrayed
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brilliantly by its actors/actresses, came
from different walks of life, and they were
fascinating to get to know. I enjoyed
watching this show, and was very
disappointed when it got cancelled. This
show has so much more potential, and
deserves better. I really hope that Bomb
Girls can return for another few seasons.
Thanks for keeping the fight going!
Michaela .

I stumbled across Bomb Girls by accident.
I have been sent by my employee to work
in the UK temporarily and of course, I had
to discover wonders of mythic Neflix fruits forbidden to me in my homeland.
And after relatively short period of time
the service recommended me this
unknown show. Oh goodness, I knew this
will be right my alley the moment I read
the description. And it was. I have been
longing for well-written female characters
and while last years were very fertile,
there is never enough of these. Bomb
Girls are full of them. At first I took a
liking to tomboyish Betty and eventually
fell for all girls. They all behave like
adults, act different and all of them try
their best to be good at their jobs. They
are not perfect but they are able to elbow
their way through life and bond with their
female co-workers instead of be all
catfighty. Many of them are actually like
my friends or colleagues. You could
almost hear me purring. My favorite still
remains Betty. I am a gay woman in my
late twenties and the pre-modern era
always scared me for its strong
restrictions towards women and
especially queer people. I always viewed a
war as a mixed blessing due to social and
technological advances it made possible
yet it was still hard to live as a person
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surpassing social expectations. A lot of
works, be it literature or cinematography,
telling stories from that era about such
persons focus on tragic nature. That's the
reason I try to stay away from them. I had
my fair share of them in my adolescence
and after certain amount, they began to
be just downers. I don't seek WW2 shows
or movies because they are almost always
about front lines or Hitler's suite and
never about other aspects of that period of
our history. Bomb Girls reminded me of
books written by Austrian writer
Johannes Mario Simmel. He wrote about
human fates during WW2 that were
played out in cities or small villages and
were all about non-soldiers. They were
dramas and you could always expect
something bad to happen (not necessary
related to war-ignited incidents), though.
I like that Adrienne Mitchell and Michael
MacLennan created the show that tried to
be unique. It's about WW2, about
civilians, about women and it can be
lighthearted and funny. And one of main
characters is lesbian that is brave, tenderhearted and doesn't want to end her life
with a man or kill herself. Just wow. I find
even more fascinating that other
characters are forward-thinking and when
a word gets out, they are supportive. In
my life, I had met or been a part of groups
of women that showed that cohesion and
I missed it so much in TV. For example,
Lorna acts in kind of old-fashion way yet
as episodes go, she displays very clearly
where she stands and I as a viewer
couldn't keep my admiration for her
away. Gladys is another fascinating
character. I like how she cut into the
middle-class sphere and while she offers
audience a peek, she manages to balance
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between being refined and raw need to
work manually to change the situation.
When I was watching these carefree
parties, I couldn't help thinking how
bizzare it is. Cities were burning in
Europe and on American continent the
biggest wound was one attack at Pearl
Harbor. Vera was seriously surprising. I
expected her to be a sad reminder of how
hard a life of mutilated woman can be.
Her arc is almost a love letter to someone
who is able to pull together and value
what they have. And Kate. My another
mistake in judgement. I thought she will
cause these tense situations and make
Betty suffer either by condemning her or
playing a naive object of live forever. Her
transition from a pack of full of shame
and uncertainty into an individial who
can stand on her own and keep
questioning a realities of life for right
reasons was beautiful. The settings,
storylines and most importantly
characters are fabulous and I would love
to see more of these. When I discovered
that the show was cancelled because I
even started watching it, it broke my
heart. Luckily, creators are working on
movie and I can't wait to see it. At the
time of its release date, I will be back in
my country and my access will be limited
again. Never mind, clicking on movie preorder button on Amazon or wheresoever
is sure thing. If this is going to be read by
anyone having any decision powers,
please consider adding subtitles. I would
say my English is solid. I listen to podcast
and watch some shows without subtitles
however sometimes it can be a challenge
to understand and it's frustrating to miss
something, especially if it's a line in the
show that matters. I am really grateful
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this series exist and I would like to thank
everyone who made it happen. It is one of
my favorites now and I look forward to
discover how Betty, Lorna, Gladys, Kate,
Vera and others are doing.
Skylar H.

Hello from a dedicated Canadian Bomb
Girls fan! I have to begin by saying how
much I love this television show. Its so
inspiring watching something that I can
relate to. By saying I relate, I mean it not
by the subject itself but by the style of the
women in this show. I myself am
completely obsessed with the 40's and
50's - everything from how I style my
hair, to the clothes I wear, music I listen
to, etc. It is so nice seeing a show in an era
correct manner. I was completely blown
away when I saw it for the first time and
my first thought was 'This must be an old
time show', but when I recognized Meg
Tilly I knew it was recent - and then when
I discovered it was Canadian I was so
excited to see something that was bang on
with the subject and clothing (next to the
amazing clothing and setting as Murdoch
Mysteries). I strongly applaud the people
who came up with the idea of this show,
as it gets rather boring watching shows
that are modern day...most of the shows I
watch are old sitcoms from the 1950's so
it was nice to finally be dedicated to a
show that was so old fashioned! I am
devastated that Bomb Girls has been
cancelled as I do miss it! I will have to
find a place that sells it so I can own such
a marvellous television show! Thank you
for the, I will go ahead and classify it as a
organization type group, for the 'Save
Bomb Girls' ... This is truly perfect!

Muff-Anne Y.

I'm so excited that Bomb Girls Season 2 is
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here, on TV, for Xmas! Please save our
Bomb Girls :)
Millie T.

Love you bomb girls..can't wait for the
two hr special .

Kris G.

I really hope they bring back Bomb Girls.
My Grandmother worked in a Boeing
factory back in WWII and she would
likely love this show except for the fact
that she has dementia now. Another thing
that struck a chord with me is that my
great-auntie Betty (yes, that was her name
and she originally hailed from Manitoba)
was a lesbian who lived with the love of
her life. I didn't realize until I was in my
20's that she was lesbian and it never
struck me as odd that she lived with
another woman. It was just the way it
was. Seeing Betty on the show made me
realize that my aunt must have had a hell
of a time growing up when she did and I
am truly amazed at the fortitude she must
have had to deal with all the crap that
women had to go through in addition to
the persecution that LGBT people have to
deal with on a regular basis. A truly
amazing show with such colourful
characters would be sorely missed.

Steph F.

I love this show so much and was so sad
once I had seen all of the episodes on
Netflix, only to realize it was cancelled?!
Unacceptable.

Joyce B.

Great and rare woman-oriented show
with a message and great historical
backdrop. If it were on network TV it
would be winning awards,
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Haley B.

I love this show! It is extremely well
written, and I feel invested in the
characters. I would hate to not ever know
what happens to them!

Mike R.

Just finished season 2 on netflix. Lots of
loose ends to wrap up. Hope it can be
done in 2 hr movie. Better if season 3 did
it. Love this show.

Ingi P.

This show is epic. I just discovered it last
week and I'm finishing up now. The
characters are so diverse and fun and it's
so inspiring. I love knowing that at a time
when women weren't viewed as they are
today, that women were doing awesome
things. Im getting my housemates and
friends into it, I love it!!! Make it happen,
Bomb Girls season 3 has to be real!!!

Muff-Anne Y.

Please Save Bomb Girls, it's the best
Canadian TV to hit our airways in a long
time:) Please Save Bomb Girls!

May C.

I love this show, my grandmother worked
in the factories during war, she also
played on one of the first female softball
teams, I love the way this show makes
history fun again, my youngest daughter
never learned about bomb girls or
anything women did during wartime and
she's a high school senior
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Pamela M.

I came to Bomb Girls via netflix. I was
fascinated by the program and how well it
was acted. The show was a history lesson.
I looked up the how the workforce
changed significantly after WWII,because
many women did not return to being just
housewives and many companies took
advantage by paying females less than
men. When i found out my job was paying
"girls" less than men doing the same work
I asked a supervisor why and was told
that the "MEN" had families to support.
Wow! I guessed my 3 childrenand myself
did' nt count as a family in 1994. Shows
like Bomb Girl that are not only well acted
and directed but they are what I think of
as social media that can wake up a
generation to the past,present and future.
Please make more BombGirls whether
movies or miniseries. I am starving for
more!

Margaret C.

Good Luck with your campaign. I have
watched both series on ITV3 and
thoroughly enjoyed them. I was looking
forward to a third series, and am so
disappointed to hear that the show has
been cancelled. I now look forward to the
movie, but it won't be the same!
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Monica B.

Please, please, Please continue this great
show. What a wonderful testament to the
gals that kept the country going during
WWII. It brings a fading history to light
for the young women of today to see what
our Grandmothers and Great Grand
Mothers fought for both for the war and
for women's place in the work place...
Standing up and finding their voices while
being marginalized for their brave efforts.
It's a story that needs to be told and
retold. In a day and age where most
shows are about celebrities and fantasy
creatures with super powers or violent
predators, Bomb Girls tells the true story
of True heroism and the struggle to thrive
during the largest war ever fought. Don't
take Bomb Girls away.

Jessica K.

Was searching online today to see season
three would e starting and I was shocked
to see that the show isn't returning.
NOOOO! Why? It's a fantastic show with
a solid cast an story line. Best Canadian
series I have seen on years. I'm so hoping
this online campaign works and Global
will continue produce this great television
show. Save bomb girls!!

Luis

Ran across it on Netflix, and really
enjoyed it all. Thought the writing in
Season Two took it a step up, looking
forward to seeing the movie, although
would love for another season or 4! Save
the show!

Sandra B.

I live in England and this show is superb
so much more to tell about characters
lives please let's have series 3

Samantha B.

SAVE BOMB GIRLS!
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Florence A.

Can't wait to see the movie -- but sure do
miss seeing it every week on air --PLEASE work at showing the episodes in
re-runs

Holly R.

Looking forward to the movie. Great
show.

David B.

Why do the powers that be cancel good
shows?

Shelley M.

very disappointed that the show got
cancelled in the first place... I loved that
show, and looked forward to it every week

Deborah W.

Can't wait to see the movie!!

Autumn H.

Will the movie air in the U.S???

Maura B.

BRING BACK THE
SHOW!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Katherine H.

I started watching it on netflick few
months back then I was waiting for the
next season to be posted then I find out
it's was cancel... I was so disappointed bc
I really like that show.... It's had great
storyline n great cast... But I'm thankful
that we will see the bombs girls one last
time... Hopefully it's will be posted on
netflick

Carol A.

We miss your show so much Meg, ALL of
you are wonderful, AMAZING actors.
Thank-you for all the hard work.

Astara K.

I miss the Bomb Girls...
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Lorraine D.

I hope it will be seen in the US too or go
to Netflix where I have been watching this
darling program. LOVE THIS SHOW!!!

Gord K.

ey Bomb Girls, it was a long, long war!
Two years and a movie can't possibly
cover the girls and their adventures. We
want the series back too!

Jennifer N.

I'm so sorry to see this show go. I know a
real life Bomb Girl - she infact made
bombs for our soldiers during the war. It
was such a wonderful way for her and I to
bond. I will sincerely miss it!

Kathy R.

Wish the series would come back! They
take a good show off the air and leave
crappy ones on.

Nan B.

Loved this show...don't understand why it
got cancelled. Bummer!

Kim L.

Really looking forward to the movie, but
still really disappointed that the entire
show was cancelled. So much material to
cover still...its a shame.

Lisa C.

A number of my friends had never heard
of Bomb Girls until I mentioned it to
them and then they got into it via Global
TV website. Unfortunately I don't think it
was as well advertised as it could have
been. Also, it does seem like society as a
whole is unfortunately leaning more
towards watching less intelligent
television which is incredibly frustrating
for those of us who aren't fans of shows
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Honey B.

It's unlikely that this show would ever pull
in as many fans as a show like Honey Boo
Boo though. People like to watch other
people embarrass themselves on national
tv apparently. They can focus on "at least
our family isn't as embarrassing as that
family."

Rachel B.

Gutted its cancled I enjoy the show will
movie be here in uk?

Megan M.

Stupid for cancelling this show shame in
global

Melissa H.

wish they would of never cancel this
show.. too bad.. but can't wait for the
movie.. then maybe enough people will
watch it.. bring it back! maybe Ctv can
pick it up..let's hope

Cheryl M.

loved, loved that show...very disappointed
that it was cancelled...

Judy S.

Another disappointed fan.....there is so
much c*** on TV but this show is
cancelled.....I just don't understand!
Looking forward to the TV movie but still
not the same as weekly episodes.

Jane B.

will miss this show a lot. Really like Meg
Tilly's acing.

John S.

I wish some other network would have
picked this up. The sad fact is, it seems
most Canadians would rather watch
American sitcoms and reality TV crap
than learn about a wonderful piece of our
heritage written, acted and produced
beautifully. CBC, where ARE you?
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Britnie C.

I'm so sad the show ended but I'm excited
for the movie!

Ginevre S.

I'm glad the movie really happened, and
so quickly. Can't wait to watch it!

Sandy D.

Great characters, great plots, just great
overall. Looking forward to the movie but
so sad that show was cancelled.

Sue H.

So excited!would only bemore excitedif it
were still a show!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Carol A.

Shelley, my daughter and I couldn't get
enough of this show. Why was it ever
cancelled in the first place???

Deg T.

Bomb Girls was an excellent idea, with
great actress and beautiful realisation, its
really sad to cut this fantastic tv serie ...

Kath J.

wait for the film's, just wish the series
would be continued. Am buying series 1
and 2 for my mum to watch as she has not
seen them yet x

Diane R.

Adored bomb girls.

Deb S.

MORE..MORE..We want more Bomb
Girls!

Candice T.

It was an amazing show. It's such a
disappointment that the show has been
cancelled. It could have gone so far.

Carolyn M.

Love Bomb Girls and Meg Tilly!

Sue C.

Awesome..I loved that show and didn't
know they were doing a movie
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Laura M.

OH NO - they cancelled the series - that is
just horrible. I loved this series. It was the
best one on TV - Loved Loved Loved
it..such an amazing historical
representation of WWII and the women
that were so essential to the war
movement. Why is it if there is a series
about how much women contributed to
war it's cancelled??

Rachel S.

So excited for this movie. I can't wait to
see it.

Lorraine H.

cAN'T WAIT!!!

Kimberly N.

Thanks for creating such a beautiful story
- with so many strong, human, and very
relatable female characters. So excited for
the movie! A wonderful series, it's an
absolute shame it was cancelled by
Global. Please offer the movie on iTunes,
so that we can buy it after it airs on
television!

Michelle O.

So excited just completing season 2 .
Hope it will be aired in Ireland or the UK

Amy S.

My 22year old daughter and I started
watching this fall on Netflix here in
Dallas, Texas. She is not a viewer of TV,
but LOVES this series. We are so excited
about the movie!

Laura C.

Can hardly wait to see the movie, have
been a fan from day one.

Ginny C.

I was enjoying the TV series and then it
was gone ...

Nancy P.

I can't wait to see the movie too!
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Derek N.

I wish it played in U.S cause I can't find it
in Florida

Jean M.

Can't wait to see the movie....

Patti C.

When will the movie be on TV??

Allicia G.

SAVE BOMB GIRLS!!!!!

Heather W.

Wow! It's too bad this show was so shortlived. Great story line, plot and
characters. And it's Canadian!

Sarah P.

Please bring back bomb girls! Me and and
my mom loved watching this show
together and are absolutely devastated
that it's not on anymore. Now me and my
mom watch reruns of bomb girls on DVD
and tv and drown our sorrows in ice
cream and cheesecake. Please STOP the
insanity and bring back Bomb Girls!

Binnie D.

I'm a fan x10 of the TV series bomb girls.
Just watched the entire two seasons...in
two days...was completely addicted to it.
So beautifully done, such tremendous
characters, I love them and the
story. Accurate costuming, simply
wonderful!!! I'm a child of the 50's but my
entire family (father,uncles,aunts) in one
way or another were active in ww2. I love
this series..and was so sad to see how
season 2 ended...with no real
closure...disheartening! I wanted more
and my heart fell when i realized it had
been cancelled!!! Living to see the 2 hour
TV movie, please let me know how I can
register/join/get updates, on any news at
all.
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Tracy W.

Please save bomb Girls. This is a
wonderful show. Why do TV executives
keep cancelling great shows. I live in the
United States and love this show. We the
viewers are sick of reality TV, but keep
watching because nothing else is on. I
have fallen in love with this Canadian
show along with another Canadian show
Lost Girl. Keep the show on and let other
people discover good Canadian
programming.

Judy C.

Please save Bomb Girls. Great show. So
tired of horrid reality shows! It needs
better marketing! I kept telling friends
and family about the show, and once they
watched it - were hooked. But no one - no
one!! knew about it. Really needs to get
their voice out there.

Paul K. G.

In this era of multiple, useless and boring
TV shows Bomb Girls shines like a
diamond in a coal pile. PLEASE, PLEASE,
PLEASE, etc. put this wonderful show
back on the air in 2014!! Thank you.

Laurie B.

Just found Bomb Girls on Netflix and was
excited to find that it is a fairly recent
series. And then, the bomb dropped.
Cancelled. Really? Just like 'Homefront'
here in the States. Looking forward to the
movie but would love it if they would
revive the series!!
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Lynne P.

Terrific cast, unique plot lines, right on
target for the times. So little had changed
in industry when I went to work in my
first job in a paper mill in 1965 I instantly
connected with the way these ladies were
treated by their male co-workers. I
wondered how long it would last when the
story lines took a hard look at issues like
abortion, sexual discrimination, glbt
issues and jingoism. Not topics that most
Canadians are willing to examine. Can't
say many USA citizens are any better
looking at these issues either. Shoot we
were really just getting to know the girls
and the guys. They are a very talented cast
and it is a shame this series is ending far
too soon.

Irene G.

It is amazing to me that a show has
arrived with great story lines, filled with
encouragement and patriotism and
perseverence and of course the movie
industry sees no need for such values.

Cheri W.

There is much information regarding the
war effort form the military stand point
but not nearly enough from the view on
the home front. I have watched this
important program with my family. There
is so much taken for granted today; the
freedom, the social climate, the political
climate, how things have changed. Please
continue this program and don't allow it
to fall along the wayside as so many
others have in the past.

bag722

All the good shows get cancelled. Keep
making this show.
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Kelsey J.

This is the ONE show I’ve found to be
truly empowering to women. Characters
are pretty, but not overly sexualized; they
maintain a healthy weight, and are not
stick-thin. The vast majority of shows
these days are lacking confident and
independent female roles. We need to
encourage more series like this one, and
we can start by bringing BG back.

Cathy B.

As an American, I know very little about
Canada's part in WWII. I have learned a
lot from the show, as well as enjoying the
story. Please let us have more!

BrindleCat

I discovered Bomb Girls on Netflix a few
days ago (I live in Washington state) and
am absolutely in love with the series. It is
so much better than anything produced
for US television. I watched all 18
episodes in just a few days, and now feel
absolutely bereft to learn that it was
cancelled. I hope this campaign is
successful in getting another network to
pick the show up. There are so many
stories to continue! It's the best thing I've
seen in ages. It's better than Downton
Abbey.
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Linda T.

I am so saddened that Bomb Girls will
only be resolved with a final 2 hour
movie. At least it's something, right? I
just found out this sad fact, as I am
watching my recorded episodes from
season two right now. What I adore about
this series is the fact that my parents were
the age of these characters during WWII
and this series allows me a glimpse into
the social and political thought processes
of the time. They are long deceased, now,
but this series afforded me the
opportunity to experience life as they
knew it: gas and food rations, women and
their roles in society, forbidden loves and
lusts, etc.... Thank you all for making this
series, from the skilled set people to the
writers/creators to the actors. No matter
how old I get I will always miss my
parents; watching Bomb Girls allows me
to remember them as young and
beautiful.

Madge S.

One of the best shows I have seen in a
long time! Couldn't believe it when I
heard there would not be a third season
and beyond. A 2 hr. movie is certainly
unacceptable! Please save this show.

Karen D.

I'm so gonna miss this show!

Jennifer M.

One of the smartest best shows ever!

Richard H.

My wife and I are looking forward to
seeing the movie asap! Love Meg and all
the girls.

Richard H.

When and where is the movie going to be
shown? Anyone know?
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Irene R.

Wonderful. I love the era of my mother
who was a Rosie the Riviter.

Elizabeth A.

Such a shame that quality programming
such as Bomb Girls gets canceled and
garbage like reality TV last for eternity.
Go figure!

Sandy H.

Yes, Bomb Girls gets cancelled but
something stupid like Honey Boo Boo
goes on and on. The dumbing down of
North America... sigh.

Denise O.

I really like this show

David F.

Looking forward to this! But really sucks
we are not getting another season. Either
way..at least we are getting something to
round out this fantastic show!

Katie M.

What it was canceled aww that was a
great series

Glorianne G.

Meg Tilly is superb on Bomb Girls. So
looking forward to the movie. Let's bring
it back!

Laura H.

I miss my Bomb Girls

Joyce J.

Oh my goodness...this makes me want to
cry. Goodbye Bomb Girls.

Debbie R.

Im excited but sooo sad...

Chastity O.

bring back the show please omg im dont
want it to be done
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Andy O.

Thanks, eh! Hope the show comes back,
or at least another movie. In the
meantime, we're all looking forward to
the first movie. Cheers!

Christine D.

What???? no new seaso? DAMN!!!!

Jessica G.

When will it be in New Zealand?

Michael S.

Well I will admit it was a watchable series
but the research could have been a lot
better and more historically factual. Still I
look forward to the film.

Elisa G.

Love this series! I am looking forward to
the movie, but I prefer to see the series
continue. Bomb Girls is an amazing TV
series featuring something uncommon:
camaraderie among women! Something
very rare in real life and in today’s
television shows. This show needs to be
picked up by film company that can
embrace it and take it to another level of
amazing. I love the history aspect and
enjoy the work of the talented actors in
this show!

Ceyda Y.

I can't wait for the movie! wish the series
was continuing though

Donna W.

Can hardly wait to see the movie!

Karen K.

I'm eager to view this movie. When will it
be shown? I want to see more of Meg Tilly
and Jodie Balfour - great actresses!
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Bella G.

Meg Tilly was just amazing on this show
and I have to say it again Bomb Girls was
an awesome show, best show on tv and
these days there just so few shows worth
watching at least here in US, is such a
share it was cut short, I will for sure watch
it again as well as the movie, Thanks
Bomb Girls a great show.. ♥♥♥

Majalisa D.

I just discovered the show after hearing
about it from my mom(who is across the
US) and my sister. All three of us got so
absorbed in the show, only I just found it
this last weekend and have managed to
see both seasons in 2 days. Please, please
bring it back!

Carla G.

I want your show back on!!!!!!

Denise E.

THANKS TO ALL THE CAST!!!! yall are
doing a GREAT JOB to bad the higher ups
cants see that this show hasn't fizzled WE
WANT Bomb Girls back as a tv show don't
cut short these sister stories by giving the
FANS a movie give US a NEW SEASON...
each story line Deserves to play out over
SEASONS... you would get more BANG
FOR YOUR BUCK if the show comes back
for a Whole NEW SEASON

Bridgette D.

Bring back the series! This "movie" is just
to tie up loose ends before you get rid of
this great quality show! Whyyyy

Evy T.

they can get more with the series! Hope
they listen

Kirsten M.

please bring back the series!!???? i used to
dvr it soo my 10 yr old son and i could
watch it together... i miss bomb girls.
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Mary R.

Movie??..this show BEST be coming back
to T.VM???!

Laura R.

Bring back Ivan! Bring back all original
cast!!

Kim L.

The only show ever that inspired me to
google my Canadian history ...BombGirls
is such an amazing show! 'WAS' a good
show Excited for the movie though!!!!

Carolina A.

Really? Ugh i love the series bring it back!

Charles T.

How the hell did Canada not realize this
show is a winner?

Linda M.

Can't believe they cancelled this great
series....typical, get rid of something good

J. J. Ann Y.

Bring the series back... I want my Bomb
Girls!!

Shirley R.

please bring the series back

Ilene J.

I can't wait for movie! I want my Bomb
girls to come back to television. My
Mother worked on a bomb line in
Nebraska and it was good to talk to her
about her experiences and how it
compared to things in the show.

Dianne H.

Maybe it will be picked up by a different
network.... We can hope

Diana P.

Finally taping, yes!!!! Love this show, and
being on this set would be so much fun!

Linda W.

I'm happy..a little, I wish it would come
back on TV.
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Jean M.

We want it on again...can you hear us?

Jaëla B.

Guys they don't have magical powers,
their show got cancelled, they can't bring
it back just like that. Even Firefly with all
the fanpower they hadn't couldn't bring
back the show. Networks are assholes. Be
happy we're getting a movie! I sure as hell
am excited to see these faces again!

Marlene H.

Loved the TV Series don't know why this
great show was even cancelled!!!

Rhiannon C.

When can we expect the movie in the
States? It's such a shame the show was
cancelled. It was wonderful.

Mary W.

i really liked this show....please bring it
back!!!!!!!!!

Christine P.

Great show- one of my favorites!!!

Wendy G.

Hoping for movie #1, #2 and so
onnnnnnnn....it's the best series ever
made in my eyes

Debbie C.

Please bring back "Bomb Girls", it's based
on real life. It was so refreshing to see a
show with some actual Canadian history.
It was nice looking forward to each and
every new episode. It doesn't make sense,
stopping a show with such high ratings:(
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Jennifer S.

I cannot believe they cancelled this show.
It was great. I just came on this page to
see when it was going to start again. I
have so many people watching it. Wow I
hope someone else brings it back. All the
shows on TV are for the 'younger' set. For
once they had a show the some of us older
tv fans to like and appreciate and they
cancel it. I am really disappointed. This is
better than some of the other shows they
have on Reelz channel.

Cathy L.

Screw a 2 hour movie, bring the series
back!!!!

Barbara P.

WOW, I have been waiting for this series
to start up again, I hope that it will. Best
series on TV, it can't be gone

Julie Z.

i dont know why they cancelled this.. but
looking forward to the movie

Tasha S.

I cant believe they cancelled this show.

Dani B.

Why don't thank make the series for
Netflix if they can't get a new station to
pick it up? I would much rather the series
continue than a movie!!! They do it with
Orange is the New Black, Mako
Mermaids, Hemlock Grove etc This was
SUCH a great show!!!

Chris M.

Loved the show! Miss it!

Lyn S.

Global doesn't deserve to air this after
cancelling the series. There is more
professionalism in Meg Tilley then there
ever will be in Global!

Carrie J.

I wish they would just bring back the
series
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Caryn S.

Uuggghhh this is bittersweet I am still
super pissed it got canceled!

Bridget E.

I didn't even know it was cancelled! ;_; I
loved those bomb-building beauties! Did
not miss an episode.

Valerie P.

I wanted a few more seasons!!!

Elaine F.

I hope it eventually gets aired in the U.S.

Maureen O.

I always like Mel Tilly's comedy, but, her
drama is stellar

Judi W.

I loved this show! Will take what I can get
though I am still disappointed it was
cancelled.

David W.

Okay, here's my take; Bomb Girl fans can
pass the word and get a lot of folks on
board to bombard (Pun intended)
different media interests in the series and
when the film is released, do the same in
spades. If the film gets raves and a lot of
views, it's a message to someone that
there's interest (....and money.) in keeping
the show going.

Natalie M.

wish that netflix would pick it up....love
this show....

Shelley S.

Well piss me off! I will watch the TV
movie but was huge fan of the show!!

Jennifer B.

When does the tv movie come out I loved
that show

Michele D.

hat was such a quality show! Loved the
characters and storylines!
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Terri B.

Please bring Bomb Girls back. Such a
fantastic Canadian program

Jamie A.

Lovely show, really needs to come back.

Kristina A.

Such a wonderful show! I do not
understand why they are not doing
another season. It goes great rating and
reviews. Why was it canceled?????

Susan W.

Miss this show so much!

Susan S.

Sure hope some other network picks up
this great show.

Margaret B.

Meg Tilly is great, but a movie doesn`t
replace the show, not at all!

Evy T.

Great show it tells a nice story in difficult
times, I rather have the series than the
movie

Patti M.

WHY did this show have to end anyway?

Ramona H.

Loved this show...couldn't even pick a fav
actress - they were ALL so good!

Greta C.

Meg Tilly is a really great actress. Loved
her in Leaving Normal. Bombs girls was a
AWSOME series I thought. Still can't
understand why it was canceled.

Patricia M.

If they would put on more of these type
shows and less reality..tv The world would
be a better place..

Mae G.

OH NOW ,thats why i can,t find it why
was it cancelled
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Rose M.

My question is answered. I could not find
it either. How could they cancel it?? One
of the best shows on TV!!

Cathy L.

Unbelievable how all the crap shows can
run for 20 years but the good shows are
cancelled after a couple season's I wonder
who the moron was that decided to cancel
Bomb Girls. Maybe they should find
another career!

Andrea M.

Love it...keep the updates coming! Still
holding out for hope that Bomb Girls will
be renewed for more seasons! C'mon it's
the best show, great story and great
actors!

Joel M.

Glad they decided to tie up all the loose
ends (or plot lines) in a movie.

Kayla S.

If you guys need extras, I will totally just
drop everything in my life and make a 5-6
hr trip to Toronto. xD

Jo A.

Wish it was the series that was shooting
guess we'll have to wait and see. Bomb
Girls was like my favorite show

Peggy S.

Really happy that they at least are doing a
movie! Would rather have the series back,
but will be happy with the movie!

Colleen R.

Can't wait but I still want the show back!
Doesn't make sense that they cancelled an
award nominated show.
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Barb S.

It's too bad they couldn't film in one of
the original communities the war
involved. I feel lucky to be living in a war
time home in Ajax, ON. I loved The Bomb
Girls series and was saddened to hear of
the cancellation. Nothing could turn back
time like the producers of the the show

Andrea M.

I love the return of Bomb Girls, but we
want the return of the FULL TV series!
Make it happen! This amazing story
deserves to be told for more seasons!

Gail V.

I can't believe they cancelled this show, I
love it they need more of this kind of tv
then reality shows and crime shows with
killings and ppl who need to show off
their families. This show has history
lessons

Sue H.

absolutely disgraceful....for once we have
a really good and well made Canadian
series and those idiots go and cancel it.
Well bloody done !!!!

Beth W.

Absolutely fell in love with this show

Jennifer B.

My daughter (7yrs old) and I love
watching this show together! It is a great
history lesson for her as well as being able
to see the woman's stuggles and how far
we have come today.

Nancy G.

some one in Canada should set up a
petiton to keep it going
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Renee K.

As far as the movie goes, I'll take what we
can get. A third, fourth, fifth, ect. season
would be much better. Bomb Girls has
such a big fan base and has won several
awards, so I am not sure why it was
cancelled. Cancelling it was a bad
decision.

Stephanie C.

Bring it back is all I have to say, they had
a very good thing keep your " customers "
happy!!!

Tobiah R.

I still can't get over that it was cancelled.
Well, at least we're getting something.
Bomb Girls!

Nicola H.

cant wait for movie so love bomb girls

Tara F.

I'm glad there will be a movie, hopefully
tying up loose ends. Shame on Global and
Shaw for cancelling.

Dawn A.

Bring back the series! But I will love a
movie! Will it be on TV in the U.S?

Laura C.

I am a dedicated watcher. Will love the
Movie too, I'm sure.

Jane V.

Can we get a Bomb Girls broadway show?

Kimber M.

Please bring this back! This is one of my
favoret shows.

Rhoda S.

Miss this show like crazy!

Karman B.

I LOVE LOVE LOVE THIS SHOW. I
didn't realize that it was canceled? My
heart is broken. But tv movie? Whew.

Allison B.

Cancelled????
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Hanna J.

At least we get closure

Elena G.

Need Bomb Girls back on tv!!!

Chris M.

They're finally back, but I'd like the show
back, please!

Bijou V.

im so glad they will make the movie! i
never thought they would actually do it!

Emily R.

We need more seasons not a TV movie. It
will never do the characters justice!

Jennifer J.

I apologize to everyone here. If I love a
television show, it gets cancelled. My bad.

Kellie P.

Next best thing to doing more seasons,
which they clearly are not (sadly).

Shirley R.

still want the show to continue

Shirley F.

2,3 or 5 more movies!!!! Can't believe they
cancelled this...one of my favorite shows
and CANADIAN!

Ashley M.

I love this show!!!!!!!! I hope we can help
save it. I haven't enjoyed a show this
much in a long time.

Avis F.

I have been watching Bomb Girls on
Netflix. I am so disappointed to have
reached the end in one setting. This show
is one of the best I have seen. As usual,
networks don't know quality when they
see it.
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Nadine S.

I just went online to try to get some info
on when to look for the next season. I am
floored! No new season. So how are we
supposed to know where and when to
find the TV movie? The only small
pittance remaining to us.

Niamh Ní C.

To whom it may concern, I am a huge fan
of the show Bomb Girls, and would love to
see a 3rd and subsequent series being
produced. There are few series that
portray such strong female characters and
develop them to such a degree, and it
would be a huge shame to just wrap this
up in a 2 hour film.
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Jasmine S.

The show is well-written and the
characters are very relatable. In a Jersey
Shore world, a show about empowered
women who don’t curse or bare it all is a
blessing for the Y and Z generations. They
need role models who don’t speak in
initializations and glorify drugs and
alcoholism. Historically girls need to
know the kinds of oppression we have
overcome and how that oppression was
not so long ago. The Feminine Mystique
still somewhat plagues women to this day.
The victories of our gender are easily lost
with recent kitchen and sandwich jokes
that have scattered the internet. Speaking
selfishly, I must say, this show is a
delight. I look forward to the direction
each character takes, which is a rare feat
in recent television. I plead, beg, and
implore producers not to give up on
Bomb Girls. Much quality shows have
been lost and what the masses have since
consumed are dumbed down and easy to
digest, for the average viewer this is ideal.
But if we keep quality shows like Bomb
Girls on air, we force the masses to
smarten up to quality television. A smart
online presence will get Bomb Girls a cultlike following and generate discussion,
generate buzz, and it’ll take off. We have
to keep it on air to get the buzz going
though! Sincerely and humbly, Jasmine S.
Guam resident #SaveBombGirls advocate
P.S. It would be very cool to incorporate a
Guam mention into season 3. The near
300K people who live hear love that stuff.
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Jen L.

Bomb Girls was the first show in a long
time to catch my attention and really take
hold of it. After falling in love with the
show and the strong female roles
instantly, mainly Glady’s, I couldn’t wait
to watch the next episode, and then the
next and then… I ended up watching both
seasons in one weekend, almost in one
sitting, only left to sadness and
disappointment that it was the end of my
favorite show; Literally. Now I am left
only continue on to watch half measured
shows with half the imagination, depth
and character of the Bomb Girls series.
My hope is that one day soon, I will be
able to see once more, all of the strong
lovely ladies together again on screen, to
watch their lives and adventures unfold
before me. That I may once again, enjoy a
T.V. show as much as I did as “Bomb
Girls”.

Brenna C.

Thank you for trying to bring back Bomb
Girls. This show was the highlight of my
week. I'm so sick of reality tv shows, game
shows and sports. Bomb Girls had a great
story line and first class actors.
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Patrick V.

Save Bomb Girls, I will not take time here
to say how amazing the show is, that's
why I am here.
First, I think you need more advertising
about it. I found it by accident and am
torn between watching it all at once and
savoring it to make this amazing program
last. If a show like "Orange is the new
black" sand House Of Cards" have their
amazing success on Netflicks, why not
Bomb Girls? Great story lines, great cast,
amazing time price that can have so many
plots. Also, an area I have never seen
explored means an open book. Keep
pushing and keep working to get the
program restarted.

Dariana R.

I found out about the show through
netflix. I could say ive never seen a show
this different. I was truly disappointed
finding out that this show wouldnt go on
for long during the time i was watching it.
Only 18 episodes. I need more please save
bomb girls!

Bethany A.

Continue bomb girls. I simply want more
Bomb Girl stories!

JRBagby23

I loved it. I just discovered Bomb Girls,
via Netflix, and couldn't stop watching!
What a marvelous program. I am soooo
disappointed to learn that there will be no
Season 3! I hope producers will change
their minds. I look forward to the movie,
but would love to have a season 3, 4, 5, 6
and so on to look forward to!

Sherry S.

SAVE THE BOMB GIRLS
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Bobbie D.

BRING the BOMB GIRLS BACK! For your
consideration, I'm in withdrawal !!! A
show with such quality should not be
taken off the air ! Plz ! What agreat show
that is. I guess CA is not different from
the US... when there is a great show, it
disappears.

Janis R.

What a shame this show was cancelled.
The show ended without closing up loose
ends. I feel that fans were left up in the
air. Please bring back Bomb Girls. It is
great entertainment.

Lindsey

Why is it that Canadian networking so
often chooses to keep all of their “look
alike programs” that so closely mirror
shows in the U.S. but when they finally
have a truly original production they
cancel it after such a short time. Canadian
networks need to realize that in order to
really become a big boom they need to fill
their stations with truly original programs
especially with such a large population of
viewers living in areas that share both us
and Canadian networks. Why would I
choose to watch shark tank Canada (or
many other like it) when I could just turn
the channel and watch the original, much
higher budget, u.s. version. Canadians
need to be proud of their original works of
art and keep them on air as long as
possible. This show is a huge hit online
and it would only be a great mistake not
to return it to the air.
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RoAnnon

Hello, Jon here, from Texas. Glad to see
I'm not the only guy on the site... I don't
watch a lot of TV any more, but when I do
the show always seems to get cancelled
soon after. I'm holding out hope for a few
other shows I'm currently watching on
netflix that appear to still be in
production. There're too many storylines
in Bomb Girls for them to cancel now.

akgirl04

Please continue this show, k love it!

Debbie R.

really miss it

Judy C.

the show has been cancelled? I was so
looking forward to a new season. I'm
terribly disappointed.It was a wonderful
"clean" series..I'll truly miss it.I'lll
definitely watch the movie.

Kathleen W.

Loved this show

John P.

Yes ! This was a pretty good show even
though we had to sit through
Rosie"hypocrite" O'Donnell for an
episode.They really should stretch it out
to 1944,1945 and Victory.

Bob C.

Well, I suppose it's better than nothing,
but I do miss the TV series. It was
brilliant, accurate and CANADIAN.

Carol M.

Good I like this show glad its coming
back.
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Maria O.

BRING BACK BOMB GIRLS! Cancelling
this show was a dumb move. Shop for
another network. I'm sure you can find
and American TV network willing to pick
it up. Reelz, Lifetime, Oprah's Oxygen
network. Are you guys even trying???

Gord K.

A favourite TV show and we want it back!
A movie will not do the characters the
justice in building their lives over thewar
years. Just give us more 'Bomb Girls'!

Lorraine H.

Yes Yes Yes....love those "Bomb Girls"

Antoinette B.

Why was this show cancelled in the first
place? There is still too much to cover and
a movie does not cut the mustard.
Disappointed that a quality show is axed
while there is so much other waste on t.v.

Diane T.

Loved this show! Please bring it back for
another season!

Kim L.

Im looking forward to the movie but still
irritated with the tv execs decision to
cancel! nothing of this production calibre
has been offered to replace Bomb Girls so
what is the big problem with putting it
back in production...seriously dumb
decision.

Sue W.

Yeah! I liked that show.

Nan D.

I still don't understand how they could
have cancelled this series! But I am glad
the movie is here. That being said,
perhaps they will go back to a series after
this????
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Kelly L.

Wish it was another season instead of just
a movie. Such a disappointment that this
wonderful Canadian show was cancelled.

Angel B.

I miss this show I love it a lot!!! I really
wish there were more episodes

Amber J.

Bring the show back!!

Kelly S.

yes bring it back

Amber G.

I kind of wondered...the last season was
all wrapped up pretty well.

Maria P.

Please come back to the USA

Val B.

Omg was cancelled

Janis C.

I really enjoyed this series...........

Sandy W.

hope the movie comes to the US!

Nancy K.

We need to see the series back!!! Not just
a movie.

Margaret B.

One of the best series ever!!! I thought it
was returning.... sad... angry...

Vickie R.

Glad to see we will see more of Bomb
Girls. I don't know what kind of idiots
they have running the TV networks, but
they sure cancelled a LOT of GREAT
shows this year.

Syed N.

it has a large following!

Jonathan H.

Cancelled? DAMN -- I loved this show!!
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Elizabeth E.

sad when it was cancelled. happy for the
movie though.

Mary W.

I'm so glad as I missed the last part of the
series. I knew a lady that was one of the
original(real) Bomb Girls...they invited
her to a preview before the first showing.

Kiersten E.

I am so exited for this. Even my husband
is wanting to see this when it comes out.
We're fans of the show.

Pat B.

can't wait to see it - I hope they finish
what the series didn't.

Christine T.

YESS!!!!!! I was so sad when this got
cancelled! I can't wait!!

Micheale C.

I STILL can't believe such a great show
was cancelled!!

Cami U.

I didn't know the show was cancelled.
Glad to hear about the movie, the series
should continue at least through the end
of the war!

Bonnie M.

Loved this show and would like to have
another season. More people should be
watching as this shows all the the women
did during the war and they should be
appreciated for it.

Nancy R.

I really enjoyed that show. I wish they
would continue it. I wont miss the movie
though.

Victoria F.

All the crap that is on TV and they
cancelled THIS show someone needs a
good shake! Cannot wait for the movies
great show and story line. Canadian TV
really sucks
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Emma W.

I hope clifford comes back

Ciera H.

missing my Bomb Girls bring out back!!

Beth W.

Show or movie, I'm just excited its coming
back!

Raffaella P.

Bring back Bomb Girls! Pleeeeeeeease!

Laura C.

Yes I want it back too.

Shawn R.

Bring back the weekly show. Start a
petition. We lost a quality CANADIAN
show.

Nicole A.

bring it back!Best show ever!

Lyn S.

Global doesn't deserve the chance to air
this movie after they cancelled it - am so
tired of Vampires and Futuristic crap!

Kim L.

Rogers tv execs made a HUGE error in
cancelling this show...but if they changed
their mind you can bet they'd regain a
huge fanbase to Bomb Girls time slot...i
havent watched any of their shows since.
Its not rocket science.

Laura K.

Yeay! I'm a bomb girl for Halloween!
When is it coming back?!

Joe C.

Bring back bomb Bomb Girls! One more
season!

Lizzie L.

LOVE the show!!!!!! Appeals to a huge
audience around the world! Can't wait for
the movie!

Cathy C.

What? I am waiting for new episodes
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Kashmir A.

Bring back the series!!!

Stina K.

This expat Canadian will fly over from Oz
to be an extra on set if required. Just say
the word

Lynne D.

If they had any sense they would take
advantage of the FB hype for a while and
then bring it back. They would have
tripled their fan base. So many people
never saw it and are now intrigued by the
hype.

Mary K.

Bring it back for another season!!! Best
show ever!

Colleen R.

Bring the show back

Monique C.

The show needs to come back

Gord K.

Bring back Bomb Girls!

Kelly L.

Bring back the series!

Sue D.

love the show can't wait

Elizabeth P.

So bummed it's canceled! Just found
out...I know I'm behind! Bring it back!!!!!!
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Stephen L.

I am just watching the second season in
the uk. Have 2 episodes to go. I am gutted
this has been cancelled. I love the era and
the cast and story lines in this show. It
shows u dont need violence and sex to
make a good series. Despite it being
critically acclaimed they still axe it. The
save bomb girls website is amazing with
nearly 5000 comments and vmails sent.
They share some wonderful mails from
people around the world who have been
inspired by the show.

Julia G.

such a good show sad to see it go :((

Crystal F.

#savebombgirls

Toni T.

love this show

Katerina M.

I came across your show on Netflix and
fell in love with it. To my disappointment
I discovered that the show has since been
cancelled. What a great show, I'll miss all
of the characters and great story lines.

OG B.

Loved the show!! So much! Cant wait to
see the movie

Debbie M.

I'm pleased to hear that bomb girls are
doing a 2hr movie, but I'm angry that yet
again another fantastic series has been
scraped leaving us viewers in the UK
wanting more... :o(

Lesley T.

My mum worked in one of these factories
when she was a young girl
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Mabel A. P.

I just discovered your lovely show on
Netflix and since my husband says i'm a
binge watcher I couldn't help but finish it
in two weeks, however I honestly would
have delayed watching it so fast if I knew
that there was no Season 3! I was/am so
upset…. LOVE this show!

Emily H.

And why was this show not picked up for
more seasons? Yes, I know tv movie. But
damn, this was a great show. I miss it!

Robert J.

What channel carries it? Saw season 1 in
NY. That's it.

Anete R.

I hope You will have another season,
cause I cant wait for it!

Tina B.

Gee and they still cancelled it? Unreal!

Danette B.

Then why the heck did it get
cancelled????

Kevin N.

Love Canadian TV. USA needs a "best of
Canada" network! With lots of hockey
games.

Andrea M.

Yet, it was cancelled? If the critics and the
worldwide public love it <<bring it
back!>>

Maria O.

Not much point if it's cancelled. (shrug)

Shirley R.

bring it back

Christina L.

And yet they canceled the show...

Monique C.

Bring the show back already, it's the best
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Monica C.

then why was it cancelled?
WHYYYYYYYYY *shakes fist*

Vivian D.

It's #1 for me!

Jennifer S.

Does that mean it's coming back?

David B.

The powers that be should admit their
mistake and bring it back.

Julia D.

Miss that show.

Becca K.

So... Why was it cancelled?

Maggie G.

Jay, it's on Netflix.

Susan F.

Yet cancelled, stupid. Oh joy oh bliss now
I get to watch some inane American show.

Blanka K.

And yet it still got cancelled!

Valerie K.

I love Bomb Girls!

Courtney B.

Wins numerous awards, gets picked up in
the US, and in the UK and still gets
cancelled.

Patti C.

I loved the show!!! Sad it ended. Will be
watching for the TV movie.

Teresa S.

but it gets cancelled.... uurrrrgggg!

Susan J.

So why is it going away??? I love Bomb
Girls!!

Monique D.

Again: Boo to Global !!!!!!!!!
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Bobbi-jean R.

I miss bomb girls.... All the good shows
get cancelled....

Daniela B.

I loved that show

Susan P.

Why does it matter? What's the big deal!
You let so many Canadians down by
leaving them in the loop! It's pathetic!

Shara I.

All the great shows are always canceled,
just like firefly

Diane F.

Then why don't they renew it?

Sherri B.

Please bring it back!!!

Harry B.

Then WHY did it get cancelled?

Sarah A.

Love this show!!! Glad it's on Netflix

Angel W.

So, why'd they cancel it? I love that show!!

Wendy C.

With all that 'reality crap' on TV why
don't the networks just GET IT???? Lazy,
money hungry and greedy
Neanderthals....

Tuezdae J.

They cancelled it to make space for
bones...

DaNielle P.

Sad to see that such a quality, awardwinning program was never given the
proper chance. With the huge plot points
opened in the last episode, two hours does
not seem adequate to wrap it up. Please
renew the show!

Debbie R.

well THAT'S like pouring salt in the
wound...how bittersweet.
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Sherry W.

I LOVED that show ! Im done with TV!!
Turnin up the radio!!!

Gertrude F.

Awesome. Then why was it cancelled?

Mae G.

I loved the show ,leave it to CANADA
anything good they take it off and leave E.
T CANADA ON i don,t like that show all
they to is talk ,i like E Talk better

Kath J.

We want a new series please....

Patricia O.

Right, which makes you wonder, why the
heck did they cancel it?! I mean, it even
has legions of USA fans!

Elizabeth P.

Why cancel it? Doesn't make sense! So
not happy!

Sue H.

as I said earlier would much prefer a new
series.

Tina B.

when is the new season start?

Patricia H.

While it would be lovely to see some
repeat episodes, it would be even lovelier
to see NEW episodes in the US...

Elsa-May P.

There needs to be a Season 3 !!

Sue H.

Best TV programme to come out of
Canada in years and they cancel
it......makes no sense to me.

Jamie A.

I liked it much better than midwives.

Silvester R.

Just started watching on Netflix, I'm
addicted. Great show. : ) Can't wait for the
movie ( ;
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Tina B.

Booo!! They should cancel some of that
other garbage they have on the air this is
by far the best Canadian Series in a
while!! Can't wait to see the movie!

Lindsey A.

they only cancel the good shows..ugh...

Terri T.

Love this show!!!

Anji D.

Lovee this show

Erica S.

Bring back Bomb Girls!!! Best Canadian
show ever! maybe CBC should pick the
show up where it left off!

Katherine N.

So sad it was cancelled! Happy for a 2014
movie but would prefer new seasons!!

Hw W.

This show is amazing.. It needs better
treatment. This helps and the movie helps
but the show should still be on regular
programming.

Amelia S.

How can Honey Boo Boo go on longer
than Bomb Girls? Why Reelz?

Maria P.

Bring it back to the US

Kim C.

Love this show, wish it would continue!

Carrie S.

What about U. S.? We love show too!

Christie M.

Yeah I love this show
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Mel C.

Got excited because i thought it meant
new episodes.oh well, maybe this is the
start for the companies to see how many
fans are watching to possibly put it back
on air?:)

Christina C.

Yay!! I miss this show so much! I hope
Santa brings me season 2

Iza M.

Really enjoying watching it in the UK. We
are wrapping Season 2 here. Wishing for a
lot more!!!

David W.

Yeah, flash us that smile Betty!

Elizabeth P.

Big boo. Bring Bomb Girls back!!!!

Meaghan J.

When can I throw a party for the movie?

John D.

This is a great series!

Katie F.

Oh no. Bad news. Only half way through
the second series here in England.
Looking forward to the film.

Rachelle D.

When will season 2 be on netflix?? I love
bomb girls wish there where more shows
like that

Lyn S.

Global doesn't deserve the PRIVILEDGE
of re-airing this since they cancelled it!
They prefer shows with vampires versus
excellent actors and story lines.

Tay B.

It's just not enough. Bring the show back
please

Carolynne P.

Bring it back Global!!
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Marie H.

love this show

Lorraine Q.

I bought Season 1&2. Love it.

Paul S.

I have the series on iTunes so... More
importantly... When does the movie air?!

Amber J.

Bring back the show!!! Urgh!!

Tracey C.

glad to here this been told they were only
doing a movie not a season.. great news

Virginia M.

When is the movie coming out? Can't
wait.

Emily R.

When will the movie air???

Terrie G.

So, instead of a season 3, they are making
a movie? I love this show but I want a
season 3 and not a movie.

Victoria F.

wish they would bring this back Canada
finally has a decent show and what do
they do cancel it dumb buggers....bring on
the repeats

Sue R.

Its a shame it was dropped. I liked it as
well Victoria Faubert!

Sue C.

so, does this mean they'll have a 3rd
season (please say "yes")

Judy H.

When is season 3 starting up?

Kim B.

Sure wish we could have a wrap up movie
like firefly

Vickie M.

I loved Bomb Girls! Bring it back!
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R.G. R.

Season 2 is great but PLEASE give us
seasons 3, 4 etc ad nauseam!

Carla G.

Wish the network would get a clue, and
bring back best show ever!

Sarah S.

No season 3? Why?!

Mary T.

Still can't believe they ended it

Cindy H.

This is great but I would have rather been
watching season 3!!!!

Pam H.

Glad to here it is coming back, so good

Andrea M.

I really miss this amazing TV show and
the characters.

Nan D.

I miss it too but I don't think we will ever
see it back on television. Such a shame.
Quality acting, story line,
Canadian................... sad.

Julie A. F.

Please save Betty from jail! Bring on
Season 3!!

Rhonda K.

Another one of the good tv shows leaving
us and some last for years like how I met
your mother

Lauren E.

We are in the uk we live it it's brilliant
touching and informative why cancel it
probably because it's not a hospital
depressing violent show like eastenders or
csi. Hope you can get it back I'm hooked.
Marco is gorgeous x
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May

with all the crap on tv why would you
cancel a show that teaches girls
something about being strong and
independent instead of dressing trashy,
too much make-up. this show even shows
a part of history our schools no longer
teach, my 18 yr old had never heard of
bomb girls till i made her watch this me.

Jan

Disappointed! I can't believe Bomb Girls
was cancelled. It was so well written, the
acting was great, and I loved seeing the
role played by our women in World War
II. It is so disappointing to lose Canadian
shows like Bomb Girls and Flashpoint
while so many awful Canadian shows are
kept year after year.

Barbara V.

I want Bomb Girls back!

Reina K.

I'd like to be counted among the viewers
who would love this show to return.
Thank you

Silena R.

save Bomb Girls!! I love this show!! hope
my support helps!

Karen M.

I can't believe they want to cancel this
series!! It is well written and the actors
are well chosen! Please keep this series
going!

Suzanne L.

So upset there will be no third season of
Bomb Girls. So Canadian. We need more
Canadian . Wish we could change your
mind. thanks
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David N.

I am an American who has traveled
extensively throughout Canada, both for
pleasure and business. Additionally, I
know many Canadians who currently live
throughout the world. My work has taken
me (so far) to 65 countries (some of which
do not exist anymore) and I've been
extremely lucky to have such an
opportunity. Certainly, it has given me a
view of the world that I would not have
had otherwise, especially because those
clients with whom I meet are, for the most
part, executives of large corporations
and/or senior government officials. That
said, it was only through "Bomb Girls"
that I learned much more about Canadian
history than I thought I knew. I came
upon "Bomb Girls" by watching "Bletchley
Circle" on Netflix. I was captivated by it
for many reasons and researched the
history of Bletchley (Britain's top secret
cryptographers site) via Wikipedia and
other sources. One thing led to another
and I learned something that fascinated
me (which you already know but I doubt
relatively few Americans do): the large
ethnic diversity that Canada had during
the war, hence, an "issue", rightly or
wrongly (from the Canadian
government's viewpoint), regarding "what
do do with" the numbers of both people
and ethnic groups. The result were socalled "internment camps" or
"concentration camps". Unfortunately,
the State where I come from had one of
the largest such…."prisons" (a term used
by many Americans today re: such
concentrations camps) in the U.S. where
Japanese were interned. Prior to World
War II, Canada was already familiar with
how to do it, having dealt with Ukranian
Canadians. "Bomb Girls" had "Marco"
and his situation was not explored to the
extent it could have been, however, it is
not too late. If the producers of "Bomb
Girls" continue
with episodes/seasons,
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Brenda V.

This drama is excellent. The time period
in which it is set is exciting. I've learned
from watching what daily life may have
been like for my Dad. He worked in a
plant. He never told me why he didn't
fight, but he was first generation German.
The multiple story lines are so realistic
and well written. They need to continue
because the audience was left hanging in
every scenario. There was no resolution to
any character. I must know what happens
to Betty and Kate, Lorna and Gladys.
Marco reminds me so much of my father
and Vera reminds me of myself. I love this
show and the characters brought to life in
such an authentic manner. SAVE THE
BOMB GIRLS!

Jackie P.

I absolutely Love the show Bomb Girls.
Please do not cancel it. Bring it back.

Anneke V.

I too was sooo disappointed to hear it was
cancelled. It was an excellent show and I
don't understand why it was cancelled.
I'm all for bringing it back!!

Mindy H.

I am in love with this show! I am a WWII
buff, and love the stories represented on
this show. It's a true Canadian gem, and I
am proud of it. The writing and acting is
excellent. It's a great balance of historical
accuracy (both war and feminism),
humour, love (friendships and romance),
and sadness. Please, save Bomb Girls.
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Charly R.

I started watching Bomb Girls season two
again. This is the season when some fans,
especially some McAndrews fans, really
seem to dislike Kate but love Betty. I’ve
never understood this as I’ve always been
a Kate fan since the very first episode of
season one. Read more on deconstructing
Kate Andrews at
http://tinyurl.com/o4ox82e

Marilyn O.

My husband and I greatly enjoyed the
show Bomb Girls and were very
disappointed when it was not renewed.
This is a great show with superb
writing,great acting, and wonderful plots.
There is so little good programming on
TV today and this show was totally
engrossing. We also enjoying the window
into the lives of women in the not too
distant past and seeing what their lives
were like. We have recommended this
program to many people and would
definitely be watching if it were to be
renewed.
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Stacey N.

My husband and I watched Bomb Girls
with much enthusiasm and interest. It
was at times comical, sentimental, wellacted, and quintessentially Canadian. It
was one of the best developed, endearing,
and historically fascinating programs
airing in Canada while it ran. We are
hugely disappointed that it was cancelled.
The soundtrack was awesome, the
characters intriguing and clever, and Meg
Tilly was mesmerizing in her role. There
are so many absolutely garbage television
shows that are being given prime time
spots in place of something so Canadian,
so well-made and so wonderful to watch.
Please return Bomb Girls to the air and
continue to produce this program. One of
the best moments we experienced around
Bomb Girls was watching it with our
niece, who was intrigued, and who was
prompted to ask so many questions about
women in Canada, the wars, and
Canadian history in general.

Erin

Bomb GIrls has been a truly inspiring
show. We do not have enough period
pieces that so accurately represent the
struggle that women have faced. It is a
needed and much loved show for ours as
well as future generations who have no
understanding of the struggle of
war(which is timely), and the struggle to
gain women's independence! Please
consider continuing this highly awarded
show!! America wants it!

Betty Ann

Just finished watching season one and
two....a great series.....wish they would
continue it...I'd watch every episode. All
the actors are fantastic. Love it!
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Bob-Mary C.

Will they ever bring this awesome show
back on television?!! We miss it very
much!!!! ~Mary

Kim C.

Love, love, love Bomb Girls!

Ariane M.

We want it back! It can't be canceled...
just like this... out of the blue... no
reason...can not be! #sad

Anna-Karin S.

I agree with all of the above. I want it
back!!!!

Gisèle D.

It was voted one of Canada's best shows
so why is it going?

Margaret K.

They like Bomb Girls and Murdoch
Mysteries. Why can't we have GOOD TV
unstead of the mindless canned laughter
crap that Americans are forced to watch?
I wonder if the NBA (National
Broadcasters Assoc.) will ever catch on to
the fact that some of us will turn off
"crap" ?

Renee K.

I don't understand why this show was
cancelled. It has a large fan base and has
won many awards.

Judy L.

Does Global TV know this cause , they
cancelled Canada Best TV show?

Chris M.

Someone on a previous comment said to
make room for "bones." I miss Bomb Girls
and wish they would bring it back. I look
forward to the movie. Does anyone know
when it comes out?

Ilene J.

I Love this show!!! Please bring back to
U.S!
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Della S.

Then bring it back. I have to wait for
reruns on tnt but would love it back on.
One of my favorites.

Ka V.

And yet it's cancelled! BRING THEM
GALS BACK!

Ken J.

Love it this side of the pond too

Rina H.

One of my favorite shows...please bring it
back!

Christina C.

Why did it get canceled?

Jane D.

What a terrible shame there is no more of
this wonderful series. I have enjoyed it
more than almost anything on TV and
would love to see more.

Hanlon D.

I am devastated that this marvellous
series has ended. Such wonderful
storytelling with well rounded characters
is rare on TV these days. Looking forward
to the movie, BUT, Global needs their
corporate head examined. This
programme could have run for years, with
many dimensions to be had from the
diverse characters and war time aspects to
be explored.

Marie B.

Please bring Bomb Girls back. It was one
of my favorite shows. When I changed my
DTV package I made sure I had the Reelz
channel just so I could keep watching
Bomb Girls. Bring it back!

Alison M.

Does anyone know when season 3 is
starting?
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Debbie Y.

UUUGGGHHH every time I find a show
that I love watching,they cancel it. When
will the networks understand that we
want outstanding story lines to entertain
us. This show was something I enjoyed so
much , along with my mom (age 85). She
lived it and enjoy remembering the
moments from her youth. Please
reconsider your true fan base and KEEP
this show on air..

Riva

I'm very upset about it getting cancelled.
What can we do!?

Phyllis

I think it is an amazing show and I am
completely stunned and very sad that it
has been cancelled. I sure hope there is a
way we can prevent this from happening.

awnutts

I arrived late to the Bomb Girls party
(only started watching less than a month
ago...and I kinda caught up in about a
week. Damn is this show addicting) and I
hate that it may not be around much
longer.

Ruby Moon

I just recently found the show, and I love
it!

Candyweb

I love this show, my grandparents met in
a munitions factory in England and it's
part of why I love this show so much. I'm
passionate about getting this show back
on the air.
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Impy

Silly me thought that with Bomb Girls
being Canadian it would be immune to
my curse but apparently this is not the
case. :( I can't remember how I heard
about the show originally because after I
found it on Netflix last month, I've been
bouncing around trying to find someone
to watch with me and everyone reacts the
same way: "What Girls? Wha-why huh?"

Edy

I just learned that the series had been
canceled while I was surfing to find out
when the next Season would start ( a little
behind the times). Really bummed about
seeing BG's go away but looking forward
to the upcoming movie. I see where the
1,000 bandana's made it - CONGRATS!

Joonbug

I will be 64 in july. love the show. so
looked forward each week. grrr. I miss it
so!
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David

Retired US military. Huge fan of the
Hollywood beauties from the Silent Era
until the early '60's when Hollywood lost
its way. Favorite stars include, Carole
Lombard, Carole Landis, Louise Brooks,
Joan Blondell (This could take a while...)
Clara Bow and I'll cut this short and state
the last true Hollywood beauty was the
stunning Sharon Tate. Thrilled to see all
the new shows with strong female lead
characters/casts. Not so thrilled to know
Bomb Girls has not been renewed for a
third season. I have a Twitter account I
don't use, stay on FB for the most part. I
should finish the series tonight. Been
trying to hold out the last episodes as a
blew through season 1 much too quickly.
A lot of questions and a lot of
suppositions as to where the show should
have and still could go. Totally in love
with Betty and IMO, she's the strongest
character in the show.

Meliasunshine

I was hooked the first episode I saw. If we
are a generation of television watchers I
believe we should watch something with
history and depth not some reality show if
girls getting drunk and acting a fool. I
come from a generation if woman factory
workers who were also treated like 2 nod
class citizens because of their ethnicity or
just because they were women. I was
heartbroken when I found out this show
was canceled and will help anyway I can
to get it back on air or even better,
become a Netflix original like Arrested
Development

pamplemoussee7 Do you know where I can buy the DVD of
#BombGirls for my perfect Christmas ?
6
Thanks ! #savebombgirls
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Smooshh

Watching Bomb Girls with my lovely
sister @millionsmilesx a perfect end to.
Sunday 💛 #savebombgirls !

dulcineahilton

Women are being misrepresented in the
media nowadays.Hence,
#SaveBombGirls: they represent our
strong female ancestors …

BansheeKitty

#savebombgirls. Please keep this on the
air!!

aMAYzedConfus
ed

Watching season2 of Bomb Girls. Still
can't believe they've cancelled it. It's
brilliant & there's nothing else like it on tv
#savebombgirls

Quimby2

Save Bomb Girls have a season 3! Some of
best tv on air! #savebombgirls

uk_crunch

just finished S2 in UK, can't believe we
don't get to find out what happens next..
@itv3official #savebombgirls

1staidgirl

I think this shows our heritage that many
Canadians knew nothing about and we
have to get this show back!!
#SaveBombGirls.

ElizabethBolde3 brilliant series
jci

I like this show. It's rare on film and even
more so on television to see a production
whose cast is primarily female and is so
nakedly feminist in it's intent. The show
has been very direct about the open
sexism that existed and would have been
on display especially in these munitions
factories. No doubt it would have been
very threatening to see woman doing just
fine in a "man's" job.
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Deathbyblonde

I'm digging this show and, oh man, Betty
just breaks my heart. They really kind of
nailed it with that character for me.

ybrik

I had really wanted to see this when I first
heard the initial outlines. I like historical
fictions. I don't think there has been a
series in the US based on the same time
period. I remember a couple shows set at
the end of the war. I really like this show.
All the characters are well thought out.
Even characters like the husband and
Archie, who usually are one note
characters, come off as real people flaws
and all.

Lord Kira

Betty really is the heart of this show,
which surprised me because she was so
cold in the first episode. I felt awful for
her when Kate thoroughly rejected her.
Ouch. I'm ecstatic that the show has been
picked up for a second season; and a 12
episode season at that!

georgiesmith

I just finished watching the last episode of
the season and I couldn't believe how far
everything had come from that first
episode. Only six episodes and they were
packed with character development for
everyone. I'm just stunned how much I
enjoyed the show. No one was a cookie
cutter - sometimes we cheered for them,
sometimes we were disappointed in them,
sometimes we were angry at them but I
guess the point is that we always felt
something. I have no idea how they're
going to start with the next season but I'm
already missing them on my TV.

Munchiewoman

I just watched the whole season in one
sitting. What can I say, I loved period
pieces. Looking forward to more!
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Mikita

I had three episodes of the show sitting on
the dvr. I finally watched early this
morning when I couldn't sleep. I
devoured all three in that one sitting.
Excellent show.

scarlett45

I like this show quite a bit. I am also a fan
of the hair and makeup styles. Very clean
and sophisticated.

possibilities

I watched the marathon. I hadn't even
heard of this show two weeks ago, and
now I'm hooked. Sooooo happy to see
such a female-focused show, where the
relationships among the women are not
all about talking about the men. It passes
the Bechdel test with flying colors.

nexus2012

I just discovered this show and am loving
it. Parts of it remind me of a show called
Homefront which had Friday Night
Light's Kyle Chandler and Dharma's mum
in it, along with John Slattery aka Roger
Sterling.

sienna gold

Finally got to watching this. Boy I love
this show.

Emily Thrace

Bad news It's cancelled Hopefully
someone else will pick it up.

Turkish

So sad this is ending. The fact that they
are talking about a tv movie to wrap up
storylines pretty much confirms that
these last episodes will end on some
cliffhangers.

Canada

It sucks that this great show was
cancelled. And I was so disappointed with
the finale tonight. :(
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Cgr

We haven't watched the final yet but I am
so sorry there will be no more of this
show.

Jean A.

Hands down one of THE best tv shows
ever!!!! But why is there no more new
ones? :( I recorded it the first time round
on my pvr and have watched them
over....finally seen it on Global and went
WOOHOO!!! But it is just re-runs right
now :( BUT i am watching them all :D
Will there be new bomb girls, and when
as I don't dare want to miss it!!! :D Really
sad that it is ended..it has been a long
time since I found a show I loved this
much....but will be watching for the
movie.... :)

Rosemary J.

Enjoy the strong female characters and
from a Canadian perspective as well

Slavica

I love history, especially that era. the way
the ladies dressed and the music. the
show is awesome!!!!!!

Madeline S.

Bomb Girls is an awesome show! Please
don't cancel it!!

AdrieNne B.

I only just found this series, and it is
AMAZING!!! It would be a shame for it to
end!

Nathalie F.

Historical

Anthony F.

Great show at a time when great shows
are in demand

Michael H.

History that bears remembering and
understanding. Well written and
amazingly acted. Better than 90% of our
other choices in the US.
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Johanne L.

Very good, at least need closure

Denis C.

It is important to keep such an excellent
television program like Bomb Girls on the
air. It is a fine example of how great
Canadian shows can be. Well scripted,
fantastic cast, and showcases how life was
during this pivotal period in recent
history.

Richard V.

The show is awesome, and there is a lot
left there to show.

Nora B.

Please bring the show back

Chantelle R.

As a woman in trades, I both relate to and
respect these fictional vixens and their
fruitful woes.

Somer V.

This show is exceptional. Way better than
all the reality TV and other stuff on TV.
Please bring 'Bomb Girls' back!

Paige B.

ITS GREAT JUST BRING IT BACK

John L.

It provides a fascinating window onto the
war effort made by our Canadian friends.

Lana G.

Bomb Girls has given me the confidence
to be who I really am. Without it I would
never have (accidentally but truthfully)
come out as a lesbian and I would not be
living the life I am today!

Ruth H.

This show has been fantastic don't
deprive us of further episodes great shows
are hard to find and this is up there with
the best of them.
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charlene e.

This show is about the power of women
and who that power was thwarted. Things
that aim to educate women and empower
women are often underfunded and
supported. It's time to make the outreach
as important as the ratings.

Zuzana S.

It is my favourite serial - I didn't even
imagine how hard it was in these times...
And I can appriaciate my life, work and
everything I have.

Gabriella M.

this show is one of the most interesting
shows out there and does not deserve to
be cancelled forever.

JC F.

I understand a BG movie is in the works
now, but renewing it as series would
really be better. Just saw on Netflix: great
show!

Melissa L.

I didn't grow up in this era, but can highly
appreciate the contributions women
across the nation forewent to protect and
serve our country. My grandmother
worked in a military factor sewing
parachutes for the men in war, may she
rest in peace. This show helped me to stay
connect to her and her memories. It is a
blessing to understand, respect and be
proud of all the accomplishments women
in the past achieved. Please bring back
this show.

cameron w.

great show,not sure why it was cancelled
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David W.

This is an insightful look into the history
of the "other" heros of the the second
world war. This story, in whatever shape
it takes allows us all to feel what was
happening in that era. That is rarely
illustrated in any other TV series or movie
and portrayed in the shape of a "real"
compelling story. It's worthy of all who
lived through these hard times.

Natalie P.

Just found this series!

Kevin K.

Great writing; great directing; great acting
and casting; meaningful and uplifting,
while showing what WW2 was really like.
Great historical depiction of the 1940s

Teresa O.

More classy shows like "Bomb Girls" need
to be on TV. A movie series finale would
be lame and not appropriate for such a
brilliant show.

kim a.

It was a great show, bring it back!!

Carmen C.

This is one of the few Canadian series that
speaks of the true history of Canada. I
have been a fan since day 1…and my
entire family watches this show…in
Vancouver….in Calgary….and in Toronto.
We all love it. We don't understand why it
was taken off the air when there were so
many Bomb Girls Fans out there…
EVERYONE LOVES BOMB GIRLS!!!
Please bring it back. Give this show a
chance!!

chanika c.

It's a great historical drama that is not
only educating but entertaining!

Jessica L.

This show is an inspiration to women. It
shows how far weve come.
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Marjorie D.

It is quality programming set in the WWII
style about real people and their
struggles! LOVE IT!!

Barbara C.

This has been an very interesting show. I
can not imagine why it was canceled.
Most show on TV these days are inane.
Not Bomb girls. It has great characters
and plots.

Laurelle S.

The type of woman that you want to be
and the kind of friends you wish you had.
Inspirational.

Juanita C.

ugh!! great story about strong women!!

Teresa C.

PLEASE bring this back!! I looked
forward to watching this every week here
in AZ!!

Vera L.

I like it

Holly S.

It's a brilliant show with an amazing cast.
It should most definitely be renewed!

Lorraine Q.

Because the stories are real, the
characters are real. TV shows like this are
rare. Please bring it back!

caity p.

i really like this show

Rebekah B.

I am a COLOSSAL fan of period dramas.
This show makes me extremely happy
because it takes place in a time that
interests me. Please keep the show going.
It means so much to me :)

Jennifer P.

This one of the best shows I have ever
seen!!!
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Lora T.

I love this show and I want it to
continue!!!!!

Rosie G.

Bomb Girls is one of THE BEST shows in
the history of television!!! It tells
important, interesting, and enjoyable
stories of our North American ancestors
during WW2, who fought the good fight,
and saved, literally, the world. PLEASE,
somebody at this network, realize how
EXCELLENT, POPULAR, and LOVED
Bomb Girls is, and give it another chance
for more seasons!!! The writing is Genius,
the actors and actresses are Brilliant!!!
Please bring it back, we need more of
Bomb Girls!!!

Jacquie z.

Until this past weekend, I had never
heard of Bomb Girls series. I started
watching on Netflix on Saturday and
became so enthralled with the quality and
level of story twists, before I knew it I had
watched all episodes of the two seasons. I
live in Fairfield, California USA and am
very impressed with all aspects of the
show. I was disappointed to learn the
show was cancelled but definitely look
forward to seeing the two hour movie in
the future.

Adrienne T.

Because I love the program and the acting
is fantastic!!!

Patty E.

THIS SHOW IS AMAZING. it is an
inspiration to modern girls. Please air a
third season!

leanne k.

This series portrays an Important part of
our history done with impeccable
accuracy.
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Belynda D.

Teach of local history and really opens
ones eyes about how life was back in the
40's.

Katherine B.

This show is amazing but needs to be
marketed better, that is why not a lot of
people watch it...because they simply do
not know about it. They only way I found
it was on netflix. Not only is the story,
cast, music amazing but the imagery and
the real world issues presented hit home.

Diane J.

We came across this series and love it. My
Mom was born in 1923, my Father 1922
and it is just like the stories, fashion and
history they were so proud of for America.
People bash America now and this show is
so well done it makes me proud. We have
one more episode to go tomorrow. I
wanted to see if there was going to be
another season now I am sad. Pleaaasee
consider continuing. We have fallen in
love with the writing and music.
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LaRhonda M.

As a young watcher, this program, even
with it's hardships, downfalls, racism,
womanism and any ism you can think of,
points out everything positive for me. I
see women stepping up handling business
during a time when the world saw years of
hard times. It has taught me that
adversity does not mean give up but press
on through terrible time. Stand side by
side, stay strong no matter how different
you are or what you believer. Each
episode was well written and although it
told a constant story, there was a lesson to
be learned from each show. I really
enjoyed how each character was given a
voice, was allowed to show strength. This
show seemed to be addressing things that
our country is still fighting till this day. It
is a huge mistake to cancel this program. I
know that if given the chance too, it can
become the best program around. I have
told so many people to go back and watch
the episodes that are now available on
Netflix because it is a must see. The
numerous times I rewinded the episodes,
just to see what happened. I have not
been able to stop watching and since I
only have 2 seasons, I will rewatch them
again with the guarantee of catching
something new that I did not catch the
first time. Please bring back this amazing
show, with the same amazing actors, the
same vision- to address and bring to light
a view from a womans perspective. I think
even now, people born in this time can
appreciate what women were to them
during this time.

brian m.

I just found the show on Netflix and
couldn't stop until I saw all of it. It's a
fantastic series and I very much hope
they'll make more episodes.
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James A.

Bomb Girls is an amazing series with a
brilliant cast. It paints a picture of the
time, showing us the myriad of ways
people suffered without being heavy
handed. There aren't enough female role
models on TV, too many of them are just
walking tropes instead of characters with
depth. It's obvious that this show didn't
receive proper advertisement, give it
another chance. I was going to cancel my
Netflix subscription, bring back Bomb
Girls and I'll stick around.

Christina E.

I don't have a lot of free time to sit and
watch crap tv. When I do get the chance, I
go for non- reality shows as when i dont, I
can literally feel all my brain cells dying,
gasping for a savior. Then came season 1
of bomb girls on Netflix. I live in the US
And can't get Canadian television. It only
took one episode to get me hooked. And
I've been patiently waiting for season 2 to
arrive. Once I watched it (on my two
consecutive days off) I searched for my
new count down of season 3 to air. Sadly I
learned they were canceled and I'm in
uproar. With an incredible plot and
characters I want to be friends with in real
life, I cannot believe it was canceled.
Bring back bomb girls!!!! I already feel
empty as the spot this show has had in my
heart has been ripped from its fans.

Sereata L.

I love this show. Better than most of the
vapid crap that is currently on tv these
days. entertaining and historically
relevant drama.

irwin s.

most tv is really bad. this show was
excellently written and acted
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Linda O.

This show is amazing, well done,
important to me for these women who
work so hard to help all these men. This is
a inspiration for me and the show deserve
to continue in the future for these women
and men who work and fight for us. They
deserve respect and the world to know
about their story. Thank you from me to
these women and men at war.

Theresa W.

This is a very good series and I'm not sure
why the "best" always seem to get pulled?
This has happened on the CW too with
other shows that had great potential. This
is a really good show that depicts the
history and life during this specific
era...very sadden by this news!

Nadine A.

I've watched a lot of UK WW2 dramas
and this is the first Canadian drama I've
seen. I am a Canadian living abroad and it
makes me feel proud to see part of my
country's history as well as feeling
homesick. Please do not take this off the
air, it is the best show out of Canada I've
seen. It needs to be advertised to its full
potential rather than being passed on for
some stupid American show which the
majority of them I don't watch and I'm
22! There needs to be shows like Bomb
Girls on the air for the minority of people
who are not brain dead. We may only be a
minority now but there have been other
period dramas that have sparked the
interest of the world before.
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Heather W.

I really enjoyed watching Bomb Girls. I
was so excited for Season 2 to start and
then have been let down to find only
episode one was going to air. Please
continue the show. TV needs more quality
programming, Two Broke Girls does not
fall into that category.

Michelle W.

Its a big part of history. Finally a show
that shows morals and what life was like
back in the day. We have a lot of crap
shows nowadays. This shows meaning
and how females learned to help our
country. It should be a show of
inspiration for our young females vs ones
of sex that are already on every station.
That is what kids see today instead of
something inspirational and of roll
models. Then ppl wonder why the world
is going to crap.

Kelly A.

This is a really great emotional show
about a very important and interesting
topic and time in American history, for
both men and women of all races. It
touches on so many important topics and
was done quite well. I'll be disappointed
to not see several more seasons of Bomb
Girls. A 2-hour wrap-up movie isn't
enough.

Ashley O.

This show is absolutely stunning, please
don't take it from the fans!
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Pamela J.

Historical and we see women meeting,
facing and conquering opposition and
challenges head on at a time when we had
very little opportunity, freedom to express
and explore our womanhood and much
less a voice. Young woman today need to
see why many of our excuses, immoral
loose behaviors, and what women before
us had to endure being taken in vain is
UNACCEPTABLE. Really though how can
anyone deny this show has everything you
want.

Colleen S.

One of the best shows ever! Absolutely
can't believe a show of this quality would
be cancelled! Please bring it back, it's a
bright,sophisticated oasis, in an endless
sea of trivial, uninteresting shows. It's a
gem and should be brought back, at the
very least for one or two seasons!!!

Regina S.

1) THE WRITING 2) THE CAST 3) WWII
HISTORY RE WOMEN
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Bonita L.

With all of the bad tv(really horrible), I
thought perhaps Canadian TV was the
respite I was looking for. I was discussing
just today with a friend, telling him that at
least Canada had raised the bar and we
didn't ' all have to watch usa junk. Well,
that was short-lived when today, after
watching the last episode of season 2, I
learned that the series had been
cancelled. What is wrong with you people
who once in a while produce good TV, and
then cancel and replace with horrible,
degrading, dumbed down reality TV or
some such other muck? Pleas reconsider
or at least finish the plot lines in a movie.
Why do you think call the midwife and
such from young british counterparts
have done so well? Because good TV is
just that...good. Get ready from
pushback...your audience is not going to
consist of adolescent boys for long....you
forgot that we midde agers have the funds
to effect change.

Colleen M.

I have only just bought the 1st season of
Bomb girls yesterday and I have 2
episodes left. It's a really great show! I
think that this show is one of those really
great sleepers that need to keep going and
get some publicity as I had never heard of
it until I was perusing the T.V series
aisles. And now that I have it's been
cancelled? WOW! To go from one great
high to a low in a matter of seconds.
Please give this delightful series a 3rd
season as I'm sure that there are a few
people just beginning to find this series. I
am in love with Betty! I am excited to see
where Kate and their romance goes.....
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Sally K.

It was the only one hour drama I watched.
Please keep it. may not have been bigger
in the USA because most elderly people
don't know about Reelz to check it out.
They should have adverstised more on
other TV stations.

Tammy M.

This series is historically important. It is
wonderfully written and the actors are
excellent. I have never written to a TV
program or a celebrity. I have a degree in
Comparative Cultural studies and I am
the mother of two men who have served
over seas. PLEASE renew this historically
significant program. Thank you

Ella B.

Because Betty is just perfect..

Josefine J.

Bomb girls inspires me!! Not just the
clothes but the attitude. I think young
girls needs to see this show in sweden...

L V.

This is one the best shows on TV! I have
been impatiently waiting for the new
season to begin so I go online to find it's
been cancelled?!!! My husband and I are
so upset that we my block Reelz from our
programing!! This is just crazy! If it's all
about ratings then change the darn
timeslot!
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norma c.

Bring back our heroic Bomb Girls. The
show should not have moved to Mon.
from Wed. It was up against Murdoch
Mysteries which is another great
production .This show had all of my
friends talking about it .My grandmother
and great aunt were bomb girls which I
did not know about until I was telling my
mom about the show. It is important for
people to be educated with productions
with Canadian history. I hope to see the
return of the amazing Bomb Girls.

Karen D.

This is such a great show! I've been
wondering when the new season would
start and decided to look online to see is I
could find out. I was shocked to see that it
has been cancelled. I just discovered this
show in the spring, and it quickly became
a must see for me. Please bring it back!

Sandy D.

Sick Sick Sick of reality tv junk and same
old same old shows.

stacey d.

Because it's the best show EVER!! This is
the only Canadian show that is actually
any good, and it's not only good, it's
awesome, and their taking it away! Stupid
decision! Atleast they are ending it
properly with the TV movie, but I would
still rather watch the show.....new ones!
Just can't believe it, I was absolutely
shocked when I read it was cancelled

Jessie R.

I just discovered and devoured this show
via Netflix. And I'm devastated to find
that it's already been cancelled. Smart,
historical fiction, strong women
characters + compelling story-telling. You
have a hit here with an ever-growing
fanbase. Please don't let it end
prematurely!
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Anna P.

Female Protagonists. There aren't many
decent role models out there for women
these days, most of the time we just see
gossipy trash, and recently more
supernatural themed goop. But bomb
girls gives a feeling of empowerment to
young female viewers, and it provides a
small insight into the world of war and
history. Bomb Girls is not 100%
historically accurate, but at least viewers
may now see what life used to be like
without cell phones and the internet. It's
good, we all love Bomb Girls, please don't
cancel it.

Phillip O.

Quality shows deserve support and this
show also teaches our youth about a time
no generation can afford to forget.

michelle w.

Shows that engage both my partner and
me with this kind of intrigue are rare
indeed. Canada cn be proud of this
production - a cut well above it's
competition - strongly written, eye
opening historical perspectives remain
relevant today. World War II dramas
focus on the men - mostly British and
American- this one brings
balance...Canadian women and their
loved ones who who experienced this
pivotal period in history. Please continue
to enteraint - but more importantly - to
enlighten us!

Beth E.

I was impressed by this show when I
found it on Netflix! The characters are so
endearing, and true to life! Imagine my
sadness at finding my new favorite show
was cancelled before it really got off the
ground. What a shame. Even fictional
women are so threatening that they must
be silenced....
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dana s.

Love the show, love the characters...so
much terrible crap on television these
days I hate it when a decent show is
cancelled. We are not all mindless
zombies willing watch whatever reality
show crap they shove at us. I am not one
of those anyway. BBC produces wonderful
shows, what is wrong with American and
Canadian television execs.

Elizabeth M.

Others have stressed the high quality of
the production, acting and writing. The
show is telling an unknown story about
WWII that deserves more notice and that
should be carried out to a satisfying finale
for all the characters. It is reminiscent of
"Foyle's War" in telling about aspects of
history that people would otherwise never
hear about, unless they became historical
experts. The show is great, and we in the
U.S. want more! I have just finished
dashing through the second season and
Netflix and am hoping for a third!

Yannique F.

Not only was this program interesting to
watch because of excellent writing and
story development, but I think it's
important to have more stories centering
around strong women. I feel attached to
every character on the show. I was
enlightened to Canada's war efforts
during WWII and feel so inspired by the
work the real women in that era did.

Denise S.

Bomb Girls is one of the most intelligent,
well written, & well acted series in all of
current television. I am disappointed in
the decision makers who made the
decision to cancel this series. I hope they
have the wisdom to recognize this as an
unwise decision. And, continue this
valuable asset.
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Alisa F.

I loved the series Bomb Girls. This show
was an intelligent and highly entertaining
look at a very important time for women
in history. The media seldom shows
anything that represents women
truthfully and intelligently. This show is
such a powerful and moving insight into
women's lives. Women are very under
represented as 3 dimensional characters.
I am so tired of seeing sex based
portrayals of what women do in culture
and history. There is really nothing to
replace this incredible show. You had
ratings you didn't even know about, albeit
they were women.

Christina K.

This is more than just a television show. It
showcases amazing talent from Canada
and it pays tribute to the ladies who were
working behind the scenes during WWII.
I fear that the new generations are
beginning to forget what a horrible time it
was for everyone involved (directly and
indirectly), and they see war as just a
game. This show portrays the emotional
toll the war took on people who were not
on the front-lines but still deeply affected
by one of the worst times in human
history.

Patty D.

Please do not cancel this show - as a lover
of the 1940's - this show brings such
pleasure to watch and it helps me to know
what it was like for my parents during this
era when they were married. This is the
best show - you have to be crazy to cancel
this - this is a show that reminds you of
when things were old fashioned and
people weren't caught up in the fast pace
we have today in life.
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Gloria A.

I watch the show on the Armed Forces
Network. It's wonderful to have a WW2
show focusing on women helping the war.

Debbie R.

This show lets today's world have a
glimpse into the hardships felt during
some of the toughest times, that has given
us what we have today...not to mention it
is not full of cursing, sex scenes that do
not leave anything to the
imagination...great story, great actors.
Didn't know they were cancelling until I
was looking for the season premier...for
some reason the good stuff seems to
disappear...

Staci S.

This is the best show I have seen in a
loooooong time. It's so rare to have a
show where you get so wrapped up in
each characters' lives and stories. The
writing is fantastic, and the acting is
wonderful! There needs to be a show on
the air that is this amazing, and it needs
to be Bomb Girls.

candice c.

I found Bomb Girls on Netflix and Fell in
love with the show! I Don't care for
Reality tv but to find a show that reflects a
time that my Great Grandma went
through and i pictured her there with the
other women. I have admired for what
those women did. Please Bring back
Bomb Girls!!!

Holly L.

This is a wonderfull show, also hard to get
in scotland but worth the struggle! The
show is not only hugley entertaining but
also underlines the history of the women
who served in the war all those years ago.
So its educational and great to watch,
what more could you want?
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Emma T.

The show is amazing and not just a peice
of fluff. I watch it for the characters and
their relation to the war effort. It is also
really imporant to show what it was like at
the home front (much like Foyles War
which was cancelled and renewed!) and
its rare tha we see a series about how war
affected Canada and of course women.
Please bring it back!!

Brittany S.

This show shows strong female roles and
it shows sexuality through another
decade! I feel the audience and everyone
who watches it can really learn from that
time and benefit from it. Its well written,
the cast has such chemistry it is insane.
Why would you cancel it? At least do one
more season to wrap it up. I am dying to
know what happens and what will
happen. Please dont cancel it this show is
amazing and has such freaking potential,
its uncanny.

Caroline Y.

Bomb Girls is a history lesson for all of
Canada to see, appreciate and learn from.
I am embarrassed to say I am one of the
ignorant that did not know what went on
in our own city. This series is beautifully
written, which stars exceptional talent
and is very, very well cast.... Shame,
Shame on you if you think this show is not
worth continuing. It's a creation that
everyone should be very proud of and
now it is the networks responsibility, a
Canadian Network at that to make sure it
happens. A crack-whip marketing team
needs to be working on making sure the
numbers watching grow....
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George S.

I am a teacher and this show was quite
instructional as to what WWII was like at
home for the women who contributed.
MY grandmother had been an employee
at Wallace Barnes Spring for 15 years
when the war broke out. Much like Lorna,
she had a difficult family to deal with
while working as a caring matron to the
new women on the line. The stories of
Bomb Girls are very reminiscent of stories
she told. For the sake of History and
Culture, please reconsider your decision.

Chelsea M.

I discovered Bomb Girls on Netflix and
was devastated to learn that I would not
be able to continue watching these
characters I've become so invested in.
Despite the story taking place over 70
years ago, the issues translate to the
present. I do hope Global TV will
reconsider the continuation of Bomb
Girls.

Emma B.

This show is creative and inspiring. It's
unique among tv shows these days which
mostly show drunk stupid people making
poor choices. Bomb Girls hits home on
many important human rights and
womens' rights issues of the time. It also
has excellent actors and plenty of
interesting story lines.

Kelly W.

I just started watching this show in April
2013. I cam upon it accidentally and have
been hooked ever since. I love the strong
female characters and the historical
setting. I have looked forward to every
Wednesday at 7:00 pm. Please please
don't cancel this quality programming
and wonderful show.
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Rachel A.

This show is incredibly powerful both
with the cast and with the story it tells. It
is heartbreaking that due to cancellation
this show may not live up to its full
potential and tell the story it could tell.
Bring back Bomb Girls!

Shoua L.

This is an outstanding show. The cast is
amazing!!! It's nice to see a show the
whole family can enjoy. Also getting to see
WWII through the eyes of these
wonderful women. Getting to expirience
the nation coming together. It's just really
genuine television that you can't get
anymore in todays living. Too many
reality stuff.

Meredith L.

This show's strong female characters (and
the actors who portray them) are
breathtaking! Every young women like me
should watch this show! It serves as a
reminder of how much women have
achieved in the workplace and also how
much more we can achieve in the future! I
started to watch this show on Netflix and
finished the first season in a day and a
half because it was unlike anything else I
have seen on television! Please consider
the audience you have and the audience
you could have in the future if this show
got more exposure! Please renew Bomb
Girls!
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Pat R.

Bom Girls is the most relevant show on
TV that shows just how important women
are, both in times of war & in daily life.
The show is so well written, & provides
role models for today's young girls, who
seem to have no idea how to stand up for
themselves, whether it be abusive
boyfriends or bullying, etc. There is so
much garbage on TV, I can't believe that
Global would cancel such an important &
relevant show.

Mable L.

My Mother was a "Bomb Girl"!! This
wonderful series has remembered my
mother's work and dedication to this
country!! This is why this series should
continue!! The Bomb Girls series, has
brought my own daughters relation to the
past, seeing how her own grandmother
worked as a Real Bomb Girl!!!! Please,
continue the series Bomb Girls!!

Morgan L.

Bomb Girls is one of the most amazingly
written and historically accurate shows I
have ever seen. It's brilliant how a show
set so far in the past can affect and
entertain so many. It really shines a light
on women during this crucial era in
history, many forget all the contributions
women made and what a turning point it
was for feminism and progress in general.
With all the trash currently on television I
think that it is crucial that we keep such a
stunning and genius show running. Save
Bomb Girls!

Jane F.

Save this show. Just did the Netflix
marathon. This show is too good to
cancel!

Amelia S.

Bomb Girls is the only good show on
Reelz. Without it, they are nothing.
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Diane K.

Sorry to hear that a third season isn't
being planned. I watched season 1 and 2
on Netflix in the US and really enjoyed it.
I hope the decision to cancel the series is
reversed.

Jessica

I Love Bomb Girls!!! Please bring it back.
Watching from Los Angeles, California.

LeeAnn

I would love to see Bomb Girls TV show
and it can't quit now. The show must go
on and you can't leave us hangin.

Dennis L.

After watching the entire 18 episodes of
Bomb Girls I was saddened to hear the
series has been cancelled in favor of a 2
hour movie to "wrap up loose ends". This
is unfortunate as Bomb Girls exposes the
chauvinistic side of not only Canadian
society, but American society as well
during those times. Unfortunately
chauvinism is still alive and well in many
countries where the role of women is
often "thrown into the backseat". As a
father of an 18 year old girl I think series
like Bomb Girls show an important part of
history that needs to be told. I urge
Global to reconsider the cancellation of
the series and continue on for another
season to address some of the issues
women faced during World War II and
after. Remember, when the war was over
women were chased back into to the role
of housewives and discouraged from
continuing in the workforce. Someone
needs to tell the story.
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Sue F.

im learning about another countrys war
efforts to start with...but love the storys of
the familys surounding the factory, found
this program by chance, and never looked
back only wishing i could watch the next
episode there and then. brilliant
program...want lots more..............

Rhonda S.

I don't watch alot of tv. When I saw a
commercial a month ago. I have been
spending time catching up on globaltv.ca.
I am on season 2 episode 4 now and then
I find out it has been cancelled. With
PVR's and TIVO out there now, half a
season with low numbers isn't enough
time to judge the ratings. I just found it.

Karen V.

I never knew that Bomb Girls existed!
That's a marketing problem. Netflix
suggested it. I love it. It's not full of blood,
guts, and gore. It's a quality program that
develops complex characters. If you go
through the effort of producing and
making a series, for goodness sake,
market it! Please bring Bomb Girls back.

Charles R.

It is a well written and acted series. We
have the talent why don't we showcase it?
It is an interesting look at a part of our
history and one of the most engaging
shows on television. I cannot understand
why a show of this calibre is cancelled and
mindless American sitcoms and reality
shows are being aired. This show has a
fan base, a silent one, but it is there.
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Chrystelle B.

It's based on a historic well written,
compassionate story with much potential.
Great actresses & actors , the characters
are unique and lovable. For once a show
from a canadian perspective beautifully
shown on Bomb Girls. The chemistry of
the show is wonderful. Don't cancel Bomb
Girls, it would be a mistake.

rick c.

my wife & I enjoy watching it. I feel that it
is very well done. It reflects an often
overlooked view of the home front during
ww2. Woman ran industry, & the world
really never was the same afterward. They
were now interested in more than just
being a housewife. Can you imagine what
they went through? Being a locomotive
engineer while your loved ones where at
war oversees. Then expected to go home
& raise children when it was over? The
world hasn't been the same since.

DeeDee M.

The show is so original there will never be
another show even close to this. I've
grown so tired of all of the reality shows
and the shows that aren't even close to
reality. It was so nice to watch a show
about something that actually took place
during an important time in our history.
Love the characters, love the attention to
detail, with everything from their clothes
and scenery, to the way they speak the
correct slang for the time. I hope Global
TV will reconsider and give this show
another season.

Brenda W.

There is only a few shows that Global
offers that have any quality to them and
this show is one of the best. I f they must
give priority to the US then perhaps
anouther channel can pick it up.
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Judith M.

Bomb Girls is a great show. Tv doesn't
have a lot of really good shows but Bomb
Girls is by far one of the best.

Lorine H.

This was the only show I made time for
while I was in paramedic school! My
grandfather was a T4 in the US Army
during WWII and this show allows us to
see what the lives in North America was
like during this time. It is QUALITY
television! I am so SICK of the crap that
passes as television anymore. Reality tv is
a joke! I want Bomb Girls! Please renew it
for another season! It is doing well, why
fix something when it is not broken!!! Go
BOMB GIRLS!!!

Nancy M.

The story line is brilliant and gives us
glimpse of the past that has only been
equaled lately by Downton Abbey! The
cast works together so well that you
caught up in the story line and at the end
of the show have to remind yourself that
WWII is not still being fought! I worked
in a factory myself until recently and they
got the details right! There is more than
enough poor programing out there-- save
this great one!

Cate M.

The knowledge of the show passes down
information not to be forgotten. I love to
hear stories of WWII and have since I was
very young. This is a wholesome show
that my daughter and I can watch
together while learning about such an
important time in our culture. Please save
this gem of a show!!
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Rhonda M.

As an historian, I value this show for both
its historic richness and its entertainment
value. This is an important piece of
television that is incredibly well written
and performed. It is completely absurd to
cancel it when it is just now coming into
its own so to speak.

Penelope G.

This is one of the few great Canadian
shows we have. Why cancel a good thing?
This show had a lot of viewers, and would
have had more if it weren't for the
interruption by an American reality show.
It shows a pivotal shift in our history,
which resonates with people world wide.
Give Canadian television it's chance to
shine.

John M.

I had a whole list of reasons why my wife
and I love this show and why it should
NOT be cancelled. However, after reading
the many fine comments already posted, I
find that I can't add anything new to the
discussion except to say that this show is
wonderful and meaningful to us as my
wife's mother was a "bomb girl" in the US
during WWII - please save this show!

Kathryn L.

this is an amazing, fun, informative, and
addictive show. I want more, more, more!
My 15 year old daughter watches it too,
and its much more fun than her American
and world history class - its turning her
around from "hating history" to loving it.
keep it coming, please! there is so much
more to see and learn and be "in the
know" about. The younger generation
needs to understand how they got where
they are today. this is a story that needs to
be told- the good, the bad, & the ugly! we
need more, more, more! please! bomb
girls season 3! Aho!
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cindy k.

love the show and it is part of are heritage

Patty T.

Simply put, the show is smart. The
dialogue, the acting, the storyline; it's real
T.V. ,not reality T.V. And thank goodness
for that. I enjoy watching a good drama
that isn't full of drama queens and stupid
dialogue. It has so much going for it. I
hope you will consider keeping it on. You
should be proud of it.

Julie P.

I love this show. My grandmother and her
sister worked in munitions factories in
Detroit. I feel like i'm looking into their
lives with this show. I just discovered it on
Netflix and I was so disappointed to learn
that it was canceled before i even started
watching. Please bring it back!

Kristine S.

This show isn't just another show!! It
portrays our history and what are past
generations have gone through and the
most elegant and beautiful way! It brings
tears to my great grandmothers and
grandmothers eyes! There should be more
shows like this on TV instead of all the
bullshit shows like Jersey Shore on MTV!!
This show means so much to me and to
everyone else I know watching it! PLEASE
PLEASE RENEW BOMB GIRLS!!!

Dave M.

V4K5G6

Angie C.

Bomb Girls is critically acclaimed, has
mass appeal, and the strength of vocal
fans. I am flummoxed by its cancellation.
It makes no business sense to me.
Certainly, there must be another producer
that would pick up this gem? The time is
right for women to see themselves as vital
participants in history.
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Aimee S.

History lessons never really mentioned
the part women played in the war. This
program was educational, thoroughly
entertaining and endlessly inspirational.
Save Bomb Girls!

Alicia H.

Bomb Girls is not only an incredible TV
show, it is also an excellent adaptation of
working women in WWII. I am totally
gutted to hear of its cancellation.

Bobbie B.

I love this show! It has an amazing story
line with great actors/actresses and is a
quality television show. It engages you
and is full of emotional complexities and
truth about an era of femininity. I truly
believe this is the type of show that can
renew female relationships and make
women look at one another differently.
This is so much more than just another
television show!

Carole S.

This is intelligent drama that focuses on
life at home during the Second World
War and the essential role of women and
other people on the home front. My
Mother tells me that her senior friends
are very disappointed. Most do not have
Internet access and will not see this
petition. this excellent show needs
another chance..give it more
publicity..Many people I know did not
even know it existed.
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Sandra R.

I have met many women in the course of
my work over the years who made
immense contributions in various roles
during the war effort. I have always
listened to their stories in complete awe.
This show plays an important key in
keeping their legacy alive. As Lorna says
in the first season... these women were
our soldiers at home. Lest we forget.

Denise S.

This series brings back so much history in
an era that was so important and vital to
remember. It really gives the audience a
true picture of the character of people
back then and how they lived. I absolutely
love it, and look forward to each episode.
Please do not cancel it, the younger
generation really needs to be exposed to
series like the Bomb Girls.

renee g.

i liked that bomb girls was based on
something real, i think it shows how bad
things are when a show that is based on
what really happened and what women
went through to get us where we are now,
is cancelled and the shows about
vampires and werewolfs are top shows. i
wont lie i watch the vampire diaries and
other shows, but i do like bomb girls
because it shows how women were
treated, i was looking forward to see what
happened and how it ended..... im
wondering how i can watch the rest even
though its not being played.
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Karina S.

There are so few shows with the writing
and acting quality as Bomb Girls. No
schtick. Just great stories and excellent
acting. Inspiring and moving
performances by lead actresses who
deserve to be seen. I would hate not to see
these women's stories play to their
natural conclusions.

Natalie B.

Bomb Girls is one of the most 1. well
made educational, feminist, sensitive
shows on television.

Kristin P.

Rare is it to find a show that can make
you cheer for the characters when they do
something great, be sad when they are
hurt, and yell when everything goes
wrong. It's rare to find something that
connects with you so deeply and inspires
you. So please consider renewing Bomb
Girls.

shadia s.

LOVE THE SHOW
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Marti D.

"Bomb Girls" has really empowered me!
I've never been hooked onto a TV Serious
besides cartoons because in the cartoons I
can escape from reality. Live action TV
Serious in the US currently don't teach
anything worth learning and I thought the
people who wrote and acted in them were
just annoying attention hogs. That's until
I watched "Bomb Girls"... Its sad to have
read that a TV serious that is making
aware of a part of human history,
dedication the lives of the Bomb Girls
who did live in that era and SACRIFICED
just as much as the men, and is
empowering many Women and Men
being canceled. WHY!? I was proud to see
someone create such a beautifully
outrageous story honoring not only the
Bomb Girls and women, but also a lot of
minorities. Please, please don't cancel
"Bomb Girls"!!

Cindy P.

One day when flipping through the
channels on my TV, I found this show and
fell in love with it after 2 episodes. The
acting and storyline for bomb girls is
fantastic and I even love the costuming. I
am very upset that the show has been
cancelled and can only hope that the
global tv network can change their minds
and understand that fans of bomb girls
love history and most importantly this
show!
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J. E.

Bomb Girls is not only interesting, but a
true piec eof Canadian history that needs
to be shown. Also, it was placed on
Monday night up against two really strong
shows - Murdoch Mysteries and The
Following. Global needs to put it back
where it was before so that those who
want to watch don't have to time shift it
on their PVR's! please give it one more
season in a better time slot and see what
happens! Finally, stop splitting the season
for other shows, especially for inane
American shows that are useless!

Alain A.

There are too many cop, lawyer, hospital
and "Reality" shows. Bomb Girls, being a
period drama is different. Displaying a
important in history where women were
let out of the kitchen and into the working
world en mass. The differences in
attitudes between then and now is
amazing to see. Watching these women
face new challenges and new ideals. Keep
your blinkin' cop dramas (Rookie Blue)
then, you just lost another viewer.

Keirsten G.

Bomb Girls is is a poular , critcally
acliamed Candian televsion show. It helps
tell a very important part of histroy that
often get forgotten. Please Global and
Shaw please change your'e minds on the
canceling of this wonderful show that
Canad and world so badly need.

Russell G.

Bomb Girls is an incredible show. The
characters are strong role models for
young girls, and brings to life the history
of such an important era. Please
reconsider your decision to cancel this
show.
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Anna A.

Lets be honest, there is little GOOD
television out right now. Rarely have I
seen a show that makes me check a
website (global even!) daily to see if a new
episode is out. The story lines are
compelling, you can't not watch! On the
same token, its incredibly educational and
touches a number of social issues without
feeling like a "heritage minute" or "The
More You Know" moment. I love it. This
is what I've been dying for in the
television realm. You watch a really great
episode and go...OMG I have to wait a
week for another episode!?! Then you
stop and go, wait, did they have a lesbian
on a historical TV show? Wait it wasn't
forced! Damn, that's genius. Not only
that, but let’s be honest, it seems rare that
a Canadian Television series is good
enough to be seen outside of Canada and
it seems that there are Bomb Girls fans all
over the world. This is an excellent
testament to the amazing people we have
working in the Canadian film and
television industry.

marisol c.

Keep quality tv.

Lisa M.

So many Canadians complain that
Americans don't know much about
Canada or her history; well this show is a
fine example of a TV show which presents
our neighbor to the north in a very
significant light. Many Americans who
watch this show will learn not only about
the heroic war effort in Canada similar to
our own during WWII but will see Canada
as another producer of quality TV just like
Britain!
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Celena N.

It's amazing. It's Canadian. It's the best
show Ive seen since Being Erica or Big
Bang Theory. Its not reality tv. I face
reality everyday. When I turn tv, I want to
be taken somewhere to relax. Not to
someone's reality of teen pregnancy or
survival skills. I dont care if you're the
biggest loser. Im an athlete struggling
with injuries. I have my own health to
focus on. Honey Boo Boo only teaches us
to laugh at the less fortunate. It teaches us
to laugh at overweight folks. It's makes
people think it's okay to make fun of
others. Keep substance in shows alive.
Keep the bombgirls alive!

Paul M.

My dear father fought at Omaha Beach
during the D-Day invasion. He would not
talk about the war, other than how awful
to watch your buddies getting killed.
Approaching 70 years since D-Day. My
generation and especially younger
generations need to be reminded of WWII
and its significance. I visited Omaha
Beach and a concentration camp near
Salzburg. The horrors were very real.

David B.

one of the best Canadian produced shows
I've seen. Great story, great acting and a
great period piece that some of us heard
our parents and grand parents talk about.
Looked forward to it every week. Will
miss the Girls very much. back to mind
numbing reality TV I guess.
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John B.

This is a beautifully crafted show that
explores an aspect of 20th Century
Canadian history unappreciated, or
forgotten by many. The acting is
wonderful, the costumes and sets are
sumptuous, and the storyline is riveting
and everything about this show is
critically acclaimed. It is a very positive
portrayal of fighting for various
individuals rights including women,
minorities and it shows them overcoming
great odds and growing in the process.
We value the richness of the characters
and the plot lines.

C. B.

This show deals with real issues, with the
drama to keep things going. Excellent
Canadian programming, revealing a piece
of our history that was unknown to many
until now. Keep this show going online if
you can't keep it on TV. The following will
continue to grow.

Elise M.

Do you see how this show has managed to
bring people all over the world together?!
Don't give up on Bomb Girls. Bring on a
sponsor that fans will commit to support
and you won't regret it (ex. 'Chuck' fans
who bought Subway every week)! Long
live the blue shift!

Sharon S.

Love the story line in particular the
history of Toronto during ww2. It is really
important as a woman to see how our
roles and rights have changed. I think this
is of particular important for young
women who have no. Idea how limited life
was for women not all that long ago.
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Janet P.

I am from the U.S. I find it interesting to
see how life in Canada was during WWII.
My late dad served in the U.S. Air Force in
WWII and I am sure he would have loved
this show. I thinks we all need this type of
programming. It's nostalgic and
somewhat educational to the younger
"reality show" generation.

Ana V.

I'm an immigrant to Canada, and
watching Bomb Girls inspired me. I love
the strong characters and the female
power and determination. I just watched
the final episode of season 2 and when I
looked for the season 3 premier date I
found out about its cancellation. I look
toward to see the rest of the stories.
Please take into account this petition, if
the series wasn't popular people wouldn't
bother to do this!

Caitlin M.

Bomb Girls is a show with unique
Canadian content With brilliant writing,
superb acting, and beautiful sets and
cinematography. Bomb Girls stands apart
by other televised dramas by bringing to
the forefront strong female characters
that are rich and layered.
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Tara T.

This show is an amazing product coming
out of Canada.One that as a nation, we
should be absolutely PROUD of. It is a
show that demonstrates superb acting,
wonderful writing and great
cinematography. Telling a story about a
little discussed subject in our military
history that I never really thought about.
Bomb Girls has opened my eyes and
educated me on the important role that
women played in the war efforts
specifically in WWII. I, for one find it not
only difficult but unfathomable that such
a dynamic show can so easily be taken off
the air. I do believe that the power of the
viewers will persuade the "powers that be"
to reconsider their decision and return
this excellent program to its rightful place
and not relegate it to the memories of
what could have been.

Lia P.

I love the show

Dale-Anne S.

My mother worked as a manager of the
Massey Ferguson munitions factory
during WW2. I enjoyed stepping back in
time to watch the bomb girls capture this
era. The show was well done and a
triumph to Canadian television. I am sad
to see it so easily dropped by Global
considering its appeal to both Canadians
and those living in distant lands. I hope
the decision is reconsidered by the
outpouring of public support garnered by
the public.
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Brittany C.

I started watching this show when I found
it on Netflix. It definitely captured my
heart. All of the girls are so dimensional.
They all have flaws and weaknesses, and
they all have strengths. They're real.
Watching this show motivates me and
makes me want to push myself forward. I
hope that it will be renewed for another
season. I just watched the Season 2 finale,
and I know there are so many unresolved
story lines. And I know the show revolves
around the war, but I think it would also
be amazing to see how these characters
handle their lives after the war. They have
all been so obviously affected by it I'm
sure watching them handle the changes
that would come would be inspiring.

Tiffany S.

Those women really did risk their lives
every single day. And, most of them, as
the show shows, were away from their
families as well. To me, they were just as
brave as the men. They did their part in
the war-effort, & we should do our part in
recognizing them for it. Plus, Bomb Girls
has an amazing cast, & they help make it
as amazing as it is. It's one of my favorite
shows of all time.

Martha F.

We love this show!!!!' Don't take it away :(

Kent P.

Women coming of age.

Karen M.

We need smart well written shows like
this to stay on the air. The teach us about
the women during wartimes, they teach
us about the war effort. The show give us
history lessons and geography lessons of
our country. Please bring Bomb Girls back
for a third season.
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Rebecca V.

This is an amazing show! Well written
and great acting! It shows what
Canadians did in the war effort and what
we can do now with broadcasting! There
are not enough great canadian shows out
there and when we get one, it gets
cancellled! It doesn't make any sense!

Sandy H.

Bomb Girls is very well done series that
should be renewed because, it's a
historical period about the life and cuture
of WW2. During that time, it was the peak
for women to be have rights,and to be
treated equally. Not only that, it opens up
a new perspective about WWII. What is
remarkable as well, is that a Canadian
based story, created by Canadians.
Americans has "Mad Men" and the Uk has
" Downtown Abbeytown" & "Call the
Midwife", that is adding to their histyor of
television. "Bomb Girls" is a great
addition to Canadian television, and has
the potential to show to other countries
that Canadians CAN make great
entertainment.

Darlene G.

Great show!! My Mum was a bomb girl in
Montreal in the 40's. She is now 94. I
remember all her stories so watching this
show reminds me of Mum and the danger
to all these women who came to work and
could possibly be blown sky high. Quite a
dangerous job..hats off to the ladies all!!.
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Cheyenne M.

Bomb Girls brought back such an
important part of history to younger
generations today. The cinematography
and acting really captures that 1940's feel.
I never lived back then, but every time I
watch an episode it is as though I am right
in tune with the time, the characters and
this feeling is so rare in today's television.
My daughter who is seven also loves the
show and the girlishness each woman
brings to our household every Monday
night. Please do not cancel Bomb Girls!!

Beth H.

The quality of writing, the flaws and
fabulousness of such well rounded
characters would make it such a shame if
this show were not renewed. It's so
difficult to find amazingly portrayed and
well-rounded women, and it would be
simply heartless to makes us fall in love
with your characters and not give us
closure with a finale that was written
intentionally as a finale.

Karen T.

Because it is simply good television. It is
Canadian, it contains drama, history and
humour. It features strong female
characters. it relies on good plot and good
characters and good writing, not on a
laugh-rack, skimpy clothes, cheap gags or
half-baked 'reality' elements. It makes me
want to do the right thing, it makes me
feel good. It makes me feel like there are
good peole in the world trying to do right
by others and be better. A little romance
doesn't hurt its cause either. Global shold
be proud of this show and do right byit
and keep it around.
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Mark B.

I cannot imagine this show being taken
off the air! The writing is great, the
character interactions are fascinating, and
the message showing that the 'simpler life'
wasn't always so simple, shows the
struggles of earlier generations. It shows a
patriotism that should make us all proud - not the 'what is in it for me' society we
have today. A fantsatic show!! I am
hoping this outpouring of fan support
does get your attention.

annamarie b.

Its history its american its a great show
and there is nothing else like this on tv

Kayla J.

Bomb Girls is an amazing show. It taught
me so much. I never learned about what
women were doing during war times in
school. These characters are such strong
women that every person should have the
chance to watch. This show tells a great
story and has an excellent cast.

A H.

Intelligent and informative television has
fallen by the wayside, but Bomb Girls
portrayed women as smart and complex
individuals and I really appreciate that.
My grandfather fought in the war, so this
time period is especially interesting to me.
The characters are well developed and the
acting excellent. The writing brings to life
so many different stories. This show
needs to be renewed!!!!

Sharon B.

In a T.V. world filled with "reality show"
programming, it has been my pleasure to
view a series
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D. M.

This is the first t.v. show that I have
faithfully watched in twenty years. I
haven't missed an episode. I already own
Season 1 on DVD. What a refreshing
change from other t.v. fare. Cancelling
this show is just wrong. As Canadians we
need to tell our own stories. Bomb Girls is
doing an excellent job of this.

Sandra S.

It is a very good show showing how strong
and motivated women can be in a time of
the need. I am proud of those women who
worked so tirelessly when our country
needed them. So tired of the so called
reality shows that are currently on TV.
Bomb Girls depicts the 'real reality' of the
day.

Tiffany B.

Bomb Girls is truly amazing and unique.
It is literally the ONLY television show
that I MUST and do watch on a weekly
basis. It reminds us of a part of our
history that seems to have been forgotten
and left in the dark. It is beautifully
scripted, played, and presented. It would
be such a shame to get rid of this amazing
show.

Tatiana A.

It is an amazing show with great cast and
i'd love to see more seasons
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Jason T.

This is a magnificent series touch on so
many different items not usually covered
in media portrayals of WWII. -it provides
a Canadian viewpoint, something not
often seen in the media. -rather than
being set on the frontlines, this shows
WWII from the Canadian home front. -its
central characters are women, an
important voice in the war effort yet
rarely focused on in media productions. -a
fascinating hard look at how Canada
treated "enemy aliens" (e.g., Marco
Moretti and his family) As a student and a
teacher of Canadian history, I feel that
this series provides a unique look at
Canada in WWII, and I have
recommended the series not only to
family and friends, but to my students as
a tool for learning a new aspect of a key
point in the history of this great country.
Please allow this series to continue on.

Amber M.

This is a quality program with interesting
characters and excellent production value.
It is simply an extra benefit that the
content is richly Canadian. The stories
told within this program deserve to be
developed, not cut down in the prime of
life! Is there really no hope for anything
but garbage, 'reality' TV.... are we doomed
to nothing better than Honey Boo Boo?
Please do not do this Global!

Wendy E.

it is one of the most intellegent shows on
Canadian televison (or anywhere). Save
the show
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Linda G.

This has been an excellent series that
takes you back to an era that provides so
many memories of the good old days that
have past. The series has been well
researched. It has provided tidbits of the
history of Canada. I was born & raised in
the City of Toronto, have ancestors from
that era. It has taken me on a journey
down memory lane, not only with the
streets I once walked in the City of
Toronto but to remembering the slips &
silk stockings my grandmother & mother
once wore. - Excellent acting & an
excellent series that is beyond belief that
anyone would think of cancelling!

Beverly P.

I wouldn't sign a petition for just any
show that I didn't want to be cancelled.
Bomb girls is special, and I believe it can
do a lot of good. How often do we learn
about the part that women played in
history? Almost never. How many shows
give us so many different complicated
female relationships? None that I can
think of. Having representation of women
making history and living their lives in a
three-dimensional way is important for
everyone. Bomb girls is a well written,
well acted, well designed show, and I hope
everyone who is a part of it knows that
they are doing something important. I
hope this show gets renewed for another
season.
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Blair A.

There is so much trash on TV. A quick
browse through Global Prime time is to
peer into a proverbial trash heap. Yet,
there is Bomb Girls, a rare gem amid the
muck (ahem, the Bachelor, Survivor...)
this is a show that I would allow, nay
require my daughter to watch. Executives
dont care about the value of a program.
Its the bottom line. Fair enough, here is
your bottom line boys...merchandising
revenue! I for one would pretty well buy
anything Bomb Girls, so would my
mother, grandmother, sister and
daughter. There you have it, FOUR
generations of women for whom this
show is relevent. At say $35 bucks per
item, one family alone generates $175
minimum! Now check out all these
signatures...take out your calculators and
start number crunching. Add to that the
viewership you may alienate by cancelling
this show. Bomb Girls is the ONLY reason
I go to Global. The rest of your shows
are...well...crap. Get creative boys and
youll find that cancelling Bomb Girls is
like killing the goose that lays the golden
egg.
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Blair A.

This show is a raity on TV today. It is
intelligent, witty, well written and cast. A
brief look at Globals prime time line up is
to peer into the proverbial garbage heap
of TV. There is Bomb Girls, the jewel that
shines through the muck. Executives
could care less, if it brings in cash they
will cram anything down their viewers
throats (Survivor Im looking in your
direction...) so I will pitch this from
another angle. If Bomb girls were
merchandised well, the revenues have the
potential to be quite lucrative. Many
women across a diverse demographic
would enjoy a variety of Bomb Girls
inspired clothing and accessories, as a for
instance. Lets not see another wonderful
show be tamped out in favor of "reality"
TV. Come on boys, wake up and smell the
revenues.

Beth R.

Bomb Girls is a great show and I've seen
every episode. Please keep making it!

Linda M.

LOVE THE SHOW.

Amber B.

Bomb Girls is such a terrific show -interesting from a historical perspective
and written with more heart, wit and
intelligence than the vast majority of
what's currently on TV. Not to mention
how rare (unfortunately) it is to have a
female-centric show that doesn't make the
women caricatures. Please keep these
storylines and wonderful characters going
for a third season.
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Allan P.

Bomb Girls is an extremely well scripted,
acted and produced show that highlights
the depth and breadth of talent in this
country -both in front of the camera and
behind it. Investment should be made to
continue continue making Bomb Girls
and proper promotion should be
undertaken so it can find more audience
and grow. Lengthy breaks in broadcasting
and changes in show days make it
impossible for a show to find a larger
audience.

Danny M.

It's a really good show Im learning about
the history of bomb girls I didn't knew
there part in the war. :) love it .

Tarquini P.

BEST SHOW EVER, the only one I
followed seriously and with interest, very
well written, the characters are so lovely
you get attached to them and as a woman
I find it is important to show what was the
life of women during WWII, their
strenght and their sacrifices. I think that
every women recognize themselves in at
least one of the characters. This is my
little happiness ! Had wonderful times
watching it ! Please, renew this series !
Don't disappoint us !

Adrianne C.

It is hard to find quality television and to
have a show of this caliber cancelled is
practically criminal. It is comparable with
the BBC's Call the Midwives which has
very high ratings on both the national and
international levels. Such exceptional
shows with such strong heroines should
be continued.

James J.

It's an untold part of Canada's history
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Beth J.

Education, visibility, for these types Of
Characters To Be Recognized And
Appreciated

Judith B.

Save this show because we like it. Give it a
time slot to allow it to continue to thrive.
The show is comic, tragic, educational,
entertaining, thought-provoking and so
much more. It is Canadian television at its
best and an opportunity to show younger
people what women's lives were like.
Strong female characters are not shown
enough. We need to save this show.

Sophie P.

I love Bomb Girls and I'm very attached to
all of the characters. There are so many
unresolved problems and so many fans.
You can't just end it!! Bomb Girls is a
show anybody can enjoy and it's gaining
popularity! I just went to a Jill Barber
concert. She was in an episode once and
she mentions Bomb Girls at every show!
It would be stupid to waste such potentiel
and end the show now. So many diverse
people watch Bomb Girls, it's crazy! I'm a
fourteen year old girl and I'm in the
fandom, my 40 or 50 something male
math teacher watches it, and so does my
aunt. It needs to continue!!
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Kevin K.

I only recently discovered this show in the
UK and quite frankly I love it! It's is
charming while dark in places but
ultimately a very smart and sweet telling
of an interesting story. When I heard it
was to be cancelled I was quite suprised
just how upset I was. Needless to say I am
fully behind the SaveBombGirls campaign
which many are. If it isn't making enough
money in its current format there must be
more that can be done to make the show
viable. Perhaps the show can be sold to
more international markets, if it can be
enjoyed in England, it can be enjoyed in
other places too. Also a focus more on the
online numbers and advertising that goes
with that would create a different
financial picture for the program surely?
Regardless, I am thoroughly unhappy
with your decision and do hope you will
reconsider, we need a new season, not
just a tv movie.
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TM R.

Thank you for airing this show, but please
reconsider your decision to cancel it. The
writing is incredible, the actors are
believable and the stories are rich in
content! We women are finally being seen
as more than just eye candy or slaves to a
home. Through our many faults we are
strong and persevere and not so easily
dismissed. This show is a fantastic
opportunity to enrich other people's view
of what women can accomplish behind
the scenes and make us stronger in front
of them as well. I love the fact that these
ladies are not being exploited as we see so
much in our current shows. "Kate's"
burlesque performance was so damn sexy.
Betty faces her struggles head on and
won't back down - I love her ballsy
approach. Lorna, mother to them all and
still she's shown growing and conquering
her fears. And don't get me started on the
stories. So compelling, so dramatic, so
witty, so engaging and so spot on!
Tackling the struggles we all face daily equality, independence, interracial
relationships, racism, secrets, friendship
and family. C'mon Global TV! You're a
staple right next to the Jays, the Leafs and
maple syrup - help Bomb Girls secure
their place as a home grown force to be
reckoned with as well. Please give them
their due for (at the very least) a five
season run! Thanks for reading.
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Ian M.

Typically, the fact that a TV show or
movie was Canadian would be enough to
keep me from not watching it. They are
often plagued by poor production values:
bad scripts, lame acting, and
uninteresting story lines. By trying to
hard to be authentically Canadian, they
frequently ended up looking inauthentic.
But there was something about Bomb
Girls that said "give me a chance." After
watching one episode I was hooked. It is
such a unique show in so many ways. Few
movies or TV shows set during WWII
focus on the home front and certainly not
on the lives of women working in a
munitions plant, let alone one in Toronto.
It tells a unique story about a part of our
history that I suspect most Canadians are
unfamiliar with. And it does so in a most
interesting way. It depicts realistic
characters (all brilliantly acted) in
realistic situations. It's obviously
Canadian, but never in a contrived
manner. I believe Bomb Girls has become
a victim of a broadcasting system
discriminate against Canadian content. In
order for a show like it to succeed, it
requires the network committed to
backing it. Changing it's viewing night
and then putting it on hiatus to air a
cheesy reality show, do not demonstrate a
real commitment. In fact, it appears that
viewship dropped significantly after that 6
week break. The network needs to show
some vision and determination to commit
to the show, by keeping it on the same
night, buying a significant number of
episodes and airing it consistently. Global,
you've given up the good fight too soon.
Please reconsider your decision, Bomb
Girls is a surefire Canadian TV success
story, just give it a chance.
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Marcy M.

Programming on most channels is
absolutely disgusting with repeats over
and over again and to see a series as
interesting and magnetic at Bomb Girls
gave myself and many people I know in
renewed hope that the network would
continue with a running series of it such
as Roots. It appears that some
management on certain networks don't
see a good thing when they have it. If this
continue I'm getting rid of a lot of the
different networks. Bring 'Bomb Girls'
back!

Maureen B.

There are not that have enough quality
shows on T.V.anymore.I enjoy the strong
female characters who, are not man
haters. Please renew this show, we send
enough drivel to you so you know how
bad our shows are. But honestly
Americans appreciate good television.

Kelly F.

TV Shows like this dont come around
often, and when they do, they need to be
cherished. I live in the states and have
fallen in love with the show. I am deeply
saddened by the end of this show. Even
though their will be a movie special in its
place. I need my girls.

chashawna a.

this is a great show please dont cancel it
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Kerry T.

Bomb girls is an inspiring show that
showcases women in a strong role,
showing what everyone, men and women
were going through during a difficult war
time. It is historic and relevant and
incredibly interesting. the show itself is
very well done, I absolutely love the
characters and am always interested to
see the next development in there roles.
This show is an inspiration to me and
helps me understand the life my
grandmother had a little bit more.

Ocean K.

Bomb Girls is an inspirational program
that showcases both the strength of
Canada and the strength of women.
Recently on TV there isn't much worth
watching it's the same garbage repeated
channel after channel Bomb Girls is
something different, something engaging,
and something special.

kamila j.

:D the best!

Polly H.

loved it

Johanna F.

This is a brilliant series that doesn't
hesitate to tackle difficult stories or
character journeys. It is beautifully
written, the cast is stellar, and the set feels
completely authentic. I've learnt a lot
about the time period, and each episode
captured me from beginning to end! I
have also noticed that the show seems to
have a diverse audience in terms of age
group, background and interests,
something that should be celebrated! I
want to see more seasons of Bomb Girls,
like the final episode conluded - this is not
the beginning of the end, it's the end of
the beginning.
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Rori H.

Because it is an incredibly important
historical show!

Jennifer R.

I love this show and it is one that I can
watch with my family. I love the history
showing how the women and men dealt
with the war. It opens so many
discussions in my household.. The acting
is wonderful and the sets are beautiful.
Please don't cancel this. I am sick and
tired of watching "reality" shows and
greatly enjoy this riveting drama

Chrysty B.

It shows us what took place in world war
II, I love the story

Sophia P.

I love this show! It gives me a view into
the world my grandparents lived in
during their youth. My grandfather was a
rear gunner with the RAF, and this time
was the prime of his life. Aside from that,
the characters are so strong and
interesting, I could watch endless seasons
of Bomb Girls!

Carla L.

I had family fight, die, and get captured in
WWII. It is great television with facts and
fiction. It is a shame that this show has
been cancelled. It’s better than so much
that is out there. Most programs on T.V.
are awful and this has sustenance. I don’t
feel like my brain is rotting when I watch
Bomb Girls. We had brave men who had
to fight in that war. This show honours
their commitment to our country and
freedom. It also paved the way for women
in the workforce.
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A C.

This is a smart, well-written show - the
type of programming which deserves
space on television. Through the lens of
time, we are better able to examine the
roots of the women's movement, Canada's
nationhood and our multicultural mosaic.
Bomb Girls also reminds Canadians of
history we would like to forget
(incarceration and/or relocation of
Japanese and Italians residents), and as
the adage goes "Those who cannot
remember the past are condemned to
repeat it". I hope you will renew this
program so we can continue to have a
glimpse of the lives our mothers and
grandmothers lived and the challenges
faced by all Canadians during the Second
World War.

Elaine H.

1. It is a series filmed in Canada with
Canadian actors, keeping jobs here. It
shows an era during the war years that
some people are not aware of & I have
enjoyed watching it weekly. I agree that it
broaches many issues. I have to agree
with all of the positive reasons given in
former comments & I hope that they
reconsider & continue the series.

Wendy s.

l love this show.
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Ryanne L.

There are few shows I really truly love and
I have seen many great shows like Bomb
Girls get cancelled. I went out of my way
to find a petition to sign this time to keep
this show going. Every episode I watch
presents me with an idea of what women
had to struggle through everyday in a notso-distant historical era just to achieve
decent treatment. Bomb Girls reminds me
to be grateful for the courage and heart
women in the past showed during difficult
and unjust social situations which
eventually led to a more liberated lifestyle
for modern day women, including myself.
I connect with the characters in the show
and appreciate the interesting plot lines. I
have yet to see a boring episode. I ask that
you please reconsider your decision and
renew Bomb Girls. You will always have a
loyal fan in me. Thank you so much for
your time.

Tara O.

Please keep quality programming like this
alive! It's so important for us to see
history come alive like this. To
understand what life was like for the
people who fought through WWII on both
the home front and front lines. Please
honor those who served and sacrificed by
offering up this glimpse into their
realities. A taste no one else has offered so
well, in my opinion.
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Evelyn H.

this is important to me because you have
cancelled a great show. this show isnt just
another series, it represent the heardships
women had to go through during that
time period and the new grudges and
liberties that the inherited from their
husbands. and i personally find this
fascinating because as a young viewer this
how i have a glimpse into our countries
past and all the historical events that took
place in a way i actually enjoy indulging
myself in

Lindsay D.

Not only is it a fantastic show, with great
stories and characters... but it's so
refreshing to see how the war affected
Canada. Wartime movies & shows are
always about the US, or England... we
never get our story. Bomb Girls gives us
that. Plus, my Grandma riveted war
planes at Canada Car & Foundry in Fort
William during WWII - the planes that
would've dropped the bombs made in
Southern Ontario! It's like I'm reliving
parts of her past through Bomb Girls.

Kelsey D.

Bomb Girls is an award-winning,
critically-acclaimed show with a steady
fanbase, and somehow it has been
cancelled? Rather than tell the stories of
the men and women who fought on the
Canadian home front during WWII,
Global would rather fill its slot with some
syndicated American reality show. It's
time to support quality programming that
relates the stories of a diverse cast of
characters with integrity and humanity.
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Laurie S.

This show had a fantastic lesbian
character, and to end it with her going to
jail for murder is unacceptable and
homophobic. This is a pattern of media
homophobia that has been welldocumented, and I know the creators of
this show can do SO much better than
that.

Chantal V.

Bomb Girls is a show that Canadians can
be proud of. It has a fresh and innovative
perspective - the perspective of the strong
Canadian women supporting the war
effort, their struggle to maintain families
while working, their struggle to move
forward in their lives regardless of the
war. It depicts a different time in
Canadian society and of Canadian history
- an ideal way for immigrants to learn of
their new country's history and
achievements. It also gives those viewers
in foreign countries the ability to know
Canada a little better. I love this show. I
love its stories. I love its characters. I love
the various settings - they remind me of
places I have been to when I was a little
girl. I love that it is Canadian in every
sense of the word. I watch it and
understand where my parents and
grandparents came from. Bomb Girls is
worth saving and continuing to develop.

Polly M.

I accidentally ran across this wonderful
period piece program while channel
surfing. It was a refreshing change to the
programs currently airing in the USA.
Please continue producing and airing this
program. I didn't find out about it until
the second season. The third season, I'm
sure, will yield additional faithful
followers such as myself.
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Sam M.

I think this show is AMAZING! I just
started watching the first season on
netflix, I wish I had the television channel
to watch it on cable! I feel like this show if
VERY inspirational to woman. It was a
time in our countries history that woman
were starting to gain more respect! I feel
like sometimes we forget and this show
reminds us that! This is why Bomb Girls
should be renewed for another season!

Debra H.

Please bring "Bomb Girls" back. I love
that show! My Dad served in WWII and it
is personal to me. I love the authentic
hairstyles and clothes

Jessica M.

I'm American and I love this show it's so
fresh and new but set in the 1940s I love
vintage shows that actually means
something I hope another network picks
up this show !!!

Bonnie & Bill N. To whom it may concern, I don't know
how we missed the cancellation of Bomb
Girls - but we did. We've been noticing
the re-runs through January - but waiting
for Season 3 to start. Alas, I just googled,
and lo and behold, this wonderful show
has been cancelled. What is the matter
with us in Canada?! This was an
absolutely fabulous piece of television the highlight of our week along with
Murdoch Mysteries - why is it so hard to
keep the good TV we produce on the air?
This show was far and above anything
coming out of the U.S. - to cut it makes
absolutely no sense! Maybe it's too late for
us to add our voice - but if anyone is
listening - we're very disappointed in this
decision. I read that perhaps there will be
a movie - but can't find anything
confirming that.
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Jennifer Q.

We love the series in UK.REALLY HOPE
IT COMES BACK

Judy S.

I am hooked on the Bomb Girls!! I
streamed the first two seasons on Netflix
in record time,what an amazing series.
Now I am suffering from withdrawal and
was saddened to hear it was cancelled.
The acting is amazing, especially by Meg
Tilly. Please bring it back the show.

Clarissa

I have watched Bomb Girls since it
started. I so look forward to it coming on.
I love this show! I love watching these
ladies from the 40's and that era. Please I
beg of you, do not cancel this show!!! I
don't know why it is when good show
comes on, they cancel them, but leave
these other shows that I call garbarge on.
Please listen to us and don't cancel this
awesome show!

Andrea F.

How sad to find out that Bomb Girls was
canceled. I just do not understand why
intelligent shows like Bomb Girls are
taken off the air while ridiculous and
demeaning ones stay. Is the movie ever
going to be shown? Just another
disappointment in TV land. A sad viewer
in Illinois

Alethea M.

I want more episodes! A combination of
impeccable acting and brilliant writing
assuredly makes this show a treasure to
all audiences! For me, Netflix brought
light to Bomb Girls, and oh what a
pleasure it has been! I can wholeheartedly
say there is no other show, and I watch
many, that has captured my heart in the
manner Bomb Girls has. PLEASE
CONTINUE TO KEEP THIS SHOW
ALIVE!
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David B.

Great show with canadian content. I am a
bit of a history buff and feel people need
to understand the female work force
during the war was critical to the swift
end of the war. also if you remember
MASH the TV show started slow but with
great content deveopled into a cult
following.

GlasgowBombGir I beseech you to Save Bomb Girls! The
challenges and struggles that Betty and
lFan
her friends face are still as relevant today
as they were 70 years ago. Women are
still struggling to be taken seriously at the
workplace and are still struggling to
navigate the many expectations that
society has placed on them ,and that we
place on ourselves. People are still being
racially profiled, and some ethnicites are
more covered by the umbrella of political
correctness than others. Bomb Girls
allows us to have a vehicle to explore
these issues , while placing us at a safe (
or not so safe distance) because we have
learned that a society that does not learn
from its mistakes is bound to repeat them.
Social Analysis aside, it's a sassy show,
that depicts strong women, who know
who they are , and what they want, and
don't have to limit themselves , or allow
others to limit them. The actors ,
production , and writing is stellar, and the
Bomb Girls still have a lot of stories to
tell. SAVE BOMB GIRLS!
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Dom S.

Being a UK tv viewer I find it
incomprehensible that Bomb Girls has
been axed, hopefully this situation will be
remedied sometime very soon either
through Global listening to the voices of
concern and realising the huge mistake
they have made or another film company
picking it up. The two series shown were
par excellence, from the superb acting,
music, costumes to the production, Bomb
Girls just oozed class. With tv awash with
mediocrity viewers are crying out to be
entertained and Bomb Girls is a stand out
example of tv viewing of the highest
quality, simply put, the girls from the blue
shift must be allowed to live and fight
another day!

Mike & Kathie

Love ,Love, Love, Bomb Girls ! Not only
entertaining but historically
interesting.

L.
Jerri V.

Please reverse your decision to end Bomb
Girls! Very well written & cast, your
viewer base will continue to grow.

Stacey M.

i am writing on behalf of myself and my
mother. we are big fans of the show and
are disappointed to hear of the show's
cancellation. we want to show our support
for the movie, we need some kind of
closure from the previous seasons! please
consider this email as a sign of support.
thank you.

A. H.

#savebombgirls - im from Borneo, i watch
bomb girls because it link me with
history. as a history major student it help
me view the past in interesting way. KEEP
BOMB GIRLS ON!
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Ellen L.

PLEASE keep Bomb Girls on the air. My
husband and I found this terrific show on
Netflix and found it to be a wonderful and
interesting show. The characters are
talented and engaging and the plot lines
truly worth watching. So much better
than the reality shows and boring sitcoms.
Please keep this series going! We are in
dire need of decent programming in the
US. Thanks!

Susan

What a quality show. If the network will
stick with it, viewers will make it
commercially attractive. We really need
more show with this value.

Tom L.

I just started watching today on netflix.
After six episodes so far I love this show
for so many reasons. As a new fan to hear
it was cancelled breaks my heart.
Americans have a diverse taste in tv
shows. My love of Downton Abbey, Call
the Midwife and now Bomb Girls tells
you of my taste. Good shows are precious
and few and far between. I am angry
when anything is taken from me and to
end this show is unforgivable! I know
words may not matter to save bomb girls
but that I care enough to write matters to
me. I only wish executives could find a
way to care for loyal fans as much as they
do the mighty dollar whether Canadian or
American.
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Kenza M.

I love the second world war history, and
watching episodes it's like being in this
period of our history. The characters are
so incredible, they are kind, beautiful and
the most important thing : strong. I wait
each week, in France, to see these
amazing girls. Plus, the actresses are
P.E.R.F.E.C.T. I love them and, canceling
this show, is like losing friends. Please,
don't do it, this show is too good to be
canceled...! Thank you.

Claudia A.

Muestra una visión muy importante y
olvidada por la historia de lo que fue la
participación de la mujer en la guerra

pattie o.

Canadian Content -- great show - a story
we Canadians should be proud to share.
Grass roots of women rights in the
workforce. Too good to cancel. History is
the original "reality show" pattie.osborne

pattie o.

Why throw away a great show that tells
our history with the war and women's
rights. I have lots of highschool students
watching the show and they are fascinated
with this piece of history. Canadians need
to be proud and this show lets us shine

Dina C.

I love Bomb Girls. The show's cancellation
has only brought out the fire and passion
in its fans. We are fighting for the life of
this series. With brilliant writing, superb
acting, and beautiful sets and
cinematography, Bomb Girls stands apart
from almost every other TV show
currently airing. It cannot be over now.
We need more. Please, don't give up on
Bomb Girls. It cannot be over now. We
need more. Please, don't give up on Bomb
Girls.
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Graham B.

Canadian History, a different perspective
on WWII both from Canada and from
women on the homefront, and I love the
dancing and music and the costumes!!!

Arden J.

Bomb Girls is hands down the most
amazing TV drama I've EVER seen. It's
the first show I've watched over and over,
and still got something new out of it each
time. The script is amazing and original,
and the actors are so skilled at bringing
the characters to life, I get lost in their
world, and when the episode ends, I feel
lost upon re-entering reality. I don't want
these amazing characters' stories to end!

Lara S.

This show has portrayed a side of the WW
II effort that hasn't been properly shown
before, with women as the major role
players! It also addresses issues that,
while more prevalent 70+ years ago, still
linger on today. Problems such as income
disparity and sexism are dealt with. We
see just how much more difficult is was
for LGBT persons to live and love at that
time in history. This television show has
offered a rare glimpse into the world of
the Have's vs. the Have Not's, those that
were persecuted for their ethnicity and
other racial issues, and how women
proved their intelligence and worth in the
workplace. A story like this, one that is so
powerful, deserves to play out. Please
renew it for at least one more season!

Marisa G.

This show honors women who fought for
their country. Unsung heros. The show is
so authentic and well done
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Peggy S.

This show ,shows the strength ,hardships
and callenges that these women indured
thru the war, the show is well written,
well casted, I look forward to every
Wednesday night. Being a seamstress that
has sewn 1940's fashion for theater events
it is wonderful to see the amount if detail
put into this show. It will be a great loss to
the fans and tv if it s not renewed!

T. L.

It's a creative show!

Jordan H.

For an era where terrible reality television
reigns supreme, we need to keep the wellscripted and acted shows in the lineup.
This show is highly entertaining and is a
glimpse into life that we wouldn't have
known. Putting this off the air would be
incredibly disappointing.

Harold &

We love the show and watch it fathfully

Jennifer C.
janeille f.

Avorite subject is history & being a girl
adding a tad bit of romance/drama is the
best mixture of show so far. Instead of
watching drunkard harlots brawl on
reality television, this keen perspective of
American drama is just what tv needs
more of !

Haze W.

With the cancellation of Flashpoint,
Bomb Girls is the only Canadian show
that is currently worth watching.
Intelligent tv is rare, and this show hits
the mark! As others have stated, it is just
starting to be discovered in international
markets. Give it the chance it deserves!
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Jaime G.

This has become one of my favorite shows
on TV. I was disappointed that the
seasons were so short and beyond
disappointed that the series has not been
renewed for another season. the story line
has been so great to follow. I tune in every
week to see where their lives are taking
them. I cant believe I wont be able to tune
in next season to see what is going to
happen in their lives next.

kaouther b.

cause it's the greatest show ever

Karen K.

So few good shows on T.V. This needs to
stay on.

Michelle H.

I LOVE this show. It is such a great
reminder of where we've been and what
we made it through in those trying,
uncertain times. We should remember
those things!!!!! Plus it'a just a great
show.

Alison F.

Amazing to watch a female-centric show,
detailling the contribution made by
women during WW2. Bomb Girls has
really strong writing and performances,
with characters that I can relate to and
don't often see portrayed on screen. It is
the only show of its kind on TV.
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beth b.

My grandmother was a bomb girl!!..she
worked at the general electric company of
Ontario at eglington and warden in
scarborough. She was sixteen at the time
and had to lie about her age so that she
could support her family. This show must
stay so that my grandmother and all the
other women that worked with her in that
factory are not forgotten. So that their
stories and strength and courage is not
forgotten...please my grandmother's
strong character made me the strong
woman that I am today...don't let her
stories and those like her's disappear

Mareike Z.

Because it attracts also international
Viewer!

Brianne C.

This is a quality show, it shows the unique
and often glazed over story of the women
on the homefront during WWII, a story
that's not often told, and not this well!
Please reconsider canceling this amazing
show, It's a refreshing break from all the
reality TV crap. The women in Bomb Girls
are better role models than most TV
women. Keep the show going for a little
while longer, at least give it another
season, you have a real gem on your
hands!

Kayleigh K.

I want Bomb Girls back. Please renew for
a Season three!

Kati K.

i love this show
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Rhonda K.

My husband and I have really been
enjoying this show and were in shock to
learn this evening that the next season
has been cancelled. It is so refreshing to
see an intelligent, well-acted show
depicting WWII through the eyes of these
strong female characters as they
efficiently carried out their important job
for the war and interacted with the men
who stayed behind as well as the young
men who went to war. I feel sorry for the
audience who has invested so much time
in viewing this program but especially for
the talented actors who have done an
excellent job in this historical program. I
sincerely hope Global will reconsider their
business decision and allow Bomb Girls to
continue for another season. .

craig t.

simply one of the best shows i currently
watch showing another side of the war
raraly been disccussed and that has been
tucked away in a corner gathering dust

Natalia O.

As a queer lady, it is so so so wonderful to
see realistic, powerful female characters
that are confortable with their sexualities
and that maintain REAL relationships!
We need shows like Bomb Girls!!
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kirati k.

One of the best i have seen in a while.
strong women, strong characters, great
acting and dialogues (well,except the
phony clifford). It is refreshing to see that
the show brought up some well thought
questions that should have been, but until
now has never been asked seriously on
any show on tv thus far. I want such an
intelligent show to be watched and
apprecited by everyone, specially women,
to understand and appreciate what this
show is trying to do. There are too many
horrendous tv shows that run for so many
seasons and to see that a great show like
this cancelled is very unfortunate.

Carolyn L.

This is a great series my family enjoys. My
husband's grandmother built planes at
Boeing during WW2. We dug through old
family pics and letters, and hounded the
grand aunts and uncles for stories from
those days. My 9 year old son is absorbed
with this history and is writing a report
about it for class. How the characters deal
with social issues and humanity is
complex, intelligent and sensitive. Bomb
Girls has been an absolute positive
experience for my family; and will be a big
loss for us when the season ends.
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Brittany B.

I love this show! It's so refreshing to
watch a show based on the female
perspective, which is a high caliber drama
instead of some night time, degrading
"soap opera" equivalent that draws on
cheap and easy tactics to gain ratings
from the female demographic. This show
is inspiring, engaging, intelligent and
superbly done. It is a show Canada can be
proud of producing. We all know our
entertainment industry needs work,
because our talent is forever being lost to
the US. Please keep this amazing show
alive. This is such a shame. Let's stop
selling out to garbage, cookie cutter shows
produced by huge US comglomerates.
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Stephanie K.

You would think that in this day and age,
shows with strong female characters
would not be hard to come by, and it's
true that sometimes it feels like there are
plenty of shows out there, but just after a
few minutes of watching Bomb Girls, it
becomes clear that those other shows pale
in comparison to Bomb Girls. There
simply isn't a show out there right now
that treats its characters with such
respect, that creates storylines from the
heart in the way that Bomb Girls does.
These women are not just good
characters. They are role models. I look
up to them. I see myself in them,
regardless of the time/period difference.
Bomb Girls has found what exists in all of
us. It would be such a travesty to let it go.
As someone living in the United States, I
can't buy the episodes. But I want it to be
known that I would. In a heartbeat. And I
know others that would do the same. I
want so badly to support this show, and
living in the US makes that difficult. I
know sometimes viewership numbers and
money count more than they should, but
PLEASE know that there is a viewship out
here (in the world, outside of Canada).
We care, we're devoted to this show, we
will keep watching (and loving and
supporting). I hope you reconsider, or
find another venue for this show.
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Melissa M.

I haven't been invested in Canadian TV
shows since watching the original
Degrassi series and Road to Avonlea and
that was when I was growing up. I'm not
one who usually joins campaigns to save
shows but this show is too good to just
give up and move on. The storylines are
well written and all the actresses and
actors have great chemistry amongst each
other. I love the friendships between the
women and to see the difficulties and
discrimination women faced at that time.
Plus this show is Canadian, what more
can I say about having Canadian pride for
such a good show! As you can see it's not
only Canadians and Americans that watch
this show but others around the world
too. So please don't give up on this show!!

alisa w.

This show is excceptionally well written.
The cast is amazing. There are not many
shows outlining the history of Canada's
war times. This show has opened my eyes
to everything that women in Canada had
to go through. Smart, well written shows
that center strong women are rare. It is
encouraging for women to see other
women stand up and work for Canada like
the girls in this show. Please renew! This
show has been so moving and powerful,
and the story is far from over.
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Adam M.

This show is important to me for a few
reasons. First off, my cousin-in-law Jim
Codrington plays Leon Riley on the show
and it has been one of the most consistent
roles of his career. It has helped my
family so much and I'm eternally grateful.
Also, as a writer and fan of good TV
Drama, I feel like Bomb Girls has raised
the bar for Canadian TV shows. All too
often, we see the "made in Canada" logo
on a show and cringe in terror at the
cheesiness and forced Canadian
references that will ensue. Bomb Girls
does away with that, ensuring that while
the show is set in Canada, it never gets
cheesy or hokey. It focuses on its
characters and tells a great period war
story. In short; its fantastic. Canada needs
Bomb Girls!

Rebecca J.

Remember the suggestion box? Well this
is ours! The daughters and
granddaughters of the real bomb girls are
DEMANDING another season. This show
reminded me what it means to be a
woman in America. I'd rather watch this
than naked women on "reality" shows any
day. You want good ratings? You want to
make the big bucks? Then quit
disappointing your fans, quit canceling
shows that your audience loves and make
another season of Bomb Girls. JUST DO
IT!
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Diane B.

Can't believe they want to cacel this
program. Has the kind of content so
lacking in today's tv schedules. Those
(un)reality shows so popular with the tv
networks are just stylized form of
bullying. Bomb Girls handles real life
issues of domestic violence, prejudice,
unconventional relationships, poverty and
disability with sensitivity. Keep it on,
trash the Amazing Race, Survivor,
Apprentice, et al.

Karisha S.

This show is way better then most in
America also yay for Canada

Ashley d.

amazing show that digs into Canadian
history. One of the best Canadian tv
shows I have ever watched

Mary D.

I love this show. I am proud that it is
Canadian, in it's story and its production.
I especially love Betty. I had never
considered before how hard it must have
been to be gay or lesbian in an era when
there were simply no role models like, for
example, Ellen or Rosie. Please save this
wonderful show - it's refreshing to watch
a show about strong women - who LOOK
like real women - and who have believable
relationships. Please save this show!!
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Mia B.

I'm am a huge fan of Bomb Girls it is such
a unique show and has wonderful stories
and tells a history that is very rarely
represented so well on TV. This show
connects with me the characters
(especially Betty) connect with me. The
actors are wonderful! The plot is
fantastic! Please, please, please reconsider your decision in canceling Bomb
Girls please, don't be like every other TV
network and take away something so
many love!! Thank you so much!!!

Beth L.

Save BOmb Girls!!!! My life depends on
it!

Karen T.

I have been watching a number of shows
detailing the time just prior to WWI to
just after WWII. All of these shows are
from Britain and I was thrilled to learn
about "Bomb Girls" as it presents the
second World War from the perspective
of Canada and women. I have an entirely
new perspective on war and on our
Canadian History of that time. It is
interesting to then "marry" that
perspective with what I am learning from
the four or five British programs I am
watching set in and around the same time
period. This program is well done and
shows how difficult the lives of women
were even while we were expanding our
horizons through meaningful work. I am
hoping that young women will see how
important it is to fight for our rights and
for the rights of all people. It really is one
of the best programs on TV, well written,
excellent cast. Please reconsider.
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jonathan j.

we all loves the bomb girls is the best
show we all ever watched,we look forward
watching every monday,can,t keep our
eyes off that show,true diehard fan of the
bomb girls,we all truly loved the show.

Heather G.

Great quality show,

Don M.

Awesome show displaying Actors with
real talent.

Elizabeth N.

I believe I speak for many American
viewers who are just discovering this
show via Netflix and were simultaneously
thrilled to find it and saddened to find
that it is being cancelled. Why not take
advantage of this new and growing
audience? Please reconsider your
decision.

Francis C.

I love the actors

Melissa L.

Great show and we need great canadian
TV!!

Frieda M.

Quality Canadian TV that actually gives a
fair representation of women!
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Lauren M.

Bomb Girls is a special, innovative,
original show that needs to be on
television because it sheds light on the
untold stories of the heroic women who
put there lives on the line to help make a
difference in the world during war. I think
those stories are needed and surely laking
in t.v these days. I love all the cast, crew,
writers, etc that were able to put a
masterpiece like this show together. You
can't let that group of talented individual
go. I will be watching it in America with a
lot of my friends on reelz. So, please
renew Bomb Girls for a 3rd season.

Jan P.

great characters and storylines

Anne M.

it our past

Crystal P.

I love Bomb Girls! Don't cancell it!!!!

Emma M.

This show has finally shown something so
rarely displayed on tv; women in real
friendships, fighting for real issues and
not just revolving their lives around who
they're dating and having that be the
extent of their storyline. These characters
are complex, they're complicated, they're
3 dimensional for once. Cancelling this
show and depriving its audience of a real
ending would be a massive disservice to
everyone whos fallen in love with them.

Elaine M.

I look forward to this show every week. I
rarely like t.v. shows.

Jordan R.

Again, thus is one of the best sites on
television right now and it would be a
complete Shane to end it.
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laura n.

If I could live for a month inside any TV
show, it would be this one. the writing is
superb and makes the viewer really feel
part of the lives of the characters. Having
a Gay character gives those in the LGBT
community a voice and it's also showing
that true friends don't care what your
sexuality is. This is an important show
and must be saved.

Lea T.

I've been so over tv lately and then I
decided to watch an episode of bomb girls
on Netflix and I was so overwhelmingly
surprised. This show has, hands down,
some of the best writing and characters
I've seen in years. I mean honestly, a show
where women aren't depicted as catty
bitches and mere plot devices for the
men? It's actually rather disgusting to say
that has been so hard to find recently.
Bomb girls really moved me, and I really
do believe if picked up for another season
this amazing shows fanbase will certainly
grow.

Blanche V.

This tv show is awesome. THE CAST IS
AWESOME. I NEED IT HAHA!

Alessandra R.

Such a great show as if it's getting
cancelled!!

Abigail I.

The show is too amazing to cancel! It'll
break so many hearts!

R M.

LOVE BOMB GIRLS!! Such a great show
about the Canadian part in WWII
also...something different :)

Shanea N.

"This is not the end, nor is it the
beginning of the end but it is the end of
the beginning."
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Brandi K.

I LOVE THIS SHOW! It's created really
well, the details are fantastic, the story
line is intriguing, the actors are
phenomenal. Global's best decision was
making season two and worst decision is
cancelling the series. It's great for
showing females of all ages their
importance and teaching them they, as
well as the men, can have everything,
including a family and a career. It sheds
light on huge part of the war that was
overlooked. BRING IT BACK!

Lori G.

We love this show!!! We laugh, we cry and
we look forward to watching every week.
Not only is it entertaining it is somewhat
of a history lesson. My children ask
questions about our (Canadian) part in
WWII. It also allows us to see the type of
place that my grandmother worked
during the war. It shows how women's
roles began to change and how
challenging it was. Please don't cancel this
wonderful program!!

Ginevre S.

I love this show. I don't want it to end.

Spring M.

This is one of the best original shows to
air on TV in ages. Period. Not just for
Canada, not just for its genre. Please don't
give in to the American model of garbage
reality TV -- this is a gem and you know
it! Do not cancel something with so much
talent, substance and integrity!
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Teresa L.

This is important to me because I feel
bomb girls exhibited not only important
historical events but also portrayed
women during this time in a new light
(which was much needed). The shows
exciting storyline, unique characters and
authenticity is what ultimately set it apart
from all the other shows.

Lib L.

Bomb Girls is one of the best tv shows out
there, and the fact that it's Canadian is
more than enough to keep it on. it's the
only show that let's us see what it was like
during WWII for women, who are the
unsung heroes. without them, who knows
what would have happened? everyone
should know that.

brian s.

it's the best show on air that has a true
Canadian content

Mckayla D.

The show is not only historical but also
interesting. Many young women and
older women alike can relate to the
characters in the show. Not only that, but
the show is completey well-written and
the actors/actresses are great!

Karen C.

This is an excellent show depicting a very
important time in our history. It shows
how very important woman were during
wartime. My mother worked in a defense
plant and I have been able to see just how
things were at that time. Such a great
show. Not enough good TV. Sick and tired
of reality shows.

Leah S.

One of the best written shows on
television. Please don't let this go to make
way for more of the same mindless drivel.
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Lesley

This is a great show about our past. We
are losing our heritage at a great rate of
speed. We need to let everyone know what
happened in the past. The show is really
good great actors as well. Very well done.
DO NOT DO THIS!!!!

Heather S.

I love this show. My mom & I always
watch it together. We have never had a
show we like in common.

Joyce G.

Can't imagine why this series would be
cancelled. It's one of the few shows on TV
worth watching. History, superlative
acting, awesome story line. There has not
been an episode that I didn't enjoy. Please
reconsider and keep this show on the air.
There is so much more storyline to
explore.

Ydamor R.

Global Executives! Dare to support
quality TV! Stand behind a show that
presents a different point of view to the
most significant even in the history of the
northern hemisphere! Shows like Bomb
Girls are our last hope to stop the
iditiotization of TV viewers!

Olga B.

Great show, Canadian and stories are
interesting about strong women. Please
keep it!!!
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Megan F.

Bomb Girls is hands down one of the best
shows I have seen in my life. It is not just
entertaining, but moving, thought
provoking and educational. I love
watching the character development of
the strong and diverse female leads.
Bomb Girls does not shy away from
tackling controversial issues such as
infidelity, sexuality, abortion, religion etc.
The show promotes diversity and evokes
empathy from its audience. This is so
refreshing as most stations are saturated
with banal reality shows. As a young
Canadian woman, watching this show
empowers me to consider my impact on
the world, and also helps me imagine my
Grandmother's youth. It unites
generations and has so much potential.
Please keep telling these compelling
stories about great women. Thank you.

Terri B.

This is a great Canadian program that
needs to be saved

Nick D.

Global needs a wake up call, always
cancelling shows that show ratings is
nonsense.

Jade L.

Because this show is AWESOME! So
much better than a lot of other stuff on
TV.

Rachel M.

This show is awesome!

Meredith H.

This show is the best!
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John G.

There are so few programs - TV or feature
length movies - that tell about the
Canadian involvement in WWII. There is
so much we do not know about our own
history! This show helps rectify that, to a
degree. It's well-written, well-acted and
an award-winning show, as well. I really
do thing it would be extremely
unfortunate for Global to cancel it while
continuing to pick up feeds of American
shows from US-based networks. Shame
on you, Global! Where is your sense of
Canadian patriotism?

Kathleen A.

Why on Earth would you ever want to
cancel Bomb Girls??!!!! I love this show,
my son loves this show, my coworkers
love this show, my friends love this show.
It’s what we talk about at work every
Tuesday. Seriously! The cast is awesome,
the acting ,phenomenal and the costumes
and set decor is so authentic and it brings
back wonderful memories of my Mother
and Father and my childhood growing up
in Vancouver, BC. The story lines, the
plots, everything about this show is so
wonderfully good! I can’t get enough of it.
This is good television, tv watching at its
best. . It is such a refreshing change from
all the boring reality shows, really, how
many more bachelor shows and hoarding
shows can one stomach. Please please
please, I beg you, my son begs you, my coworkers beg you my friends beg you and
all the other Bomb Girl fans beg you,
don’t cancel the show! It’s what we want
to watch!

Jessica L.

I find this amazing show just to hear is is
cancelled. please bring it back. many love
it!
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Virginia M.

Bomb Girls is the best show on TV!

Amber M.

Amazing programming that is good for
the whole family.

Pamela C.

It's an amazing show

Keely H.

This is an amazing Canadian show!
Watching it is one of the highlights of my
week. Keep Bomb Girls on the air!

Sandy D.

Strong female characters, great costumes
and sets, great plot. My 17 year old
daughter is gay and Betty is a role model
for her

Leslie K.

Such a well-acted series.

Jennifer S.

One of the Best Canadian shows ever
made. Lots of history and important infogreat story lines.

Maggie H.

Because I am so in love and invested into
these characters!

Karen K.

Best show in a very long time! Great story
& acting.

Christine L.

My teenage daughter and I finally have
something to watch and enjoy together
and they cancel it???? Shame.

Sue B.

BOMB GIRLS is one of the "can hardly
wait for the next episode" shows. It
encourages so much conversation about
womens' development, social isssues &
changes, personal interactions &
Canadian History, that some of us can
remember & relate to. And, it's won
awards.
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Esme O.

Bomb Girls is very important to me. The
tough, fearless characters have given me
courage in a difficult time of my life. It is
really great to see positive, real, media
portrayals of women, and Betty especially
has given me courage to accept myself.
Thank you Global TV network for what
you have given me so far; please continue
Bomb Girls so other girls can gain
confidence from your show, as I have. The
world needs more positive feminist role
models!

Mallory B.

There is no other show on television that
we'll be able to find that portrays women
as honourably, as strongly, and as
importantly as the team of writers for this
show do. Each woman's story is unique
and equally important, and essentially
necessary to be told altogether. It's really
saddening that these story lines, history
lessons, character's developments, and
messages of empowerment, are going to
be stopped so short. When there's so
much more to be told and shown through
them. Such important and relatable issues
are addressed and broadened on this
show because of the entire phenomenal
team behind it.

Christina C.

I absolutely LOVE Bomb Girls! It's a
revolutionary Canadian tv show that
needs to stay on the air! :D

Marie-Pier B.

It's one of the best TV show I've ever
witnessed!!

Barbara W.

brings history to life. good to see
something not based in U.S.A

Rebekah B.

PLEASE!!!!!! Keep this show going, it
inspires me and makes me happy :)
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Marjorie D.

Love this program. Please continue!!

Esther M.

Please bring bomb girls back!

KRIS K.

THIS IS A SHOW THAT CAN BE
SHARED BY ALL MEMBERS OF OUR
FAMILY. GRANDPARENTS WHO LIVED
THROUGH THIS ERA CAN REFLECT
AND SHARE THEIR OWN STORIES.
YOUNGER PEOPLE CAN LEARN MORE
ABOUT WW2 WHILE BEING ENGAGED
IN A GREAT STORYLINE WITH MANY
THEMES. EACH EPISODE CONTAINS
SO MUCH HISTORICAL INFORMATION
AS WELL AS EMOTIONS, EXCELLENT
ACTING AND CAMERA WORK. IT IS
OUR FAVORITE SHOW!

Amanda C.

Great show. Don't go out like Lost or The
Sopranos.

Nora M.

It is so well done, please keep it going.

Priscilla L.

My husband and I discovered "Bomb
Girls" only recently on Netflix. We live in
Seattle. We have LOVED this smart,
moving, and finely acted series and are so
sorry to know that it has been cancelled.
Please know that the series continues to
touch so many of us - please consider
continuing this fine series for at least
another year!

Janis M.

I love this show, it's a history lesson in a
fun way. Please continue for many more
seasons.

Ruth H.

Save the show please it has been a
fantastic series don't deprive viewers of
further wonderful episodes.
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M. J.

I want the show to go on. Reality TV
sucks. I like this series better than
anything else.

Jennifer V.

This show is GREAT !!!! Please bring it
back!!!♥

Casandra C.

Amazing show!!!

Somer P.

this show is SO well done. How could it
ever get cancelled? I am so sad...I just
found this show yesterday and am in love
with it and was so bummed to find out
there are no more seasons to watch! :(

D. N.

Global Should Listen To The Public !

Michael H.

One of the best on TV, Canada or US.
There is such depth to the storyline and to
each of the characters. This deserves to be
renewed.

Jane

It would be fab for you to continue with
the life stories and to make a Series 3 of
Bomb Girls.

adie

Please save this show! I only just found
it...and it is AMAZING!!

Megan K.

It is a huge mistake to cancel Bomb Girls!
If the focus were on the men of WWII,
would this even be an issue? I doubt it. I
never missed an episode -- my small way
to honor the sacrifices women made
during this time. It is well documented
what men sacrificed, but not of their
support from home.

K. C.

Come on Global! This is your chance to
continue some quality programing that I
never missed. Please do a season 3.
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Kathy D.

Love this show - real women doing a
man's job. Love the clothes, cars - acting
is superb!

Louise S.

Barnbow was a large munitions factory in
my city during WW1 and many women
were killed during an explosion. This part
of women's history, their bravery and
nerve in the face of daunting duties, is
woefully under-represented in the media.
Bomb Girls was a wonderful and rare
contribution. Do your duty-BRING IT
BACK!!

adrienne

The problem is Global wants to cancel it.
theres talk about moving it to an
american company but Global tv wants to
end the show. In spite of a poor timeslot
Bomb Girls had great ratings for a
nonmainstream program with
controversial content (because in 2013
having in depth female characters of all
kinds of background is still
unrecognized!)I think if another company
is willing to pick up Bomb Girls (maybe
Reelz since they had The Kennedys
miniseries, or PBS or another company)
we might have a chance of keeping the
show alive. Even if its just for the Fireflyesque movie and 10 years from now we’ll
still be asking why it got canceled.
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Trombonist

I just… I just really want good things for
all the characters. I wanted to see them
celebrating when the war ended and
figuring out what to do after the war and
staying in I I want Betty to get her house
and a kick-ass girlfriend (Kate or not) and
a job where she can show everyone how
awesome she is.I want Kate to find a place
where she feels like she really belongs and
is safe and can sing a lot and maybe she
lives in Betty’s house too. I want Vera to
take over some big awesome business and
be the boss. I want Carol to start making
friends with all the others and maybe
work with Vera and keep being awesome
and snarky. I want Lorna to be able to
find a balance between work and family
and be majorly fulfilled. I want Marco’s
family to come back together and for
everyone to acknowledge what his family
went through. I’m still ticked at Gladys
over the spy thing but I’d really love for
her to be happy and independent and
working. Why must this show be
cancelled? :’(

Tessa Kennedy

Yikes, I still can’t believe we won’t get a
third season. There is something seriously
wrong with that…
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Ashley

So many feelings…I can’t words
express…My brain is stuck repeating “this
is not okay. I am not okay. This is NOT
okay! Seriously though, this show quickly
became my one of (if not my all time)
favourite shows. Every character touched
me in a way no other show has ever come
close to. I feel like I am actually mourning
friends, not just a television show. I am
glad we all had a chance to meet these
exceptional characters, and the passionate
people behind them. Yes, it is a crime
against humanity to cancel this show after
only two seasons, but I am also grateful a
show this wonderful came along to show
us what quality storytelling on television
looks like. How one show can reach out to
so many groups and unite us with a
common history. To show us that, while
not always perfect, a show can try to be
respectful to minorities and actually be
educational about history and social
movements. Kate, your recaps have
captured all of my thoughts and emotions
better than I could have ever verbalized
myself. Your recaps were always my first
stop after watching an episode
(occasionally I would even put off
watching one until your recap got posted
because feelings). I hope you can recover
enough to do retro-caps of the first
season. Also, you’re safe here now is
forever seared into my soul.

LK

That’s it. This will cause America to
invade Canada. You better saddle up yer
moose, cause we’re coming for out TV
shows. AT LEAST WE STILL HAVE LOST
GIRL, RIGHT?
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Rebecca

Proof that the universe is cruel: Bomb
Girls is cancelled after two seasons. Glee
is renewed for two more.
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Eifa

I am heartbroken, but not surprised;
what’s more worrying is that the tweets
from the cast indicate that production of
the tv movie is still very much up in the
air. I’m glad everyone loves Betty so much
– she is truly fabulous, a unique
contribution to lesbian tv history and so
wonderfully and empathetically played by
our dear Alibear. But I really want to put a
shout out here for Kate Andrews, and her
own special contribution to the pantheon
of televised ladies who gay. One of the
most frustrating things for me was that as
this lovely fandom grew I was unable to
enjoy the show’s rising popularity because
so many watchers seemed hell bent on
condemning Kate to the fiery pits her
father so loved to evoke. I know, I know,
we’re sick of coming out stories (although
how many are actually any good?) and
tedious gayngst, but Kate’s story was
something else. Her struggles to survive
her abuse and to fight for who she is – in
her music, in her relationships, in her
faith and her work – was so unbelievably
affecting, and every second she breathed
was a triumph over those who would drag
her down. Her strength was astounding,
and this season I’ve enjoyed nothing more
than watching her systematically tell
anyone who tried to control her to go f
themselves with a tin of beans, with the
possible exception of the jump cut from
Betty’s first lady bang to the word
‘VICTORY’. It makes me really sad that,
realistically speaking, we wont see Kate’s
story resolve fully in the remaining
episodes, and possibly not at all. In the
end I just really hope that wherever she
decides she stands on the old sexuality
spectrum she can keep building that selflove and remain the badass Disney
Princess we know she is inside. So yes, I
love Betty more than everything else on
TV in the last ten years, pretty much, and
I am so terribly
sad that the future will
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Trombonist

But this was the best show in the history
of ever. You can’t just go and cancel the
best show in the history of ever.

Heather

It hurts my heart that Bomb Girls has
been cancelled, yet Glee will live to see
another season. I’d rather have two more
seasons of fearless females characters
navigating their identities with real depth
than two more seasons of lackluster
covers of popular songs and half-assed
attempts to to discuss social issues–and
I’m an ex-Show Choir kid.

Hannah

I sent Shaw an email this morning
promising that I’d move to Canada if they
renewed Bomb Girls. There is obviously
no god.

Jessie

this is the saddest :( i need to find
something just like bomb girls to fill the
hole in my life… books? other tv?
anything!!!

Lora

I hope I didn’t bust y’all’s ear drums with
my anguished cries just now. I wanted to
make sure they could hear them in
Canada. Dear Shaw Media and Global TV:
I will start saying “aboot” instead of
“about” if you please just renew “Bomb
Girls.” I will even adopt a moose. And try
poutine. And enroll at Degrassi High. Just
renew the damn show.

Genevieve

This is just like Firefly all over again.
WHY, CANADA, WHY.

sunhaina

NOOOOOOOO!!! Canada, how can you do
this to us? I thought you were friendly
and inoffensive and effing good at making
quality TV! Why are you breaking my
heart like this?
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Lily

I feel like a lot of people are just getting
into Bomb Girls and falling in love with it,
and then they go and fucking cancel it!?
MY BREASTS ACHE WITH RAGE!

Kirsten

I just found this show, watched every
episode released so far in the span of
three days… and then they go and cancel
it! For shame!

Samantha

Seriously the worst news I’ve received in a
while. Why would they do this? I know
Canadian film/tv industry is really
struggling right now, but they had a gold
mine! I just don’t understand why they
would just throw something like this
away.

Paper0Flowers

This is so infuriating. Global, if it’s an
honour to host this show, WHY THE
FUCK ARE YOU CANCELLING IT. I
would love for CBC to pick this up. Oh
god, I can’t believe they’re not continuing
with this
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Mavis B.

I would just like to join the chorus in
hollering about how much Bomb Girls’
cancellation sucks. It’s sad that we have
only a handful, if that, of shows featuring
strong, well-developed female characters
on TV. It’s even sadder that we have to
import them from other countries (here in
the US), and it’s the saddest that they get
cancelled after two seasons, in spite of
decent ratings and good streaming
numbers. It just doesn’t bode well for
other TV being made that appeals to
women, let alone lesbians. I mean, when
was the last time you can think of that a
decently watchable lesbian movie was
made in the US? Or that a lesbian
character served as anything other than
eye candy or monster bait on a TV show,
or had any semblance of a real romantic
relationship that didn’t involve a man?
Ugh. I’m just so damn frustrated. What
we need to do is to start writing and
funding queer movies and TV shows
ourselves. That’s what the Internet and
Kickstarter is for, right? Either
Autostraddle or AfterEllen (does anyone
between the ages of 16 and 40 read
AfterEllen anymore?) should have a
feature where they spotlight the
Kickstarter film/TV/short movie projects
of lesbian and bisexual women and tras*
folks that pass some kind of
sniff/laugh/Bechdel/actual quality test
that need funding. If we start showing
mainstream production companies that
there is interest and buying power behind
lesbian/queer/gender queer films, then
maybe better products that are more
relevant to our interests will get made.
Sadly, it seems to late for that to happen
for Bomb Girls – because apparently logic
doesn’t apply to Canadian broadcasting,
but maybe we can help get something else
going that is just as good.
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Reena

You had one job Global!

K

NO. Back-to-back viewing of Mad Men
and Bomb Girls created such a beautiful
balance in my week…this is a sad day for
lesbian- and history-lovers everywhere.

JMO

Ugh…. I just started watching because of
AS!!! Why do all the good things get
cancelled? I think we should petition
Netflix to pick it up like they have with
Arrested Development.

Ava

I feel like Global or Shaw or whomever
really dropped the ball here. If you know
you have a big international following for
your show, give the fans outside of
Canada a legal way to watch it that will
generate ratings/ad revenue for the
network. That’s what Lost Girl has done
and I think they’re doing well with it. (It
got renewed for a 4th season, at any rate.)
If you can’t get a foreign network to pick
up the show, at least unlock the streams
on your website so international viewers
can watch there. (I don’t at all know how
these things work, technologically or
legally, but that makes sense in my head.)
It does no good to have an international
following if they can’t help with
ratings/revenue because the only way for
them to see the show is via illegal means.
Bomb Girls is a brilliant show; I started
watching because of the lesbian character
but she’s not even my favorite now. (That
honor goes to Ms. Gladys Witham.) I feel
like that’s how I know a show is really
good – if I’d watch it even if there weren’t
lesbians. Really sad to see it end so soon.
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Wahine

Take a good damn look and remember
this, Ladies. This is how much respect
these media companies do NOT have for
you. They don’t give a rat’s ass when an
amazingly well-written, multidimensional
slice of historical story telling with women
at its core and with complex characters
that we NEVER EVER get to see
anywhere else on TV comes along. All
they care about is how much $MONEY$
they are or are not making on a show. And
yes, this is why pathetic, vapid shows like
Survivor and The Voice persist, while
critically-acclaimed projects like Bomb
Girls are maimed (by horrible scheduling)
and eventually killed (when heads-uptheir-asses MediaCo execs claim the
ratings are not there). Bye bye shitty
television and the shitty media companies
that force feed it to us. I’m done.

Tessa K.

I can’t live in a world with no McAndrews.
Hoping that CBC will pick the show up.
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Susan H.

the Canadian networks of which Global is
one was supposed to have a certain
amount of shows originated Canada to
provide a buffer for the onslaught of
American shows….that has not happened
ever…and , now we will not have any
more bomb girls…a show that showed
how many of our grandmothers and
mothers worked so hard in ww2 … not
just because the men were not there but
because there were no one to fill some of
the worst jobs ever ..like air traffic
control…going without much food for
many hours in freezing towers wearing
ridiculous uniforms suited for the
summer. The stories portrayed on the
show managed to personalize for many of
us ..the true underrepresented stories of
what women do during wars.It is a real
shame that we have so much shit on TV
and yet cannot come up with the money
to keep up with quality shows because
some executive does not understand the
need for entertainment and education.

Chavela

This… blows. I don’t get it. It’s apparently
like a national home-grown TV sensation
in Canada. Strange decision. In terms of
awesome historical TV characters,
however, I humbly offer a shout-out to
Isabel on the Spanish cowboy epic Tierra
de Lobos. She’s a gun-totin’ tequiladrinkin’ babe with a (mostly) convincing
storyline. Unfortunately getting the
English subtitle versions are difficult at
present *holds out hope for DVD*! I also
don’t know how stable that show is at
present, in terms of renewal- argh! What
is WRONG with the world.
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Afton J.

Yay! Save Bomb Girls! Such a fun show
with positive portrayals of women.
Definitely passes the bechdel test! Hope it
can be saved.

Hannah B.

Just discovered you guys on netflix, doing
a marathon!!! Wishin there was more
than 2 seasons!! Unlike other girl themed,
you don't exploit them, make it unreal by
making them more of a sex symbol than a
true to life women helping war efforts.
Bravo!

Kimber P.

Please bring back this truly great show!

Gail K.

Please renew the Bomb girls it's one of my
favourite show.

Hilary F.

Bomb Girls is an excellent, smartly
written TV series, that talks about women
entering the work force during World War
II. The series is well cast and the
characters are interesting and diverse. I
love the costuming as well. I am sad to
hear that Global TV (Canadian TV
Production Company) is cancelling this
TV series. It is rare to find such an
engaging TV series.

Tanya F.

Terribly disappointed that Bomb Girls
isn't returning this season. I really
enjoyed the show and watched every
week.

Rosalyn R.

Such an amazing, quality show in among
all the "reality" crap that dominates the
airwaves.
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Sue W.

Cannot believe there will be no more
Bomb Girls, its been the best series[apart
from Downton Abbey] thats bee non
british tv for ages,please campain to keep
it

Doris S.

I love this show!!!

Ro P.

This was an amazing show. Loved each
character. Great story lines. What
happened?????? Bring Bomb girls back.
Need more shows like this.

Isis R.

I am so disappointed show is not in 2014
line up. It was nice to see a series that
wasn't about law enforcement, emergency
medicine as the present trend seems to
be. I was entertained and engaged in the
lives of the characters who were
refreshingly written as strong, intelligent
beings. I hope it comes back.

Kathryn M.

I'm glad to see that all the badges I
printed and decorated with drawings of
Vancouver garden flowers had some effect
after I sent them to Global. I have just emailed the questions page of TVWeek to
see if Global has given any date for when
it will be shown.

Matt S.

Great show, well written interesting
characters. I have been watching on
Netflix, and want to see a season 3!
Maybe Netflix should pick it up as a
Netflix original series?

Monica T.

I love bomb girls, and their stories and
relationships were in the middle of
growing. I am going to really miss Bomb
Girls, and I really hope they bring this
show back!!
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Chantal K.

I'm really sad because of the end of Bomb
girl's!I need a new season!

Kat P.

Just when you get truly enthralled in a
show, they rip it away

Alicia G.

Just got turned into the show via a Netflix
suggestion! So sad to hear now after I
have furiously watched all episodes that
the show has been cancelled. Please bring
it back!

Kira H.

Just watched seasons 1 & 2 again! Cannot
get enough Bomb Girls!

Valarie J.

This is the best tv series I've seen in a long
time. It's sad how little time they give
shows to catch fire.

Jessica S.

I'm so sad to find out that BOMB GIRLS
was cancelled... Watching the show made
me feel closer to my deceased
grandmother who was a product of that
era...

Jordan R.

Just started watching and I love it! Would
be a loss if it was cancelled

Marie C.

Here's my little V-Mail! It's such a shame
Bomb Girls is coming to an end. The show
really brings to light how much the
women helped with the war effort. It's
also a breath of fresh air seeing a show
that has such a strong group of female
characters. I sincerely hope it gets picked
up by another network because it has a
very strong fan base and it's just really an
amazing show! I don't even have words to
describe how much I adore Bomb Girls!

Jennifer G.

Bring back Bomb Girls!
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Christina P.

LOVED THIS SHOW.....PLEASE
CONYINUE IT........

James R.

Finally a show that I actually LOOKED
forward to seeing when I saw the original
trailers for Season One. Loved the show
from the start! Although I did not live
through that time period, my
Grandparents and Parents did...and in
Toronto for the most part. I awaited the
renewal with in trepidation but was
relieved when I heard the Second Season
was coming...another great series! I
wholeheartedly support the demand for a
third Season! It is wonderful that there
will be a movie too; but, I don't see how it
can tie up so many storylines without
hurting others to have all come to a
conclusion and be realistic. Sure give us
the movie but continue with more years of
stories...at least for a few more Seasons...
If the ratings and interest overseas was so
great...take the Series to Netflix or start
an on-line series...

Dave R.

Love this show and I hope it can be saved!

Anne R.

There are so few quality TV programs
offered today. Please continue production
of Bomb Girls.

Layla R.

please bring back with Season 3...great
show!

Jo-Ann Leake

PLEASE show support for quality TV!
There is too much reality "junk" - inspire
us by saving this wonderful series that
offers viewers reality WITH grace and
dignity!
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Alice Iaquinta

This series should be continued as a
series. It is excellent. I am so sick of
murder, dead, mutilated bodies, criminal
minds, crime scene investigators, and
more and more violence. This decision to
cancel the series is just plain stupid. Real
people want entertainment that is well
done. They don't want more grimeness of
autopsies, gaping wounds, brain splatter
and dismembered body parts. This is a
wonderful period piece. Keep those
episodes coming. From the USA.

@h_m_somerville Three episodes in and I'm absolutely in
love with #BombGirls
@danasfairbank
s
@mk_patter

happy canada day! dear canada, thank
you for bomb girls, tatiana maslany and
joanne kelly
Monteal style bagels, maple syrup, Bomb
Girls, Margaret Atwood, Guy Gavriel Kay
#awesomeCanadianthings #canadaday

@adrblepancreas Happy Canada Day! Thank you to the
kind folks up North for giving us Shay
Mitchell, Ellen Page, & the most feel-sy
show ever, Bomb Girls. <
@lauracshum

Wait...there's no season ? DO YOU MEAN
WHEN I FINISH # IT'S OVER?!??!

@multitudeofgee

Global would only agree to a TV movie.
But people aren't giving up. Cuz it's that
freaking good! #SaveBombGirls

k
@kita_kami

this show just reminds me of Bomb Girls
and makes me angry that Global cancelled
that show. Fuck Canadian TV man.
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@Abby_Green

i've literally been watching bomb girls for
0 hours

@Jayne_Dalton

#BombGirls and #Firefly are the reasons
why I should never watch/love a TV series
until it's established or over. #Heartbreak
#LifeLessons

@mtsoto0

Watching the very last episode of Bomb
girls ;( #BestShowEver #bombgirls

@Abby_Green

My favourite Bomb Girls quote thus far is
"Hey! As long as he's got all of his parts
and some of his teeth *thumbs up*" omfg

@ProseFTW

#BombGirls est une chouette série
canadienne ( saisons) centrée sur des
femmes travaillant ds une usine
d'armement pendant la e guerre

@tiboribi

And Bomb Girls! Seriously, women
running a munitions factory in Canada in
WWII! SO MUCH FUN.

@mouchey_

Watching bomb girls. LOVE THIS SHOW.

@Abby_Green

I finished Bomb Girls today and now I
kind of don't know what to do with myself

@BombGirlsWSG

To bad I can't just buy a channel and be
like "Bitch, we are funding this. Get at
me." Cause I totally would if I had the
dough. #BombGirls

@snarkarina

@slouchgeneva Have you watched Bomb
Girls yet. If not, you should.

@imtheonlylizzi bomb girls is such a wonderful show sigh
e
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@AsheKelly

Discovered a fab new Canadian wartime
series, Bomb Girls. Aired on ITV last
Autumn, series this autumn. #Stylish

@Christinaw

Nothing like watching Canadian
television to celebrate July th weekend.
Why, oh why did I wait so long to watch
Bomb Girls?

@aliisamoose

What brings you here today? "WELL..."
#savebombgirls

@dulcineahilton Another Monday without #BombGirls.
I'm still not over it!
@AliLiebert

shooting in a location where we shot some
@bombgirls. oh, the memories. they seem
so far away. #sniffsniff #tired&delirious
#wwbd

@shutterpunk

@AliLiebert @bombgirls I miss it, too.
#BombGirls

@ekiyono

@bombgirls how can I #savebombgirls ?!
I am completely in love with it=( is there a
movie maybe??ugh I'm in the US=( I
could have saved it

@_IAintRatchet_

Fav shows — Pll, teen wolf, bomb girls,
criminal minds, beauty and a beast,
comma, covert affairs, degras...

@karenpaquette

Watching a rerun of Bomb Girls, realizing
how much I miss it #BombGirls

xo
@restlessdrifter

@maranda showcase is showing bomb
girls, and so was another channel!!! We
want season !!!
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xo

Netflix should come out with a continued
series of Bomb Girls like what they did
with Arrested Development
#savebombgirls

@stephhnetinka

I don't think I've ever expressed to the
Internet how much I love Bomb Girls.

@twistlittlegirl

Nooooooo they cancelled Bomb Girls?!?
WHAT THE FUCK

@cannedpastas

betty from bomb girls is my everything

@samtl

Why did they ever stop bomb girls??!
Bring it back! #girlpower #Canada #tv

@pouterbridgefa

Good lord, my brain is officially
corrupted. I had a dream about network
execs and saving Bomb Girls this
morning. It wasn't pleasant.

@karenpaquette

n

@Sexy_Model

@bombgirls OMG I totally love bomb
girls I caught it on Netflix and could not
stop watching it. I wish they'll continue
with a third season

@Sexy_Model

Please continue producing Bomb Girls,
The show is so amazing, And the cast
truly brings it to life.

@ThatCaitlin

@bombgirls needs to be saved!
Sensational cast, wonderful writing,&
compelling stories about strong women!
#BombGirls @SaveBombGirls @Rosie

@shocktomysyste

Betty is my spirit animal #bombgirls
#bringthisfuckingshowback

m
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@faerymermaid

I'm only on the first episode of Bomb
Girls and I already ship Betty and Kate so
hard

@shocktomysyste

I'm gonna watch Bomb Girls again
because my Betty feels are kicking in
again.

m
@shocktomysyste
m

I can't even deal with Canadian shows rn
like stop with your awesome #BombGirls
#RookieBlue #OrphanBlack

@MeanCloneGirl @ilovebettymcrae i want to rewatch bomb
girls now. i miss betts and princess.
s
@aliisamoose

May or may not have made a face as we
passed the @ShawMediaTV_PR
@GlobalTV_PR building. #savebombgirls

@gowikdbig

Introducing my mom and rrr to
#bombgirls and i am WAY too excited

@GidgetNomates

remember how bomb girls got cancelled
remember how i'm still upset

@ElaineAtwell

i'm not sure i adequately appreciated the
kindness of the #bombgirls fandom when
i had it.

@butchprince

@ElaineAtwell legitimately the nicest and
most thoughtful fandom in the world

@awnutts

@butchprince @ElaineAtwell I just
realized why it's the most active I've been
in a fandom since the beginning of high
school. #savebombgirls
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@betterleftbl_nk

@thelizbian Also,you should really watch
Bomb Girls - it's been cancelled but such a
great show. Will be getting a TV movie
sendoff (I hope)

@CheshireThisC

Bomb Girls parece ser tão bom, mas estou
com receio de não conseguir não terminar
a série

at
@multitudeofgee
k
@canadiangerm
an

...and we welcome another new
Bombshell. #BombGirls
#WorldDomination #Bwahahaha
Whoever cancelled Bomb Girls, I will find
you.

@oliviastardis

when i used to livetweet bomb girls so
much i went on to tweet limit. those were
the times

@oliviastardis

this is an i-miss-bomb-girls-lots-and-lots
tweet ok

@anachronistiq

@figwiggin ALI LIEBERT AND HER
PERFECT FACE < < <

ue
@bombgirlsfan

I really miss my show=(#bombgirls

@steampunkpan
da

Bomb Girls is just about as good as
Downton Abbey, Call the Midwife, or
Land Girls. It's Canadian, though, so I do
miss the British accents

@ItsSpazzyboo

Bomb girls is actually a good show

@figwiggin

I honestly couldn't give a damn about
most of the men in this show. IT'S
CALLED BOMB -GIRLSYOU JERKS
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@bookishbelle

Crisis averted, found season of Bomb
Girls online. All is good again.

@nomadichead

starting bomb girls

@JazminMDeLeo Season one of Bomb Girls apparently only
has episodes...guess we know what I'm
n
doing tonight.
@cha_hearty

J'ai fini @bombgirls excellente série aussi
féminine que féministe. #savebombgirls

@lindsieandpizz Just had a proper cry because I finished
#bombgirls and @AliLiebert as Betty
a
McRae makes me want to cry forever in a
good way. Thank you.
@ilovebettymcra
e

I HAVE SEEN NOTHING #BOMBGIRLS
RELATED AT THIS GIANT
CONVENTION AND IT IS TEARING ME
APART!!! #SDCC

@MeanCloneGirl I just love Canada things ok? Specifically
#BombGirls and #OrphanBlack (and i
s
miss #BeingErica)
@ktyz

Bomb Girls is such a good show.

@butyinthebrkd

the US wishes it produced awesome
shows like these. (also, i won that
#BombGirls poster cause i'm awesome.)

wn
@Frankenchook

You look up chivalrous in the dictionary
and Betty's there in armour like "'sup, you
need rescuing?" #BombGirls

@lindsieandpizz Make a tweet about #bombgirls and
@AliLiebert and suddenly my twitter feels
a
alive
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@Tv_Gal

@SaveBombGirls Love this line "Day old
bread is better for children and costs less.
Buy whole wheat or Canada Approved"
#LornaWouldApprove

@AnnieKay

Falling in love with shows you know get
prematurely cancelled makes watching it
torture. #BombGirls

@BoyFromRealit

Bomb Girls is an amazing show! I can't
believe it was cancelled...

y
@izzyiniguez

@majesdane btw unrelated, I got one of
my coworkers into Bomb Girls...
Mourning the cancelation...

@AurorKimberly Crying over the ending of season one of
Bomb Girls.
@shutterpunk

Betty is the best! #BombGirls

@GladysEstrella

Gladys de Bomb Girls es mi heroína.

@Aknight_

*pours one out for Bomb Girls* may it
rest in peace. #StillNotOverIt

@lindsieandpizz Beliebers are Justin Bieber fans, but I
really feel like @AliLiebert fans are
a
missing out on being #Belieberts. Just
me? Okay. #bombgirls
@jroymortgages

Saw @meggamonstah today on
Saltspring. #WasPolite&Didn'tSayHi
#BombGirls

@nicoleloveswalt @Netflix you should pick up Bomb Girls
and Bunheads, because apparently shows
about awesome women aren't worthy of
TV executives' time.
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@kelliiianne

Bomb Girls is actually a super awesome
show. Go check it out.

@fuckingpasswor g o d why did bomb girls get cancelled
d
@elainesbarrish

omfg that retweet UGH I NEED TO
FINISH BOMB GIRLS

@BethEastwood

@zenfandango @SaveBombGirls Glad
you love it, but please, please do NOT use
#OITNB as inspiration for sending Betty
to prison! #BombGirls

@abacus00

@SaveBombGirls @zenfandango We have
been so spoilt this year. #BombGirls
#OrphanBlack #OITNB. All these
incredible women-centric shows.

@yosoyeagleeye

.@LauraPrepon as Alex and @AliLiebert
as Betty- hottest tv gay girls ever
#OrangeIsTheNewBlack #bombgirls

@leahbree

@Global_TV i am still uber mad that you
cancelled bomb girls #fuckyou

@leahbree

Missing bomb girls

@gowikdbig

I will never not miss Bomb Girls i'm sad
#faveshowtoever #pleasecomeback
#savebombgirls

@MeanCloneGirl my "top tweets" on my personal twitter
acct are all about Betty and #BombGirls. i
s
miss live-tweeting that show! and
Vera/Betty/Gladys/Kate
@Fullsharez

Bomb Girls Des femmes et des bombes Le
quotidien de femmes qui risquent leurs
vies en travaillant dans une usine...
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@diaphenas

let's not forget that @knowyaboo watched
bomb girls pilot last night and fucking
loved it. MISSION ACCOMPLISHED
PART

@o

@SaveBombGirls Bombs Girls is of the
best shows I've watched I am vry unhappy
it will b no more PLEASE pick up the
show for a season !

@cultfailure

today at work I convinced an innocent
lesbian to watch Bomb Girls I dunno if
I've done her a favor or irreparable
damage #savebombgirls

@Kate_Atwood

Am enjoying some intense #WWII-era
girl power! "Bomb Girls"

@letterboxed

PS I am full of Feelings about Bomb Girls
to the surprise of Absolutely No One.

@AdrianaFourn

I can't believe the first season of Bomb
Girls only has episodes this is
unacceptable

os
@leahbree

@Global_TV i dont care! we want bomb
girls back! #savebombgirls
@SaveBombGirls

@HamajoHokkai

Poor Betty ;_; #bombgirls

do
@MissLSW

I only have one episode of
#OrangeIsTheNewBlack left. I don't want
it to eeeeend!

@izzyiniguez

Yep, I'm definitely mourning the
cancelation of #BombGirls
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@letterboxed

Bomb Girls! How can you end there? It is
only the end of the beginning!

@izzyiniguez

@SaveBombGirls @cultfailure I agree... I
made the mistake of getting into it two
weeks ago...

@izzyiniguez

I am not fucking okay. Why did I get
myself into #BombGirls like a pendeja?!

@EatingHipsters

Gladys keeps sleeping and flirting around
while her fiance is out in war literally
bomb girls is making me break out in
hives

@Sweet_Cele

I'm watching Bomb Girls x0
http=//t.co/CTAtVLYs #GetGlue
@BombGirlsUSA

@suzannebleu

Sometimes I just miss #BombGirls.

@betterleftbl_nk

ME TOO RT @suzannebleu Sometimes I
just miss #BombGirls.

@betterleftbl_nk

@suzannebleu WHEN IT COMES TO
BETTY AND BOMB GIRLS IT'S ALWAYS
WHY NOT. THE SHOW DESERVED SO
MUCH MORE THAN TWO SEASONS
#ALLCAPSFEELS

@gaymerlady

#BombGirls cancelled? What? Is this
true?! Why? I CAN'T! NOT OKAY! ὢ
#shocked #sad I'm gonna miss the coolest
women on TV!

@rnrmusicgurl

@letterboxed @SaveBombGirls that's
how I felt!! Like the story was just getting
good, I wanted to find out what was next
for the characters!
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@rnrmusicgurl

@SaveBombGirls @letterboxed what??
No movie?? That would suck even more!!
I'll take the movie

@suzannebleu

@betterleftbl_nk @katyknowskungfu SO
MUCH DISGUSTING PERFECTION
HOW EVEN THESE WOMEN GOD.
#BOMBGIRLS

@izzyiniguez

Okay I'm having really strong feels right
now for #BombGirls #BettyMcRae and
#McBond

@Bpittman

Started Bomb Girls while stuck at home
sick, and so far it is GREAT! #bombgirls

@kathatherine

Bomb Girls is a fucking amazing show. I
really feel a sense of sadness since it was
cancelled. Omg

@kathatherine

Watch season of Bomb Girls on Netflix
whenever y'all get the chance! Its really
great!

@izzyiniguez

No wonder I like Betty & Teresa so much;
my gf is totally out spoken Betty while I'm
soft spoken Teresa #BombGirls #McBond

@VBDubGirl

Autostraddle's shout out to #BombGirls
in the recap of #OrangeIsTheNewBlack
Ep just made me smile.

@buknerd

I had a pretty good tv fandom life. I had
shows, characters, and ships I loved. Then
one day BAM! Betty McRae. #BombGirls
#ImissMcSwagger

@buknerd

My Star Trek #Voyager marathon has
been derailed by #BombGirls feels and
now I'm giggling & crying at the same
time.
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@izzyiniguez

I'm so SO sorry @bombgirls
@BombGirlsUSA for not watching when
the show was airing. I regret it so much. It
hurts. I'm mourning #bombgirls

Retromama

I discovered Bomb Girls on Netflix about
a month ago. I was hooked right away! I
can't believe that it was so poorly
promoted and that most of us in the US
didn't know about it until we fell in love
on Netflix. I would love to see it become a
Netflix show that can be enjoyed by
everyone.

cheriontop

I'm from the U.S. and I just started
watching Bomb Girls just 2 days ago.
Today I just finished the last episode. I
wish this show aired also in the states
because it's sooooooo goood!!! So sad that
it got canceled... But yay for a movie. I'm
very fascinated about the WWII period
and love watching shows/movies that
take place that time. So I'm very glad I
found Bomb Girls. I also love how they
included Lesbianism, especially during
that time where it wasn't common! GO
BETTY!! P.S. I totally had a crush on her
Teresa... Anyways I Love the show and I
hope they bring it back soon <333

Faith

Love this show. Never missed an episode.
Please don't cancel. Been waiting for the
next season.

Nikita L.

Love the show but found it to late bring it
back please. Bomb girls rock they are the
bomb please bring it back for more
seasons make sure Michel seater is on
there thow he's so cute and a great actor.
Love the show being it back we want
more.
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Lin W.

I just recently started watching the Bomb
Girls series on Netflix and I have
completed the first season. I am loving
this show! I can't wait it see season 2! I
love it so much I googled the show to be
sure it is still in production, but now I
find this protest about its cancellation.
Please keep this show running. I am
already sad that I only have 12 shows to
watch and it will be gone forever. This is a
great story line and it makes us all aware
of a time in our recent history that evil
had to get fought and eradicated. Please
continue production of this show. Ps. I
love the costumes, sets, cars, everything
of the 40's portrayed in this show!

Janet H.

Please do not cancel this show. It is one of
the best series I have ever watched.

Jane D.

This is a great show! One of the very
best. Accurate, and beautifully
researched and presented. A real feather
in the cap for Canadian productions. Told
family about it and they are totally
hooked!! Please revitalize it and carry on
with it. It is so much better than Land
Girls -- the latter is laden with
contrivances and predictability.

Christy

Please. Bring the show back!! My
grandmother served in a steel mill in
Pittsburgh during the war and this is the
closest representation of what our women
Sacrificed for the war! I love it and so
does my daughter!! I love the setting in
Canada it's new perspective of what our
neighbors to the north did for the war
effort!! Please bring it back!!
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Adrienn

I would love to say this is my best loved tv
show ever! Really miss this tv show. I am
hoping will continue soon again. Please
keep it going!

Clara C.

please save bomb girls

Adriane R. L.

Please do not cancel Bomb Girls. I
absolutely love this show and all the
characters. They have become my family
and my friends. I will be lost without
them please!!!!!

Allison

Please continue to produce this wonderful
show!

Steve H.

Great series! Just watched on Netflix.
Cannot understand why the
cancellation!?! Stupid decision!

Jack D.

We have watched the series on Netflix and
really like it. So please save the series.

Russell D.

This is show is brilliant please keep up the
fight to get season 3 going again. A big fan
in Scotland x

@foulksd

Watching Bomb Girls on #Netflix

@izzyiniguez

#BOMBGIRLS FEELS #BETTYMCRAE
FEELS IM GOING CRAY CRAY

@StaunchStudio

Every time I see a commercial for Sullivan
& Son I get pissed off that that show got
renewed and #BombGirls didn’t.

@alexmeanslove

Rewatching Bomb Girls because I'm still
awake ....yes still
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@katelinnea

I'd say that now that Bomb Girls is gone,
Reelz is dead to me, but I guess the
Canadian channel actually cancelled it.
#subtweetingTCAs

@pinkmanned

I MISS BOMB GIRLS FOR CHRIST'S
SAKE

@misstinalynn

Don't talk about Bomb Girls. It's still a
sensitive subject for me. #cryingblood

@RachelGarfirth

A canadian woman got on the tube today.
I really had to fight the urge to ask her if
she watched bomb girls. #Imissit

@Godem

Holnap lesz új Magic City, új Bomb Girls,
meg új Heartland (CA)... ebből
szerencsére csak Heartland amivel (több
napos) csúszásban vagyok

@WrayBrendan

Let's compile a list of TV shows that have
made me cry this summer

@malu_mad

séries com trocentas mulheres

@thyonlyoneleft

When will the second season of Bomb
Girls finally be on Netlifx? I need it!!!!
@bombgirls @BombGirlsUSA

@cultfailure

just #savebombgirls how are we supposed
to deal without it

@izzyiniguez

Okay like I've been watching #BombGirls
for about straight hours and have no
plans on stopping

@fyeahSway

wtf? Bomb Girls is cancelled?! why the
fuck did i start to watch this?!!! BETTY
NOOOOO
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@izzyiniguez

FUCK YOU GLOBAL FOR CANCELING
#BOMBGIRLS

@buknerd

I can't adequately explain what
#BombGirls meant to me without the
ability to pull out my soul and show you
the spot that it healed.

@buknerd

So apparently I'm having a #BombGirls
feels attack this morning.

@krebstark

@b_m_t also have you seen Bomb Girls
yet? only a few eps but it's good!

@thearbitraryliz @SaveBombGirls #thestruggle
@Code_NY

Omg Betty. You went for the kiss. My
heart! Bless her. #BombGirls

@JazminMDeLeo

Grace just watch Bomb Girls. I started it
yesterday.

n

@TahmohPenike Just read all the kind words sent from
@SaveBombGirls campaign. Humbled,
tt
flattered and grateful! Thank you!
@Ana_Smith

@MaJoExploradora Me hablaron de una
serie que te puede llegar a gustar

@RachellyWheat Wow. And Bomb Girls doesn't make it?
“@wired: CBS Renews Under the Dome,
on
Stephen King to Write Season Premiere
http
@velvetcalm

re-watching Bomb Girls bc I love the pain

@suzannebleu

@SaveBombGirls There is so much truth
to this. It should be in the bible maybe.
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@Tv_Gal

This article reminds me of #bombgirls
The real Rosies & Bomb Girls deserve all
the glory they can get http

@SimTara

I object to the cancellation of
#BodyOfProof #ZeroHour #Bunheads
#GoOn #Smash & #BombGirls Bring
them back! #GoodTV #GoodShows
#UnCancel

@_oliviabensons

I might have had a bomb girls marathon
today by myself. Maybe.

@madamyez

"@Global_TV: Get ready this fall w/ our
lineup of new shows & returning hits.
NOT watching cuz there's no #BombGirls

@danasfairbank

i miss bomb girls

s
@alyssabaileyy

Bomb Girls is actually a pretty good show.
#netflix

@sayhellojen

I just remembered Bomb Girls is
cancelled #Crying

@bitttersweettt

i believe everyone should check Bomb
Girls out, it surely blown my mind.
#bombgirls

@Teresa_Hastings

#topbestseries skins, grey's anatomy,
girls, OITNB, PLL, degrassi, parks and
recreation, modern family, bomb girls,
lost girl

@al_lewis

#TOPBestSeries Buffy-Game of thronesLa fête à la maison-Bomb girls-That 0's
Show-Girls-New Girl-Scrubs-Hartley
coeur à vif et spartacus
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@Rachel_Wilson

Huge thanks to @backalley_films
and@SaveBombGirls for the wonderful
letters+Victory Bandana- so
thoughtful!#http

@rosalynhart

#Bombgirls is my new TV obssession.
Really reminds me of #callthemidwife.

@BombGirlsFans

I may be a McAndrews shipper, but every
time that I watch McBond together, I
grow fonder & fonder of them

@BombGirlsFans

@jeannemichel Haha, thankfully I'm free
to enjoy the summer - and rewatch
#BombGirls - for a while atm. VicMu
awaits!

@mcgrathaine

@SaveBombGirls Keep up the great work!
Fans want to see @Rachel_Wilson's &
@AliLiebert's characters living happily
ever after - together!

@aliisamoose

#savebombgirls RT @RobinneFanfair: I
know #Bombshells in #Canada are
reliving their love for #bombgirls airing
now on #showcase

@BombGirlsFans

Betty's nervous tour of her room to
Theresa is such a lovely moment. But my
heart breaks for Gladys @ the end every
time #WhereTheresSmoke

@manson26

Canada pride day (for me) #BombGirls
#Toronto #Hockey #ForMyLady

@RachelGarfirth

Thanks to @rophydoes and their Skins
fire recap I will now be calling Gladys
from bomb girls cash princess.
#feelingsreturns #stillangry
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@Keys

@michaelseater no idea about Neverwet
but I watched Bomb Girls last night. Good
show and great work. Ariel says hi...

@dniesing

I'm obsessed with #BombGirls
ὄ#amazingshow

@Higgins_J

#Bombgirls is compelling goddamned
television, and unlike #Madmen, it is
critical of its era rather than flatly saying
"it is what it is."

@KWQuiche

@BombGirlsFans want a
#BOMBGIRLSMOVIE! NOW!
@ShawMediaTV_PR @Global_TV
@Netflix @zenfandango #LoyalFans

@SvetlanaCF

@ShawMediaTV_PR We want a Bomb
Girls movie, please!!!

@izzyiniguez

There are things I'll never be over:
Cancelations of #FlashForward &
#BombGirls & the killing off of Andrea
from #TheWalkingDead

@Higgins_J

Okay, seriously, #Bombgirls stop
breaking my goddamned heart every
chance you get. http

@Tv_Gal

@SaveBombGirls Love that scene. All
these #BombGirls Tweets are making me
want to fire up the episodes.
#MissBombGirls #SaveBombGirls

@izzyiniguez

Woot! I may have converted another to
the glory of #BombGirls while
simultaneously shattering her heart
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@lucyhallowell

Hey @ShawMediaTV_PR, ain't no fans
like #BombGirls fans, because
#BombGirls fans won't give up until we
see Princess and Betts again.

@SvetlanaCF

@ShawMediaTV_PR I'm not trying to be
a hero, I'm just trying to convince you
guys that us #BombGirls fans really really
want a movie.

@figwiggin

Starting Bomb Girls S. Oh Betty, Vera, my
girls.

@manson26

@Tv_Gal @SaveBombGirls These are the
moments that captured the hearts of
#Bombshells everywhere. I want my show
back #SaveBombGirls

@Tv_Gal

@manson26 @SaveBombGirls
Absolutely. Couldn't have stated it better.
What a wonderful show to miss.
#SaveBombGirls #NeedMoreSeasons

@manson26

#BombGirls changed my life, literally.
#SaveBombGirls @Tv_Gal
@SaveBombGirls

@manson26

I've had a lot of favorite shows, but none
affected me as much as #BombGirls
#Save BombGirls

@Tv_Gal

@manson26 @SaveBombGirls You guys
make me smile. See this is the power of
#BombGirls Uniting generations,
countries, and even a little love.

@bitttersweettt

@BombGirlsFans @SaveBombGirls and
my heart goes to Vera, made me go all
teary at almost single time~
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@izzyiniguez

Dear @netflix u revived Arrested
Developement & gave life to Orange Is
The New Black; be a dear &
#SaveBombGirls? Love every #BombGirls
fan

@izzyiniguez

HOW CAN GLOBAL JUST LEAVE
#BOMBGIRLS WITH THAT ENDING?!?!
I NEED TO KNOW WHAT HAPPENS TO
BETTY!!!!

@izzyiniguez

@SaveBombGirls I got a few older women
at my job interested in #BombGirls... I
think I may have broken their hearts tho
ὡ

@izzyiniguez

YOU HEAR THAT GLOBAL?! U
CANCELING @bombgirls HURTS MORE
THAN WHEN ABC CANCELED
#FLASHFORWARD #BOMBGIRLS
#SAVEBOMBGIRLS

@izzyiniguez

@majesdane BUT BOMB GIRLS
FEELINGS!!!!

@izzyiniguez

@ElaineAtwell I like your thinking! And
LOVED your recaps. OMG I could read
them over & over. I JUST got into
#BombGirls &am SO heart broken

@cayhipstrr

I miss bomb girls! ὢ#bombgirls

@queenwitchiep

FUCKING MCANDREWS FEELS FUCK
YOU BOMB GIRLS

oo
@izzyiniguez

@SaveBombGirls I almost regret getting
into it b/c I already knew it was canceled
but I couldn't help myself b/c Betty's face
& swag
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@Evil_Trinity

not in the states but Global TV fuck you
for canceling #BombGirls b/c you should
have CANADIAN pride in Canadian
programming...

@izzyiniguez

@ShawMediaTV_PR please reconsider
the permanent cancellation of
#BombGirls & have PRIDE in Canadian
productions

@QueenMjS

Didn't give the show a chance 1st &
2ndepisode, season , but by the end of the
2nd ep, I was hooked

@worldoftilt

Now I don't know if I want to go as a Blue
Line worker or a Litchfield inmate for
Halloween! #bombgirls #oitnb
#fangirlproblems

@seasicksheep

@LaLaLyme I love period pieces. As long
as it is well directed, acted, written I'll
give it a try. Downton Abby, Bomb Girls
etc.

@Trvudy_

I have never heard of this show "Bomb
Girls" but its actually pretty good!

@jozeebear

Everyone who has Netflix should go and
watch Bomb Girls. It will suck you in.

@RachelGarfirth I'm going to spend this evening watching
bomb girls. I need Betty McRae and Cash
princess. #preparetissues #savebombgirls
@_trispriors

i miss merlin and robin hood and gilmore
girls and the hour and bomb girls and all
my cancelled/ended shows sob

@pillarofclass

even though it got cancelled, i started
bomb girls yesterday and I'm already sad
there's only episodes to watch
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@MissSuperD

“@tv_eh: Global media release,
paraphrased: "We have no Canadian
shows this fall!"” Because they cancelled
the best one ever! #BombGirls

@mmariluh

Bomb Girls is so amazing!

@gowikdbig

oh nooooo i miss bomb girls

@paulsening

So I finished Bomb Girls and would like
someone to shoot me in the head ASAP
thanks

@VBDubGirl

Surprise, Global doesn't have any original
CAN shows. Pathetic. *cough* BOMB
GIRLS RT

@lucyhallowell

Remember Bomb Girls? Remember Betty
and Gladys? YOU HAD ONE JOB,
CANADA! #SaveBombGirls

@lindsaytvtweets When will more ppl realize that shows
with mainly female casts are the way to go
#bombgirls #oitnb
@ElaineAtwell

dear @ShawMediaTV_PR and
@Global_TV, are you still planning on
doing the #bombgirls movie? politely
yours, elaine

@Candyweb

Seeing Gene Corbett struggling with
PTSD & thinking about our troops now
who struggle with it today #bombgirls

@heff

Turned the TV on and found a Bomb Girls
rerun and it's the one with some first time
lady lovin'! #score
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@Olivia_Dahling

@SaveBombGirls I just heard about this
TRAVESTY, how could Canada turn their
back on a show which holds such history?
#unpatriotic #shameful

@aliisamoose

Dear @Global_TV and
@ShawMediaTV_PR. If this #bombgirls
move doesn't happen AS PROMISED
(remember the promises you made??) we
WILL riot.

@manson26

@GlobalTV @ShawMediaTV_PR Where's
OUR #BombGirls movie?? Need we
unleash more propaganda at you? I think
so

@rosalynhart

Aah #bombgirls how can that show be
over nooo!

@rosalynhart

@capnleela #bombgirls - abt women
working in a factory in WWII. It's on
Netflix instant and it's so great.

@manson26

@Global_TV @ShawMediaTV_PR I will
tweet at you everyday for the movie you
promised. And not a sloppy movie!! Do it
justice #BombGirls

@manson26

@Global_TV @ShawMediaTV_PR How
can you sleep at night knowing you're
destroying your own show?? I love
#BombGirls

@Zidjiandrums

I have to say that they should definitely
continue bomb girls because there is so
much they could do with the series. They
ended it terribly
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@aliisamoose

We have been quiet but we have not gone.
You still have us to deal with,
@Global_TV @ShawMediaTV_PR.
#bombgirls #savebombgirls

@manson26

Here is my daily #BombGirls tweet to
@Global_TV @ShawMediaTV_PR We
want news on our movie. AND that
soundtrack #SaveBombGirls

@Walkingwithca @elembee_ Have you watched "Bomb
Girls" yet? It's awesome!
ke
Laura V.

Best show please let it continue!

Kathy H.

PLEASE HURRY BACK WE MISS YOU.
THE WAR WAS'NT OVER YET

Kathy C.

I discovered this show accidentally and
now I can hardly bear to think it was
cancelled. Please show some signs of
intelligent life and reconsider!

Richard B.

One of my all time favorite shows. Please
do not cancel!

Rana B.

I discovered Bomb Girls on Netflix and
have watched almost all the episodes.
Even my mom, who is 87 and worked at a
bullet factory in Iowa during WWII loved
the show!! I wanted to see if new episodes
were going to be made and I was
extremely disappointed to find out that it
was cancelled! I live in the U.S and we
had a similar thing happen with a show
called "Drop Dead Diva" that was
cancelled. The fans of the show rallied
with protests to bring it back and it
actually wo...See More
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Cathryn D.

Would just like to show my support to
save the Bomb Girls, came across it by
accident but is definitely one of the best
shows on TV and have seen every episode.
My hubby and I have been gripped every
week and there is so much more scope to
develop this series and would be an
absolutely shame to all who watch the
show. SAVE THE BOMB GIRLS PLEASE

Renee T.

Please make a season 3. Do not cancel this
show, it is well written and acted! it is a
gem

Wanda S.

Bomb Girls was a well-made Canadian
show. I hope they change their minds and
make more seasons. It has a lot more
substance than a lot of the cheesy shows
on tv these days.

Nikolai D.

love this show educational and beyond
entertaining than the reality tv we have
more and more to watch today.. whyyyyyy
did it have to cancel.... oh i see we need to
concentrate our minds on brain dead tv
shows... a woman point of view i love it
and to be ablt to see into the past even a
little..... PLEASE COME BACK!!!!!!! I
LOVE YOU as I am corrupted

Nicole B.

Save bomb girls! Such an amazing show

Karen G.

This was the best show, now they aren't
going to do a 3rd series, but are talking
about a TV Movie! I hope it will air in the
USA!

Bernie Z.

This show was a must see for the two
seasons. Bring it back please.

Sherry V.

love this show
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Seanna F.

Bomb Girls is an amazing show!!!
Definitely worthy of being saved!!! Please
do not cancel this show... It portrays
strong female characters at a time when
women were still considered second class
citizens, and it shows how much women
did to support the war effort.
#savebombgirls

John F.

I watched every episode and was looking
forward to seeing more. The only show I
made time to watch in many years. Very
disappointed it has not continued. Miss
Bomb Girls very much:(

Nisha A.

I absolutely adore this show and watch it
on Netflix because I don't have cable.
Maybe you guys could see if Netflix wants
to pick it up? I'd hate to see it go with so
much promise.

Cindy L.

Was checking Facebook to see when the
third season was to premiere and saw that
the show had been cancelled. This was a
great show!

Mary O.

I just find this very good series on Netflix,
watch it and then find out it is being
cancelled. I just don't get why good
entertainment does not last. Learned a lot
history from this about what was going on
just across the border in Canada before
the U.S. entered WWII

Amelia S.

Canceling Bomb Girls in its second season
was like canceling Breaking Bad in its
second season.
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Mickey C.

Well I must say one of the best shows to
come out of Canada , I was hoping it
would run for several seasons.I see where
Canadian TV wasn't big on it. I think
American viewers were, why not just turn
it over to a US organization to keep on
producing this great show.

Tammy T.

Wonderful show!

Nina S.

Love the show finished watching it
tonight and am so sad to find out that it is
canceled. It is worth bringing back.

Gail K.

What's the scoop? Did signing the petition
do anything? or a waste of time? We
should just boycot Global tv until they
bring them back. I can't believe they did
this. TV suck...

Elaine C.

Great story, wonderful costumes. Love to
see the show continued.

Debra M.

I loved this series! We are hoping for
more.

Ray F.

Everyone that has seen Bomb Girls here
in Sacramento California has loved it . I
hope Canadians are smarter than the
Americans who fall for the junk being put
out down here. Bring the girls back.

Becky R.

My husband and I are great fans. We just
finished watching it on Netflix. Didn't
realize it might not be continued.

Lara & Tam

It would be a total shame to lose such an
outstanding ensemble of gifted and
talented actors. Awesome show!
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Kim B.

I just finished watching Bomb Girls on
Netflix. Only to find out that they are not
continuing this wonderful show. I hope
that they do save Bomb Girls. It is so
worth watching!!!

Teresita C.

I stumbled across this show on Netflix
and fell IN LOVE with it! I'm in season 2
and am dreading the end. Please, please
keep the episodes coming!

Rebecca H.

Canada please bring back Bomb Girls!
The writers were marvelous! The cast
outstanding! I loved going back into the
40's each week and would even watch the
reruns! Now I wish I had recorded them
so I could watch them over and over. If
Canada doesn't bring Bomb Girls back, I
hope there's an American production
company that see's the value in this show
and puts it back on the air!

Nancy W.

This show is awesome and I would love to
see it run for more seasons.

Linda W.

I really enjoyed Bomb girls can't believe
they have cancelled it. great series.

Alyssa H.

I hope they decide not to cancel. I love the
show. It has an amazing story line. Being
from Canada myself, it gives us a chance
to look into the lives of what Canadian
women might have gone through during
WW2. Besides, Shaw Media and Global
are making a huge mistake with
cancelling it after it's huge popularity in
other countries(which is rare for a
Canadian show).
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Jacqueline R.

Cancelled?? This is probably one of the
best Canadian shows ever produced about
a Canadian viewpoint on the war, and
they cancel it??? I'm so sad and
disappointed, and I hope that it comes
back!

Jacqueline B.

this is one of the best shows on tv, why in
the world would anyone want to get rid of
such a fabulous show? please keep it on.

Teri H.

I was so disappointed to hear that Bomb
Girls was cancelled. The writing, cast and
the glimpse the show gave into the reality
of the times were all excellent quality. The
characters were believable and extremely
likable due to the actors ability and each
episode was a new adventure. Intelligent,
quality TV programming seems to be on
the decline unfortunately and Bomb Girls
is just the latest victim. I hope the
producers will reconsider and bring it
back.

Heike S.

I didn't know this show was made in
Canada until maybe the 3rd episode. As
an American, I really enjoyed seeing how
my neighbor to the north was affected.
We don't learn much about Canada in US
schools.

Sriram M.

This is a great serial- it takes on
everything from sexism to racism, to
patriotism and homophobia. Love it! So
sad to hear it's been taken off air!

The Bletchley

Happy New Year Save Bomb Girls from
The Bletchley Circle Watchers. Excited for
series 2 of #TBC and for the Bomb Girls
movie!! #TBCW

Circle Watchers
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Beth C.

This was my favorite show! Please bring
back a third season.

Pat H.

Just finished watching the end of season
two... and I'm missing the whole crew
already. Bring them back--the story is not
over!!

Teresa B.

A friend just told me about Bomb Girls. I
wish BG had a better advertising plan or
budget, and channel. No one has ever
heard of the show, but I am spreading it
as far and fast as I can. GREAT
PROGRAM!

Ingrid A.

Absolutely love bomb girls. Please don't
cancel.

Angie D.

Harlee has talent... Betty and Gladys. Save
the Bomb Girls!

Karen G.

Loved this show, and very upset they
canceled!

Dana J.

Just referred a friend this week who is
now catching up on Netflix. Please Save
Bomb Girls!

Jacqueline B.

Love this show!
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Linda O.

#SaveBombGirls please, I watched it in
Ireland then on Uk tv. Can't get enough of
the fantastic show which showcase
women bravery in the war. What courage
they had while the men were overseas,
what they had to deal with. It was gritty,
had realism, characters you brought into
your hearts, cared about. The stories and
acting were first class. It gave you a broad
range of emotions. Cannot see how it got
cancelled especially as it won awards.
Please uncancel the show.

Judy L.

This show must go on.

Susan B.

Somebody really made a bad call in
cancelling this show.

Heather D.

Love this show!

Jessica C.

I love this show! They need to bring it
back

Elsa D.

Such a great show, it should be brought
back !!!

Teresita C.

What's not to love about 'Bomb girls' ?!
Not only did I fall in love with the
characters, I fell in love with the
wardrobe! Save Bomb Girls!

Bernie Z.

We are supposed to watch Canadian
shows, so the wizards go and cancel a
great one.

Judy L.

This show needs to have a season 3 ,4, 5,.
A movie will not close the story's that the
writers have written. We all know the
writers of the show had idea's of season 5.
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Michelle N.

Love this show!

Nikolai D.

I love this shoe I keep thinking about the
wait the waiting feeling you get to see the
next episode wondering why is going to
happen next to see the wonderful
costumes and attitudes all the drama
unfold, only to already know the show is
not running.. Wwwhhhyyyyyyy

Kim B.

I will really miss this show! Always the
shows that are substantial that get
canceled.

Christy S.

Please save the show!! It's brilliant and
addictive!! My 9 year old loves it too

Debra A.

I loved this show. So sad it's not coming
back.

Judy L.

I Love This Show!

Cathleen H.

Wonderful program!

Melissa A.

Just found out this show is cancelled and
I'm so upset by this. It is such a great
show. I hope that there is in fact a movie
to give the fan some closure.

Christy S.

Please bring the show back!! My grandma
worked in a steel mill during the war and
this is the closest thing to represent what
our women went through!! I live it and so
does my daughter!

Michelle R.

I just finished watching season two for the
100th time. Please bring back this show!

Lori B.

Loved this show! Would love to see a
third season!
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Trina M.

The show is so well done, I don't
understand why/how it would cancel... I
have been waiting and waiting for my dvr
to pick up the show again. Please bring it
back.

Brandy M.

Has anyone ever spoke with the producer
about a kickstarter to continue the series
via YouTube?

Debra W.

I love this show and really wish they could
bring it back!!

Rebecca B.

Too much trash on television. Bring back
Bomb Girls!

Greg M.

Enough already. Bring this show back.

Cathy R.

Bring the girls back!

Kim F.

My husband and I are both in mourning
over the loss of this show. We got hooked
via Netflix. PLEASE bring back the show!
Entertaining, and educational. Difficult to
find on TV these days. Bomb Girls is both:
entertaining and educational. Historical
Fiction! BRING IT BACK!

Shari V.

Bring it back!!!! everyone watches this
show. Men, woman and children love it.

Judy L.

Why did this show get cancelled again?
The show has won awards and still get's
nominations for awards.

Linda O.

I am in Ireland and it was my favourite
show. Never seen a show like it to
promote women and their hard work. I
loved it and the acting was the best I have
seen in any show since Xena.
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Andrea M.

Every time I see pictures of Bomb Girls, I
think what could have been. I think who
could possibly cancel such a gem of a TV
show. When we are so inundated with too
much ridiculous reality shows, Bomb
Girls told a story, a story of history and of
our past which peaked our interest in a
good way. Rather than embrace it, the
"powers that be" cancels this unique
show. It's not too late to pick it up before
years go by and we'll remember this show
and what could have been. To anyone who
has the power to bring this brilliant TV
show back or any new network that can
pick it up, don't lose this opportunity
before it is too late.

Richard B.

One of the best Canadian tv show. Save
Bombs Girls! Pleasssseeeee!

Ginnie S.

This show is one of few really worth
seeing! Please let it return!

Mindy H.

I just binge watched, and am about to
paint my nails red. Meg Tilly is excellent.
Love the era, the stories, and the fact that
it is truly Canadian. Save this show.

Gabriela C.

I love Bomb Girls!!!!! Bring on another
season!!!...... please

Patricia M.

Great show., SAVE THE BOMB GIRLS..

Carol F.

Please, save the Bomb Girls! Entertaining
and educating all together, the best kind
of TV show.

Georgia G.

Just discovered this show today, on
Netflix, and am totally in love with it. I
wish shows like this were better promoted
in order to reach a broader audience.
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Gemma C.

Save Bomb Girls. We were late having it
aired over here in the UK and I can't
believe it has been cancelled. Please
continue itxxx

Denise K.

Please save Bomb Girls!! This show is one
of the best I have ever seen! It really tells
a great story and it means so much to me
and to others! I don't get why they want to
cancel such an amazing wonderful show
that touches so many people.

Sarah C.

Love this show!! On season 2 and don't
know what I will do when it's over. Save
Bomb Girls!

Angela G.

Please save this awesome show!!!

Sylvie B.

Saw a story about my own province for a
change. Felt such pride. Got totally
hooked. Felt like these characters were
relatives of mine from past generations.
Please let us see more!

Shirley R.

One of the greatest shows I've seen this
year. Hopefully there will be more than
one movie!

Sherry K.

I love bomb girls the show is reflection of
woman in world war two

Michelle K.

Save Bomb Girls!

Cathy R.

Luv Bomb Girls!

Julie V.

Stumbled across Bomb Girls in the US
and was hooked instantly. I miss this
show immensely. Wish it would come
back. Love the characters and the era.
Huge fan!
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Marlene I.

Finally a great show come on and is so
great it gets cancelled! I'm so sick of the
same trash on tv! this is is a sin!,, I hope
the movie does great so the people will
watch it on Netflix and hopefully bring it
back. Love from Rhode Island!

Seanna F.

Bomb Girls gives me a glimpse into the
world that my Grandma lived in... Such
an amazing cast, wonderful costumes, and
a fabulous show. #savebombgirls

Caroline K.

save Bomb Girls

Brenda P.

incredible show! SAVE THE BOMB
GIRLS!!

Kathleen R.

Save Bomb Girls!

Clare D.

Save Bomb Girls! I loved the 2 seasons of
this show and am so said it's been
cancelled. Please bring it back!

Stacey L.

SAVE BOMB GIRLS!!!! PLEASE! :-)))

Zena B.

Yes very. Loved it here in England. Why
they canned it I do not know.

Karen B.

I'm beginning to think its a female thing.
The L Word, canceled. Lip Service,
canceled. Bomb Girls, canceled. Seems
like every time there's a strong female
cast, it gets the axe.

Judy L.

I would so love Bomb Girls season 3.

Alison M.

Bring back this great show for more
seasons! the cast does a brilliant job
bringing these young women's characters
to the screen. Bring them back for more!
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Lynn G.

I am rooting for a Bomb Girls season
three!! What a good show! Good luck.

Kat P.

How will us Americans hear of the TV
movie release ....really hoping I don't miss
it.

Alison M.

i love this show! don't pull the plug!!!!!

Afton J.

Yay! Save Bomb Girls! Such a fun show
with positive portrayals of women.
Definitely passes the bechdel test! Hope it
can be saved.

Nicolene H.

More please

Rodney W.

Bomb Girls is a great series as identified
by outstanding ratings from sites such as
netflix, imdb, tv.com, etc. All identify the
series with ratings such as 4.5 out of 5.
Yet Shaw media seems to ignore such
acclaim. Maybe it's because Shaw isn't
used to this type of acclaim. Wake up,
Shaw, success breeds success, and such
success would only spill over to you.
Bring Bomb Girls back or sell the rights to
somebody like Netflix!
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Steve C.

Just a little fan mail to express my
appreciation for Bomb Girls, a fun little
Canadian drama that quickly became a
favourite of mine, and one that only got
better with time. The acting was superb,
the storylines compelling and fresh and
the writing tight. It was fun, watchable,
and even, I might add, a tad addictive.
And I'm not alone in my praise - I am
aware that the Bomb Girls fan base
stretches far and wide. In an era when one
can pretty much catch whatever,
whenever - I'm currently watching season
two of Prison Break on Netflix and loving
every minute of it - it speaks volumes, or
at least it should, that so many would
choose to devote an hour a week of their
time to one particular program. The sad
fact is, despite the wide variety, there is a
dearth of *good* programming out there,
and one would think that a show as wellreceived as Bomb Girls would be the pride
of any network. Sadly, this is not the case,
as the decision-makers at Global have
decided to axe what is arguably one of the
best programs - not to mention one of the
best *Canadian* programs - on the air in
a good long while. I know, I know,
ratings, advertising dollars, all the things
that keep network executives awake at
night. But as I sit scratching my head I'm
reminded of so many shows that became
iconic were once considered for
cancellation because the initial numbers
were low - great shows like M*A*S*H and
Cheers wouldn't be the mega-hits they
became if they hadn't been given an
opportunity to grow. Or All in the Family,
for which three pilots were filmed before
it finally got on the air. So for now, I look
forward to the TV movie - thanks for that,
Shaw Media or whomever - but I hold out
some hope that someone at Global will
give this well-deserving program the
second chance it so richly deserves.
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Maria V.

If this show is not worthy of a Third
Season, Good God, which one is? Save
Bomb Girls

Les & Colette S.

What a fantastic show! Don't pull the plug
on it! It's got a lot of potential.....:-)

Ellen G.

I just finished season 2 on Netflix-I
looked around to see when I could be
expecting season 3 and can't believe it's
been cancelled! The war isn't over, the
stories aren't finished-they deserve many
many more seasons to fully expound each
characters story! I truly hope a wiser
network picks it up-and quickly!!

Roxette M.

Just read bomb girls has been csncelled.
What a shame. Finally a Canadian tv show
with quality. Based on a history. Too bad
our society only wants to watch carp
reality shows.

Trish B.

It is one of the best shows on TV everything about it, the writing, the
acting, is excellent. plus it brings to the
fore aspects of WWII we are beginning to
forget - how women came into their own,
how the war affected civilians in Canada,
the atrocities overseas and some of the
white washing and propaganda we were
civilians were exposed. There is a lot left
in this story line, please let it continue!

Cassidie

Keep bomb girls! Shows like these are too
few.
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bombgirl14039
0

Bomb Girls is an incredible television
show. I was truly disappointed to hear
that it had been cancelled (especially
leaving the show on such a cliffhanger what will happen to Betty!) I haven't
watched such a quality show in a long
time. It's definitely worth keeping.

Jill M.

so very very sad to hear that the series has
ended, it was one of the better shows on
television!

merdot

I was extremely disappointed that the
series ended, just as it seems it was
getting started. I am happy there will be a
movie to wrap up the story lines, but I
would much rather there have been
several more seasons of Bomb Girls.
Truly, this was one of the quality shows
on the air and so much more deserving of
renewal than shows like Honey Boo Boo
etc.

Kim

I am sad to hear that the series will not
continue. The show has been very
enjoyable to watch. This is certainly a TV
show that should be continued.

Maryland Fan

bring back the series!! love it in the
states!!

Kirsten Anne M.

global dropped the ball big time when
they cancelled bomb girls. it was the type
of show that made viewers think and want
to stay tuned.
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Annie M.

Sad to hear that its over with. It was one
of the only shows I looked forward to
watching every week. Sad that they didn't
say anything about the series ending.
Finding out its becoming a movie instead
of when it was starting again is
disappointing.

S.C.

was looking forward to watching season 3,
came on this site to see when it was
starting and was so disappointed to see
it's cancelled :( It was one of the few
canadian shows that i watched and really
enjoyed. It was very well done with
costume and sets that were true to the
era. I thought it was just getting going and
would be one of the shows that made it. I
used to record it on my PVR.

Steve N.

Another great, quality television show
relegated to the dustbins of history. :-( I
believe one of the reasons for the
cancellation was that here in the States it
was viewed on REELZ tv, which usually
has nothing but junk shows airing. And
there last production "XXIII" was done so
badly you could hardly figure out the plotlines. A station like that simply wouldn't
get the draw for a quality show like
"Bomb Girls". The show should have been
aired on USA or TNT and it would have
had a better chance at survival...

Ash

I also was really disappointed to hear the
show ended, it was a great canadian
series, well written, and historically
intriguing.
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wendy0405

So sorry that this wonderful show has
ended, but am happy at least there will be
some closure with the upcoming movie. I
am watching both seasons again on
Netflix.

Mary T.

Please renew Bomb Girls it's wonderful!

Rena R. D.

Wonderful show! What an intelligent and
interesting look at life during WWII from
the female perspective! I miss it! Keep it
coming!

Melody D.

I just discovered this show and am really
enjoying it. I hope that folks see their way
to keep the war going another season or
two.

Ashley M.

Found the show recently on netflix and
wasn't sure if it was still in production or
not... So sad to learn there are only the
two seasons! Great while it lasted!

Robin P.

Please bring back the show... And if not
the show a tv-movie will definitely do. I
loved Bomb Girls for these reasons: It
is/was a fantastic tv show portraying the
rawness of living during war times which
creates a humility in the viewers. It
carried with it the quaint appeal of what
life would be like in the 1940's in
everything from mannerisms,
relationships, entertainment and fashion.
It was holds a large amount of charm and
fun as you watch the lives of very relatable
characters unfold. It’s easy to befriend
and relate to the characters.

Doug & Joan R.

How can I help? This show deserves a
Season 3!
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Heather

I was so disappointed to hear that Bomb
Girls was cancelled. Most TV shows today
have poor writing and simple content.
This show was well written and kept my
attention.

Leah

This show is amazimg, it is so important
that women like this are remembered.
During the war women held industry
together, we kept our boys strong. We
fought with food, with bombs, tanks, rivet
guns, wrenches, and shovels. This is an
important show to keep on the air.

Robert D.

I have been enjoying bomb girls because
my father (a Canadian soldier} was in
England at that time and was involved in
some of the battles then. I am a Canadian
and found this series very interesting.
Then Rosie O'Donnell showed up. She is
without a doubt one of the worst
personalities to darken the stages of
American theaters. I will no longer watch
this series because of her. I don't know
who is producing this program but if they
knew much about this purported actress
they would know that if she had been
alive at that time she would have been a
fifth columnist. Too bad, I was enjoying it.

Angela T.

I'm in the US and love love love Bomb
Girls. Bring it back please!!!

Ray W.

It's a shame. Great show could hardly wait
for the next episode, but like so many
Canadian productions that aren’t
produced in Montreal it gets snuffed...

@callmeMIM

Just discovered #BombGirls - Best Cdn
show I've seen! Hope @Global_TV brings
it back-2 seasons is not enough!
@SaveBombGirls…
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@Larry_McCl

@callmeMIM @SaveBombGirls
@Global_TV Netflix has some episodes in
USA #BombGirls

@opievibe

Omg. Best show ever #BombGirls

@SCIReine1918

All of the Betty feels. #BombGirls

@opievibe

The music in #BombGirls is just perfect

@muffiemouse

@pouterbridgefan @SaveBombGirls You
betcha:) It would sure be nice if Canadian
TV knew when they have a good thing
going!

@ciaramconway

@SaveBombGirls @sineadmahern I love
that show!

@LanaBananaGr Saturday was the first one without
#BombGirls on TV (England was so far
ay
behind). I don't like it. @AliLiebert
@meggamonstah @SaveBombGirls
@BombGirlsFans
1

Happy New Year Bombshells! :D Hope
that you all have a fantastic 2014 - and
here's to more #BombGirls! :)
#SaveBombGirls

@muffiemouse

@SaveBombGirls YOU BET WE CAN!💣

@callmeMIM

Just discovered #BombGirls - Best Cdn
show I've seen! Hope @Global_TV brings
it back-2 seasons is not enough!
@SaveBombGirls #savebombgirls

@SaveBombGirls

My first #SaveBombGirls tweet of 2014:
WE CAN DO IT! #BombGirls. Happy New
Year all!
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@Dragica92

@SaveBombGirls Happy New Year dears
and all the best.And a lots of
#BombGirls.:) Xo

@film_grrrl

@SaveBombGirls @BombGirls This is
one of the few series kept on my #tivo. We
demand another season! The Axis powers
cannot…

@shutterpunk1

#BombGirls date night, a little lov'n for
Betty.
@SaveBombGirls @AliLiebert
@madamyez @ClaireYeowart
#LegoBombGirls http://t.co/gc8J7k4fSX

@muffiemouse

@SaveBombGirls @bombgirls Happy
New Years Eve Bomb Girls:)💣

@aliisamoose

TV: You're watching Global. Part of Shaw.
Me: Boooo. #SaveBombGirls

@muffiemouse

@SaveBombGirls I'm sure there will be
lots more mail in 2014:)💣

@dulcineahilton When I took the streetcar in Toronto, I
felt like one of the @bombgirls !
#SaveBombGirls @AliLiebert
@charlottehegele @JodiAnneBalfour
@Tv_Gal55

Reading old recaps w/ their perfect gifs
&amp; heartachingly good analysis
#GonnaMissThem #SaveBombGirls
@butchprince @ElaineAtwell
@cathyleaves

@film_grrrl

@SaveBombGirls @BombGirls This is
one of the few series kept on my #tivo. We
demand another season! The Axis powers
cannot win this fight!
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@QueenRiganto

#savebombgirls

na
@muffiemouse

@SaveBombGirls Wow, that's just
fabulous:)

@miss_kern

@Salty4038 Hellllz yeah I did!!
@SaveBombGirls

@ValerieLierma

@SaveBombGirls
only because I love #BombGirls
http://t.co/VWeXzWpNle

nn
@muffiemouse

@SaveBombGirls @iloveyoubaggles
@JodiAnneBalfour @AliLiebert These are
the cutest cards:)

@muffiemouse

@SaveBombGirls Aww, I wanted to win;(

@ElizabethBolde @SaveBombGirls brilliant series
3
@RinuCZ

W00t, I won something for the first time
in my life and it's nothing less than
@bombgirls S1 DVD! Fabulous gift,
thanks @SaveBombGirls :3

@RinuCZ

@SaveBombGirls Omg, thanks so much!
This is going to be my most precious
Christmas gift for sure. :) *hugs*

@Ceridwyn2

“@SaveBombGirls: Gladys: “I believe in
these women.” SO DO WE, PRINCESS.
SO DO WE. #BombGirls” /brilliant series!

@Ceridwyn2

“@7of12: @SaveBombGirls We need
#BombGirls because it showcases
women's experiences.”
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@Quimby2

@SaveBombGirls Save Bomb Girls have a
season 3! Some of best tv on air!
#savebombgirls

@uk_crunch

@SaveBombGirls just finished S2 in UK,
can't believe we don't get to find out what
happens next.. @itv3official
#savebombgirls

@BombGirlsFans

#BombGirls will return in 2014 with a
full-length TV movie. For now... let's keep
up the good fight #BombGirls
#SaveBombGirls #VMail

1

@1staidgirl

@SaveBombGirls I think this shows our
heritage that many Canadians knew
nothing about and we have to get this
show back!! #SaveBombGirls.

@pamplemoussee @bombgirls @SaveBombGirls
@BombGirlsUSA Do you know where I
76
can buy the DVD of #BombGirls for my
perfect Christmas ? Thanks !
#savebombgirls
@pouterbridgefa
n

@ClaireYeowart

@adambutcherstar Thanks & you're
welcome. Large sums of money to my
numbered account in the Caymans will
do. Will use it to #SaveBombGirls. ;-)
@aliisamoose @BombGirlsFans1
@CarlynBurchell There was SO much
more to explore with the character.
#SaveBombGirls
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Meena K.

My mom's friend was a type of Bomb Girl.
During WWII she helped build planes.
She is now 90+ and is the sweetest greatgrandma. You wouldn't think that she was
involved in the war effort and was on the
first fringes of female economic
emancipation in Canada. Your show
brings their story to light.

Andrea M.

Happy New Year and Bring Back Bomb
Girls in 2014!

Maggie J.

Yeah I'd have a better 2014 if Bomb Girls
was brought back.

Yavanna B.

New year new season please x

Elizabeth S.

Happy New Year, Bomb Girls fans! When
will the reruns of Season 2 and the movie
be shown on American TV? This is one of
the best shows on television. Too bad the
network executives can't figure that out.

Lou G.

I think its awful that they are cancelling
this wonderful show. Look how long
MASH ran!

Kristina A.

Love this show! Such a shame that it was
canceled. We need more shows like Bomb
Girls.

Deborah B.

Just rewatched season 2 on Netflix. Didn't
know it was cancelled.

Kath J.

Happy New Year to you all from
Plymouth, UK. Please can we have more
series and when do we get the film?

Monique D.

Brininging Bomb Girls back would really
make it a Happy 2014 !
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Mike R.

Happy New Year, Bombers! Waiting for
the movie to come to Netflix next year.

Dianne F.

watch it all the time!!!!

Chris M.

Miss you girls! Look forward to the movie.

Sheree J.

We want Bomb Girls to come back! Really
miss that show!

Lesleigh N.

Great show - hope they bring it back!

Heather S.

Want more Bomb Girls!

Joanne K.

Does anyone know why the show was
cancelled? Seems like so many of us
watched it...

Erin P.

More Bomb Girls!!!More Bomb Girls!!!
Bomb Girls

Steph W.

Great show, hope you come back

Dominique M.

Love the show. 2 seasoned was just a
tease. Plz bring it back. Reality TV is
killing me. I Bomb Girls!!!!

Stacey S.

It would be even better if your series came
back!

Sandy D.

How the Grinch stole Bomb Girls

Colleen D.

Can't wait for the movie!

Majalisa D.

I miss Bomb Girls-- bring it backkkkk

Cait L.

I just watched season 1 and 2 on Netflix.
Please bring Bomb Girls back.
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Lesley A.

Only just recently found out about this
show, blew through the two seasons on
netflix in a few days, and now I'm super
disappointed to find that there won't be a
third season!

Jess D.

I just watched season 1 and 2 on Netflix
too. Please bring Bomb Girls
back!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Mike R.

When will it be on Netflix? Hate to see the
story end!

Peggie T.

After the movie can we have the series
back!!! Pleeeese!!

Tanya F.

SERIES Please and TY!

Jessica A.

PERK! Movie??!!! ...<Runs around
shrieking YAY!!!

Mark H.

I love Bomb Girls.

Paul S.

greatest/bad time in history the 40's-good show

Ilene J.

PLEASE bring back Bomb Girls back to
TV!!!!

Kathy R.

Loved this show! They take great show off
like this and leave trash on!

Kelly Ann H.

LOVE this show!!!! My Gramma passed
away before I was smart enough to ask
about her past & this show gives me just
alittle look at what her life was like!

Lee-Ann F.

Greatest show!! Why do networks make
stupid decisions?? Why take it off?!
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Sarita L.

wait...wait....they canceled it?!?! nooo!!!
why!!?!???

Betty J.

When is the movie coming? Will it only be
on BBB1? I cant get the US dvd format of
season2 - boo hoo !

Robert H.

Please show the Battle of the St.
Lawrence!!!!

Valerie K.

Half way thru season 2 and enjoy every
episode more than the preceding one.
Everything about Bomb Girls is
wonderful.

Crystal P.

When does the movie come out? I love
bomb Girls!!

Anita G.

MOVIE! sorry, just got a bit excited.

Karen G.

Boo to the cancellation of this series. Big
loss.

Courtney L.

I didn't know a movie was in production!
So excited!

Kim L.

they better bring Stanley home with a
warbride! I've been rewatching the shows
in preparation for the movie...can't wait!
So much stuff they could do here...how
will they fit it all in to a 2 hour movie!
Hope those tv execs are watching! Bring
back Bomb Girls!!!!!

Ann Marie B.

When will we be able to see the movie in
America?
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Exov E.

What a shame that this excellent program
is being cancelled and being replaced with
a movie .... Don't get me wrong, I'm
excited for the movie, but would also like
a full season

Bonnie C.

I really like this show. Thanks Canada
(neighbor).

Derek D.

Will it ever show in the U.S? I seen it on
netflix and loved it!! But that was it only 6
ep.!!!

Patti C.

When will it be on TV and what
network??/ Loved the series!!!

Lisa D.

I really wish another network would have
picked that show up. It really is a great
show and historically accurate as far as I
can tell. That's great for the younger
generation who have know idea what
WWII was like around the world.

DeeDle J.

Disappointed that such a great show was
cancelled. Especially it being Canadian
and they keep saying they want more
Canadian content ?? What more could
they have wanted don't get it?? But
looking forward to seeing the movie.
Absolutely loved BOMB GIRLS

Kendra W.

I am beyond excited for the Bomb Girls
movie, even though it means the end of
one of the most fantastic series ever.

Mary W.

i hate that the show is cancelled. i loved it.

Raven M.

so sad its over after this

Shara I.

The fans should start a petition to have
the show brought back.
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Debbie R.

One of the BEST Canadian shows ever
made and they cancel it after only 2
seasons. BEYOND disappointed!

Bonnie C.

Sad to learn of the series cancellation.
This show opened my eyes to more
impacts of WWII on those at homefront
rather than in the battle field.

Riane J.

I just discovered the series on Netflix and
am loving it!!! SO disappointed to know
that once I'm done watching it's over

CathySz

Loved this show! Looking forward to the
movie. Would love for this series to
continue.

Karina A.

I love the show (saw season 1&2 on
Netflix) and want to see many more!

Samantha B.

I want to join the rest of the people trying
to get Bomb Girls into a third season.
How could they cancel this amazing,
smart, and engaging show? I'm so
disappointed to hear they are not
planning a third season...

rlstandifer08

Just finished watching bomb girls on
Netflix. Love the show!! This is a Great
Show, you need to bring it back..

Margaret R.

I can'believe they cancelled this show. I
loved it. Excellent!!! I have been waiting
to see it on the schedule.

Elaine S.

For the sake of today's youth who's brains
are rotting on "reality" shows save Bomb
Girls. It is refreshingly well written and
based on REAL REALITY!

Jennifer A.

Please, please, please make more seasons!
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Francesca H.

I'm a huge fan from the "other side of the
border", ie in the US. I watched it on Air
Canada and was immediately hooked, so
watched the whole show. The writing is
excellent and so is the acting. Bring it
back, please!!! Lots more seasons! PS -As an Italian-American, I absolutely loved
Toni Ellwand's character and her superb
portrayal of the Mamma. It was fantastic
that you educated viewers in the
internment issue too. Well done all!

Shelley C.

I was recently at a retreat where 15 of my
friends were introduced and hooked on
Bomb Girls. I came home and have
passed on the show, to my family and
friends, I had to go out and buy Apple TV
so that I could get Netflix so that I could
have access to it. Please bring it back!!

Sam F.

I'm hoping good viewer turnout for the
movie will lead to a new season.

Kim C.

I agree with all the comments regarding
cancellation of the series. This is one
series I NEVER miss. I am so
disappointed to know that someone has
made a decision to end it and leave us
with only a movie. Sure, I'll watch the
movie. There are just so few series worth
watching anymore and this was one that
WAS worth it.

Susan P.

I so enjoyed the series. A glimpse of our
past.

Susan J.

Didn't Bomb Girls win awards?? Who
cancels a successful series??

Belinda D.

OMG didn't know about the movie, can't
wait !!
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Belinda D.

Wait, now I just read that the show has
been cancelled. Not happy Jan !

Andrea M.

Looking forward to the movie, but the TV
show returning would have made me so
happy. Can't believe such a quality TV
show was cancelled.

Grace K.

I really want to see this...Is this going to
be on Netflix? That's what originally got
me hooked on Bomb Girls.

Cherry S.

is there any way for those of us in
Alabama of the United States. Was really
disappointed when it was cancelled on
Reelz.

Amanda H.

omg really?! I love that show!

Jeane T.

They're bringing the show back..or
making a movie from the show??? At any
rate...I enjoyed the show and looking
forward to the movie!

Elizabeth O.

Literally can't wait. #bestshowever

Donna K.

Date of movie please. Can't wait!!

Moiyan T.

Cant wait for the movie; when's the
movie coming out?

Mick D.

How does crap like "Duck Dynasty" get
renewed and we lose our Bomb Girls?
SMH

Chris M.

Oh yea! Love it!

Lauren A.

Such a good show! I'm watching from the
UK and LOVE it! More series are needed
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Shirley M.

That is such a good show. Why did they
have to cancel it? they should cancel some
of those reality shows. I hate them with a
passion.

Ginnie S.

I can't wait for the movie! If only the
episodes would go on! Go on to follow the
lives of these women.

Laura C.

I agree with Shirley, it's a great show, I
love it too. Yes there are a lot of those
reality show that should be canned
immediately.

Marion W.

Bring back Bomb Girls!

Laurie N.

During a sub zero temperatures week,
started binge watching Bomb Girls on
Netflix... now with all 18 episodes under
my belt, I eagerly await any news of the
wrap up 2 hour movie. Fingers crossed
that it actually happens, as this is a well
produced, entertaining and educational
show which is very much appreciated by
this fan (and her husband!). Enjoyed The
Bletchley Circle too!

Kimberly J.

can't wait for the movie to air anyone
know if the date has been finalized for
airing

Hajer A.

Bring it back

Annemie S.

UNCANCEL THIS PLEASE!

Steven M.

When can we expect it back on in the
States? I need a Bomb Girls fix.
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Sandra O.

Devastated that this show is cancelled! I
live in Ireland and caught Season 2 on
ITV 3, prompting me to buy both series'
from Amazon. Sick of the perpetual round
of reality rubbish we are subjected to.
This is truly excellent, feel-good tv and
I'm sure with a substantial fanbase. Very
odd decision to canxel it....

Robert H.

Will the movie show the Battle of the St.
Lawrence or the attack on Bell Island?

Joanne M.

Does anyone know where I can view
season 2? I live in the UK. Or does anyone
have an idea when season 2 will be
available on Netflix? Thanks.

Teresa H.

I just found it on Netflix too. It's a great
show.

Moiyan T.

Cant wait for the movie; when's the movie
coming out?

Maud A.

Can't wait!!

Tracy A.

Love the show , can't wait for the movie . I
agree , why are all the good tv shows
cancelled !?

Linda D.

COOOL..a movie - love this show.

Joyce J.

Yet...it was canceled...???

Rose M.

Why was it canceled?

Leslie G.

Bring it back! Unlike most shows this one
is truly unique

Amanda S.

check this show out chick, I love it!!
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Christina B.

I'm so glad there is gonna be a movie and
it's not just over!

Lisa A.

I just discovered this series over the
weekend on Netflix and was hooked from
Episode 1. Now I learn its been cancelled
after Season 2. Happy there will be a
movie to tidy it up, but is there any
chance it will return?

Barbara M.

Fell in love with this show . It gave me a
glimpse of life of my parents before I was
born! Wish it would continue.

Mike R.

Came across on Netflix. Hooked. Waiting
for the movie!

Lesli W.

This show NEEDS to continue!

Delaney M.

Man. They shouldn't make a movie... They
should continue doing seasons of it. I
mean the show can old last the duration
of WWII anyways so it's already got an
expiration date... Come on Canada.

Kath J.

Bring back Bomb Girls, more please

Kirsty W.

Agree... Bring it back as a television
series... I was hooked from day one and
hated when it ended..!! Something I
looked forward to on a Saturday night..!!

Ila M.

can't believe it's cancelled, it was the best

The Bletchley

enjoyed the series, looking forward to the
movie

Circle Watchers
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Margaret B.

Another vote for the series to continue. It
could easily have lasted 3 or 4 more
seasons, and THEN make a movie. Great
show. I have no idea why they dropped
such an amazing series.

Sarai D.

Bring it back to Reelz Network. I enjoyed
the show greatly!

Koral D.

We want more!! My friends and i were
serching netflix to find a new series. We
spent tge last 36 hours hooked and
talking about it! We want more! I wish we
would have seen ads about this!

Marie C.

Is it back on TV?

Andrea M.

Hoping and hoping with all my heart for
new seasons in spite of the cancellation.
Re-runs are great, but new seasons would
be spectacular

Lyn S.

WHY DO YOU CONTINUE TO ALLOW
GLOBAL TO SHOW RE-RUNS WHEN
THEY ARE THE ONES WHO
CANCELLED THE SHOW? There must
be another channel other than this stupid
one!

Alyssa H.

Save Bomb Girls. We want a new Season.

Vanessa L.

Love this show! Bring it back!!!!

Darlene G.

It would be nice to watch it in the USA !

Magi M.

it would be nice to see season 2 in the uk
as well

Carolina A.

Miss them sooo much
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Jenny P.

I miss this show so bloody much!

Debbie R.

I miss this show, loved it!!!

Peggie T.

AND let's have more stories about the
ladies during the war.

Patricia O.

Any idea when Season 2 will be on DVD
in the USA?

Kim L.

its truly amazing how many people are
'begging' ... BEGGING them to bring back
Bomb Girls...on every single post...and
they start a brand new cop show
instead...how many police shows does one
network need anyway

Rhonda C.

I miss my Bomb Girls!!!

Robbin G.

we are watching it on netflix and loving it.
Season 2 on NetFlix

Andrea H.

Loved this show SO much...

Mae G.

i got to like the show and it was not on the
next season i was so disapointed

Alayna N.

when is the made for tv movie supposed
to air?

Kelly V.

I miss my bomb girls!

Bob & Mary C.

I hear we won't see it here in the U.S. That
is so sad to get us hooked and leave us
hanging. ~Mary

Arena J.

Loved this....but unable to see on my
network:(.
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Helena S.

Why re runs and not a new season.. does
not make any sense to me

Elizabeth S.

Quality TV must not sell. Another cop
show, medical drama, or worse, some
dreadful reality program will take its
place. Too bad. We women want better
than that.

Sarai D.

Bring back to Reelz Network

Sarai D.

What is Global up?

Jean A.

Well said Elizabeth A.S.! I feel the same
way. It was actually a show that I just
loved. Apparently there was not enough
swearing, sexuality, murders, etc for the
taste of this generation of ours I
absolutely LOVE Bomb Girls and heart
broken there are no new episodes

Karen T.

This was one of my favorite shows.

Carol M.

Great show.

Tanya F.

Wish it would come back. Heck it's been
so long...I can't even remember did it only
go for 2 seasons or 3? I ordered the first 2
Seasons Dvds.

Carrie T.

Dang! I love this show!

Matt H.

No Season 3?

Monique D.

Again: Shame on you Global for
cancelling that show !

Anna C.

Can't wait!!! So sad no more shows tho:-(
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Amanda L.

oh man. I can't wait!! Is Betty in prison?

Janet W.

When will this and the third series be
shown in the UK??

Racheal S.

No season 3 - the government can't have
us Canadians seeing what really happened
behind closed doors, while they sat
behind oak desks....

Jenny G.

love the tv programme

Casey W.

When is the show coming back

Theresa R.

No season 3,I have been waiting for the
series to come back on

Debbie M.

They axed series 3 and replaced it with a
full length movie, as they had a fall in
viewers over the pond... Sadly they
should've broadcasted to a UK audience
first, as there seems to be plenty of
unhappy people that there's no series 3...
Yet another great series come to an end
when it truly deserved screen time, great
actresses/actors and great storyline.
Shame.

Jan K.

Why do networks take off good quality
shows, that people enjoy, then replace it
with crap?

Carol D.

I so AGREE Jan, the GARBAGE thats on
T.V. today. What ever happened to good
shows, Leave it to Beaver, Partridge
family, Brady Bunch and my favouite
Charlies Angels??? Those were the
Good'Ol days.
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Lori M.

I agree, Bomb Girls was one of the best
new shows on T.V. Why on earth did they
take it off. Like we need more reality
shows on T.V. - they're all crap!

Chloe L.

The cancellation of this show made me so
sad! I can't believe they can cancel shows
like this and still run shows like duck
dynasty!

Di S.

The movie? why not the series? xox

Christina L.

What's the point in these photos if the
show is cancelled?

Sandy H.

Is the series not on anymore? I really
liked that show

Sandy H.

That's why I hate to start a series, get
involved, then it's cancelled!

Rachel O.

Cannot believe this series was cancelled!

Kristina A.

Love this show!

Tom D.

I find it pathetic how many of you are
supporting this movie. As much as I loved
the show and supported it, I refuse to
support the movie as they didnt care
about the viewers by dropping this series.

Joanne K.

Actually, it wasn't the show that didn't
care about the viewers. It was the
network. The actors on the show were sad
as well. So I will be going to see the movie,
absolutely.

Jean A.

Such a pretty girl and such a wonderful
voice~ and such an amazing show! Can't
wait to see the movie!
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Denise L.

Where/when can we view the movie?!?!?
The series is/was FABULOUS! Will it be
back on television?

Darryl S.

Another good show cancelled. This show
just needed more time.

Eleanor N.

More Bomb Girls, PLEASE!!!!!!! This is
an excellent program. We want to see
more of the stories regarding the
interesting women (and men).

Robert H.

Will the movie show some action scenes
like the Battle of the St. Lawrence?

Alexis L.

When is the movie coming out ?

Katherine H.

Hope this movie will be posted on netflick
in the US

Lauri P.

I still dont understand why they took off
the show! It was great!!

Laida E.

Bring the show back

Debbie R.

I feel as though ive lost some good
friends....

Peggie T.

Have the movie and then BRING BACK
THE SERIES!!

Jan K.

Why do networks pull shows that are
entertaining to watch, with a great cast,
have to pull the plug on the show? I'm
going to miss this show and I know a lot
of other people will also.

Gargraves T.

Bring it back!
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June A.

Can't wait to see the movie, but yes,
please bring back the series. It was a little
bit of Toronto history with such great
characters and actors. Loved it.

Robbie S.

When will the movie be released for US
folks????

Caryn S.

Why cancel if it's award winning
material?

Naoma P.

Great show

Meredith H.

Yet another award nomination (and
probably a win), explain to me again why
this show was cancelled?

Elinor O.

Why was the series cancelled????

Val B.

wtf cancelled?

Ramona H.

Love, love, love this show. Every woman
character was my favorite! Please bring it
back!

Carrie S.

Why isnt this on in USA anymore? Love
this show!

John G.

Nobody can figure that out (why it was
canceled) except the dildo-brains at
Global TV - and they're not saying.

Emily R.

And yet the show is still cancelled. Global
and Shaw Media are idiots!

Lauren D.

so why is this show cancelled?
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Andrea M.

Award winning, but yet the show is
cancelled? If an award is not a sign to
continue this amazing show, I don't know
what is. To the powers that be, <<Bring
Back Bomb Girls!>>

Adriana G.

Someone please explain this to me....the
series has won awards...the actors have
won and it's being cancelled? Such a great
way to show Canada's war efforts....a
great way to show our young women truly
strong, brave and wonderful women.
Would love to have the chance to be able
to sit and chat with these women...they
must have amazing stories!

Peggy B.

Love this show, it's smart & witty but I
guess that it was too smart for the idiots a
Global!

Renee K.

Bomb Girls is still winning awards, so
why was this show cancelled?

Patti C.

Totally agree....very disappointed that this
series ended....Will look forward to the
movie.

David W.

I've never known any other show
cancelled receive more "Why?"'s than
Bomb Girls. That's a mystery to me. Bomb
Girls has all the ingredients of a solid,
high rated, long run show should AND it
was popular. I thought the folks in these
film groups wanted to make money?

Joan S.

There should be a year 3.
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Elizabeth S.

Congratulations, Meg Tilley. Your
performance as Lorna is so nuanced and
understated. Too bad the powers that be
at Global don't recognize brilliance when
they see it. Can't wait to see the movie,
but also can't help thinking we should be
restlessly waiting for season 3 to begin. . .

Kath J.

Awesome series, we want more. Please
bring it back to our tv's. Come on big
bosses in Canada public opinion must
count for something. You can see that it's
watched in Canada, America and UK and
we all love this programme, the girls,
Marco and the story lines. ;0

Ulla G.

Well done Meg! So the actors win awards,
show is awesome, solid core following and
still gets cancelled??? Foolish people in
charge!!

Valerie E.

Bomb Girls is a really great show.

Helena S.

And the show was cancelled why??

Diane W.

Another wonderful award to an amazing
actress! Hopefully the show earns many
more in season 3! OH WAIT.

Kim C.

Such a bad decision of the powers that be
to not further the SERIES instead of
producing a movie. Shame on them....

Linda D.

waiting for the movie

Ashley H.

I'm still sadden that the show was
canceled I loved it!

Nancy C.

I don't get the channel Bomb Girls came
on, where else can I watch it?
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Dawn G.

someone tell me how many seasons there
are so far? I've seen 6 episodes and want
more more more! i only came across this
last week.

Sheena L.

All 18 episodes are on Netflix. That's how
I spent this weekend, watching Bomb
Girls.

Nikki M.

they made it into a movie!! I'm a happy
girl!!

Jessica A.

I love the show but not sure if I will be
able to watch the movie. I live in the U.S.
and don't get the global channel. Is there
any other way I will be able to tune in?

Meredith H.

The US played the series on Reelz, I
would assume they will play the movie
also. They were pretty sad to see the show
go also.

Kath J.

Love the show, love the fashion ( a lot of it
appearing on shelves now) bring it back
PLEASE ;0

Misty R.

I hope they do bring it back I'm so sick of
vampires,demons,kardashians,boo boo,
and all the other dumb brain rot on t.v.

Ilene J.

I miss Bomb Girls! PLEASE BRING IT
BACK !!!!
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Andrea M.

Every time I see pictures of Bomb Girls, I
think what could have been. I think who
could possibly cancel such a gem of a TV
show. When we are so inundated with too
much ridiculous reality shows, Bomb
Girls told a story, a story of history and of
our past which peaked our interest in a
good way. Rather than embrace it, the
"powers that be" cancels this unique
show. It's not too late to pick it up before
years go by and we'll remember this show
and what could have been. To anyone who
has the power to bring this brilliant TV
show back or any new network that can
pick it up, don't lose this opportunity
before it is too late.

Kim L.

the whole decision to cancel Bomb Girls
was the dumbest thing those suits ever
did, and they probably won't ever admit it
either. Sad, just sad! Looking forward to
the movie, and if the ratings go through
the roof and they still don't reverse their
decision then so long network, I dont care
how many new police shows you start...i
wont be watching them. And
congratulations to Meg Tilley for yet
ANOTHER award based on her
perfomance in Bomb Girls!!!! Truly
deserved and I am rooting for you to win!
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Joel F.

I hope the movie rekindles this series. It
was one of the best things to be on
Canadian TV in a long time. Smart, fun,
entertaining and interesting. One of
characters that really developed for me
was Bob. In the beginning he seemed like
such a disaster but later we learn why.
Then he finally gets out from under his
cloud and we get to see his how strong
and intelligent he really is. He is a good
match for Lorna. A testament to creative,
intelligent writing and superb acting to
bring it all to life. Alas, I do miss this
show.

Rhonda D.

I am shocked they canceled this show!! it
was such a great show, and I loved the
WWII era. I thought it was very classy
and a well-written show. I am excited for
the movie but deeply saddened they
canceled it.

Linda D.

Great show!

Lexi H.

Can hardly wait for the movie.

Barbara C.

I so loved this show. Anyone know why
they didn't continue the series?

Linda P.

I loved that show as well

Brenda R.

Love all the characters. Super story lines.

Carla S.

Can't get on cable - LOVE the show's
premise! 'Bout time! Episodes on Netflix
yet? I'll keep looking. Pls cont. the good
work!

Brenda R.

Can`t say enough about this show. Can`t
wait for the next episode.
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Cath C.

Keep this show on the air! Love it!!

Kristina T.

Is there anywhere we can purchase the
official soundtrack for the show? I love
the music but haven't been able to find it.

Jen S.

For the love of God and all that is holy
BRING BACK BOMB GIRLS!!! LOVE
LOVE LOVE the show!! I've been
suffering from major withdrawal </3

Karina C.

there's going to be a movie?! live just got
so much better!!!!!

Cindy D.

When is it coming on in the U.S.?

Kelly D.

So so sad the show was canceled. I really
loved it and wished it had been given
more time. It's a good thing there will be a
movie to tie up those loose ends, but
still....

Victoria M.

When does the season start up ?

Victoria M.

Aww man! That really sucks! It was such a
great show.

Claudia S.

When will the movie be out? Can't wait!
Did background work on it.

Liz R.

season 3????

Delores J.

Will the Bomb Girls movie be shown on
U.S. television? I loved this series!

Kristina C.

Can't wait to see the movie I miss the
show
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Angel B.

I love this show, I love learning about
women history! Just sad that it ended so
soon! I can't wait till the movie comes
outs!

Riane J.

Just to echo everyone below, I recently
discovered this series on Netflix and
thoroughly enjoyed every second!! I'm so
disappointed to learn that it's been
canceled. Please bring it back!!

Sue M.

Such a wonderful lesson in history!! Why
Why Why was it cancelled??? Please keep
us posted on when the movie will air.

Tanya F.

Ummm it's been so long. but is there not a
3 season dvd out yet? I can't even
remember did it just run for 2 seasons?
Ug I wish they would bring this back to a
series. I really love this era!

Christine G.

When does the Movie Air, can you see it
in the States....I got to watch this on
NetFlex and would love to see MORE!!
Bring it Back...Please provide info on how
the fans can see the Movie & when it will
be on...PLEASE!!!!!

Magi M.

Hi all, watched episode 1 to 6 on Netflix
but they aren't showing the rest at the
moment, anyone know where I can watch
the rest in the UK, ( ITV player is showing
the last 3 but I have missed the middle
episodes ) Thanks x

Cindy M.

I recently discovered this show and
watched through Netflix. I was sad to
learn it has been cancelled. Will Bomb
Girls the Movie be available in the U.S? I
really enjoyed it and would like to see
some of the story lines resolved.
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Valerie L.

vivement la suite...

Marion M.

Bring back Bomb Girls!

Laurie N.

During a sub zero temperatures week,
started binge watching Bomb Girls on
Netflix... now with all 18 episodes under
my belt, I eagerly await any news of the
wrap up 2 hour movie. Fingers crossed
that it actually happens, as this is a well
produced, entertaining and educational
show which is very much appreciated by
this fan (and her husband!). Enjoyed The
Bletchley Circle too!

@KmaeMyers

#BombGirls is everything I want in a TV
show: woman power, WWII, and swanky
jazz clubs.

@jellykennings

you guys bomb girls is really good

@aliisamoose

My Favourite Canadian TV Show – Bomb
Girls! #CdnTVStories:
http://t.co/QtNr3eXin9 via @youtube
#IMANERD

@buknerd

Every answer I give to questions in
@hhoagie's Zeebox room seems to involve
#BombGirls in some way. I wonder if I'm
obsessed.

@CestlavieMario

I watched Bomb girls in french canadian
version

n
@kaitlrylie

One of the greatest injustices in this world
is the fact that Bomb Girls was cancelled
like how could they?
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@kaitlrylie

Betty McRae is literally my queen
#bombgirls #perfectblondes

@MilestyleMe

Photoset: lovecatcadillac: This makes me
want Bomb Girls modern AUs SO BADLY.
Oh, Bomb Girls! http://t.co/ld97E4bZH0

@androgylou

i'm watching bomb girls and i love it
mrppppp

@Sunday_Violet

@kaitlrylie @SaveBombGirls I ask myself
this all the time... There is no sense to
this, no sense at all... *group hug*

@KellydeRuiter

I Just ADORE #BettyMcrae! You should
all watch @bombgirls, @SaveBombGirls !

@Whymz

@suzannebleu @matchbox_sized Can i
just tell you how much I hate(love) you
jerks (awesome ppl) for #BombGirls ?!?!?
Agh!!!! Betty/Kate

@kaitlrylie

@Sunday_Violet @SaveBombGirls I can't
deal with the fact that when I finish
Season2 it's OVER... *quietly weeps over
picture of Ali Liebert*

@Sunday_Violet

@kaitlrylie how I weep for that girl...
What do I do to comfort myself, all I have
of her other than BG is Harper's Island,
that won't help!

@buknerd

Do I want to be Betty McRae, or marry
Betty McRae? #ICantDecide #BombGirls

@MorganPynn

All mah shows are dead/dying. Reba is
gone, Bomb Girls is gone, #YR is in the
process of dying, Cote left NCIS. Like,
PEOPLE! STAAAHP!
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@shaniosborne

Bomb Girls is one of the best WWII
feminism based TV shows I've ever seen.
Actually love it so much.

@ElaineAtwell

“@shaniosborne: Bomb Girls is one of the
best WWII feminism based TV shows I've
ever seen. Actually love it so much.” right
on.

@Sunday_Violet

Right, last four eps of @bombgirls ....
SOMEONE HOLD ME!!

@letterboxed

@aconcepciondiaz Betty also rocks. I have
a lot of Feelings about her. It's Bomb
Girls, a Canadian ladyfest. Vera is the
Sophia, wise femme.

@dryily

Fuck me, why did I think that watching
#BombGirls was a brilliant idea? All these
fucking feels...

@JosieTilly

@RoryLOV3 late reply, but Bomb Girls
started airing here this summer and I love
it! Another episode tonight!! Too bad it
got cancelled :(

@cdntvstories

Aliisa from Ajax chooses @bombgirls
@SaveBombGirls http://t.co/8pBk2jmLJo -has hundreds of
reasons, but gives top 3!

@awkrdBee

Spent the weekend binge watching
@bombgirls. What a show; a great
Canadian produced show

@dulcineahilton Another Monday, let's re-watch
#BombGirls and pretend they are still on.
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@isthew0rst

searching for #BombGirls news and
finding only an upcoming book on bomb
girls not related to the show will make you
more pissed at global.

@ilovebettymcra

@isthew0rst I honestly don't think I could
be MORE ANGRY at #Global .... until that
movie comes out I will just be depressed
and apathetic.

e

@ilovebettymcra
e

@ilovebettymcra
e

THE #BOMBGIRLS ARMY IS GROWING
EVER STRONGER WITH VISIONS OF
FUTURE-HAPPINESS JUST DANGLING
IN THE WAR FIRE!
WHY ISN'T THERE MORE
#BOMBGIRLS FAN-ART?! I WANT FOR
THERE TO BE ENOUGH TO FILL
MULTIPLE MANSIONS! *not that I have
them*

@ClaireYeowart

Watching the perseid meteor shower.
Wishing on the moon hasn't worked so
I'm wishing on shooting stars instead.
#BombGirls #SaveBombGirls

@MichaelaTosh

I miss #bombgirls.

@arvelasquez71

Ugghhh. Ali Liebert just posted a pic on
instawhatevs so I thought about Bomb
Girls and got sad all over again. ;n;

7
@arvelasquez71
7
@SabrinaKoala

Whyyyyyyy do great shows get cancelled?
Pushing Daisies & Bomb Girls I <3 U
5ever.
@SaraBultsma DID YOU EVER WATCH
THE BOMB GIRLS SEASON FINALE
SARA HAVE YOU FELT THAT PAIN YET
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@ibyshire

And every now and then Amy wanders
past, melancholy about Bomb Girls. Why,
why do they take these shows from us.

@rainaregan

Finally getting around to watching Bomb
Girls on Netflix... Gladys is my favorite
character!

@HotTeenDad

GO WATCH BOMB GIRLS RIGHT NOW
OK. THERE ARE CUTE LESBIANS AND
FEMINISTS AND IT IS ABSOLUTELY
WORTH YOUR TIME.

@RedWingsTiffa

Anyone seen Bomb Girls???? I've seen
only 2 Episode and I'm addicted! It's on
Netflix!

ny
@RedWingsTiffa
ny

Just finished season 1 of Bomb Girls on
Netflix.. I'm in love with @AliLiebert
amazing Performance! Can't wait to see
season 2!

@verona_vm:

I like Bomb Girls for the costumes and
Kate Hennig. #decentCanadiantelevision

@saraxhall

So I finished the first season of bomb girls
what do I do now

@sazzlesfl

Bomb girls being cancelled ,
@LauraPrepon leaving #oitnb and #paily
on the rocks. Can't catch a break these
days

@LennieMartin

@verona_vm @SaveBombGirls
Veronica..is there any news yet on "Bomb
Girls?" Why in the world was the best
show of our times cancelled?
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@buknerd

I will never stop tweeting about
#BombGirls! The last tweet ever before
twitter shuts down will be mine and it will
be about this show.

@CharmedLassie

Watching Bomb Girls Betty/Kate videos
on YouTube. Because I'm not heartbroken
enough, obviously.

@_samchisholm

I might actually be in love with betty from
bomb girls my heart is melting into pieces
ὣ

@yipskip12

if you're not watching bomb girls you're
doing it wrong.

@A_Duncanx1

Bomb Girls is so good.

@NatalieMitch7

If an amazing tv show get cancelled
unexpectedly they should be forced to
have a movie to tie up lose ends Lookin at
you #bombgirls #please

@SpoonieJen

Just finished season one of Bomb Girls.
What an amazing show! I absolutely love
it – the writing, the music, the actors,
everything!

@buknerd

I don't want to rewatch #BombGirls until
I can watch both seasons, but S2 on
Netflix or dvd in the US is taking
FOREVER.

@betterleftbl_nk

Photoset: B omb G irls Can never have
enough Bomb Girls in my life
http://t.co/wybwuI3AF0

@Vzlunareclipse

Bomb Girls maybe my new favorite show
on Netflix. <3
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@RachelGarfirth Although OITNB only had 13 episodes Im
ok because its been renewed UNLIKE
BOMB GIRLS! :'( #OITNB
#savebombgirls #feelings
@_trispriors

i just remembered bomb girls has finished
i made mySELF SAD

@matchbox_size

Recently my good friend told me she
started watching #BombGirls...and then
couldn't stop and ended up crying at 4am.
It made me proud.

d

@tslamsin

FRIENDLY REMINDER THAT BOMB
GIRLS GOT CANCELLED BUT GLEE IS
STILL ON AIR LOL BYE

@gowikdbig

I JUST REALLY MISS BOMB GIRLS I
NEED CONSOLING

@catshaw88

just stumbled upon #BombGirls on
#Netflix. Pretty damn good. Didn't know
anyone else cared about my dissertation
topic... #womanpower

@ilovebettymcra

"@gowikdbig: I JUST REALLY MISS
BOMB GIRLS I NEED CONSOLING" this
is me alllll the time... in case anyone is
interested...

e

@ilovebettymcra
e
@charlottehegele

@elmolatc I miss Ali and Jodi and
everyone.. it feels wrong to not have them
constantly in my life :/ #BombGirls
To the @SaveBombGirls Team: Thank
you so much! You're the most dedicated &
passionate audience! This was uplifting!
http://t.co/obPnr6NASs
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@madamyez

Driving in my car & thinking about the
character Betty McRae. Her swag, her
voice, her face .. Miss her ! #BombGirls
Withdrawal

@ReadingBukow I NEED a 3rd season of Bomb Girls. I also
wanted a lot more drama between Lorna
ski
and Marco in the 2nd season.
@ReadingBukow I really love Lorna in Bomb Girls. Meg
Tilly is just perfect.
ski
Derek G.

I could see this series extended into
several movies.

Kim C.

Such a bad decision of the powers that be
to not further the SERIES instead of
producing a movie. Shame on them....

Christine A.

waiting for the movie

Isis

Love Meg Tilly blew me away! She was
amazing in this show, I just wish there
was more to see. Very sad to hear that this
ending! Thank you Meg Tilly for your
outstanding performance you are an
exceptional actress you definitely proved
what you are capable of! Absolutely
beautiful. Thank you!

Linda P.

I loved that show as well

Stewart W.

She is quite Attractive I have to admit.

Brenda R.

Love all the characters. Super story lines.

Lee T.

Fantastic shot! Fantastic actress!
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Carla M.

Can't get on cable - LOVE the show's
premise! 'Bout time! Episodes on Netflix
yet? I'll keep looking. Pls cont. the good
work!

Brenda R.

Can`t say enough about this show. Can`t
wait for the next episode.

Maureen O.

Loved "Bomb Girls"

Deanna D.

Don't understand why they took it off the
air!!

Gabriela K.

i miss this show

Cynthia Y.

This was a great show, bring it back!

Michael C.

I want a Third Season

Joyce J.

I just want more...

Terpsichore D.

Then why the heck was it cancelled?

Hajer A.

So sad it was cancelled

Peggie T.

So bring back the series - fools for
cancelling it!!

Carol M.

The best shows are always cancelled and
replaced by stupid reality shows.

Sarah J.

I cannot understand why a show that was
unique, that was so well loved wasn't
renewed for a third season. Rubbish.

Alison H.

Why cancell it then!!!!!
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Arlene B.

Excellence takes a back seat to greed!!!

Monica C.

All these awards should necessitate
subsequent seasons. Whoever cancelled it
should be fired!

John S.

It's funny how Global has never answered
"why?" Well, maybe not...

Michelle O.

And it was cancelled. How stupid!

John S.

If Global does not want to keep the show
they should let someone like CBC pick it
up. It seems to me that it's the perfect
kind of show for CBC.

Sally R.

It just nicely got started and they
cancelled it..

Mick D.

So why in hell is it being cancelled? SMH

Maria O.

This repetitive posting is a turn off. Find
another network to put the thing back
into production instead of all this yak yak
yak

Andora S.

Then why is gods name was this show
ever cancelled

Hailey L.

I'm from the U.S and I love watching this
show on Netflix!!

Matt D.

this mean it's coming back?

Matt D.

That it can have another season?

Michelle N.

i love this show
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Bijou V.

"Hey guys we have an award winning
show, what shall we do with it?" "Cancel
it" *this may not be exactly what went
down at Global HQ.. but it wouldn't
surprise me if it did go like this..

Andrea M.

Exciting news for the former cast of the
show, but very bittersweet. It's great the
now-cancelled show has been nominated,
but it doesn't mean anything if the show
does not go on. It is more frustrating to
me to read how such a intelligent, exciting
and brilliant show can be so loved by fans
and critics, but yet cancelled.

Peggie T.

A nasty thought out to the sponsors of the
show - they didn't even know they had a
winner - you lose guys.

Marlene H.

So again why was a award winning show
like this even cancelled??????

Lyn S.

Looks good on Global; wish another
station was chosen to air their repeats!

Nancy P.

So why was this show cancelled???

Mary T.

Why cancel an award winning show??? So
insane!

Lyn S.

Global said it didn't get the ratings it
expected BUT they don't include the
number of people who watch it on their
PVR or on their lap tops/tablets. Global
should just put up and shut up; but they
are going to get to air the movie etc., etc.

Cora L.

Bring the show back please.

Michelle S.

Miss the show-bring it back!!
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Andrea H.

Will you please bring it back now???

Lauren D.

and yet, it was still cancelled

Caryn S.

Oh well I can totally see why you would
cancel it only six award nominations not
seven. Putting on my best sarcastic face!!!

Elizabeth P.

All the more reason to BRING BOMB
GIRLS BACK.

Rose H.

Ditto bring it back!!

Shenene R.

BRING BACK BOMB GIRLS PLEASE

Linda S.

And they still cancelled it.......

Karen M.

It is a great show! So frustrating for all
concerned, including the actors!

Mayorica B.

I need my bomb girl fix, please bring
them back!

Julie W.

Makes one wonder, why it was cancelled,
loved that show, looked forward to it
every week

Kayla S.

so they cancelled a show that gets more
nominations then most that have been on
for years

Amanda A.

All these awards and yet Shaw Media still
cancelled the show. I guess no show is
safe anymore, regardless of its
achievements and its viewers.
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Bj-Tori C.

Hey, I love the show. Really wish it would
continue so my family could watch it. It
reminds me of my great aunt and
grandmother's story.

Elizabeth A.

And yet, Global TV is not bringing Bomb
Girls back for another well-deserved
season. Go figure!!

Tanya F.

How can a cancelled show get so many
knows!!!!!!!! Bring it back

Melissa A.

Please bring it back

Christina G.

Me and my dad and my sons love
watching it . It makes up are family night

Joyce F.

Maybe the powers that be should rethink
the cancellation!

Barb F.

Why WAS it cancelled?

Carolyn S.

Bring it back

Kim L.

Congratulations and very well deserved!!!
Now Bring It Back!!!! Please!!!!!!

Stephanie L.

And yet it was cancelled...

Annette Z.

Great show

Gabriela K.

And why was it cancelled again??

Tammy M.

This show was such a great escape from
reality TV.....really missing this show

Lizzie L.

All this and they cancel it!!!!
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Penny M.

I really miss this show. I just loved it.
COME BACK!!!!!!!!!!!

Chris M.

And why isn't it coming back ?! Such a
great show.

Christina J.

Please come back baby...also best hair

Roxann L.

and yet it was cancelled.

Lassie C.

Bring it back we want Bomb girls

Ann B.

so why can't we have it back on the air!

Marlene I.

BRING IT BACK, it should be on . It's real
tv and tells a great story.

Rhonda R.

So why was my favourite Award winning
show cancelled?

Susan F.

Some TV exec needs to get fired for
cancelling this show.

Arianna G.

Great writers and acting and all the
above! Well deserved recognition!! Now
bring it back please.

David F.

Bring this show back.

Christina J.

Its fabulous and ao true to the era...you
lnow we are always hearing about the war
in terms of the military, and battles,
however rarely anything about the
support from home the continent
mobilized everthing and everyone to fight.
A story that should be told.
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Rose C.

Please save bomb girls! I love the show.. I
love how it's historical and about women
in the war and how women felt with a lot
of discrimination and disrespected in any
field back then.. And that was not so long
ago... Please save bomb girls!! Thank you

Pamela M.

Please save

Louise M.

I have just read that you are not doing a
new season of Bomb girls. Why Not! I
moved from New Zealand (where I saw
the first season of bomb girls which I
thoroughly enjoyed and couldn't wait for
the next season), to Australia where I had
to go online to watch the second season
(which I thoroughly enjoyed as well). I
was inspired to watch bomb girls after
having watched Land girls. I have always
been interested in WWII series,
documentaries, books and movies. My
father was a spitfire pilot during the war
(perhaps that's where I get my interest
from). It is a welcome change to watch a
series other than programmes called CSI
or NCIS or something to do with crime in
the USA. PLEASE PLEASE PLEASE
reconsider and do more series of this
drama. LOVE LOVE LOVE it.

B. R.

That's Canada for you. You get something
good on T V and they step on it.

Barbara B.

bring it back then

Deb A.

BRING IT BACK!!

Dawn B.

It makes NO sense to me why it was
cancelled.
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Maggie J.

Imagine the awards it'd get if you
BROUGHT IT BACK!

David A.

I hope the movie gets shown in the UK
with our Canadian cousins

Erica F.

I hate the CBC for cancelling this show.

Chad H.

Good thing it got cancelled then...

Jane B.

So why cancelled?????????

MaryAnn M.

Now if they would just realize what they
have and renew it.

Barb W.

Baffling.... absolutely baffling.
Yup...cancel the award winning show and
keep the crap...

Rina E.

Proof positive why they should BRING IT
BACK!!!

Kristina A.

This is so baffling. Why did they cancel
this wonderful show?????

Laura C.

It is the best series, it is full of drama,
absolutely one of a kind, love the bomb
girls

Pj J.

Bring it back!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Brian W.

Baffling. All these kudos and the show
gets cancelled. TV execs will never learn
what a good thing they have.

Tracy C.

PLEASE PLEASE BRING IT BACK!!!!!!
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Siri N.

Bring it back please, I wanna know how
the war ends..and also, such good writing
and acting performances, pure talent &
quality.

Sandi M.

it was a good show so bring the dam thing
back

Carole F.

I love that show! I was so disapointed to
hear that it was cancelled. Does this mean
that they'll bring it back?

Gertrude S.

Good thing the show was cancelled.

Marion W.

I double vote they bring it back!!!

Exov E.

So many nods, yet it's cancelled.....
Perhaps you should bring ur fabulous
program to the internet!

Della S.

So bring it back. No brainer.

Monique D.

Shame on Global !!!!!!!!!!

Patricia M.

Still unbelievable that its CANCELLED.

Jean A.

Awesome! But they should still be on the
air

Jean M.

Miss it so much

DaNielle P.

Just feels sad though, why is this show
still cancelled??!!!

Donna D.

is it cancelled?
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Holly M.

Again I ask, why couldn't someone pick
this show up for about 6 more seasons?
Great show!

Deborah B.

So why did they cancel show,I loved it!

Jessica S.

Really stupid to cancel an award winning
show

Lynn J.

Loved this show! Sorry it was cancelled.

Linda G.

I love this show.The best:)

Phyllis M.

The best show!!!

Tanya F.

And they cancelled the show....????????

Glorianne G.

We want it back!!!

Linda F.

And the idiots cancelled it!

Amber J.

Again, so frustrating! Bring it back!!

Kashmir A.

Bring back the Bomb Girls!

Debbie R.

They keep getting awards.That should be
a message

Megan P.

Why did they cancel it?

Joyce J.

But...doesn't it make you wonder why it
was cancelled? Still completely baffled by
this.

Carolyn S.

You need to renew this series! Not cancel!
It won a ton of awards
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Sheri B.

When will it be back in the US?

Michelle W.

Missing the Bomb Girls, bring it back to
US please.

Marlene I.

Cant BELIEVE this show is not on
anymore!!!! ITS SO GOOD!!!!!

Monique D.

Yay Bomb Girls. Boo Global !

Misty R.

another good show gone for some stupid
nightmare no talent reality or lame bad
written crap show

Marlene I.

I am almost done with season 2 and cant
believe it!!! THIS SHOW SHOULD BE
BACK ON!!! I live in Rhode Island, who
can i call??????? BEST SHOW IN
YRS!!!!!!

Connie V.

What's going on Bomb Girls over? A two
hour movie for the last episode? When
does it air? Global? Hard to find out
information. Will be sorely missed. Best
Canadian TV. What is wrong with these
people. Award nominations and
awards....isn't that enough to keep it on
the air?

Ed V.

hope all the hoopla I did with other sites
help save this show, because it's great
!!!But then ===I remember ww2 as do a
lot us
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Deborah M.

this show kept popping up in my Netflix
suggestions and I ignored -didn't seem
interesting- but I finally relented and
watched season 1 and 2 - went through
episodes quickly and got to the last one of
season 2 only to find myself hooked - then
to find the show was cancelled. oiy and
darn! Did find out a movie is in the
making, but, I actually was enjoying this
series. In some respect was bland, but, in
other respects refreshing too

Elizabeth F.

I can't believe they're not continuing this
show! I came across it on Netflix and it's
helped me get through the flu. I literally
don't know what else to watch now
because nothing sounds nearly as
entertaining. Please bring it back!

Kathy T.

I didn't realize Bomb Girls was not
returning to TV, its one of the best shows
on TV and it gets cancelled that figures it
was to good. There is so much junk on TV
like stupid reality shows. TV executives
start getting in touch with what people
want to watch and that is good
programing, we are tired of watching
idiots on TV fighting and sweating that is
not entertainment.

Edna W.

Watching this show gave me great insight
into my mother's life.

Marlene I.

I just started watching this on Netflix and
I love it! I hope it stays on , great story
and cast!

Leo K.

will there be a 3rd season?
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Kimberly R.

I just cant believe there is not going to be
season 3. I am in shock. I have waited for
so long, to find out there is a movie
instead,, I mean who thought of that... We
want episodes, lots of episodes...That why
we watch series.. What a huge
disappointment. What a waste of time
and money... It's just the worse you can
do, introduce such an interesting series
and then just decide to cancel it...Grrr. At
least I have learn a lesson...

Suzy L.

Can't get enough of this series!

Tatiana O.

I just discovered this show on Netflix and
I am so upset that there isn't a season 3.
Dear Bomb Girls: market this show to
PBS Masterpiece...all of the Downton
Abbey and Call the Midwife fans would
LOVE this show, it's brilliant!!! Please
bring it back!!!

Opetaia A.

Please tell me that this "theres no season
3" is a joke?.. please..

Cath C.

Keep this show on the air! Love it!!

Jenna M.

I'm obsessed with this show!♥♥♥♥

Becky M.

love this series..when is it coming back?

Missy S.

Bring Bomb Girls back!!

Heather M.

My parents met in the Acme Screw and
Gear Factory in Toronto.Just started
watching your show and just love it.
Makes me think all the times they went
through
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Audrika S.

When will the 3rd season come on the
reelz channel in the US? I just live that
show!

Holly M.

Great show! Please continue.

Carol S.

How many episodes did they do in Season
2 please?

Marcia A.

I really liked Bomb Girls. Is there going to
be another season? Wanted to buy the
dvds but they are in some European
mode. Please bring the show back.

Gracie P.

I miss this show, I don't understand why
it's not on TV when there is so much crap
airing.

Cindy L.

I really liked this show! Wish you would
bring it back.

Dena W.

I can't believe this show has been
cancelled!! It was very interesting to learn
what these women went through. YOu
had a huge fan base who watched it
religiously! PLS BRING THE SHOW
BACK!!!

Tracy G.

I just finished watching both seasons on
Netflix. This is one of the best shows that
I have watched in a very long time.
Extraordinary acting and writing. I am so
sorry to hear that the series will not
continue. Glad to hear that a movie is
pending; but I hope for more seasons to
come.

TheLadyand O.

BRING IT BACK, ITS CANADIAN ITS
WONDERFUL MURDOCK MYSTERIES
AND BOMB GIRLS WAHT A NIGHT
FOR OUR TV
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Drea R.

I just discovered a new spark! This show
inspires me!

Toni B.

Love this SEEN it on netflix and was
hooked amazing can't wait for the movie

Ana G.

Thank you Netflix for having Bomb Girls
show season 1 &2.

Paulette T.

I love Bomb Girls! Please bring it back!!!

Melanie L.

I'm so sorry it was cancelled-great show!

Sharon C.

how the hell do they cancel a show with
this many nominations?

Sherry I.

That's the question. You'd think they'd
have learned after Murdoch Mysteries.
We want quality Canadian television. Our
history is the new sexy.

Carolyn S.

Johnson You need to renew this series!
Not cancel! It won a ton of awards

Sheri B.

When will it be back in the US?

Michelle W.

Missing the Bomb Girls, bring it back to
US please.

Marlene I.

Cant BELIEVE this show is not on
anymore!!!! ITS SO GOOD!!!!!

Monique D.

Yay Bomb Girls. Boo Global !

Misty R.

another good show gone for some stupid
nightmare no talent reality or lame bad
written crap show
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Marlene I.

I am almost done with season 2 and cant
believe it!!! THIS SHOW SHOULD BE
BACK ON!!! I live in Rhode Island, who
can i call??????? BEST SHOW IN
YRS!!!!!!

Stephanie C.

Best show in a very very long time on TV

Claudia S.

can't wait to see the movie.

Amanda M.

Is Bomb Girls on any internet viewing
websites? I got rid of my direct tv and no
longer have those means to watch the
show. I love this show.

Lorie F.

Looking forward to the movie -- even
better if the show was still running!

Meredith H.

Will the movie be shown outside of
Canada?

Mon C.

i for one love the show, i would rather
have it keep going on tv then turned into a
movie. it was nice looking forward to it
each week to where a movie is once and
then its gone. im sad its off the air.

Amanda M.

I didn't realize the show had ended. That's
how behind I was. I thought I was missing
something. Now I understand the purpose
of the movie. Well I loved the show. I'm
sad it's over.

Sarah S.

When are we able to watch in the U.S.?
Thanks

Karen W.

Do you think the film will be shown in the
UK? I certainly hope so, otherwise I'll
have to cry x
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Carolyn S.

Bring back the show!

Elizabeth P.

What Carolyn said. What is the big deal
about not continuing the show. If it's
money, then why did you create it in that
format in the first place?

Trinity B.

Please have them put it on Netflix for us
Americans!

Brenda W.

Love this show..can't wait

Deborah S.

Want another season!

Shelley B.

I would like another season as well!! The
reruns are good but....

Isabel D.

Loved this show, can't wait for the movie
to come out, but would have preferred a
new season instead, I just can't picture
everyone's story all done in a single movie

Laura C.

Can someone at bomb girls please reply to
the question of why this programme has
been cancelled after season 2??

Carla G.

Another season please

John F.

Missing bomb girls very much

Tenia A.

So the tv series is not returning?

Kathi B.

Why did they cancel such an amazing
show??? I don't get it

Judy A.

Kathi, you peaked my curiosity with your
posts about this show and I have since
started to watch it. it is a really good show
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Stephanie A.

It's a wonderful show - eager to see the
movie.

Tori W.

Love this show !!!!!

Kirsten M.

global really dropped the ball when they
cancelled bombgirls. i love this show.. and
i soo want to see the movie!!!

Elizabeth P.

Please bring Bomb Girls: the series
back!!!!!! You did this movie thing with
North of 60....yet another great Canadian
show that was cancelled for no reason!!!!

James M.

I would hope that if the movie does well
(which we know it will) that the minds
that be consider movies going forward to
continue the story...or bring back the
series like they should!!!!!!!

Cherry S.

U.S.A. WANTS BOMB GIRLS BACK
!!!!!!!!¡

Sharon R.

What channels will the US be able to view
it? It was a good series.

Elizabeth S.

One of the brightest spots in TV viewing!
When will it air on Reelz in the US? Like
many, I can hardly wait!!

Ashley H.

I really miss the show!

Marlene I.

I miss it too ! Can't wait for the movie in
the U.S hope they let us know!

Lee N.

A TV travesty to have had this series
cancelled. I'm hard pressed to find a good
show that's not cops or gangsters. Bomb
Girls was a refreshing change.
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Janis C.

I miss watching this

Melinda J.

Will we be seeing #BombGirlsMovie in
the US and when?? I miss this show!

Karen L.

Found this on Netflix watched 2 seasons.
Love it! Is it over? No more? Best show
I've seen in a long time. I'm in US - will
the movie or series air here?

Carol A.

LOVE this show, why was it ever
CANCELLED?

@ranthonylemke

Week One down on #BombGirls. Love
hanging in the 40s. Feels like channeling
my Grandad!! :) Thankful to be on board
the project.

@AnnieCullinan

Bomb Girls is actually my favourite show
and it's cancelled :(

@laurennicolem

New show I'm loving #bombgirls so good!
Only on #Netflix. If you
enjoyed#orangeisthenewblack watch
@bombgirls

89

@duliGirl

Decided to spend all day watching Bomb
Girls. Because I can.

@_untitIed

The most exciting part of my week has got
to be watching bomb girls

@PhantomRat

Rosie O'Donnell is pretty spot on as a
brash reporter who's getting under
Lorna's thin skin. I[heart] it. #BombGirls

@PhantomRat

I am very sad that Betty's soldier shipped
out and they never got their goodbye kiss.
Very, ver sad. #BombGirls
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@PhantomRat

That's how it ended?!?! It's a good thing I
know they're filming a movie right now or
I would be VERY UPSET. #BombGirls

@fourteenacross

BETTY. BETTY. BETTY. BETTY. BETTY.
BETTY. BETTY. BETTY. BETTY. BETTY.
BETTY. BETTY. BETTY. BETTY. BETTY.
BETTY. BETTY. BETTY. #bombgirls

@mwildrose69

@SaveBombGirls Here's a message:
Bomb Girls will be back. Mark my words..

@RachelGarfirth

@SaveBombGirls Why should we
#savebombgirls perhaps its because its
such a good show and that the message it
sends is very important!

@dulcineahilton

http://t.co/RM6TyjeiTG I wish on the
moon...for continuing the storyline of
such brave women! #SaveBombGirls
#BombGirls

@BombGUprising

Had a laugh while reading the Common
Sense Media Says spot for the
#BombGirls dvd at Bestbuy. "...has
strong, empowered women"; Damn
Right!!

@buknerd

Not gonna lie. The first time I saw Betty
McRae in that hat, I seriously considered
buying a fainting couch. #Swoon
#BombGirls

@tisamuddle

@SaveBombGirls Yes please save this
extraordinary show.

@katiepedro

i found something i love, i don't care if I
fall on my face #bombgirls
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@buknerd

S2E1 is also the episode when Betty
throws her teaspoon to prove her
heterosexuality. Definitely my favorite
episode. #BombGirls

@buknerd

And Gladys does the best "WTF, bro. Ivan
is pretty, but you like ladyparts." face.
#Wingman #BombGirls

@tach_14

#BombGirls does a fabulous job of
showing what else was going on during
WW2

@VeroniqueS

We need to see more of Bomb Girls! The
best TV show of the last 2
years!#SaveBombGirls

@RdHtSklltLickrs The cinematography is as beautiful as the
inspirational characters. Nothing can
compare. Absolutely nothing.
#SaveBombGirls
Cinzia L.

This Is a great Historical Program! Please
bring it back!

Kathy H.

Bomb girls is a great show. It is about our
history. Who makes the dec ions. You get
a program of substance and cancel it but
keep crap like phony reality shows on.
Bomb girls is a true reality show. One of a
few shows I enjoyed. Keep this show on
the air.

Maureen N.

We never got this on American TV---not
even on BBC TV---and it is too bad
because it was a real quality production--I got addicted this past Monday morning
and watched Part one & Part two---all
episodes in less that 2 days---Thanks to
Netflix. Hope this gets picked up again on
Canadian TV---and we get to see more of
the terrific Bomb Girls!
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Marie W.

Please DO NOT take bomb girls off the
air. It is a fantastic show and my husband
and I both love it!!

Margaret C.

I have been looking at the t.v. schedule for
months, wondering when the next season
of Bomb Girls was going to begin. It is
March 20th, and I have just learned some
fools at a network cancelled one of the
best and most original programs ever
created. Were the individuals who
cancelled this program men? I am
stunned-a high quality program about the
women on the home front and their
critically important contributions to
winning the war and some network fools
cancel it! I am American, not Canadianthe fools who cancelled this show
deprived Canadian, American, and, I
assume, British viewers of the
opportunity to learn about an aspect of
World War 2 which isn't given much
attention by anyone and they deprived the
viewers of a magnificent program. My
sincere gratitude to those of you who are
trying to save the show.

Linda S.

It is a shame that Bomb Girls is not being
continued!! It is quality television, and an
excellent history lesson for the young
women of today ... as well as young men,
and nostalgia for many of the elder
generation. The programs already
produced are greatly appreciated ... please
re-consider providing more for the future.

Cindy C.

Loved this show! So different than
anything else, and cast was perfect !
Please bring back !!!!!!

@looloolooweez

Anyone else watched Bomb Girls?
Because: Canadian WWII feminism. Go.
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@forforwyn

if you havent watched bomb girls what are
you doing with your life get on netflix
right now

@adrblepancreas

I'm having a couple of friends over later
tonight for wine and #BombGirls. I
cannot wait to introduce them to this
marvelous show. <3

@kayatsuki21

Dear Bomb Girls, can you bring Kate and
Betty together in the upcoming movie
pretty please? Sincerely, Bomb Girls fans.
#BombGirls

@fourteenacross

Reading my Bomb Girls tag on tumblr is
bringing actualfax tears to my eyes.

@adrblepancreas

Man, I fucking love this show.
#BombGirls

@adrblepancreas

Marry me, Betty McRae. #BombGirls
#rewatch

@KaeSalis

Save the goddamn show you stubborn
network mofos. #savebombgirls

@anachronistiqu

I could watch something off my massive
Netflix queue... or I could join
@fourteenacross in her Bomb Girls S2
rewatch. #easychoices

e

@muffiemouse

@SaveBombGirls Love the Vmail idea!
I'm going to continue tweeting, so I sure
hope it helps:) I love that my tweets have
been favourited!ὂ

@duhitsdreaa

bomb girls on netflix is so good
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@charlyblue

Watching #BombGirls and crafting."Why
judge what makes another person
happy?" Gladys is always awesome.
#GladdyFTW

@brittmailandLF

@Hakuna_Montana I'm watching bomb
girls right now it's good

K
@RachelGarfirth

The show should be saved because of
Betty McRae in trousers ;)

@CoraLives

Always watching. @BombGirls
@SaveBombGirls
http://t.co/KWH6JdepGF

@jumblednonsens WHY DIDNT I WATCH THIS SHOW
SOONER?! I LOVE IT. #bombgirls
e
@majesdane

tbh i would rather have had s3-4 of bomb
girls than s3-4 of lost girl.

@jumblednonsens @elleeldritch I'm really enjoying it. Why
do all the best things get cancelled?
e
@ReginaArmes

Please bring back Bomb Girls
#savebombgirls

@ThatPickering

I need to limit my Bomb Girls intake or I
might run out of tears for Betty.

@PrattFalls

Just finished watching S1 of BOMB
GIRLS. How come nobody told us this
show was so freaking good?

@kaylaborg

Okay. I take it back. I don't want to marry
Piper Perabo. I want to marry Betty from
Bomb Girls.
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@cda_47

To all my history nerds check out bomb
girls.... It is so great

@jumblednonsens WHAT. THAT'S THE END?! NO. I NEED
TO KNOW WHAT HAPPENS.
e
#bombgirls
@mollietalX

Love bomb girls, wish I lived in them days

@Ima_Tabs

I'm actually sad that #bombgirls is
cancelled. I cared about the characters in
this show! #boo

@katiepedro

i'm waiting for vera to give carol a black
eye #bombgirls

@suzannebleu

MY MUM MISSES #BOMBGIRLS. Why
would you hurt my poor mum, cancelling
people????

@DomzNoriega

Can't wait to watch Bomb Girls after this
lab and forget that class registration ever
happened #roughday
#butnotasbadasWWII

@eslinz

everyone on the set of bomb girls is so
cute I'm glad they're back together

@cheesybones

Knowing that the #BombGirls movie is
now in production just makes the wait for
its premiere in 2014 a little better

@JessicaaHeim

Bomb girls is a great show lol

@ElodieRWood

Day 2, already watching the 2x04 #Addict
#BombGirls

@drippyprincess

STILL HAVING BOMB GIRLS
WITHDRAWS
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@tcfromaz

@SaveBombGirls This show is the 'BEST'!
Please bring it back!!

@butchprince

i feel pretty fuckin great about my life
choices when @AliLiebert posts a graphic
i made at 3 am while raving about my love
for bomb girls

@sarah_golden

#BombGirls just keeps getting better -I'm on to Season 2.

@dulcineahilton

I'm really excited w/ the news about
#BombGirls Tv movie but I really want
the series back. #SaveBombGirls they
deserve at least 5 seasons

@amd1991dma

I wasn't looking for anything, but I'm glad
you found...me #BombGirls

@RieDaisies

Oh snaps... Watching #bombgirls and my
man just made an appearance.. The
accent used actually made you sexier!!
@TahmohPenikett

@meggamonstah

My last day in the Corbett house. Happy
to be here. Sad to be saying good-bye.
http://t.co/ubHNe5Dv6G

@OldAintDead

@meggamonstah The viewers are sad,
too. #BombGirls is the best!

@mezzov

@meggamonstah Thank you for sharing,
Meg, and for your unforgettable, heartfelt
portrayal of Lorna. #BombGirls

@Miss_Kiana98

@meggamonstah ὡSo petulant to say, buy
it just plain sucks!!! Thank u and the cast
for putting ur hearts into ur characters.
#BombGirls4Ever
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@meggamonstah

Lorna's beloved kitchen...So many
memories lingering in the walls, the
furniture, vibrating in the air...
http://t.co/L5ho5rhz7E

@sausajess

@SaveBombGirls Found out #BombGirls
was cancelled! WHAT?! Why must you
take away things we love, mean person
who cancels things?!?

@Joe2U

Finished both seasons of #BombGirls on
Netflix. Fabulous! What a treat to see
@Rosie guest star as a 40's style
trailblazer.

@VeronicaGayFC

@SaveBombGirls can't wait to get home
to watch bomb girls beats bonfire
fireworks and the cold n rain

C
@shutterpunk1

I miss #BombGirls everyday. Betty and all
the girls have great and important stories.
#SaveBombGirls more #bombgirlsmovies

@scratsqueaks

Found a new show to watch...Bomb Girls.
Love it.

@mszozob

wouldn't it be cooler to think a early april
fools has been done. gonna be like fooled
you all! We're making more
movies/seasons. #BombGirls

@scratsqueaks

#savebombgirls Seriously, I'm 4 episodes
into this show and I can't get enough!
@savebombgirls gotta bring it back!!

@IslaBoag

For once we don't stick out like a soar
thumb - I'm *loving* this storyline.
#VintageDykes #BombGirls
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@IslaBoag

@musica_amator Brilliant acting; LGBT
& disabililty storylines are center stage; &
it's well written. How TV *should* be
done :-) #BombGirls

@tisamuddle

@SaveBombGirls Save them please.

@labhra89

@SaveBombGirls #v-mail Bomb Girls is a
wonderful show, with wonderful strong
characters, please save it! #BombGirls

@erinnessence

#BombGirls is a beautifully written
show...and a real gas!

@sokkerr

@SaveBombGirls Found this series
through Netflix in the States. Need more
of this amazing period drama!

@Jesstot84

I absolutley love Bomb Girls! #BombGirls

@InspireBerry

I love #BombGirls , I'm going to finish
season two by today

@Beaniebanks

Bomb girls my fav tv series

@Joe2U

I'm definitely on the #SaveBombGirls
team. @SaveBombGirls

@dinosrawr

ok so... that's it? c'mon, this is ridiculously
frustrating global! #bombgirls
#savebombgirls

@erinnessence

#SaveBombGirls I just fell in live with this
show and I find out that it's cancelled and
all I get is a #BombGirls movie!!

Charles M.

We need bomb girls to come back on it
was one of the only good tv shows on
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Sheryl S.

Just found season 1 and 2 on Netflix this
week...I have now watched all episodes
and I NEED to at least see the 2 hour
movie you speak of...please either make a
3rd season or give us the movie to tie up
the storyline. I love the show and I have to
know how things turn out for the girls.

Sharon W.

Bomb Girls also has a big following in the
U.S.; great show! Bring it back.

Nicole G.

I was looking forward to the 3rd season.
Went looking and found out it had been
canceled. So sad, That was a good show
and Canadian to top it all.

Melissa O.

My mom & I discovered Bomb Girls on
Netflix today and can't stop watching! I
hope there's more to come. ..New fans
from California

Angela M.

Bring bomb girls back ...

Wendy W.

Can anyone tell me when the 2 hour TV
Movie of the Bomb Girls will be on?? An
the time & if it will be on the same
channel as the series was on ?? Does
anybody know if they are ever going to
approve a 2nd season of this show??? I
loved it & it sucks they cancelled it!! Why
would you cancel a show that was as
popular as this was??? Why come on
people there are tooo many people
wanting to see another Season !!!!! Please
put out another SEASON PLEASE!!!!!

Maggie M.

love that show!

Carolina G.

will there be another season?
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Kayla P.

love!!!

Chris M.

Sure am going to miss that show but look
forward to the wrap up movie.

Maggie S.

i didnt want flowers or candy for
valentines day i wanted the first season of
Bomb Girls and thats what i got for
Valentines day and what a wonderful gift.
i hope they come out with the second
season soon.

Kimberly M.

I'm pretty sure the show has been
canceled. Which is a shame because it was
great

Holly R.

Love this show!

Mary S.

whens the movie coming out ?????<3 still
dont know why the show off the air

Ellen H.

love this show

Carrie J.

love this show, wish it would come
back!!!!

Renee K.

Cancelling this AWARD WINNING show
was a dumb move!

Joan B.

wonderful show!!

Lauri P.

Wish you would bring this show back! My
hubby and I loved this show!

Ilene J.

LOVE THIS SHOW!!! Can't wait for
movie and the next season to come to
USA!!!

Anne B.

Love this show....
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Gloria P.

I love the Bomb Girls.

Monica W.

Award winning show and they cancel it.
What were they thinking.

Adriana O.

They need to hurry on the movie. I still
don't get why they canceled it

Gord K.

Happy Valentines Day to all you Bomb
Girls lovers. We'll miss the tv series, but
we'll go nuts over their movie.

Jenny P.

Oh, sure! Rub it in and break my heart
that it's over and never coming back

Elizabeth S.

Apparently the powers that be do not
recognize quality when they see it. They
have been blinded by the garbage that
passes for entertainment today. Can
hardly wait for the next chapter in the
Bomb Girls saga!!

Deborah S.

Want more Bomb Girls!

Elena G.

Can't wait for the second season to come
out. Please keep us posted. I'm very sad
show was cancelled. Definite bad move!
Looking forward to movie!!

Jean A.

LOVE Bomb Girls

Bridgette D.

I mean even though we love the show you
still canceled it.

Melissa H.

How about a vote to bring it back!

Clare H.

BRING THIS SHOW BACK..IT MADE
ME FEEL LIKE I WAS REALLY
THERE...BESTSHOWEVER !!!!!
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Claudia S.

can't wait to see the movie.

Ed V.

Will miss this show,but there will be other
good stuff coming from Canada, you guys
do a good job with your T V SHOWS

Clare H.

Movie ?????..I and my 2 sisters would of
made a good.Bomb Girls...

Katherine W.

Done, Done and Done!!! Voted for my
favourite on Bomb Girls! So wanting this
show to win in all it's nominated
categories.

Kashmir A.

Bring back Bomb Girls! What the hell is
wrong with you?

Mikos L.

BRING THE SERIES BACK

Michelle F.

Love this shoooow!

Von D.

If the show gets enough awards, maybe
the CBC will finally realize they've got an
Orange is the new Black on their hands
here, and bring it back!

Helen W.

Heartbroken to hear that there will not be
a Season 3...but thankful that there will be
a movie to tie up all the loose
ends...hopefully to the viewers
satisfaction. Great Show, excellent acting,
terrific storylines....I will miss this Series
terribly.

Karen K.

I cannot wait to see this movie! Bomb
Girls is such an awesome series with
excellent, professional acting. I especially
enjoy Meg Tilly and Jodi Balfour. Please
bring us more Bomb Girls absolutely
ASAP.
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Sue C.

... bring back the series, please.

Carol S.

Took off an awesome series, just like the
series Pan Am was cancelled too. Another
awesome series.

Gail C.

I stumbled across this show on Shaw PPV.
Much to my irritation, though, the last
two episodes aren't available yet. Yes I
have a laptop but it's not the same as HD,
big screen TV.

Lindsay W.

So sad it's been cancelled wish they would
reconsider. Need a date for the movie,
don't want to miss it!

Amber D.

I just found out about this show by
watching it on netflix. I am sad that they
cancelled it because it is a wonderful
show. But I am excited to know that there
is a movie on the way! I love this show!

Deedee D.

I love this show!!!

Maria N.

I just finished the last episode.. they
seriously need to bring it back, great story
line and it left me hanging..

Jane B.

Finally a Canadian show with an awesome
storyline and cast. It will be missed.

Amanda H.

I still don't understand why this show was
just cancelled??? There is so much more
of a story that I know has to be there. I
really hope there is more coming than just
one movie. Bring back the show already!

Joyce J.

I don't understand either. I find myself
wondering about the characters and
where they could have gone with the story
too...so sad.
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Erin S.

I'm on the last season and now I don't
want to finish it

Paula A.

They cancelled this show? I just found out
about it and enjoy it!! That is too bad!!

Isabelle M.

HI, when should we expect this movie?

Rachel A.

Just finished watching Bomb Girls on
Netflix and was so disappointed to learn
that it had been cancelled after that. What
a fabulous show and a proud example of
excellent Canadian produced content.
Looking forward to the movie!

Roger R.

Ive been missing this show what night &
time is it . Please we loved this show .

Geert D.

Very nice to watch!

Rachel G.

Ok, so I just finished watching season 2 of
Bomb Girls on netflix, and then-- it just
ends! Not okay. There was so many things
I wanted to know that I will never know!!
Sure you don't want to do a season 3?

Michelle L.

Found Bomb Girls season 1 one Netflixs
UK and I was like wow cause I never seen
it until Netflixs recommended it for me So
I'm looking forward to Bomb Girls season
2 to come out on netflixs xxx

Joan S.

Happy Valentines Day to our beautiful
Bomb Girls!!

Maggie K.

love that show!

Carolina G.

will there be another season?
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Kayla P.

love!!!

Chris M.

Sure am going to miss that show but look
forward to the wrap up movie.

Maggie S.

i didnt want flowers or candy for
valentines day i wanted the first season of
Bomb Girls and thats what i got for
Valentines day and what a wonderful gift.
i hope they come out with the second
season soon.

Kimberly M.

I'm pretty sure the show has been
canceled. Which is a shame because it was
great

Holly R.

Love this show!

Mary S.

whens the movie coming out ?????<3 still
dont know why the show off the air

Ellen H.

love this show

Carrie J.

love this show, wish it would come
back!!!!

Renee K.

Cancelling this AWARD WINNING show
was a dumb move!

Joan B.

wonderful show!!

Lauri P.

Wish you would bring this show back! My
hubby and I loved this show!

Ilene J.

LOVE THIS SHOW!!! Can't wait for
movie and the next season to come to
USA!!!

Anne B.

Love this show....
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Gloria P.

I love the Bomb Girls.

Monica W.

Award winning show and they cancel it.
What were they thinking.

Adriana O.

They need to hurry on the movie. I still
don't get why they canceled it

Gord K.

Happy Valentines Day to all you Bomb
Girls lovers. We'll miss the tv series, but
we'll go nuts over their movie.

Jenny P.

Oh, sure! Rub it in and break my heart
that it's over and never coming back

Louise B.

Wowwwww

Ladi B.

When does it start back on??

Elizabeth A.

Apparently the powers that be do not
recognize quality when they see it. They
have been blinded by the garbage that
passes for entertainment today. Can
hardly wait for the next chapter in the
Bomb Girls saga!!

Mae G.

i though it was over on T V and they are
making a movie

Stephanie P.

In the us, season 3 hasn't aired yet!!!!

Deborah S.

Want more Bomb Girls!

Elena G.

an't wait for the second season to come
out. Please keep us posted. I'm very sad
show was cancelled. Definite bad move!
Looking forward to movie!!

Jean A.

LOVE Bomb Girls
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Vicki-jayne H.

Love this show.

Colette T.

Hey I just started watching this show and
I love it!! PLEASE DON'T CANCEL IT!
Why on earth isn't it aired on Australian
tv?

Colette T.

Oh it was cancelled?? So many stupid
shows out there, but Bomb Girls got
cancelled. Dear Executives who made this
decision, you made a mistake. And I'm
hating you from afar for it.

Bridgette D.

I mean even though we love the show you
still canceled it.

Melissa H.

How about a vote to bring it back!

Clare H.

THEY WERE ALL GREAT
ACTORS...BRING THIS SHOW BACK..IT
MADE ME FEEL LIKE I WAS REALLY
THERE...BESTSHOWEVER !!!!!

Laura_D

I really hope everyone's efforts work to get
this show saved and picked up for a third
season. I haven't enjoyed a Canadian
show like Bombs Girls since I use to
watch the original Degrassi reruns on
ShowCase. Global needs to take notice
and renew Bomb Girls. I'll definitely be
tuned in to the movie.

catseyes14

My sister and have greatly enjoyed
watching Bomb Girls. SAVE THE SHOW!
We all love it!
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SUSN B.

LOVE IT! I JUST STARTED WATCHING
THIS SERIES LAST WEEK AND WAS
VERY UPSET TO SEE ONLY TWO
SEASONS. NOW I AM MORE UPSET TO
KNOW IT'S BEEN CANCELED. LOVED
THE STORY LINE AND OF COURSE
THE MUSIC AND WARDROBE WAS
KILLER. LET ME KNOW WHAT ELSE I
CAN DO, IF ANYTHING TO GET THIS
SHOW BACK ON THE ROAD.

Michelle S.

I love bomb girls cannot believe it has
been cancelled. Best series I have seen in
a long time. Come on give us series 3, 4, 5
,6 you get the point. Its the type of show
that i have my NETFLIX account in the
first place, its unsual and epic filled with
talent not very often i get the chance to
view and appreciate Canadian television
being in Scotland. I want more. Save the
Bomb Girls you know you want to.
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Brittnee V.

I love this show. I even convinced my
grandmother to starting paying for Netflix
just to watch the two seasons available!
We are both incredibly sad that they won't
continue the seasons and are ending so
pathetically with a movie. My connection
to this show is simple: my husband is in
the Army, Active Duty, as an Explosive
Ordinance Disposal Technician or in
other words a Bomb Tech. His career puts
him on the line every time he is at
training, in the field, or even when he will
deploy who knows how many times in his
military life. To me, Bomb Girls is a way
to connect myself with knowledge on how
women handled being part of the
explosive aspects on war and life
compared to how we handle them today. I
love knowing how history was run on the
female perspective. I love that EOD wives
like myself have a show we can turn to
that's not as dramatic and annoying as
Army Wives (to each their own). Thanks
to this show myself and friends who are
also EOD spouses like to stand proudly
beside our amazing bomb tech husband's
and support them and we call ourselves
Bomb Girls. If we had the option we
would be in a factory building bombs for
our husbands any day! Even though the
concepts are totally different, the fact is
that the fear we have for our husband's
while they are working can be pushed
aside and forgotten for a mere 45 minutes
because of Bomb Girls. A movie is just
never going to cut it. We need this show
for our sanity. I pay Netflix, they need to
give me what I want to watch!
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Dwight D.

KEEP BOMB GIRLS GOING! I recently
retired and had to cut back on
expenses.One of them was canceling
Comcast cable @$120 a month for which
I received 100+ channels. I was paying for
a lot of junk shows =_ 15 or so spanish
language ( i do not speak it), 9 home
shopping channels, yecch!!, 7 cartoon
channels (no kids), 10 god channels no
comment, 15 to 20 sports channels (
mostly talking heads)12 or so news
channels mostly same except for fox ( I do
miss ) and other junk channels. paying
$120 for crap. I do miss History, Nat Geo,
comedy, discovery, science, and a few
others like that. I HATE REALITY
SHOWS. I went to Netflix and Hula+ for
$8.00 a month for each. I DISCOVERED
"BOMB GIRLS" which I really liked. I was
stuned by the quality of the series. I am
happy that the public outrage has brought
back the show, albeit a movie. I was
looking forward to Gladys work for SOE.
My mother was a Canadian (war bride)
and was involved with nat security issues,
best wishes to the cast.

Laurie B.

Bomb girls was a fantastic series. My
whole family, including my eighty-seven
year old mother, could hardly wait each
week for the show! We compared it to
series like Downton Abbey with respect to
the wonderful costumes, sets, writing and
acting. Television now seems to be loaded
with phony and often mean-spirited
"reality" shows. Bomb girls is not only
extremely entertaining but also an
important history lesson in a time that
should never be forgotten. Please bring it
back!!
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Cornel & Cheryl
M.

Sorry, I don’t use twitter or Facebook but
would like you to know that everyone I
know loves Bomb girls. This is one of the
ONLY shows we watch, as there is so
much garbage on the TV in the evening
hours. You’ve got a HIT, so why cancel it!
Please give us another season!

Jim K.

Please save Bomb Girls as it shows a slice
of Canadiana which very few programmes
do nowadays to our younger Canadians. It
illustrates a well-written, well acted and
very interesting chance to show many
young ladies of today what the war made
some Canadian ladies go through. The
ladies in this programme show girls of
today the strength and depth of character
that some of their grandmothers and
great aunts had to endure to keep our
society and country intact. If I were still a
teacher of Canadian history today I would
show this movie to some of my students.
Thank you re reconsidering your decision
to cancel this worth-while, educational
programme about our great past. Again,
thank you for your reconsideration.

Laurianne

It’s the best show EVER!!! I love this
show! It is such a great story line and so
well done!!! I totally feel like I’m in the
days of my parents time and I would have
just been a baby. So well done please
don’t cancel this show! What can I do to
help? Is there a petition to sign??? I’ll sign
it!!! Whatever I can do I will.

onthepond

Love this show, please keep it!
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Al H.

Please continue this series as this
program is a refreshing entertainment
that does not have a lot of violence, killing
and a lot CGI glitz to promote what I call
nonsense drivel programing. "Artic Air"
that is also facing cancelation a CBC
production is another is another program
that should be put in the same category as
"Bomb Girls". Thank you.
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Andre T.

Just watched Facing the enemy. I quite
enjoyed it, but longed for more.
Unfortunatly I did not get a sense of
closure, catching saboteurs and the death
of Vera , was a good storyline, but it sure
left the door open. Now, if one had not
seen the show before, they might think
this was the pilot episode, not the series
finale. Now if that was the intention of the
producers BRAVO! Talk about the
potential for a whole new audience to get
hooked, and begging for more. Hopefully
that is the case, imagine if Netflix, AMC ,
or even History channel, would pick it up
and back it financially as a series, it would
be way too cool. If they did do it, it would
have to be stipulated, that creative control
would be left up to the present writers
and producers. The last thing I would
want to see is an American channel, go "
Great show, but, can we have it take place
in the good ole, US of A, you know the
Rosie the riviter angle, that would make
marketing it to an American audience a
whole lot easier". When I first saw the
show, I thought the factory set was a little
cheesy, you know with lathes going, drills,
etc, etc. But after seeing the the screen
capture of the real bomb girls, they really
nailed it, spartan and efficient, they were
there to fill shells not to manufacture
them. I don't tweet, so I hope this is
enough to help save the Bomb Girls!!

Barbara & Rae

We love this show........great to see the
movie last night. Save this show
please!!!!!!!

C.
Sinead M.

This show was awesome, great quality tv
and it NEEDS to be brought back!! SAVE
BOMB GIRLS
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Dorothea H.

I love the show, characters, storylines. I
looked forward to it each week & could
hardly wait for the movie. Keep Bomb
Girls Going!

Tweetyk

Please add this email to your count to
SAVE "Bomb Girls Show." Loved the
movie! Keep the show going - it's getting
even better! Thanks!

Jennifer J.

I fail to understand media economics,
with such a popular show. There are far
too few opportunities for us to see
women, especially, during the war effort.
Well done. This middle-aged woman
remembers her late mother talking about
the war years. This all brings it home.

Mally U.

I love this show!

Nanapatty

hope to see Bomb Girls saved.

Dulcinea H.

It is really sad that Global has not realised
the importance and impact of this show.
We will keep on fighting!

Soraya G.

"Bomb Girls" renewed my faith in
Canadian television with everything that
it has done. And you [Save Bomb Girls],
as a group, with everything you have
done, have also inspired me to fight for it:
whether by hosting watch parties until my
friends were hooked, or composing my
own V-MAIL -- especially since the film
doesn't feel like enough closure.

Julie G.

Keep calm and save Bomb Girls!!! I sooo
love this show!!!
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Errol

A great series I found out about through
your site. I have just watched the movie
and want more of this great series. The
plots scenery and characterization has
been great. A credit to Global TV. Give us
more!

Ginnie S.

Keep it up gals! I believe in this show! <3

Maureen L.

I really miss Bomb Girls, and my friends
English class is doing gender role equality
in films and television, and I told their
teachers to watch Bomb Girls because it's
practically girl power! Bomb Girls has
changed my life in many ways, I'm
definitely going to miss the show, the
movie was amazing

Claudia S.

can't wait to see the movie.

Katherine W.

Voted for my favourite on Bomb Girls! So
wanting this show to win in all it's
nominated categories.

Mikos L.

BRING THE SERIES BACK

Michelle F.

Love this shoooow!

Tony B.

So far, the BOMB GIRLS Wikipedia Page
still has the very vague "First Quarter of
2014" for it's 2 Hour Movie broadcast.
Considering the end of 2014's first quarter
is now little more than a month away, one
would think that an air date SHOULD
have been announced by now! We'll just
have to wait and see, I guess! CHEERS!
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Isis L.

Meg Tilly blew me away! She was amazing
in this show, I just wish there was more to
see. Very sad to hear that this ending!
Thank you Meg Tilly for your outstanding
performance you are an exceptional
actress you definitely proved what you are
capable of! Absolutely beautiful. Thank
you!

Eugene F.

Please bring our girls back to TV, we miss
them!!

Jay D.

keep the show!

Carol R.

Yes! We want more Bomb Girls, please!

Lori S.

please save bomb girls..what a exciting
show!!!! please keep!

Patricia M.

And again I say..please keep this great
program going..

Donna P.

I just found and have been watching
season two and now it's gone. Always how
it goes! We loved it!

Tatiana K.

So sad to see this show isn't getting picked
up I just discovered it on Netflix! I hope
they bring it back!
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Jeanne F.

My husband and I have just finished
watching the series on Netflix. We are
very disappointed to learn that the series
was not renewed. My father was raised
near Winnipeg, and went to Toronto as a
young man, before coming to the States to
find work. This series has helped flesh out
his background. There is very little on
television, Stateside, that tells real stories
about real Canadians. I will miss this
series. Good writing, great acting. Thanks
for that.

Shirley H.

I loved this show! So many historical
programs neglect the story in order to
focus on the violence. This had intrigue,
fantastic characters and great plot lines. I
told all my friends to watch, but
unfortunately it was broadcast on a
channel/network many did not get. I wish
the History Channel would pick it up!
Can't wait for the movie!

Fran M.

Save Bomb Girls, Netflix! It's one of THE
best shows anywhere!

Fran M.

I love this show! Any progress on getting
it reinstated?

Deb H.

Of all the garbage on TV and they go and
cancel one of the best series I've ever
seen??? Stupid boys.

Kathryn M.

Finished watching the reruns of Bomb
Girls on Global two weeks ago and have
now been waiting in anticipation for the
film and looking for any clues as to when
it may come out!
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Felicia R.

I'm so sad! i just discovered this show 2
days ago and have already watched it all! i
need more! This is one of the best shows i
have watched in a while.

Susy A.

Save Bomb Girls, it is one of the best
shows out there. Still hoping for Season 3.

Ranie M.

Just began watching and am addicted!!!
Why are all the good shows cancelled?
SAVE BOMB GIRLS!!

Joan R.

Love this show...hoping for season 3

Charlie N.

I love this show and I don't want it to
end!!!!

Erin S.

Save this show, I love it!

Michelle H.

Save this show!!! Just discovered it on
netflix on sunday and almost done with
the second season cant get enough!!!

Kelley B.

Love this show. I can only watch this
show on Netflix since I have no idea if
they are running it in the states. I really
hope they keep it going.

Eugene F.

Any word as to when the movie will
air????

Judy L.

I'm a fan of this show and I want season
3.

Susan B.

Finding it incomprehensible that an
award winning Canadian program has
been cancelled. Sounds as though the
almighty dollar wields more influence
than the interest and wishes of the
viewing audience. Pity. It's a really good
show.
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Shelley W.

All of my friends are hooked, we want you
to bring it back please!

Isabel H.

there needs to be more seasons!!!

Sharlene R.

Just found this show and love it

Serena P.

Hello, I'm Italian like Moretti..what can I
do from here?

Aimee W.

I really wish Netflix would pick up this
series! I subscribe and love BOMB
GIRLS!

Connie Y.

I finally find a show that I love . . and it is
cancelled!!?? PLEASE, someone, pick it
up. Not just a movie, but a series!

Brian F.

bring hem back!!!!!!

Fran M.

This show is a gas! Bring it back! Please!!

Judy L.

This show should be renewed.

Erin S.

Bring it back!

Tiffany C.

Come on netflix pick up bomb girls! There
is no way you can go wrong with picking
up bomb girls

Rachel W.

Oh PLEASE bring it back!

Isabel H.

Netflixter pick up bomb girls!!!!!! me
want!!!!

Muff A.

I'm sharing you on FB today BGs💣
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Andrea M.

Feeling like this amazing show will never
come back. It has been so long.

Jennifer__T

@netflix I would love for you to save an
awesome show! Bomb Girls!
#SaveBombGirls

Tv_Gal55

@Netflix You only have yourself to blame
for unleashing the power of
#BettyMcCrae w/ Instant Viewing So go
#SaveBombGirls already!... please

aliisamoose

Whoever's running @netflix has a hard
job sorting through all these
#SaveBombGirls tweets.

Tv_Gal55

@manson26 @netflix Ooh, @manson26
FTW. #BombGirlsExperts
#SaveBombGirls
#NeedToKnowMoreAboutBetty

manson26

@Tv_Gal55 @netflix Rural
Saskatchewan. Boooom #SaveBombGirls
#bettymcrae

Tv_Gal55

@buknerd @mszozob That call is better
than ghost busters. #BettyMcRae
#AkaBettyMcHero @netflix
#SaveBombGirls

KWQuiche

@netflix #SaveBombGirls because
@Global_TV and @ShawMediaTV_PR
blew it..

manson26

@Tv_Gal55 @netflix All I can remember
right now is "the prairies" :/ #bombgirls
#SaveBombGirls
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Tv_Gal55

Following @manson26 lead, #BombGirls
trivia. What region of Canada was
#BettyMcCrae from? Find out on
@Netflix #SaveBombGirls

ilovebettymcrae

I want to Vera's whole journey...
#SaveBombGirls

ilovebettymcrae

@netflix "You should see the girls that
work the factory floors, they actually
make something that matters!"
#SaveBombGirls #BombGirls

StephanieKervin

What do I want to see? "Netflix Original:
Season #3 Bomb Girls"! Come'on
@Netflix... you know ya' wanna
#SaveBombGirls !

izziefairie

Dear @netflix #bombgirls has so many
layers! So many feels! It's fantastic!
#SaveBombGirls

bbkchilds

@netflix #SaveBombGirls!!!!!

laurenshea88

@netflix I love @OITNB, @HouseofCards
and @arresteddev! Why not add Bomb
Girls? #SaveBombGirls

buknerd

I wished on the moon... for @netflix to
#savebombgirls and give us a third season
of this incredible show

Kris__Chin

@netflix !!PLEASE SAVE BOMB GIRLS!!
#SaveBombGirls

DCSas

.@netflix #SaveBombGirls. You know you
wanna.
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AmandaJAdamso In celebration of International Women's
Day, I'll be marathoning #BombGirls.
n
@Netflix, take note. We want a 3rd
season! #SaveBombGirls
buknerd

@netflix needs to #savebombgirls so we
can see more of Betty and Gladys being
awesome together.

staybloomin

.@netflix show your support for
#IWD2014 and #savebombgirls

1940sQueen

@netflix Please save the show
@bombgirls, it's so different and uniqe,
plus I LOVE WW2 stuff. #bombgirls
#SaveBombGirls

SteeleKrista

The character arcs have so much more to
go! Don't let an amazing show end this
way. @netflix #SaveBombGirls

mightbemelissa

It's International Women's Day and to
celebrate @netflix should totally
#SaveBombGirls because it's the most
feminist show to ever happen.

AudieShops

@netflix #SaveBombGirls

sumofanatic

Wouldn't it be great if @netflix picked up
Bomb Girls! Great cast. Great show.
#SaveBombGirls

MillerBot5000

An incredible show with an incredible
cast, it deserves to be able to continue
telling its amazing stories. @netflix please
#SaveBombGirls

AssignedSeating

"@Global_TV Shame you felt it necessary
to cancel a show like #BombGirls. Maybe
@netflix will appreciate it better. ; )
#SaveBombGirls
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AmeliaStuart18

@Netflix #SaveBombGirls The most
jarring cliffhanger-CANCELLED. Bring
our girls back.

IslaBoag

Dear @netflix #BombGirls is worth
saving because of its coverage of LGBT
history. #SaveBombGirls
http://t.co/HXv2XBSNU9

ForLoveofRescue

@netflix #SaveBombGirls Cate Blanchett
said it in her Oscar speech. Women are
not "niche!" Audiences want strong
female characters!

AssignedSeating

@Netflix, we hope you're having a great
Women's Day! How's about you make a
few more gals happy and
#SaveBombGirls?

lindzmarsh

Happy International Women's Day! Dear
@netflix, listen to us #BombGirls
fans...we can't get enough! How about a
3rd season? #SaveBombGirls

IslaBoag

Dear @netflix , you need to
#SaveBombGirls because of wonderful
characters like Betty McRae
#SaveBombGirls
http://t.co/vWRhou5mVE

IslaBoag

Dear @netflix, the cancellation of bomb
girls makes us feel like this. :-(
http://t.co/78gKOAGVst …
#SaveBombGirls

reginadraco

@Sphaeralcea @TheEllenShow @netflix
YES pls #SaveBombGirls This part of
WW2 should be known! Storytelling &
acting @ its finest #IWD2014
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pouterbridgefan

Sheila & Ned are married! Gladys story
isn't checking out with Lorna. Marco's
papa is home! #BombGirls
#SaveBombGirls my eyes are wet

manson26

Dear @netflix, I can't thank you enough
for bringing me Bomb Girls. I (& many of
my friends) would love to have more!
Please #SaveBombGirls!

izzyiniguez

+1 @SaveBombGirls: March 8th is
International Women's Day & please
tweet @Netflix #SaveBombGirls PLS RT!
#BombGirls http://t.co/EFyuEDXUZ4

manson26

@staybloomin @epelley @bombgirls
@Global_TV Definitely; Bombshells &
livetweeting go together like jam and
cream :D

TryingtoLetItGo

If you're a fan of @Brettdier then join in &
send a tweet to @netflix asking them to
produce & Renew the #SaveBombGirls tv
show ! #BrettDier

cavykatie

Heads up to my followers Tonite & ALL of
Sat I'll be tweeting & retweeting
#SaveBombGirls ~ We want @netflix to
produce & RENEW the series.

izziefairie

@netflix PLEASE support series that
matter to women & #SAVEBOMBGIRLS !
It's well written, well cast & insightful.
Thankyou & Happy IWD!

iamkhalel

Heads up to all my followers Tonite &
ALL of tomorrow I'll be tweeting &
retweeting #SaveBombGirls ~ We want
@netflix to pick up the series
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Emyme987

Ironic. This week #SaveBombGirls set a
March 8th campaign for @netflix to
renew the series & today we learn the
Movie release date is Mar 27

cavykatie

@ElaineAtwell yes! i need an outlet to
process all my #bombgirls feels & any
excuse to look at screenshots of
@AliLiebert&@charlottehegele

7of12

@AshPhile if have all regions dvd player
best value http://t.co/5D1UgZAcG8
preorder in a boxset season1&2
#BombGirls available April21st

stop_eject

@chelywright I'm reading this a day late
but u could view @netflix for other tv
shows u & the wife might like to watch. I
suggest #BombGirls

buknerd

Gladys was a mess of spy-ness & lies.
They were good lies but it was still Gladys
lying when she shouldn't have been lying.
#BombGirls

manson26

@charlyblue @VeroniqueS @bombgirls
Hell, getting out of bed; getting showered;
& feeding yourself deserves a medal on
days like that.

manson26

@SaveBombGirls just preordered
#BombGirls season1&2 available in
region 2 dvd April 21st :) . Any news when
the film available to buy?

stepho_scott

@charlyblue @VeroniqueS @bombgirls
@meggamonstah I know. She's been
through so much. Her & a thousand other
women.
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PhoneCarman

@charlyblue @VeroniqueS @bombgirls
@meggamonstah Yep, Lorna's ethics &
honesty are amazing. Not to mention her
strength... #BombGirls

manson26

@VeroniqueS @IslaBoag @bombgirls I
don't think I liked Lorna until she tried to
get rid of the note & took in the young
girl. @meggamonstah

MichelleSavin

OMG I won BOTH #BombGirls contests!
I'm so excited! Thank you so much
@SaveBombGirls & @bombgirls I'm
wearing red lipstick to celebrate! &lt;3

nicoleloveswalt

Don't forget you can enjoy exclusive
#BombGirls videos & photos, including
@charlottehegele singing in the Jewel
Box: http://t.co/PSsk5ESLnq

TweeValleyHigh

A bomb was dropped on our hearts with
the #BombGirls movie.
@JodiAnneBalfour & @AdrCMitchell talk
the shocks: http://t.co/thLYMGkdG0

HMoorhouse1

Who watched the heartbreaking
#BombGirls "finale?" @JodiAnneBalfour
& @AdrCMitchell sound off on the
shocking events: http://t.co/hjV1PLBe0q

WillieSun

@gabe_grey @bombgirls @globaltv
Grandma PVR'd for me. Gabe, can't wait
to see you & Anastasia!

VBDubGirl

@AliLiebert One thing's for sure.You can
never question Betty's love & loyalty to
her friends & Kate. NOT EVER.
#BombGirls #BombGirlsMovie
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richyg360

Yesterday was awesome: Swiss Chalet w/
a dear friend for lunch, #BombGirls
movie last night & today's Friday!

izziefairie

Tho I wasn't able to view the #BombGirls
movie, I'm still thrilled it was made.
@netflix please consider producing &
renewing this show.

mschroeder_

Thx to evry1 who watched tnight. I'm once
again in AWE of my fellow cast
mates&the team bhind the scenes.&all
you @bombgirls fans.Thank you.

buknerd

Brilliant ! "@manson26: TB and
@shutterpunk1 requested Lego
#BombGirls art. This is what I did. Betty,
Kate & Gladys http://t.co/9E6EvRBYF6"

Mini_Professor

@Global_TV #SaveBombGirls cus Betty's
face, Kate's voice, & gladys' hats
#BombGirls

Showglo213

@BecInTheCLE, I didn't know you watch
@bombgirls, too, but I would love to
watch it with you. And a gin & tonic.

Jth0rne

I went a whole four (I watched it twice)
hours without seeing Betty & Kate kiss.
CLEARLY there needs to be a 2nd
@bombgirls movie #BombGirls

shafismom

I want to hug Vera goodbye too.
#BombGirls way to go Marco!
#SaveBombGirls @Global_TV we need
more of our girls & guys

pamplemoussee7

I expect to wake up to GIFs & recaps
aplenty tomorrow. Goodnight, you
princesses of Toronto, you queens of
Canada. #BombGirls #SaveBombGirls

6
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If you're watching a later broadcast (in AB
or BC) you can still tweet & win! Tweet
with #bombgirls & @bombgirls:
http://t.co/ZJBJBgygD5
So glad @Global_TV listened to fans &
had a @BombGirls movie but so sad it's
over. Bring it back please!
@SaveBombGirls
@bombgirls Thanks for telling us of the
hard work,dedication & losses incurred
during WWII.A story well written and a
show that'll be missed
@Global_TV @Netflix @ReelzChannel
You've just seen the outpouring of
passion, love & admiration AGAIN from
fans4 #bombgirls. Don't ignore it
Lorna & Gladys work so well together
@bombgirls #BombGirls
Kate has learned to flirt, sort of. Lorna &
Gladys make a great good cop / bad cop
routine. #BombGirls #SaveBombGirls
@Global_TV
YES! @bombgirls kicking ass & taking
names & looking hot while doing it!!
#bombgirlsmovie
Lorna & Gladys should take Helen out
back & let Betty at her. #BombGirls
#SaveBombGirls
.@charlottehegele Kiss To Build A Dream
On on @bombgirls both beautiful &
heartbreaking under the circumstances.
#savebombgirls
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Okay seriously tie Helen & Davis to the
tracks. Betty's got her house with room
for Kate. #BombGirls #FacingTheEnemy
So confused. Thought #bombgirls was
completely cancelled & came across a 2hr
new show/movie on tv tonight. Didn't
hear a thing about it!
"@staybloomin: "Gonna tell her that
friendship can cross the ocean & time."
#bombgirls #savebombgirls" are you
reading my fanfic?
SO MUCH DRAMA & we still have 30
mins to go. Please @Global_TV, this can't
be the last time we see our #bombgirls
#savebombgirls @bombgirls
Well, blow bubbles up my bollocks & call
me Shirley, I have no idea what's going on
but I love you all, Bombshells #bombgirls
#savebombgirls

ClaireytheBerry

Keep their feet to the fire Lorna!
@meggamonstah #BombGirls I love
Lorna's passion & integrity.

AlexVannorsdall

KATE! THERE IS ONLY ONE PERSON
YOU SHOULD BE THINKING OF. YOU
CAN RUN OFF TOGETHER & LIVE
HAPPILY EVER AFTER #BombGirls
#mcandrews #otp

cavykatie

Most realistic death @michaelseater in
#BombGirls #FacingTheEnemy poor Ivan
& Helen putting the guilt on Kate when
she handed out the pencil
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Jth0rne

Karma got Helen through Ivan & the
pencil. Poor Ivan just when he was
redeeming himself with Kate
@michaelseater #BombGirls
#SaveBombGirls

ilovebettymcrae

#BombGirls still not trending? C'mon
Canada u can do better than this. Stop
watching the commercials & tweet
#savebombgirls #BombGirlsMovie

Hayley848

@bombgirls I think is Ivan & his new
wife. Something fishy about how quickly
they got hitched #BombGirls
#FacingTheEnemy

AshPhile

If you're not from Canada & craving
@BombGirls...let @GlobalTV know where
you're from and how global love of this
show really is @GlobalTV

Jodybflogirl

@myrnam71 I'm hoping the @Global_TV
will reconsider & pick up #BombGirls
again. We need more award winning tv

ilovebettymcrae

*gasps endlessly at drama I can't see but
know is happening & will tear me apart*
#BombGirls @bombgirls #SaveBombgirls
@Global_TV

shalpin

#bombgirls Gladys is going to get caught!
I don't think my heart can take much
more tonight ... twists & turns galore!!

Sphaeralcea

The war goes beyond this family - Marco
Vera enlists & I think he loves her more
for it. #BombGirls #SaveBombGirls
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izzyiniguez

@bombgirls I've got #BombGirls
recording on the PVR to watch later
because I'm marking essays on women &
the world wars! #WeCanDoIt

Sphaeralcea

Mrs. Ivan is threatened by Kate and
watching everyone else too. Easy to
dislike & distrust her. #BombGirls
@Global_TV

jujizinha

Betty & Kate reunion! I need a tissue.
#SaveBombGirls @Global_TV we need
more #BombGirls

izziefairie

I've been listening to a bunch of swell 40s
tunes all day & waiting for the return of
#BombGirls

liasophiaglam

Thank u @AdrCMitchell @Global_TV
@bombgirls & cast for making us a
#BombGirls movie a reality. We were
truly missing it. So thank u

The_Dave_DeRose

"Gonna tell her that friendship can cross
the ocean & time." #bombgirls
#savebombgirls

eRorison

Wishing I was watching #BombGirls right
now, alas I'm in the US & I don't have TV
💣 @bombgirls @Global_TV @netflix
#savebombgirls !

buknerd

"Immunity or not I can still keep an eye
on you. & I will." #bombgirls
#savebombgirls

AlexKing101

#bombgirls & @bombgirls are back and
none too soon!!!!!
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laurenshea88

I'm praying @bombgirls is going to be on
again. I'm watching but keep getting
interrupted & missing some of it.
#bombgirlsmovie

buknerd

Hope to see the CanadianTV viewing
family hype #BombGirls &
#BombGirlsMovie. Maybe even
#savebombgirls? @bombgirls @globaltv
@SaveBombGirls

manson26

Follow our fave #bombgirls operatives
from "The Farm" @JodiAnneBalfour
@JamieElman @TahmohPenikett &
@ranthonylemke

katyknowskungf

I love hearing about Vera & Marco talking
about getting married. Woah say what
about Ivan?!? #BombGirls

u
pamplemoussee7
6

OMG it's started #BombGirls I'm tingling
with excitement & my dad is watching the
show too!

tylynn_sings

I really hope that a network decides to
continue #BombGirls such a loyal &
growing fan base for this award winning
show @bombgirls

pamplemoussee7

"It was stupid." "It was brave." &lt;3 Kate
& Betty #bombgirls #savebombgirls
@global_TV

6
Tv_Gal55

&lt;3 &lt;3 &lt;3 Vera & Marco
#bombgirls #savebombgirls

LisaRAArndt

Shot everytime Marco says something
cheesy, Lorna makes someone feel loved,
& Ivan just doesn’t get it
#BGDrinkingGame #BombGirls
@Global_TV
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Mini_Professor

I can't believe there are people to the
north & east of me who have their eyes on
#BombGirls right now @bombgirls
#SaveBombGirls @Global_TV

oliviastardis

#BombGirls drinking game? Shot every
time Kate sings, Betty makes a perfect
face, Gladys saves the world, & Vera is
awesome #GoodByeLiver

ErinTag

The five lead #BombGirls talk about their
characters, the series & the movie. Watch
"A Warm Feeling In The Heart":
http://t.co/qq2UCcZZmY

jobloomquist

Kate & Betty &lt;3&lt;3 &lt;3 &lt;3 &lt;3
#bombgirls #savebombgirls, save Kate &
Betty

miistyday

Tweet with #bombgirls & @bombgirls
tonight during Facing the Enemy 4 a
chance 2 WIN a poster or photobook
(below) http://t.co/oGPe5QlNdm

JulietteVerne

Tweet with #bombgirls & @bombgirls
tonight during Facing the Enemy 4 a
chance 2 WIN a poster (below) or
photobook http://t.co/6dsbdgEzlh

ilovebettymcrae

Had jittery nerves all day re: McAndrews
but now I'm steel & calm. I think it's
gonna be ok. @bombgirls #BombGirls
#SaveBombGirls @Global_TV

manson26

Phone charged. I'm ready to multitask—
watch #BombGirls & tweet to
#savebombgirls! So excited for
#BombGirlsMovie...13 minutes!
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shutterpunk1

@jorjafoxluvr @quixp2 @bombgirls
@8pm @AmandaBrugel @Seed_tv
@City_tv Yeah I'm giving my love to
@AliLiebert & the girls tonight. Sorry
AB:(

manson26

What's the #SaveBombGirls hubub
about? Tune in to @Global_TV for the
beloved #BombGirls movie to find out &
tweet the sweet BG luv to Global

shutterpunk1

Humbled by all #BOMBGIRLS
international & #Canadian Fans showing
support 4 #BombGirlsMovie
@Global_TV 8pm ET tonite. #Inspiring
#Empowering

izziefairie

Tonight is the #BombGirls telefilm.
#savebombgirls @globaltv. I will be
watching & recording.

theofficialkic

Tonight on @ETCanada
@JodiAnneBalfour talks @BombGirls
movie! #tunein & watch the 2-hour
farewell at 8 on @Global_TV!
http://t.co/7qOUgkHyiS

rikki_denise

@zgrokit @bombgirls I know I'm like
WHY AM I FREAKING OUT SO HARD
I'M IN CHICAGO & CAN'T SEE IT FOR 2
MONTHS. Oh & #savebombgirls
@Global_TV

Sam_DiMarco11

I have some serious secondhand
excitement for everyone watching the
@bombgirls movie. Enjoy guys & tweet
lots! #Australiagetsnothing

LeslieMcKS

The only actor I knew going into
#BombGirls was #MegTilly & I already
loved Meg so much that I would've
watched the whole show just for her!
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buknerd

@bombgirls fans of the world (&
especially CAN) help #savebombgirls and
tweet it to @Global_TV !!!
#OurFandomIsAwesome

scooteroot

Watch #BombGirls tonight on
@Global_TV! No time like today to make
friends with Kate, Betty, Gladys & the
gang & #savebombgirls, of course!

buknerd

@bcgirll Sure! Or tweet after you've
watched - the contest is open for the east
coast & west coast broadcasts #BombGirls

TL_Morrison

@Global_TV I want role models like
Gladys,Betty,Vera,Lorna & Kate not some
Real Housewife of something.
#SaveBombGirls @bombgirls #fightback

chewarner

Bomb Girls is back!? So excited!!
“@Global_TV: Tonight watch
@JodiAnneBalfour & the #BombGirls in a
2-hr movie event. Tune in 8 et/pt."

mardara586

Tonight watch @JodiAnneBalfour & the
#BombGirls in a 2-hr movie event. Tune
in 8 et/pt. More: http://t.co/PSsk5ESLnq
http://t.co/fcQ2l2sMGc

jocool70

#BombGirls tonight at 8 on @Global_TV
- tell every #Canadian you know to watch
it. They'll love it & we might just
#savebombgirls win/win!

Tv_Gal55

More info on the #BombGirls Tweet2Win
contest! Tweet with #bombgirls &
@bombgirls tonight for a chance at a
prize! http://t.co/sV5xsYBBGU
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AMSAY

Congrats to Humber Acting for Film & TV
alumna Charlotte! MT @Global_TV
@charlottehegele & #BombGirls return
tonight: http://t.co/jAOngVDGf4

AustinMo29

.@charlottehegele & the rest of the
#BombGirls return tonight at 8 et/pt!
Read more: http://t.co/PSsk5ESLnq
http://t.co/H3HkcydBlp

SilverFoxIan

Here are 8 feels from the #BombGirls
Q&A before tonight’s movie premiere:
http://t.co/b53Yilze0b

NicNtz

Our #TweetToWin contest starts @ 8 et
w/ east coast b'cast, & ends after west
coast b'cast @ 10 pt. Tweet #bombgirls &
@bombgirls to enter!

BlogVintageInn

Oh jeez, just reading some of what went
down during the Q&A yesterday. UGH I
won't be able to handle tonight, I can
already tell. #BombGirls

ashlien13

I'm an American & am addicted to
@bombgirls on @Global_TV
#savebombgirls
#GlobalLoveForBombGirls

LuvTheClassics

We're giving away 10 #BombGirls prizes
to Live-tweeters tonight! Tweet with
#bombgirls & @bombgirls from 8pm
et/pt to enter!

BethEastwood

CONTEST ALERT! Live-tweet during
#BombGirls Facing the Enemy tonight w/
#bombgirls & @bombgirls 4 a chance 2
win! http://t.co/UmuEdIymX7
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EmiiHeart

Betty boxing, though... 8 Feels from the
#AskBobGirls Q&A before you watch the
@bombgirls movie
http://t.co/fZxY2S7vdE

stgnantucket

@TheEllenFlow tonight is the premier of
@bombgirls movie & we could win prizes
by love tweeting so lets see what we can
BS from the US!

zephyyrine

Tonight at 8 et/pt @meggamonstah & the
rest of the #BombGirls are back! Read
more: http://t.co/PSsk5ESLnq
http://t.co/7DnRCfTmwe

AshPhile

@KJMusings @AliLiebert @bombgirls
@reelz I'm in the States. Its smooth
running, free & their on twitter if you
need help! Its so easy!

kh_sinclair

Ok… let's try this again with the correct
username - lol! :) @eLUVrobinson - use
twitter more - watch @bombgirls on
@Global_TV tonight & 1/2

Livia_Gatti

With @nbcHeroes returning to Sylar's
world & @bombgirls movie airing
tomorrow, I'm dreaming of wrap-ups for
every cliffhanger-cancelled show

AshPhile

@SaveBombGirls @charlottehegele Yes
hope is what we do best! We'll be here to
tweet all about our hope for #bombgirls
tomorrow night & more.

Nerdrific

@AshPhile @SaveBombGirls Am
definitely going to watch #BombGirls
movie tomorrow & would LOVE a third
season. #savebombgirls!
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det_vanilla

Love reading the #askBombGirls
questions and responses. Just hoping
#BombGirls film is picked up by TG4
Ireland& @netflix buy rights to show

BJHumphrey1

What an awesome @bombgirls Q&A.
Thanks so much @charlottehegele
@AliLiebert and @JodiAnneBalfour! I
can't wait to watch the #BombGirlsMovie!

RachelScout

Should be working. Am not. Am not at all.
Am enjoying the @bombgirls Q&A filling
up my feed.

ClaireYeowart

Remember folks, the #BombGirls movie
airs tomorrow (Mar 27) in Canada, at
8pm ET/PT on @Global_TV, & May 26
on @ReelzChannel in US 9 ET/6 PT

MichaelaTosh

@JodiAnneBalfour @AliLiebert
@charlottehegele Thank you so much for
this. Some of us are new to @BombGirls
& it's great to have this moment

LeslieMcKS

@bombgirls @JodiAnneBalfour
@AliLiebert @charlottehegele
#bombgirls Hey Ladies. What r yr current
projects & will u hit the #Con circuit?

CarolKDavis

WOW so many insightful #AskBombGirls
questions! And shoutout to
@JodiAnneBalfour @AliLiebert &
@charlottehegele for keeping up!
#UrAmazing

taylorturpening

I want to see Betty the bruiser bob &
weave @Global_TV #savebombgirls
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missrioss

Added this to my Twitter profile: "Liberal
& Feminist. Pro-LGBTQ. Rocking the
ADHD hardcore." Trying to avoid the
spoilers. #savebombgirls

dartgirl89

@SaveBombGirls @Global_TV seconded,
thirded & endlessly further supported by
every lover of good drama on this Earth
#SaveBombgirls #please

det_vanilla

@SaveBombGirls That's one of the many
things I love... we never know what's
coming next, yet it'll always be dramatic &
loyal to character

Isabelleevelyn

@aliisamoose @JodiAnneBalfour Was
literally just about to say "I wonder if
that'll end up on YouTube"... and lo &
behold! :D #SaveBombGirls

det_vanilla

@Global_TV @Netflix A show which so
acclaimed, moving & fantastically written,
acted & produced shouldn't be allowed to
die #SaveBombGirls

ForestAshley

@SaveBombGirls Signing off to bed (to
avoid spoilers ie McAndrews -I've my
fingers & toes crossed for them). Enjoy
the movie, Bombshells!

iamkhalel

@SaveBombGirls this is an amazing
question! Spectacles. Journal. Book.
Coffee making device (can a Bodem fit in
a pouch?) fav pen & Jodi.

SAHoover24

I love the story & that there's a whole
community trying to #savebombgirls.
@bombgirls is a uniting force. @netflix
please @SaveBombGirls
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TheShirleyRuel

@SaveBombGirls @BombGirlsFans1
@Global_TV Love Bomb Girls & the story
is there. Wish TV execs would realise, way
peeps watch tv has changed!

cannons12

Was talking to a lady at work Friday… her
mom was a real "bomb girl" during
#WWII in #Ontario! We need to
#savebombgirls & save the stories.

aka_TeeJay

@charlyblue @SaveBombGirls
@Tv_Gal55 I love that you see them in
the same clothes over & over again, like
actual real people. Great detail.

BansheeKitty

@SaveBombGirls @Netflix Please pick up
Bomb Girls! Awesome show!!
#SaveBombGirls
http://t.co/B92pYQsJLS"

JulietteVerne

@netflix take the opportunity that
#globatv turned down and make a lot of
women happy #SaveBombGirls

debk67

@netflix, @bombgirls bring back a great
show please #savebombgirls”

DanaPiccoli

Hey @netflix, you know what would be an
awesome addition to great shows like
#oitnb and #HoC? More Bomb Girls.
#SaveBombGirls

SpecialCornfl8k

@netflix Save Bomb Girls, they are
literally the bomb! #SaveBombGirls

kelleykamanda

@netflix please please please
#SaveBombGirls

david_whiting8

@netflix #SaveBombGirls Great show.
Drama, history, all-star cast. Pick this
show up!
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calesybub

Hey @netflix be a trooper and
#savebombgirls! This award winning
show needs to saved!!

TigerDol

@netflix If you're looking for a great show
to add to your lineup then look no further.
Pickup "Bomb Girls"!! #SaveBombGirls

LeslieMcKS

@netflix for #internationalwomensday
support women's stories and
#SaveBombGirls

maccheaye

@NETLFIX PLEASE pick up Bomb Girls
#SaveBombGirls

nicoleloveswalt

To celebarte International Women's Day,
@Netflix you should #savebombgirls and
pick it up for another season!

kellypaoli

@netflix please pick up Bomb Girls! One
of the best crafted Canadian shows we've
ever had. #SaveBombGirls

ForestAshley

@netflix you know what show is
compelling and has strong women in it
#bombgirls you should #SaveBombGirls

cheryl_tweeedy

@netflix please #SaveBombGirls! It's a
great show! I love it and the cast is great!
Pleeeeaaassseee!!!!!!!!

ForestAshley

@netflix #SaveBombGirls

Frankenchook

#savebombgirls #wecandoit @netflix do
it for the ladies (and the birds)
http://t.co/FvlR3WX5Hh

Taarnagirl

It would truly be amazing if @netflix
would pick up #savebombgirls! It's a
brilliant show and we are all a little less
shiny without it :(
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pouterbridgefan

Almost 7,000 people (and counting) have
voiced why they want to #SaveBombGirls.
Dear .@netflix, please help.
http://t.co/6qMZXK0p20

shalpin

@netflix #SaveBombGirls More explosive
Canadian content on Netflix would be
dynamite!! #Boom

bricktracy

@SaveBombGirls Thank you! So happy to
see this campaign TODAY!!
#SaveBombGirls Save Excellence!

sheaven

I just emailed the @netflix executives,
respectfully asking them to
#SaveBombGirls. You can too!
http://t.co/TyQSdw8AQS

calimay82

@netflix #SaveBombGirls !!!!! How many
awards has this show won...and was
cancelled?!?! #dotherightthing

Linda_Meehan1

@netflix would ya take the finger out and
rescue Bomb Girls #SaveBombGirls
#InternationalWomensDay

OtakuCameragirl

"@SaveBombGirls: Tweet @Netflix this
#InternationalWomensDay using
#SaveBombGirls!
http://t.co/FXUWNVgcdg"

bricktracy

A #Birthday wish for me today is for
@netflix to #SaveBombGirls for another
Season! Come on Netflix - you're our best
hope of brilliance!

toniellwand

@netflix #SaveBombGirls

ForestAshley

Why @netflix should #SaveBombGirls
because the plot is thrilling and acting is
amazing. #WeLoveBombGirls
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ForestAshley

@netflix #SaveBombGirls it's an amazing
show we #loveit !!!

Megish12

@netflix #SaveBombGirls please pick this
amazing show up for a 3rd season!

_iamtb

@netflix Have you any idea how much
bomb girls is adored?! Please help bring it
back :) #SaveBombGirls

ErinTag

@Netflix please #savebombgirls! So many
of us love this show!!

JulietteVerne

@netflix I'm watching the second last
episode of #bombgirls this can't be the
end, please #SaveBombGirls

ninaavotockova

@netflix #SaveBombGirls srsly guys

VeroniqueS

@netflix Please #SaveBombGirls, it's such
a great show and ended way too soon!
Help us fans save it!! There's more
greatness to come!

DJTonji

Please, @Netflix pick up "Bomb Girls" for
a third season! It's one of the best series
that has ever been! #SaveBombGirls

aka_TeeJay

@netflix Can you #SaveBombGirls,
please? It's one of the best shows to come
out of 2012, and Global made a grave
mistake cancelling it.

pouterbridgefan

Help us #SaveBombGirls on Intl.
Women's Day. Tweet #SaveBombGirls to
.@netflix TODAY. Don't miss the chance!
http://t.co/NSRNGDfxPN
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madamyez

@JamieElman We never say goodbye, we
prefer, ...until we meet again. @Netflix pls
Renew #SaveBombGirls
@JodiAnneBalfour @bombgirls
@GLOBAL

JulietteVerne

@netflix - I'll let you sneak second base if
you pick up #BombGirls - but only if
you're wearing #RedSox #SaveBombGirls

pouterbridgefan

.@netflix If there was just one TV show
out there worth saving this year, it'd have
to be #BombGirls. Please
#SaveBombGirls!

aliisamoose

Women everywhere need you, @netflix.
You might get known as "the people who
put badass women on TV." ROCK THAT!!
#SaveBombGirls

aliisamoose

Your country and/or planet needs you,
@netflix. #SaveBombGirls

madamyez

@netflix is trending in the Top 10 USA
right now. It's a perfect time to send a
tweet asking them to produce a 3rd
Season of #SaveBombGirls

Frankenchook

Was going for 'we can do it' for
#savebombgirls but happy with this fail
http://t.co/wZIKgAVlMS

JulietteVerne

@netflix Yeah, so @BombGirls - can you
make that happen? I'll bake cookies
without spiders in them! #savebombgirls

manson26

Dear @netflix, save a show with a great
cast and storyline as well as a devoted fan
base #BombGirls #savebombgirls
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madamyez

Hey tweeps.. if you're so inclined, how
about taking 1 minute to send a tweet to
@netflix asking them to produce
#SaveBombGirls the tv show.

madamyez

Make it so "@SaveBombGirls:
#BombGirls needs YOU this International
Women's Day to tweet @Netflix to
#SaveBombGirls
http://t.co/dk0A40CshB"

KielaKae612

@netflix #SaveBombGirls

kathrynkatekati

@netflix #savebombgirls

MarleysGhost

@netflix please #savebombgirls !

Tv_Gal55

Seeing all the #BombGirls love on my
Twitter feed is a pretty awesome sight to
see. So much to favorite #SaveBombGirls
@netflix

AdventuresToYou

Hey @netflix, pick up @bombgirls! We
need great shows like this!
#savebombgirls

EDisthe109

@netflix #savebombgirls

ilovebettymcrae

@netflix I am IN LOVE with #BombGirls
please please please #SaveBombGirls

ilovebettymcrae

I'm so glad that #BombGirls won an
award for casting. THEY DID SO
GOOD!!! #SaveBombGirls

RetroTrend

Hear, hear! “@AshPhile: @netflix kept
suggesting I watch #BombGirls so I did.
Now I have a suggestion for Netflix:
#SaveBombGirls”
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basicallyjuno

am i crazy to e-mail the ceo of netflix over
a tv show? maybe, but to
#SaveBombGirls, it's worth it.

WeeziClothing

@netflix Please, please please, for the luv
of good viewing #SaveBombGirls! Bets
show in a long time!

basicallyjuno

you know what would be cool, if @netflix
got behind the #SaveBombGirls
movement!

LauraRedenbaug

@netflix #SaveBombGirls

h
JulietteVerne

It's nearly 6am, @netflix - can you just
make a season 3 of #BombGirls so I can
go to bed already? #SaveBombGirls

manson26

“@SaveBombGirls: @gabe_grey thanks
for the #SaveBombGirls RTs Gabe! You're
the best.” Gabe is awesome!

Sphaeralcea

Hey @netflix, we like a show that's a real
zip-zipper! One that opens our umbrellas
- a real big dipper! #savebombgirls Let
Kate sing more!

Amarantosian

hey @netflix, I love you loads, but if you
#SaveBombGirls I will love you even
more. these women need their story told
and you can help!

amyrjo

@netflix You would be doing the world a
favor by picking up this great series!
#savebombgirls

buknerd

Hey, @netflix. I will buy you Girl Scout
cookies if you #savebombgirls. Or Boy
Scouts popcorn. Whatever you want, man,
just do it.
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buknerd

I have never wanted to fight for a show
like I want to #savebombgirls. I feel like I
need a sword and armor.

buknerd

Seriously, guys. Tomorrow (Saturday)
let's all rewatch #BombGirls S1. We can
livetweet + tweet to @netflix to
#savebombgirls while we do.

JulietteVerne

@netflix I like what you did with Arrested
Development. Can you do the same for
#BombGirls? #SaveBombGirls

sophie_morel

Hey @netflix come on #SaveBombGirls
and I'll give you my house and maybe my
parents! Ok I won't but please!

pamplemoussee7

Please @netflix #SaveBombGirls
#BombGirls #Netflix 💣💣💣💣💣

6
Satanya

@netflix Please pick up Bombgirls is
better than MAD MEN! #BombGirls
#SaveBombGirls

AshPhile

@netflix kept suggesting I watch
#BombGirls so I did. Now I have a
suggestion for Netflix: #SaveBombGirls

kilgorebigtrout

hey @netflix please #SaveBombGirls and
bring us more of this fabulous series!

hellokitty791

Hey @netflix ! Please save Bomb girls! It
would be a great show for Netflix!
#SaveBombGirls

JulietteVerne

@netflix I know we'll meet again, some
sunny day, if you pick up a new season of
#BombGirls #SaveBombGirls
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tdubs530

HEY @netflix you need to
#SaveBombGirls and then immediately
hire me for the show's social. I'm ready to
go right meow! #putmeincoach

toryleeiz_

@SaveBombGirls @netflix
#SaveBombGirls

sheaven

Hey @netflix - loyal subscriber here who
LOVES the show #BombGirls and thinks
it would be great if you guys picked it up!
#SaveBombGirls

JulietteVerne

@netflix #Internationalwomensday Do
the women in your life a favour and
#SaveBombGirls - please. We need more
TV like this.

Frankenchook

@netflix How 'bout you pick up a season
of #BombGirls this year? It'll be amazing
and beautiful and totally worth it.
#SaveBombGirls

BombGUprising

It's here...well almost! The Bomb Girls
movie is coming. March 27th is so close
yet still so far away. #BombGirls
#SaveBombGirls

VBDubGirl

AfterEllen's article on the #BombGirls
Movie Release Date!
http://t.co/uZnHdrjvl0
http://t.co/p7cPrSGkcG #SaveBombGirls

richyg360

@SaveBombGirls do we know yet when
the film of bomb girls will be out because
we are looking forward to it
#savebombgirls
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reginadraco

Hey @Netflix_CA can we get @bombgirls
too? Please?? #notfair @netflix gets this
quality show but we don't
#SaveBombGirls .

reginadraco

#BombGirls movie on Mar 27. Should be
start of season 3! #SaveBombGirls
@Global_TV @Netflix_CA
@SaveBombGirls @bombgirls Sad to see
it end.

Ceridwyn2

#BombGirls telefilm "Facing the Enemy"
27th March on @Global_TV
#SaveBombGirls
http://t.co/9WV0KpCcWh

madamyez

@CharlieM_19 A great time for the
#BombGirls fandom to come alive again !
#BombShells #SaveBombGirls

buknerd

Well, now that there's an air date, I have
to rewatch #BombGirls again. Maybe I'll
do it this Saturday. ;) #SaveBombGirls

Tv_Gal55

The #BombGirls movie announcement
makes me wanna do a watch-a-thon
leading up to the air date.
#CantGetEnough #SaveBombGirls

Tv_Gal55

@VBDubGirl That would be fantastic. We
all have to share the moment. Its a long
time coming for sure.
#BombGirlsFansForever
#SaveBombGirls

buknerd

Wakey wakey, #BombGirls fandom. The
movie has an airdate. If you haven't
joined the #SaveBombGirls fight, now's
the time.
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aliisamoose

My brain is all #bombgirls now. Can't
think about anything else. 22 days???
#SaveBombGirls

Tv_Gal55

@manson26 @bombgirls @Global_TV
It'll be very bittersweet night but I will
continue to hope for more for this
wonderful show #SaveBombGirls

manson26

@Academy_NET @bombgirls
Awesome!!!!!!!!! #SaveBombGirls

Tv_Gal55

@VBDubGirl Can't wait. Thats way
sooner than I expected. Now I have to go
clear my schedule that day! #BombGirls
#SavetheDate #SaveBombGirls

manson26

@Tv_Gal55 @bombgirls @Global_TV I'm
happy and sad. The end is near :(
#savebombgirls

VBDubGirl

@bombgirls @Global_TV Finally!!
#BombGirls #SaveBombGirls

marajade29sm

I love you, @bombgirls!!! #cdnscreen14
#savebombgirls http://t.co/JUb001RdgP

BansheeKitty

@SaveBombGirls: March 8th,
International Women's Day, is when
#BombGirls needs YOU! #SaveBombGirls
http://t.co/ZME916mG7y

jessica_creasey

@SaveBombGirls rewatched the seasons
of BombGirls last night on ShowCase.
Obsessed with the show. Amazing talent
and series! #SAVEBOMBGIRLS

tbhjen

@netflix #bombgirls #savebombgirls
http://t.co/bWEkVg7xd0
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C47W0M4N

#bombgirls #savebombgirls
http://t.co/hk0BFEZsr9

Tv_Gal55

@charlyblue Well said! Great day to
#SaveBombGirls. #BothSoWorthy
#March8th

AmandaJAdamso Photo: savebombgirls: Tweet using
#SaveBombGirls to @Netflix on March
n
8th Saturday March 8th is...
http://t.co/mz2ldMu53a
charlyblue

My new #BombGirls blog post is up,
please RT: http://t.co/dwm0gxoEu5
#SaveBombGirls #March8 #WomensDay

charlyblue

New #BombGirls blog post from me
shortly. Stay tuned. #SaveBombGirls
#March8 #WomensDay

madamyez

Hey #BombShells get ready !
"@pouterbridgefan: Let's
#SaveBombGirls on March 8 to mark
International Women's Day !
http://t.co/uC4HBhxRME"

pouterbridgefan

Let's #SaveBombGirls on March 8 to
mark International Women's Day!
http://t.co/H4kpAKnoX5

pouterbridgefan

Bombshells, listen up. March 8th is Intl.
Women's Day. On Mar 8, tell .@Netflix
that we wish they'd #SaveBombGirls
http://t.co/hij03ZHk6p

Sphaeralcea

YES ... the world does want to see movies
AND TV with and about women
#CateBlanchett #Oscars2014
#savebombgirls
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manson26

I just dreamt I was driving around Ali
Liebert... that's what I get working on
#SaveBombGirls until 4am

VBDubGirl

I know there are lots of Lost Girl fans out
there, but it gets 5 seasons and
#BombGirls only got 2?!!
#GetItTogetherShaw #SaveBombGirls

Cindy L.

Please them back following the movie!

Sandra C.

I'm so excited for the new season! I hope
that there is many more!

Sandra C.

Leaving us wanting for more. I hope you
all release this series out on dvd! I would
love to have it.

Jorja B.

Love Bomb Girls - USA! The ladies of
Victory Munitions are coming back for
one last round in the movie Bomb Girls:
Facing the Enemy. Keep following this
page for information about the US
premiere coming soon to ReelzChannel.
SHARE this to help spread the news!

Kathy H.

Any news on starting the show again?
Can't believe that know one will take a
shot at this great series

Jean W.

will there be any more bomb girls? I miss
it
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Faye W.

I just discovered that Bomb Girls was
being canceled and a movie was being
made to tie up loose ends. I'm so
disappointed there will be no more
seasons to done. I looked forward to
watching it. Hopefully there will be
enough of an outcry of support, that it can
he saved. It's so hard to find a show you
can really get in to.

Amber M.

I cant believe they are taking this show
off, We loved it. Please bring it back on.

David W.

Used my Twitter account for the third
time to bomb Netflix!

Michaela T.

Just sent my emails off to the Netflix head
honchos! I so hope they pick Bomb Girls
up!

Susan G.

Have no idea if the letter will be read, but
I have written the A&E network that owns
the History Channel requesting their
creative programming team review the
Bomb Girls series for consideration of
picking it up as an episodic annual series
(example of their new annual series: The
Vikings). Bomb Girls is a well
written/costumed/staged/acted historical
period piece, not only entertaining but
educational and I believe would be a
wonderful fit on the History Channel. I
will provide the email address for A&E
(wasn't easy to locate) and anyone who
thinks this might be of influence, please
write them for support of them picking up
this series.
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Colette T.

People! Bomb Girls is a FANTASTIC
Canadian-made drama set in a munitions
factory in WWII. It's never aired in
Australia & was cancelled last year after
only 2 seasons despite critical acclaim & a
growing fanbase. Why are women's
stories always undervalued? How many
decent dramas out there focus on the
individual & collective plight of women
during the war years? Via this show, the
courage of these women is being
remembered & honoured. Help Save
Bomb Girls to PETITION NETFLIX to
pick it up!

Cheryl S.

I love bomb girls and was so sorry when it
was cancelled!!

Che W.

I just love this show. I'm watching Bomb
Girls for the second time. I love the
characters and how they share in each
other's lives. I highly recommend it.

Sharra W.

I am American, and have never seen such
an astounding show (never mind it being
Canadian) that portrays the incredible
capacity, skill, and influence that Women
have. Not just during the war, but all
throughout the ages. Please
#savebombgirls!!!

Linda S.

Save Bomb Girls

Kelly B.

Save it !!!!!!

Mari D.

Bring back bomb girls!
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Danielle R.

Best Canadian TV series .... EVER !!! I
have been sitting around waiting for the
continuation of the series. I had no idea it
was cancelled. How much more U.S. mass
murder shows are we going to be
subjected to ? This was an incredible
series and I too want it back.

Nancy M.

Would be great if they would bring back
'Bomb Girls' for a 3rd season ! Such a
good story - entertaining & informative about the women who worked in bomb
factories during WWll

Amber D.

Could there be more Bomb Girls movies
in store? http://bit.ly/P4NeiV

Claire P.

My mom was during these times, and talk
about it all the time. She remembers at 97
years old. Someone should pick her brain
from the Directors!

Maryann B.

Will "Bomb Girls: Facing the Enemy" be
shown in the US? If so, when?

Susan G.

Have no idea if the letter will be read, but
I have written the A&E network that owns
the History Channel requesting their
creative programming team review the
Bomb Girls series for consideration of
picking it up as an episodic annual series
(example of their new annual series: The
Vikings). Bomb Girls is a well
written/costumed/staged/acted historical
period piece, not only entertaining but
educational and I believe would be a
wonderful fit on the History Channel. I
will provide the email address for A&E
(wasn't easy to locate) and anyone who
thinks this might be of influence, please
write them for support of them picking up
this series.
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Brenda P.

when are u coming back??

Joyce J.

Two hour movie to wrap up the storylines
will air in Canada on March
27...unfortunately no third season.

Danielle R.

That really irritates me to no end. What ...
we don't have sufficient intelligent
viewers ?!!!

Mary K.

Will the Bomb Girls finale movie be
available on United States TV or will we
have to wait for it to come on Netflix?

Jill M.

Wonderful ! Will the movie be shown on
REELZ station and shown in the US ??

Anji D.

OMG! Sux that it's cancelled! I LOVED
the show! Sure hope Reelz will be
showing it in the U.S....heartbroken in
Florida:(

Toni G.

How can I watch the movie in the US??

Kevin C.

great show. good canadian history story
that alot ofpeople didnt know. my own
mother worked in a war plant

Michelle H.

How can they cancel such a wonderful
show!!!

Jennifer W.

I just finished the 2 seasons on Netflix.
This series need to be resurrected. Hello,
are men producing the show the hold
up???

Joyce J.

Thank you! SO looking forward to the
movie.
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Theresa S.

Have to get Netflix behind this show. I
just discovered it two weeks ago. Netflix
can independently produce it like house
of cards.

Susan D.

I absolutely agree! I've had to take some
"down time" these past few days during
which time I have discovered bomb Girls"
on Netflix. I love this show! My down
time can be tough to deal with but Bomb
Girls has been a life saver. I really hope
that Netflix will consider carrying on this
wonderful show.

Laura P.

loved the series

Tom D.

Loved the series but will NOT watch this
movie.... sorry but I refuse to support
something that threw their fans to the
garbage by dropping the series like it did.

Elizabeth Y.

Was there only 12 episodes to season 2?
Can't wait for the movie!

Cathy S.

Absolutely enjoyed each and every
episode of this show and I'm so so
disappointed that the series was
cancelled!! With the followaing this show
had...I really don't understand the
network cancelling it!! FANS hate when
networks can the best of the best!! I will
watch the final movie, but only because
the actresses and actors deserve to be
seen and should have a fitting departure!
Shame on the people who threw these
very talented performers away and left us,
the viewers, disgruntled and shocked!!

Sam F.

How about a real treat and give us a
season 3.
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Katie C.

Still can't believe they cancelled this!

Nancy M.

Entertaining (and also interesting) series.
We got 'hooked' on it on Netflix and
stayed up past midnight watching for
several nights.

Dani B.

This was SUCH a great show I have no
idea why the pulled it! There is so little
quality tv to watch....BRING IT BACK!!!

Colette T.

Just discovered this show!... Can't believe
it's already been cancelled while other
crap shows survive. It hasn't even aired in
Australia or NZ, which makes me wonder
if poor distribution was the nail in the
coffin. #savebombgirls

Becky M.

Still so bummed it was canceled in the
first place, but can't wait to see the movie.

Marlene I.

yes , when can we see this in the US? the
series was great and could have went on a
long time. Too bad Hallmark or Lifetime
doesn't pick it up. Army wives was a huge
hit , this show is just as good .

Heather G.

Another great show been axed I can't
stand that we have to watch repeated
repeats of sheer crap when there's
educational and interesting
entertainment like Bomb Girls.

Kim C.

Still REALLY upset that they would
"cancel" this great series.

Anna W.

ill be watching...loved the show and its
ashame they canceled it..just crap on tv
now..they always take the good shows off
DAMN IT!!!
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Amanda H.

they cancelled it?!!!! how sad! so glad
there is a movie!

Margaret W.

Loved the show can't wait for the movie!

Kat G.

Bring the show back

Elena G.

Can't wait for the movie! Can't wait for
the second season to come out on DVD!

Linda C.

Someone should try to get CBC to take it
over as they did with Murdoch Mysteries
after Global axed it !!!

Emily L.

Yay! Can't wait for the movie, miss this
show.

César L.

Bring back the show for another season!

Clare H.

I love it got.my sisters watching it..THE
WHOLE CAST...ARE GREAT..THEY
TOOK ME THERE..MADE ME N
SISTERS..KNOW WE WOULD HAVE
MADE GREAT .BOMB GIRLS..THANK
U..

Penny Y.

wish it was another weekly series

Sandi J.

Why was it cancelled? One of the best
series in a long time.

Lisa N.

You can't close the chapters, and finish
the stories of these girls in a mere two
hours.

Erika S.

I am sad that the series will be over, but
glad we get to view a final movie! March 6
at 1:41pm · Like
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Kathryn S.

excellent! I was disappointed when it was
cancelled. Not sure I would have taken
you for a fan, Steve.

Batsheva H.

Add me to the long list of devastated US
fans who are huge fans of this fantastic
show (binged on Netflix). Please tell us
when and where we can see the movie!!

Marlene B.

Great, have missed this marvellous series!

Patricia H.

Love this show; glad it's coming back

Tori M.

Ahhh I don't want it to end! And I don't
want to miss the movie. Where can I see it
with out cable???? Netflix? Eventually?

Nancy N.

Yay! Missed the ladies!

Brian F.

Good show, sorry to see it ending.

Tanya B.

Why do all the shows worth watching
have to go off the air so fast..very excited
to see the movie!!

Julia F.

Love this show, really sad to hear it is
ending. But i still have my pvr material
when i get lonely for the girls.

Diane W.

Also Global, did you cancel Bomb Girls
because you haven't ever watched it? Do
you even go here? Helen doesn't exist in
the show.
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Helen R.

was a REAL Bomb Girl who provided
inspiration, which took all of .5 seconds to
Google. Not to mention "We're happy to
announce the final chapter of our beloved
series Bomb Girls is coming" is one of the
most insulting ways to word that--you're
happy to announce the final chapter of
Bomb Girls? You call it 'beloved'? That's
ridiculously contradictory.

Bree M.

Love this show. Sad you put it out to
pasture.

Kath J.

I love this programme here in UK, can't
understand why it's been stopped. Bring it
back PLEASE

Linda G.

This is the BEST show! Ever.I love it
makes.T.V. worth watching! Will there be
dvds of the whole show 4 sale.If so let me
no so.I can buy them.Thanks!

Anne-Julie O.

This show was incredibly real and should
have stayed on air for a lot longer! This is
truly sad to end a part of the woman's
history like that! These woman in the past
gave us the freedom we have now and
they spit on them! A huge step behind...

John F.

I want Bomb Girls I want Bomb Girls I
want Bomb Girls. come back
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Kim L.

I haven't watched anything on Global
since you cancelled the best series on your
program schedule...seriously how many
cop shows do we need anyway...didn't
take you long to add more of those! Bomb
Girls the movie will raise your ratings for
a two hour period...then buh bye...again.
You guys took a golden goose egg and
smashed it on your own fforeheads with
that stupid decision. Bring back the
SERIES!!!!!

Ray S.

that's amazing!!! It was my favourite show
when it was on! Keep me updated on your
projects!!

Wendy K.

we have missed this show big time!

Barbara B.

I love Bomb Girls on Netflix. If it must
end, please let's have a movie to finish the
story!

Mae G.

we were so happy to have something good
to watch and we just got used to it and it
was gone

Crystal F.

Will it be released in the US at all?? I've
been watching the show on netflix and I
am addicted!!!

Marlene I.

great show , great cast and winners at
that! Why take it off the air? I don't get it .
but I will watch the movie! can't wait !

Christie M.

I love this show,why will no longer be on
the air? Was there not enough ratings?

Linda W.

Hopefully it will be on here in the US, the
series was on Reelz..can't check yet.
*fingers crossed*
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Andrea D.

I miss my show. Even had my husband
into it after a few episodes. No fair to take
it off. Should have tried a different
network before completely axing. Can't
wait to see the movie. Just wish the series
could still go too.

Maryann B.

Will the movie be shown in the US? I
watched both seasons on Reelz channel
and loved it.

Courtney T.

I watched it on netflix and I'm curious to
find out where I can see the movie too.

Beth P.

Yes, I was wondering as well when this
will air in the states, as I loved this show

Dana L.

I still can't believe this was canceled, it
was so good. Seems networks only want
to keep the ridiculously stupid shows!

Diane M.

Can't wait for this excellent program to
return!

Gladys S.

What the..................this is good show

Lyn S.

I hope Global chokes for cancelling this
show!

Heather D.

So why did they cancel the show again if
it's winning awards?! Stupid
networks..love Bomb Girls!

Joan B.

I loved this show, were the ratings poor?
A great show like this and I guess people
want to watch the Kardasians.

Stephanie C.

King Best show on T.V in ages! Why
cancel it? Dumb move!
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Krista F.

They cancel everything that is good. I
loved Bomb Girls, remember to mark
your calendars! March 27th!

Retrorama F.

Congrats!!! Floridian here who has
thoroughly enjoyed the show! Bravo to
cast and crew for a wonderful work of art!

Suzanne K.

was devastated when global canceled the
show..didn't make any sense.
Congratulations on the win!! well
deserved. Looking forward to March 27th.
Marked the date

Mae G.

makes me sick ,they take anything worth
watching off and leave the junk

Susan B.

LOVE this show!!! So sad it's cancelled:(

Peggie T.

Sorry to see award winning show
cancelled!

Broni S.

Loved the show, wish it would return to
the States.

Sarah R.

BRING IT BACK!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Susan M.

Great show!

Lee D.

How is this so good and get cancelled
waiting on netflix for season 2

Beverly W.

Bring back the show!!!!

Jessica T.

If they keep winning awards, why don't
they keep it on the air. There are few good
shows to watch and this movie isn't going
to make me feel better about it being
canceled.
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Emily R.

But still canceled? This is a waste of a
brilliant show with talented actresses!

Susan G.

Maybe A&E or the History Channel would
pick up the series....

Kathy R.

I don't know why they ever cancelled this
show, when they leave so many crappy
shows on TV!!!! Bring it back!!!

Linda S.

And it was cancelled anyway.......

Susan G.

I agree with everyone else--such a well
written show, wonderful acting, I forget
for 44 minutes (on Netfllix) that I'm not
watching real women in the 40's. They are
so believable I am just mesmerized. I feel
like I'm watching my mother and her
friends, what life was like for them at that
time in history. Maybe everyone should
write to the History channel and ask them
to look at this as an opportunity to keep
this wonderful show alive?

Jan B.

Such a wonderful series, too bad it was
cancelled.

Marlene I.

lifetime or Hallmark should pick it up .
Shame it's over , it's so good!
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Sheri F.

HOW??!! Explain to me HOW a show
winning winning screen awards can be
cancelled??!! Is the network high or just
stupid??!! Seriously, what do we, as fans,
have to do to band together and make this
happen? Either bake BBC America see the
error of their ways or pitch the
wonderfulness that is the quality of the
Bomb Girls show to another network until
they pick it up? C'mon!! The girls didn't
give up when the chips were down and
things seemed impossible!! Are we going
to cave like ninnies and just throw up our
hands and say, "Oh well!" Let's not sit
here on FB drivelling, "oh maybe some
other network will pick it up." Let's take it
to them and shove it in their face and tell
them they NEED to pick it up!!!!

Marissa K.

So happy about the awards but wish it
wasn't canceled. It was and still is a great
show and maybe an American channel
will want to but it or maybe make it into a
series on Netflix?!

Judy L.

Global and Shaw made a BIG Mistake in
Cancelling this show!!!!!!!!!!!

Joy M.

Loved this show , Put it back on please!!!

Alison H.

Miss it in the UK

Coleen P.

Congrats! Such a great show! Why are
they canceling it?

Lassie C.

don't cancel the show then

Shayla B.

they won awards and cancelled wtf?

Sherry P.

We need season3
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Jane D.

In the US if a show gets enough protests
either it is put back on or another station
picks it up

Claire P.

love this show!

Kelly W.

dont cancel the show! i love it! Maybe
Netflix could pick it up like they did with
arrested development.

Karen H.

I miss this show!!!

Della S.

AND IT GETS CANCELLED. WHATTTTT

Monica C.

Then bring it back! Seriously, how do you
cancel a multi- award winning show?

Patricia M.

They win an award LAST NIGHT and
they cancel the show??? Whaaaaaaaaa?
Disappointing pffffffffft

Sandy K.

Yeah what a shame. They cancel it and it
receives awards!!! Great show.

Amy P.

SOO..WHY IS THIS SHOW GOING OFF
THE AIR AFTER WINNING
NUMEROUS AWARDS. THERE'S ARE
SERIOUS MENTAL PROBLEMS AT THE
GLOBAL TV NETWORK....THEY ALL
NEED TO BE SLAPPED FOR THEIR
DECISION!!

Kelly L.

Bring it back!!!

Gloria V.

love that show.

Kim A.

Love that show! Wish it wasn't cancelled!
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Nicole D.

I hate that it has been cancelled! Bring
back Bomb Girls!

Danielle R.

BEST.SERIES.EVER.

Maggie S.

March 27 needs to get here i need me
some Bomb Girls

Michele D.

So miss this quality show!!

Liliane S.

we miss them to !!

Karen H.

Please tell me Bomb Girls is coming
back!!!

Cheyanne G.

i am still royally pissed it was canceled

Kim L.

im sorry but Global has some nerve...i
haven't watched their station since they
cancelled the show...the movie is great but
NOT enough.

Linda S.

With all the crap that is passing as
"entertainment" in the US, you'd think
that USA or TNT or another cable station
would be eager to pick this up. There are
some of us that like SERIOUS drama.

Bijou V.

I'm really excited for this film! I would've
rather had a season 3 of course but it's
better than nothing - and more than most
shows get!

James H.

This is a good show

Rose H.

I wish another station would pick it up
but seems like these shoes never make it
for long. China Beach for instance. Home
front for another.
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Stephanie R.

It should be on Netflix..that's how i
watched the show.

Nancy C.

I'm sad to have to miss this show, I liked
it!

Emily D.

Yay,so happy but I live in the UK:(( I love
the show so much, re-watched it so many
times on Netflix

Steven M.

Thank you for this, as I have been really
missing it.

Anne R.

so glad date has been set. So sorry no
more afterwards

Wanda L.

What? Why? No! Keeeeep the show I love
it

Danielle R.

Pls. do not end this series.

Marlene H.

Just don't understand how such a
wonderful show was taken off the air
why??????

Ashley H.

If it's award winning why the hell was it
canceled?

Matt D.

I see the other actors branching off to new
things, but this looks like it's got a fan
base that may not be seen in the ratings.

Kim L.

Im really looking forward to the
movie...but it doesn't ease my frustration
with the cancellation of the series. The
real women who inspired this show
deserve the honor of having their story
told...even if its fictionalized. This was a
show worth watching...i miss it
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Sarah R.

BRING THE BOMB GIRLS BACK!!!!!!!!!!!

Debbie R.

All these awards and acclamations for a
show deemed not good enough to renew?!
I just don't get it! I loved this show!

Tracy S.

Bring it back! This time put it on a
different channel Reelz really if I hadn't
seen the preview I'd missed this show why
not A&E, Discovery or FX.

Claudia S.

Can't wait to see the movie. I did work
onset a few times and I would love to
watch the movie, I was wondering where
can I see it?

Gesina B.

Love this show why did it ever get
canceled

Sunny D.

BRING BACK BOMB GIRLS! Canada may
be done with them but the US wants
them!

Nancy L.

Im so disappointed this was canceled !

Eddie R.

Incredibly disappointed this show Was
canceled. It is the first show I have
watched from beginning to end in many
years. Please bring it back! Or sell it to
another network that wants it. Why do
only the truly good shows get canceled?

Penny M.

Really miss this show.....

Kath J.

Fantastic well done to the cast and crew.
To the big bosses bring the series back
PLEASE

Kim S.

Love this show! Bring it back please!!!
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Roxann L.

I wonder what pea brain decided to cancel
this series. They should be fired.

Kathi B.

So again we ask.....Why was it
cancelled??? UGH!!!!

Maggie J.

An award winning series and you were
stupid enough to cancel it? For what?
Elementary? Big Brother? Could you just
enlighten me and tell me how many
awards either of those two have won? Or
is it because you would rather support
American produced shows? Seriously
Global you're a disappointment.

DaNielle P.

Yet more awards for this amazing series, a
movie is not sufficient enough to explore
the lives of this vast variety of diverse
dames! Bring the show back and do their
stories proper justice!

McKenzie J.

And why is it canceled! Idiots

Capybara D.

lurve this show

Aimée G.

Bring it to the USA. We will watch for
years! Season after season after season! I
need more Vera!!!!!

Christina R.

Why then don't they bring it back...?

SE R.

Still winning awards, and they cancelled
it. OMG

Barb F.

And why was this show cancelled?
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Danielle R.

Somewhere online, there is a petition to
bring it back. I would gladly sign it. This is
the best Canadian series I have ever
watched. It is also better than most of the
U.S. offerings. What happened ? Too
intelligent for most viewers ?!!!

Jeanette B.

I miss this show. PLEASE bring it back.

Ambra R.

Love this show

Vanessa H.

Yay!! Love the show

Regina V.

So excited about this movie! I still have
my fingers crossed for the show to come
back! I miss Marco and the gals!

Trish R.

I loved this show

Esme R.

I would really like it if there were at least
3 more seasons of this show!!!!

Chloe V.

Come back to us! We love you!!

Edna K.

Yes!!!!! Can't wait!!! I have missed this
show!!!

Kathy L.

So excited for the return of Bomb Girls!!!
LOVE, LOVE, LOVE this show. Please reconsider and renew this excellent show!!

Crystal G.

I cannot wait!

Chris U.

I was just thinking about this show today.
it should be brought back.

Cortney B.

Can't wait for it. Wish you guys didnt get
the ax. I love this show
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Ann W.

When are they coming Back.?????

Zarah C.

Release date is March 27

Crystal D.

I don't have reelz channel anymore!!! I
hope I can catch up!!!

Nastashia D.

Omg! Yayyy!!!! Jeremy Frick, I can't wait!

Karen A.

YAY! Please keep the show going! I'm
addicted to it!

Cathy H.

Love this show! Keep it on

Nancy P.

I can hardly wait! I loved the show!

Carol R.

Yayyy

Rusty F.

It's a good show - just not predicable
enough for showing (days/time).

Vicki L.

yippy!

Linda C.

Yes love this show

Nykky R.

YEEEEEES!!!

Shelbi B.

I need to see season 2 still any chance it
will be on Netflix?

Christine S.

Watched it on Netflix and loved it

Tamika S.

This is one of my favorite series!

Karen S.

I would also love to see it come back for
another season, not just a movie! I will
watch the movie if I have no other choice!
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Colleen A.

I was wondering when they were coming
back on! I was just asking my old man
about this show yesterday! So glad to see
it's coming back... YEA!!

Jill M.

Glad that the 2 hr special will be shown
on REELZ.

Sandra L.

I love this series. So happy they are
coming back. I'll be watching.

Teri S.

This is almost as good as Pitch Perfect II.

Jenelle S.

Hooray! Can hardly wait!!

Sandra C.

Omg! I can't wait!!! Pleeaaasseee, pleaase
Pleeaaasseee keep in the show going.

Paul D.

They've got a war to win!

Keith N.

Wait....... what? I get to watch and enjoy
this wonderful program again....... OH
man...... thank you!

Quinn P.

OMG soooo excited

Sue B.

Alright!

Kristina H.

Woohoo!

Elizabeth R.

Aaaaaaaaaahh so excited !!

Jennifer O.

Yess! So glad this wasn't just a rumor

Carey O.

Did you see this Shelly Brown? Can't wait

Brian B.

I Can Hardly Wait.
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Steve A.

I always did like this show !!!

Beverly W.

They should have never ended the show
but you know if its not a stupid so called
comedy they will

Rosalie F.

I miss this show....but excited for the
movie

Rachel H.

both seasons are on netflix

Regina W.

I wish REELZ would bring this back, I
really looked forward to this show every
week.

Gazalee S.

This is wonderful news ! I'll have REELZ
added. Thank you:)

Ashley H.

I dont understand a great show like this
being pulled off the air. Award winning
and everything. I guess great shows mean
nothing to people watching crap!

Nancy B.

Great...I love this show.

Cynthia C.

Are you going to rerun the tv episodes
leading up to the movie release?

Cynthia C.

HOORAY!!! We are so excited!!

Crystal D.

When is the premiere???

Angie M.

Yippee...love this show.

Pam S.

Hooray! Great news! I can't wait!

Craig S.

Round Wheeler Hell yea! Love that show!
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Nikkie K.

So excited!!!

Tammy A.

Yeah!!!!!

Ashley B.

Woo Hoo!!!!

Joy S.

Wish it was on a channel that you could
see that isn't Direct Tv alone. I have Cox
cable and Reelz channel is only on Direct
Tv. I would love to see it!!!

Brooke R.

One of the few good original
programming left on ReelzChannel. When
is season 3 starting?

Tracie S.

I'M SOO GLAD/excited!! Wish this show
was picked up

Travel B.

YES!!!

Tiffany M.

Can't wait, I loved this show so much!

Ivonne A.

So excited thought I'd never hear
anything from this series again, love the
show

Sam F.

Anyone interested in helping create a
third season check out
savebombgirls.com

Jessy M.

yay! we can finally see what happens!

John L.

'Bout time! Always cancel all of my
favorite shows!;
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Anne M.

Glad they are doing a movie. Really
disappointed it was cancelled. It was the
best show on television by far!!! Wish
some other network would get a clue and
pick it up!

Daysi B.

YAY!!

Porsche N.

Totally miss this show

Debbie M.

Love this show….

Vicki L.

Great show! Can't wait!

Trisha M.

Can I see this in the U.S.? I saw the series
on Netflix..any chance the movie will be
on it?

Jenny G.

Hooray!!

Deanna W.

Can we buy Season 2??

Lyzah N.

Been waiting for this since they cancelled
the series!!! #BRINGBACKBOMBGIRLS!!

Larissa S.

Porter Brooke, it's not. The series was
cancelled.

Patricia K.

Wonderful. It was such a good show.

Kayla M.

Did they ever finish season 2?

Don R.

Can't wait...

Claudia N.

Thank you, now my daughter will get to
see it!
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James W.

Great

Bill T.

Welcome back Girls! Give us a good wrap
up, please?

Cindy W.

Hooray!

Brian M.

(Cool#) (Drinking wine#)

Amy E.

Miss this show!!!

Mia C.

Oh thank gawd.

Kelly K.

YAY!!!! I this show!

Amber M.

I really Liked this Show,I wish it was
coming back for a new season,But I will
look for the movie.

Rae B.

yea!

Linda F.

It's a shame this was cancelled. So much
crap on TV these days and they cancel the
good ones. Who made that stupid
decision?

April R.

Cant wait!

Becky M.

Thank you ReelzChannel !!!!!!

Penny M.

looking forward to it, and can't
wait......loved this show....come back!

Kristy L.

Can't wait! I miss the Bomb Girls - USA!

Janice F.

love this show! no they did not finish the
season as far as I know
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Ingrid H.

LIKE 1,000 times over¡!!!!!!!!

Natalie E.

Yay! I can't wait.

Natalie T.

yayayayayay

Heather D.

So...green shift now?

Karen P.

So exciting can't wait

Linda P.

Love the show, would be a good one for
PBS to pick up!

Kendra J.

I loved this show. This is the kind of
shows you need, not the reality ones.

Misty S.

I miss this series

Marie C.

Finally!!!

Carla K.

Just made my day!

Julia S.

WOO HOO!

Gretchen L.

So excited!💣

Cassandra S.

This show has won countless awards. I
don't understand why they dropped it. A
smart network would snatch it up. Until
then, I will settle for the movie.

Calandria M.

Sooo excited! Cannot wait. ^-^

Leslie G.

Should of keep the show!!!

June R.

I live for this show...
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Vicki L.

Yeah.

Christine M.

Sorry it hot cancelled. I loved that show.

Vanessaadam G.

Why couldn't they just kept the show
going

Rebecca P.

I miss this show, the network was an idiot
for not picking it up, can't wait to see the
movie.

Kayla M.

Goodness that means I need to finish
watching it lol

Cortney B.

Woohoo can't wait. One show I will be
buying on dvd

George F.

THANK YOU!!

Connie S.

Thank you thank you! I love that series
and was furious it was not renewed!

Michaela T.

It's important to keep this show going, not
just because of the amazing cast, the story
lines and the incredible sets and fashions
of the day. This is our mothers',
grandmothers' and great aunties story
that is being told. Their contribution to
the war effort should be recognised and a
great way to do that is to keep this show
going for historical and of course
entertainment reasons! My grandma
worked in a munitions factory in Scotland
during the war so I was instantly
fascinated by the series and love the
characters. I really hope it gets picked up
again! I miss it!

Jacqueline B.

I love this show
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Barbara B.

I love this show!! Please continue with
season 3

Colette T.

My Granman, Doreen Taylor, worked in a
munitions factory in Rocklea, Brisbane
(Australia). This show finally tells the
stories of the many women who risked
their lives daily. They never got to march
in parades for their courage, & they all
knew that enemies would target
munitions factories first. SOMEBODY
PLEASE PICK UP BOMB GIRLS!

Elena A.

I love Bomb Girls! It would be great if
Netflix picked up the series! Love it!

May C.

I really hope this works, it seems like all
the really good shows are ending leaving
us with mostly crap!

Kathryn M.

Don't get Netflix and won't just to watch
one show. I'd have to wait until it comes
out on DVD!

David W.

Be impressive to see a bomb load of
comments on the Netflix FB page. There's
a lot of BG fans out there, many more
than are on this page and the more folks
who make their will known, the more
liable the show is to be picked up. It's just
too darned good to see fall away. My
mother was Canadian and I know she's
behind the show and the women it
portrays as much as if she were still alive
today. Her sister, my aunt worked in a
war plant in Massachusetts having been
released from the WAC's as her war time
job was more critical. Bomb Girls is a part
of my heritage and I'm proud of that fact.
And Betty is so amazing!
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Amy P.

This show needs to picked up by Netflix! !

Judy L.

TO Global and Shaw, You made a BIG
mistake!!!!

Michele S.

When will the movie be on us netflix?
That how I saw it.

Alice S.

I want to move to Canada for lots of
reasons and now this is one more.

Tonje N.

Oh, wish I was in Canada Can't wait to see
this movie! Hope it spreads to other
countries fast

Bobbie F.

Why doesn't Canadian Netflix have this
brilliant show on its rotation? Glad its on
American Netflix but since its a Canadian
based show shouldn't it be available on
Canadian Netflix too?

Colette T.

I just binge-watched ALL of Bomb Girls.
Bring on Season 3, Netflix!!

Kim F.

Dear Mr. Hastings, My husband and I
have been loyal Netflix customers for 5 or
6 years now. We stayed with you through
the price hike when many people jumped
ship. We stayed with you when you
started concentrating on
STREAMING...(which, to be honest, we
like). So, Here IT IS....We want you to
SAVE THE BOMB GIRLS! Bring us a
season 3!!!! Make it....throw money
towards it, whatever. But, you introduced
us to it, so now you need to help save a
great historical-fiction show. (E Mails
sent!)

Erin S.

I is like my favorite show. Can't wait for
the movie, bit that won't be enough
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Annie J.

It's a wonderful show.

Judy L.

The fans of this show really want a season
3.

Barbara B.

Save Bomb Girls! Season 3, please!

Shelley W.

Please bring it back!!

John F.

Still missing Bomb Girls

Sam F.

Just sent e-mails to all three Netflix execs.
Attacking Twitter next.

Lori S.

i misss this show soooo much!!

Erin S.

SAVE MY FAVORITE SHOW

Amanda A.

I'll be marathoning season one with my
friend, Alexandra Spradling-Flowers. I'm
recruiting, y'all!

Patricia M.

More bomb girls....

Michelle N.

More Bomb Girls!!

Shelley W.

Please save!!

Wendy B.

SAVE BOMB GIRLS / PLEASE

Che W.

I've tweeted, posted, and emailed netflix
execs...SAVE BOMB GIRLS!!
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wanderingaroun
dyoutube

joonas

Every day on twitter I see people fall in
love with Bomb Girls for the first time on
Netflix. I don’t mean they simply enjoy
the show, tweet about it, then move on. I
mean they devour those 18 episodes then
go LOOKING for more. That is a huge
thing, so I’m going to type it again, on it’s
own line in bold. They go looking for
more. They fall for this show, for these
characters, so hard that they open a new
tab in their browser of choice and google
“bomb girls season 3”. They expect there
to be more. And they are devastated when
they find out there isn’t. If that doesn’t
convince television execs that Bomb Girls
needs to be saved, I don’t know what will.
If you want tv-show with drama.. watch
Bomb Girls okay. SO MUCH DRAMA I
THINK I MY HEART CAN’T TAKE IT.

beckatronsrambli Just finished Bomb Girls, and holy shit
that show is AMAZING!! I was all excited
ngs
for when the third season comes out, only
to realize that IT WAS CANCELLED.
LIKE WHAT THE FUCKING HELL.
pteranadonattack PSA everyone needs to watch Bomb Girls.
-gate
jen-knee-fur

Started watching Bomb Girls... I’m
hooked.

draqul

What do you mean there are only two
season of Bomb Girls

mechromancerme NETFLIX GOLD. BOMB GIRLS IS THE
MOST UNDERRATED SHOW EVER IT’S
rmaid
EDUCATIONAL AND PATRIOTIC AND
THRILLING AND GOT GREAT
REVIEWS YET NO ONE WATCHES IT
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minniemindscoll So I’ve been watching this new show
called bomb girls and I just watched the
ide
episode that really made me fall in love
with the show. The strong women
featured in this, and the type of writing.
It’s tough, patriotic, and strong.
teaandbbc

BOMB GIRLS BOMB GIRLS BOMB
GIRLS WHY DID THIS JUST END ON
THAT NOTE WHY WHY WHY I NEED
THIS MOVIE NOW

whatshername89 Bomb Girls is the shit. Seriously. Every
episode breaks my heart. Such amazing
women.
breakingtheword
cage
mccallonthealph
a

I finished watching bomb girls and now I
don’t know what to do with myself.
a leading cast of ladies playing ladies who
take up factory jobs while the big bad
boys are away fighting. DID YOU MEAN
EVERYTHING IVE EVER WANTED IN A
TV SHOW IM IN LOVE

aligayforpayliebe I need 5000 more episodes of this show.
rt
mrsdarylbadassd
ixon

Holy shit, watching Bomb Girls was
probably the best decision I’ve made so
far this year.

grandmasmarmal BOMB GIRLS. The best show. The BEST
SHOW. You must all watch on Netflix
ade
now.
thecuriousityinsi
deyou

I finished bomb girls. Now what am I
suppose to do with my life.
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ofcrosseddaggers

I was so upset when my friend told me
that it was cancelled before I even
finished the first season :c this show
NEEDS to come back, THE WORLD
NEEDS MORE 1940S CANADIAN
LESBIANS AND PRECIOUS FACTORY
GIRLS.

johnwatsonablogg Bomb girls is so important because it
show’s the women’s side of the war and
ing
how women helped win the war and how
the war effect them and their familys.
Whenever you watch movies or show’s
about the war it’s all about men and what
they did and even when it’s about women
it’s about women who are love sick and
waiting for their man return. Nothing
else. Yes bomb girl’s show’s that side of
things but it also shows other things like
how kick ass they are and how they are
also fighting the war not just sitting
around and waiting for their boyfriends or
whatever to come home. With out women
we wouldn’t have been able to win the
war. I believe that and I am so glad that
bomb girl’s show’s that. It is such an
amazing show we turely need more
show’s like it. Continuing the show
wouldn’t hurt ether.
teaandbbc

SINCE WHEN HAS CANADA ACTUALLY
HAD LEGITIMATE TV SHOW IN BOMB
GIRLS FJDFHHJFHJDJFHJDJDH
WITH FABULOUS FEMALE LEADS AND
SASSY LESBIAN FORTIES PINUP
LIEUTENANTS FIGHTING FOR
EMANCIPATION AND SASSINESS UGH

illvminaughti

If you haven’t watched Bomb Girls on
Netflix you’re missing out it’s so good
omg
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eemersonm

So uh, hey followers, you heard of Bomb
Girls? Yes I know the majority of you
reading this would love this show. And
you know the number one reason why you
should check it out? LGBT
Representation BITCHES. We gotta
support and show love to those writers
who show their willingness to portray
LGBT persons on their shows, and do it
responsibly and respectfully. We have to
make sure shows like Bomb Girls stay on
television and change minds and
perspectives. We owe that to ourselves,
other LGBT persons, and to society. So
check out Bomb Girls on Netflix or
anywhere else you can find and get
behind shows like these that
REPRESENT.

jesterjesse

Finally getting round to watching Bomb
Girls… I think it’s taken me about five
minutes to fall in love with Gladys and
Betty.

gayerthantegan

Please don't cancel Bomb Girls. Betty is
one of the only characters on TV who
represent me and is telling my story. I
have grown attached the show and it has
helped me accept myself -Meg

lipstickandthoug

Oh my gosh I just started watching bomb
girls and their dresses and the men ugh
it’s amazing

hts
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ojos1234

I Love love love this show!! I'm a Hispanic
American and what this show says about
woman & minorities is so powerful and
moving it needs to continue! Throw in
great stories, drama, romance and history
this show couldn't be better. Any word of
a season 3? I know there is a movie
coming out but it's not the same. What
can I do to keep Bomb girls going?
Thanks! -M

snarksandkisses

Bomb Girls only has two seasons. Dammit
dammit dammit.

jooniemoon

Save Bomb Girls. Plz Canada. I will move
to Toronto don’t even try me

muffiemouse

@SaveBombGirls That is so fantastic that
you have that many V-MAILS! I so believe
that we should have way more Can-Cont
programming.

ElodieRWood

#BombGirls Noooooo! What's this end?
Bettyyyyyy "You're Safe here now" :'(
Can't wait for the TwoHour TvMovie
#SaveBombGirls

scratsqueaks

Finished Bomb Girls tonight on
Netflix...SO MUCH LEFT UNSAID!
@SaveBombGirls I need more of the
show!!

Camellia_S

@ShayleeActually I just started watching
Bomb Girls and am trying to convince
more people to watch it

Ainiwaffles

Oh 2 am oops... #BombGirls really has got
my attention! Really enjoying it!
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buknerd

People's reactions as they fall in love
w/#BombGirls via Netflix then find out
there's no more is both beautiful and sad.
@SaveBombGirls

mszozob

anyone else find when they are watching
#BombGirls, you have to remind yourself
that these characters are fictional
however, the stories

mszozob

maybe someday we can all be the source
of admiration to others that we have
invested into the characters of
#BombGirls #love #noboundaries

shots_30

Caught up on bomb girls
#lovethatprogram

iamvassalady

Highly enjoying the first episode of Bomb
Girls.

siraf

Planning on watching @bombgirls in
honour of Remembrance Day tonight.

SassSthrn

Ok it's official I'm obsessed with Bomb
Girls!

impurepureblood Bomb Girls is a really good TV show. I'll
definitely continue to watch it
izzorizzo

If you're looking for something new to
watch on Netflix, Bomb Girls is an
AMAZING female-centric show that
doesn't get enough attention.

locurasarcastic

I shall mention the power of the Bomb
Girls fandom in my paper. muajajajaja!!!

SOULTRIPPIN70

@SaveBombGirls This show is a
worthwhile Canadian venue about a part
of our History #SaveBombGirls !
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BJHumphrey1

I just love the fact that they are filming a
Bomb Girls movie. Easily one of the most
underrated shows on TV.

jfishasaurus

Without #bombgirls there's a serious lack
of 1940's lesbians in my life. #lesbians
#SaveBombGirls #representationmatters

iamvassalady

Can I just say AGAIN how much I love
this show? #bombgirls

FoxyLadyNoel87

Starting #LandGirls hope it is as good as
#BombGirls #BBC #Netflix

Harlene94

watched the first episode of Bomb Girls,
omg it's soooo good (so far)

iamvassalady

@docwhoot watching Bomb Girls, which
is FABULOUS and bad things happened
in first season finale

kaylaborg

When Betty cries on #BombGirls my
heart just dies.

LynnsAnerd

Finished Season 1 of Bomb Girls on to
season 2 can't wait to watch it with my
wife though! the suspense is killing us! :O

heyymeechelle

@LynnsAnerd§Finished Season 1 of
Bomb Girls on to season 2 can't wait to
watch it with my wife though! the
suspense is killing us! §O AH!

mchodora

Bomb Girls makes me rethink my feelings
on period pieces. Also it makes me stay up
real late.

ilovebettymcrae

@SaveBombGirls I'm pretty sure that
about 20,000 of my back-tweets are all
about#BombGirls
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DemDame79

@SaveBombGirls Thank you! I hope we
can get these guys back on the air!!!!! One
of my favorite shows...EVER!

muffiemouse

@SaveBombGirls Bomb Girls should be
saved because it's Canadian, it's our
Heritage and it isFabulous!Ὂ💣

gloria_elissa

@meggamonstah My twin sis and I
absolutely love Bomb Girls because of
your role as Lorna. We can't wait to see
the movie. We want it back!!

heythereember

Bomb Girls is da bomb #seewhatididthere

norenbb03

A day doesn't go by where I don't think
about how awesome the show Bomb Girls
is. @SaveBombGirls
#6seasonsandamovie

vsquaredk

my other friend/ex-art classmate is being
an extra on the bomb girls movie what is
my life and why am i not doing this

erinannie

I discovered "Bomb Girls" on Netflix this
week. I will be glued to my Chromecast
TV until further notice.

muffiemouse

@SaveBombGirls We need to fight for the
right to keep this top drawer Canadian
Program rolling :)

aliisamoose

I bought the most PRECIOUS winter
stationery but the only letters I can think
of writing are to @netflix re
#bombgirls???

joellelauren

Bomb Girls Is awesome! Netflix it.
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aliisamoose

As much as I want the #bombgirlsmovie
to be realized, I don't want the
#bombgirls cast to leave #toronto. :(

seiliia

#GlobalTV you suck! #BombGirls is an
awesome show that you chose to cancel!
Why why why??!!!??
http://t.co/GVqUCZc5sD

b_creative93

Bomb girls on Netflix>>

lindsykt

#BombGirls on Netflix is where it's at

_HeatherTaylor_

Really loving #BombGirls! - probably
because I'm obsessed with vintage/retro
stuff And Canada but definitely because
it's Amazingly made! <3

_HeatherTaylor_

htp://t.co/ZyhThAMve5 - Don't be mean,
keep new Bomb Girls coming to the
screen!! #SaveBombGirls
@SaveBombGirls #BombGirls

21Anatomy

@SaveBombGirls bomb girls should be
saved bc its the best show ever and
historically valuable.

ElaineAtwell

dreamed i saw the bomb girls movie. It
featured Betty in an orange marching
band uniform, and Kate defecting to red
shift.

samxart

I just finished watching season 1 of
@bombgirls and am continuing w/ S2.
What an awesome show!! Sad to hear it's
canceled. @SaveBombGirls

signenorb

Vintage costumes, strong female
characters, perfect cinematography - how
had I not discovered #BombGirls until
now?!
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S_deakin93

I rewatched all of bomb girls and I'm still
upset

muffiemouse

@meggamonstah @SaveBombGirls
Hopefully Bomb Girls will keep on going
:) First movie I saw you in was Agnes of
God. Loved you in that movie!

robinrealhood

i'm going to rewatch season one of bomb
girls because i like pain :-)

LMRphotos

20 minutes in and I think I'm hooked on
BOMB GIRLS! WWII, factory women, so
good. #netflix

ashleyalong

If you haven't discovered "Bomb Girls" on
@netflix, I highly recommend it! Binge
watched almost all of Season 1 last night!

TheresaTK

@SaveBombGirls this really is a one of a
kind show that I've enjoyed watching and
sharing! #savebombgirls

Purple_Ninjette

They're making a Bomb Girls movie! #Yes
#AllIsNotLost #BombGirls
#MichaelSeaterOMG

AlexusNicole15

Soooo, iGuess I'll be spending the rest of
my day watching #BombGirls on Netflix.
ὄ

KingMobUK

Oh yay, Bomb Girls S2 on ITV3
tonight.Really enjoying this, sad it was
cancelled. I hear it's on Netflix too -worth
a watch if you have it.

norenbb03

Ummmm why hasn't @Netflix saved
Bomb Girls yet... @SaveBombGirls
#bombgirls #whatareyouwaitingfor
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calimay82

@SaveBombGirls @netflix that would be
amazing! #BombGirlsStrong !!!

randrews09

Betty McRae makes my heart hurt. I'm a
sucker for a badass with a heart of gold
and I JUST CAN'T. #BombGirls #Netflix

muffiemouse

@SaveBombGirls @netflix Let's make it
amazing! Save "Bomb Girls".Ὂ💣

figwiggin

@anachronistique VERA MY QUEEN

tcfromaz

@SaveBombGirls Please bring the Bomb
Girls back so we in the USA can enjoy it!!

Yayeahyeah

Anyone seen Bomb Girls? Halfway
through s1 e1 on Netflix and hooked
already. :)

crazy_legz

Why has no told told me of BOMB
GIRLS!! Don't we all know I'm a bit mad
on the oul retro/munitions 1940sWW2
stuff!!

muffiemouse

@SaveBombGirls Love this Vmail sooo
much;)

dinosrawr

mad men marathons remind me of bomb
girls and how cheesed off i am that it was
cancelled @savebombgirls

LittleMsShipper

So many feels right now. Coz Ali Liebert is
on Lost Girl. Ugh I wish Bomb Girls was
never cancelled and the movie would
fucking hurry up

Yayeahyeah

@ladyjulianne Exactly! I watched the
entire of Bomb Girls season 1 on Netflix
yesterday. Absolutely stunning.
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alldazealways

@SaveBombGirls Why in tarnation did
they go and cancel Bomb Girls?

4coda

Bomb Girls just lured me in and broke my
heart in the first episode.

pand_emonium

Just stumbled uupon #BombGirls on
Netflix, if you need me anytime soon...
Well, just don't..

CharmedLassie

When I'm watching Bomb Girls it's
invariably Lorna who brings me to tears.

MeanCloneGirls

i miss my Betts and Princess. #BombGirls

anh62950

9 minutes in and I've already succumbed
to the charms of Betty/@AliLiebert
#bombgirls

manson26

@AliLiebert This face is even more
determination to get the show saved
#SaveBombGirls I'm doing it for you

ElaineAtwell

@AliLiebert yeah, but the impact she has
made will live forever, for serious.

BombGirlsFans1

@ElaineAtwell @AliLiebert 100% agreed.
Betty & Bomb Girls has literally changed
people's lives for the better, & we're so
thankful for that

BombGirlsFans1

Dang it, there are tears in my eyes. C'mon,
@Netflix, or someone, anyone, please
#SaveBombGirls! #emotional

LindzGilmer

Too many lasts here at Bomb Girls. :(
#bombgirls #toosoon

kaylaborg

When Betty from #bombgirls cries, my
heart just kind of dies a little.
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mwildrose69

@SaveBombGirls "Live the journey, for
every destination is but a doorway to
another" Don't cry, kiddo. This chapter
isn't complete...

ilovebettymcrae

#BettyMcRae will always be a part of me.
I will always think about her. That's just
the damn truth. #BombGirls

RachelGarfirth

Found a solution to the #BombGirls
cancellation. you can all film it in my
garden and we can upload it to Youtube.
#goodidea?

madamyez

@AliLiebert The face that launched a
thousand "ships". She may be
(temporarily) gone but Never forgotten !
@Netflix save these #BombGirls

greeneyehellcat

Me to myself: I'll just finish up these last
few episodes of this shown on @netflix
*5hrs later* Aaaaand it's 1 am.
#BombGirls

randrews09

I wasn't looking for anything, but I'm glad
you found me. *sobs uncontrollably*
#BombGirls

anh62950

You mean a holding hands and kissing
kind of date? Gladys, I love you.
#BombGirls

letgojustbefree

I am more than 100% excited for the
#BombGirls movie asdfghjkl.

ChelleFishy

I don't know how you expect me to sleep
when all I want to do is hug Betty... I just
really want to hug her, okay? #bombgirls
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izziefairie

@SaveBombGirls Yes thank you
#bombgirls Honestly I've never wanted to
save a show SO MUCH!

BritneyNYQueen

Just finished the 1st season of
#BombGirls and I love it!!!
@kabienvenue

BritneyNYQueen

@kabienvenue @SaveBombGirls I really
love it!!!!

muffiemouse

@SaveBombGirls I hope I'm tweeting in
the right place! Please save Bomb Girls;)
BTW, love being called a Bombshell;)

anh62950

Yup I'm deeply invested in #BombGirls
and especially Betty. What took me so
long? #latetotheparty

shutterpunk1

I just can't quit #BombGirls. It will not
leave me be. It resinates to my core.
#SaveBombGirls

betterleftbl_nk

Betty McRae and her swagger makes me
feel something I absolutely cannot feel
#BombGirls

Rvoorham

@SaveBombGirls please don't go, stay for
years and years

anh62950

Just finished #BombGirls. Why did they
cancel it?! WHY?!?! Ok, sorry, I'm done
yelling now.

MrsLauraRoslin

And don't think I missed that #BombGirls
reference in this newest #LostGirl. I
heard it, I squee-ed, I cheered...
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Bpittman88

So tonight I get on Netflix and am greeted
with the arrival of Season 2 of
#BombGirls and there are 18 episodes!
#bestdayever #lovethisshow

Nancy P.

When will we get to see the Bomb Girls
movie in the US?

Ette S.

Season 3 please!!!!!

Lisa A.

Are you kidding? I had no idea this
fantastic show was cancelled. I was
looking online for schedule information
because it's been so long since I last saw
it. My husband and I have been waiting
for months for the new season only to be
disappointed.

Mary J.

im a happy camper , i want to see this
movie been waiting for a while.

Iris S.

I just found this show on Netflix and
LOVE it! I am so sad there is not going to
be a 3rd season does anyone know if the
movie will eventually get to Netflix?

Maureen G.

this is a great series---acting, production--everything---I have just watched both
seasons in less that 24 hours on Netflix--and was riveted. Sorry to hear it was
cancelled---we never got it on any USA
channels. Hope the movie is true to form--at any rate it is an important story--there were American women in defense
work as well---read "The Girls of Atomic
City"

Dorotha F.

When will there be new episodes on
Netflix? I LOVE this show!

Toni B.

love this show cant wait for the movie
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Bob D.

Glad Bomb Girls are coming back.

Jo A.

We love this series and don't want to see
it end so soon please.

Jessica C.

so upset its over! kind of ticked!

Ronnie N.

What everyone said. BRING IT BACK!!!!!

Brooke B.

So excited about this! Hated they
"canceled" the series

Sandi J.

Global, bring this show back! One of the
best dramas you have; can't imagine why
you would cancel it. Makes NO sense.

Lowrey P.

Hope I can get reelz. Awesome show and
yet honey boo boo is still on - go figure!!

Suzanne S.

I can't wait to see it, but I don't want this
series to end!!

Maggie S.

has anyone ever asked why they cancelled
it

Carla G.

Global, please bring back your best show.!
Dynamic women, interesting , thoughtful
characters!! Award winning you think it
was a no brainer , too keep a good thing
going !!!

Joan B.

Anyway we can see it in USA? I loved this
show

Ellie L.

that's great news..loved the series ..can't
wait to see the movie..wonderful tribute
to Canadian TV quality..

Susan A.

Awesome! I can't wait! I just wish the
show would come back!!
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Bob C.

From Washington DC, love this show!!
More Canadian tv on Netflix please!
Never heard of Reelz.

Lauren A.

Hope it will be available in the UK! Or
even uk netflix! I LOVE this show

Maria P.

Yay, so happy it is coming back to the
USA

Nancy L.

Bravo!! I cannot wait to see the next
installment and I hope for more!!

Charissa R.

OMG dammit US! If Degrassi can air at
the same time in Canada and the States,
why can't Bomb Girls?! And Lost Girl
while I'm complaining...

Marlene H.

Will be watching for sure , so sorry that
global cancelled such a wonderful series
Shame on them!!

Nicole G.

Wish global would continue series. Finally
a canadian series that was really good.
What is reelz anyway

Chutney A.

I love this show!!!!

Vicky S.

Love this show! Let the countdown
begin!!

Olive T.

Glad the. Girls are back for a short time !

Julie S.

I miss this show !! Can't wait for it to start
again in USA !! Reelz

Christine R.

My Mother made bombs during the war
in Scotland! I look forward to watching.
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Colette T.

I binge-watched both seasons in 1 week.
Can't believe it was cancelled

Sheila E.

Love the show. Wish they would bring it
back as a series again...

Nancy P.

I can hardly wait for Bomb Girls this
spring!

Ila M.

Hurry, can't wait to see the new series
again. I love this show

Michele F.

I love this show and have Season I! ~
Hurry back to REELZ!! M.

Carissa B.

Why is it always the best shows that come
to an early end?!

Andrea M.

We want the series back...now that would
be a love letter!

Roger R.

Best new series in a longtime. Lets BAN
this so called reality programming.

Melissa P.

When is it coming back to the US????

Ila M.

Get the series going on TV, I miss
watching it

Cathy S.

Love this show!

Karman B.

Love this show and so excited for the
movie. Thank you for telling this story!

Karrie M.

When does it release in the states

George M.

This was one of the bet shows on TV. I am
sad it was cancelled for no apparent
reason!
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Lindsey T.

Hope this makes it to Netflix!! Love
BombGirls!

Judith R.

With the vast sea of garbage shown on TV,
why can't we have at least a few
worthwhile programs like this? Those
"reality" programs for the most part,
except for one or two, make me sick to my
stomach.

Renée B.

Is this going to be a brand new season? Or
repeat from Season 1 and 2? thanks. I
LOVE this show!

Jackie R.

is there a way to view in US or can I buy
the disks in season. Miss it in the US

Terrie G.

Movie? Cool!

Von I.

Is there anywhere else we can watch the
show besides the Reelz Channel in the
US??

Cait L.

Any chance this will be showing on
Netflix?

Andrea M.

My hopes were high for the series to
continue. A movie is a consolation prize.
This brilliant show deserves to continue
in honor of all women past and present.
Why can't the networks see this?

Ilene J.

I can't wait!! Love this show: ). My
Mother worked on a bomb line in USA .

Marion D.

I love it too and one of my niece's best
friend is Betty!!

Maria H.

I'm excited for the release! Gimme some
Bomb Girls!
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Diane W.

When will we see that mystical Carol
mentioned in a previous post? I'm hoping
she's a magical unicorn lesbian that
sweeps Betty off her feet and causes them
to both get their own slapstick comedy
show spin-off.

Robert H.

Please show atleast a little bit of the Battle
of the St Lawrence.

Karina C.

This is what happens when you're
American and your favorite show is
Canadian. No one ever tells you what is
going on

Marlene I.

wish we could watch it in the US . Hoping
Netflix will show it .

Kim L.

i want to see Stanley come home with a
war bride...which could then lead to a new
series...with all the same characters
writers production crew and sets.

Linda R.

My Mom was a Bomb Girl during the war.

Marlene I.

why can't they sell the movie to redbox?

Debbie H.

I can hardly wait for the movie. I wish the
show was still on TV.

Mary B.

I really loved the show....it seems all the
good shows get canceled ....you would
think with this shows big following some
network somewhere would pick it up! Did
the shows producers try to pitch it and to
the U.S. networks?

Janine R.

Love this show!
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Mae G.

C B C should try find something good like
this and heartland instead of some of the
stupid shows they have one since
years,they are so stupid i don,t find them
funny at all

Sandi J.

Why oh why was this awesome show
cancelled?!

Suzanne S.

Cant wait, sending the show losts of love
from Melbourne Australia

Burnidette G.

LOVE!LOVE!LOVE! This show!!!! Bring
back the series!!!!

Anna B.

I love this show ,,, I hope I get to see it... I
don't have cable anymore. I pray its
online

Carole B.

Love that programme looking forward to
it again x

Sandi D.

Too bad they took it off television. it was
one of my favorite shows.

Jill M.

This is one of the BEST shows that
Canadian Television has produced, it is
great that they are making a movie of it,
but it would have done SO well as a
continuing series!

Sandra D.

when does the series begin in the US?

Claire P.

can' wait - we deserve to get the SERIES
for 2014!
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Beth O.

When can we in the US get to see the
movie? I really really want to see it.
Netflix got me hooked on the series I hope
they play the movie shortly after it plays
in Canada. Please the powers that be let
us in the US see the movie soon.

Tony B.

It would also have been helpful if Global
had provided the start time to go along
with the March 27 air date. This explains
why the BOMB GIRLS Movie isn't yet
listed on my Program Grid. I guess we
just have to stay tuned! CHEERS!

Elizabeth A.

I am trying to wait patiently--in the
States--for the movie. In the meantime, I
found all of the episodes for both Season 1
and Season 2 on YouTube. I can have my
own Bomb Girls Festival!!

Andora S.

CANT WAIT !!!! This show should never
have been canceled.

Dawn C.

Just ordered S1+2 as netflix hasn't picked
up S2

Brígida V.

Girls a little help pleasee! Bomb Girls is
returning like season 3 or a movie?
Thanks :)*

Amy W.

I'd be most excited to see the Bomb Girls
back as a SERIES on TV (not just a film)
and not CANCELLED, like it has been.

Laura S.

When will it be on in the UK? Bomb girls
should have never been cancelled!

Terri R.

Sure miss this show in the US!!
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Kim L.

i have to say Gladys' mother is really
good...i love her facial expressions...she is
soooo cold What a good actress she
is...but the whole cast is stellar!
#BringBackBombgirls

Sarah A.

I just wanna know what happens to
Betty!!!!!! Uggg how long will we wait for
it to be on Netflix

Kayla S.

all of them. i loved watching this show!!

Alicia P.

BETTY. If you're not going to
SaveBombGirls, then give Ali Liebert a
spin-off, will ya?

Barbara P.

Love this show!

Tory C.

This was my fave show to actually keep up
with!! And that's hard for a young single
mom in school.

Jill M.

Im excited to see all of them come back to
conclude things.Just wish the show was
coming back on ! My fav that's hard but I
might say Gladys...even though she was
wealthy she was not a B---H about her
ways.She was a normal person.Global TV
will be shown in the USA right????

Arielle R.

Why did they cancel this show?

Brenda S.

Sad to lose this show...

Lorie F.

Looking forward to it, but wishing this
wasn't going to be the last of Bomb Girls.
When I see some of the things that stay on
TV for years, I'm still in shock that this
was pulled from the air so soon.
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Michael M.

Such a good show...will be missed

Elizabeth A.

I wish I lived in Canada so I could watch
Bomb Girls: Facing the Enemy next week.
Any ideas when it will be shown on Reelz
TV?

Kelly A.

When will it be on Reelz?

Bomb G.

Reelz will be airing the movie in the US
sometime this spring. We'll let you know
as soon as we hear a confirmed airdate!

Kathi G.

Looking forward to the new season!

Valerie T.

Please tell me Reelz will air this!!!!!

Chris M.

Bomb Girls responded in these comments
that it will air in the US this spring on
Reelz. So glad because I never heard of
Global.

Tori S.

Omg ! I thought the show was cancelled
??

Joyce J.

Yah...so looking forward to the movie.

Amanda P.

I hope it will be coming to the states soon!

Crystal P.

I cant wait!!! is the movie going to be in
the US?

Jo W.

hope we get it here on reelz the Canada
site will not let us even access the global
site

Diane W.

They're building a device to destroy
whomever it was that decided it was a
good idea to cancel this show.
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Tracy W.

Looking forward this being shown in the
UK, love the series, is it available on Bluray Bomb Girls?

Cindy R.

When will this be aired in US? This show
is great material for a project I'm
researching, giving a good visual to that
era. My mother worked in similar settings
in the US.

Sarah R.

We want it in the US also!!! More than the
movie, we want the weekly show back!!!!

Diana M.

YES!!! So glad it will air in the US, can't
wait!

Peggy S.

Waiting for it to air in the us! Wish we
knew what date!?

Sandi E.

Love to see the movie but wish the series
was still one. gave me such insight to my
grandparents generation why the women
I know were so strong and such
matriarchs.

Elizabeth A.

Can't wait until Spring has sprung and
Bomb Girls: Facing the Enemy airs in the
US. One of the best shows on television.
Too bad the powers that be would rather
air lesser quality programming.

Theresa S.

Get netflix to produce your show!!!!

Christina J.

Cant wait. This show is fantastic for so
many reasons.

Megan E.

When is it on in the UK ? Looking forward
to it !
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Marisa W.

When they cancelled Bomb Girls I
cancelled my cable. Is this coming out on
DVD?

Tina M.

So far no listing on Direct tv. Will it be
coming to the US?

Jill J.

I see it announced but don't see it
scheduled, does anyone know what
channel it will be on in Canada

Marlene I.

No idea where or when we will see it in
the US . hoping Netflix pics it up . you can
watch both seasons on there! Sell the
rights to Netlix so we can see it too!

ClaireYeowart

"Welcome home." I'm sobbing already.
#BombGirls #SaveBombGirls

ClaireYeowart

"Surprise surprise, princess." MY
EMOTIONS. #BombGirls
#SaveBombGirls

ClaireYeowart

Kate is signing again and everything is
right in the world. I missed your beautiful
voice @charlottehegele #BombGirls
#SaveBombGirls

ClaireYeowart

On my, twist already and we're only 7
minutes in. #BombGirls #savebombgirls

dryily

Vera in a uniform is so freaking adorable.
#BombGirls #FacingTheEnemy

VeraSaysThis

@bombgirls @JodiAnneBalfour
@JamieElman #doyoueatbacon
#savebombgirls http://t.co/Lr9u0Aym3Z

ClaireYeowart

Vic Mu ladies, I've missed you so.
#bombgirls #savebombgirls
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dryily

"Men can be such jerks. But then God
created Italians". Thank you Canada, I
love you too. #BombGirls
#FacingTheEnemy

ClaireYeowart

Toto, I've got a feeling we're not in Vic Mu
anymore. #bombgirls #savebombgirls

ClaireYeowart

Right, I'm going in. SOMEBODY PLEASE
COME HOLD MY HAND. #BombGirls
#SaveBombGirls

ilovebettymcrae

Oh Vera, my Vera... RISE UP AND HEAR
THE BELLS! #BombGirls
#OhCaptainMyCaptain #VeraBurr

dryily

Watching #FacingTheEnemy . If there's
no happy ending I'm gonna cry so hard
the writer will have to pay me a therapist
for life. #BombGirls

ClaireYeowart

Writing for another hour then it's time to
have my heart ripped out of my chest via
#BombGirls

buknerd

If I stop watching #VeronicaMars I'll have
to finish #Warehouse13 or watch the
#BombGirls movies again. My heart can't
take that

lijeyeshaveit

That's how they end #bombgirls I
honestly cried. #BombGirlsMovie

Juliett_B

It's over.. I'm sad. #BombGirls

Juliett_B

"I'll buy all your records." I needed to cry
more, thanks #BombGirls

ilovebettymcrae

Awww!!! I LOVE WHEN PEOPLE GUSH
ABOUT #BOMBGIRLS!!!
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Juliett_B

Lorna :(((( #BombGirls

Juliett_B

BETTY RUNNING TO KATE
ASDFGHJKL #BombGirls

Juliett_B

".. It was brave." #BombGirls

Juliett_B

Asdfghjkl all the girls and Vera ;_; 'I hate
goodbyes' #BombGirls

Juliett_B

Oh my God, Vera..I'm proud and sad.
#BombGirls

Juliett_B

Lorna is the best. Also badass Betty is
back. #BombGirls

Juliett_B

Welcome home. ajjfskdgkehfsleidndnvx
#BombGirls

Juliett_B

AHHHH KATE AND BETTY
ASDFGHJKL #BombGirls

Juliett_B

Vera is my precious angel #BombGirls

Juliett_B

Also McWitham feels. #BombGirls

Juliett_B

I want to cuddle Betty.. :( #BombGirls

Juliett_B

Kate singing &lt;3 #BombGirls

Juliett_B

No but where is Betty?
#whocaresaboutspydude #BombGirls

Juliett_B

Asdfghjkl Vera and Kate! I missed them
so much. I'm gonna cry when I see Betty.
#BombGirls
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cheesesource

The #bombgirls movie is a tour de force!
Ten minutes from the end, loving it!
#wereateam

ilovebettymcrae

I'm almost convinced the #BombGirls
movie was a straight-up set-up for
another movie. That's the only thing that
makes sense out of it.

9897jama

#BombGirls #yesterday
#AWESOMENESS
http://t.co/LUGUTKI2sc

themallyulm

@SaveBombGirls just sent my answer!
Love this show! #BombGirls

JulietteVerne

Betty always gets hit in the left side of her
face . I love that her poor face is beat up
for most of the movie #BombGirls

JulietteVerne

When all else fails, resort to tea.
#BombGirls the old gang's back together

dontthiksosadie

The #BombGirls anxiety is fading.
Acceptance and love. Bomb girls forever!
#savebombgirls

JulietteVerne

What a way to go. Sweet sailing Vera
#bombgirls

JulietteVerne

Betty decides to win, that girl is down ten
seconds later #BombGirls damn fine fight

JulietteVerne

Such camaraderie in the canteen
#BombGirls

JulietteVerne

I forgot how much I missed those pretty
faces, how much this show resonated with
me. #BombGirls
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JulietteVerne

#BombGirls goddamn Betty McRae's
goddamned face

JulietteVerne

Gladys can sweet talk anyone into
anything #BombGirls

staybloomin

.@Global_TV: Renew @BombGirls for
another season.
http://t.co/oGUaYb4DNN
#savebombgirls

suzannebleu

"I'm gonna give her a home." I will never
be okay. NEVER. #BombGirls

suzannebleu

I AM SO UPSET YOU GUYS, CRYING
AND MISERABLE AND HEAD-INHANDS AND NEEDING MORE
#BOMBGIRLS

matchbox_sized

Just finished the #BombGirls movie. Oh
man. I NEED MORE. IT CAN'T END
THERE. It was so good you guys. So good.

thinkingmuslim

I thought I'd seen it all #bettytheboxer in
canada ww2 #bombgirls

1moishpain

@bombgirls movie was so good!
especially @AliLiebert as Betty!... and I'm
still crying.

wookskjm

@AliLiebert come visit Michigan
sometime, we'd love to see you! We are
neighbors you know.. Ps Thank you 4
being so badass on #BombGirls

youcanspellthis

Such a loving woman...... #bombgirls
https://t.co/1iAEcEuluA

ilovebettymcrae

VERA. too perfect for words. but... how
can i choose her when... #BombGirls
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ilovebettymcrae

Betty was a fabulous mess trying to deal
with the aftermath all on her own. I love
her but she's been physical and thus
broken. #BombGirls

ilovebettymcrae

I think #KateAndrews was my favorite
from the #BombGirls movie. She was put
together and she dealt with things headon. No panic. No death.

tomcarney_

She can spy on me, no problem!
#BombGirls #BombGirlsMovie
http://t.co/wZPjk11WM7

tomcarney_

Everyone grieves for Vera #BombGirls
#BombGirlsMovie
http://t.co/rQGWMnlJZN

samanthajbird

Goddammit @bombgirls! I'm crying!

PositivelyB

BETTYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYY. #bombgirls

katylyn89

@JBROCKnROLL No!I was going to start
watching it again,but then I got sad
thinking about it. Going to marathon
#BombGirls then go back to it

tomcarney_

Goodbye Vera goes to war? #BombGirls
#BombGirlsMovie
http://t.co/vNff2X0CnO

tanyas112

My #BombGirls heart!!! #savebombgirls
@AliLiebert @charlottehegele
@JodiAnneBalfour @SaveBombGirls
@Global_TV

tomcarney_

I love all the big old chrome 40s cars they
drive, #BombGirls #BombGirlsMovie
http://t.co/L4jPtdtn1y
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tomcarney_

Vera the soldier, #BombGirls
#BombGirlsMovie
http://t.co/xHKHKpMk0U

tomcarney_

After all the years Marco as been trying to
join up, Vera beats him to it! #BombGirls
#BombGirlsMovie
http://t.co/2QWeuVVrpu

buknerd

I can't explain my love of #BombGirls, so
I'll just tweet the characters' names
randomly for the rest of my life and hope
that's enough

izzy6asu

Catching up on #BombGirls. Did you
watch it? #tvtag http://t.co/csTW48ikfJ

MeganMac1994

That movie hit me right in the heart and
lots of ugly crying happened and life is
rough. #BombGirls

grammaryl

A poignant end to one of my fave shows
@bombgirls. Well done to @AliLiebert
@JodiAnneBalfour, the rest of the cast
and crew. Awesome sauce.

DebbyDonnelly

Bomb Girls Video - #BombGirls - Facing
The Enemy - http://t.co/0uVNzsA1ae
http://t.co/a7R8M10ujz Thank you!
#RCN

CDParmer

@bombgirls great final show - wish the
series would continue

colleenbrethour

I don't know what's worse about the end
of #BombGirls, Missing my favorite tv
character or missing @AliLiebert's face
Please #savebombgirls

SterlingMB

@Twistowit I sure hope you get
#BombGirls soon....
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AshleyJilek

Reunited (with #BombGirls ) and it feels
so good! Finally, #BombGirlsMovie. I'm
ready! http://t.co/TEkdTCBBux

donnaa_maria

@AliLiebert totally a woman's factory
worker in my past life. #BombGirls
inspired me to no end!
http://t.co/62XhYnomjY

tomcarney_

All girls together! #BombGirls
#BombGirlsMovie
http://t.co/XV0H7X7aO5

tomcarney_

#BombGirls #BombGirlsMovie
http://t.co/qhqQKZ7FP9

tomcarney_

And they are back in the factory working
together! #BombGirls #BombGirlsMovie
http://t.co/79mTDp7q5K

tomcarney_

Vera is all wifey now with Marco.
#BombGirls #BombGirlsMovie
http://t.co/3qJ40KfDOk

scottiscool

Is it just me? Can't get into it. LOVED the
show!!! #BombGirls #BombGirlsMovie

buknerd

Maybe the #AHS paleyfest will distract
me from all these #BombGirls feelings

tomcarney_

Lorna seems alot happier with her
husband now. #BombGirls
#BombGirlsMovie
http://t.co/aMcHznZMhB

tomcarney_

Looks like jail as turned Betty into a tough
cookie! #BombGirls #BombGirlsMovie
http://t.co/bQ9mGW30MW
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tomcarney_

Betty in the boxing ring! Girl as gotta
make a living some how? #BombGirls
#BombGirlsMovie
http://t.co/LuJ9FiMdoo

reginadraco

Watched @bombgirls movie again. Am so
going to miss this wonderful show.
@netflix @Global_TV pls #savebombgirls
so much story left to tell

LethHistSociety

Bomb Girls Video - Bomb Girls - Facing
The Enemy - http://t.co/0Cw6xn9wrO
http://t.co/8bxKgsX7T5

buknerd

There are a lot of things I'm gonna need
to say about #BombGirls, but for now I'm
just gonna have a good cry.

harperscoutlee

@charlottehegele @AliLiebert Thx for the
heart you put into #BombGirls. Not
happy w/no McAndrews resolution, but
appreciate your talents.

ilovebettymcrae

I think my favorite thing from the
#BombGirls movie was Kate's epiphany
about her part in the war. She had to see
it to believe it. Ouch.

pottsy000

@bombgirls YOU CAN NOT JUST END
LIKE THAT I WANT MORE PLEASE
💣💣💣

Keyrlis

@charlottehegele @AliLiebert How
should I beg you for a signed copy of
"Kate's" pinup and "Betty's" WeCanDoIt
poster? #Bombgirls #salute

MrsLauraRoslin

I'm thinking about re-watching
#BombGirls before I watch
#BombGirlsMovie. I'm just not ready for
these stories to be over yet.
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buknerd

Betty McRae is an angel from heaven and
I can't. #BombGirls

EvaRocket

finally home. time to watch the
@bombgirls movie

rovermom

@AliLiebert @manson26 lego my
bombgirls!:) niceeee:)

MrsLauraRoslin

More #BombGirls puppies:
http://t.co/ed44qX18xK

AmberKinnear

BETTY! BETTY! BETTY! BETTY! BOMB
GIRLS! *this is me being calm*
@AliLiebert @bombgirls

TwingleGal

Catching up on last nights #BombGirls! I
missed this show :)

buknerd

I am dead. @AliLiebert made a Betty face
and killed me and now I am dead.
#BombGirls

buknerd

This song is killing me and her face is
killing me and these two idiots dancing
adorably are killing me. #TooManyFeels
#BombGirls

TigerDol

Trying to be patient by waiting for the
@bombgirls movie here in the states. This
may not be pretty. ;-) @AliLiebert
#savebombgirls

mfleigle

Just found out there was a #BombGirls
movie. Gonna watch ASAP

AliLiebert

One of my favorite scenes. Ever. Art by
the super talented April @manson26
#bombgirls http://t.co/evsSmqrn7z
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gabe_grey

@katylyn89 hey.. Dr Patel has some
pretty snazzy waist coats! #BombGirls

rissymonky

@Global_TV So, there's going to be more
#BombGirls, right? I'm a fan from the
States. You must keep it going!
#SaveBombGirls

victoriousfae

#BombGirls wrap up movie *lies down*

calesybub

@UtahFilmCenter #bombgirls Canadian
period drama. Strong female characters
set in the 1940's.

ruthbinns

I forgot to mention how dreamy Betty
looked all covered in soot and shouting
for a doctor #BombGirls

Tv_Gal55

@manson26 @VBDubGirl Step away
from twitter. Go watch #BombGirls in all
it's glory like it's meant to be.

ilovebettymcrae

I am in love with #GladysWitham. Not
Gladys the spy but the girl who fought for
those who had no way to fight for
themselves. #BombGirls

ilovebettymcrae

When given the option to work above the
commoners of lesser status, Gladys
Witham chose instead to descend to the
factory floor. #BombGirls

calesybub

@UtahFilmCenter #Episodes #bombgirls
(which has stupidly been cancelled!)

PaulaWYerama

@bombgirls @Global_TV loved it!! I was
having Bomb Girls withdrawl.

LostYetSoulful

Okay so.... a sequel to the Bomb Girls
movie? Its a great idea right!??
#BombGirls
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staybloomin

I really hope somebody somewhere saves
#BombGirls… The movie introduced so
many potential new stories! @netflix
@Global_TV @ReelzChannel

ilovebettymcrae

People do not love #BombGirls because of
the spying. People love BombGirls
because VERA! GLADYS! BETTY! KATE!
LORNA! MARCO! CAROL! ETC!

HellbugsInLove

I can't remember the last time I yelled at
my TV so much #BombGirls Oh wait, it
was June 3, 2013. Ah yes. I remember it
well.

vintagegaylady

http://t.co/I7P3petQEF #bombgirls is on
in the wee small hours in the UK. Until
then, I get my 40s fix with #Ella and
Scotch @bombgirls

ruthbinns

This scene sent me over the edge - Betty's
face owns my heart
https://t.co/EVoV9G2ujT #BombGirls

charlyblue

@IslaBoag @VeroniqueS @bombgirls
@meggamonstah Agreed. I'm excited to
see what happens to Lorna's family in
movie. I hope her boys are ok.

ilovebettymcrae

How cute was it when Betty was slapping
Donald?! I know that comment was
offensive as hell but she was adorable.
#BombGirls

IslaBoag

@charlyblue @VeroniqueS @bombgirls
#BettyForever #BombGirls

charlyblue

@VeroniqueS @IslaBoag @bombgirls
@meggamonstah it was nice to see the
softer side of Lorna. On rewatching I
appreciated her character more.
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ruthbinns

@AliLiebert It was certainly a first
step...we need another series to find out
though @netflix! (so glad Betty got her
house) #BombGirls

IslaBoag

@VeroniqueS @AliLiebert @bombgirls
@charlyblue I love all her posts. ;-) x

IslaBoag

@VeroniqueS @charlyblue @bombgirls
@meggamonstah Lorna is awesome. They
all are tbqh. #strongwomen #BombGirls

charlyblue

@IslaBoag @VeroniqueS @bombgirls As
far as crushing on then yeah definitely
Betty. :)

ilovebettymcrae

things i loved about the #bombgirls
movie: the war time-line, the crazy
accurate events, the music, the costumes,
the traitor.

VeroniqueS

@IslaBoag @AliLiebert @bombgirls
@charlyblue I love her #BombGirls posts
♥

VeroniqueS

@charlyblue @IslaBoag @bombgirls I
always had a lot of respect for Lorna. Still
do. @meggamonstah is amazing as Lorna!
#respect

ruthbinns

So I forgot to say how amazing I found
Betty's blue hat ALL OF THE HATS!
#BombGirls More hats please

IslaBoag

@charlyblue @VeroniqueS @bombgirls
Oh, it was *always* Betty for me. ;-)
#BombGirls

charlyblue

@IslaBoag @VeroniqueS @AliLiebert
@bombgirls I'm now blushing. Thank
you!
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charlyblue

@VeroniqueS @IslaBoag @bombgirls I
think Betty was 3rd character I liked. It
was Kate then Gladys. Lorna was really
hard to like.

IslaBoag

@VeroniqueS @AliLiebert @bombgirls I
don't think we can *ever* have enough
@charlyblue #BombGIrls posts. What do
you think #Bombshells? ;-)

ilovebettymcrae

things i loved about the #bombgirls
movie: ali liebert's magnificent acting.

VeroniqueS

@charlyblue @IslaBoag @AliLiebert
@bombgirls I love Kate and Gladys too...
but not as much as I love Betty...

charlyblue

@IslaBoag @VeroniqueS @AliLiebert
@bombgirls I love Kate but I think
everyone already knows that. One day I
may write a Gladys post though.

VeroniqueS

"@IslaBoag: @VeroniqueS @charlyblue
@AliLiebert @bombgirls I love Betty. :-)
#BombGirls" We all love Betty ♥♡

ilovebettymcrae

things i loved about the #bombgirls
movie: lorna with the friend and the thing
and then the shoulder comment and then
shiela and then lorna.

IslaBoag

@VeroniqueS @charlyblue @AliLiebert
@bombgirls I love Betty. :-) #BombGirls

IslaBoag

@charlyblue I'm enjoying your
#BombGirls feed. ;-) x

ilovebettymcrae

things i loved about the #bombgirls
movie: carol.
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ilovebettymcrae

things i loved about the #bombgirls film:
gladys being all about betty for the first
20 minutes when she's not doing spy!

ilovebettymcrae

That being said, there is nothing more
sweet than that open offer. They both
have a safe home FOR ONCE!
#BombGirls

Tv_Gal55

@ruthbinns Another movie is what I
imagine @Global_TV We're gonna need
more #BombGirls We're in to win the
War #NeedToSee1945 #SaveBombGirls

theArtist8008

sounds awesome! “@jorjafoxluvr: Very
excited I won 1 of the twitter #BombGirls
pkg from last night :D BG photobook + a
VicMu badge So Cool!”

waytosegue

i feel like gladys witham and peggy carter
should team up #bombgirls

jorjafoxluvr

Very excited I won one of the twitter
#BombGirls packages from last night
:D:D BG photobook + a VicMu badge So
Cool!!!

ilovebettymcrae

things i really loved about the #bombgirls
film: charlotte's wonderful singing and
kate's epiphany about the bombs.

ruthbinns

I shall now be giving my imagined
universe of what happened after the
#BombGirls movie

aliisamoose

Rewatched. Sobbing. #BombGirls

AshPhile

.@BombGirls In my excited state I typotexted a friend about the prize and she
replied "What do you mean you won a
photobomb?"
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ThisIsLisa_B

Caught up with @bombgirls; I laughed, I
smiled and I (mostly) cried. It was a
journey ended too early. Thank you for all
you've done ladies!

Tv_Gal55

@SaveBombGirls I think this might have
been my favorite line of the movie. Leave
it to #BombGirls to slide that sly one
under the radar.

TammyNiemi

@GrainneMarrinan @Global_TV Not
Tickets but an autographed poster from
#BombGirls and I am so thrilled about
this--an awesome show!!!

VeraSaysThis

I just won won a Bomb Girls photobook +
a VicMu badge, thank you soooo much
@bombgirls :)

LiZzArD_20

you need to renew #BombGirls !!!!!!!
@Global_TV #savebombgirls

Rashantitty

I can't wait to watch the Bomb Girls
movie when I get off of work
@SaveBombGirls @bombgirls

ruthbinns

I feel like all the Bomb Girls are gradually
merging into modern day looking...I like
it but I also miss their more 40s hair
&lt;/3 #BombGirls

AshPhile

@SaveBombGirls @Global_TV Nice! And
we saw an avalanche of #BombGirls
tweets too. Lots of engaged eyes watching
this show! #SaveBombGirls

ruthbinns

Hi Betty's face! You can make me feel
slightly better about Vera...because your
inquisitive face is wonderful #BombGirls
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ruthbinns

LADIES WITH GUNS. EVERYWHERE!
GREATEST #BombGirls

ruthbinns

Did Gladys just assemble the 40s Lady
Avengers? I VOLUNTEER #BombGirls

ruthbinns

Betty's wearing her swag dress &lt;3 pink
white and navy heartbreak! Look how
optimistic her wee face is :') #BombGirls

ruthbinns

whoever decided to make Betty a boxer i a
flippin' genius! #BombGirls

ruthbinns

omg depressed Gladys looks
amaaaaaaaaaaaaaaazing #BombGirls
#swoon

ruthbinns

omgomgomg Betty's face as she ran after
Kate I CAN WHY WHY MY HEART HER
FACE ARGHHHHH #BombGirls

Labrys67

Watching Bomb Girls: Facing The Enemy
- WOO HOO! :) #BombGirls #tvtag
http://t.co/EfMVMVcWzy

Bethalinax

goodness gracious @bombgirls made me
cry

honorarycaper

So excited @bombgirls followed me!
Maybe with @SaveBombGirls we
can.#savebombgirls '! What do.you think
@Global_TV #BombGirls

ididntgetone

Stayed up until 3:30 am to watch the
#BombGirls movie. #soworthit

ruthbinns

I literally shouted NEW BOMB GIRLS at
my flatmate and he left me to my living
room squarking #BombGirls
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rustybusch

@bombgirls @Global_TV @ReelzChannel
Better late then never. Already marked on
calendar and excited. Thanks 4 the
response.

ruthbinns

They're bringing up the camps. This is
amazing storytelling. #BombGirls

fabnotfabulous

So is there going to be another
#BombGirls movie???

ruthbinns

Betts' little smiles though - they're perfect
*single tear* #BombGirls

ruthbinns

BETTY YOU DO DESERVE IT! AND IT
AIN'T NO CRIME! Wait, what're we
talking about? #BombGirls

ruthbinns

Betty. Looks. Amazing. I love the high
necked blue top &lt;3 #BombGirls

ruthbinns

Gladys I know you're feeling bad about
Ms Schmidt, but the giant sign to your left
definitely says don't throw things
#BombGirls

ruthbinns

APPLAUSE FOR THE MARCO VERA
ROLE REVERSAL IT WAS PERFECT
now bring Vera back. Right now.
#BombGirls

AmandaJAdamso @zenfandango I die a little more each
time I watch #BombGirls. You did this to
n
me. Thank you! &lt;3
ruthbinns

Betty's swag has upgraded to the most
macho bitchslaps I have ever seen! eff you
Donald! #BombGirls
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ruthbinns

VERA DON'T LEAVE
NOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO
OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO
OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO
Almost worth it for the uniform though
#BombGirls

sandramazu042

@bombgirls loved it

0
ruthbinns

SHEILA OMG &lt;33333333333333333
#BombGirls

ruthbinns

OH MY FUCKING GOD VERA JUST
BECAME 5000% MORE PERFECT She is
now the Queen of the Universe *cries*
#beautific #BombGirls

ruthbinns

Marry me Betty McRae! 100% turban and
swag! #BombGirls

ruthbinns

THEY HAVE MATCHING BERETS I
THINK I MIGHT THROW UP
#BombGirls

bombgirls

Thanks for watching! #bombgirls RT
@KelsKendrick Still recovering from the
feels last night. Thanks @bombgirls &lt;3

ruthbinns

omg kate what are you wearing you look
like an actual disney princess - Giselle to
be precise #BombGirls

ruthbinns

BOB AND LORNA ILU SO MUCH
#BombGirls

ruthbinns

OMG HER FACE OMG MY HEART OMG
A HAT The story of #BombGirls

ruthbinns

Betty's hair looks FABULOUS
#BombGirls
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ruthbinns

I want to marry Betty's blouse it's
amaaaaaaze #BombGirls

ruthbinns

Right that is deffo a light from heaven
shining on Betty - how is she managing to
look even better than before?
#PrisonSecrets #BombGirls &lt;3

Candyweb

I think I might be suffering from a
#BombGirls hangover from last night.
@Global_TV I need some hair of the dog
pls #SaveBombGirls

betterleftbl_nk

I won a signed #BombGirls poster! I'm so
excited! Thank you, @bombgirls :)

incongruousness

the #BombGirlsMovie was just so
awesome. please give us more
#BombGirls ! @SaveBombGirls

cavykatie

@AshPhile @bombgirls Sweet!

AshPhile

Woohoo I won one of the #BombGirls
photobooks and VicMu badges! Thanks
@bombgirls you made my day!
http://t.co/4O5wgK05rU

ruthbinns

CAROL! I SEE CAROL #BombGirls also
Marco and Vera 9everrrrrrr

ruthbinns

"hey spy man! I need a gorgeous lesbian
to distract all these ladies! ...I NEED
BETTY McRAE" Omg Betty please seduce
Mrs Ivan #BombGirls

ruthbinns

Lona has adopted Gladface as an
honorary daughter :') ...Lorna would fo
sho approve of a McWitham marriage
now! #BombGirls
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dontthiksosadie

The singing scene at Vera´s wake was
beautiful. Everything with Betty was
amazing, her pain was palpable but she
was under used. #Bombgirls

ruthbinns

Gladys with that gun looks like a member
of the French Resistance...a possible
character for your new book
@ElaineAtwell? :) #BombGirls

ruthbinns

I had to stop watching #BombGirls before
Betty came on cos I knew I'd not go to
work if I saw her magical face...BUT
NOW. IT IS TIME!

DanaPiccoli

BombGirlsMovie 2- The Huggening
#McAndrews #BombGirls

JammyChocs

CHOCOLATE HOLLYWOOD TINGZ!
#BOMBGIRLS #GLOBAL
http://t.co/TeLakeZNun

TammyNiemi

@bombgirls Had to watch #BombGirls in
two different time zones--hard to say
goodbye

KelsKendrick

Still recovering from the feels last night.
Thanks @bombgirls &lt;3

manson26

@SaveBombGirls That and the
"Betty/Kate/Gladys dancing in the hall of
the rooming house" are my 2 absolute
favs. #BombGirls

HannahAmyM

"I will buy all your records... Just don't
make me dance." McAndrews feels.
#BombGirls

Sheilajeanne23

@bombgirls It was just SOO SO good! I
cried buckets! Please keep Bomb Girls
going!
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Sheilajeanne23

@bombgirls Okay, what do I have to say
to TPTB to keep Bomb Girls on the air??
The movie was like visiting with old
friends I'd been missing

VeroniqueS

@charlyblue @bombgirls
@charlottehegele I think Charlotte looked
absolutely gorgeous in the movie! And
that voice...

charlyblue

@VeroniqueS @bombgirls I love makeup
choices for Kate, she looks more grown
up. Also @charlottehegele conveys so
much emotion in her face.

feminone

Mai una gioia. #BombGirls

youcanspellthis

"Oh I would, but...my friend's in town..."
HAHAHAH!! I've used that one, Betty!!
#BombGirls #LesbianProbs

vanessatudisco

Finally an all new tv movie for
#BombGirls' end

Werevolk

Really sad to see #BombGirls go, but the
movie last night was fantastic!

Erika_Bombshell

@bombgirls Fingers are crossed!!! I
loved, loved, loved the #BombGirlsMovie
Wish we could #savebombgirls !

karenkathryne

@bombgirls Fingers crossed! ;) Thanks to
everyone involved - it was a great show!
Can't wait for the DVD.

maranda246

@bombgirls Thank you so much to the
Bomb Girls, what an amazing production
last night - I couldn't have asked for
more!
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Global_TV

We're so glad you enjoyed it! RT @bcgirll:
@Global_TV @bombgirls was fabulous!
Thank you so much for broadcasting it!
#BombGirls

AMSAY

“@ali_steventon: I loved the
#BombGirlsMovie movie! Thank you
@Global_TV :D PS Would love to see
them all again #SaveBombGirls
#BombGirls”

emercait23

I have missed this show so much!
#BombGirls #tvtag
http://t.co/39oY4IXFVj

Meryemb87

Too many feelings about the @bombgirls
movie, this show, you guys, I can't even
#BombGirlsMovie #BombGirls
#bestseries #savebombgirls

KJMusings

I would love a recap of what happened in
the #BombGirls movie.

camila0109

I can't with all the feels I'm feeling....
#BombGirls

abacus0407

Spin-off featuring Gladys Whitham and
her secret spy shenanigans with special
cameos from the remaining #BombGirls,
please and thank you.

Madge45

Bon j'espère que le film Bomb Girls va
vite être dispo 💣 ##BombGirls
#BombGirlsMovie

Dainsleif_10

QUEEN Vera Burr. #neverforget
#BombGirls #BombGirlsMovie
#savebombgirls
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AshPhile

Is anyone else having very Buffy "Where
Do We Go From Here?" feelings this
morning after the #BombGirls Movie?
Uh, asking for a friend.

Dainsleif_10

Just give the mother of the year to Lorna.
@meggamonstah #BombGirls
#BombGirlsMovie

pamplemoussee7

@SaveBombGirls Wouhouh !!!!
💣💣💣💣💣💣💣💣 THANK YOU THANK
YOU THANK YOU !!!! #BombGirls
#savebombgirls #BombGirlsMovie
http://t.co/ZJjrlMqApy

6

LusciousLipsLJ

I stayed up so late to watch a late encore
of #BombGirls?! #BombGirlsForever
#BombGirlsWillLive

Dainsleif_10

Oh Vera. Look at her so precious in her
army uniform. My bb. :) #soproud
#BombGirls #BombGirlsMovie
@bombgirls

sammysunshine

@coopthecomedian dude, I think you
were the only one who got my
#BombGirls tweet. Thanks for that.
Cheers! *raises coffee cup*

Dainsleif_10

Of course Kate kept everything for Betty.
Even the photo. :) #McAndrews
#BombGirls #BombGirlsMovie
@bombgirls

MissEzLo

Has #BombGirls been picked up for a
third season yet? #BombGirlsMovie
#SaveBombGirls
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Dainsleif_10

Gladys' first rule of persuasion: If first you
don't succeed. Try mentioning "Kate" to
Betty. #BombGirls #BombGirlsMovie
@bombgirls

Dainsleif_10

"I trust you implicitly". -Gladys. Oh these
two. :) #McWitham @JodiAnneBalfour
@AliLiebert #Bombgirls
#BombGirlsMovie

reigningfandoms

I miss @bombgirls so much :(( cant wait
for the movie. #BombGirls

Dainsleif_10

Finally. #BoxingBetty @AliLiebert
#BombGirls

betty_mcrae

I JSUT LOVE BETTY SO MUCH AND IM
SO GLAD SHE GOT HER HOUSE AND
SHE HAS KATE AND GLADYS OMG
BETTY!!!!!!! SHE IS FINALLY
HAPPY!!!!! #BombGirls

Dainsleif_10

It's lovely to hear @charlottehegele's
voice once again RT @arpixmedia
Song:Please Remember Me Written 4 the
movie by @KevinQuain #BombGirls

PiperAki_

Bon, voilà, le film #BombGirls est sorti, il
faut que je le trouve maintenant...

thebigloc

@Global_TV did last nights tweets from
around the world not give you a clue? Us
#Bombshells want you to renew
#BombGirls #SaveBombGirls

ali_steventon

I loved the #BombGirlsMovie movie!
Thank you @Global_TV :D PS Would love
to see them all again #SaveBombGirls
#BombGirls
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staybloomin

Catching up on all the #bombgirls tweets
from last night. The movie was so
amazing! #savebombgirls

matchbox_sized

Made it through 33mins of the
#BombGirls movie and have to stop
because @suzannebleu has to go. IF
THAT'S NOT LOVE I DON'T KNOW
WHAT IS.

staybloomin

#FF @SaveBombGirls @bombgirls
@BombGirlsFans1 @BombGirlsUSA

xjamieee

No I'm not crying because of @bombgirls,
I just have something in my eye 💣

staybloomin

Can't wait to rewatch the #BombGirls
movie on the weekend.

staybloomin

Please tell me #BombGirls trended at
some point last night?

zgrokit

I'm kind of lost now that I'm not at
working watching the masses of
#BombGirls tweets...

BobGrrl

Definitely need more #BombGirls

matchbox_sized

Watching new #BombGirls. Freaking out
quite a bit.

ruthbinns

THEY'RE ALL HUGGING I CANNOT
#BombGirls

ruthbinns

I take it all back one of my major
bugbears has just been taken care of
:DDDD I LOVE YOU FILM #BombGirls
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fabricatidiem

#BombGirls was ten seasons too few of
@AliLiebert. There's never gonna be
another character like Betts. TY for her
and bringing her to life.

BobGrrl

Oh Gladys and Lorna are breaking my
heart #BombGirls

AmandaJAdamso I totally missed the party because I was
trying to avoid #BombGirls spoilers. Betty
n
has once again broken my heart. Well
done, @AliLiebert.
BobGrrl

Alright #BombGirls here we are again.
*squeeeeeeee*

LISAPOWELL92

Yes, Vera, Betty has her PRIDE... lol.
#BombGirls #BombGirlsMovie

natashasama

@charlottehegele @bombgirls THANK
YOU, Charlotte!! You are the sweetest!

rebeccaannb4

@bombgirls @Global_TV i wish
@bombgirls was on UK tv as well as usa.
Im SO JELOUSE. Please bring it to uk tv.
Dont let us miss out!!!! :) ♥

rebeccaannb4

@JodiAnneBalfour @bombgirls well done
to the bomb girls cast. Its 5:23am here in
england and i wish #BombGirlsMovie was
on uk just like usa!

bcgirll

@Global_TV @BombGirls was fabulous!
Thank you so much for broadcasting it!
#BombGirls

EvaRocket

My @SDSU aztecs lost but at least I have
@BombGirls to look forward to.
#BombGirlsMovie
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Porpherya

Once again #BombGirls is Canadian
television at it's finest! Bravo absolutely
captivating!

ReadyOwl

Excellent send off to wonderful
characters! Lots of sadness but the ones
that remain are still fighting, maybe
another movie? #BombGirls

cuzzinrod

@Global_TV #BombGirls was fantastic!!!
My wife is hoping there is another movie
to follow.

bcgirll

@bombgirls #bombgirls lovely
conclusion! 2 hours well spent this
evening! THX!

BatLiiciious

@bombgirls MAKE ANOTHER
SEASON,.!!!!!! THE MOVIE WAS
AMAZING,.!!!!

SkulleryMaid20

@bombgirls great movie!!! Miss this
show!!!

6
kristimingo

#bombgirls so good. I want more.

5HarmonyToront

@bombgirls #bombgirls was so good! I
wish I could watch an episode everyday
but I finished them all! Oh well gonna
rewatch them 💣

o

Tparntoe

"Whatever you're running from; you're
safe here now." #BombGirls #McAndrews

Tparntoe

"If I could sing like that, I might actually
believe in God. #BombGirls
#mcandrewsispain
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DelilahMidnight

@netflix #SaveBombGirls Youve proved u
can make killer shows and save them too.
Time to step up and take on this powerful
show @bombgirls

fifitter

@Global_TV @bombgirls Thanks loved
ti! #BombGirls

vanderdutch

@bombgirls 1st half of show consumed tears were shed. It was amazing.
Prolonging the end by finishing
tomorrow..#savebombgirls #BombGirls

shutterpunk1

@madamyez @bombgirls ;)

PaintedSilence

Okay, so McAndrews didn't kiss or
anything but all the looks of love and hugs
made me a happy fangirl! #BombGirls

dnnocampo

@bombgirls TEARING MY HEART OUT.
#bombgirls

karenkathryne

#BombGirls sacrificed a bit in terms of
plotting but full of love for its characters.
@bombgirls

madamyez

@shutterpunk1 LoL. I'm roaring over this
hashtag. @bombgirls

market_wright

Naturally, #BombGirls was the bomb.

Tparntoe

I forgot how painful McAndrews was and
how great McWitham friendship was.
#BombGirls #rewatch

Global_TV

If you missed the dishy #BombGirls
movie or want to watch it again, visit
#GlobalGo starting Friday!
http://t.co/IibGW0uinV
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JodiAnneBalfour @CarlynBurchell FACT. #bombgirls
mcaunaul

#BombGirls:Facing The Enemy. Breaks
my heart that the show was cancelled, but
what an elegantly handled send off.
Thank you to all involved!

bombgirls

@rustybusch @Global_TV Yes!
@ReelzChannel will be airing the movie
May 26th in the Us #BombGirls

madamyez

@zgrokit Works for me as a valid excuse.
:) @bombgirls

Tparntoe

*sips coffee* let me tell you *points
croissant at you* about Gladys Witham
and Betty McRae #BombGirls

rustybusch

@Global_TV @bombgirls Will The Bomb
Girls movie ever air down here in PA.
Hooked on it on Reelz but couldn't watch
it b/c I can't get Global

Candyweb

@TahmohPenikett thank you for bringing
Clifford to life on #BombGirls I'm
saddened by his sudden death.
#DoubleOWitham will avenge him

fifitter

@bombgirls @Global_TV just finished Ab
not switching to @GlobalBC to rewatch
last half! Love #BombGirls

dld99

Thank you @bombgirls and @Global_TV
for letting me Tearfully say goodbye to my
#bombgirls Best Show Canada ever
produced! Cheers!

fifitter

@bombgirls @Global_TV loved
#bombgirls movie! Thanks! Will it be
airing again? I want to watch again!!!
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karenkathryne

There's ABSOLUTELY space for loads
more stories before the war ends. Pretty
please, @Global_TV? @bombgirls
#BombGirls

fifitter

@bombgirls @Global_TV Thank you for
the amazing #BombGirls movie! Loved it!

meenalaregina

@antoniocupo the movie made me sad. I
wish #BombGirls wud continue. I know a
real bomb girl who worked on planes in
#montreal in WWII

RealJessSanchez

@bombgirls @Global_TV lease inform
me of how to watch the movie !! I dont
have that channel !! I couldn't wait to
watch the movie !!

lijeyeshaveit

I want to be watching the #BombGirls
movie right now! It's killing me!

lijeyeshaveit

The #bombgirls movie is finally out
tonight in Canada. Cant wait for US to get
it! Waited soooo long!…
http://t.co/9LOAAYIX4G

fifitter

@bombgirls @Global_TV Glued to the
screen of #BombGirls Excellent!

lijeyeshaveit

@gabe_grey @bombgirls dying cause I
can't see it in the US yet!!!
#BombGirlsMovie

JennaDef810

I love #BombGirls Come on America. Pick
up this series, #Netflix, #USANetwork It
is too good to be over!!!
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Candyweb

I didn't shed any tears for Will on
#TheGoodWife I cried for Vera on
#BombGirls #FacingTheEnemy
@Global_TV needs to #savebombgirls for
fans

shutterpunk1

Don't worry #bombshells #BombGirls
Lego is in the works. @bombgirls
@AliLiebert @charlottehegele
#savebombgirls

NotJasonFeldman Watching my very talented sis-in-law
@jodiannebalfour act it up in the
#BombGirls movie on Global :)
http://t.co/h2u4dsbkBp
fifitter

@Global_TV @bombgirls
@JodiAnneBalfour Love #bombgirls !!!!!

vintage4life79

It's crap I have to wait till May till its
available in the USA @bombgirls

dnnocampo

@bombgirls I've never shipped anything
so hard. #BombGirls #bettyandkate

fifitter

@bombgirls @Global_TV Love it! With
my tissue box beside me! #savebombgirls
#BombGirls

shutterpunk1

@manson26 @bombgirls lol

Candyweb

2 dramatic deaths on TV in a week, Will
on #TheGoodWife and now Vera on
#BombGirls Must be dramatic death week
on @Global_TV

LaLocaRosaa

My heart is broken! I can't take what's
happening omg @bombgirls
#BombGirlsMovie #anastasiaphillips
💣💣💣
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ChuckRose25

Betty McCrae is even cuter in real life, and
tonight is the #BombGirls movie!
Yesssssss. http://t.co/4jieBFo3CG

_thefbomb

As soon as Vera enlisted I had a bad
feeling she'd die, damn it
#BombGirlsMovie why do you have to
make me cry! #BombGirls

shutterpunk1

#BombGirls @bombgirls need to see who
wins the war.
#wenttopublicschoolinamarica

karenkathryne

...Lorna will always be my favourite.
@meggamonstah @bombgirls
#BombGirls

manson26

TB and @shutterpunk1 requested Lego
#BombGirls art. This is what I did
@JodiAnneBalfour @charlottehegele
@AliLiebert http://t.co/xTNRP2tlcz

shutterpunk1

@Global_TV #savebombgirls
#BombGirls is the best tv show

shutterpunk1

Wish I was watching #BombGirls now!
#savebombgirls @Global_TV
@bombgirls #moreBetty

LaLocaRosaa

Holy, that explosion scene was intense!
@AliLiebert @JodiAnneBalfour
@charlottehegele @antoniocupo
@michaelseater #BombGirlsMovie
@bombgirls

AdrCMitchell

LR_K @lannarae RT Powerful moment in
#BombGirls by @meggamonstah "you
don't even know what he stands for" re:
Hitler. Couldn't agree more!
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manson26

@shutterpunk1 @Global_TV @bombgirls
MORE!!! #savebombgirls

shutterpunk1

#bombgirls is the best!!! @bombgirls

karenkathryne

Yeah, I think we all saw that one coming.
:( @bombgirls #BombGirls

AlyshaLRMT

WHOA!!!!!! @Bombgirls go boom!!!!!!!
#BombGirls #crazy

shutterpunk1

Fuck the cow bell, the world needs more
#BombGirls @Global_TV
#savebombgirls

Teedy_Bird

I'm never using a mechanical pencil
again. @bombgirls #BombGirls

Candyweb

Hearing Vera's letter reminds me of all
the great memories I've had watching
#BombGirls I love this show @Global_TV
another season please.

zgrokit

So busy reading about @bombgirls movie
that I forgot to take my wallet to buy
lunch. #bombgirls is a valid reason for
free lunch, right?!

shutterpunk1

Love these #BombGirls so much
@Global_TV #savebombgirls

jump_up22

No my heart can't handle the pencil scene
again! #BombGirls

karenkathryne

Can't get much past Lorna for long &lt;3 I
missed her so much! @meggamonstah
@bombgirls #BombGirls
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RareWithAnF

Must not use internet until I watch
#BombGirlsMovie in USA . Spoilers
everywhere. #savebombgirls
@SaveBombGirls @bombgirls
@BombGirlsFans1

kbro8

WE LOVE @bombgirls !! How about
another #bombgirls movie after this
one?!!!!!

shutterpunk1

I want to see more #BombGirls !
@Global_TV #savebombgirls
@bombgirls

VBDubGirl

Well that was fun Bombshells. How about
we do it again? What say you
@Global_TV @GlobalTV_PR?
#SaveBombGirls #BombGirls

Katektn

@bombgirls loved the movie #BombGirls
are the bomb, will there be DVD of the
movie?

fairy_aware

@Global_TV yes we love the
#BOMBGIRLS fantastic!

mashi08

@bombgirls @Global_TV starting now!!
#BombGirls

CanuckKatie

@bombgirls @Global_TV Thank you!
Thank you!

BombGUprising

...And at last @BombGirls, we'll be seeing
you. So, this ain't no goodbye.

LusciousLipsLJ

BOMB GIRLS!!!!!!!! AAAAHHH SO
EXCITED!!!!!!!! #BombGirls

bcgirll

@bombgirls starting in BC any minute
#BombGirls
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maggie172

@bombgirls @Global_TV @maggie172
I'm watching from Alberta as I couldn't
catch it earlier in Toronto. Wonderful!
Love it!

LiteraryDiva81

@SaveBombGirls what an amazing and
passionate movie, a shame it had to end.
bring back more bomb girls!! @bombgirls

Zieria

My feed is full of #BombGirls tweets,
which makes me very happy. Oh how I've
missed you @bombgirls @GlobalTV

anoonymous

.@Global_TV Will the @bombgirls movie
be posted online to watch later?!
#fingerscrossed

karenkathryne

Thanks to our period-appropriate viewing
party food, I've now eaten Spam for the
first time. @bombgirls #BombGirls

betterleftbl_nk

Goodnight Bombshells! Thanks for
making tonight extra special. The fight
isn't over yet though #SaveBombGirls
#BombGirls @Global_TV

lannarae

Powerful moment in #BombGirls by
@meggamonstah "you don't even know
what he stands for" re: Hitler

KatieGraceMarie

@bombgirls this was just phenomenal!!! I
am speechless as to how well this turned
out!! Thank you!! #BombGirls

SydB29

That's it. I have to buy @bombgirls. I
can't keep NOT owning it. #BombGirls

manson26

@mwildrose69 at least I was able to
watch an episode of #BombGirls on
Canadian tv!!! #memories
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Candyweb

@bombgirls @Global_TV love it! So
much drama, hanging on every word of
this show. #savebombgirls

karenkathryne

@bombgirls @Global_TV Loving
#BombGirls so far! Hope this isn't the last
we see of this cast!

BetsBooth

@Global_TV Watching now - I LOVE this
show - so sad to see it end :( #BombGirls

ReadyOwl

@Global_TV Its our time! #BombGirls

MyBadSelf

This show needs to continue. Bomb Girls
can't end it there. @bombgirls
@Global_TV #savebombgirls
#BombGirls

trishievilar

@bombgirls why do u have to end??
#savebombgirls

Tusday36r

Lots of conversation about #BombGirls
happening on #tvtag
http://t.co/r1gewPBhGJ

vitalwriting

Lasagna is in the oven, red wine in my
hand and @bombgirls is on my tv in 14
minutes counting down! So excited!
#savebombgirls

BombGUprising

Tonight's a bit bittersweet as we get to
give the girls and @bombgirls a final
hurrah...

karenkathryne

Oh Gladys. You're always gonna be one of
Lorna's girls. @bombgirls #BombGirls

SydB29

Note to all tv shows and movies: You can
be badass with a simple gesture. Ask
Gladys Witham. #BombGirls
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jump_up22

Watching / live tweeting with other
#bombshells makes this such an amazing
experience &lt;3 #BombGirls

charlyblue

.@netflix @Global_TV #BombGirls is the
type of show that's always needed and in
short supply: strong female cast of
characters. #NeedMoreNow

vanderdutch

20 mins until @bombgirls is on my tv! So
excited! #savebombgirls

manson26

Just made it home! What did I miss??
Besides the #BombGirlsMovie
#BombGirls

DrurysLane

@canakatydid I am REALLY hoping it
will be online...tomorrow??@Global_TV
#BombGirls

Thoughtsfulll

@bombgirls @Global_TV When does the
new Canadian TV spy series "The Farm"
start production? Wishful thinking
#NewCdnTvShows?

RetroLeah

@globaltv what a great movie, wish it was
still on #bombgirls #Bringitback

Candyweb

If you were having a #BombGirls party
what food should be on the menu? Wine,
spaghetti, bacon...

Tv_Gal55

These ladies may live in 1940s but their
stories live within us all after all this time
#TimelessPerfection #BombGirls
@Global_TV @netflix

_thefbomb

Wow Vera enlisted, I'm not surprised
since she's badass #BombGirls
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lannarae

“@charlottehegele: Bombshells are you
crying? Because I sure am. So so sad.” Yes
@bombgirls #BombGirls

Candyweb

Any other fans feel kind of beaten up
emotionally after watching #BombGirls
#FacingTheEnemy watching it a 2nd time
now. I love this show

TheAuntieChris

How about an 'After the War' @bombgirls
reunion?! @SaveBombGirls

MegJorie

@bombgirls NOW YOU MADE ME CRY
,VERA WAS ALWAYS A FAV.

LaLocaRosaa

Betty is so badass they're lucky Marco
held her back @AliLiebert
#BombGirlsMovie @bombgirls

SydB29

Kate singing made me cry. Gladys holding
Betty as she sobbed broke me.
#BombGirls @bombgirls

KendraFW

@bombgirls I need more! We can't just
leave off like this! It can't end!
#SaveBombGirls #BombGirls
#BombGirlsMovie

drwhofan_194

That's a wrap on the @bombgirls movie,
but hopefully not the series. Amazing
show. Duty done, goodnight all!
@BombGirlsFans1

SydB29

I am SOOOO scared for Betty right now!!
#BombGirls

karenkathryne

I did not see that coming. Yay for Marco's
family! @bombgirls #BombGirls
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musiqueer

#BombGirls movie was both
heartbreaking and fantastic. So much
angst and sadness. #toomanyfeels

CaroPenny

#ShotsFired @breakfastphotos
@bombgirls @Global_TV

Cerebrop

The real #BombGirls deserve to have
their whole story told to the war's end
@Global_TV or @netflix please
#SaveBombGirls !

creativechick76

20mins in to @bombgirls Facing the
Enemy and have realized how much I
miss this fab show! #BombGirls

fifitter

@bombgirls @Global_TV love
#BombGirls

ilovebettymcrae

@MeanCloneGirls @bombgirls i haven't
even seen the movie and I already need a
hug...

Tv_Gal55

@ElaineAtwell @kfsev @cathyleaves
We’re Waiting. ;) #ThatsAll #BombGirls
#GloriousReCaps #BigLove #NoPressure

BombGirlsFans1

..to tweet along w/ such wonderful people
about such a wonderful show. Bravo
@bombgirls - now let's #SaveBombgirls!
#keepfighting @Global_TV

MeanCloneGirls

Didn't think I'd find anything as great as
BombGirls again... but then Orphan Black
came along and here I am :)

breakfastphotos

@bombgirls is the kind of Canadian
content I wish more networks had the
balls to produce. I guess @Global_TV
knows better #savebombgirls
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LaLocaRosaa

Betty + Gladys = bffs @bombgirls
@JodiAnneBalfour @AliLiebert

MeanCloneGirls

When @BombGirls ended last year I was
upset because it was such a great history
lesson about feminism and WWII.

LaLocaRosaa

I knew that fight was fixed, Betty never
loses! @AliLiebert @bombgirls
#BombGirlsMovie

SydB29

I just had a heart attack and a half over a
freaking PEN. Thank you @bombgirls.
Because I obviously needed that
freakout... #bombgirls

jump_up22

Betty McRae punched me in the face
once. It was awesome! #BombGirls

karenkathryne

Now this is what I call fanservice ;)
@bombgirls @AliLiebert #BombGirls

CGMercier

Well, time to rewatch the
#BombGirlsMovie @bombgirls
#BombGirls

sammy_gomorrah

@AliLiebert Holy ladypants, Liebert!
Amazing job, as always.Such a joy to see
Betty and all the #BombGirls again.
Thank you. #SaveBombGirls

TammyNiemi

@bombgirls Fierce Female and a Fan of
#BombGirls Thrilled to be a part of the
fandom of this amazing show!

nicoleloveswalt

Can't wait to watch the #BombGirls film!

Teedy_Bird

Watching @AliLiebert being kick ass
makes me want to put on a vintage dress
and some boxing gloves and be a badass
like Betty. #BombGirls
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betterleftbl_nk

The movie might be over but I can't stop
tweeting about #BombGirls #notsorry
@Global_TV #SaveBombGirls

ClaudetteGabbs

@bombgirls we really enjoyed the movie.
The ending was perfect. Going to miss the
show, though

honorarycaper

@SaveBombGirls you mean the next
episode in the renewed series?
#savebombgirls #BombGirls @bombgirls
@Global_TV

betterleftbl_nk

Betty McRae is such an amazing and
important character. Thank you
@AliLiebert for the job you did portraying
her @bombgirls #BombGirls

AshPhile

OK enough time has passed. Now where
are the GIFs?! #BombGirls
#SaveBombGirls

jameswhorpole

#bombgirls Thank you @AliLiebert
@charlottehegele @JodiAnneBalfour
@antoniocupo @meggamonstah LOVED
every ep. A sad and fitting finale.

reginadraco

@Candyweb @Global_TV @netflix
couldn't agree more! Season 3
@bombgirls, YES PLEASE!
#savebombgirls

jump_up22

Anastasia Phillips was born to play Vera
&lt;3 #BombGirls

karenkathryne

It makes me sad to think that the Jewel
Box set is gone. @bombgirls #BombGirls

Karinwithaninoe Thank you for two hours well spent.
@bombgirls
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Tv_Gal55

@AdrCMitchell @zenfandango and all BG
Team: Thank you for taking us on this
incredible journey! #ForeverGreatful
#BombGirls #SaveBombGirls

moriahlm7

@bombgirls #bestshowonearth ❤️

reginadraco

Yay it's @bombgirls movie time
@Global_TV ! Such an amazing cast and I
will miss them deeply pls #savebombgirls

karenkathryne

LORNA LORNA LORNA @bombgirls I
MISSED LORNA #BombGirls
@meggamonstah

cheesybones

*fingers crossed* the ratings for the
#bombgirls movie is good so we might get
another one or a revived series

Teedy_Bird

Sad to see such an amazing Canadian
show go, but they went out with a bang.
@bombgirls #BombGirls

DerekCraig10

#BombGirls Bomb Girls: Facing the
Enemy movie deserves to be shown in a
theatre. Just Saying. Really Good.

jump_up22

Lost some followers cuz of all my
#BombGirls tweets. I didn't need you in
my life anyways!

CGMercier

So the #BombGirlsMovie was the best
thing I've seen on Canadian T.V.
#BombGirls #crying

aliisamoose

I am emotionally exhausted. #BombGirls
@bombgirls

Teedy_Bird

@bombgirls makes me want to wear a
turban, they make it look so good.
#BombGirls
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Showglo213

#SaveBombGirls Just a beautiful wrap up.
Great script. Nice direction JC.
#BombGirls We will miss you! Be proud.

CaroPenny

What an amazing show! Congratulations
to all the people involved with
#BombGirls @bombgirls
@backalley_films

ughaGHOST

@bombgirls The movie was
amazing.Everyone was great.What a
spectacular send off to the show!I wish all
the actors the best #bombgirls

SydB29

I could listen to @charlottehegele all
night. In fact, I kind of have. #BombGirls
#ChangedTheChannelToWatchItAgain

MegZyRuth

@charlottehegele I'll miss hearing your
gorgeous singing voice on #BombGirls! :)
&lt;3

sarhada

@AliLiebert why no more seasons?? Sad
face :( #BombGirls

Taarnagirl

@Teedy_Bird @bombgirls I'm
rewatching it too (thank you pvr!)

jorjafoxluvr

#BombGirls @ranthonylemke Great job
tonight! evil but great ;)

ranthonylemke

The production line goes silent. Good
night everyone. #BombGirls.
http://t.co/oJyLoIhxDE

sammy_gomorrah

@Global_TV @bombgirls Make another
movie! Or a third season, better yet...
#savebombgirls
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ilovebettymcrae

BOMB GIRLS WILL NOT BE OVER
UNTIL THERE IS A MUSICAL!
#BombGirls #foreverindenial

bluejaygurl1952

Only halfway through here! 60 mins of
pure bliss! @bombgirls

JamieElman

.@bombgirls that was great.thx to the
great fans for watching #BombGirls
#Bombshells we feel the love down here
in Cali. THANK YOU

Taarnagirl

Thank you to everyone!! including
@JodiAnneBalfour @AliLiebert
@charlottehegele @meggamonstah for
the amazing #BombGirls @Global_TV

SierraLima0

I NEED MORE. #BombGirls
#BombGirlsMovie @bombgirls
💣💣@Global_TV

sammy_gomorrah

I'm so glad I took the night off to watch
this. @bombgirls #BombGirls
#SaveBombGirls

ughaGHOST

@bombgirls The movie was
amazing.Everyone was great.What a
spectacular send off to a wonderful
show!I wish all the actors the best as well.

buknerd

Overwhelmed just watching the tweets
from here in the US. Can't imagine what
actually watching it will be like.
#BombGirls

StormyK8tie

@bombgirls come back... &lt;3

MegZyRuth

Shame #BombGirls had to end so
prematurely... Props to the entire cast and
crew on a wonderful end to a wonderful
series! #BombGirlsMovie
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RejectBarbie_5

I want more @bombgirls #savebombgirls

jorjafoxluvr

#BombGirls @AliLiebert
@JodiAnneBalfour @charlottehegele
@meggamonstah Amazing performances
tonight I missed seeing you on my tv so
much!

Tv_Gal55

Would love to see more
#BombGirlsMovies from the #BombGirls
team. #WhatAJourney @Global_TV
#SaveBombGirls

Candyweb

More awards for #BombGirls
#FacingTheEnemy I think. Very well
done, fans want more #SaveBombGirls
@Global_TV @netflix opportunity knocks
2x

honorarycaper

@bombgirls I don't want to change the
channel. Maybe if the tv stays on
@Global_TV #bombgirls will be saved!
#savebombgirls

Cerebrop

@Global_TV @netflix @bombgirls We
need to #savebombgirls , this can't be the
end of this amazing series! The story isn't
over

lilbubsthe2nd

@bombgirls @AliLiebert An amazing
Canadian show, which we can all be
proud of. Congrats to all involved.
#BombGirls

betterleftbl_nk

@honorarycaper @BombGirlsFans1
@bombgirls @Global_TV Me too. Such a
great scene.

Kris_R_omero

I literally sat at my computer for two
hours at the #BombGirls tag. It was worth
it. I'm going to miss this show.
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s_bertens

#BombGirls is too good of a Canadian
show to end. What the heck @Global_TV!
@JodiAnneBalfour @charlottehegele
@AliLiebert flawless!

PrairieSkyCloud

loved the @bombgirls movie #BombGirls

betterleftbl_nk

I'm not ready to say goodbye, but if that's
the what we get as a swan song, I'm so
grateful @bombgirls #BombGirls
#SaveBombGirls @Global_TV

VeraSaysThis

A moment of silence for how amazing
#bombgirls ended...stunning scene
@bombgirls

bombgirls

So much #BombGirls twitter-love! We're
so happy you liked the movie as much as
we liked making it! #Bombshells
#BombGirlsFansAreTheBestFans

Beck_Elliott

A brilliant and beautiful ending for
@bombgirls. Fantastic writing, moving
acting from all. Sad to see it end
#bombgirls #bombgirlsmovie

LaLocaRosaa

@bombgirls catching it now. I'm so
excited 💣

honorarycaper

@SaveBombGirls @bombgirls
@AdrCMitchell @AliLiebert
@charlottehegele @JodiAnneBalfour the
show transcends time to tell an important
story

ranthonylemke

Lasting legacy of #BombGirls? The town
of Ajax, Ontario. Seriously.
http://t.co/7TwGxz4Cu4

eyeseeutwo

@bombgirls - Thanks... Love the series.
Love the movie.
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garagegunk

@ClaireYeowart you can say goodbye to a
pound of water weight from all the crying
though #BombGirls

buknerd

It's 10:01 and my heart suddenly hurts.
That must mean the #BombGirls movie is
over in Canada. :(

mashi08

Ahhh wish I could watch #BombGirls
right now!! Gotta wait 1 more hour!! :(

Teedy_Bird

@bombgirls we may or may not have
switched over to another global station to
see the movie again. #BombGirls

_thefbomb

Ahh yes @TahmohPenikett in the
#BombGirls Movie, that's what I'm
talking about

bethfaint

How did I not know there was a
#BombGirls movie?! Yes!!!!! So happy!!!!

wsamusic

@bombgirls Sooooo happy to see you
back...!:) #vintage #BombGirls
#tradmusicrules

pouterbridgefan

@Global_TV I can't believe the
#BombGirls saga will be over. Can't you
give us more movies? Pretty please...!

VBDubGirl

@backalley_films sure knows how to
make quality tv. #BombGirls is amazing.

marajade29sm

Now I can't sleep AND I can't handle that
being the end. No. #savebombgirls
#BombGirlsMovie @Global_TV
@GlobalTV_PR @bombgirls

Mini_Professor

I'm not ready. Please don't go away,
#BombGirls. Bring them back,
@Global_TV.
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flashdorish

Brilliant #bombgirls movie. We need
#seaon3

betterleftbl_nk

Also thank you @AliLiebert,
@charlottehegele, @JodiAnneBalfour and
everyone on @bombgirls for bringing
such great characters to life

charlottehegele

“@JamieElman: .@charlottehegele
@ranthonylemke you guys are killing it.
@bombgirls #BombGirls” you too dude

_thefbomb

Yes #BombGirls tonight! Badass Vera and
gorgeous styling, so ready for it.

bronmcfarlane

Going to miss #BombGirls so much
ahhhh @bombgirls

honorarycaper

Yeah, it's totally not over. Or wrapped up.
WE NEED MORE #savebombgirls
#BombGirls @Global_TV @bombgirls

betterleftbl_nk

That was so good! Even with the
heartbreak that I will never be over.
Thank you @bombgirls and @Global_TV.
Even if we don't get more.

VBDubGirl

@AdrCMitchell No, thank YOU.
#BombGirls was a delight to watch.

InWordsOutwards How is this NOT a setup for another
movie or continued series? C'mon, do it
for Vera! @bombgirls #BombGirls
VeraSaysThis

I have tear in my eyes, ty @bombgirls
@JodiAnneBalfour @AliLiebert
@charlottehegele + more. I cant believe
my fav show is ending #bombgirls

jorjafoxluvr

#BombGirls wow that was an amazing 2
hrs of tv!! finds more Kleenex ...
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VBDubGirl

Ending the tv movie like that, oh wow.
Tugging at the heart strings. #BombGirls
#SaveBombGirls @Global_TV @netflix

lilbubsthe2nd

@bombgirls Thanks for an amazing show!
Wish it wasn't goodbye. #BombGirls

dillchelsea

Great wrap up to @bombgirls, however
still sad it was cancelled. #SaveBombGirls

Em_TheSidekick

I'm in denial that this was the last episode
#BombGirls

eyeseeutwo

@bombgirls @Global_TV Bravo! Great
performances by all.

SydneySCLeBON

#BombGirls was absolutely amazing! I
really wish it was coming back for another
season. A very sad and bittersweet ending

AMSAY

It's been a pleasure fighting alongside you
fellow #bombshells #BombGirls
#savebombgirls @Global_TV

agentkaro

I FEEL SO UNFULFILLED. I NEED
MORE. #SaveBombGirls @global_tv
@bombgirls #BombGirlsMovie

honorarycaper

@betterleftbl_nk @BombGirlsFans1
@bombgirls @Global_TV it gave me
shivers. #BombGirls #savebombgirls

rocket_skates5

In tears! Oh Marco!! @bombgirls
@BombGirlsFans1 #BombGirls

Lindor

Welp. There we go! Just gonna assume
McAndrews totally happened. #bombgirls
#savebombgirls #happinessforbetty
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Lauren_Barber9

This can't be the last of @bombgirls 💣
this just can't be the end!!
@SaveBombGirls

Angie_Lavallee

Magnificent! #BombGirlsMovie
@bombgirls

LittleGreyDress

Bring it back!!!! #BombGirls

zgrokit

@bombgirls You're killing us...not
literally of course because that would be
silly. #BombGirls
http://t.co/PxDMSWFM0t

danielacts1

Sad that its over #BombGirls @bombgirls
#savebombgirls

KristineMatts

@bombgirls @backalley_films
@AdrCMitchell The movie was fantastic!
Well written, well paced, well acted...
shot, edited... everything!

Teedy_Bird

I can't believe bomb girls is over.
@bombgirls #BombGirls

AshPhile

You guys we are running out of time!
@bombgirls #BombGirls
#SaveBombGirls @Global_TV

AdrCMitchell

Thanks to all the #Bombgirls
#BombGirlsMovie Fans. #Bombgirls is
for you - Always.

ketchupman88

#bombGirls what an ending, don't go
away! #global

Candyweb

I'm watching #BombGirls
#FacingTheEnemy again. My hubby
brought me some water I guess he was
concerned about all the crying I've been
doing.
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honorarycaper

It's like #BombGirls funeral instead of
Veras. :-( #savebombgirls #BombGirls
@bombgirls @SaveBombGirls
@Global_TV

rugbyrainey64

And the waterworks start! #BombGirls

de_cadence314

I don't think I'm emotionally prepared for
what's coming...*breath* @bombgirls
#bombgirls

VBDubGirl

Don't let it be over @Global_TV
@GlobalTV_PR #SaveBombGirls
#BombGirls

solidhaku

Crying actually crying....AGAIN.
#BombGirls @bombgirls

TrueDoccu_Girl

"@SaveBombGirls: Don't Be Hitler's
Helper. Tweet #BombGirls for Victory!
http://t.co/NewTteNuqz" Only for
@AliLiebert

PrairieSkyCloud

the @bombgirls movie is so good
#BombGirls

RachellyWheato

Oh the tears. Tears for days. @bombgirls
#BombGirls #savebombgirls

n
dinasoar

Really going to miss #BombGirls now..
Brilliant ladies @AliLiebert
@JodiAnneBalfour @charlottehegele

lilbubsthe2nd

@bombgirls So heartbroken, I will miss
this show so dearly. #BombGirls

InWordsOutwards I've so missed @bombgirls!
mazzie22

I have missed this show sooooooo much!
#BombGirls
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betterleftbl_nk

The singing. They're all singing. I cannot
@bombgirls #BombGirls
#SaveBombGirls @Global_TV

AMSAY

Vera t_t #BombGirls

BrinatheWhit

I can't beleive it's almost over!
#bombgirls @bombgirls
@SaveBombGirls. TV needs this show!

tomtshane

I'd love to own a #BombGirls poster! I'd
frame it and put it on my living room
wall! :D @bombgirls #BombGirlsMovie

ilovebettymcrae

and all I can think is: DOES
MACLENNAN KNOW?! #BombGirls

AshPhile

@betterleftbl_nk @VBDubGirl How can
that even BE? @bombgirls #BombGirls
#SaveBombGirls @Global_TV

honorarycaper

@BombGirlsFans1 @Global_TV
@bombgirls maybe if we pretend hard
enoughit'll cometrue andit'll renew
#savebombgirls #BombGirls
@SaveBombGirls

jorjafoxluvr

#BombGirls @bombgirls
@SaveBombGirls @Global_TV Can't be
the end of this amazing show! It has more
heart than 90% of the shows out there!

Candyweb

Naming names which made #BombGirls
awesome TY @michaelseater
@zenfandango @backalley_films
@gabe_grey and everyone else too

AlyshaLRMT

@bombgirls on in 5min!!!!!!!!!
#busynext2hours #lovebombgirls #yyc
#calgary #BombGirls #BombGirlsMovie
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eyeseeutwo

@bombgirls This has been worth the wait!
Thanks for an awesome show!

pattiephillips

I THINK THIS SHOULD END WITH A
HOUSE WARMING PARTY. AND A KISS
#BombGirls

garagegunk

@jump_up22 so does Betty. #BombGirls

AMSAY

Everyone should help save #BombGirls
#savebombgirls

rugbyrainey64

WOW, that's all I can say about tonight!
Cannot believe it's the end :-( Congrats to
all the cast for a job well done!
#BombGirls

AMSAY

#BombGirls is amazing and no one
should not watch it.

zgrokit

@bombgirls I need an adult to hold my
hand, all these feels from just reading
about #BombGirls

aliisamoose

I'm still crying. Might never stop.
#BombGirls @bombgirls

honorarycaper

@bombgirls
nononononononononononono
#savebombgirls #BombGirls
@Global_TV @SaveBombGirls

Taarnagirl

That was a solid take down! Great job
bombshells-- Kate and Betty, Gladys and
Lorna...Vera would be so proud &lt;3
&lt;3 #bombgirls #savebombgirls

betterleftbl_nk

@AshPhile If I haven't passed out, sure
#BombGirls #SaveBombGirls
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VBDubGirl

So @Global_TV is going to air a "The
story continues in 2015" promo in 7
minutes, right? @bombgirls #BombGirls
#SaveBombGirls

jump_up22

@bombgirls No! I never want this to end!
:'(

PrairieSkyCloud

one last commercial break for the
@bombgirls movie #BombGirls

nicoandpercy

Ugh I can't believe there's only 7 minutes
left #BombGirls @bombgirls

Teedy_Bird

All the girls would be an awesome secret
agent team. @bombgirls #BombGirls

garagegunk

@ranthonylemke I like to get straight the
point when it comes to McAndrews. The
point being that they're in love.
#BombGirls

AshPhile

@betterleftbl_nk I am counting on you to
be DETAILED AND SPOILERY about
whatever happens with McAndrews ok
#BombGirls #SaveBombGirls

betterleftbl_nk

I f'love bad ass Lorna @bombgirls
#BombGirls #SaveBombGirls
@Global_TV

honorarycaper

IT CAN'T BE OVER!!! #savebombgirls
#BombGirls @bombgirls @Global_TV
@savebombgirls

danielacts1

I don't think I took a breath in the last ten
minutes #BombGirls @bombgirls

agentkaro

"Gladys" rhymes with "badass", right?
@JodiAnneBalfour #SaveBombGirls
#BombGirlsMovie @bombgirls
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Candyweb

Naming names which made #BombGirls
awesome TY @meggamonstah
@JodiAnneBalfour @charlottehegele
@AliLiebert @antoniocupo
@CarlynBurchell

jump_up22

I live for Kate's seduction techniques.
#BombGirls

eyeseeutwo

@charlottehegele @bombgirls You are
going to be missed! #savebombgirls

LaLocaRosaa

Need to get #BombGirls on dvd asap!
@AliLiebert @michaelseater
@JodiAnneBalfour @bombgirls
@Rachel_Wilson1 @charlottehegele Best
cast ever!

pattiephillips

BETTY IS GOING TO DESTROY YOU IF
YOU HURT HER #BombGirls
#mcandrews

Teedy_Bird

Betty needs to come save Kate from that
jerk!!! @bombgirls #bombgirls

CaroPenny

So glad @JamieElman is part of
#BombGirls @bombgirls

tomtshane

I'm sad!!! :( @bombgirls #BombGirls

honorarycaper

@marajade29sm @JodiAnneBalfour
@Global_TV @GlobalTV_PR once one.of
the girls ALWAYS one of the girls
#savebombgirls #BombGirls

_kristawhite

#BombGirls Every show has been great!

SkydeDeany

I just cannot believe Vera died!! Its the
end :'( #BombGirls
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betterleftbl_nk

"Seduced by a Jew" you say that like it's a
bad thing. I can assure you it's not #oyvey
@bombgirls #BombGirls
#SaveBombGirls @Global_TV

Jess_Broz

On the edge of my seat for this movie,
been dying to know what happens!!
@bombgirls

JamieElman

.@charlottehegele @ranthonylemke you
guys are killing it. @bombgirls
#BombGirls

pattiephillips

Dad resents commercials interrupting
@bombgirls movie. Grandma getting
antsy. Using time to tweet #BombGirls

jennvellcs

I think I need the commercials right now
just to breath. Woot the show us so good!
#BombGirls @BombGirls

jump_up22

@Global_TV #BombGirls is such an
amazing show and it will always have a
place in my heart. Why not bring it back?

MyBadSelf

@Global_TV , if you're not having it, then
Bomb Girls is better off with @netflix !!
Save Bomb Girls, Netflix!!
#savebombgirls #BombGirls

LGlofcheskie

I've watched the #BombGirls series four
times preparing for this, and I was still
blown away #savebombgirls

MarleysGhost

#bombgirls movie... I am so sad

laurenshea88

Being an American has never sucked as
much as it does right now. #BombGirls
#TeamCanada
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honorarycaper

@SaveBombGirls @Global_TV always
and forever #BombGirls #savebombgirls
@bombgirls

betterleftbl_nk

There can't be 15 mins left! Please don't
let this be the end @Global_TV! There are
so many stories left to tell #savebombgirls
#BombGirls

melanella

Okay, not having cable while the
@bombgirls movie is airing .... #torture

pattiephillips

Grandma is convinced this is all going to
end badly. I am just making unintelligible
noises. Dog still cowering. Dad amused
#BombGirls

tlavy36

@bombgirls I don't even really know
what's going on and I'm on the verge of
tears especially if something happened
to...I can't even it.

TheDebDay

Shout out to @BombGirls and
@Global_TV - Nice work and great to see
you back!!

Teedy_Bird

There's only 15 minutes left?! Noooo!
@bombgirls #BombGirls

Candyweb

“@calgarylibrary: No writer can escape
the power of imagination -- Alberto
Manguel” this so fits for #BombGirls right
now.

QuickLookBusy

Word. C'est l'amour!! ❤️ RT
@jorjafoxluvr: #BombGirls He hurts her
and Betty will kill him That's for sure

honorarycaper

@bombgirls are we at least trending yet?
#savebombgirls @Global_TV
#BombGirls
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ketchupman88

Go Gladys and Lorna!! #bombGirls

PrairieSkyCloud

the @bombgirls movie is so exciting
#BombGirls

betterleftbl_nk

@AshPhile @bombgirls @Global_TV She
handed her the deed to the house she
bought and told her there would always
be a room for her *sobs*

Taarnagirl

YESS!!! Payback is a bitch!! No, she's a
BOMB GIRL!! @bombgirls
@SaveBombGirls #bombgirls
#savebombgirls @JodiAnneBalfour
@meggamonstah xoxo

Coffin_Of_Hope

I must admit. I'm a bit jealous right now
of everyone watching #BombGirls Facing
The Enemy. I hope I get to see it soon.
#SaveBombGirls

Teedy_Bird

Gladys and Lorna being awesome
together. :) #BombGirls

betterleftbl_nk

Gladys/Lorna is a team I can get behind.
Suck on that, saboteur! @bombgirls
#BombGirls #SaveBombGirls
@Global_TV

honorarycaper

Teamwork! BOUYA! team #BombGirls
@bombgirls @SaveBombGirls
@Global_TV #savebombgirls

VBDubGirl

There's only 15 minutes left. That's the
truly sad part. #BombGirls
@GlobalTV_PR @Global_TV
#SaveBombGirls

lilbubsthe2nd

@bombgirls Gladys looks badass with a
gun. Things just got real. #BombGirls
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_emilyparrott

Literally #BombGirls is breaking my
heart!

emilymelissabee

I am grateful to all of the @bombgirls
bombshells for not spoiling the plot for
the people who couldn't watch tonight.
#BombGirls

BombGirlsFans1

#endlessfeels #savebombgirls
@Global_TV @bombgirls RT
@pattiephillips: THIS IS DOING SO
MANY THINGS TO MY HEART RIGHT
NOW #BombGirls

buknerd

I refuse to leave my Fort until
@Global_TV or @netflix decides to
#savebombgirls #BombGirls
#OrTillIGoToWorkTomorrow
http://t.co/EICDvOLPrr

ketchupman88

No more Mrs. Corbett, it's Lorna!
#bombGirls

Daburninator22

@bombgirls @SaveBombGirls can't live
tweet #BombGirlsMovie cause I'm in U.S
but I am excited it's happening!!
#BombGirls #bringitbackcanada

nicoandpercy

I'm not crying pfft (I'm totally crying)
@bombgirls #BombGirls

jump_up22

Actually I need Kate to make me a drink!
#BombGirls

betterleftbl_nk

Perfect tweet is perfect RT @DanaPiccoli
@bombgirls @Global_TV hopefully they
won't need the extra one :)

RachellyWheato

"No one can care too much" - @bombgirls
#BombGirls #savebombgirls

n
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324_B21

#BombGirls idea for @netflix once they
#SaveBombGirls an hour of @AliLiebert
boxing. Damn the plot/character
development. #BoxingBetty

eyeseeutwo

@bombgirls - No one can care too much.

ClaireYeowart

I'm not even watching (because I can't)
and I'm bawling my eyes out. #bombgirls
#savebombgirls

aliisamoose

I'm broken. #BombGirls @bombgirls

honorarycaper

@ranthonylemke @BombGirlsFans1
@bombgirls @SaveBombGirls
@Global_TV tell their story!
#savebombgirls #BombGirls

Candyweb

Does anyone else see the 'firefly'
connection in #BombGirls
#FacingTheEnemy ? @Global_TV don't
let the show go please.

Lindor

A house for McAndrews!!! :') #bombgirls
#savebombgirls #rollercoasteroffeelings

pattiephillips

THIS IS DOING SO MANY THINGS TO
MY HEART RIGHT NOW #BombGirls
#myhouse #mcandrews

AshPhile

@betterleftbl_nk @bombgirls
@Global_TV YES YES YES YESY YES
YESY EYDSSCX @bombgirls #BombGirls
#SaveBombGirls @Global_TV

VeraSaysThis

#McAndrews that is all #BombGirls
@bombgirls

garagegunk

Betty and Kate are getting a house
together and being cute #EMOTIONS
#BombGirls
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jump_up22

Betty got her house! With a room for
Kate! Dreams do come true #crying
#BombGirls

betterleftbl_nk

BETTY BOUGHT A HOUSE WITH A
ROOM FOR KATE #KEYSMASHING
@bombgirls #BombGirls
#SaveBombGirls @Global_TV

lilbubsthe2nd

@bombgirls So happy for Betty, she
deserves this. Glad to see a bit of a happy
ending #BombGirls

solidhaku

I'm gonna cry. Betty is getting her house I
am so emotional. #BombGirls
@bombgirls

honorarycaper

@JamieElman @bombgirls my fingers
hurt. #savebombgirls #BombGirls
@SaveBombGirls @Global_TV it's so
worth it!

locksmithoflove

I don't even give a damn about anything
else right now. Not even Kate and Betty.
Just give me my queen back. #BombGirls

AshPhile

I'm really going to hate that part when the
court reporter reads it back @bombgirls
#BombGirls #SaveBombGirls
@Global_TV

betterleftbl_nk

Betty needs to dispense some vigilante
justice #BombGirls @bombgirls
#SaveBombgirls @Global_TV

victoriajean85

Had to tune into the #BombGirls movie
tonight for closure, and it just ripped my
heart out. Vera was my favourite! #sigh
#grieving
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JamieElman

.@bombgirls This movie is stressing me
out. So is live tweeting, a little.
#BombGirlsMovie

VBDubGirl

If I pretend it didn't happen, it didn't
actually happen right? #BombGirls
#SaveBombGirls

zgrokit

“Something” happened. Can’t deal with
the angst so here’s an inane thing. I love
@bombgirls more than I love Vegemite in
a tube #BombGirls

pouterbridgefan

#BombGirls rocks, and I... can't even.
'Nuff said. @BombGirls

senaida

Everyone is watching @bombgirls right
now, and my heart is breaking every
minute I'm not watching @AliLiebert
again. #SaveBombGirls

nicoandpercy

I'm so sad @bombgirls #BombGirls

betterleftbl_nk

I am not okay. NOT OKAY #BombGirls
@bombgirls #SaveBombgirls
@Global_TV

buknerd

Sounds like I'm gonna have to get a
Costco membership to have enough
tissues to watch the #BombGirls movie.
@Global_TV

pattiephillips

There is only one way to soothe this
#Bombgirls tragedy -- more magical
jumping cookies #nomnom

honorarycaper

#BombGirls is the only reason I watch
@Global_TV your loosing viewership
entirely. Is it worth it?! @bombgirls
#BombGirls #savebombgirls
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PrairieSkyCloud

the @bombgirls movie 2nd hour is so
shocking and sad #BombGirls

anh62950

HOLY SHIT I JUST SPOILED IT AND
NOW I’M IN MY FORT FULL OF MORE
FEELS AND CRYING!! #BombGirls
#bombgirlsmovie

laurenshea88

@betterleftbl_nk @bombgirls
@Global_TV Ahhhhhhh!!! I'm slowly
dying in America. Lol

P_Burchell

Curled up watching the @bombgirls
movie with my sister CAROL!...I mean
@CarlynBurchell

lilbubsthe2nd

@bombgirls So hard to say goodbye to
this show and the characters. All amazing.
#BombGirls

rugbyrainey64

Glad I don't have to go to work tomorrow
... my eyes are going to be all red and
puffy from this emotional roller coaster
LOL #BombGirls

Candyweb

Crying so hard right now for Vera. What a
beautiful spirit. #BombGirls
#FacingTheEnemy

kamryntaylorr

Bomb Girls is killing me tonight .
#tearslikeniagarafalls #BombGirls
#needmoretissues 💣💣

betterleftbl_nk

@buknerd All the sad faces #BombGirls

Calzona10

@bombgirls #BombGirls we missed you
ladies

dillchelsea

RIP Vera Burr @bombgirls
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betterleftbl_nk

@Candyweb @bombgirls @Global_TV
It's so beautiful.

SydB29

"Relax, men can be such jerks.
Thankfully, God created Italians." I have
missed this so freaking much.
#BombGirls

rocket_skates5

Vera 💣💣💣 #BombGirls

bronmcfarlane

Kate has the voice of an angel @bombgirls
#BombGirls

betterleftbl_nk

@AshPhile @bombgirls @Global_TV Oh
no x infinity #SaveBombGirls
#BombGirls

anh62950

Oh god, what’s happening?!?!?
#BombGirls #bombgirlsmovie

TammyNiemi

@bombgirls OH THE FEELS!!!
#BombGirls !!!!

VBDubGirl

NOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO
OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO
OOOOOOOOOOO #BombGirls
#SaveBombGirls

kenchungg

I'm actually crying @bombgirls
#BombGirls

Taarnagirl

NOOOOOO!!!!!! Why why why???? :( Oh
God why..... @bombgirls
@SaveBombGirls #bombgirls
#savebombgirls

AshPhile

@betterleftbl_nk @bombgirls
@Global_TV Oh no. #SaveBombGirls
#bombgirls
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betterleftbl_nk

Kate's voice is shredding my heart right
now :( #BombGirls @bombgirls
#SaveBombgirls @Global_TV

Coffin_Of_Hope

@Global_TV We would greatly,
GREATLY appreciate more #BombGirls
movies. Pleeease. #SaveBombGirls

Lindor

No. I refuse. This isn't happening. We're
all having a nightmare. #bombgirls
#savebombgirls

RachellyWheato

Sobbing. Sobbing. No, no, no!!
#BombGirlsMovie #savebombgirls
@bombgirls

n
AMSAY

“@SaveBombGirls: NO!!! NOT OKAY!!!
#bombgirls #savebombgirls”

honorarycaper

#BombGirls movie has me hook line and
sinker #savebombgirls #BombGirls
@SaveBombGirls @bombgirls
@Global_TV

betterleftbl_nk

No! NOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO.
What?????????????????????? #BombGirls
@bombgirls #SaveBombgirls
@Global_TV

betterleftbl_nk

How is there only half an hour left??? It's
all going by too fast #BombGirls
@bombgirls #SaveBombgirls
@Global_TV

ampersteph

FACING THE ENEMY! So excited to have
#bombgirls back in my life. @bombgirls

Rachel_Wilson1

Way to fight @AliLiebert #bettyrocks
#BombGirls #FacingTheEnemy
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honorarycaper

Go Vera go! #BombGirls #savebombgirls
@SaveBombGirls @bombgirls
@Global_TV

Teedy_Bird

Marry me Betty. @bombgirls #BombGirls
#badass

garagegunk

@AshPhile Betty was comforting Kate in
the hospital and they were holding hands
and Betty was stroking her hair and
forehead #BombGirls

calesybub

What's happening in the #bombgirls
movie ?! No, don't tell me!
Eeeeeeeeeee!!!! But I want to
know!!@bombgirls #savebombgirls
#watchinglater

Taarnagirl

Do it for Vera, Betty!!!! @bombgirls
@SaveBombGirls #bombgirls
#savebombgirls

garagegunk

@betterleftbl_nk you could say that their
chemistry is explosive #BombGirls
#savebombgirls

buknerd

Hiding in my pillow fort having 2nd hand
#BombGirls feels. Keep up the good
tweeting Canadian Bombshells!

marajade29sm

If Sherlock can make a season of only 3
episodes be successful, so can
@bombgirls #savebombgirls
#BombGirlsMovie @Global_TV
@GlobalTV_PR

betterleftbl_nk

#McAndrews is going to be the death of
me y'all. I'm trying to keep expectations in
check but their chemistry is palpable
#BombGirls
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Kaytee_Mo

@Bombgirls So excited for #BombGirls
tonight!

honorarycaper

It's not your fault @charlottehegele kate!
#BombGirls #savebombgirls @bombgirls
@SaveBombGirls @Global_TV

MHBeale

Why did they cancel #bombgirls?
Enjoying 'Facing the Enemy'!

TammyNiemi

@bombgirls WOW #BombGirls and bad
girls and girls seeking redemption spy
girls and oh my girls wow what an
episode!

MyBadSelf

Bring back Bomb Girls, Global. Another
season. Please. @bombgirls @Global_TV
#BombGirls #BombGirlsMovie
#savebombgirls

BombGirlsFans1

@garagegunk feels just exploded along
with everything else #savebombgirls
#bombgirls

Lindor

Now's your chance, Betty. PUNCH
HELEN IN THE EVERYTHING!
@AliLiebert #bombgirls #savebombgirls

arcadenines

Ugh my bombtastic heart parts
@bombgirls

honorarycaper

@Amarantosian @netflix #BombGirls
need their story told We forget the home
front too much #BombGirls
#savebombgirls @bombgirls
@Global_TV
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pamplemoussee7
6

This is after ... #boxing #dead
💣💣💣💣💣💣💣💣 #teamBetty
@AliLiebert #BombGirlsMovie
#savebombgirls #BombGirls
http://t.co/RB8Rd5S45c

ketchupman88

Seriously love the movie! #Bombgirls

ClaireYeowart

I need to know what's going on! What's
happened? #BombGirls #savebombgirls

marajade29sm

Oh my living hell, this show!!! Please!!!
#SaveBombGirls #BombGirlsMovie
@Global_TV @GlobalTV_PR
@bombgirls

Taarnagirl

Oh God No!!!!! How could they??!!
*crying* @bombgirls @SaveBombGirls
#bombgirls #savebombgirls

b0nesivalyfiza

Why is it always the good ones? :(
#BombGirls @bombgirls

zgrokit

@AshPhile @Global_TV @bombgirls We
will show up with bells on and carrying a
puppy #BombGirls #SaveBombGirls

AldersonMary

@bombgirls love it.

garagegunk

Imagine Betty carrying a passed out Kate
from the burning factory #BombGirls

Cerebrop

OMG. Never been so nervous during a
commercial break. #BombGirlsMovie
#BombGirls @Global_TV
#SaveBombGirls

betterleftbl_nk

Guys, I might not make it to the end. This
show is so heart stopping. My Betty love is
eternal! #BombGirls @bombgirls
#SaveBombgirls
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calesybub

I so wish I was watching @bombgirls
right now. My feed is full of #bombgirls
tweets! Hope it's as good as we all hoped
#savebombgirls

pattiephillips

I've had to start removing clothing. Too
much heat. Too much excitement
#BombGirls

nicoandpercy

literally every character on this show is so
amazing @bombgirls #BombGirls

LGlofcheskie

#BombGirls has to get trending, come on
people! We can do this!

JayH_YYZ

Hey @Global_TV I love @bombgirls. I
want more. #savebombgirls @netflix

PrairieSkyCloud

the 2nd hour of the @bombgirls movie is
off to an exciting start #BombGirls

pattiephillips

I have alarmed the dog. He is cowering. It
is all because of the @bombgirls

jump_up22

I am NEVER using a pencil EVER
AGAIN! #BombGirls

AshPhile

Hey @Global_TV keep broadcasting
quality scripted dramas like this and we'll
keep showing up @bombgirls
#BombGirls #SaveBombGirls

honorarycaper

Got my blood pumping! Adrenaline
running! #BombGirls #savebombgirls
@bombgirls @SaveBombGirls
@Global_TV

Lindor

I repeat: *GASSSSSP* #bombgirls
#savebombgirls Please be okay, Kate!
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SydB29

Also point of interest, Kate's song was
repeating, "Oh Lover, please remember
me." WHY WASN'T BETTY THERE,
THOUGH?!?.... #BombGirls

Taarnagirl

Omgomgomgomgomg!!! That's bigger
than I thought it would be-- so intense!!
@bombgirls @SaveBombGirls
#bombgirls #savebombgirls @Global_TV

betterleftbl_nk

WTF?!?!?!!?! I didn't think calling the
show explosive would be literal!
#BombGirls @bombgirls #SaveBombgirls
@Global_TV

BlogVintageInn

@bombgirls Movie is good but we want
more @Global_TV #savebombgirls
http://t.co/Bm1K977tDv

RachellyWheato

Ah, so tense! #BombGirls @bombgirls
#BombGirlsMovie #savebombgirls

n
rugbyrainey64

OMG .. my heart is going to explode!
#BombGirls

Amarantosian

loving #BombGirls! I don't want it to end,
like, ever. alas.... #SaveBombGirls
@bombgirls @Global_TV

nicoandpercy

this scene is so sweet aw it's warming my
heart #BombGirls @bombgirls

LGlofcheskie

@bombgirls this show is the reason I'm
proud to be be Canadian #BombGirls
#savebombgirls

SydB29

Kate is singing, and Betty isn't there to
witness it. I am going to cry some more.
#BombGirls
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Candyweb

Where would I be without my friends?
#BombGirls where would we be without
our girls #SaveBombGirls

jump_up22

Vera your letter is gonna make me cry.
#BombGirls

Tv_Gal55

Who doesn’t want to grow up to be like
Vera Burr? Anastasia Phillips kills it every
time. #BombGirls @Global_TV

Dainsleif_10

So why is this show cancelled again? I still
don't get it. We need more shows like
#BombGirls. @Global_TV @bombgirls
#savebombgirls

JulietteVerne

@Tv_Gal55 @bombgirls Please and
thank you @Global_TV
#BombGirlsMovie #BombGirls

CaroPenny

I wish there was more @meggamonstah
in #BombGirlsMovie #BombGirls
@bombgirls

pattiephillips

THIS @bombgirls MOVIE HAS SET MY
HEART TO RACING. SRSLY, MY PULSE
IS HAMMERING IN MY VIENS.
#bombgirls

lilbubsthe2nd

@bombgirls one of the best Canadian
shows out there. Well done all, will miss
the show very much #BombGirls

fabricatidiem

Endlessly depressed that I can't watch
#BombGirls tonight. I really don't WANT
to wait.

17_danyell

Watching BombGirls "Facing the Enemy"
loved this show when it was on TV
#BombGirls #FacingTheEnemy
#GLOBE2014
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VBDubGirl

So @Global_TV @GlobalTV_PR, have
you changed your mind about
#BombGirls yet? #SaveBombGirls

BombGirlsFans1

@betterleftbl_nk @bombgirls
@Global_TV now singing 'Run Joey Run'
intently in my head as Gladys runs
through it #Savebombgirls #bombgirls

JamieElman

.@bombgirls INTENSE! The movie, I
mean, not the viewing party. Party is fun.
#BombGirls @JodiAnneBalfour
@AliLiebert http://t.co/rAZ0wl9VID

PrairieSkyCloud

the first hour of the @bombgirls movie
was awesome #BombGirls

rocket_skates5

“@AliLiebert: @michaelseater Reallly
strong work. #beststachever
#BombGirlsMovie” @bombgirls
@BombGirlsFans1 #BombGirls

honorarycaper

@SaveBombGirls @Global_TV it's like an
addiction #savebombgirls #BombGirls
@bombgirls More please!

Cerebrop

OOOH SECRETS AND LIES! The plot
thickens... #BombGirls #BombGirlsMovie
@globaltv or @netflix please
#SaveBombGirls !

MamasHookin

@BombGirls : Excellent Canadian tv, I
wish they were back to stay.

cocoxd73

@bombgirls I wanna win these posters :D
I am watching it ! so amazing season :O
GO CANADA GO! Luv you bomb girls :P
xxx
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honorarycaper

A break! Time to #savebombgirls
@Global_TV! @bombgirls
@SaveBombGirls

gogogolfgo

@bombgirls Outstanding episode!!! More
please

Taarnagirl

I knew it!! Watch out Gladys!!
@bombgirls @SaveBombGirls
#bombgirls #savebombgirls

betterleftbl_nk

Holy doodle! I was right. Run Gladys run!
#BombGirls @bombgirls #SaveBombgirls
@Global_TV

324_B21

My dog in her pillow fort. She's not
coming out until #BombGirls is saved!
#SaveBombGirls #bombgirlsmovie
http://t.co/mI6guPr3ip

BombGirlsFans1

@VeraSaysThis @bombgirls fantastic
idea! :) #hellyes #bombgirls
#savebombgirls @Global_TV

AshPhile

@zgrokit @bombgirls (don't forget the
#SaveBombGirls and @Global_TV)

LGlofcheskie

#bombgirls come back! I already miss the
show! I'm watching it a second time!

honorarycaper

@BombGirlsFans1 @Global_TV
@bombgirls @SaveBombGirls it mystifies
me... We need Canadian content... Why
cancel quality for reality junk?

zgrokit

If I had children, I imagine that my
interest in their birth would be nowhere
as high as my interest in the @bombgirls
movie #BombGirls
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marajade29sm

I can't take my eyes off the screen.
PLEASE #savebombgirls @Global_TV
@GlobalTV_PR @bombgirls
#BombGirlsMovie

jorjafoxluvr

#BombGirls sorry I kicked you Sorry I
shoved you against a wall Now thats
flirting ;) @bombgirls

laurenshea88

@AliLiebert @bombgirls @saradjcanning
SWOOOOONNN

SkydeDeany

"Men can be jerks. Thank God for
Italians." #blessthis #BombGirls

betterleftbl_nk

Ugh, Ivan. Go smoke an asthma cigarette
or something #BombGirls @bombgirls
#SaveBombgirls @Global_TV

zgrokit

@AshPhile @AdrCMitchell Right, that
does it. I'm hunkering down to spew forth
multiple #BombGirls tags. Work be
damned! #maybefiredtoday

Supergiraffe13

.@Global_TV @bombgirls is one of the
best shows i've ever seen. it's such a
shame this beautiful show was cancelled.
@netflix #savebombgirls

BombGirlsFans1

@honorarycaper @Global_TV
@bombgirls @SaveBombGirls shutting
down 1 of the best examples of Canadian
drama ever #notagoodplan
#Savebombgirls

mwildrose69

"@VBDubGirl: @bombgirls I think it's
obvious. The saboteur is @Global_TV
#SaveBombGirls #BombGirls" My spies
agree with this info.. #CSIS
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RachellyWheato
n

I'm sitting here, pregnant with twin girls,
next to mom who is recovering from
breast cancer surgery, watching
@bombgirls. So many feels.

LGlofcheskie

@bombgirls @AliLiebert
@JodiAnneBalfour I SPENT MORE
THAN HALF OF THAT CRYING, COME
BACK #savebombgirls

nicoandpercy

aw Gladys she's such an angel I love her
so much #BombGirls @bombgirls

ElonaWeston

@bombgirls Devouring your tweets from
Louisiana, USA. I can't watch but the
tweets help a bit. #BombGirls

MugsyWrites

Loving the fashion on @bombgirls
tonight. Red lipstick never looked so
good. Canadian acting at its finest.

VeraSaysThis

" do...do you eat bacon?" Best line so far
#bombgirls @bombgirls

honorarycaper

Do you eat bacon? Lol, Gladys!
#BombGirls #savebombgirls
@SaveBombGirls @bombgirls
@Global_TV

staybloomin

How is #bombgirls not trending?!

kc90north

@bombgirls @JodiAnneBalfour
@AliLiebert Ugh, when can we see it in
the US?? I miss these ladies so much!!

mwildrose69

@bombgirls Well damn it. That should
have been twice as long at least..
@Global_TV F _ _ _ Y_ _ :)
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stop_eject

just one more hour left of #bombgirls :(
@netflix @Global_TV can do something
about that. #savebombgirls

Erika_Bombshell

@bombgirls I want more #bombgirls
#savebombgirls #bombshell
@savebombgirls

arpixmedia

@BombGirls Movie Song: "Kiss To Build
A Dream On" Made famous by
#LouisArmstrong #Bedside #Solder
#ForTheFallen #BombGirls

honorarycaper

This is the perfect drama. Remind me
again @Global_TV why it was canceled?!?
#savebombgirls #BombGirls @bombgirls
@SaveBombGirls

b0nesivalyfiza

You CAN do it, Gladys! #BombGirls
@bombgirls

WendyCSpence

Watching #BombGirls @BombGirls 60
minutes in. Love this show!
http://t.co/kOLqAKjeKr

BombGirlsFans1

Feeeeeeels (just from Twitter). Plus this
movie is an espionage-esque thriller. The
mystery, the drama... how I've missed you
#BombGirls!

dannie0189

@Global_TV @bombgirls we want you to
pick it back up and do more seasons
haven't you seen the mass following I bet
you have lost some to.

Taarnagirl

@bombgirls I think it's Ivan's wife...but
only because she's been a jerk to my girls!
#savebombgirls
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betterleftbl_nk

Way to acknowledge Canada's shameful
'One is too many' policy when it came to
accepting Jewish refugees during the war
#BombGirls @bombgirls

Tv_Gal55

@JulietteVerne Oh jeez. Yeah thats gotta
be fixed. @BombGirls lets get 'em to our
Aussie friends. #TheyArePrettyGreat
#BombGirls #SBG

jorjafoxluvr

#BombGirls Betty and Kate Oh the feels!!

LittlePancake21

Would love to act with @bombgirls cast
what amazing experience it would be to
work with these amazing lot :) ♡♥♡

PrairieSkyCloud

loving the @bombgirls movie!!
#BombGirls

Devmeister87

I might be irritating my hubby with all my
gasps, laughs and sighs reading all of
these #BombGirls tweets. LOL
#satisfyingmycuriousity

nicoandpercy

@bombgirls this show is my fave please
don't leave me #BombGirls

pouterbridgefan

@BombGirls Can't believe we're halfway
through the #BombGirls movie! I don't
want it to end!!!

lilbubsthe2nd

@bombgirls I'm watching, going to miss
this show so much. #BombGirls

Erika_Bombshell

@bombgirls Sad the movie is over, it was
fantastic! #savebombgirls so we can have
a season 3 #BombGirls

Karen_MacI

Only an hour left of @BombGirls. Sad
already to see it end. @SaveBombGirls
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ilovebettymcrae

I'm going to cry. Everyone #BombGirls
related is being so sweet on twitter right
now...

T_Kennedy9

Ahhhhhhh Bomb Girls movie tonight!!!!
MCANDREWS MCANDREWS
MCANDREWS #bombgirls #mcandrews

Lindor

Gladys continues to be the greatest spy to
ever spy! #bombgirls #savebombgirls

katiewatsonglee

OMG MUST WATCH @bombgirls WHEN
I GET HOME. .. Sorry for yellin' I'm just
so excited. @AliLiebert @MegTilley

WendyCSpence

Watching #BombGirls @BombGirls 59
minutes in. Love this show!
http://t.co/kOLqAKjeKr

Showglo213

@Global_TV #BombGirls movie so so
good. Why does it have to end? It's the
type of great Canadian drama we need
MORE of @SaveBombGirls

betterleftbl_nk

@AshPhile @bombgirls @Global_TV
Betty's face is killing me! It's fraught with
feels #BombGirls #SaveBombGirls

AdrCMitchell

#honeybooboo is trending in #Canada
but not #Bombgirls.WTF? So many
#Bombgirls tweets.In my heart
#Bombgirls is trending!

staybloomin

That definitely wasn't enough
#bombgirls. #savebombgirls @global_TV
@netflix

WendyCSpence

Watching #BombGirls @BombGirls 58
minutes in. Love this show!
http://t.co/kOLqAKjeKr
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jump_up22

It's getting so intense! I can't stop
shaking! #BombGirls

buknerd

@CMeushaw #NonCanadian #BombGirls
#PillowFortParty

honorarycaper

@bombgirls an hour in? No! More! It just
started! #BombGirls #savebombgirls
@SaveBombGirls @Global_TV

nicoandpercy

oh man i can't beeline this is the last time
i'll ever watch bomb girls :((((((
#BombGirls

Arvan_12

It only took 18 episodes and a movie, but
@bombgirls finally has a Jewish
character! I'm loving Jacob - a much
better match for Gladys!

SezClom

@betterleftbl_nk @bombgirls
@Global_TV We may need to call B an
ambulance. @mightbeangie I hope you're
on standby with a defibrillator

AshPhile

@betterleftbl_nk @bombgirls
@Global_TV YOU are killing me with this
#BombGirls #SaveBombGirls

ClaireYeowart

@bombgirls Obviously it's @Global_TV
#savebombgirls #bombgirls

VBDubGirl

@bombgirls I think it's obvious. The
saboteur is @Global_TV #SaveBombGirls
#BombGirls

rugbyrainey64

My heart is breaking for Betty ... I just
knew Gladys was going to get caught!
#BombGirls
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honorarycaper

Those pesky commercials again.
#savebombgirls #BombGirls
@SaveBombGirls @bombgirls
@Global_TV

Candyweb

Give him a kiss Gladys! We all know it's
your secret weapon @JodiAnneBalfour
makes the perfect 40's spy (before Bond)
#BombGirls

AshPhile

@bombgirls Moira! #BombGirls
#SaveBombGirls @Global_TV

JulietteVerne

@Tv_Gal55 @bombgirls *this morning.
Australia has no #BombGirls movie
release date yet. Kinda dying slowly
inside.@BombGirls

WendyCSpence

Watching #BombGirls @BombGirls 56
minutes in. Love this show!
http://t.co/kOLqAKjeKr

jump_up22

I'd help buy you a house Betty!
#BombGirls

CMeushaw

So how many people are making (or
trying to) pillow forts because they can't
watch #BombGirls? #SaveBombGirls

honorarycaper

That dress again! @bombgirls
@SaveBombGirls @Global_TV
#savebombgirls #bombgirls

NatyoO

Quiero la peli de #BombGirls!!!
Adffgskhsklf #BombGirlsMovie

betterleftbl_nk

Kate is calling Betty brave and Betty is
looking at a brochure of her dream home.
My heart! #BombGirls @bombgirls
#SaveBombgirls @Global_TV
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WendyCSpence

Watching #BombGirls @BombGirls 55
minutes in. Love this show!
http://t.co/kOLqAKjeKr

bonbaygirl

Nooooooo @bombgirls I'm not ready to
say goodbye! #denial #savebombgirls

honorarycaper

Who could it be? Oh the drama! The
espionage! #BombGirls #savebombgirls
@bombgirls @SaveBombGirls
@Global_TV

WendyCSpence

Watching #BombGirls @BombGirls 54
minutes in. Love this show!
http://t.co/kOLqAKjeKr

KristineMatts

Vera Burr - #flawless. #BombGirls
http://t.co/QU0kLodvXY

garagegunk

@AshPhile turns out Gladys was being
the worst spy ever and I feel a
THOUSAND times worse for that girl.
#BombGirls

staybloomin

.@global_TV please #savebombgirls
#bombgirls

WendyCSpence

Watching #BombGirls @BombGirls 53
minutes in. Love this show!
http://t.co/kOLqAKjeKr

TerraHow

Wish I lived in Canada. @Global_TV
#savebombgirls @bombgirls
@SaveBombGirls

Candyweb

Trust your instincts Gladys. You're on to
something #BombGirls

staybloomin

8 minutes. #bombgirls #savebombgirls
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locksmithoflove

"I'm not one of your girls any more"
dON'T TOUCH ME #BombGirls

BombGirlsFans1

Well said *flails because inter-continental
Bombshell feels* RT @shutterpunk1:
Aaahhhhhh!!! @bombgirls #BombGirls
#savebombgirls @Global_TV

WendyCSpence

Watching #BombGirls @BombGirls 52
minutes in. Love this show!
http://t.co/kOLqAKjeKr

Taarnagirl

Oh Vera! Oh Marco! I love you guys!! Ti
voglio bene!! @bombgirls
@SaveBombGirls #bombgirls
#savebombgirls @Global_TV

WendyCSpence

Watching #BombGirls @BombGirls 51
minutes in. Love this show!
http://t.co/kOLqAKjeKr

rocket_skates5

Private Vera gets engaged!!! #BombGirls
#veraandmarco @bombgirls
@BombGirlsFans1

pattiephillips

BETTY. JUST, BETTY. YOU SMACK
'EMAIL AROUND. #BombGirls
#mcraesababe

honorarycaper

You can barely see Veras scar! That
healed well! #BombGirls #savebombgirls
@bombgirls @SaveBombGirls
@Global_TV

VeraSaysThis

Omg Vera saying ti voglio bene aka I love
you, my heart cant take this!! #BombGirls
@bombgirls
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Cerebrop

In the words of Vera "I hate goodbyes"
@globaltv please #SaveBombGirls so we
don't have to! #BombGirlsMovie
#BombGirls

bombgirls

Vera and Marco @antoniocupo are so
great together #BombGirls

aliisamoose

So Vera and Marco are the happy
beautiful couple to keep us from sobbing
all night, right? #BombGirls @bombgirls

Diane_Pleavin

@bombgirls @savebombgirls @global_tv.
I missed #BombGirls glad it is on tonight.

rugbyrainey64

OMG .... Marco loves Vera!! How sweet is
that giving her grama's ring! #BombGirls

dnnocampo

I just bought cable for my bedroom so I
could watch Bomb Girls tonight... #broke
#bombgirls

AshPhile

Ahhhh I hear what I am missing and I
can't believe I am missing it!! @bombgirls
#BombGirls #SaveBombGirls
@Global_TV

NatashaBachoo

Aw Marco and Veera are the sweetest!
@SaveBombGirls @bombgirls
#BombGirls

staybloomin

"when you lie your left eyebrow twitches."
#bombgirls #savebombgirls

solidhaku

I'm crying I'm actually crying oh god this
show #BombGirls @bombgirls

marajade29sm

HOLY CRAP!!!!!! #BombGirls
#BombGirlsMovie #SaveBombGirls
@Global_TV @GlobalTV_PR
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Em_TheSidekick

congrats to Vera and Marco for being the
first ones to make me cry #BombGirls

betterleftbl_nk

Donald is such a Byron #theworst
#BombGirls @bombgirls #SaveBombgirls
@Global_TV

honorarycaper

Bring it! Betty rocks! @AliLiebert
@bombgirls @SaveBombGirls
@Global_TV #savebombgirls
#BombGirls

arat35

@bombgirls cant wait to see it. No cable
and no internet sucks tonight. Miss my
bomb girls

jump_up22

Come on Betty knock him out!!
#BombGirls

shutterpunk1

Aaahhhhhh!!! @bombgirls #BombGirls
#savebombgirls @Global_TV

AdrCMitchell

One of my favourite moments #Bombgirls
When Betty starts slapping Donald
around!! Love it!!!

Candyweb

Marco proposes! I need more tissues
#BombGirls @Global_TV

jump_up22

Oh Vera you've come so far since the first
episode #BombGirls

WendyCSpence

Watching #BombGirls @BombGirls 50
minutes in. Love this show!
http://t.co/kOLqAKjeKr

Teedy_Bird

Vera better come back safe and sound or I
will be very upset. #BombGirls

UnveilingHope

@bombgirls Playing on Global right
now... :) Finale ... no more Bombgirls ... :(
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rugbyrainey64

More tears as the girls say goodbye to
Vera :-( My eyes are welling up too!
#BombGirls

betterleftbl_nk

I wonder if Betty is going to ask Vera to
tell McBond she says hey #BombGirls
@bombgirls #SaveBombgirls
@Global_TV

WendyCSpence

Watching #BombGirls @BombGirls 49
minutes in. Love this show!
http://t.co/kOLqAKjeKr

TammyNiemi

@bombgirls #BombGirls Some emotion
with the goodbyes my family had both
women and men in the service, reminds
me of photos at my Granny's

Ceridwyn2

#BombGirls is a brilliant series. Needs
renewal! #Netflix should pick it up. Great
writing, great acting. #SaveBombGirls

Candyweb

I hate goodbyes - Vera #BombGirls
@Global_TV give us another season
please! #SaveBombGirls

shutterpunk1

Wish I could watch the #BombGirls
movie on @Global_TV @bombgirls
#savebombgirls #americanfan

WendyCSpence

Watching #BombGirls @BombGirls 48
minutes in. Love this show!
http://t.co/kOLqAKjeKr

det_vanilla

@bombgirls Gladys is turning into a
regular Kelly Garrett! #BombGirls
#savebombgirls

staybloomin

"oh, I hear things." "from whom?"
"people" #bombgirls #savebombgirls
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BombGirlsFans1

@JamieElman @bombgirls @AliLiebert
@Global_TV @backalley_films MOST
AWESOME PIC EVER #TwoBettys
#WeCanDoIt #bombgirls love to you guys
xx

jump_up22

Love seeing Gladys behind the wheel
again. #BombGirls

betterleftbl_nk

@charlyblue @bombgirls I can't argue
with that :)

VBDubGirl

@BombGirlsFans1 @ClaireYeowart
@Global_TV Welcome to the madness!!
#BombGirls

krisgen

I hope all of my Canadian followers are
watching #BombGirls on @Global_TV
tonight! (TV-bossiness out of love for
@bombgirls!) #SaveBombGirls

johncpiercy

@bombgirls you coming back to
Hamilton this summer ?

betterleftbl_nk

lol @ Gladys trying to subtly interrogate
someone #BombGirls @bombgirls
#SaveBombgirls @Global_TV

staybloomin

Don't let #bombgirls end here.
@global_TV @netflix please
#savebombgirls - there's no show like it.

Candyweb

I'm not one of your girls any more Gladys You will always be our girls
#BombGirls #SaveBombGirls
@Global_TV

WendyCSpence

Watching #BombGirls @BombGirls 47
minutes in. Love this show!
http://t.co/kOLqAKjeKr
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honorarycaper

Once one of the girls ALWAYS one of the
girls #BombGirls #savebombgirls
@bombgirls @SaveBombGirls
@Global_TV

aka_TeeJay

#BombGirls needs to continue. One
movie is just not enough. @BombGirls
@Global_TV

charlyblue

@bombgirls It's intermission for Wizard
of Oz and all I can think about is the
#BombGirls movie. Sad sigh.

Em_TheSidekick

pretty sure Gladys just broke my heart
right there #BombGirls

AshPhile

Someone please say what your eyes are
seeing right now @bombgirls #BombGirls
#SaveBombGirls @Global_TV

Taarnagirl

Awwww Gladys, you're breaking Lorna's
heart! :( sadface @bombgirls
@SaveBombGirls #bombgirls
#savebombgirls

Erika_Bombshell

@bombgirls You go Gladys! Girl power!
#BombGirls #savebombgirls

ilovebettymcrae

It's absolutely hilarious to be watching
MeanGirls while also super fangirling
about the #BombGirls film I'm not
allowed to see yet! *pouts*

SciFiCafe

"I'm not one of your girls, anymore."
Saddest line ever :( @bombgirls
#BombGirls

WendyCSpence

Watching #BombGirls @BombGirls 46
minutes in. Love this show!
http://t.co/kOLqAKjeKr
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dillchelsea

I want #Gladys' entire wardrobe!
@bombgirls

jennvellcs

Poor Lorna she just wanted to help!
#BombGirls

jump_up22

I wish Lorna was my mother. #BombGirls

betterleftbl_nk

Can someone fic Gladys, Betty and Vera
as a 1940's version of Charlie's Angels?
#BombGirls

Erika_Bombshell

@Global_TV The #BombGirls movie is
wonderful. Why not #savebombgirls
@bombgirls @SaveBombGirls

ClaireYeowart

@VBDubGirl I can't tear myself away
from the tweets. I never actually got to
witness live tweeting before! #BombGirls
#SaveBombGirls

charlyblue

@betterleftbl_nk @bombgirls That's an
adorable commercial! Plus all the best
actors come from Canada. :)

WendyCSpence

Watching #BombGirls @BombGirls 45
minutes in. Love this show!
http://t.co/kOLqAKjeKr

VBDubGirl

@BombGirlsFans1 #BombGirls Fan
Meet-Up, brought to you by #Kleenex.
@bombgirls

WendyCSpence

Watching #BombGirls @BombGirls 44
minutes in. Love this show!
http://t.co/kOLqAKjeKr

honorarycaper

Lorna and her girls! A new little one for
her to love &lt;3 #BombGirls
#savebombgirls @bombgirls
@savebombgirls @Global_TV
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JoePaulson2

@VeraSaysThis @bombgirls I'm only
half-Italian, so I'm a jerk on every other
day.

zgrokit

On a scale of 1-10, how exited am I about
the @bombgirls movie tweets? Eleventy!
#BombGirls

Candyweb

Sheila's pregnant! Lorna is adjusting as
her husband is getting back on his feet
with Ned's help #BombGirls
#SaveBombGirls

cocoxd73

@bombgirls I love you bomb girls Im
watching it ! :D Go CANADA xxx I wanna
win plz!! :O :)

WendyCSpence

Watching #BombGirls @BombGirls 43
minutes in. Love this show!
http://t.co/kOLqAKjeKr

WendyCSpence

Gladys has the best hats. #BombGirls

honorarycaper

Germans at Vicmu?! Blasphemy!
#savebombgirls #BombGirls @bombgirls
@SaveBombGirls @Global_TV

AMSAY

“@SaveBombGirls: Are you listening,
@Global_TV? We know #BombGirls can
hold its own among Canadian TV.
#savebombgirls, now.”

VBDubGirl

Just 40 minutes in and I'm finished my
first drink. Tweets are going to get sloppy
now. ;) #BombGirls #SaveBombGirls

staybloomin

18 mins left in #bombgirls - please say
this isn't the end @global_TV

CarlynBurchell

Gladys has the best hats. #BombGirls
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WendyCSpence

Watching #BombGirls @BombGirls 42
minutes in. Love this show!
http://t.co/kOLqAKjeKr

deebee006

These @bombgirls tweets ate killing me! I
wish I was watching! May is so far away.
#sadamerican

pattiephillips

GLADYS THAT HAT IS FANTASTIC
#BombGirls #iwant

staybloomin

"No more Mrs. Corbett, it's Lorna."
#bombgirls #savebombgirls

kingdom_c

Yay for Betty @bombgirls we've waited so
long for this movie!! #BombGirls

WendyCSpence

Watching #BombGirls @BombGirls 41
minutes in. Love this show!
http://t.co/kOLqAKjeKr

EnRouteToParris

@bombgirls removed all my doubts about
enlisting because of my gender
@Global_TV @netflix please
#savebombgirls

staybloomin

"no one can care too much." #bombgirls
#savebombgirls

pattiephillips

I CANNOT WAIT FOR ALL OF THE
FANFIC THAT WILL COME FROM THIS
#BombGirls

staybloomin

"I need your help." "You need my help?"
"Yes." @bombgirls #savebombgirls
#bombgirls

WendyCSpence

Watching #BombGirls @BombGirls 40
minutes in. Love this show!
http://t.co/kOLqAKjeKr
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eliseabram

@bombgirls tonight and I'm working!
PVRing it. So excited to see it!

d_dupes

@bombgirls You have the most special of
special places in my heart.

Cerebrop

Oh Vera, you're adorable
#SaveBombGirls #BombGirls
#BombGirlsMovie @globaltv

AshPhile

This is like watching tv via a game of
Operator @bombgirls #BombGirls
#SaveBombGirls @Global_TV

WendyCSpence

Watching #BombGirls @BombGirls 39
minutes in. Love this show!
http://t.co/kOLqAKjeKr

staybloomin

"I'll buy all your records" me too
@charlottehegele! #bombgirls
#savebombgirls

_iamtb

CAN THEY JUST COME BACK FOR
REALSIES #SaveBombGirls #BombGirls
@bombgirls

betterleftbl_nk

@SaveBombGirls I'M TOO HYPED UP
TO BREATHE! #BombGirls
#savebombgirls

multitudeofgeek

This the part of @bombgirls that I didn't
miss. Knowing it's airing in Canada and I
have to wait another 2 months.
#BombGirls

nicoandpercy

I love gladys so much like you don't even
know man #BombGirls
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RachellyWheato
n

.@Global_TV Women aren't perfect, but
we're brave, strong, vulnerable, powerful,
conflicted, complicated - like @bombgirls.
#savebombgirls

rocket_skates5

"I'm always here for my girls"❤️ love for
mrs. Corbett @meggamonstah
@bombgirls @BombGirlsFans1
@BombGUprising @SaveBombGirls
#BombGirls

ilovebettymcrae

Thinking of Marco and Vera having a
picnic on the beach... #BombGirls

staybloomin

"For as long as you need to stay... but for
now you have a home." #bombgirls
#savebombgirls

Arvan_12

Betty and Kate living in their own house a dream come true. Now if only they were
sharing the same BED, that would be
perfect. #BombGirls

honorarycaper

Blasted commercials. #BombGirls
#savebombgirls @Global_TV
@bombgirls @SaveBombGirls Bring us
more vicmu!

WendyCSpence

Watching #BombGirls @BombGirls 38
minutes in. Love this show!
http://t.co/kOLqAKjeKr

KristineMatts

Gladys Witham... what a badass! Such a
great character, as are the rest of the
#BombGirls. I missed them.
http://t.co/ImaLEnngpP

zephyyrine

Watching #BombGirls Should probably
refrain from shouting at characters Betty
and Kate to kiss already.
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staybloomin

"I have to tell her something." "Like
what?" "The truth" &lt; Ya think?!
#bombgirls #savebombgirls

jump_up22

@StarryDreamer01 @bombgirls No don't
say that!!

julianariccardi

Watching @bombgirls facing the
enemy.... Oh I've missed this show so
much!! Please @Global_TV bring it back!
#SaveBombGirls

Taarnagirl

@Global_TV This show is amazing, we
need more #BombGirls!! Please give us
more! @bombgirls @SaveBombGirls
#savebombgirls

jorjafoxluvr

#BombGirls Vera looking awesome in the
uni!!

AMSAY

Who ISNT perfect? “@SaveBombGirls:
Marco and Vera are perfect.
#savebombgirls #BombGirls”

Megish12

@bombgirls the tweets about bomb girls
is ruining me! I can't wait till this master
piece comes to the states!
#BombGirlsMovie #BombGirls

ilovebettymcrae

I'm panicing and I CAN'T SEE
ANYTHING!!! *praying that everyone
survives* #BombGirls

zephyyrine

I'm watching #BombGirls ! Loving this!
This can't be the end... please give us
more @globaltv @SaveBombGirls

WendyCSpence

Watching #BombGirls @BombGirls 37
minutes in. Love this show!
http://t.co/kOLqAKjeKr
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Em_TheSidekick

but I don't want Vera to go :( #BombGirls

Teedy_Bird

Vera and Marco are so cute together.
#BombGirls

WendyCSpence

Watching #BombGirls @BombGirls 36
minutes in. Love this show!
http://t.co/kOLqAKjeKr

honorarycaper

EVEN MORE GASPS! #BombGirls
#savebombgirls @Global_TV
@bombgirls @SaveBombGirls
savebombgirls ENGAGED?! Enlisted
Vera?! It's too much!

Erika_Bombshell

@SaveBombGirls Goodbye to a lovely
lady #BombGirls #BombGirlsMovie

VeraSaysThis

Omg whaaaaat no Vera no #BombGirls
@bombgirls

pattiephillips

VERA !!! YOU'RE SUCH A BADASS!!!
#BombGirls

StarryDreamer01 Yahhhh... Vera is so going to die.
#foreshadowing #bombgirls @bombgirls
betterleftbl_nk

I'm going to need someone who is
technical to screen cap me a pic of Vera in
that uniform STAT #BombGirls
@bombgirls #savebombgirls

jump_up22

Vera looks so good in uniform! She's so
brave I think I'm going to cry.
#BombGirls

jennvellcs

Vera joined up!? Whaaaaa #BombGirls

solidhaku

Vera you are lookin damn good, girl.
#BombGirls @bombgirls
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WendyCSpence

Watching #BombGirls @BombGirls 35
minutes in. Love this show!

Ceridwyn2

Not spoiling #BombGirls telefilm, but
wow. Emotional!

honorarycaper

Family reunion! Love it! #BombGirls
#savebombgirls @bombgirls
@SaveBombGirls @Global_TV

AllisonTrue1

@bombgirls is the best! Wish it wasn't
over after this movie💣💣❤️ #BombGirls
#bombgirlsmovie

Erika_Bombshell

@bombgirls I started watching an hour
and a half ago, the movie is great!
#BombGirls

Tv_Gal55

@Global_Tv We need more moments,
episodes, movies… just more #BombGirls
period. You inspired us, now let us inspire
you! #SaveBombGirls

johncpiercy

@bombgirls

betterleftbl_nk

Marco I &lt;3 you before, but standing up
for Betty makes you that much better!
#BombGirls @bombgirls #savebombgirls
@Global_TV

WendyCSpence

Watching #BombGirls @BombGirls Love
this show!

zgrokit

Peeps who are watching the @bombgirls
movie - keep them tweets coming; I’m
with you guys in spirit! #BombGirls

AllMyLesbians

The @bombgirls movie is on @Global_TV
in Canada, which is good. We're not in
Canada, which is bad. @SaveBombGirls
#savebombgirls #BombGirls
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LittlePancake21

I am obsessed with @bombgirls makes
me more proud to be a Feminist :) ♥

BombGirlsFans1

@pattiephillips @Global_TV @bombgirls
Canada, America, the UK, Australia,
Germany, Holland.. we all love this show
#savebombgirls #bombgirls

agentkaro

I am *so grateful* for this show full of
talented, clever women who support each
other #BombGirls @bombgirls
#SaveBombGirls @global_tv

Lindor

Betty, if anyone gives you lip just use 'em
for boxing practice! #bombgirls
#savebombgirls

bronmcfarlane

Betts and Princess are my brotp forever
and ever #BombGirls @bombgirls

EnRouteToParris

I don't know what's happening but
@Global_TV or @netflix need to
#savebombgirls @bombgirls

honorarycaper

Loving the green bandanas! #BombGirls
#savebombgirls @bombgirls
@SaveBombGirls @Global_TV

staybloomin

I am in tears. #bombgirls #savebombgirls

Taarnagirl

Men can be such jerks, but then God
created Italians hahaha Marco you kill
me!! @bombgirls @SaveBombGirls
#bombgirls #savebombgirls

anh62950

@betterleftbl_nk @bombgirls
@Global_TV Oh my mind is making all
kinds of things up now!

CarlynBurchell

I'm 30 mins late but I'm watching!
#BombGirls!
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SydB29

HOMFG, I cannot function. This movie...
This is how you end a show. This... Yes.
#BombGirls @lucyhallowell

staybloomin

Sweetheart I ask no more than this, a kiss
to build a dream on. #bombgirls
#savebombgirls

pattiephillips

@Global_TV Canadians (and the world)
want more @bombgirls #savebombgirls

Em_TheSidekick

"I'm always here for my girls" I love Lorna
so much its not even funny
@meggamonstah #BombGirls

Mini_Professor

Oh yeah, @AliLiebert's face can still make
girls cry. (@bombgirls, #SaveBombGirls,
and all the rest of it.)

betterleftbl_nk

Betty and Kate walking to #VicMu
together. WHAT IS THIS SHOW DOING
TO ME #BombGirls @bombgirls
#savebombgirls @Global_TV

Candyweb

Gladys telling Lorna she was pregnant.
Shared connections between these
characters are what makes #BombGirls so
great @Global_TV

Taarnagirl

Aww @meggamonstah Lorna is simply
the best @bombgirls @SaveBombGirls
#bombgirls #savebombgirls

staybloomin

Please tell me its not true. #bombgirls
#savebombgirls

solidhaku

Uh oh here come the water
works...#BombGirls my babies :'((((

Arvan_12

What!? Not Vera!? NOT VERA!!!!!!!
#BombGirls #BombGirlsMovie
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rugbyrainey64

#bombgirls Aw, I kinda feel bad for Lorna
after Gladys telling her that story

swantoni

@bombgirls @JodiAnneBalfour all the
characters look great! I miss this series! !

staybloomin

No! @bombgirls #savebombgirls

betterleftbl_nk

Kate knows Betty still has the pic of her in
a bathing suit and kept it for Betty while
Betty was in jail and I'm NOT OKAY
#BombGirls

VeraSaysThis

So ironic that Gladys is saying this to
Lorna #bombgirls @bombgirls

pattiephillips

OF COURSE YOU KEPT IT, KATE!!!
BECAUSE YOU LURVE HER!!!
#mcandrews #BombGirls

jennvellcs

Ohhhh what a lie gladys! BombGirls

mwildrose69

@bombgirls I'm in the 2nd hour now
and... O.O I've yet to see an episode and
I'm in awe. Wtf is wrong with
@Global_TV

staybloomin

Poor Lorna. "Just say you're sorry." "That
would be lying." #bombgirls
#savebombgirls

WendyCSpence

Gladys is really rocking that green turban!
@JodiAnneBalfour #BombGirls

Lindor

My heart, it grows 3 sizes this day!
@AliLiebert @charlottehegele
#savebombgirls #bombgirls
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buknerd

Is this @Global_TV #BombGirls contest
random, or do I have to be witty? B/c
when Betty McRae is involved I'm more
emotional mess than witty.

honorarycaper

Sexykate! @charlottehegele #BombGirls
#savebombgirls @bombgirls
@SaveBombGirls @Global_TV

ClaireYeowart

@aliisamoose is doing an amazing job
holding the @SaveBombGirls baby
tonight! #bombgirls #savebombgirls

BombGirlsFans1

@Taarnagirl @bombgirls
@SaveBombGirls @AliLiebert Betty
McRae... bomb-maker, heart-breaker ;) x
#Bombgirls

aliisamoose

This McAndrews is killing me. I'm dead.
#BombGirls @bombgirls

solidhaku

That awkward moment when the girl you
like knows you have a pinup photo of her
saved...#BombGirls @bombgirls

jump_up22

Kate saved her sexy pictures for Betty!
Ohhhhhhh! #BombGirls

Emyme987

#BombGirls is my faaaaaavorite

bronmcfarlane

MCANDREWS 💣 #BombGirls
@bombgirls

SezClom

@betterleftbl_nk @bombgirls
@Global_TV **megasuperdupahugs**

staybloomin

"you insist? Who do you think you are?"
#bombgirls #savebombgirls

Teedy_Bird

Aw she kept Betty's sexy picture of her.
#BombGirls
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betterleftbl_nk

@BombGirlsFans1 @bombgirls
@Global_TV Thank you! I need them!
#BombGirls

litwin1

Jealous of everyone watching the
#BombGirlsMovie tonight. Can't wait for
the USA premiere!!! @bombgirls
@SaveBombGirls #savebombgirls

BombGirlsFans1

@betterleftbl_nk @bombgirls
@Global_TV *hands tissues across the
ocean* x :) #SaveBombGirls

ClaireYeowart

Seeing almost as many #SaveBombGirls
tweets as #BombGirls absolutely melts
my heart. @bombgirls @SaveBombGirls

Rachel_Wilson1

@bombgirls @Global_TV @AliLiebert
@JodiAnneBalfour @charlottehegele
#megtilly @JamieElman so excited 2
watch this!#bombgirls #facingtheenemy

Taarnagirl

Betty's breaking my heart &lt;3
@bombgirls @SaveBombGirls
#bombgirls #savebombgirls @AliLiebert

Cerebrop

I missed #BombGirls so much. I can't say
goodbye to this show, we need to
#savebombgirls !

honorarycaper

Tearjerker! #BombGirls #savebombgirls
@SaveBombGirls @bombgirls
@Global_TV so happy pappy is home!

staybloomin

"Vera says you're a champ." You so are
@aliliebert #bombgirls #savebombgirls

Mini_Professor

Dear @Global_TV, please don't let this be
the last time @BombGirls comes to life.
#BettyMcRae and friends have more to
do. #SaveBombGirls
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lantetrain

@Caren329 @bombgirls yes it is and it's
showing on @Global_TV here
#BombGirls

solidhaku

Oh my god Betty and Kate reunion!!!!!!!!!!
#BombGirls @bombgirls my heart is
breaking.

betterleftbl_nk

Betty and Kate! On screen together! I'm
fine #Imnotfine #BombGirls @bombgirls
#savebombgirls @Global_TV

Arvan_12

Betty boxing! This is what I've been
waiting for! #BombGirls
#BombGirlsMovie

staybloomin

"there are times you confound me, even
infuriate me but..." #bombgirls
#savebombgirls

Taarnagirl

Grazie a Dio! Marco's papa!! @bombgirls
@SaveBombGirls #bombgirls
#savebombgirls

rugbyrainey64

#bombgirls OMG ... tears in eyes
watching papa come home

awnutts

I am so jealous of Canada right now
because they can watch the @bombgirls
movie. #bombgirls #facingtheenemy
#everyoneonthatshowcangetit

staybloomin

We've got to #savebombgirls this is just
too amazing. @global_TV #bombgirls

lindseyafprice

@bombgirls #bombgirls #savebombgirls

honorarycaper

The plot thickens! #BombGirls
#savebombgirls @bombgirls
@SaveBombGirls @Global_TV
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Arvan_12

Wellllll that didn't take long. Gladys
strikes again! #BombGirls
#BombGirlsMovie

ClaireYeowart

Hope everyone is enjoying #BombGirls
#SaveBombGirls!

KylieKerosene

@SaveBombGirls - wait. is it on? where is
it? *looks under pillow* #BombGirls
#SaveBombGirls

jump_up22

Awww Sheila got married!! #BombGirls

det_vanilla

@bombgirls MOMENT OF SILENCE
FOR ALL THE CUTE LITTLE HATS.
#BombGirls

tomtshane

❤️ @bombgirls #BombGirls

calesybub

Eyes closed, fingers in ears. Don't tell me
what happens on #bombgirls @bombgirls
I am watching it later! Can't wait!
#savebombgirls

lantetrain

@AdrCMitchell @AliLiebert She really
did. Go Betty. #BombGirls @bombgirls

honorarycaper

We trending yet? #BombGirls
#savebombgirls @bombgirls
@SaveBombGirls @Global_TV

rugbyrainey64

#bombgirls Break time ... I can breathe
again. Going to have severe withdrawls
when this is over tonight.

jump_up22

Gladys and Betty friendship is the best!
#BombGirls

nicoandpercy

Betty/Kate is literally my everything
#BombGirls
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EclecticLuvVint

@bombgirls Loving it! #BombGirls

charlottehegele

“@jump_up22: Omg @charlottehegele
voice makes me melt #BombGirls” Aw
thanks!

Candyweb

Look at the hurt on @AliLiebert Betty's
face hearing that Kate thinks Betty hates
her. #BombGirls #FacingTheEnemy

AdrCMitchell

#bombgirls @AliLiebert Trained so hard
for those fight scenes. Months before the
movie. Dedicated or what! She did Betty
Proud!

BlogVintageInn

Loving seeing my favourite @bombgirls
on my screen again! Want more and more
#savebombgirls/@Global_TV

solidhaku

@bombgirls I'm loving it. I wish that
there were a way for the show to come
back!

VBDubGirl

I'm not alone in saying how much I've
missed Betty. I love that character so
much for so many reasons, #BombGirls
@Global_TV @bombgirls

rustybusch

@bombgirls @JodiAnneBalfour
@CarlynBurchell So mad 💣. I don't get
Globe TV so I can't get my #BombGirls
Grrrrrr

staybloomin

"You are NOT to blame." #bombgirls
#savebombgirls

lantetrain

@Caren329 @bombgirls really??? That's
so awesome. I loved it too. Are u watching
the movie? @bombgirls #BombGirls
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BombGirlsFans1

@bombgirls Amazing - and that's just
from Twitter! Can't watch as am in UK
but sounds as wonderfully dramatic as
ever xx

AMSAY

hanging on by my fingertips!
“@SaveBombGirls: How are we doing,
loves? Hanging in there? #BOMBGIRLS
#SaveBombGirls”

betterleftbl_nk

@bombgirls It's really good! I'm so happy
to have #BombGirls back!
#savebombgirls @Global_TV

dalious

@bombgirls herageofidjpsoigdfsljak;
&lt;3

staybloomin

"Did you think I was going to leave you
behind?" #bombgirls #savebombgirls

Frankenchook

Picking up the gist of things from the
#BombGirls movie #BombGirlsMovie
@BombGirls @Global_TV
#savebombgirls

Taarnagirl

So far this is super excellent!! I can't wait
to see where this goes! Let's tweet it up!
@bombgirls @SaveBombGirls
#bombgirls #savebombgirls

WendyCSpence

Watching #BombGirls This is a good
movie.

honorarycaper

Torture that I can't fastforward
commercials while #BombGirls airs live!
#savebombgirls @bombgirls
@SaveBombGirls @Global_TV

Caren329

@lantetrain @bombgirls luved it!
Watched it on Netflix...awesome show
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natashasama

Yay Bomb Girls movie night! It was such a
pleasure to work with these incredible
women (and men!) #BombGirls

NatashaBachoo

@bombgirls Its been too damn long!

jennvellcs

I love Betty's hat. Where can I get one?
#BombGirls

betterleftbl_nk

.@AliLiebert can convey so much emotion
with just a look. Gah! #BombGirls
@bombgirls #savebombgirls
@Global_TV

RachellyWheato

Oh heartbroken Betty. #savebombgirls
#BombGirlsMovie @bombgirls

n
AMSAY

Mrs Buttchinsky. #Savebombgirls
#BombGirlsMovie #BombGirls

WendyCSpence

Watching #BombGirls Love this show.

BombGirlsFans1

@rocket_skates5 @bombgirls
@BombGUprising @SaveBombGirls for
sure :) xx #bestfandom #SaveBombgirls
@Global_TV

SydB29

"Do you really trust me that much?" "I
trust you implicitly." I'm done, finished.
Can't go on. #BombGirls @lucyhallowell

aliisamoose

I trust you implicitly AND BETTY'S
FACE!!!! #BombGirls @bombgirls

AMSAY

that's it THATS THE SHOW #BombGirls
#BombGirlsMovie #savebombgirls

WendyCSpence

Watching #BombGirls Love this show.
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solidhaku

"It's top secret" Gladys you realize that
people could come in at any time right.
#BombGirls @bombgirls

angelev73

I love Betty #bombgirls!

garagegunk

@buknerd BETTY JUST PUT ON A HAT
#BombGirls

rugbyrainey64

#bombgirls Woo hooo .. Gladys recruiting
Betty :-) What a great friend!

dinasoar

BETTY! #BombGirls

Em_TheSidekick

Betty's face when Kate is mentioned omg
I can't even #BombGirls

Taarnagirl

Holy cow Betty!! That was unexpected...
@bombgirls @SaveBombGirls
#bombgirls #savebombgirls @AliLiebert

honorarycaper

Save kate! #savebombgirls #BombGirls
@Global_TV @bombgirls
@SaveBombGirls

betterleftbl_nk

(Seriously they just used Princess and
Betts - I love this show) #BombGirls
@bombgirls #savebombgirls
@Global_TV

Candyweb

Betty gets knocked down but gets back up
@AliLiebert Throwing punches. Let's get
#BombGirls back up too #SaveBombGirls

bombgirls

Gladys and Betty reunited and it feels so
good! #BombGirls @JodiAnneBalfour
@AliLiebert
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Lindor

YEAH BETTY! Welcome back to my TV!
Feistyyyy ❤️ #savebombgirls #bombgirls
@AliLiebert

MelanieGLAM

@Global_TV Hell hath no fury as
#BombGirls fans scorned.
#savebombgirls Waiting to watch
#BombGirlsMovie I need a link, Im dying
over here

buknerd

I'm not singing Oh Canada while
imagining Betty McRae in a hat, you are!
#BombGirls #WishIWasInCanada

AshPhile

Twitter says Betty is boxing on TVs in
Canada. I cannot take it. @bombgirls
#BombGirls #SaveBombGirls
@Global_TV

staybloomin

We definitely need more #bombgirls
@global_TV @netflix One of you should
really #savebombgirls

betterleftbl_nk

Princess and Betts are reunited. They
need to take a road trip together
#BombGirls @bombgirls #savebombgirls
@Global_TV

RachellyWheato

OMG Betty is a boxer. I actually squealed
with joy. #savebombgirls
#BombGirlsMovie @bombgirls

n
jump_up22

Betty don't you dare mess up that
beautiful face of yours! #BombGirls

TammyNiemi

@bombgirls #BombGirls Feisty fighting
dames

kaylamcnally

And Betty became a boxer. Best night of
my life. #BombGirls
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Arvan_12

#BombGirls - Yet another reason why
Canada is better than the US.

honorarycaper

Tough girl betty! @AliLiebert
#savebombgirls #BombGirls
@Global_TV @bombgirls
@SaveBombGirls

NatashaBachoo

Betty always could make an entrance!
@bombgirls @SaveBombGirls
#BombGirls

solidhaku

The first rule about @bombgirls fight club
is that you do not talk about #BombGirls
fight club.

StarryDreamer01 Betty is the best! Easily my favourite
character. #bombigrls @bombgirls
Dainsleif_10

@zgrokit @Global_TV @ilovebettymcrae
Glad you set your priorities straight. ;)
#BombGirls #BombGirlsMovie
#SaveBombGirls

VeraSaysThis

Here comes Betty! @AliLiebert with her
boxing skills #BombGirls @bombgirls

KWQuiche

Here in the US I will live live vicariously
thru all my fellow #Bombshells! I don't
know when I'll get to see the movie!
#BombGirls

RejectBarbie_5

Watching @bombgirls enjoying it so far!
#BombGirls #globaltv

jorjafoxluvr

#BombGirls Betty!!! How I have missed
you on my tv!! @bombgirls @AliLiebert

bombgirls

The moment we've been waiting for!
#BoxingBetty @AliLiebert #BombGirls
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pattiephillips

Ring-a-ding-ding, Betty McRae!!!
#BombGirls

betterleftbl_nk

OH HERE WE GO! HERE IS BOXER
BETTY #BombGirls @bombgirls
#savebombgirls @Global_TV

Candyweb

Kate's learned how to flirt! Vera how can
you take your eyes off Marco.
#SaveBombGirls #BombGirls Betty called
Vera? Where are you Betty?

Teedy_Bird

Betty is so badass!!!! #BombGirls

BombGirlsFans1

Yay! #KateSings hope everyone's enjoying
livetweet #Savebombgirls @Global_TV
RT @AliLiebert: Beautiful singin
@charlottehegele !! #BombGirls

solidhaku

Vera being observant as usual. Still one of
the best female characters ever
#BombGirls @bombgirls

AbiJPReid

Happy to hear Kate's singing, seeing
Gladys' constant planning and Marco's
charm. Excited to see more! @bombgirls
#BombGirls #savebombgirls

suzannebleu

HOLY CRAP IT'S #BOMBGIRLS
DAY!!!!!!!

TammyNiemi

@bombgirls #BombGirls Has me
wondering how much espionage went on
near or on Canadian soil #musing

betterleftbl_nk

If you ever doubted Gladys was Spencer
Hastings great grandmother, everyone
she thinks is a spy, is innocent
#BombGirls @bombgirls
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cheesybones

Wish I was Canada right now and all this
live tweeting isnt helping matters lol
#BombGirls

AshPhile

Which dress is Singing Charlotte wearing?
@bombgirls #BombGirls
#SaveBombGirls @Global_TV

Erika_Bombshell

@bombgirls I just OMG'd out loud! That's
a huge shocker! #bombgirls
#BombGirlsMovie #savebombgirls

RachellyWheato

Kate in that dress is the most beautiful
thing I've seen on TV this year.
#savebombgirls #BombGirlsMovie
@bombgirls

n

jump_up22

Omg @charlottehegele voice makes me
melt #BombGirls

angieisthebest

@bombgirls Well Jell of Canada tonight.
Can I resist spoilers??? #bombgirls

honorarycaper

Can I have the #jewelbox dress
@charlottehegele @bombgirls
#savebombgirls #BombGirls
@SaveBombGirls @Global_TV

PhoneCarman

@Global_TV @bombgirls
#BombGirlsMovie 2night! let's
#savebombgirls

324_B21

My Twitter feed is littered with
#BombGirls #SaveBombGirls great job
all. Especially since we are all Americans

webb_lauren

Missed @bombgirls so much! This movie
is icing on the cake :) #savebombgirls
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Candyweb

Sing sweet songbird Kate
@charlottehegele up on stage again.
Missed your voice in my living room every
week. @bombgirls #SaveBombGirls

MaterialGirl850

Wish I could be watching the @bombgirls
movie right now. The tweets sound so
intriguing! #BombGirls #SaveBombGirls

aka_TeeJay

@BombGirls I'm watching the
#BombGirls movie with a laughing and a
crying eye. So much perfection!

WillowMaclay

@bombgirls Explores sincere emotion
under the backdrop of WW2. The movie's
great so far, but the show should've gone
on! #bombgirls

jump_up22

I can't stop smiling :) #BombGirls

VeraSaysThis

Marco and Vera are still oh so adorable
#BombGirls @bombgirls

betterleftbl_nk

@AshPhile @bombgirls @Global_TV
@AliLiebert I like the way your mind
works! #eyeofthetiger #BombGirls

NatashaBachoo

@charlottehegele where she belongs, on
stage at the Jewel Box!! #BombGirls

Taarnagirl

Looooove Kate's singing!!
@charlottehegele @bombgirls
@SaveBombGirls #bombgirls
#savebombgirls

staybloomin

"Where would I be without my friends."
#bombgirls #savebombgirls @global_TV

buknerd

The noises I'm making while watching the
#BombGirls tag would be embarrassing if
I didn't live alone.
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solidhaku

I have missed this show so much, I am
actually dying right now. #BombGirls
#savebombgirls

KJMusings

#BombGirls isn't just a show on
@GlobalTV It's History. It's the rarely
told story of the incredibly stong women
during WW2 #savebombgirls

AMSAY

Well Ivan had a type. Gotta say, bitch ain't
got nothing on our Kate. #BombGirls
#savebombgirls

Candyweb

Look at Gladys pulling for our Betty.
@antoniocupo as Marco looks like he still
has the moves with Vera #BombGirls

rocket_skates5

We lookout for each other like family-don't we girls! #BombGirls
#savebombgirls @bombgirls
@BombGirlsFans1 @BombGUprising
@SaveBombGirls

danielacts1

I've missed @bombgirls !!!

AshPhile

.@betterleftbl_nk @bombgirls
@Global_TV Drinking raw eggs. Chasing
chickens. The whole montage.
#BombGirls #SaveBombGirls
@AliLiebert

lantetrain

Ahh this movie made me realize how
much I missed the @bombgirls TV series.
Boo :( wish we can get more than 1 movie
#BombGirls please!!

det_vanilla

Oh Gladys. 💣 #savebombgirls
#BombGirls
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Taarnagirl

Get Betty back here, we need her smarts!
@bombgirls @SaveBombGirls
#bombgirls #savebombgirls @AliLiebert
@JodiAnneBalfour

RachellyWheato

That dress is friggin gorgeous!
#savebombgirls #BombGirlsMovie
@bombgirls

n
betterleftbl_nk

.@charlottehegele I've missed your
singing so much! Good to have you back
#BombGirls @bombgirls #savebombgirls
@Global_TV

bombgirls

Back at the Jewel Box with our fave
songstress @charlottehegele #BombGirls

Lindor

Blue &gt; Green! Just sayin' #bombgirls
#savebombgirls

staybloomin

Why does Lorna keep badgering Gladys?
#bombgirls #savebombgirls

izziefairie

@Global_TV #bombgirls needs to
continue, it's absolutely a beautiful and
epic series. #SaveBombGirls

WendyCSpence

#Bombshells! #BombGirls ‘Facing the
Enemy’ airing now! Tweet along to win
swag! http://t.co/y9IpHSKJAd

betterleftbl_nk

@AshPhile @bombgirls @Global_TV
That better happen! :) #BombGirls
#SaveBombGirls

buknerd

I've never livetweeted while NOT
watching something. That should show
@Global_TV @netflix how much I want
them to #SaveBombGirls #BombGirls

pattiephillips

LORNA!!! #BombGirls
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WendyCSpence

#Bombshells! #BombGirls ‘Facing the
Enemy’ airing now! Tweet along to win
swag! http://t.co/y9IpHSKJAd

AMSAY

.@AliLiebert @charlottehegele and
@JodiAnneBalfour are so wonderful and
amazing and never stop 💣 #BombGirls

rugbyrainey64

#bombgirls Where oh where is Betty?
Hmm ... don't think I trust this new one in
green

Candyweb

Lorna is getting her nose back into Gladys
affairs #BombGirls I missed
@meggamonstah #SaveBombGirls

betterleftbl_nk

Good to know that Lorna has learned her
lesson about butting into things that
aren't her business #BombGirls
@bombgirls #savebombgirls

kenchungg

Awe Gladys is the best @bombgirls
#bombgirls

AshPhile

.@betterleftbl_nk @bombgirls
@Global_TV In the middle of a boxing
training montage, probably running up
some steps #BombGirls #SaveBombGirls

honorarycaper

Lorna knows! #savebombgirls
#BombGirls #BombGirlsMovie
@SaveBombGirls @bombgirls
@Global_TV

JuliePee

So much #BombGirls on my timeline.
Wish I could watch along in Scotland. I
need an @AliLiebert /Betty fix SOON!

staybloomin

Can't even trust people you can trust.
#bombgirls #savebombgirls
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aliisamoose

Wait a sec. Is Helen a poor man's Kate?
She's ginger!! #BombGirls @bombgirls
#savebombgirls

rocket_skates5

“@bombgirls: "I missed being one of the
#BombGirls" and we missed you
@JodiAnneBalfour!” #BombGirlsMovie
#BombGirls #SaveBombGirls

staybloomin

"Careful your head don't explode."
@bombgirls #savebombgirls @global_TV

pamplemoussee7

Sorry I miss #BombGirlsMovie tonight
but I have a good excuse, right
@AliLiebert 💣💣#boxing #savebombgirls
#BombGirls http://t.co/2pgNq1gKgL

6

buknerd

It totally normal to be yelling BETTY!
every 5 minutes even though I'm not
actually watching it, right? #BombGirls

WendyCSpence

#Bombshells! #BombGirls ‘Facing the
Enemy’ airing now! Tweet along to win
swag! http://t.co/y9IpHSKJAd

marajade29sm

I love @meggamonstah - and NEED her
on my TV! I need Lorna! #savebombgirls
@Global_TV @GlobalTV_PR I love our
@bombgirls so much!!!

Arvan_12

BETTYYYYYYYYY!!!!!! I missed you!!!!!
@bombgirls @AliLiebert

Teedy_Bird

Wonder if Ivan's bitchy new wife is the
spy. #bombgirls

KJMusings

I'm swept up in the #BombGirls
excitement and I'm not even able to watch
it yet. I'm with you all in Twitter Spirit
@bombgirls
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honorarycaper

Figures Gladys would be working top
secret vicmu jobs! #savebombgirls
#BombGirls @bombgirls
@SaveBombGirls @Global_TV

betterleftbl_nk

Where oh where is Betty McRae? Where
oh where could she be? #BombGirls
@bombgirls #savebombgirls
@Global_TV

BrinatheWhit

I miss being one of the bomb girls ♥
gladys #bombgirls @bombgirls

garagegunk

@buknerd Yes to all only Betty is missing
and Kate misses her a lot and my heart is
dying #BombGirls

WendyCSpence

#Bombshells! #BombGirls ‘Facing the
Enemy' airing now! Tweet along to win
swag! http://t.co/y9IpHSKJAd

Candyweb

Ivan's wife. Boy that was fast!
#BombGirls glad Gladys is back on the
line. Where's Betty? #SaveBombGirls

AldersonMary

So excited about BombGirls movie

bombgirls

"I missed being one of the #BombGirls"
and we missed you @JodiAnneBalfour!

StarryDreamer01 Heh. Love hearing people talk about
CWAC. #bombgirls @bombgirls
anh62950

I’m not sitting here staring at my timeline
waiting for #bombgirls spoilers, you are.
#bombgirlsmovie

VeraSaysThis

"Look whos back" and eminem's song is
stuck in my head #bombgirls @bombgirls
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krisgen

@Global_TV SO excited about the
#BombGirls movie! Please
#SaveBombGirls! @bombgirls

AshPhile

Why gasps? Why are there GASPS???
@bombgirls #BombGirls
#SaveBombGirls @Global_TV

stop_eject

#BombGirls #BombGirls #BombGirls
#Imcrying

kaylamcnally

Oh happy day. How I have missed
#BombGirls

solidhaku

Aw it's a beautiful reunion. :')
#BombGirls

Lindor

This is the best thing ever to happen on
#BombGirls! #downwithhelo
#SaveBombGirls

buknerd

What's happening? Is Gladys being
spunky? Is Kate being adorable? Is Betty
wearing a hat? #BombGirls
#GiveMeSpoilersINeedSpoilers

betterleftbl_nk

Gladys has moxy #BombGirls
@bombgirls #savebombgirls
@Global_TV

Erika_Bombshell

@bombgirls It just got real! Don't trust
her! #BombGirlsMovie #BombGirls
#savebombgirls

bombgirls

Look who's BACK! @JodiAnneBalfour
@CarlynBurchell #BombGirls

SydB29

@lucyhallowell Just so you know, I am
eight minutes into the Bomb Girls movie,
and I am sobbing over perfection. Update
to come. #BombGirls
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bcgirll

@Global_TV I'm on the west coast and
have been waiting for this for a whole
year! gotta double-check the pvr to watch
again! #BombGirls

TheShirleyRuel

@BombGirl Only 8 minutes in the Bomb
Girl movie and I already got chills!
#BombGirls #BombGirlsMovie

honorarycaper

Poor Gladys! #savebombgirls #BombGirls
@bombgirls @SaveBombGirls
@Global_TV

nerd_angel_k

Aaaaand @TahmohPenikett's character
dies *again*! :'( Waaaah! @bombgirls
#BombGirls

BombGirlsFans1

@betterleftbl_nk @bombgirls
@Global_TV duh-duh-DUH! :P #drama
#SaveBombgirls #bombgirls

Angie_Lavallee

Aaaaand there we have it. @bombgirls

pattiephillips

GASPS OF SHOCK. First of the night.
#BombGirls #OhKate

dulcineahilton

"@bombgirls: Good morning #VicMu!
#BombGirlsMovie"This good morning
could strech into 3 seasons more!
@Global_TV #justsaying #savebombgirls

quoracle

Woohoo~! #BombGirls is on now! Oh
how I've missed everyone~ @bombgirls
#SaveBombGirls #BombGirlsMovie

BombGirlsFans1

@JulietteVerne @bombgirls see ya later!
:) xx #SaveBombGirls

Candyweb

@pouterbridgefan @Global_TV I agree.
Please tv gods give us more of our favorite
show#BombGirls #SaveBombGirls
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ClaireYeowart

@BombGirlsFans1 @Tv_Gal55
@pouterbridgefan @manson26
@VBDubGirl @aliisamoose
@SaveBombGirls You're all wonderful!
#bombgirls

matchbox_sized

It's the #BombGirls movie day you guys.
BOMB GIRLS MOVIE DAY!!!!!!!
Ffnvertjonvrkfjenofjvnwjknvkjrenrfnoutv
rnjonrevt BOMB GIRLS. MOVIE. DAY.

AshPhile

Someone better be recapping this the
minute it's over @bombgirls #BombGirls
#SaveBombGirls @Global_TV

boxcollection

@ReelzChannel Thanks! Man, this was
the quickest trip from disappointment to
excitement ever. #BombGirls

nerd_angel_k

Clifford Perry's English accent is growing
on me, @TahmohPenikett ! #BombGirls

ThisIsLisa_B

The beginning of (hopefully NOT!) the
end of #BombGirls. Thanks for the crazy
ride, ladies - it's been an indescribable
pleasure @bombgirls

betterleftbl_nk

Stay classy, Ivan #BombGirls @bombgirls
#savebombgirls @Global_TV

staybloomin

"Don't ask stupid questions." #bombgirls
#savebombgirls

Candyweb

I'm hanging on every word. All the
#BombGirls look so lovely.
#SaveBombGirls

dalious

I'VE BEEN YELLIN ABOUT THIS ALL
DAY AND IT'S FINALLY HERE
#LITERALLY #BombGirls
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StarryDreamer01 @bombgirls Excited to see my show back
as a movie! #bombgirls
maraleia

.@bombgirls .@Global_TV wish I could
but alas I live in the US so I will have to
wait for the .@ReelzChannel premiere in
May

VBDubGirl

Oh, I've missed these characters so much!
@GlobalTV_PR @Global_TV
@bombgirls #BombGirls

aka_TeeJay

@Global_TV seriously needs to
#SaveBombGirls. There needs to be at
least another #BombGirls movie.
Seriously!

honorarycaper

New enemy girl... She's mean!
#savebombgirls #BombGirls
#BombGirlsMovie @bombgirls
@Global_TV @SaveBombGirls

zgrokit

Huzzah for the @BombGirls movie! It’s as
exciting as a birthday, but even more
betterer #BombGirls

ReadyOwl

Red lipsticks to the ready! #BombGirls

VickiRobinson18 @jorjafoxluvr Rub it in ;) Can't wait 4 it 2
air in the States!!! @bombgirls
@SaveBombGirls
aliisamoose

It's already so beautiful. #BombGirls
#savebombgirls @bombgirls

Emyme987

@BOMBGIRLS IS PROBABLY AMAZING
AND IM MISSING IT
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AshPhile

Thank you to the @SaveBombGirls Team
for organizing us and WILLING THIS
DAY INTO BEING @bombgirls
#BombGirls #SaveBombGirls
@Global_TV

tomtshane

So proud @meggamonstah @AliLiebert
@charlottehegele @JodiAnneBalfour for
being part of an incredible Canadian
series @bombgirls #BombGirls

ReelzChannel

@BethEastwood #BombGirls is always
better with friends.

Emyme987

I WANNA WATCH #BOMBGIRLS

ClaireYeowart

I'm here in spirit though can't watch!
#BombGirls has my heart.
#SaveBombGirls @bombgirls

KL92_

So jealous of Canadians right now. I need
#BombGirls and Betty back on my screen!
@AliLiebert #BeingEnglishSucks
#SaveBombGirls

betterleftbl_nk

@SezClom @bombgirls @Global_TV
True that

angelev73

I am watching #bombgirls movie. So far
so good!

VeraSaysThis

Vera's sass is back #BombGirls
@bombgirls

Megish12

@bombgirls the amount of sadness I am
feeling bcuz I can't watch the bomb girls
movie is overwhelming #bombgirls
#probsofbeinganAmerican
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Lucky7Steel

I'm so excited for @bombgirls movie but
sad knowing it'll then be goodbye. Come
on someone pick it up for another season!
@SaveBombGirls

BombGirlsFans1

#bombgirls Are we gonna be using
#CodeCharlie to keep spoilers under
wraps tonight? :D @charlottehegele
#SaveBombGirls @Global_TV
@BombGirls

betterleftbl_nk

I approve 1,000,000% with what they did
to Ivan #BombGirls @bombgirls
#savebombgirls @Global_TV

Taarnagirl

Oohh harsh. Don't worry Kate, she's all
bark! @bombgirls @SaveBombGirls
#bombgirls @charlottehegele

dalious

@bombgirls i'm weeping already
#imissedU

LadyEdotMe

#BOMBGIRLS is back, sorta! Yay!

unforsakenroad

SO HAPPY THAT #BombGirls IS BACK
@bombgirls

staybloomin

Great question, Gladys. #bombgirls
#savebombgirls

staybloomin

Only an hour left?! Already?! #bombgirls
#savebombgirls

bombgirls

Good morning #VicMu! #Bombgirls
#BombGirls movie

buknerd

I'm watching #OnceWonderland, but my
heart is with #BombGirls

SezClom

@betterleftbl_nk @bombgirls
@Global_TV Gladys is always sexy.
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aliisamoose

SO HAPPY!! #bombgirls @bombgirls

JammyChocs

You can live tweet during #BombGirls
@global_tv

Candyweb

Gladys really hits the mark in #BombGirls
#FacingTheEnemy tonight.

CharmedLassie

Heading off Twitter to avoid spoilers but
everyone enjoy the #BombGirls movie
and I hope @Global_TV and/or @netflix
see the support it has.

betterleftbl_nk

Gladys shooting a gun shouldn't be sexy,
but it is, so there you are #BombGirls
@bombgirls #savebombgirls
@Global_TV

pouterbridgefan

@BombGirls I can't believe the
#BombGirls movie is finally here! Such
much bittersweetness. Global needs to
give us more movies!

AshPhile

Antici............pation is over! @bombgirls
#BombGirls #SaveBombGirls
@Global_TV

ilovebettymcrae

I'm definitely gonna be in twitter jail
soon. Every time #BombGirls airs I'm too
excited! lol *i'll be with betty in spirit jail*

MelanieGLAM

@Global_TV If you're going to deny me
#BombGirls season 3 then at least leak
streaming links for us American fans so
we can watch the film

boxcollection

@bombgirls @ReelzChannel Yay! I get
that channel! I'll keep an eye out.
#BombGirls
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ReadyOwl

@Global_TV West coast is going to be
spying because I can't stand the wait any
more ;) #BombGirls

ReelzChannel

@BethEastwood You just need to makes
friends with people who have DIRECTV
or DishNetwork to get your #BombGirls
fix in May.

jorjafoxluvr

On Now! #BombGirlsMovie Facing the
Enemy @bombgirls @SaveBombGirls I
know there is a lot going on but please
watch tonight! We need #'s!

Mini_Professor

#BombGirls marks an indelible
contribution to the world we live in today.
So, watch the @BombGirls movie and
learn about where we come from.

honorarycaper

Welcome back ladies! We missed you!
@bombgirls @SaveBombGirls
@Global_TV. #BombGirls
#savebombgirls #facingtheenemy

dillchelsea

Yesssss! @bombgirls

rocket_skates5

This is it, Bombshells. GO GET ‘EM.
#BombGirlsMovie #BombGirls
#SaveBombGirls

kenchungg

#bombgirls @bombgirls my dinner is
ready MY TV IS READY LETS DO THIS

tokaikko

I've never watched #bombgirls but please
#savebombgirls because I'm definitely
going to watch it soon and new content
would be sweet

solidhaku

IT'S HAPPENING IT'S HAPPENING
#BombGirls #savebombgirls
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BombGirlsFans1

And off we go! #BombGirls @BombGirls
#Savebombgirls @Global_TV...

betterleftbl_nk

Betty McRae is back on my TV and
nothing hurts!!!!! @AliLiebert
#BombGirls @bombgirls #savebombgirls
@Global_TV

boxcollection

I don't know much of anything about
@bombgirls but based on their twitter
images, I'm bummed out it's not airing in
the US. #BombGirls

dalious

OMG #BOMBGIRLS

MamasHookin

So excited to have the #Bombgirls gracing
my screen again! Welcome back, ladies!

garagegunk

I'm about to watch the SHIT out of this
#BombGirls movie #savebombgirls

Teedy_Bird

Ahhh, it's starting! #BombGirls

pattiephillips

BOMB GIRLS ARE BACK!!!! &lt;thrashes
wildly on the floor in delight&gt;
#BombGirls

bombgirls

Here we go! Your TVs better be tuned to
@Global_TV for #BombGirls Facing the
Enemy!

betterleftbl_nk

Here we go! #BombGirls @bombgirls
#savebombgirls @Global_TV

JamieElman

.@bombgirls #BombGirls Here we go,
#Bombshells! Live from LA…

MikeJAdamson

Time for the #bombgirls movie!
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Candyweb

The longest 2 minutes ever waiting for
@bombgirls #FacingTheEnemy to start.

bonbaygirl

Oh @bombgirls how I have missed u.
Such a great show and now movie. Hard
to say goodbye to these characters.
#BombGirls

VBDubGirl

Okay, best try to limit tweets to
commercial breaks. Don't want to miss
anything important! #BombGirls

Taarnagirl

READY?? LET'S DO THIS!! @bombgirls
@SaveBombGirls #bombgirls

ClaudetteGabbs

Time for #BombGirls

hotshotmckay

About to watch the Bomb Girls movie
can't wait to watch @SaveBombGirls
@bombgirls #BombGirlsMovie
#BombGirls woot-woot

Erika_Bombshell

@SaveBombGirls I've been watching for
an hour! Its going to knock your socks off!
#bombgirls

CaroPenny

So excited for #BombGirls tonight! Don't
want it to be over! @bombgirls

honorarycaper

Five minutes! #BombGirls
#BombGirlsMovie #bombshells
#savebombgirls @Global_TV
@SaveBombGirls

AbiJPReid

Counting down the seconds until
@bombgirls returns!!! #savebombgirls

buknerd

I always wish I was in Canada, but tonight
I REALLY wish I was in Canada.
#BombGirls @Global_TV
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agentkaro

#BombGirls in three minutes. I'm
sweating.

Candyweb

@bombgirls @BombGirlsFans1 which is
why I'm planning to watch it the movie
twice tonight!

AshPhile

@Dainsleif_10 @ilovebettymcrae
@Global_TV @bombgirls If Vera was
hanging by a hook in 1.1 then someone is
dying in this movie, for sure.

ilovebettymcrae

"@leftwing78: Wish we lived in Canada
#BombGirls" the struggle is real!

marajade29sm

@meggamonstah @AliLiebert
@JodiAnneBalfour @charlottehegele
@gabe_grey @bombgirls I just want to
say I love you always. #SaveBombGirls

staybloomin

Come on commercials, I want
#bombgirls!

Erika_Bombshell

@SaveBombGirls lets get #bombgirls
trending!!! #savebombgirls

BombGirlsFans1

@SaveBombGirls @gabe_grey it's been
one helluva amazing ride for all. Let's
keep it going :) #SaveBombGirls
@Global_TV @BombGirls #BombGirls

VBDubGirl

Beer, chocolate cake, and #BombGirls.
Let's do this. @bombgirls @Global_TV
#SaveBombGirls

JustAnotherMo

Anybody on this side of the border figure
out a runaround to watch the #BombGirls
movie, we can't get the Global stream ;0(

rugbyrainey64

#BombGirls Sitting comfy with my wine
and anxiously waiting :-)
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Dainsleif_10

@AshPhile @ilovebettymcrae
@Global_TV @bombgirls OMG please
nobody needs to die. There will be no
killing. #BombGirls

ididntgetone

wish more than anything I could watch
the #BombGirls movie tonight...
#savebombgirls

marajade29sm

@Global_TV @GlobalTV_PR 7 minutes
to the @bombgirls movie! Please don't
make this be goodbye! #SaveBombGirls

Arvan_12

Sitting down to watch th @bombgirls
movie! Can't wait to hang out with the
#VicMu ladies again!

rugbyrainey64

@bombgirls Got my glass of wine ready
and all comfy on the couch :-)

Kris_R_omero

I wish I was Canadian right now
#BombGirls

MelanieGLAM

TeresaXBetty4Life #bombgirls seriously
ughhhh Teresa better be in the film. Wait,
no. KateXBetty4LIfe... #savebombgirls

aliisamoose

I AM NOT READY!!! #BombGirls

jennvellcs

Got my drink and my popcorn! I'm ready
to watch @bombgirls #BombGirls

leftwing78

Wish we lived in Canada #BombGirls

VBDubGirl

@Tv_Gal55 Too late, I'm already
hammered. ;) #BombGirls
#SaveBombGirls

ilovebettymcrae

@AshPhile @Global_TV @bombgirls I
TOLD YOU I WAS SCARED! lol
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betterleftbl_nk

10 minutes!!!!!!! #BombGirls @bombgirls
@SaveBombGirls @Global_TV

bombgirls

10 minutes till #BombGirls Facing the
Enemy on @Global_TV tweeters! Get
your live-tweet fingers ready:
http://t.co/9c2EGpgfHK

BethEastwood

Can't watch #BombGirls movie tonight
b/c I'm not in Canada, and @xfinity
doesn't carry @ReelzChannel. When can I
buy the DVD? #SaveBombGirls

ilovebettymcrae

holding my breath, knocking on wood,
rocking before my shrine... *just kidding, i
only wish i had a #BombGirls shrine*

AshPhile

.@ilovebettymcrae Oh my god they would
never. I mean. Right? @Global_TV
#savebombgirls @bombgirls #bombgirls

Global_TV

East coast: #BombGirls - Facing The
Enemy, a special 2hr movie event, begins
in 10 minutes! http://t.co/PSsk5ESLnq
http://t.co/ixneP0SAS2

staybloomin

Awwwwwwwww!! #bombgirls
#savebombgirls

Dainsleif_10

It doesn't matter where you live. Keep
calm and Trend #BombGirls. @bombgirls
#savebombgirls #BombGirlsMovie

jump_up22

#BombGirls better at the very least trend
in Canada tonight.

buknerd

Dear Canada, Tweet all of it please. I need
a play-by-play of Betty, Gladys, Kate, etc.
Love, this American #BombGirls
#SaveBombGirls
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zgrokit

@AshPhile @bombgirls @Global_TV
This changes everything! I need to
frantically compose more
#SaveBombGirls things

Taarnagirl

Like Lorna joined the line to finish the
millionth bomb, we will push hard to
#savebombgirls tonight! @bombgirls
@SaveBombGirls

staybloomin

I could say something about "I am
following orders" but I'll spare y'all.
#bombgirls

staybloomin

"I am a #Canadian" #bombgirls
#savebombgirls

KJMusings

I am standing by anxiously looking
forward to spoilers for #BombGirls the
movie on @Global_TV I live for spoilers!.

d_swizzle_v

Wish I could be watching rn!!
Unfortunately I'll have to wait till the US
broadcast :( #SaveBombGirls @bombgirls

honorarycaper

#BombGirls movie premier in 15 min!
Can't wait! #facingtheenemy
#savebombgirls @Global_TV

staybloomin

Poor Gladys. "Are you sure you're
feeling... yourself?" #bombgirls
#savebombgirls

m_hamann

Tonight, #BombGirls is where it's at!

shutterpunk1

@bombgirls oooh.. #legobombgirl source
material. #BombGirls @bombgirls

staybloomin

"if you think THIS is a mess, you should
see MY house" - Lorna to Gladys
#bombgirls #savebombgirls
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stop_eject

got my slanket and block of cheese ready
for my viewing party. #BombGirls

adrblepancreas

I'm simultaneously jealous of and happy
for my Canadian fangirl friends tonight.
Enjoy the @bombgirls movie, you lucky
people! #BombGirls

rebeccaannb4

I wish @bombgirls the movie would be on
itv3 soon. I have series 1+2 on dvd ;)
@JodiAnneBalfour is my fave!
#BombGirls

det_vanilla

@SaveBombGirls impatiently waiting!!!!!
#BombGirls

kelleykamanda

#SaveBombGirls @SaveBombGirls
#BombGirls @bombgirls.

staybloomin

When did THAT happen?! I think I have
to rewatch #bombgirls season 2.

SAHoover24

Extremely jealous of everyone getting to
watch @bombgirls tonight! I have to wait
for May 26! #BombGirls

jump_up22

@JodiAnneBalfour 's Canadian accent is
sexy as hell. #BombGirls

staybloomin

Can we have a 40's fashion comeback,
please? #bombgirls #savebombgirls

jorjafoxluvr

#BombGirls Just saw you on #ETCanada!
:) @JodiAnneBalfour If only Gladys
couldn't have your accent Swoons ;)

Teedy_Bird

Waiting for #bombgirls to start with
@jump_up22 :)
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BombGirlsFans1

@hannahstrawbery come on @netflix,
make it up to Hannah by picking up
#BombGirls for a new series...
#SaveBombGirls #worthatry :P

Mini_Professor

As an American who must wait to watch
@BombGirls on tv, I want to say THANK
YOU to everyone who brings life to this
show. #SaveBombGirls

Erika_Bombshell

@bombgirls I wish there were no
commercials through the
#BombGirlsMovie !!! #BombGirls

staybloomin

@BombGirlsFans1 @charlottehegele
@Global_TV Yes, we definitely need a
soundtrack. #BombGirls #savebombgirls

staybloomin

#bombgirls movie has lots of awesome
story lines. #savebombgirls

TracyS21

@bombgirls @BombGirlsFans1 Thank
goodness I read this, PVR is set. I miss
Bomb Girls!

njnic23

I often wish that I lived in Canada, but
today the feeling is oh so strong. Enjoy
#BombGirls tonight everyone!!
@bombgirls #bettyswagger

alexfrankbot

I don't know If I want to watch
@bombgirls tonight. It would be
admitting that it's all over :(
#bombgirlsforever #denile #hateglobal

NotGunnatellya

Mixed feelings abt #BombGirls
movie.Happy 2 c my girls 1 last time but
can't believe it's over.Really wish
@Global_TV would #savebombgirls
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betterleftbl_nk

I wish I bought myself a jaunty hat for
tonight #BombGirls @bombgirls
#savebombgirls @Global_TV

staybloomin

"you sure have a pair of brass ones
showing up here" #bombgirls
#savebombgirls @global_TV

staybloomin

"if you need a sympathetic ear, ever, I'm
always here for my girls" #bombgirls
#savebombgirls

BombGirlsFans1

@staybloomin @charlottehegele I second
this. And #BombGirls needs an official
soundtrack release too! :) @Global_TV
#justsayin'

SamanthaRuns

@BombGirls Here's to the power of the
fandom! #BombGirls

BombGirlsFans1

Half an hour to go, Bombshells...
#BombGirls #FacingTheEnemy
#SaveBombGirls @Global_TV @Netflix

AshPhile

Only 30 minutes for
#FakeBombGirlsMovieSpoilers! Moira
has been the saboteur since S1.
@bombgirls #BombGirls
#SaveBombGirls @Global_TV

ilovebettymcrae

I'm pretty sure I can't avoid #BombGirls
tweets. I'm ready to be spoiled and
EXCITED!

staybloomin

@global_TV #savebombgirls! Love the
#bombgirls movie.

Tv_Gal55

So much to tweet, so much to retweet, so
little time. #BombGirls #SaveBombGirls
@Global_TV
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Erika_Bombshell

@bombgirls Loving the show so far!!!
#BombGirls #BombGirlsMovie

staybloomin

Freakin' sad. #bombgirls #savebombgirls

mattdagley

Watching the #BombGirls movie on
#Global

staybloomin

"that clown couldn't clobber a mouse"
#bombgirls #savebombgirls

i_heart_series

Dear Santa, this year I want @Global_TV
to renew @bombgirls. #SaveBombGirls
#MyLetterToSanta #BombGirls

shutterpunk1

@SaveBombGirls @Global_TV and
everyone knows you don't mess with
mother nature! #BombGirls
#savebombgirls

staybloomin

Yay @aliliebert!!!!!!!!! #bombgirls
#savebombgirls

KendraFW

@bombgirls Loving the movie so far!
#BombGirls

dinasoar

#BombGirls TONIGHT at 8 on Global!
WATCH IT, please.

staybloomin

.@charlottehegele you so should make
records. ...preferably of 40's standards.
You're awesome. #bombgirls

krisgen

I hope all the #BombGirls fans are ready
to tweet #SaveBombGirls to @Global_TV
(and #bombgirls to @bombgirls) in about
45 minutes!

rocket_skates5

Count down is on!! #BombGirls
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BombGirlsFans1

@charlyblue @bombgirls don't worry;
lots of international Bombshells aren't
able 2watch, but we can join the
livetweeting fun :) #community

ClaireYeowart

@Global_TV The real #BombGirls of
WWII deserve to have their stories told
up until the end of the war.
#SaveBombGirls

staybloomin

"Those girls do love to gossip."
#bombgirls #savebombgirls

lastof60829

#BombGirlsMovie FINALLY. My
#BombGirls is back. Tonight's the night.

Tv_Gal55

Less than an hour now.
#ItsAboutToGetReal #BombGirls
#SaveBombGirls @Global_TV

det_vanilla

Kinda in love with Betty. #BombGirls

staybloomin

"Emotional? I am being rational." @jodiannebalfour I've gotta remember
that line. #bombgirls

LittleGreyDress

Thanks to @zahidc :) #bombgirls
http://t.co/yGsn312nMF

jump_up22

Less than an hour till #BombGirls !!

charlyblue

@bombgirls Wish I could see the movie
along with everyone else. It sucks being in
the U.S. No #BombGirls movie or coffee
crisps! #unfair

APRILLYNNS33

@bombgirls @ReelzChannel that's
awesome! I think I have to stay off
twitter... Heaven forbid I read a spoiler!
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staybloomin

I love @jodiannebalfour's hairstyle.
#bombgirls #savebombgirls

honorarycaper

@Global_TV can't wait for the bomb girls
movie starting at 8! Gotta bring a top 10
show back for another season!
#BombGirls #savebomgirls

VeraSaysThis

One hour until @JodiAnneBalfour is back
on tv! #bombgirls

KendraFW

@bombgirls I've missed my ladies! ❤️
#BombGirls #BombGirlsMovie

bombgirls

@APRILLYNNS33 May 26th!
@ReelzChannel will be airing #bombgirls
Facing the Enemy in the US. More info
here:http://t.co/qMsS5zTbzA

thesarcastic1

@CarlynBurchell can we #BombGirls fans
look forward to more Carol and Vera
scenes tonight? #savebombgirls

staybloomin

#bombgirls! on @global_TV RIGHT
NOW!!!!!!!

solidhaku

Can't wait for #BombGirls tonight!

Erika_Bombshell

@bombgirls I am so excited the movie is
finally starting! #bombgirls
#savebombgirls

Xiani_PCh

#Series Estreno esta noche (Canadá) de la
película #BombGirls, basada en la serie
del mismo nombre
http://t.co/5DGHdGrQy6

futurelookslike

There is no way I won't be spoiled.
#BombGirls
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APRILLYNNS33

@bombgirls when will it be on in the
states! Times like these I wish I was a
Canadian

Angie_Lavallee

@bombgirls yeeeeessss!

staybloomin

3 minutes til #bombgirls #savebombgirls!

bombgirls

#Bombshells! Only an hour to go till east
coast airing of #BombGirls Facing the
enemy! Tweet along to win swag!
http://t.co/NCZpA1cUwi

futurelookslike

I need to watch the Bomb Girls movie. I
need to be in Canada. #BombGirls

candiedlace

“@CBC: @candiedlace Fair question, we'll
pass your feedback along!” That's what I
like to hear! @bombgirls #savebombgirls
@SaveBombGirls

zgrokit

*cracks knuckles, laughs maniacally*
Guess it's time to subject @Global_TV to
my #SaveBombGirls haiku while the
#BombGirls movie is airing.

ClaireYeowart

Gutted I can't do the live tweet from
@SaveBombGirls tonight (still not
Canadian). Lovely @aliisamoose will be
taking the reins! #BombGirls

aliisamoose

Me too!! “@VBDubGirl: I've gotten to my
couch early. Don't want all the good seats
to be taken. :) @BombGirls #BombGirls
#SaveBombGirls”

candiedlace

@CBC why didn't you pick up
#BombGirls? So many people love
Canadian tv. If anything, Bomb Girls is
worth so much more than 2 short
seasons.
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katelinnea

My hero. MT @Caillie I'm seriously
debating driving the 2hrs to Canada to see
#BombGirls tonight.

CommonSenseSoc

#BoobTube picks - #GreysAnatomy
#Scandal and.. 2 hour #finale of
#BombGirls .. the show has been
cancelled.

candiedlace

MY FAVOURITE SHOWS CAN'T KEEP
BEING CANCELLED. THEY JUST
CAN'T. I'm sorry, but they can't.
#savebombgirls #BombGirls

candiedlace

This will never be okay with me.
#savebombgirls #BombGirls
#comeonglobal #reconsider

candiedlace

What I've taken from the #BombGirls
cancelation is that shows with strong
inspiring women aren't okay. Is that what
you want @Global_TV?

candiedlace

Global needs to take a second look at the
girl power portrayed and how inspiring it
is. #savebombgirls #BombGirls

jorjafoxluvr

@QuickLookBusy @quixp2 @bombgirls
@8pm @AmandaBrugel @Seed_tv
@City_tv @AliLiebert I need to as well
It's a 1 time chance!

Angie_Lavallee

Coming soon. @bombgirls movie.
#stoked

candiedlace

American followers I'm not sorry for all
the #BombGirls spamage you're going to
get for the next few weeks. This show is so
important.
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vanderdutch

So excited for new #BombGirls tonight!
#SaveBombGirls @Global_TV
#CanadianContent

candiedlace

TONIGHT IS THE #BombGirls MOVIE
AND ALL YOU CANADIANS DAMN
WELL BETTER BE WATCHING.
#savebombgirls

AshPhile

When I was younger I remember hiding
in same ways Betty does esp in S1. Very
important LGBT rep. Thanks @bombgirls
@Global_TV #SaveBombGirls

candiedlace

@Global_TV #BombGirls is a show that
makes me as a 17 year old so proud to be
Canadian. Don't take that away. From any
of us. #savebombgirls

rocket_skates5

So excited @bombgirls @BombGirlsFans1
@BombGUprising @SaveBombGirls
movie tonight!!!!! 💣💣

KristineMatts

The @bombgirls movie is on Global
tonight at 8:00. They shot some of the
movie in #HamOnt, hoping to see some
familiar spots!

candiedlace

@Global_TV #BombGirls is something so
historic and educational it's a wonder you
didn't pick it up for a third season...
#savebombgirls

CocoMichMich

Dear people from @Global_TV, we need
more movies, series and whatever you
want but #BombGirls shouldn't die after
today. #savebombgirls

emilymelissabee

I'm at work tonight but if I were home I'd
be watching #BombGirls.
#eveninglibrarian #tweetsforratings
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AmandaJAdamso @Global_TV It was a ridiculously stupid
move to cancel #BombGirls, but don't
n
worry, #SaveBombGirls will see the show
done a justice.
ilovebettymcrae

Less than two hours for Canada. I may
faint in their honor. #BombGirls

jkahane1

Don't forget, folks in Canada... The
@bombgirls 2-hour episode/movie
tonight to wrap up the series. Should be
great. #BombGirls

JamieElman

@Rachel_Wilson1 @AliLiebert
@JodiAnneBalfour @bombgirls Sending
you Love from LaLa, Wilsonian!

Rachel_Wilson1

@JamieElman @AliLiebert
@JodiAnneBalfour @bombgirls love to
you all can't wait to watch!!

tomtshane

@bombgirls OMG! ❤️ #BombGirls

ilovebettymcrae

I want a flashback of Betty's first day on
the job! #BombGirls
#JustImagineThatLornaBettyBackstory

JamieElman

Lookie who I'm gonna watch the show
with tonite...T - 2 hrs
http://t.co/aShMI0nMwX @AliLiebert
@JodiAnneBalfour #Lucky #BombGirls
@BombGirls

Global_TV

Read more about tonight's #BombGirls
movie, plus enjoy exclusive photos and
videos: http://t.co/PSsk5ESLnq
http://t.co/sTN6YJCiJV

katelinnea

Any Canadians I know watching
#BombGirls tonight?
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Serrae

Same RT @PhantomRat: Canadians, do
me a favor - watch #BombGirls and then
let me know if Gladys, Betty, Marco, and
Vera are ok. I worry.

erin_huyghe

OMGOMGOMG Second season of Bomb
Girls starting tonight!!! MY LIFE!!!!!
#BombGirls http://t.co/nhNapW2T63

MichaelLipka

Looking forward to @bombgirls the
movie on @Global_TV.

ilovebettymcrae

Betty on the prairie having a "normal"
life. #BombGirls #Flashbacks
#INeedThisInMyLife

AshPhile

So incredibly excited for all the Canadian
Bombshells who get to watch this live
tonight @bombgirls #BombGirls
#SaveBombGirls @Global_TV

ilovebettymcrae

I want #BombGirls to have flashbacks of
Gladys with her brother and Kate growing
up and Gladys with Carol!

VBDubGirl

As if my followers needed a warning,
tonight will be all about #BombGirls.
Hopefully no spoilers, but feel free to
ignore me.

arpixmedia

@BombGirls Movie Song: “Please
Remember Me” Written for the movie by
@KevinQuain #KatesPerformance
#JewelBox #BombGirls

VBDubGirl

I've gotten to my couch early. Don't want
all the good seats to be taken. :)
@BombGirls #BombGirls
#SaveBombGirls
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ilovebettymcrae

#BombGirls needs a musical more than
any other show on air.

i_heart_series

@Global_TV renewing @bombgirls is "a
piece ' cake!" #savebombgirls #betty
#episode1x01

AshPhile

@zgrokit @bombgirls @Global_TV On
the magical power of GIFs.
#SaveBombGirls

zgrokit

@AshPhile @bombgirls @Global_TV 2
months?! How will you even EXIST?!! I'm
resigned to some sort of online recap
vicarious living, sigh.

Cremeundschwar No no wspaniały dzień miło się
dowiedzieć, że jest się ładnym. Jak ja
z
lubię komplementy &lt;3 #seksualiteit
#BombGirls http://t.co/6QFzku1lDw
jorjafoxluvr

New Tonight #BombGirlsMovie Facing
the Enemy @bombgirls @SaveBombGirls
I know there is a lot going on but please
watch tonight! We need #'s!

ilovebettymcrae

And don't even get me started on the
family members who are mentioned and
never seen! Betty's entire family. Glady's
brother?! #BombGirls

PhantomRat

Canadians, do me a favor - watch
#BombGirls and then let me know if
Gladys, Betty, Marco, and Vera are ok. I
worry.

ilovebettymcrae

Go ahead and ask me what I think of
Hazel MacDougall?! HER CHARACTER
COULD'VE HAD THIS WHOLE CRAZY
LIFE! #BombGirls
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TL_Morrison

I'm jealous of all you Canadians that get
to watch the @BombGirls movie tonight
💣

ilovebettymcrae

But, every single actor on the show, every
element of casting was so perfect that I'm
in love with all of these characters!
#BombGirls

katelinnea

(I don't care about #BombGirls endgame
as MUCH as #VeronicaMars endgame,
but it's closer than you might think.)

quixp2

@jorjafoxluvr @bombgirls is @8pm isnt
it @AmandaBrugel @Seed_tv @City_tv

izziefairie

@Global_TV #SaveBombGirls
#bombgirls has the potential for several
films or a new season on your network!

quixp2

@AmandaBrugel Holly crap live tweet
with u and ur show but first @bombgirls
movie with @AliLiebert what a good night
@Seed_tv @City_tv

betterleftbl_nk

My favourite #BombGirls ship is Hotty (Her Own) House/Betty. I hope they get
their happy ending @bombgirls
@Global_TV #SaveBombGirls

ilovebettymcrae

The best thing about #BombGirls is the
ensemble cast! There is not 1 character
who I can look at and say: "I wish
someone else played you."

katelinnea

So @PhantomRat just pointed out that
Canada gets the #BombGirls movie
tonight and now I'm vaguely bitter toward
all my Canadian friends.
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Serrae

@netflix Any word on if/when Netflix will
get the #BombGirls movie airing in
Canada tonight?

jorjafoxluvr

@AmandaBrugel @Seed_tv @City_tv
Why oh why same time as #BombGirls
movie :( I want to support both but
Canada needs to spread the wealth

staybloomin

MT @stop_eject: It's the perfect day for
*someone* to announce they're picking
up #BombGirls for season 3. Hint, hint
@netflix @Global_TV

ilovebettymcrae

Dear followers: I'll probably be tweeting
random things about #BombGirls for the
rest of the night. #LoveHugs
#SpiesAndTheirGirlfriends

7of12

#BombGirls movie tonight on
@Global_TV! I'm so excited!!!

arizonaswaggins

I don't get global tv I'm just going to go
cry now @bombgirls

HollyceH

Wish I could see the @bombgirls movie
tonight. Hey @Global_TV ,
#savebombgirls

tomtshane

Bittersweet day with the
#BombGirlsMovie being aired tonight,
sad to see this amazing production come
to an end! #BombGirls
#ProudlyCanadian

ilovebettymcrae

I can't wait for jodi to take over my tv!
#BombGirls #GladysWithamGoesRogue
#SpiesWithGunsAndHatsAndGirlfriends
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NuttyEscapist

@ilovebettymcrae I'm freaking out omg I
wish I could watch the movie tonight
#bombgirls

ilovebettymcrae

All the #BombGirls fans on tumblr seem
half-terrified and half over-joyed! It's
good to know we're a fan-family of
perpetual worriers!

jump_up22

I suddenly have a craving for
strawberries? ;) #BombGirls

cultfailure

I can feel my impending #BombGirls
freak out building already

bcgirll

@bombgirls love it! but running up the
stairs to the computer means missing the
show! ........maybe at commercial breaks??
#BombGirls

LeslieMcKS

If you've never seen @bombgirls, tonight
is your last chance. But @Global_TV
should #savebombgirls.

bcgirll

@bombgirls oh, no! tv is downstairs,
computer is up........don't want to miss a
second of it! #bombgirls

Mooka219

#BombGirls #BombGirlsMovie Is the
only thing at matters tonight but I cant
watch it live cause Im just a dumb
American.

anoonymous

Can't wait for the @bombgirls movie on
@Global_TV tonight. Still not-so-secretly
hoping that we can @SaveBombGirls!
#savebombgirls
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SeaterSource

A glimpse of what @michaelseater's
stache will look like in the @bombgirls
movie tonight! Remember 8pm on
@Global_TV http://t.co/VPBkBvjKcg

fayg86

I wish I live in Canada for many many
reasons but tonight it's mainly because I'd
be able to watch facing the enemy
#BombGirls #uk #BringIt

AshPhile

Reason for @Global_TV to
#SaveBombGirls: INCREASED INT'L
VIEWERSHIP means you'll keep selling
distrib rights for future seasons!
@bombgirls

dulcineahilton

A HUGE 'thank you' for all the
#BombShells who did an AWESOME job
fighting for our
@bombgirls!!#SaveBombGirls
#ElbowGrease

betterleftbl_nk

3 hours until I tweet my tush off for
#BombGirls. You've been warned :)
#SaveBombGirls @bombgirls
@Global_TV

agentkaro

all #BombGirls fans should tweet with
that hashtag tonight even if you're not
watching the movie bc MAYBE WE CAN
SAVE THE SHOW STILL, YO

KdoubleP

I would really like to drive to Canada right
now so I can cross the boarder and watch
@bombgirls this evening...

dulcineahilton

Tonight is THE NIGHT! @bombgirls:
Facing the Enemy is ON! #TheWaitIsOver
#SaveBombGirls #LongLiveBombGirls
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stop_eject

It's the perfect day for *someone* to
announce they're picking up #BombGirls
for season 3. @netflix @Global_TV

ketchbooks

So excited "@charlottehegele:Bomb Girls
Bomb Girls Bomb Girls!Tonight
@Global_TV at 8et/pt!Thanks to all our
fans.❤️ http://t.co/KtfDADvl66"

pamplemoussee7

@bombgirls Wow !!!! I want this so badly
!!!!!

6
aliisamoose

I can't work on my essay when we're three
hours away from #BombGirls. But I must.
But!!

charlottehegele

Bomb Girls Bomb Girls Bomb Girls!
Tonight on @Global_TV at 8et/pt!
Thanks to all our fans. ❤️
http://t.co/ZpNd5v5VZt

gabe_grey

But seriously - the outpouring of love and
support has been amazing. I feel so proud
to have been a part of this story.
#bombgirls

fairy_aware

@SaveBombGirls #BombGirls
#SaveBombGirls we LOVED the TV show
now a #Movie #Groovy

SaraBlue13

@bombgirls 💣 how I've missed you
#BombGirls

Taarnagirl

@bombgirls @SaveBombGirls The
#Bombgirls movie is tonight!! Countdown
to my fave bombshells, the wait is over!!
:D &lt;3 @Global_TV
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Em_TheSidekick

I'm not even sorry for the insane amount
of #bombgirls tweets I will produce
tonight

quixp2

@bombgirls and PVR'D can't wait
@AliLiebert @Global_TV

Global_TV

Watch a sneak peek of tonight's
#BombGirls movie starring a singing
@charlottehegele
http://t.co/GgCfI6RgwX
http://t.co/mhkwPjoKAn

amilum

@LittleGreyDress @bombgirls SUPER
cute pic!

aliisamoose

@LittleGreyDress @bombgirls #Ajax
representing.

Megish12

@bombgirls wish I could watch the Bomb
Girls movie tonight #darnAmerica
#BombGirls

AshPhile

@bombgirls @Global_TV More chances
please ;) #bombgirls #savebombgirls

LittleGreyDress

Where are my @bombgirls ??!!!
#bombgirls #Ajax #Toronto #tonight
#finalchapter #globaltv
http://t.co/pYakYb5GfZ

bombgirls

@AshPhile @Global_TV Haha! It doesn't
have to be EVERY tweet - 1 is enough to
enter! But more tweets = more
chances.#BombGirls

deepgreendesign

.@bombgirls #Women wouldn't have 2
build working bombs if some #Men could
build working #Peace. ;) #Psych
#Manufacturing #CdnPoli #UniteBlue
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etre_radieuse

Soyez #BombGirls (#BombGirlsMovie)
http://t.co/rCmedSQM4O

etre_radieuse

Soyez #BombGirls (#BombGirlsMovie)
http://t.co/dMzeq4yJl7

AshPhile

Since all my tweets tonight will need to
contain @bombgirls #bombgirls
@Global_TV and #savebombgirls I really
should keep things concise and

lindzmarsh

Can't wait for the @bombgirls movie! RT
@MuseEntertains Is it time yet?
#BombGirls #WaitingIsTheRealBattle
http://t.co/toxvILMN4l

izziefairie

@Global_TV #SaveBombGirls It has an
all star cast and is well written!
#bombgirls

MelanieGLAM

"seems like you've waited a long time"
Excuse me, I'm going to need stitches for
my ovaries. They just exploded.
#BombGirls #savebombgirls

MelanieGLAM

"For once we don't stick out like a sore
thumb" --Teresa ... ughhhh #BombGirls
feeeels

moriahlm7

Who knew one could get so happy by just
knowing the thought of the #BombGirls
movie finally playing tonight!!!
#SaveBombGirls ❤️💣💣

mprlovesyou

'@JodiAnneBalfour and @AliLiebert
chatted with @TheHudsucker about the
@bombgirls movie (which premieres
TONIGHT)! http://t.co/eGp4AYcBJz
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charlyblue

@IslaBoag Oh I wish I could. I'm in the
U.S., not Canada sadly so no #BombGirls
movie for me either. :(

IslaBoag

@charlyblue Enjoy #BombGirls Facing
the Enemy for me tonight. ;-)

MelanieGLAM

Did anyone else take the day off to have a
#BombGirls marathon before the
#BombGirlsMovie tonight? No pay okay
because I #savebombgirls

ClaireYeowart

There is so much #BombGirls stuff going
on. I literally cannot keep up. And the
butterflies in my stomach are starting to
eat each other.

bobwillette

The future is here! I just set my @Bell
PVR to record #BombGirls tonight from
my computer at work. Yes I watch Bomb
Girls. So what? :P

OMDCtweets

The @BombGirls movie is tonight!
Canadian actor Antonio Cupo (Marco
Moretti) gives some perspective to the
film: http://t.co/PfkLBSLt5P

MrsLauraRoslin

Reminder for Canada, Don't forget to
watch (and tweet about!)
#BombGirlsMovie #BombGirls

jennasidewalk

Times that I wish I had cable: Super Bowl,
Oscars, GG's AND when #BombGirls Facing the Enemy is on (#bettymcrae
&lt;3) / all day everyday.

reginadraco

So excited for the @bombgirls movie
tonight on @Global_TV. Still wish it was
start of Season 3 though. #savebombgirls
&lt;3 @bombgirls cast
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pazulama

#BombGirls movie comes out today.
Thanks Canada!

izziefairie

@Global_TV #SaveBombGirls
#bombgirls ended to soon there are
stories left untold. This series has touched
our hearts.

EmilySquires_

Bomb Girls tonight! Can't wait to see
@AliLiebert and @charlottehegele back
on my screen! #BombGirls

youcanspellthis

Been Bomb Girling it all week so im fresh
for the movie and it hit me! Betty---dead
ringer for @janewells! #BombGirls
http://t.co/HniQGIAzxC

jkahane1

Really looking forward to tonight's
@bombgirls finale. Very sad to see the
show end. #BombGirls

BethanyLWells

There are some days in my life that I wish
I was Canadian (so I can watch their TV).
This is one of those days. #BombGirls
Movie #SoExcited

AnnPietrangelo

@bombgirls I'm a little jealous of Canada
right now... Can't wait for this to hit the
U.S.

dontthiksosadie

@bombgirls @AliLiebert @Global_TV
the lighting and colours in these teasers is
amazing so excited! Staying away cause
spoilers! Enjoy peeps!

latinageek

@dakinegirl #BombGirls is another show
on my list. So many.
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groceryfiend

dear entirety of canada, please please
please please get a link up for the
#bombgirls movie tonight to share with
your american friends

cheesybones

#BombGirls returns tonight granted its a
2 hr movie to wrap up the series but
somethin is better than nothin. Now just
have to get to Canada

Angie_Lavallee

@bombgirls Miss it... #nothappening

EmmaPaigeDesig

Carol you sassy little trend setter you! We
&lt;3 you+your style! Tune into
@Global_TV at 8pm for the @bombgirls
movie! http://t.co/2kHVMOOsZz

n

bombgirls

If you missed #AskBombGirls last night,
our pals @afterellen have you covered!
http://t.co/RMCV1Q6h8g #bombgirls via
@trishbendix

Youmademeseeit

I feel like I'm not ready at all for the
#BombGirls movie tonight. The idea of
the movie almost airing already
overwhelmes me with feels.

bombgirls

@skdombrowski Not sure about @netflix
but @ReelzChannel will be airing
#BombGirls Facing the Enemy on May
26th! Info: http://t.co/qMsS5zTbzA

skdombrowski

@bombgirls I am torn that I cant get iton
the East Coast USA. When will netflix put
it out? #disappointed

AnnieKay21

@bombgirls what do US residents do :(

tomcarney_

#bombgirlsmovie #bombgirls Movie Facing the Enemy, 27th March, today!!
#drama http://t.co/Iwz5keRkGL
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bombgirls

@MhariBarclay We'll try to keep
@bombgirls spoiler free, but we make no
promises for the #bombgirls hashtag or
the rest of twitter!

RosannaBonura

The wait is over! It's finally here! Don't
miss @bombgirls "Facing the Enemy"
tonight on @Global_TV

SparklyDanger

#BombGirls is on tonight, so, at least
there's that...have the flu and feeling
sookie today.

JulietteVerne

@Global_TV My world is to work with
words, and I still cannot express the
importance of #SaveBombGirls
#BombGirls

CMPAUpdates

Bomb Girls: Facing the Enemy airs
TONIGHT on Global at 8pm ET. Don't
miss this 2 hr finale! @bombgirls
@MuseEntertains @backalley_films

worldoftilt

Even though I can't watch #bombgirls
tonight I wouldn't be mad if I got spoiled
later about if Betty buys a house of her
own. #BettyForever

Tv_Gal55

"@AshPhile: Great #BombGirls blog post
"One Last Plea for Kate Andrews":
http://t.co/q279ebZGRh" THIS. SO.
MUCH. #Perfect #OhTheFeels #SBG

tlmcdaniel

Excited about the #BombGirls movie!
#savebombgirls @Global_TV
@SaveBombGirls

Teghan

How excited am I that #BombGirls comes
back tonight with a movie!!!
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RemixReimagine @bombgirls @Global_TV ...Literally
counting down the hours!!! I feel like I'm
reuniting w/ old friends, tonight!!!!!
#SoAnxious!!!
OMGitsVicky

I love how the Bombshells are flooding
@Global_TV with @bombgirls love. How
can you let go a show w/ a dedicated fan
base? 💣 #SaveBombGirls

misstinalynn

@bombgirls movie tonight! Soooo
excited!!!

AshPhile

Great #BombGirls blog post "One Last
Plea for Kate Andrews":
http://t.co/iXw6Avnun2

JoePaulson2

@rosalynhart @bombgirls How many
U.S. fans w/o satellite hook-up are so
impatient that they are traveling to
Canada to watch?

OMGitsVicky

Hey, @Global_TV is the @BombGirls
movie going to be on @netflix? (Please
#SaveBombGirls? I'm too attached to the
characters to say goodbye!)

charlyblue

Even when the #BombGirls movie airs in
the U.S. I won't be able to see it until
@netflix acquires the streaming rights.
No @ReelzChannel.

charlyblue

It's finally #BombGirls movie day and I
could cry because I live in the wrong
country. Can we please shift the border
for one day?

Tv_Gal55

Just want to apologize in advance for the
ridiculous amount of #BombGirls tweets
that's gonna go down today
#NotReallySorry #SaveBombGirls
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rosalynhart

It's finally #BombGirls day! Can't wait to
see what's happening with the VicMu
family :)

feliciareyes

#SaveBombGirls@Global_TV Love
Bombgirls! It's a unique show as
compared to others shown on American
TV

calesybub

I'm mad I won't be able to watch
#bombgirls tonight! I will have to avoid
twitter in case of spoilers. #savebombgirls

bombgirls

@dmfrancoeur the movie will be available
to stream on @Global_TV's website
tomorrow! #BombGirls

NatashaBachoo

Today is all about Bomb Girls!!
@SaveBombGirls @bombgirls

AshPhile

@bombgirls @Global_TV It's not Bomb
Girls until Betty gets socked in the left
eye.

britty_leigh

I'm so jealous of those of you getting to
watch @bombgirls tonight! I'll have to sit
and stew until the end of May! :(

dmfrancoeur

@bombgirls Please say the
#BombGirlsMovie will be available
online! #notv #help

orchid_doll

@roseytoesey @bombgirls @Global_TV
only in Canada? I stopped watching the
episodes on netflix.didn't want get stuck
not watching an ending..

sheaven

@bombgirls @Global_TV OMG this
picture! LIEEEEBS!
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sheaven

Hey @Global_TV - looking forward to
The #BombGirls movie! Hope you can
#savebombgirls

booksbodacious

Wish I could watch the @bombgirls
movie tonight.its going to be so good. I'll
have to wait til it's on Netflix or a US
channel @BombGirlsUSA

britty_leigh

@bombgirls What about those of us that
are in the States?

pamplemoussee7

HAPPY #BombGirlsMovie DAY !!!! Best
day of the year for the #BombGirls fan !!!
💣💣💣💣💣

6
bombgirls

0 DAYS LEFT - the wait is OVER! Tune
into #BombGirls – Facing the Enemy
TONIGHT at 8pm et/pt on @Global_TV
http://t.co/y0lvY3tihV

billharris_tv

Watch it tonight: As #BombGirls wraps,
do I need a "spolier alert" on who wins
WWII? http://t.co/EeC7VlBlEi
http://t.co/DmDtQB9lir

pouterbridgefan

Who else is excited for the #BombGirls
movie tonight? Don't forget to tweet
#SaveBombGirls to .@Global_TV tonight!
http://t.co/xH9nU2Jm1x

REDLABdigital

We LOVED working on @bombgirls !
"Bomb Girls: Facing the Enemy" airs
tonight at 8pm on @Global_TV and we
can't wait!

bombgirls

.@Global_TV blog post | The #BombGirls
are back! + some sneak peek pics!
http://t.co/f1rBCMTaV5
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cuyagaba

You know, I am super bummed that I'm
not in Canada because I can't watch
#BombGirls tonight. Absolutely bummed.

letterboxed

Best news! RT @rachelini99: The
@bombgirls TV movie airs tonight! So
happy to see them all again.

AshPhile

@Tv_Gal55 @ClaireYeowart @charlyblue
Not to mention personal time. My wife:
Will I lose you to BombGirls all day? Me:
Without question.

MuseEntertains

Ok who else has waited for this moment
all year? #BombGirls FacingTheEnemy
airs TONIGHT on @Global_TV
#ExcitementOverload

CocoMichMich

Can't wait for tonight #BombGirls movie.
Hope, it won't be a final goodbye!
#savebombgirls @SaveBombGirls

charlyblue

"@WW2HistoryGal: Take that, Hitler!
Women kick an effigy of Hitler on VE
Day, 1945. http://t.co/QqbQBMQkBs"
#BombGirls

roseytoesey

It's finally here! #Bombgirls
#facingtheenemy on @Global_TV
tonight! So excited! 💣

MuseEntertains

Blog | The #BombGirls are back! GlobalTV http://t.co/PM2AYmojIF

MhariBarclay

@bombgirls Please please please don't
give away anything from the ending of the
film! In the UK so won't get to see it! Eek!
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bombgirls

Tune in for the ULTIMATE #TBT #BombGirls Facing the Enemy throws
allll the way back to 1943 tonight 8pm
et/pt on @Global_TV! #History

Tv_Gal55

@ElaineAtwell @bombgirls Know what
you mean. People at work are just gonna
have to deal w/ the unproductive day
#CheckTwitterEvery3Mins

AshPhile

@shutterpunk1 We need a support group
for all the US fans who can't watch
tonight. Hello my name is AshPhile and
I'm a #BombGirls Addict.

TweeValleyHigh

Did you catch my @bombgirls inspired
tutorial for @xojanedotcom?
http://t.co/T3xX3Xeixh
http://t.co/5yl1XLVpOk

AboutTahmoh

Since #BombGirls is airing tonight, here's
a #TBT to Clifford Perry
http://t.co/DoLJpQUcYL

jfishasaurus

Bomb Girls movie tonight!!! I am excited
and sad. It will be hard to say goodbye to
my fave show. #SaveBombGirls
#BombGirls

AshPhile

@ElaineAtwell @bombgirls And I
laughed out loud because I am so highlystrung right now and I can't take it it's an
overwhelming daaaayyyyy

ElaineAtwell

"oh excuse me" is a thing i said to a pebble
this morning because i was so busy
fretting about @bombgirls.
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meggamonstah

my #bombgirls daughter, Natasha has
written and produced a new web series.
Here's a link to the trailer. Enjoy!
https://t.co/R1IaC6lQAJ

rachelini99

The @bombgirls TV movie airs tonight!
So happy to see them all again.

MsCourtneyCole

Hey Canada! It's #BombGirls Day!!
#BombGirlsMovie

vikkivansickle

Looking forward to the @bombgirls
movie tonight on @globaltv starring one
of my fave #canlit #kidlit authors
@meggamonstah

Tv_Gal55

Today is the day. The world feels a little
brighter knowing new #BombGirls scenes
will be airing tonight. #BombGirlsMovie
#TellEveryone #SBG

betterleftbl_nk

My Final Limerick Salute to Bomb Girls
#BombGirls #FacingTheEnemy
#SaveBombGirls @Global_TV
http://t.co/dFclYtf4eo

AshPhile

What makes tonight's broadcast of
#BombGirls Movie even more exciting?
The fact that @AliLiebert will be live
tweeting during it. #HellYeah

betterleftbl_nk

Holy doodle! Today's the day!
#FacingTheEnemy #BombGirls
#savebombgirls

TataCatasTophe

Marco 💣 #BombGirls
http://t.co/rAufGRHNlP

TataCatasTophe

#NW #BombGirls 02x02 J'ADORE!!
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maggiekenney

TV Thursday: Bomb Girls: Facing the
Enemy ends series with a bang (with
video) http://t.co/3K0iSKAzDO via
@edmontonjournal #BombGirls

AG_TouchwoodP

Hey @morningshowto - can't wait to see
@ranthonylemke on the show today!
#bombgirls #thelistener #LostGirl

R
AboutTahmoh

Reminder: #BombGirls movie "Facing the
Enemy" airs tonight on @Global_TV,
8pm ET/PT http://t.co/kRH7ohLcMy

staybloomin

@BombGirlsFans1 @epelley @bombgirls
@Global_TV Well, it's worth a try.
#BombGirls fans are the #bestfans, so
she'd be in good company. :)

BombGirlsFans1

@staybloomin @epelley @bombgirls
@Global_TV Haha, a baptism of fire! :D
#SaveBombGirls

staybloomin

.@epelley You should watch @bombgirls
tonight on @Global_TV. Nothing will
intro you to Twitter better than live
tweeting to #savebombgirls!

perpetualsass

It would be amazing if the US could get
Canadian shows without having to
stream...#BombGirls #movie #CANTwait
@AliLiebert @JodiAnneBalfour

zyvawat

@LaFilleEnBleu_ #BombGirls tout a fait
toi ...

LaFilleEnBleu_

@mimine5511 #BombGirls

anh62950

In honor of #BombGirls I say goodnight
and leave you with this. Night everyone!
http://t.co/l2pbCVOJ34
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roseytoesey

Every time I see the #bombgirls promo it
makes me sad we don't get more then the
2 hour movie 💣

aliisamoose

I need to somehow wake up ridiculously
early tomorrow AND be totally pumped
for #BombGirls. I have made a tactical
error.

CharlieM_19

#BombGirls movie tomorrow! :) Going to
be watching with someone whose never
even seen the show before-never too late
to become a fan ;)

EmilySquires_

Bomb girls tomorrow, here's hoping that
Betty and Kate get their happy ending
@bombgirls

vintagegaylady

@AliLiebert @bombgirls Cheers, that's
just the daywear...my wardrobe extends
to many looks! http://t.co/s0SDdlTZGQ

ilovebettymcrae

I want #KateAndrews to sing "You Better
Go Now." #BombGirls

janie_jones

@hjea a completely accidental yet perfect
lead up to #BombGirls tomorrow!

kelleykamanda

@bombgirls @SaveBombGirls
@JodiAnneBalfour @AliLiebert
@charlottehegele is there anyway if we
Americans fight hard enough for the
show...?

rustybusch

@bombgirls Went DVR Bomb Girls on
Reelz but saw it's not listed. What channel
is it on? It'll break my heart if I can't see
#bombgirls
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M_EmeryHughes

#AskBombGirls @charlottehegele do you
think 40s style music should make a come
back ? :) #bombgirls #savebombgirls
#bigfan ! :)

KJMusings

@AliLiebert @bombgirls But we want to
watch it here in the US! *having a
tantrum*

Madge45

J'espère que Kate et Betty vont finir
ensemble ... 💣❤️💣 I Can't Wait !!
#bombgirls #bombgirlsmovie

ilovebettymcrae

I wish #BombGirls could do a full-on
musical... everyone is so talented and it
would be perfect!

chanmonet

Well at least the #bombgirls movie news
eases the pain of dread lock hottie leaving
#survivor

chanmonet

I don't think anyone understand how
good of a show #bombgirls was....
Everyone should have watched it let me
tell you

ilovebettymcrae

I'm so happy right now about all this
#BombGirls tweeting!!!

Candyweb

@AliLiebert if there was one thing you
could keep from the set of #BombGirls
what would it be? #AskBombGirls

aliisamoose

@AdrCMitchell @bombgirls @JShadl
Wonderful!

AdrCMitchell

@aliisamoose @bombgirls That human is
our very own @JShadl from
#BackalleyFilms. Brilliant, talented and a
tour de force!
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aliisamoose

.@bombgirls And cheers to the official
twitter account and human behind it!
#AskBombGirls

gml2658

@charlottehegele @bombgirls
@VeraSaysThis but seriously i was
wondering about that bomb too!

thebigloc

Loved watching all the responses
@bombgirls makes me crave more
#BombGirls @SaveBombGirls please
@netflix and buy the rights to the show.

JulietteVerne

@BombGirlsFans1 @AliLiebert
@aliisamoose Cheers and have a warm
milk. You need your sleep; big day
tomorrow! #bombgirlsmovie #BombGirls
xx

anh62950

@AliLiebert @JodiAnneBalfour
@charlottehegele What’s your favorite
#BombGirls moment? #AskBombGirls

moriahlm7

@JodiAnneBalfour who wouldn't want to
watch it!? So excited!!!! #bombgirls
#bestshowonearth !! ❤️

electrictwizist

@JodiAnneBalfour Absolutely! Even if I
have to fly from the US to Canada to
watch the @bombgirls movie. &lt;333

AliLiebert

@market_wright @bombgirls
@JodiAnneBalfour @charlottehegele
getting to work with these two amazing
actors. #lucky #AskBombGirls

ErinTag

@AliLiebert @bombgirls #askbombgirls.
Ali how did you determine how to play
Betty. Swagger etc
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DanaPiccoli

If the ladies of #bombgirls didn't already
make u swoon, read their #AskBombGirls
responses. @JodiAnneBalfour
@AliLiebert @charlottehegele

M_EmeryHughes

Thanks for the answers guys! Big fan
#bombgirls @AliLiebert
@JodiAnneBalfour @charlottehegele
#AskBombGirls K #feelthelove

Candyweb

@BombGirlsFans1 agreed but it's way too
long to wait to find out what's happened
to our #BombGirls

krisgen

@bombgirls @JodiAnneBalfour
@AliLiebert @charlottehegele Thank you
all! It's much appreciated!

jeannemichel

@bombgirls @JodiAnneBalfour
@AliLiebert @charlottehegele thanks
ladies! Dis laat, either gaan nou bed toe!

bombgirls

Hope you guys had fun with
#AskBombGirls!! Don't forget to watch
#BombGirls Facing the Enemy tomorrow
@ 8 et/pt on @Global_TV!

aliisamoose

.@bombgirls @JodiAnneBalfour
@AliLiebert @charlottehegele Next time
three hours. I mean... #savebombgirls

M_EmeryHughes

@JodiAnneBalfour with the movie, i
cannot wait to see it over here ! And i am
rallying to bring it back #bombgirls
#AskBombGirls !

MelAnna15

LOL “@bombgirls: #AskBombGirls for
@AliLiebert from @Megish12 "Who was
more fun to kiss, Ivan, Kate or Teresa?"”
Totally unfair question!
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sheaven

@bombgirls @JodiAnneBalfour
@AliLiebert @charlottehegele thank you
all so much for being so generous with
your time and so gracious!

IvyDreams

@bombgirls #AskBombGirls I know this
isn't a ? but I wanted to say thank you for
portraying such amazing characters and
sharing them with us

MelAnna15

@AliLiebert I have no questions, just say
you do a great job in #bombgirls Thank u
Ali ;)

bombgirls

You guys are amazing! The
#AskBombGirls hour has FLOWN by.
Thanks a mil to @JodiAnneBalfour
@AliLiebert @charlottehegele!!
#ZillionsofQs

EclecticLuvVint

@Lindor @JodiAnneBalfour @AliLiebert
@charlottehegele @bombgirls Agreed!
Thank you!

Lindor

@JodiAnneBalfour @AliLiebert
@charlottehegele @bombgirls We ❤️ ya,
ladies! Thanks for being so awesome to
the fans ☺️ #AskBombGirls

Mini_Professor

@JodiAnneBalfour @AliLiebert
@charlottehegele Just want to say thank
you for all you've done with #BombGirls.
The show means so much to me.

Candyweb

Wishing I could fast forward to tomorrow
night when #BombGirls is on. Waiting
months for the #BombGirlsMovie so I
could find out how it ends
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market_wright

@bombgirls @JodiAnneBalfour
@AliLiebert @charlottehegele What
brings out the best in you on set?
#AskBombGirls

charlottehegele

@bombgirls haha any scene out doors
and we're pretending its summer when
it's really close to -0. It's really hard not to
act cold!

tomcarney_

#bombgirlsmovie #bombgirls Movie Facing the Enemy, 27th March, really?
Global keep back dating and changing
dates? http://t.co/b0ltISMYLX

AshPhile

@SaveBombGirls @AliLiebert
@bombgirls @aliisamoose As per usual.

JulietteVerne

#AskBombGirls Thanks for the good
memories and #BombGirls Will you guys
do something together again someday?

Lindor

@AliLiebert @bombgirls THIS JUST IN
Betty may wear a blue shirt in the movie!
#spoileralert 💣 #AskBombGirls

aliisamoose

This hour has flown by! Just gotta
reiterate my love for @AliLiebert
@JodiAnneBalfour @charlottehegele and
#BOMBGIRLS!! #AskBombGirls

CindersBuddy

@JodiAnneBalfour @VeraSaysThis
@charlottehegele @AliLiebert
#AskBombGirls if they brought back
BombGirls as a tv show would you all
come bac

tbhjen

@AliLiebert @bombgirls where are your
glasses from I love them #AskBombGirls
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bombgirls

#bombgirls fans if you're not following
#askBombGirls you are missing out on
serious fun! @JodiAnneBalfour
@AliLiebert @charlottehegele

mamarazziphoto

FYI. My husband did dinner dishes
tonight so I can follow live tweets regard
ing #bombgirls #truelove

ilovebettymcrae

@JodiAnneBalfour @bombgirls
@reckie13 @charlottehegele @AliLiebert
so good!

market_wright

@bombgirls @JodiAnneBalfour
@AliLiebert @charlottehegele Who do
you have the most explosive chemistry
with? #AskBombGirls

LaneStreet

@bombgirls @AliLiebert
@JodiAnneBalfour @charlottehegele
What were each of your favorite scenes to
film? #AskBombGirls

CindersBuddy

#AskBombGirls can't wait for the movie
but want more bombgirls your show
should never have been cancelled!!!!

JodiAnneBalfour @jeannemichel @bombgirls @AliLiebert
@charlottehegele Ya man. It's so rad!
#verygrateful #alwaystakenaback
CindersBuddy

#AskBombGirls question is there any
hope for BombGirls to come back on tv??
Love the show miss it! Much Love from
Halifax,NS

SezClom

@AliLiebert @bombgirls #AskBombGirls
Since we all live for Betty, will she get
some happiness?
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charlottehegele

@bombgirls #AskBombGirls season 2 ep
9. Something Fierce!

AliLiebert

@bombgirls all the boxing scenes. Luckily
they were my first day of shooting so I
could relax a bit after that.
#passthesnacktray :)

JodiAnneBalfour @bombgirls @AliLiebert
@charlottehegele the ext. scene with
clifford, showing gladys the minibomb.
snowstorm in a pencil skirt. #frozenlips
jeannemichel

@bombgirls @JodiAnneBalfour
@AliLiebert @charlottehegele are you sad
it was canceled, or have the storylines
been wrapped up nicely?

jeannemichel

@bombgirls @JodiAnneBalfour
@AliLiebert @charlottehegele did any of
you think the show would get a cult
following.

charlyblue

@charlottehegele Awww! We watch
#BombGirls as a family here too. Both my
sons love it. Kate is a family favorite.
Thank you! :)

Megish12

@AliLiebert @bombgirls haha It most
definitely is ;)

pamplemoussee7

@AliLiebert @charlottehegele
@JodiAnneBalfour #AskBombGirls If
tomorrow we tell you #BombGirls has a
season 3. What is your reaction !?

6

AliLiebert

“@bombgirls: #AskBombGirls for
@AliLiebert from @Megish12 "Who was
more fun to kiss, Ivan, Kate or Teresa?"”
Totally unfair question! 💣💣💣
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EclecticLuvVint

@charlottehegele @AliLiebert
@JodiAnneBalfour If you could bring
back 1 daily habit from the #bombgirls
era what would it be? #AskBombGirls

VeroniqueS

@AliLiebert @bombgirls Ali, if you
happen to be in Toronto in Sept. Will you
meet me? Would be a dream come true :D #AskBombGirls

pamplemoussee7

“@bombgirls: #AskBombGirls for
@AliLiebert from @Megish12 "Who was
more fun to kiss, Ivan, Kate or Teresa?"”

6

JodiAnneBalfour @sheaven @bombgirls @AliLiebert
@charlottehegele full out YES.
#AskBombGirls
AliLiebert

@raspberriessnow @bombgirls I adore
her too. I love her sense of humour and
her bravery. And her taste in women.
#AskBombGirls

bombgirls

@JodiAnneBalfour @AliLiebert
@charlottehegele another question from a
Facebook fan - what was the hardest
scene to shoot? #AskBombGirls

sheaven

@bombgirls @JodiAnneBalfour
@AliLiebert @charlottehegele was it
gross having to smoke so much while
filming? #AskBombGirls

rophydoes

@bombgirls @JodiAnneBalfour
@AliLiebert @charlottehegele most
memorable scene from the series?
#AskBombGirls

mamarazziphoto

@bombgirls I have a reminder set for
tomorrow night. Very excited. #bombgirls
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UnexpectedPenn
y

@manson26 @SaveBombGirls
@shutterpunk1 @JodiAnneBalfour
@charlottehegele @AliLiebert This is
amazing! Well done!

AshPhile

@SaveBombGirls @manson26 She is SO
talented, that one!

Sheilajeanne23

@SaveBombGirls FANTASTIC
MOVIE...cried buckets! Let's SAVE
BOMB GIRLS!!

ninabrueckner1

#SaveBombGirls@Global_TV

Lovescott18

@Global_TV Please #SaveBombGirls,
this show deserves the chance to
continue, and we deserve to keep enjoying
it.

MelanieGLAM

@SaveBombGirls I take #savebombgirls
very seriously. Modes of resistance come
in various forms. Mine isn't popular, it's
*poop*ular.

MelanieGLAM

Thanks @Global_TV for ruining my life
by failing to #savebombgirls ... I literally
have nothing else to look forward to.
Goodbye cruel world

MelanieGLAM

@Global_TV #BombGirlsMovie Uhm so
is Kate gay for Betty or what? I need
someone to just tell me whats up...
@AliLiebert #savebombgirls

AmberBe660217

That did absolutely nothing to give me
any type of closure. @Global_TV
#savebombgirls or at least @netflix could
swoop in and save the day!

31

madamyez

@shutterpunk1 Badum-tishhh !
@manson26 @SaveBombGirls
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DelilahMidnight

@AliLiebert @charlottehegele
@JodiAnneBalfour @meggamonstah
@antoniocupo @CarlynBurchell
@backalley_films #SaveBombGirls
TYSM. All my love&lt;3

CornfootVictor

@SaveBombGirls. Well done!

shutterpunk1

@Global_TV Honor the Women who
helped win the war #savebombgirls

_thefbomb

@Global_TV #SaveBombGirls it's such an
awesome show!

shutterpunk1

Hope all Canadians are watching the
#BombGirlsMovie on @Global_TV gotta
#SaveBombGirls

shutterpunk1

@Global_TV #savebombgirls so many
stories for Betty, Kate, Gladys, Vera and
Lorna to tell!

ASHdeC130

Okay #BombGirlsMovie was really
good.....but left opportunity for more.....I
need more I want more @SaveBombGirls
#savebombgirls

shutterpunk1

Be a hero @Global_TV and
#savebombgirls

Lauren_Barber9

#SaveBombGirls @SaveBombGirls the
film was set in 1943 meaning two more
years of WWII, 2 more seasons? Please
@Global_TV pretty please?

324_B21

Come on West Coasters. Lets try to match
or do better than the East Coast!!
#SaveBombGirls #bombgirlsmovie
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324_B21

#savebombgirls hey west coasters! Hope
you all enjoy friends up north. if you're
outside Canada, built a couch fort til it
airs in may!!

BombGUprising

...Stories continue, characters keep living,
history is always being written, nothing
ever truly dies. #SaveBombGirls...

BombGUprising

...We're still in this, our hearts are still in
this and this is a fight we know we should
and can win. #SaveBombGirls...

isabelhopkins19

#savebombgirls @Global_TV and
@netflix Please save this show. it is too
amazing to let slip through your fingers.

VBDubGirl

@SaveBombGirls You did a great job!

BombGirlsFans1

Goodnight x #SaveBombGirls
#NeverGiveIn

324_B21

where we are: #SaveBombGirls is in full
swing, Americans are building cushion
forts, #BoxingBetty is a thing, and
@charlottehegele can sing

stepho_scott

Bomb Girls movie is tonight. I'm not
emotionally mature enough to deal with
this. #BombGirlsMovie #savebombgirls

Mini_Professor

One more for the road (for now),
#SaveBombGirls... #IAmBettyMcRae.
(That's a hashtag I can believe in.)

marajade29sm

Thank you. &lt;3 @meggamonstah
@AliLiebert @charlottehegele
@JodiAnneBalfour @antoniocupo
@CarlynBurchell @backalley_films
#SaveBombGirls
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Redheron1

@SaveBombGirls @Global_TV bravo
bomb girls!! Well done!!

Redheron1

@SaveBombGirls @Global_TV

Taarnagirl

When the lights go on again all over the
world, we'll be loving Bomb Girls and
waiting for the girls to come back
#savebombgirls @Global_TV

agentkaro

OH *CLUTCHES HEART*
#SaveBombGirls #BombGirlsMovie

Loretta0154835

@SaveBombGirls I enjoy watching the
Bomb girls I brought alot Canadian
history to the war effort. save the bomb
girl !!!

1

Emyme987

Why Bomb Girls was Cancelled and Why
We Can Still Bring it Back savebombgirls: Fans have often
wondered... http://t.co/1uj0BUK25r

AMSAY

After this commercial it better be all
happily ever after. #BombGirlsMovie
#savebombgirls @Global_TV

BombGirlsFans1

We cannot have only eight minutes left.
We can't... #savebombgirls @Global_TV

marajade29sm

Almost 10pm. There's another few hours
left, right? Please? #SaveBombGirls
#BombGirlsMovie @Global_TV
@GlobalTV_PR

cayhipstrr

@Global_TV #SaveBombGirls

marajade29sm

Dear Universe, please don't ever give
cause for @meggamonstah to be
angry/stern with me. #savebombgirls
#BombGirlsMovie @Global_TV
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det_vanilla

“@AliLiebert: Shit just got so real!!”
@Global_TV #savebombgirls

BombGirlsFans1

@RareWithAnF @SaveBombGirls no
probs; hopefully see ya again soon :)

marajade29sm

Aw I love to see Lorna and Gladys tagteam the sass! #SaveBombGirls
#BombGirlsMovie @meggamonstah
@JodiAnneBalfour @Global_TV
@GlobalTV_PR

OMGitsVicky

We need intelligent, well written shows
with strong female characters and
representation of ALL types of women.
We need to #SaveBombGirls!

AMSAY

I can't handle these commercials I needle
bomb girls #SaveBombGirls
#BombGirlsMovie @Global_TV

masada42

#savebombgirls have a craving for apple
pie now!! @Global_TV :)

Tv_Gal55

This world could do with a lot more
singing from Kate Andrews A.K.A.
@charlottehegele #BombGirlsMovie
@Global_TV #SaveBombGirls

marajade29sm

Hey @Global_TV @GlobalTV_PR so you
know, I am watching the
#BombGirlsMovie AND recording it so I
can watch again and again.
#savebombgirls

RareWithAnF

Sorry @SaveBombGirls and
@BombGirlsFans1 had to unfollow
because #spoilers. #american
#savebombgirls #mcandrews
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HollyceH

@SaveBombGirls Don't even need to be
watching to know that!

DonnaBertrand

Must get off Twitter to avoid spoilers on
@SaveBombGirls movie that i airing
already east of here.

masada42

#savebombgirls now I understand why
@michaelseater wasn't available for other
S7 eps of #MurdochMysteries
#shockandawe

VBDubGirl

See, that's the type of storytelling that
needs to continue on. We need our hearts
broken more. MORE! #SaveBombGirls
@Global_TV

JayH_YYZ

Although, I'm sure @netflix could find
Vera at sea. I'd be okay with that.
#savebombgirls

Taarnagirl

@SaveBombGirls Me too :( :( :(

JayH_YYZ

Looks like @Global_TV is screwing
@netflix from continuing the series.
#saveBombGirls

AMSAY

MAYBE SHES STILL ALIVE VERA IS A
SURVIVOR SHE CAN SWIM BACK? D=
#SaveBombGirls #BombGirlsMovie

masada42

#savebombgirls Ivan had family in
#Winnipeg?! Pretty cool. @Global_TV

CMeushaw

So I gather that something big happened
in the #BombGirlsMovie?
#SaveBombGirls

marajade29sm

Motherfrakker. I can not handle this at
all. :'( @Global_TV @GlobalTV_PR
#SaveBombGirls #BombGirlsMovie
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AMSAY

Kate's gonna go insane. #SaveBombGirls
#BombGirlsMovie

AMSAY

WHY @Global_TV WHY #savebombgirls
#BombGirlsMovie

zgrokit

@Global_TV 9 out of 10 dentists
recommend you #SaveBombGirls * *May
not be an actual survey

SkinnyEllie

Can't handle all the McAndrews tweets.
#BombGirlsMovie #savebombgirls

agentkaro

Mrs Corbett is not having any of your shit
#SaveBombGirls #BombGirlsMovie

marajade29sm

WHAT?!?!?! #savebombgirls That small
smile. &lt;3 @meggamonstah
@Global_TV @GlobalTV_PR
#BombGirlsMovie

AMSAY

HELL YEAH LORNA #BombGirlsMovie
#savebombgirls

eairyzero

Bomb Girls, please stay. We love you.
#SaveBombGirls @Global_TV

Mini_Professor

The war goes on to 1945. See it through
the end, @Global_TV, and
#SaveBombGirls.

laurenshea88

@JessicaDWork @SaveBombGirls
@ReelzChannel Nope. I think we should
be ok on what to watch. Hehe

VBDubGirl

@Global_TV @GlobalTV_PR
#SaveBombGirls because you can't let
this quality of storytelling end too early.
Canadian tv needs a show like this.
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Devmeister87

@SaveBombGirls OMG these tweets are
driving me crazy! Making me look
forward to seeing the movie even more!

bluejaygurl1952

I have to go potty but glued to my chair!!
@Global_Tv #savebombgirls

AMSAY

THIS BOMB PENCIL IS STRESSING ME
OUT #BombGirlsMovie #SaveBombGirls
@Global_TV

marajade29sm

NOOOOOOOO!!!!!!!!! #savebombgirls
#bombgirlsmovie @Global_TV
@GlobalTV_PR @michaelseater

CMeushaw

I really wish I was watching the
#BombGirlsMovie instead of this episode
of Greys #SaveBombGirls

marajade29sm

@CarlynBurchell makes me smile. :)
#savebombgirls #BombGirlsMovie
@Global_TV @GlobalTV_PR

agentkaro

nonononononononononONONONONON
ONO!!!!! !!! ! !! ! ! ! ! !!! #BombGirlsMovie
#SaveBombGirls

BombGirlsFans1

We will not give up until this show is
saved. Dammit, we CAN'T, not when it's
this good @Global_TV @Netflix
#SaveBombgirls so gripping

agentkaro

DAT FEEL TRIP WITH THAT LETTER
#BombGirlsMovie #SaveBombGirls

mwildrose69

@SaveBombGirls I found the breaks to be
a little longer than typical.
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marajade29sm

Oh Gladys. You do NOT want to battle
Lorna! #savebombgirls
#BombGirlsMovie @Global_TV
@GlobalTV_PR @JodiAnneBalfour
@meggamonstah

zgrokit

@Global_TV Come on, just
#SaveBombGirls and save us from junk
like: My Bomb Girls haiku Ash checks my
pentameter Not messed it up yet

LuCecire

@SaveBombGirls one thebest shows on
television. Shame it's been cancelled.

AnnikaPallasch

@Global_TV #savebombgirls that's all I
have to say!!!

buknerd

This is what happens when I play on
twitter. I get crazy ideas. #SuperFort
#savebombgirls #IRegretNothing
http://t.co/vWJNyTWSno

BombGirlsFans1

@Candyweb @Global_TV the hashtag
@DoubleOWitham is starting to grow on
me already :') #newnickname
@JodiAnneBalfour #SaveBombgirls

AMSAY

I ship Gladys and Jewish bacon boy.
#SaveBombGirls #BombGirlsMovie

KJMusings

One of the reasons I want to
#SaveBombGirls aside from its
awesomeness is because US shows don't
even come CLOSE to this quality.

marajade29sm

The bottom of my foot is itchy. Tough to
scratch. #tickles #savebombgirls
#BombGirlsMovie

324_B21

#SaveBombGirls #getonthis @netflix
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AMSAY

Please let Betty and Kate be endgame
even if it's the 40s. #SaveBombGirls
#BombGirlsMovie

marajade29sm

@AliLiebert @saradjcanning I am
crashing, too! But from my couch in
Toronto. Love. #savebombgirls
#BombGirlsMovie

zgrokit

@Global_TV These #SaveBombGirls
haiku just get “better” Gladys is now a
Super secret spy, but will She turn in a
friend?

AMSAY

VERA AND MARCO AND THEIR
MAKING ME CRY IF VERA DIES SO
DOES ME. #BombGirlsMovie
#SaveBombGirls

AMSAY

Go Betty, mess him up. #BombGirlsMovie
#savebombgirls @Global_TV @AliLiebert

AMSAY

Look at those beauties #SaveBombGirls
#BombGirlsMovie @Global_TV

marajade29sm

This day/night is OBLITERATING my
heart #savebombgirls #somanyfeels
@Global_TV @GlobalTV_PR

AMSAY

HAMILTON REPRESENT. By the
Germans. It's all good. No H8.
#BombGirlsMovie #savebombgirls

AMSAY

Gladys why you gotta be like that to
momma Lorna? 💣💣💣💣
#BombGirlsMovie #savebombgirls
@Global_TV

freckledbutt

@Global_TV can't wait to watch the new
movie!! #savebombgirls
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AMSAY

Female rights, biracial couples, LGBT
representation, and a billion other issues
addressed in this show is what makes it
fab #savebombgirls

RachellyWheato

Oh so many tears!! This show is a hazard
to tissues when you're pregnant.
#savebombgirls

n
marajade29sm

Okay, Vera looks amazing - but THAT'S
the scene that pic was from?! Oh, my
heart! #savebombgirls @Global_TV
@GlobalTV_PR

agentkaro

GROUP HUG :'(((( #SaveBombGirls
#BombGirlsMovie

ClaireYeowart

@BombGirlsFans1 @VBDubGirl
@Global_TV I saw beginning of a few US
ones but could never stick around as were
so late for me. #savebombgirls

AMSAY

SHEILA WITH BABY OH GOOD
#BombGirlsMovie #savebombgirls
@Global_TV

Cerebrop

SHEILA!!! no spoilers but SQUEEE!
@globaltv or @netflix please
#SaveBombGirls so we can see what her
future holds!

EnRouteToParris

We want more female empowerment!
@Global_TV @netflix #savebombgirls

BombGirlsFans1

@ClaireYeowart @VBDubGirl hadn't
realised that Claire - welcome to the
wonderful madness! :D #savebombgirls
@Global_TV
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AMSAY

VERA YOU CUTIE PATOOTIE
#Savebombgirls #BombGirlsMovie
@Global_TV

AMSAY

Gladys girl. Why you hurt me so sad 💣
#Savebombgirls #BombGirlsMovie
@Global_TV

det_vanilla

@Global_TV hi guys can you please
#savebombgirls? It's important to some
people. And to Toronto's television
industry. :)!

zgrokit

@Global_TV Oh, #SaveBombGirls
haiku…you so silly Cordite turns you
blonde Or even blonder if you’re Vera and
Betty

AMSAY

KAAATE #Savebombgirls

Tv_Gal55

Trying to live tweet without reading
spoiler tweets #FanDedication
#WillPower #NonCanadianProblems
#SaveBombGirls

AMSAY

Oh Kate 💣#Savebombgirls
#BombGirlsMovie

AllMyLesbians

@betterleftbl_nk Why are we not in
Canada right now?!?! #savebombgirls

betterleftbl_nk

@Global_TV Thank you so much for
giving us #Bombshells this movie! If you
could give us a third season that would be
amazing #savebombgirls

hotshotmckay

@GlobalTV #savebombgirls

Showglo213

So nice to be watching @SaveBombGirls
again!
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AMSAY

So much happening! #BombGirlsMovie
#Savebombgirls @Global_TV

AMSAY

Don't judge my baby betts
#BombGirlsMovie #Savebombgirls
@Global_TV

RachellyWheato

.@Global_TV This show is about real
women's lives - love, pregnancy, children,
work, ambition, joy, abuse. It's OUR
history. #savebombgirls

n

OldAintDead

Either I’m following a lot of Canadians, or
#BombGirlsMovie is really popular. I
think it’s option two. #SaveBombGirls
@netflix

RachellyWheato

Oh Gladys. Oh, all the pregnant woman
feels. Tears. #savebombgirls
#BombGirlsMovie

n
Cerebrop

SO MANY FEELS #BombGirlsMovie
#SaveBombGirls @globaltv

RachellyWheato

Hey @Global_TV, can we get a bit more
of this show? Top 10 Canadian performer,
amazing role models, beautiful story.
#savebombgirls

n

AMSAY

Gladys and Betty strike again as the 1940s
ultimate gal pal dynamic duo
#BombGirlsMovie @Global_TV
#SaveBombGirls

AshPhile

One of you better be a court reporter
because when this is over I'm going to
need you to read the movie back to me
#SaveBombGirls @Global_TV

AMSAY

#BombGirlsMovie #Savebombgirls
@Global_TV
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det_vanilla

@Global_TV can you please just
#savebombgirls

RachellyWheato

@SaveBombGirls Only just barely.

n
KathrynBaker6

@SaveBombGirls this is a wonderful
series telling the stories of women during
the war - true to life - and it is Canadian keep it coming

norenbb03

This is the first time in my life that I
wished I lived in Canada....
#BombGirlsMovie #savebombgirls
#GlobalTV #Netflix

pattiephillips

I. CANNOT. EVEN. WITH ALL OF THE
BOMB GIRLS FEELS. #savebombgirls

Mini_Professor

Oh, #BettyMcRae, #BettyMcRae,
#BettyMcRae. How I have missed your
face. #SaveBombGirls.

marybee19

@Global_TV for the love of everything
Canadian and holy, #savebombgirls

agentkaro

#SaveBombGirls @global_tv because I
need @AliLiebert back on my tv screen
regularly!

MelanieGLAM

@Global_TV Live long and
#savebombgirls ... Or just #savebombgirls
..whatever, just do it.
http://t.co/iye4xsvMSH

Tv_Gal55

The real question of night: Which scenes
will make the next #Legotastic creation
from @shutterpunk #CantWaitToSee
@Global_TV #SaveBombGirls
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AMSAY

Ivy no that satche stop you pulled a John
Watson #savebombgirls
#BombGirlsMovie

marajade29sm

How divine is @charlottehegele ?
#SaveBombGirls @Global_TV
@GlobalTV_PR

MelanieGLAM

@Global_TV Aristotle discussed
"eudaimonia" as the highest good, which
we translate as "happiness" which can be
achieved by #savebombgirls

dulcineahilton

If @Global_TV is not willing to
#savebombgirls, can @ least an European
network consider doing it? The wait's
killing us here! #EUproblems

zgrokit

@AshPhile @Global_TV Pity I didn't
triple check my #SaveBombGirls tag
properly ;)

BombGirlsFans1

@alexfrankbot don't lose heart. The show
still has a chance; if the movie is
successful, or maybe @Netflix
#SaveBombGirls #nevergivein

zgrokit

Workmate asks what I’m doing typing so
furiously? I’m doing important things like
tweeting @Global_TV to #SaveBombGirls
instead of working.

AMSAY

#BombGirlsMovie time! @Global_TV
bless you for #savebombgirls

MelanieGLAM

@Global_TV To make up for all the
emotional damage you cost all us fans you
can redeem yourselves by #savebombgirls
and make Season 3!
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agentkaro

"Kate, have you heard from betty?"
*whale noise* #SaveBombGirls
#BombGirlsMovie

alexfrankbot

why even tweet #savebombgirls when we
all know it's over. :( stop!

zgrokit

@Global_TV Bad haiku onslaught to #
SaveBombGirls Dammit Kate, you’re not
An idiot; or are you? Who wouldn’t want
Betts?

pouterbridgefan

@Global_TV Can you #SaveBombGirls,
please? If not a third season, then more
movies. Such a wonderful show that
deserves more.

BombGirlsFans1

@Tv_Gal55 @pouterbridgefan
@ClaireYeowart @manson26
@VBDubGirl @aliisamoose so proud to
know you all. Thank you for
@SaveBombGirls xx #love

marajade29sm

OMG it's @ranthonylemke !!!
@Global_TV @GlobalTV_PR
#SaveBombGirls It hurts too much to say
goodbye!

JustAnotherMo

@Megamattster yes, the #SaveBombGirls
campaign wasn't strong enough to get
more episodes, but they got a movie made
;0)

agentkaro

you know the entire internet is going to
explode once betty shows up.
#BombGirlsMovie #SaveBombGirls

Lindor

Time for the Bomb Girls movie!
#savebombgirls
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moriahlm7

@SaveBombGirls so jealous !
#havetowaittilltommorow 💣 #missit

Tv_Gal55

Taking a moment to enjoy this
#BombGirlsMovie w/ @SaveBombGirls
Team. @pouterbridgefan @ClaireYeowart
@manson26 @VBDubGirl @aliisamoose

Devmeister87

@Global_TV Please #savebombgirls

marajade29sm

Aaaand already @JodiAnneBalfour is the
hottest thing ever! @Global_TV
@GlobalTV_PR #SaveBombGirls and
keep her on my TV!

BombGirlsFans1

@zgrokit @Tv_Gal55 Funniest thing I've
read all day :') #SaveBombGirls
@Global_TV

agentkaro

#BombGirlsMovie right now on
@global_tv!! watch and support
#SaveBombGirls

MandyBrooks2

#SaveBombGirls @Global_TV !

Tv_Gal55

#Bombshells the moment is here!!
#GetExcited #BombGirlsMovie
@Global_TV #SaveBombGirls

agentkaro

I would like to take this moment to
apologize to anyone who doesn't care
about #BombGirlsMovie for the next two
hours. #SaveBombGirls

staybloomin

.@global_tv #savebombgirls — #bestcast
#bestfans #bestshow AMAZING #writing

CMeushaw

I wish I was in Canada #SaveBombGirls
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Mini_Professor

There's so much more to do with these
women's stories, @Global_TV. So much
more. #SaveBombGirls.

324_B21

#bombgirlsmovie So glad our friends to
the north are about to watch what we are
waiting longer for. Enjoy all!
#SaveBombGirls

KJMusings

#SaveBombGirls because there's so many
fantastic WW2 songs we haven't got to
hear @charlottehegele sing beautifully
yet.

Candyweb

I'm not sure how #BombGirlsMovie is
going to wrap up these stories. So much to
tell in 2 little hours. #SaveBombGirls

BombGirlsFans1

@Tv_Gal55 @Global_TV add in
everytime a Bombshell favourites your
tweet, and you'd be gone within five
minutes! :D #SaveBombGirls
@Global_TV

marajade29sm

Dear @Global_TV Please don't let this
end. #SaveBombGirls #dontletgo

kelleykamanda

#SaveBombGirls @Global_TV

SamanthaRuns

@Global_TV #savebombgirls for the reallife Bomb Girls who deserve recognition
for all they did for the war.
http://t.co/kF5iZBypnn

i_heart_series

#SaveBombGirls #VeraBurr
#episode1x01 http://t.co/NTLDo6PShF

SamanthaRuns

@Global_TV Keep Calm and Bomb Girls
On! #savebombgirls
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candiedlace

@ClaireYeowart @ilovebettymcrae
@Global_TV can't argue with that,
Global... #savebombgirls #reconsider

Ceridwyn2

Watching "Bomb Girls: Facing the
Enemy" telefilm on @globaltv
#savebombgirls - awesome programming!

candiedlace

“@Chan7322: I had something to tweet
but all of Morgan's fucking bomb girls
tweets distracted me and now I forget”
#savebombgirls

KendraFW

@Global_TV We Bombshells have missed
our girls! #SaveBombGirls

det_vanilla

@Global_TV I'd rather watch the show
continue! :) #savebombgirls

zgrokit

@AshPhile @Global_TV You'll "suffer"
my poor poetry for an extremely good
cause though ;) Superfluous
#SaveBombGirls just for kicks!

i_heart_series

#SaveBombGirls because they are
positive role models!
http://t.co/kBEwfGkHfz

moriahlm7

@Global_TV #SaveBombGirls !!!!!

erika_benjamin

@SaveBombGirls I'm watching and
tweeting as well!!! :)

taslany

@SaveBombGirls oh man, that's a big
wait.. thanks!

izziefairie

@Global_TV #SaveBombGirls Betty
Swagger! http://t.co/td26eH0Fqe
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taslany

@SaveBombGirls hey do you know what
channel and when the movie airs in the
usa?

candiedlace

I'm not gonna let Bomb Girls go down like
Reba did. No way in hell. We can fight
back with social media now. So, do it.
#savebombgirls

VeroniqueS

@Global_TV This show has changed my
life, it can't end yet! Please, we need more
Bomb Girls! #SaveBombGirls

charlottehegele

@SaveBombGirls lip balm... And a glass
of sangria.. And a picture of my mother.
And my cell phone so I can keep
answering twitter questions!

aliisamoose

@AliLiebert @SaveBombGirls bigger is
better!

AliLiebert

@aliisamoose @SaveBombGirls those
were my old ones. These Mah new ones.
(Wearing awesome outfit at a bg fitting)
http://t.co/sOUTBhYpni

AshPhile

@SaveBombGirls @ClaireYeowart
@pouterbridgefan @aliisamoose
@Tv_Gal55 @VBDubGirl @manson26
We fans appreciate all they've done
#AskBombGirls

aliisamoose

@AliLiebert @SaveBombGirls So you
wear glasses? The ones in #afterparty?

Lindor

@JodiAnneBalfour @SaveBombGirls
Duh-doy, of course you need room for
other stuff. You're right! I didn't think it
through.
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JodiAnneBalfour @Lindor @SaveBombGirls Small pouch.
gotta make room for the others. plus, i
thought we were talkin' everyday here.
1/4 every day. yum.
Lindor

@JodiAnneBalfour @SaveBombGirls
Only 1/4?

JodiAnneBalfour @SaveBombGirls @AliLiebert
@charlottehegele best q ever. a
harmonica, a book to read and a 1/4 of a
croissant. #AskBombGirls
BombGirlsFans1

@aliisamoose @SaveBombGirls Haha
indeed, if there's one thing that
Bombshells aren't it's quiet, at least in
online terms :D #SaveBombGirls

aliisamoose

@SaveBombGirls While we are NOISILY
HOPEFUL.

aliisamoose

@SaveBombGirls QUIETLY HOPEFUL.

pouterbridgefan

@SaveBombGirls LOL! I have my
moments, apparently. :-D And I really
need to crash now.

Tv_Gal55

@SaveBombGirls @JodiAnneBalfour
@bombgirls @AliLiebert
@charlottehegele Its amazing how well
we can turn anything into a #McAndrews
thing!

aliisamoose

Will you all come back to Toronto for a
#savebombgirls party PLEASE?
#AskBombGirls @AliLiebert
@JodiAnneBalfour @charlottehegele
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AliLiebert

“@JodiAnneBalfour: @SaveBombGirls
@AliLiebert @charlottehegele
@bombgirls Ali = maniac. Charlie =
gentle.” Maniac?! More like Hero.

JodiAnneBalfour @pouterbridgefan @SaveBombGirls
@AliLiebert YOURS ROCK. you win. ha.
#AskBombGirls
aliisamoose

@JodiAnneBalfour @SaveBombGirls
@AliLiebert look at you all up in
@SaveBombGirls' business.

JodiAnneBalfour @SaveBombGirls @AliLiebert "Queen
Peach" #AskBombGirls
aliisamoose

@JodiAnneBalfour @SaveBombGirls
@AliLiebert @charlottehegele
@bombgirls YOU GUYS.

JodiAnneBalfour @SaveBombGirls @AliLiebert
@charlottehegele @bombgirls Ali =
maniac. Charlie = gentle.
charlottehegele

@SaveBombGirls #AskBombGirls Well...
Let's just say something will happen to
your ❤️. But I take no responsibly for
what that is. #vague 💣

pouterbridgefan

@SaveBombGirls @JodiAnneBalfour
@AliLiebert Can I make suggestions b4
I'm off to bed? Betty The Ivan Slayer.
Betty Da Bomb. Iron-Fist Betty.

aliisamoose

Way too fucking cold but this gave me
THE FEELS. #SaveBombGirls
http://t.co/co5ZhIbMyO
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betterleftbl_nk

The Little Fandom that Could savebombgirls: Interview with Meg Tilly
who credits fans with putting up a...
http://t.co/RwGWc1lQdq

manson26

I have to be on the road during the
#AskBombGirls event. Poopers.
#savebombgirls !!!

multitudeofgeek

Bomb Girls has been blowing up my
Twitter feed for the last few days.
Woohoo!! #savebombgirls

M_EmeryHughes

@SaveBombGirls thank you ! I'm in
desperate need of a bomb girls fix :)

colleenbrethour

@AliLiebert will Betty ever find love? Will
we see The Bond girl again?
(@Rachel_Wilson1 ) #AskBombGirls
#saveBombGirls

M_EmeryHughes

@SaveBombGirls #savebombgirls love
the show ! When is the film airing in the
UK ?

M_EmeryHughes

@Global_TV #savebombgirls ! It is one of
the best shows on TV ! Amazing cast! Well
written ! Just amazing !

aliisamoose

@SaveBombGirls @pouterbridgefan So
many things to be happy about though.

aliisamoose

@pouterbridgefan @SaveBombGirls
Certainly better than mine!

pouterbridgefan

@aliisamoose @SaveBombGirls I grabbed
it earlier, though the quality isn't great:
https://t.co/RKjHxJOdk7

aliisamoose

@SaveBombGirls @pouterbridgefan
Sorry I couldn't do it last night!
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betterleftbl_nk

Repost: Save Betty, Save the World
#BombGirls #SaveBombGirls
#BettyMcRae @AliLiebert
http://t.co/TWtX8JdzIy

CharmedLassie

Photo: savebombgirls: 1 Day to Go!
http://t.co/PtrG3EwaXa

soledaddl

Really excited for the #BombGirlsMovie
tomorrow. Maybe it will actualy come
back? #saveBombGirls @AliLiebert

ThisIsLisa_B

Hey, @netflix? Just a little memory
refresh, but you should definitely
#SaveBombGirls.

krisgen

#BombGirls fans! Subscribe or listen to
our podcast here:
http://t.co/C5rS6MUXhj And be sure to
tweet #SaveBombGirls to @Global_TV
tomorrow!

Mini_Professor

And so many tips of the jaunty hat to the
writer of the linked list. Because,
#SaveBombGirls.

eliedhunter09

@SaveBombGirls @Global_TV I wish
Netflix could take it over or something.
They have originals why not make Bomb
Girls one? It would be neat!

laurenshea88

@SaveBombGirls @ReelzChannel
Thanks! I guess I'm going to move to
Canada ;).

betterleftbl_nk

My Limerick Salute to Bomb Girls - Part 7
#BombGirls #SaveBombGirls
#BombGirlsMovie
http://t.co/sGkHjLy5pw
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jetgirl78

@SaveBombGirls Wow, I forgot I wrote
this. :)

locurasarcastic

Dear @Global_TV You should
#SaveBombGirls 'cause it's a show seen
by people beyond Canada. Consider the
women around the world watching it

shutterpunk1

@bombgirls @Global_TV Carol and
Betty's faces :) #SaveBombGirls
#bombgirls #hatsaplenty

skdombrowski

@bombgirls @SaveBombGirls
@AliLiebert tomorrow is the release date
of Bomb Girls? Is it gonna be only on
Netflix? @netflix

Global_TV

MT @SaveBombGirls: Interview with
@JodiAnneBalfour on #BombGirls
Facing the Enemy
http://t.co/vimwmwAnCA

AshPhile

@SaveBombGirls According to this,
#BombGirls had a larger viewership than
TheWalkingDead in Canada. You don't
see AMC dropping the zombies.

maggie172

@SaveBombGirls @BombGirlsFans1
@Global_TV Best show ever! I don't
watch any that Global says are more
popular,.

BombGirlsFans1

@SaveBombGirls Thanks :)
#BombshellFamily #FF

shutterpunk1

@SaveBombGirls @Global_TV You only
had 2 shows in the top 10? So, yeah,
cancel one. Makes sense. Way 2 beat the
competition. #BombGirls
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calimay82

@SaveBombGirls @Global_TV Vikings
just got a third season and looking at the
chart....just saying!

jfishasaurus

Bomb Girls movie tomorrow!!
#savebombgirls #facingtheenemy
#soexcited

shellsince1982

@SaveBombGirls @Global_TV I will look
forward to it then :)

shellsince1982

“@SaveBombGirls: Tomorrow on
@Global_TV 8pm et/pt
http://t.co/MgN5TrsPiT #BombGirls
#BombGirlsmovie #savebombgirls” why
not Scotland? :(

theofficialkic

Help bring @bombgirls back on tv
Canada! This movie and it's 2 seasons are
based on some of your country's history.
Join @SaveBombGirls

betterleftbl_nk

I will be watching!!!! RT
@SaveBombGirls Tomorrow on
@Global_TV 8pm et/pt
http://t.co/K9nHL0xPD8 … #BombGirls
#BombGirlsmovie #savebombgirls

caroleggert

@SaveBombGirls @meggamonstah
Season 3!!!!! :D

nicoleloveswalt

I need more of Marco's mamma in my
life. #savebombgirls

nicoleloveswalt

Vera's reaction to cannolis.
#savebombgirls

nicoleloveswalt

Shirtless Marco scenes is another.
#savebombgirls
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nicoleloveswalt

Vera Burr is the best reason to
#savebombgirls

aliisamoose

Twitter IS part of the ratings!! As of this
year!! From the horse's mouth aka
@zenfandango. #WritersTalkTV
#SaveBombGirls

SamanthaRuns

Keep Calm and #savebombgirls American
fans are behind you, too! @Global_TV

mediavandals

@Global_TV #BombGirls is in top 10
CDN shows for 2013. Fans have only
grown since.Deserves season 3 or another
movie! http://t.co/RNZxsHarwc

Coffin_Of_Hope

@SaveBombGirls Unfortunately I don't
know when I'll be able to see Facing the
Enemy but I'll be right here tweeting with
you March 27th.

sheaven

@SaveBombGirls obviously.

ElaineAtwell

CANADIANS: if you want to
#savebombgirls the TUNE IN on
thursday. high ratings are our best shot.

mdjdj

#SaveBombGirls to @Global_TV

Tv_Gal55

@aliisamoose What a bombshell!
#SaveBombGirls

aliisamoose

Ready to be a #SaveBombGirls menace.
http://t.co/48OxYn0dzD

Tv_Gal55

@SaveBombGirls @bombgirls Wouldn't
be #BombGirls without snazzy hats!
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OMGitsVicky

.@netflix should @SaveBombGirls
because McAndrews, McBond,
McWitham... I just want Betty to be
McHappy. Right, @bombgirls?

madamyez

@shutterpunk1 @AshPhile @charlyblue
@SaveBombGirls @Tv_Gal55 Jaunty hats
for us all. If I had one, I'd wear it when
the movie was playing.

Tv_Gal55

@shutterpunk1 @AshPhile @charlyblue
@SaveBombGirls Attention to details is 1
of the many great things about
#bombgirls #ItsTheLittleThings

charlyblue

@AshPhile @SaveBombGirls @Tv_Gal55
Making so little money they probably
wouldn't have owned much either
especially if they go out so much.

charlyblue

@SaveBombGirls @Tv_Gal55 I'm not
into fashion either but I love some of the
dresses especially the ones Gladys and
Vera wear.

ilovebettymcrae

@SaveBombGirls @Global_TV wish i
could watch!

betterleftbl_nk

Video: savebombgirls: Ali Liebert answers
“why do you think people love Bomb
Girls?” Bomb Girls: Facing...
http://t.co/Oosobjv99i

betterleftbl_nk

My Limerick Salute to Bomb Girls - Part 6
#Marco Moretti #BombGirls
#SaveBombGirls #BombGirlsMovie
http://t.co/ARPG6LfurN
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NancyBig1

What do I want to see? "Netflix Original:
Season #3 Bomb Girls"! Come'on
Netflix... you know ya' wanna
#SaveBombGirls !

ColetteJoyTD

@netflix PLEASE support series that
matter to women & #SAVEBOMBGIRLS !
It's well written, well cast & insightful.
Thankyou & Happy IWD!

madamyez

Heads up to all my followers Tonite &
ALL of tomorrow I'll be tweeting &
retweeting #SaveBombGirls ~ We want
@netflix to pick up the series

SCWTA

+1 @SaveBombGirls: March 8th is
International Women's Day & please
tweet @Netflix #SaveBombGirls PLS RT!
#BombGirls http://t.co/EFyuEDXUZ4

colleenbrethour

@ElaineAtwell yes! i need an outlet to
process all my #bombgirls feels & any
excuse to look at screenshots of
@AliLiebert&@charlottehegele

thebigloc

@AshPhile if have all regions dvd player
best value http://t.co/5D1UgZAcG8
preorder in a boxset season1&2
#BombGirls available April21st

madamyez

@chelywright I'm reading this a day late
but u could view @netflix for other tv
shows u & the wife might like to watch. I
suggest #BombGirls

ilovebettymcrae

Gladys was a mess of spy-ness & lies.
They were good lies but it was still Gladys
lying when she shouldn't have been lying.
#BombGirls
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Taarnagirl

OMG I won BOTH #BombGirls contests!
I'm so excited! Thank you so much
@SaveBombGirls & @bombgirls I'm
wearing red lipstick to celebrate! &lt;3

TVGuideCanada

A bomb was dropped on our hearts with
the #BombGirls movie.
@JodiAnneBalfour & @AdrCMitchell talk
the shocks: http://t.co/thLYMGkdG0

amber_dowling

Who watched the heartbreaking
#BombGirls "finale?" @JodiAnneBalfour
& @AdrCMitchell sound off on the
shocking events: http://t.co/hjV1PLBe0q

TJMcGibbon

@gabe_grey @bombgirls @globaltv
Grandma PVR'd for me. Gabe, can't wait
to see you & Anastasia!

Dainsleif_10

@AliLiebert One thing's for sure.You can
never question Betty's love & loyalty to
her friends & Kate. NOT EVER.
#BombGirls #BombGirlsMovie

staybloomin

Yesterday was awesome: Swiss Chalet w/
a dear friend for lunch, #BombGirls
movie last night & today's Friday!

madamyez

Tho I wasn't able to view the #BombGirls
movie, I'm still thrilled it was made.
@netflix please consider producing &
renewing this show.

JodiAnneBalfour Thx to evry1 who watched tnight. I'm once
again in AWE of my fellow cast
mates&the team bhind the scenes.&all
you @bombgirls fans.Thank you.
shutterpunk1

@Global_TV #SaveBombGirls cus Betty's
face, Kate's voice, & gladys' hats
#BombGirls
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awnutts

@BecInTheCLE, I didn't know you watch
@bombgirls, too, but I would love to
watch it with you. And a gin & tonic.

SydB29

I went a whole four (I watched it twice)
hours without seeing Betty & Kate kiss.
CLEARLY there needs to be a 2nd
@bombgirls movie #BombGirls

Candyweb

I want to hug Vera goodbye too.
#BombGirls way to go Marco!
#SaveBombGirls @Global_TV we need
more of our girls & guys

AshPhile

I expect to wake up to GIFs & recaps
aplenty tomorrow. Goodnight, you
princesses of Toronto, you queens of
Canada. #BombGirls #SaveBombGirls

Karen_MacI

So glad @Global_TV listened to fans &
had a @BombGirls movie but so sad it's
over. Bring it back please!
@SaveBombGirls

jameswhorpole

@bombgirls Thanks for telling us of the
hard work,dedication & losses incurred
during WWII.A story well written and a
show that'll be missed

BombGirlsFans1

@Global_TV @Netflix @ReelzChannel
You've just seen the outpouring of
passion, love & admiration AGAIN from
fans4 #bombgirls. Don't ignore it

nicoandpercy

Lorna & Gladys work so well together
@bombgirls #BombGirls

QuickLookBusy

YES! @bombgirls kicking ass & taking
names & looking hot while doing it!!
#bombgirlsmovie
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Candyweb

Lorna & Gladys should take Helen out
back & let Betty at her. #BombGirls
#SaveBombGirls

lifemorecowbell

.@charlottehegele Kiss To Build A Dream
On on @bombgirls both beautiful &
heartbreaking under the circumstances.
#savebombgirls

Candyweb

Okay seriously tie Helen & Davis to the
tracks. Betty's got her house with room
for Kate. #BombGirls #FacingTheEnemy

ilovebettymcrae

"@staybloomin: "Gonna tell her that
friendship can cross the ocean & time."
#bombgirls #savebombgirls" are you
reading my fanfic?

BombGirlsFans1

SO MUCH DRAMA & we still have 30
mins to go. Please @Global_TV, this can't
be the last time we see our #bombgirls
#savebombgirls @bombgirls

ClaireYeowart

Well, blow bubbles up my bollocks & call
me Shirley, I have no idea what's going on
but I love you all, Bombshells #bombgirls
#savebombgirls

Candyweb

Keep their feet to the fire Lorna!
@meggamonstah #BombGirls I love
Lorna's passion & integrity.

pattiephillips

KATE! THERE IS ONLY ONE PERSON
YOU SHOULD BE THINKING OF. YOU
CAN RUN OFF TOGETHER & LIVE
HAPPILY EVER AFTER #BombGirls
#mcandrews #otp
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Candyweb

Karma got Helen through Ivan & the
pencil. Poor Ivan just when he was
redeeming himself with Kate
@michaelseater #BombGirls
#SaveBombGirls

Dainsleif_10

#BombGirls still not trending? C'mon
Canada u can do better than this. Stop
watching the commercials & tweet
#savebombgirls #BombGirlsMovie

KJMusings

If you're not from Canada & craving
@BombGirls...let @GlobalTV know where
you're from and how global love of this
show really is @GlobalTV

Candyweb

@myrnam71 I'm hoping the @Global_TV
will reconsider & pick up #BombGirls
again. We need more award winning tv

BombGirlsFans1

*gasps endlessly at drama I can't see but
know is happening & will tear me apart*
#BombGirls @bombgirls #SaveBombgirls
@Global_TV

Candyweb

The war goes beyond this family - Marco
Vera enlists & I think he loves her more
for it. #BombGirls #SaveBombGirls

TudorWench

@bombgirls I've got #BombGirls
recording on the PVR to watch later
because I'm marking essays on women &
the world wars! #WeCanDoIt

Candyweb

Betty & Kate reunion! I need a tissue.
#SaveBombGirls @Global_TV we need
more #BombGirls
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Candyweb

Sheila & Ned are married! Gladys story
isn't checking out with Lorna. Marco's
papa is home! #BombGirls
#SaveBombGirls my eyes are wet

TudorWench

I've been listening to a bunch of swell 40s
tunes all day & waiting for the return of
#BombGirls

lantetrain

Thank u @AdrCMitchell @Global_TV
@bombgirls & cast for making us a
#BombGirls movie a reality. We were
truly missing it. So thank u

staybloomin

"Gonna tell her that friendship can cross
the ocean & time." #bombgirls
#savebombgirls

Devmeister87

Wishing I was watching #BombGirls right
now, alas I'm in the US & I don't have TV
💣 @bombgirls @Global_TV @netflix
#savebombgirls !

staybloomin

"Immunity or not I can still keep an eye
on you. & I will." #bombgirls
#savebombgirls

JoePaulson2

#bombgirls & @bombgirls are back and
none too soon!!!!!

susanmahoneyxo

I'm praying @bombgirls is going to be on
again. I'm watching but keep getting
interrupted & missing some of it.
#bombgirlsmovie

RachellyWheato

Hope to see the CanadianTV viewing
family hype #BombGirls &
#BombGirlsMovie. Maybe even
#savebombgirls? @bombgirls @globaltv
@SaveBombGirls

n
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Candyweb

OMG it's started #BombGirls I'm tingling
with excitement & my dad is watching the
show too!

Candyweb

I really hope that a network decides to
continue #BombGirls such a loyal &
growing fan base for this award winning
show @bombgirls

staybloomin

"It was stupid." "It was brave." &lt;3 Kate
& Betty #bombgirls #savebombgirls
@global_TV

staybloomin

&lt;3 &lt;3 &lt;3 Vera & Marco
#bombgirls #savebombgirls

AshPhile

I can't believe there are people to the
north & east of me who have their eyes on
#BombGirls right now @bombgirls
#SaveBombGirls @Global_TV

staybloomin

Kate & Betty &lt;3&lt;3 &lt;3 &lt;3 &lt;3
#bombgirls #savebombgirls, save Kate &
Betty

AshPhile

Had jittery nerves all day re: McAndrews
but now I'm steel & calm. I think it's
gonna be ok. @bombgirls #BombGirls
#SaveBombGirls @Global_TV

staybloomin

Phone charged. I'm ready to multitask—
watch #BombGirls & tweet to
#savebombgirls! So excited for
#BombGirlsMovie...13 minutes!

QuickLookBusy

@jorjafoxluvr @quixp2 @bombgirls
@8pm @AmandaBrugel @Seed_tv
@City_tv Yeah I'm giving my love to
@AliLiebert & the girls tonight. Sorry
AB:(
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KJMusings

What's the #SaveBombGirls hubub
about? Tune in to @Global_TV for the
beloved #BombGirls movie to find out &
tweet the sweet BG luv to Global

AdrCMitchell

Humbled by all #BOMBGIRLS
international & #Canadian Fans showing
support 4 #BombGirlsMovie
@Global_TV 8pm ET tonite. #Inspiring
#Empowering

Ceridwyn2

Tonight is the #BombGirls telefilm.
#savebombgirls @globaltv. I will be
watching & recording.

AshPhile

@zgrokit @bombgirls I know I'm like
WHY AM I FREAKING OUT SO HARD
I'M IN CHICAGO & CAN'T SEE IT FOR 2
MONTHS. Oh & #savebombgirls
@Global_TV

zgrokit

I have some serious secondhand
excitement for everyone watching the
@bombgirls movie. Enjoy guys & tweet
lots! #Australiagetsnothing

ilovebettymcrae

The only actor I knew going into
#BombGirls was #MegTilly & I already
loved Meg so much that I would've
watched the whole show just for her!

i_heart_series

@bombgirls fans of the world (&
especially CAN) help #savebombgirls and
tweet it to @Global_TV !!!
#OurFandomIsAwesome

staybloomin

Watch #BombGirls tonight on
@Global_TV! No time like today to make
friends with Kate, Betty, Gladys & the
gang & #savebombgirls, of course!
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dulcineahilton

@Global_TV I want role models like
Gladys,Betty,Vera,Lorna & Kate not some
Real Housewife of something.
#SaveBombGirls @bombgirls #fightback

STEPHMHOLMES Bomb Girls is back!? So excited!!
“@Global_TV: Tonight watch
@JodiAnneBalfour & the #BombGirls in a
2-hr movie event. Tune in 8 et/pt."
staybloomin

#BombGirls tonight at 8 on @Global_TV
- tell every #Canadian you know to watch
it. They'll love it & we might just
#savebombgirls win/win!

afterellen

Here are 8 feels from the #BombGirls
Q&A before tonight’s movie premiere:
http://t.co/b53Yilze0b

bombgirls

Our #TweetToWin contest starts @ 8 et
w/ east coast b'cast, & ends after west
coast b'cast @ 10 pt. Tweet #bombgirls &
@bombgirls to enter!

VBDubGirl

Oh jeez, just reading some of what went
down during the Q&A yesterday. UGH I
won't be able to handle tonight, I can
already tell. #BombGirls

KJMusings

I'm an American & am addicted to
@bombgirls on @Global_TV
#savebombgirls
#GlobalLoveForBombGirls

trishbendix

Betty boxing, though... 8 Feels from the
#AskBobGirls Q&A before you watch the
@bombgirls movie
http://t.co/fZxY2S7vdE
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d2ships

@TheEllenFlow tonight is the premier of
@bombgirls movie & we could win prizes
by love tweeting so lets see what we can
BS from the US!

Tv_Gal55

@SaveBombGirls @charlottehegele Yes
hope is what we do best! We'll be here to
tweet all about our hope for #bombgirls
tomorrow night & more.

staybloomin

@AshPhile @SaveBombGirls Am
definitely going to watch #BombGirls
movie tomorrow & would LOVE a third
season. #savebombgirls!

thebigloc

Love reading the #askBombGirls
questions and responses. Just hoping
#BombGirls film is picked up by TG4
Ireland& @netflix buy rights to show

betterleftbl_nk

What an awesome @bombgirls Q&A.
Thanks so much @charlottehegele
@AliLiebert and @JodiAnneBalfour! I
can't wait to watch the #BombGirlsMovie!

KJMusings

@JodiAnneBalfour @AliLiebert
@charlottehegele Thank you so much for
this. Some of us are new to @BombGirls
& it's great to have this moment

gtb59

@bombgirls @JodiAnneBalfour
@AliLiebert @charlottehegele
#bombgirls Hey Ladies. What r yr current
projects & will u hit the #Con circuit?

bombgirls

WOW so many insightful #AskBombGirls
questions! And shoutout to
@JodiAnneBalfour @AliLiebert &
@charlottehegele for keeping up!
#UrAmazing
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shutterpunk1

I want to see Betty the bruiser bob &
weave @Global_TV #savebombgirls

cavykatie

Added this to my Twitter profile: "Liberal
& Feminist. Pro-LGBTQ. Rocking the
ADHD hardcore." Trying to avoid the
spoilers. #savebombgirls

BombGirlsFans1

@SaveBombGirls @Global_TV seconded,
thirded & endlessly further supported by
every lover of good drama on this Earth
#SaveBombgirls #please

BombGirlsFans1

@SaveBombGirls That's one of the many
things I love... we never know what's
coming next, yet it'll always be dramatic &
loyal to character

BombGirlsFans1

@aliisamoose @JodiAnneBalfour Was
literally just about to say "I wonder if
that'll end up on YouTube"... and lo &
behold! :D #SaveBombGirls

BombGirlsFans1

@Global_TV @Netflix A show which so
acclaimed, moving & fantastically written,
acted & produced shouldn't be allowed to
die #SaveBombGirls

BecksTheTealady

@SaveBombGirls Signing off to bed (to
avoid spoilers ie McAndrews -I've my
fingers & toes crossed for them). Enjoy
the movie, Bombshells!

AliLiebert

@SaveBombGirls this is an amazing
question! Spectacles. Journal. Book.
Coffee making device (can a Bodem fit in
a pouch?) fav pen & Jodi.
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staybloomin

I love the story & that there's a whole
community trying to #savebombgirls.
@bombgirls is a uniting force. @netflix
please @SaveBombGirls

HealthTherapist

@SaveBombGirls @BombGirlsFans1
@Global_TV Love Bomb Girls & the story
is there. Wish TV execs would realise, way
peeps watch tv has changed!

staybloomin

Was talking to a lady at work Friday… her
mom was a real "bomb girl" during
#WWII in #Ontario! We need to
#savebombgirls & save the stories.

Kay L.

when will we be able to see the movie,
Bomb Girls on Netflix

Melissa S.

Such a great show! I miss it already!

Petina S.

I really wish we could view this show in
Australia, it sounds awesome and just the
sort of show I'd like to watch.

Janette S.

Extremely upset the show was cancelled. I
enjoyed it so much.

Maggie J.

So I was just reading that Netflix is set to
relaunch Firefly; do you think it would be
worthwhile to start a campaign to get
them to relaunch Bombgirls?

Joyce J.

I'm really going to miss you wonderful
Bomb Girls. Thank you so much for two
great seasons and a fabulous movie.

Joseph B.

bring it back......

Elinor O.

Bring back the series!!
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Charlotte S.

I was terribly disappointed. As much as I
like Gladys, I didn't want to watch a
"Gladys the Spy" movie that shortchanged
all the other characters. As for closure for
characters we've come to care about, there
was none. Especially for McAndrews fans
who are left still not even really sure what
Kate feels. To me it was just a waste of an
opportunity to serve the fans better.

Court S.

The last show was great!....I only wish the
series continued...at least until the end of
the war..and it could have dealt with the
women going home.... My mother was the
secretary to the manager of a hand
grenade factory in Montreal during WW
II. Thanks for the terrific show. Great
acting...particularly Meg Tilly, great
production values....and Canadian to the
core.

Pat C.

I can not understand why they would
cancel such an extraordinarily amazing
show.......let's hope another tv station
picks it up & moves forward with this
sublime piece of television magic......no
cursing, overly sexual content needed,
just great story and acting........what more
could one want.......I for one will miss it

Nikki G.

PLEASE bring the show back!! or make a
SECOND movie

Michele B.

Last night's show was superb. It was great
to see the four women collaborate on a
sting operation!

Krista J.

gosh still not ready for it to be over.
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Jane B.

Very satisfied with the movie. It did wrap
things up perfectly. Thank you to all
involved in the making of the series and
the movie, I thoroughly enjoy every
moment.

Jo H.

Really hoping to see this but can't watch
the Global link because I'm in the UK could anyone help, please?

Dianne S.

I'm really going to miss you girls. I love all
the characters, and I looked forward to
seeing you each week. I loved the last
episode, Facing the Enemy.... but I want
more!! I grew up listening to WWI and
WWII music, and my Mom was a riveter
in an airplane factory in Montreal. The
show gave me an insight of what it may
have been like for my family. I hope we
get to see you all on TV again!

Kim L.

I really wish you had a spoiler thread so
those of us who have seen it already can
talk freely and commiserate with each
other hahaha...while not spoiling it for
others. I feel like I need a virtual group
hug...the movie was fantastic, but I am so
bummed! Bring Back BombGirls!!!

Joyce J.

The movie was great...but, it just makes
me want more.

Kevin W.

Really enjoyed the show last night. Great
story, great acting

Ken C.

Awesome movie last night. Well done!

Emily A.

amazing tear jerking movie, so sad the
series is over
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Kim L.

ya... they could do with this story line...the
possibilities are endless...too bad they
won't get a chance

Joyce J.

Feeling melancholy today. I would love to
know where the show would have
gone...what would have happened in the
lives of the characters...sigh.

Matt L.

You'll be missed... again!

Colleen L.

What a shame, finally get a super show on
the air and they cancel it!!!

Alyshia S.

Please give us more!!!

Alexis D.

Awesome movie .... shame that the serial
was cancelled. It so beats reality shows.

Teresa M.

The Movie was awesome tonight... I just
wish it could go one and on and on and on
and on!!! Please let there be more!

Derek G.

Well done Girls. I really liked how you
stepped up the intrigue and suspense for
the movie Bomb Girls Facing the Enemy.

Donna E.

Loved this show ! More please!

Colleen D.

Just finshed watching it! I don't want it to
be over. I want more.

Arianne L.

I was so excited, and I wasn't
dissapointed. Thank for the great show!
Et chapeaux à Catherine Bérubé. J'avais le
la misère à la reconnaître tellement son
jeux était bon!
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Sandy D.

Big thanks to Janis and Adrienne - sad to
see the end of a great show but so glad we
had it for two years plus a movie.

Shirley A.

Great TV movie, 'Bomb Girls--Facing the
Enemy'!! Seeing something like this is
entertaining as well as factual! Way to go,
Canada! How about another movie, since
the executives cancelled the show!

Kim L.

the movie was really really well
done...they need to bring it back as a
series though...there is soooo much
potential here

Jillian M.

why did the show have to end! honestly
my favorite show of all time!

Ignacia I.

Wow. Doing that to Vera was cheap and
lazy.

R.G. R.

Just finished watching the show.
Fantastic performances but of course I'm
greedy for more and would like to see this
brought back as a series. My only
complaint, the movie was severely edited
for commercial content, and the chance to
spend more time with these marvellous
characters has ended. Thanks for the
series and the movie wonderful work by
all, bravo, brava! (I'll be Seeing You
playing somewhere in the distance)

Kim L.

I was so wound up i was almost afraid id
be disappointed but WOW!!!! Excellent!!!
But i want MORE!!!!!!!!!!!!! BRING BACK
BOMBGIRLS!!!!!!!!

Natashia H.

The movie was amazing. I got to laugh,
cry, even got a little mad. This was
remarkable. Ladies I am sad that it's over
but it was one of the best show.
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Deb P.

Loved !! the movie. Going to miss you all.
Good luck - and Farewell.

Laura T.

BRING BACK BOMB GIRLS
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Zoë S.

I left the restaurant early just so I could
watch the movie. You have made me cry
and laugh and cry again ever since I
started watching the serie and tonight the
movie. Thank you, for one of my favorite
show.

Hana B.

OMG that was soooo good. I just wish it
wasn't the end!

Meghan R.

So disappointed in the mini movie... how
could this end this way and so quick?
Bomb Girls should NEVER been
cancelled...

Katherine W.

AMAZING MOVIE……in love with
BombGirls all over again! Love, love, love
this show.

Alexandra B.

please make more episodes.this show is
awesome and must be continued.also
would love to see seasons you can buy of
the past episodes because here in
montreal quebec there's none...

Barbara R.

Sniff sniff! Time flew by. Great show,
great acting, great great great! Too bad it's
cancelled!

Andora S.

Omg!!! The movie is soooo good!! Love it

Carolyn P.

Love this show!
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Elena G.

The reason this wonderful show didn't get
the expected viewership is because it's on
a relatively unknown (and hardly
accessible) network at least in the US. If it
would have been pitched to the known
American networks it would still be on.
Such a shame this awesome show had to
be cancelled. Maybe give it another try?
Market it to the right networks? Hate to
see it completely die!!

Marisa W.

When they canceled Bomb Girls, I
canceled my DirectTV. There were so few
shows that interested me, so when they
canceled the one fascinating show with so
many different female characters, that
was it. Now I will miss the movie! Please
say I can buy it on DVD!!!

Pj J.

HELP! I really, really, really want to
watch the movie tomorrow night!! I've
been looking forward to it for a long
time!! I have DirecTV and can't seem to
find a television station by the name of
GlobalTV. Any suggestions?? I really don't
want to miss it!

Sharon R.

I religiously watched the B.G. series on
Reelz TV in the US and loved it. I heard
that all the clothes, down to the
underwear was authentic to the era. I
loved the hair- do's, the clothes, music
and everything of that time . I.hope to see
the movie.

Tiffany C.

Where can i watch season two in the Uk.
Watched first season on Netflix but gutted
second isnt on there. Love bomb girls!!
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Jill M.

Now another question....Isn't there
anyway your company can re-negotiate a
reprising of the show to be bought back
on tv ?

Alan J.

My mother, a German Jew born, made
bombs, artillery shells, near Leeds back in
WWII, after escaping Germany, as a set
up floater mechanic. She told me that she
could set up and run every machine in the
factory. Nice to see a show she would have
really liked. I think the name of the firm
was Appleyards though I could be wrong.
The day the war ended the firm shut
down, leaving her unemployed.

Amy V.

I found Bomb girls on Netflix NOW I am
so very sad to hear that they had canceled
this WONDERFULLY AWESOME show.
The story, the characters. Why would they
take such a show like this and cancel it. So
sad, but then glad to hear about they
movie...can't wait, but wish the show was
back on...Thank you for great show I love.

Maisha E.

I'm confused. What's going on with the
show? It's a fav! I've been waiting for
season 3. Is there going to be a season 3?
This show was AMAZING. The story and
concept. If they don't move forward with a
3rd season, I'm sure we'll see some
formation of it from the States. That's not
what I want! Women during the wartime
effort, same sex relationships,
nationalism, classism, music! It has so
much to offer. Not to mention period
pieces are big right now! My mother was
visiting me from GA, USA and we
watched all the shows. Even she's been
waiting for it to come back on! Ppl in the
States hadn't heard of it, and that's a
shame. I'll miss it
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Laure N.

I hope Reels keeps Bomb Girls. It is one of
the better shows on TV. Some of the
reality shows are just junk.

Lucrethia A.

Seasons one and two can bee seen on
Netflix. I loved this show! Super Excited
about the movie!!!

Love L.

Exciting, such a great show!

Rhoda S.

The clothes! The friendship between the
women! It's history too love it for all those
reasons and more!

John S.

In Canada we do not celebrate our own
history history or historical
accomplishments like we should. Part of
the reason is we don't have the money to
produce films like Hollywood does,
because we don't have the population.
Let's face it, Hollywood is not going to
produce a bunch of films about Canada –
it's always focused on American history.
No issue with that. But as Canadians we
tend to downplay our own achievements
in the world. That's why when they get a
program that does that and it's also
successful commercially as well as
artistically, it's sad that they would cancel
it like they have this program. I really
wish CBC would pick this up - But with
Hockey Night in Canada being moved
over to Rogers, CBC is scrambling and
will not be providing as much Canadian
programming as it has in the past, so I
don't look for that to happen. Instead, will
just get more American shows simulcast
on global. I do love a lot of the American
detective/action shows, but it's really nice
to see something about Canada.
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Andrea M.

The camaraderie of women banding
together in such a life-altering time of
their lives and making a difference is why
I LOVE Bomb Girls, plus the talented and
wonderful cast! When so many TV shows
today put women against one another, it
is refreshing to see a TV series where
women band together. Today's TV
networks just want to promote reality TV,
but hey isn't this based on reality?! You
can't get more REAL than the real stories
of these amazing women who served
during a crucial era of their lives. I say
<<bring it back already!>>

Amanda J.

Love the women in the series each has a
story, love their strength, their
relationships and their struggles.....the
cast are amazing, the fashion and music is
fabulous!

Peggie T.

Some of us have family stories of our
mothers or grandmothers working in the
war effort. Our children need to know
these stories and the many more stories
similar. Our neighbours had 2 sons and 5
daughters. Each son, unbeknown to the
other, signed up in the forces leaving the 5
girls to totally take over all the farm work.
Others worked in factories, and other
places they had never been allowed
before. The amount of sock knitting etc
and sending things to the troops - truly
keeping the home fires burning. I want
more of these stories. AND you can bring
bomb girls back!!!!
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Alan J.

My mother, a German Jew born, made
bombs, artillery shells, near Leeds back in
WWII, after escaping Germany, as a set
up floater mechanic. Nice to see a show
she would have really liked. I think the
name of the firm was Appleyards though I
could be wrong.

Gabba D.

Awewwwwwweew the love the actors have
for this show! And yes I believe it is
because of its originality.

Travel B.

Because of the writing and the cast. A
unique story in a time we all have ties to.
Women being empowered. The women
have complex relationships, no one is
always good or bad, they make mistakes,
but ultimately they help each other. It
interesting to see the Canadian
perspective of this time in history. There
is just so much to love about this show.

Valerie Z.

Great cast and realistic story line.

Judith R.

I was born during this period of time-I
like to see what homes and fashions
looked like-I think it's pretty accurate.

Christina J.

Many have a facination regarding WWII. I
am onlythe next generation out and the
war had a powerful lasting effect on my
upbringing. And we all had a similar
purpose, it changed who we are as
countries and touched every home. And
the clothes....and the redifining of
femininity is hot.
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Darlene-Joy G.

This was an era when woman came into
their own! The men were away so the
women were able to prove that could do
any job a man could do, do well and
sometimes do it better! My mother was a
bomb girl and she faced dangers of being
blown up each and everyday. One must
take their hats off to these woman and
how they the home fires burning! My
Mum was one he'll of a bomb girl. Hats
off to Florence Helen Dockrill! Mum is
still alive and is still as determined as she
was way back in 1942.

Julia C.

Simple because its very good x

Christina W.

Even though I was born way after this
generation... I still find it relatable at
times. And it is so nice to watch girls have
respect for themselves.

Kath J.

I love this show because it is our past. The
costumes, the hairstyles, the way people
behaved in society. The social and racial
divides. It is based on real people, yes the
stories and characters have been changed
but they 're great and keep you captivated
and you really cannot wait for the next
one to air. I love the music, the classic
cars and houses etc. My nan and
Granadad met in a bomb factory after
coming to England from Ireland. This
helps with memories and educates those
people who do not know anything about
the war. We need this series and many
more like it. Thank you to all involved in
making this fantastic programme, can't
wait for the film.
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Linda F.

I wonder when or if it will show in the
States. I didn't miss an episode of the
series and want more....if only a final
movie. Damn shame it was cancelled.

Maureen S.

Brilliant programme

Monique D.

Real women in an era where we don't
hear much about women and yet they
kept the country going. It's about real
Canadian women, heroines at home. Best
Canadian show of all time. If CBC could
pick it up like they did for Murdoch.

Leslie L.

I cannot begin to tell you how much my
family and I enjoyed this show.

Sandy O.

First of all, Franco is hot. Second, love the
stories and the clothes and just the whole
thing. Great show.

Mary R.

Bomb Girls is the story of my Aunts here
in USA during the war. I have heard their
stories. The show has some of all the
stories. I love it and hop they will make
more shows for TV.

Tracy R.

It transports you back in time. . .

Chloe L.

Keep it going!!! Bomb girls was a great
show that not only showed how women
and girls should act, but taught us a lot
about how things happened! It was a
show that showed the truth but also had
good drama. Costumes were amazing and
the hair was always perfect!!! Please try to
find a way for it to stay bomb girls was the
bomb!!!
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Lynne T.

My Mum was in the ATS (women's army)
during WWII and some of her stories
would be great programming too, in the
hands of these Bomb Girls writers!

Kim L.

Because its the only tv show that ever
inspired me to Google Canadian history
after each episode to learn more about the
real women who inspired this show!!!
....and also, theres no robots or cartoon
characters or dead las vegas showgirls left
in garbage dumpsters for some
dishevelled detective to discuss with the
local coroner...this show has real acting
and real stories!

Diane W.

I love bomb girls because that hat

Art O.

My mom made ammunition during
WWII. I think of her during the factory
scenes. I remember she told me metal
clips had to be removed from bras and
buttons sewn on as a fastener as one of
many spark prevention measures.

Victoria F.

its a great story and it happened mt mom
lives it she us 86 and relates to it

Nicole G.

It is women, it is Canadian, it is fiction
but based on a true story

Terpsichore D.

Love the women. They are so easy to
relate to.

Cathy C.

Love this show and cast!

Diane W.

Still love it for the lesbians and the hats.
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Amy S.

My 22 year old daughter and I LOVE
BOMB GIRlS. My daughter does not
watch TV - except this series. We can't
wait for the movie, but are sad to see it go.
When will it be broadcast in America.
Your number ones fans - from Dallas, TX!

Jennifer S.

I think Ali Liebert is the most incredible
actress. Bomb Girls is an outstanding
show, and I hope it comes back. I'm so
excited for the movie, and so thankful to
Ali Liebert for the life and the heart she
brings to Betty...it's made me realize
what's possible in acting...and gives me
something to forever work towards and
aspire to be as an actor. Thank you to the
whole Bomb Girls cast and crew!

Amanda M.

I love bomb girls.. good writing and I love
the cast. I appreciate the fact that they
didn't shy away from a lesbian storyline
either. I will definitely be watching out for
this show in cali

Lorin E.

Shows great, and all the actors and
actresses are amazing. I feel as if I could
of been one of those girls, if I lived in that
time. Love a show that can talk u away
from reality, even if its only 44mins. I also
like Betty because she is a good girl at
heart.

Cindy G.

Both of my mothers, biological and
adoptive, worked in war jobs in the U.S.
So the visual of this movie frames that
time period for me. Thank you!

Carla G.

I love this show because my grandma , it's
like looking into her past . This is such an
amazing show, cast and story lines. It
truly is a shame they are not continuing
the series, at least we will get a movie.
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Claudia F.

She pretty much said what I wanted to say
only more well spoken. I really wished
they didn't cut the series so short

Nan D.

And my dear girl, this show is a pleasure
to watch. I hope to see each and everyone
of you in other shows since the powers
that be deemed it necessary to cancel
(???!!!) this show. Looking forward to the
big reveal soon.

Gail J.

I can hardly wait to see the movie. My
mother worked in the Ajax ammunitions
factory during the early 40's and this
gives me a chance to see somewhat the
things she went through.

Kirsten M.

i miss the tv series it never should have
been cancelled!!!!

Stephanie M.

Miss this show. And Betty was perfect.
She really brought out the vulnerability of
all the characters, especially that of Kate.
The factory enigma of the early 1900s also
made it poignant and fun to watch.

Michele F.

Bomb Girls: THANK YOU for tying-up
loose-ends...This series was great fun to
watch! ~ I will buy Season II (already
have Season I) and the Movie, as soon as I
can! M.
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Maril M.

Bomb Girls is awesome because it is
inspired by historic facts. Of course there
is the lady drama and the love stories
entertwined with the main current of
World War II but the cast is amazing and
the costumes, music etc. is flawless! It's
not about putting overly tanned cunts in
the same house and film them getting
wasted every night and bringing guys
home. It's part of our history. It's a great
show and I cannot wait for the movie.

AmyLiiciious F.

It's an amazing show, shows Girls they
can do anything they want just as good as
the boys,... I dont see men building
Bombs, so really Girls are like Dangerous
but in a Sexy way,. Watch out Boys, Just a
Smile can be deadly,. ;D

Lindz M.

Well crafted, well acted, and an important
reflection of our Canadian history that
every person in Canada should know
about. It should never have been
cancelled. I can't wait to see the movie!

Lisa N.

Yay bomb girls!!!

Brad D.

Can't wait. So will the movie be the end or
will the series continue after. Such a fresh
show and would hate to see it end so
quick.

Dena W.

I thought this show was cancelled and am
happy it isn't! LOVE this show!!

Ann M.

I really enjoyed this show. Wish it would
come back on.

Svetlana D.

Will it be air in USA? I am a big fan of this
show. Can't wait for this movie.
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Kirsten M.

i hate all the reality tv.. i want bombgirls
back!!!!!:(

Katie C.

Still mad this got cancelled. All the good
shows get axed.

DaGeneral P.

excited to hear this. i watch via Netflix. i
love all the bomb girls.

Sandy K.

So, so sad this is the end. What a shame

Cecilia H.

Waiting anxiously to see the movie , but
so sad that this could very well be the
finally if we don't save the Bomb Girls . I
loved

Jennifer D.

so sad to see this series is not renewed but
looking forward to the movie!

Lorie F.

I would really like to know whether this a
comeback or a farewell! Didn't realize
there was any chance it might be coming
back -- but my fingers are definitely
crossed.

Christine D.

Bring back the series!! I am very upset
this show was cancelled and yet other
garbage remains on television! I will be
watching this 2 hour movie but it will
NOT sooth the frustration I feel.

Joyce F.

an excellent show!! Why do the good
shows get cancelled and the garbage
remains? I agree with Christine I will
LOVE to watch the movie but am quite
frustrated that the series has ended.

Brian W.

One of the best Canadian productions
ever made. A true turning point in history
for women.
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Kirsten M.

omg please global wake the hell up and
get this series back on the air
regularly!!!!!! can't wait for the movie
tomorrow night but please god bring
Bombgirls back!!!!!

Nicole G.

More shows like this please. For once we
had a good series and it gets canceled. So
sad

Andy O.

'Unexpected hiatus'? That's a euphemism
and a half. Global really made a mistake
when they cancelled Bomb Girls.

Coreen C.

Can't believe this show got canceled.
Other than Murdoch Mysteries, the only
interesting Canadian program in years.

Yvonne S.

To bad series over enjoyed the series and
the show this evening

Victoria F.

This show is sooooooooooooo damn
good......would like to see more shows like
this...Canadian TV could sure use some
decent shows and on at good times when
there is nothing on which is most
nights!!!!!

Kim L.

so many opportunities to share more and
represent the women who actually lived
these lives...lost. Very sad. This show
deserves to be brought back...we aren't
ready to let Bomb Girls go

Diane W.

There's an upsetting sense of finality in
how she talks about the end result of the
fans who are still fighting. Shaw probably
doesn't give two shakes of a rats butt but
I'm still hoping.
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Christine D.

The series should continue!! It was
fantastic!! If it won't continue then we
need to push for a few sequels to the
movie!!

Kayla S.

This is Canadian History. This is more
important to show then ratings.. money
hungry people!!

Stacey S.

I'm going to be so sad once I finish the
movie! It's a shame it couldn't have
continued as a series...

Susan B.

They deserve the loyalty of their fans - it
was a damned good show. Good plot
lines, great actors, Canadian content, and
part of Canada's history. Good for Ms.
Tilly !!!!

Sandra W.

The loss of this show, as well as "Army
Wives", makes me sad. Both excellent
shows with important stories to tell.

Barbara A.

I really loved this show. C'mon people this
is Canadian history!!

Stephanie S.

Dramas based on history make the best
shows! When, how van we watch this in
America?!?!

Angus S.

Amazing what crap advertisers will
support if the demographics are there!
Good shows with meaning like Bomb
Girls and Army Wives gone. Yet zombie tv
and cheap reality shows just keep coming!
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Maggie S.

is there anyway that the cast of bomb girls
can talk them into bringing back the
show. we have so few good shows like this
to watch and we need more shows like
this. it comforts a lot of us who are
worried about this world and how if
anything happens we all come togather
and support each other. please ask them
to make more bomb girls shows.

Dave R.

Is there any chance Netflix could pick up
Bomb Girls?

Angus S.

The series was cancelled. This 2 hr movie
is to give us closure. Time Warner didnt
dump it. Sadly, another good show was
simply cancelled.

Gabba D.

Doo Season threeeeeeee!!

Renee K.

I love this show and am sad it was
cancelled. I hope Global replays the
movie, or makes it available on Demand. I
have to work tonight and do not have a
DVR I am really disappointed to miss it.

Kim L.

Globals ratings are going to surge tonight,
then poof...all gone tomorrow Love Bomb
Girls!!!!! Bring it back!!!!

Judith M.

Great show again. Missing you BOMB
GIRLS!!! Come on back soon.

Marilyn H.

Bring The Bomb Girls back
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Christine D.

The Bomb Girls are back for a "special
movie" but the series NEVER should have
been dropped!! Don't pat yourselves on
the back too hard, Global....we fans are
greatful for the movie but still feel very
deep frustration towards the cancellation
of this fantastic show in the first place!!

Heather D.

Still think it was dumb of them to cancel
such a good show!

Andrea H.

Huge fan - watched the series on NetFlix
here in the US. When / where will we be
able to see the movie?

Anne-Julie O.

Will we be able to watch it another time
than tonight because I'm going to miss
it?!

Kim L.

Movie is great, bringing back the series
would be even better!

Elena G.

Would like to know when the 2nd season
will come out on dvd and if the movie will
also come out on dvd.

Joyce J.

Really looking forward to the movie...but
melancholy at the same time...I will miss
the Bomb Girls SO much.

Nancy R.

I'm so upset I don't get that channel! I
really enjoyed this series.

Elizabeth S.

I'm so sad that I'm not in Canada tonight.
Love Bomb Girls and Canada!!

Kassie R.

It was amazing and I'm very sad to know
that this is the finale for Bomb Girls,
forever. It was one of my favourite shows.
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Bob C.

A movie that was wonderful! Great!
Fantastic! Super! Well worth watching!!
So when are we going to see more??
PLEASE bring back the weekly show, plus
another movie!!!

Maggie J.

Was great (as my now stained on eyeliner
on my cheek can attest to) but I really just
wish the show would come back. Even
though the movie was 2hrs I have so
many unanswered questions

Gracie P.

I just don't understand how such a great
show doesn't go on, but absolutely nasty
crap is on week after week : (

Pat S.

The best show ever. I had a Mom that
work in the Munitions Plant in Toronto
and I heard all her stories. She sure would
approved if she was still here. Thanks so
much, it sure moved me.

Janice D.

Great movie. So sad this show will not be
on any more!

Jennifer N.

I'm so excited for the movie; it's really
quite bitter sweet. I'm so sad to see the
end of such a wonderful series. Not often
to you get an education while being
entertained!

Sandi E.

Bring it to the USA. Can't believe on of the
best shows in a long time cancelled.

Carolyn P.

OMG This is the BEST show on TV!!! I
just HATE the thought that it's over!!!

Judy C.

it was so good seeing them all again and
so sad knowing this is the end..
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Bob C.

The movie tonight was great!! The ending
suggested a sequel. We can hope.

Leah W.

I agree was a great movie, but they did
leave the ending open to a possible
sequel...or perhaps maybe they should
just bring it back!!

Misty R.

I'm still upset they cancelled it, For what
another vampire or zombie show?

Cora C.

Just bring the show back! Plz!

Sylvie H.

The movie was very good , i want the
show back please

Cameron R.

While I hope they do another movie that
brings the war to a close, if this was the
last instalment, it was a fitting one that I
am happy with, yet still saddened by
(goodbye Vera). Watching this show made
me wonder what life was like for my
grandparent...See More

Matt D.

Small enough to cancel yet big enough to
make a movie. The new Firefly.

Diane W.

I'd like to win a third season of Bomb
Girls, thank you.

Kerrianne F.

Facing the Enemy - the network
executives who canceled an awesome
series.

Kirsten M.

omg global tv i hate them for cancelling
this show!!!!!! and the movie left sooo
many loose ends not gonna throw spoilers
but OMG!!!!!!!! the 2 hrs flew by and i was
bawling my eyes out!!!!!
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Julie P.

Loved it !!!! I want to see more of the
Bomb Girls. Tell me it's not over... C'mon
TV executives, make it happen. Son much
more could be written/scripted.. .

Darlene-Joy G.

Bring um back! !! Love the Bomb Girls!!

Janeen A.

I love and really miss this show. I'm so
happy for the marathon and movie so I
could dvr it, YES!!!!

Catherine P.

the movie is awesome Bomb Girls are the
bomb, will there be DVD format of the
movie to buy later?

Stephen N.

Yes, would just absolutely love more
Bomb Girls!!

Maggie J.

Aww damn it! I was sick and missed out
on most of the movie and this post. Any
other way to get a VicMu badge? Could it
be a Crowdstarter campaign to fund the
next season of Bomb Girls? I am pretty
sure you'd get more than enough of us
helping out!

Carol F.

Loved it! The door was left open to
continue, and considering that the war
lasted for more years after this movie plot,
I sincerely hope that happens!! I think
that this is on a par with some of the
British drama series. This series was not
sold well, and needs a decent marketing
campaign and a great producer. Start with
the VicMu badges and get many more
people talking about this!! Want more
Bomb Girls - Please!
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Kassie R.

I am so sad that I didn't know about this
last night while it was going on. However,
I'm going to say what I would have said
here: I'm not surprised Betty got into
boxing, but it was amazing seeing that
side of her. My dad and I both knew that
Ivan was going to die the moment Helen
kept trying to get him to leave. I'm sad to
see the show go because it is one of my
favourites, but at least most ends were
tied. Maybe one day, #BombGirls will
return with renewed vigour! (if this
counts toward the draw, I'd be super
happy, and if not, I'm just glad I was able
to voice my opinion.)

Katharina R.

I love this show!

Judy N.

Great show. Will miss it

Theresa S.

Great show, love Vera's story!

Yvonne S.

Sad to see the series end

Marlene H.

Great movie last night wish it was still on
the air

Margaret C.

Please don't cancel this series. Bring it
back.

Emily F.

Wish that was not the end!

Marissa K.

Favorite show ever!!

Amy W.

so sad its been cancelled but happy to see
the movie.
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Amanda S.

I just want to scream, "Say it ain't so!"
The cast and show is absolutely amazing.
I've loved letting Bomb Girls into my
home and look forward to the movie.

Olivia R.

We LOVE Bomb Girls in Great Britain💣

Kim L.

Best show EVER!!!! Its like saying bye to
an old friend...good luck to all the cast
and crew on your new
adventures...hopefully Bomb Girls Part
2!!!

Jill M.

So sad that one of the very best Canadian
shows ever made had to end! It has been
such a pleasure and joy to watch this
show and to see the development of the
characters. It has also allowed people to
have a glimpse into what life was like
during WWII as so many people have
either forgotten or have never heard what
role women played in the history of the
world during that time,

Brian W.

Most people have no idea how important
the role of women changed during
wartime. It's something that needs to be
taught, and remembered. My mom was a
bomb girl, and I wish I would have heard
her stories while she was still with me.
This show is like going back in time and
seeing what she must have been like. One
of the best productions ever made.

Jessica R.

So gonna miss this show!! All the good
shows get canceled in favor of "unscripted
reality shows"....
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Edna W.

I loved watching it. It gave me a better
understanding of both my parents who
would have been about the same age, as
the characters, at that time.

Millie S.

I love Bomb Girls; it is based on historical
fact and shows the courage of the nations
women; I was born in the mid 40's and
conversations of male and female bravery
were definite topics of dinner table
conversation for many years following the
end of WWII - seeing this past history
brought to life is wonderful for me. Thank
you all; I will miss the show, it's
marvelous writers and directors and all
you beautiful women.

Judy C.

we need more shows like this and a lot
less so called "reality" shows.

Elena G.

Love Bomb Girls. Reason it didn't get the
ratings was the network it's on. Most of
my friends didn't even know what
GlobalTV or Reelz was! Need to bring it to
known American networks!!

Bunka G.

I love Bomb Girls so please bring it back.

Becky P.

I was SO looking forward to seeing the
2nd season, but with it being shown on a
channel that's not shown in the United
States any more, that's not going to
happen. I LOVE this era. I love seeing
how they dress and the historical fact of
the show, it's such an awesome program!!
Please bring it back a channel to the U.S.,
so we can see it too~!!
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Tori M.

I absolutely love Bomb Girls! I have
turned all of my friends on to the show. I
can't wait to watch the movie on Netflix
one day! So sad it's over

Marlene I.

We need to get it back on the air ! a 2 hr
movie is great , but that show could go the
distance because each character had a
good story line and it could have been
great !

Gloria V.

I love this show. Everything is perfect for
the period. The emotions this show
produces are priceless. Meg, you are the
best.

Judith M.

With all the rubbish on tv these days
BOMB GIRLS was a joy to watch. A real
story. I will miss you all so much but will
sure be watching tonight. Wouldn't miss
it for the world.

Debbie R.

im excited for the movie tonite but then
sad because we will never get to see all of
you again

Raven M.

wish it wasn't ending. Amazing show.
Can't believe this would get canceled but
other stupid shows aren't.... it's sad

Nicole G.

Enjoyed movie so much, wish there was
more and more

Nan D.

thank you. I loved the show and this
cements it - you must come back!

Shirley W.

Loved it. No show? How about more
movies?

Darlene-Joy G.

So enjoyed your wrap up! So sad it's
finished! ! Miss Bomb Girls!
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R.G. R.

Wonderful movie, shame such quality
programming is being axed. Come on
powers that be, we like smart shows,
historical shows, with complicated funny,
frustrating, compelling characters. Maybe
I should quote another long running
show's character, that you have made a
mistake axing this one.. D'OH.

Chris M.

Anxiously waiting to see it in May. Can't
believe it will be over.

Kristy L.

Sad that it's not going further... Figures a
show about canada and women fails.

Julie P.

Bring it back !!! I love this show. The
storyline could go on....and on !!!

Sue M.

So so so much love! Thank YOU for
bringing this dream of a show to our
screens. We'll never really let you go.

Kim L.

After watching the movie last night my
frustration is all fired up again...well it
never really left...but the potential here is
so obvious...the new character was
fantastically awful and I missed other
characters and want to know what
happened to them, and with Vera they
could have gone 'on location'...that story
line alone had me riveted to the screen!!
Wake up Global...bring back Bomb
Girls!!!!

Helen F.

It was a joy to have the Bomb girls back.
Great research giving us some insight into
a Canada most of us haven't known about,
great cast and just enough suspense to
keep you on the edge of your seat. it
reminds me of Foyle's war (a UK drama) .
If only we could see more of this standard
of historic drama. Well done to all.
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Carolyn P.

I absolutely LOVED the movie and I hope
that they will bring us new episodes.

Colleen R.

Can't wait to see the movie. They never
should have cancelled the show!

Melissa H.

hope they bring back this show!.. love this
show ..

Charles E.

can not believe that they left so much to
be told.I love every little thing about this
show.Lets put this back on.By the way my
favorite characters are Betty and Vera.

Marlene I.

Meg get your own Prouction Company
going and Keep going with this show!!!
NEVER GIVE UP!!!!

Kim L.

Start with Bomb Girls Part 2!!!

Linda M.

Love Bomb Girls!

Sunny D.

Ok on the serious....I'm so irritated that
this was cancelled.. it was nominated for
and won how many awards? Goes to show
the politics behind the scenes is all that
matters.
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Kim L.

reading that global said the ratings went
down during a time when they fiddled
with the schedule to put Survivor
on...well....DUH! I remember thinking
what happened to Bomb Girls!!!!! I
certainly didnt watch Survivor hahahaha!
Anyway I'm just shaking my head .......
judging by the numerous fan posts
begging for the return of this show...I
have to ask who does their ratings
measurements for them? Seriously...this
show has a HUGE fanbase!!!!! I just don't
get it I will miss you BombGirls...come
back!!!!!!

Susan H.

Awesome show but , some sad moments.
Bring back the girls! Have missed this
show so much.

Debbie R.

didn't want it to end

Carol L.

I began watching this Canadian show and
found it hit home but I cannot find it on
the telli anymore. What happened, I
understand it won an award? It got
canceled! What? That can't be so but now
I believe some USA station picked it up.
Where can I find it in Canada?

Kirsten A.

is there a possiblity of another movie still
many loose ends...

Amy W.

I LOVED watching it, but it made me so
sad because Bomb Girls is no more.
Global did a REAL disservice to its
massive audience by foolishly cancelling
this stellar show.

Wendy S.

It was awesome:) Hoping for another
Bomb Girls movie!!!!!!!!!♥
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Mary-Louise A.

Make a post war movie!

Christine B.

it was awesome ! would love another
movie or serie about each main
character's life after the war...

James H.

It was a good show.

James H.

this show need to keep going.

Stephanie P.

I wish we had that channel here. I loved
Bomb Girls when we lived in Colorado.
Im so sad I cant see the movie

Peggie T.

The movie was good but there is still so
much more story to tell. HOW ABOUT IT
GLOBAL!!

Brian W.

It was very good, so sad at the end. Was
very well written!! Kudos to the cast, crew
and writers. You make Canada proud!!

Mike M.

Great show, I wish it would continue.

Mary-Lou L.

I've loved this show from the beginning
and I think Meg Tilley is superb in her
role. The rest of cast is also outstanding
and the writers are to be commended.
This is a great boost for Canada! Thank
you!!

Sue H.

Although I loved the series I thought last
nights two hour special fell very flat....still
too many loose ends.
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Shirley R.

Yes, heard Lesley Roberts talking about it
last night and saying, this 'successful'
series had ended and the 2 hr. movie
would tie up all the loose ends...why did it
end if it was such a success? I really liked
the series. Will watch the movie this
w/end.

Millie S.

Excellent movie; I will miss you all.

Deborah M.

Loved the movie, just wished that the
series didn't get cancelled

Ellen P.

Loved the show and movie. So good to see
women from the 1940s playing strong
characters and being good role models.

Gizela D.

Excellent movie...I will miss you

Sheree J.

Loved it! So sad that it's now over.
Another movie some day?

Mary A.

Loved it, wish there was more!

Victoria F.

Another Movie for sure...they left us
hanging just hope its not 5 years from
now

Kimberly J.

was so great but what happens next we
need more shows or movies

Darlene-Joy E.

Love love love this show...way more
stories to tell!! Please bring the gals back!!
One of the better Canadian shows. Really
did not understand why it was cancelled,
maybe a gentle reminder to new
generations to what happen during the
second world war years when women
came into their own!!!!!
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Debbie H.

Loved it I want more

Peggie T.

It's interesting how we know so much
about every battalion and squadron in
WW 2 but so little about what the women
were doing. This movie was so pressed to
try and finish stories that they left much
of the girls stories out. Each 20 minute
segment could have been it's own section..
What about Gladys 'training - what about
the underground boxing - what about the
singing career - what about Lorna - does
she get involved in the secret service.
What about victory gardens and saving
fats - WHAT WERE THE WOMEN IN
CANADA DOING DURING THE
WAR!!!!! I want so much more.

Kelsey S.

It kept me interested for sure but could've
been better, I get it's a war based show
but killing half the cast off was kinda
lame.

Angie S.

I loved it! There's so much more that
could happen tho! Hopefully there's
another movie or better yet more seasons.

Maureen L.

Yes, please, bring it back!

Christina C.

I loved it, but I agree with everyone-- we
could have so much more!! They could
expand on the movie and keep the stories
going. So touching, so lovely. I miss this
show

Sally R.

Bring this show back..

Sharon W.

Want more! more more more, I say!
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Joyce J.

I'm with the majority...I just don't want it
to be over yet. More movies perhaps? At
least until the end of the war...please.

Gail J.

I thought the movie was terrific; a few
tears here and there. I too would like to
see some continuance. Great job!!!

Jessie L.

It was a sad ending. I still have a lot of
questions.. I didn't want it to be over!!

Donna M.

What part of GLOBAL don't they get!!

Carol A.

So that is it... no more episodes? OMG

Tara C.

It was so good. I only wish we had more
seasons as I would love to have seen what
became of the characters after the war
ended.

June A.

That was fantastic. I am so sorry to see
the show go. Wonderful acting, historical
Toronto roots and a journey that is truth
and educational. Thank you for putting
closure to this wonderful series.

Melanie Z.

Wish it wasn't over

Heather C.

Kudos to everyone for a fantastic wrapup. Just watched the movie and loved it.
The script far exceeded expectations and
of course the actors, sets and all were
great. We will miss the show. Thank you
for bringing us this part of our Canadian
women's history with such class and
cleverness.

Natalie A.

Awesome show, but so sad it was the last.
Definitely should not have been cancelled.
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Linda H.

I had to pvr it, and am watching it now. It
is soooooo good. I have missed this show
so very much. Wonder if Netflix will carry
it on?? That would be wonderful.

Mae G.

We enjoyed watching it ,i wish the show
was still on

Luisa F.

They did a great wrap up, hitting all the
right notes. Terrific; sad t see it go, but so
glad they got a proper send off!

Sonia G.

The movie was GREAT, but we need
more! Definitely should NOT have been
canceled.....sooo much talent, in both the
actors and those behind the cameras!
Thanks to all involved!

Laida I.

Was that a closure for the serie? I felt like
I needed to know what happens at last
with every single character. What
happens with Marco,Gladys and what
happens with Betty and Kate? I hope you
are planning to restart the serie again, or
at least film another film.

Nancy S.

Really want this series to continue to the
end of the war, whether as a series or
three two hour movies...let's get at it.

Catarina P.

i need more..

Julie C.

Loved it. Sorry to see it go.

Judy Z.

Loved Loved Loved it want morexoxo

Val A.

loved it and was reminded that there is no
reason to cancel such a great show

Brenda R.

Gotta return. Last show was amazing!!!!
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Elinor O.

I enjoyed the movie. So disappointed the
series is over though. Bring back the
series!

Erin T.

So sad the series is over! I loved watching
the Bomb girls help out with the war
effort... Each episode made me think of
my Grandma who joined the Air Force
and made her way to to Ontario in the 40s
to do her part. Thanks for bring this part
of our history to the tele for a couple
seasons at least!!

Patrick T.

Every time I find an intelligent,
challenging series that I really like, it gets
cancelled.I could definitely stand to see
more of Bomb Girls. Superior writing,
surprisingly fast-paced, well done
production and effects, and a truly
excellent cast. A lot of top notch talent
went into this series. Really deserving of
so much more acclaim. The war is not
over yet. Bring on more Bomb Girls!

Joan B.

I thought the TV series really was
entertaining and enjoyed it much more
than the other stuff on TV these days
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Jordan L.

I have always loved world war 2. It was
great to see a show about Canadian
woman workers during that time. Its
makes me irate to see they took down this
show after just two seasons by far one of
my favorite tv shows but us the fighters
are keeping it alive. I think it has the
perfect cast i really hope that another tv
network picks it up because its an
awesome show and doesn't deserve to
come crashing down. Glad to see so may
other people feel the same way i do. I'am
very avid about saving this show i don't
think a male is more passionate about it
then i am its pretty hilarious my girl
friend laughs at me sometimes because of
it. i have this website bookmarked so i can
always be updated on how saving bomb
girls going. Let me know what i can do to
help. thank you for your time, lets save
this magnificent show!

Choley B.

In a sea of ridiculous reality shows and
cop dramas comes a refreshing idea that
is Bomb Girls! My mum and I have
enjoyed this show from the very
beginning and believe it to be incredibly
wonderful and unique. It deserves many
more seasons! For the sake of all who
desire more than the mediocre drabble
that is constantly shown on television,
please keep Bomb Girls alive!! :) Thank
you and take care!

Maria P.

I'm hoping they continue the series. I love
Bomb Girls and hope it continues because
lets be honest, there is a lot of junk on
Netflix and B movies so lets grace it with a
show that is honorable and classy eh?
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Judy C.

I am another fan as well. Just sent off
emails to all the network execs. Thanks
for putting this site together to try and
save the show.

Jen D.

This has been an outstanding Canadian
series. Please let's have more!

Camilla B.

I live in Melbourne, Australia and I
absolutely adore Bomb Girls. I very rarely
get attached to Television shows, there
have been other TV shows I have liked
which have been cancelled and I have
gotten over it pretty quickly but Bomb
Girls is different. From the very beginning
when I first started watching Bomb Girls I
fell in love with the characters. The
characters really seem like real people.
The acting is beautiful and the quality of
the production overall is top notch. The
thing about Bomb Girls which really got
me hooked is that I haven't seen any other
TV show that compares with this one, it is
truly unique. There is nothing else like it
on Television, there are no substitutes.
This series dealt with so many different
issues and did it well. It was an intelligent
series. I'm so sick of all the same boring
shows on TV. This series broke the mould
and that is why it was bloody brilliant! I
am desperately hoping by some miracle
the series will continue... two seasons was
nowhere near enough to satisfy me, Bomb
Girls is so fresh and full of life. I will
deeply miss this show.

Hedy L.

It's a great show!
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Anne N.

This series is a shining light on a small
segment of history done in a fun,
interesting and riveting way. I was hooked
after the first show! I can’t wait for the
next episode, only sadly, there are none
on the horizon. Don’t give up this
sparkling infusion of the simple life, love
of country, helping one another and
working together for a common goal. I’m
sorry I missed this the first time around
but am very grateful I found it on Netflix.
I’m spreading the word! Bring us more
BOMB GIRLS!!! We could all use a dose
of their spirit. I can’t wait to share the
series with my friends. Hope to hear good
news soon!
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Norina L.

Why are we subject to the dumbing of
America? We are puppets to the dictates
of the pleasures and ideas of those who
think they know what is best for all.
Network executives are wrong. They do
not listen to our pleas, or simply have a
reading comprehension problem, because
if they did not, they would put shows like
Bomb Girls back on the air. It is simply a
travesty that this show is being cancelled.
Perhaps network executives think that the
public is stupid and not ready to
comprehend that which has any sort of
intelligent knowledge in its' scripts.
Bomb Girls offers us a look into our
history. It extends a view into that which
most of us know very little about. As a
young girl, my aunt told me what it was
like to be a strong woman in Tarrytown,
New York working in the factories during
WWII. I couldn't really understand the
depth of what she was trying to say, but I
was intrigued at her strength and her
independence. I was also saddened at the
fact that she died as a result of her work,
because she died due to being exposed to
asbestos during that time period. Perhaps
that would have been something that
would have been an issue in one of the
episodes. Who knows? Both my husband
and I truly enjoyed this series and were
eagerly awaiting the start of the new
series only to be disappointed by finding
out that it was cancelled. I found out by
doing a web search; what a way to find
out! I am starting to believe that network
nit-wits would rather opt for the vampirelust, dim-witted programs that fill the
empty-headed noggins of idiots, rather
than to present to serious minded people,
because there's more money in it.
Correct? Time to re-think your audiences.
We pay for this stuff, and would like to
know that for the 250+ stations there
would be more to watch than blood lust,
porn, and1338
jerks running around. I don't
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Jane M.

Save this show. I hope eventually. I wil be
recommissioned.

Mary S.

Love this show!!! Need to have it ended
right, but not ended. Ha

Liz G.

Please save Bomb Girls

Silvia

Save Bomb Girls!!!!!!!!

Penny B.

After going thur cancer treatment this
pass year. Their wasn't much to watch.
But I found bomb girls. And I feel it was a
very good show. Kept my mind off
treatments and shots. .sorry to see it go
off the air. Very good actors. Three
wishes. No cancer. And more bomgb girls.
Third wish is private. Good luck to all and
thanks for the smiles from our girls. Job
well done. Like rosie said We can do it.
Thank again

Carla F.

I discovered Bomb Girls a year or so ago
via my Netflix streaming subscription,
and I was so upset to hear that it was not
being renewed for a 3rd season, but was
pleased to hear that in Ocotber of 2013 a 2
hour wrap-up movie was in production.
Please, can't you all come to a logical
conclusion that Bomb Girls should be
reinstated as a TV show?
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